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A SYNOPSIS 

Economic requirements are never purely economic: they are 

formulated within a wider social framework. Economic growth within a 

nation during any historical period is the result of an interplay 

the institutions and patterns of behaviour it inherits from and 

the strains and tensions implicit in the potential of the 

of An institution of major importance in the Western 

this process of interplay is the public, limited liability, company~ 

One and Two of this study are concerned with certain 

, economic and social status of the public company which appear 

be of particular relevance to New Zealand .. 

A wide ranging complex o£ background features demands re£erence to 

any theoretical structure as a £ramework for analysiso Not 

this present study this reference centres mainly on 

contributions to the economic theory of the £irm." Chapter Three is 

with this examination, concentrating attention on three 

the theoretical recognition of the financial characteristics of 

x 

groupings of firms, the role of accounting financial statements as an 

of 

as 

be 

force in the theory of the firm, and t.."'e recognition of some 

factor in assessing the performance and ultimate 

of the lack o£ a really effective theoretical 

attention is directed in Chapters Four and Five, first, 

data for the study and second, to the extension of 

methodologies applied. It is contended that it 

a wider range of more powerful tools of statistical 

boundaries 

the rightful status of corporate financial analysis 

It is the opinion of same that the value of a theory related to 

economic growth lies not in its promise to yield precise predictions but 

rather in its capacity to bring an ever growing body of empirioal data 



XI 

analytical relationships. Knowledge of such relationships should then 

provide the basis for continuous revision and extension 

regarding the important determinants of growth .. 

undertaken in attenpts to explore such 

particular enphasis on groupings of companies according 

and growth-rate characteristics .. 

There has been a recent suggestion that power in 

existing notions 

work 

size 

society, 

having at one time from land to capital, is now from 

capital to "organized intelligence"" If this suggestion has any merit at 

all then the Chapter Seven on the financial social 

per.rormance of 

of this important 

company should assist in part 

of change" 

comprehension 
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Chapter 1 

THE INTRODUCTION 

"Corporations have -learned to cope superbly' with 

the environment they have found waiting for them, 

but not with the environment they have largely 

created for the.mselves&~ 

De Votaw and SoP .. Sethi, 969) • 

1 .. 0 The Study 

The scope of this study is both social and economice The 

hope is tb.a t maintaining a balanced socio-economic approaoh, a 

worthwhile contribution will be made to solving some of the complex 

and pervasive problems of forecasting in the field of corporate 

financial decision-making. The need for improved predictive skills 

is urgent as the difficulties associated with making forecasts are such 

that ~the problem of constructing models to utilise them pales in 

significance by comparison".. (1 ) Heeding the plea of Myron J. Gordon 

and others for models that can test and enrich the development of the 

neoclassical theory of capital etthrough the use of the considerable 

body of published data that exists on publicly owned corporations", 

the author accepts as his major assignment the task of providing 

such info~~ on New Zealand corporate financial performance0 
(2) 

It is hoped as a result the assumpt~ons of subsequent model 

builders, planners, and reformers will reflect more closely actual 

corporate behaviouro 

2 .. 0 The Entity -to be Considered 

(1 ) 

(2) 

The entity to be studi-ed, the limited liability company, is an 

instrument of societyo Viewed from a legal point of view, a creature 

of the state endowed in the interest of society with legal existence, 

legal. riBbts and obligations. In the eyes of the political acientist 

aninstltution of organised seciety which has to fulfil basic social 

J oT .. S .. Porter.f'ieldl' "InYeStme:nt Dec~ions and Capital Costs", 
New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1965, p ... 135 .. 
M.J" Gordon, tiThe Investment, Financing and Valuation of the 
Corporation~, Illinois, Irwin, 1962, p .. 2. 



.. In the eyes of the accountant and the , a unit in 

resources are organised for efficient productiono From 

~+~r'o~n~ viewpoints can be sensed something of the 

on corporate enterprise$~ Demands for efficiency in 

corporate functioning - its economic raison dietre, and demands for 

in terms of the stability and prosperity of If 

sector was a minor or inconsequential portion of the 

New Zealand environment then the iss~es of its conduct of 

responses to change would be largely a matter of its own or 

In this study it will be shown that the corporate 

This behoves those who represent this 

corporate policy and activity in conformity with the of 

society .. 

Society is, however, not solely concerned with what do 

but is also concerned with the organisation which has been 

framework to achieve such objectives It is 

development of a suitable structure of 

and of a respo~sibley well-trained a~d staff 

on 

for succession" Emphasis is placed on this 

as too often it is overlooked in studies concentrating 

~,~~',~a,~ measures of performance" (3) 

(3) Fortunately some endeavours are being made to remedy deficiencies in 

2 

area of recording the value of human resources - the fiorganisation"", 
"Accounting for Human Assets", Occasional Paper 

Graduate School of Business _t\dministration, Michigan 
1954& Her.manson puts forward proposals for the 

resources by th-e capitalisation of "superior earningstl 
computing the present value of a futut'e stream of payments 

Note also this comment on the United Kingdom scene which 
the indirect portrayal of the asset fistax'"'ffi 

of' a concern., still has a 

appalled by the fact that while every other 
firm's assets and its prosperity figured 

that of' the staff did not& It always 
me be an irrational process that this important 
one which had no place whatever in the companyt s 

••• It is necessary to bring home to 
management the need for conservation of this 

immense their concerns~" 

material 
material 

Not Put Mfainpower in the Balance Sheet ll
, 

, March 23; 1968~ 
on the f'easibility of' the recording of huma~ 
is a moot question~ 000, whether f'ormal 

could ever be established to L~clude both human and 
assets"" Nonetheless Gr.Oss sees the merit in recognising non

to match non-material liabilities or rather non-material 



(5) 

3 

Di££iculties will be encountered with change in all areas o£ corporate 

operations but it is generally recognised that once attention is tun~ed 

to the administrative organisation adjustment can be particularly difficult. 

In" an expansionary phase the inhibiting impact of these administrative 

constraints has been described by the term, "saturation e££ect!is As 

this e£fect may result in a signi£icant internal restraint being applied 

to the growth rate, society has a very real concern as to its impact. 

The organisation of human resources cannot always be readily improviseds 

This study re£lects in part an overall concern with the viability 

of the limited liability company £orm o£ organisation as it exists within 

the present structure o£ society. Some o£ the issues which arise from 

this generic view of the subject matter will be outlined in a moment. In 

the process it will become evident that society, as much as even if not 

more than the company itsel£, has a direct interest in the objective 

measures which may help to indicate the success or £ailure of corporate 

decisions and actions e In this context Norton Bedford correctly 

observes that lithe role o£ business income as a device to appraise the 

administrative process should not be minimised. Facing uncertainty and 

risk, as well as seeing to it that workers perform according to plan, are 

important responsibilities However, while throughout this 

stUdy the emphasis will be on analysing the results attained - evaluation, 

sight should not be lost o£ the importance of indicating the objectives 

sought - the motivational aspecte In this regard, a fundamental question 

is: to what extent!p in an increasingly ai'£luent society 11 will £inancial 

measures, and the income measure in particular, remain a signi£icant index 

o£ want satisfaction? Set at the corporate level this intriguing question 

will remain as an underlying theme in this study. The pr::ime concern 

sources of assets o 

"Thus the expansion of' material liabilities through loans or 
investment o£ten provides a commitment by the claimants which 
is a powerful source of SUpporte A business enterprise is 
sometimes saved by creditors who could not afford to have it 
£ailol1 

"The Managing o£ Organisations", Vole II, London, Collier-Macmillan, 1964, 
pp.693-30 
See E.T. Penrose, liThe Theory of the Growth o£ the Firm", Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1963, Ch. - 4, £or an extended enamination of the problems of 
"the receding managerial limit or capaci ty" .. This topic has been £urther 
developed by R. Marris, liThe Economic Theory of' Managerial Capitalism", 
London, Macmillan, 1966, p.114c 
"Income Determination Theory - an accounting £ramework", Massachusetts, 
Addison-Wesley, 1965, pe170 



4. 

continues to be the extraction of the type of 

enable to assess properly the role of the sector and 

to distribute, as as possible, rewards and on an 

impersonal, non-political basis. However, as J Vatter cOIom€:n in 

a slightly , but relevant situation, "the trouble that truth 

is not simple and unitary; facts arise only in , they must 

be abstracted and interpreted for communication"" 
(6) An important 

aspect of this context is the o~mership right .. 

3.0 The Foundation of Social Order and Social Responsibility. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

has said that "the form of ownership is foundation of 

every order and the supreme institutional t of its ethical 

quality". tone of this comment is in accord with its importance. 

Occasionally the topic "form of ownership" is raised for discussion in a 

New Zealand context but usually with such heavy overtones that 

the are of little value. Perhaps this is a reflection of 

the lack of maturity of our society both in terms of small numb ar of 

really companies and the relative absence of concern on such a 

fundamental issue. (8) 

Fortunately in the last ten years there has been a fairly steady 

stream of thought-provoking writings on the question 

ownership and particular corporate ownership. (9) 

"Obstacles to the Specification of Accounting 
in Measurement", Stanford, American 
1966, p.,81 .. 

forms of 

, in llResearch 
Association, 

Dr" N. "Law and the Laws", 1952 as quoted by Goyder, liThe 
Responsible Company", Oxi'ord, Blackwell, 1961 .. 61 " 

is of interest to note that the terms of of the McArthur 
Company Law Revision Committee now in session provide the opportunity for 
a the fundamental role of the limited company in 
society a consequent concern for ownership 
See G. Naylor, nCompany Law for Shareholders", London .. 
Ins of Economic Affairs, 1960. 
Sargant P. Florence, "Economics and Sociology of , London,w 
Watts & Co .. , 19~o 
G. Goyder, "The Responsible Companyll, O:ct'ord, Blackwell, 1961 e 

L .. CGBo "Modern Company Law",. London, Stevens, Second Edition (1957)~ 
Third ( 1 969) .. 

Rose "Disclosure in Company Accounts", Eaton No" 1, London, 
of Economic Affairs, 1963" 

E"S. Mason, (Ed) fP liThe Corporation in Modern Massachusetts ~ 
Harvard University Press, 1959~ 

"The Corporate Ombudsmanu , Jar:v.ard Business Review, May-June 1967 Q 

"Companies Beyond Jenkins",. PEP .. , , Vol .. XXXI,. 
London, 1965 .. 

"The· Ensnared Shareholder",. London, 1 965 .. 
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Because o~ a common heritage, but more particularly because the 

contributors have shown a stronger tendency to tackle the ~undamental 

issues surrounding ownership rights, attention will be directed mainly 

to United Kingdom sources" Re~erence to situations involving cultural 

and social values and aspects ~ corporate responsibility will give 

some indication o~ what can be complex and emotional issues$ In these 

instances the need ~or objective information on corporate perPormance 

to assist in rational judgment can become particularly pressing$ 

The essential ~eature o~ the present situation is that conditions 

have changed considerably ~rom those pertaining in the mid - 19th and 

early 20th century when the ~oundations o~ the present company law were 

established and consolidated. With the increased scale o~ operations, 

the increased sophistication o~ the ~inancial markets and the increased 

power of organised labour even the dominant position o~ the shareholder 

is being called into questiono ( 10) No longer can the "~reedomsn o~ 

individuals be so readily equated with those o~ companies" The company 

has in many instances become something more than a convenient vehicle 

which can ~acilitate the raising o~ ~inance, limit liability and yet 

apparently retain the rights or fI~reedomsfl o~ action o~ the individuaL 

Because o~ the large number o~ small private companies in New Zealand 

this original conception o~ corporate ~reedom persists strongly& The 

danger is that this image will centinue to "spillover" into the sphere 

o~ the larger public company when in ~act some of the signs noted 

overseas as indicating the need ~or a changed social role ~or this type 

o~ company are becoming increasingly apparent" Particularly is this so 

in the areas o~ industrial relations and the use, or rather misuse, o~ 

natural resources o 

The Trade Union movement may not be so highly organised in New 

Zealand as overseas but the strength o~ the unions is accentuated by the 

adherence to a policy o~ ~ull, or near ~ull, employment" In recent 

years the relationships o~ management and labour, many wi thin the 

This trend is also re~lected in developments in accounting theory" 
a cencise appraisal o~ the place o~ the entity theory in the ~ield 
corporate equities see WoJ e Vatter, tlCorporate Stock Equities" in 
M. Backer, tlModern Accounting Theorytl, New York, Prentice~Hall, 
1'0250-2540 

For 
o~ 
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existing corporate ~ramework~ have o£ten been characterised by acts of 

irresponsibility re£lecting a lack of accountability to society in 

general" As G. Goyder observes: 

"Only through State intervention can they be brought 
to book; as round ~ter ::round o£ the contest reaches 
the point where a wearied public demands that the 
Governmen t shall intervene ".. This perpetual conf'li6t 
is not only waste~u1; it is highly dangerous to all (Jf 

us as £ree men" It threatens to destroy our great 
achievement in establishing the social and political 
climate known to us as democracyo For i£ it continues 
unchecked, liberty in the economic £ield will come to 
appear less valuable than order .. fi (11) 

6 

Goyder sees a real danger in the £ailure to create economic institutions 

which correspond to current politioal and social needs o Indispensable 

to the democratic process, Goyder states, is the condition that the 

decision-making ~ew shall be accountable to the IDany ~~ected by their 

decisions" "Authority is indivisible but consent is di££usible"" (12) 

The reason ~or conducting large scale business on authoritarian lines, 

as distinct from the counter-poise o£ political. democracy, Goyder 

attributes in the last analysis to the £act that 

"authority in industry, still belongs to shareholders and 
not to those who participate in the enterprise by hand 
and brain e This £act alone prevents the purpose o£ 
industry being accepted by the workers and makes industry 
£orfeit the prestige which adheres to political 
democracy"" (13) 

Present indications are that one o~ the dominant economic, 

social and political issues o£ the decade o~ the 1970~s will be the 

problem o£ the misuse o£ material as well as human resources - pollution" 

Perhaps more than any other issue this problem will test the status o£ 

the public company as part o£ the social and economic structure o£ 

society .. The post-mortems which £ollowed the depression o£ the 1 930 ~ s 

and which were largely concerned with corporate ~inancial matters may 

now be due £or repetition but with much wider implications" Emotions 

can run high as is evident in the tone o£ this £ollowing description 

Although the writing o£ Goyder~ OPe cit .. , may be considered by some to 
be rather journalistic in style it is one o~ the ~oremost contributions 
in this thought provoking area~ See assessment by L.G.B. Gower, 
opecit .. , po57, (1957) .. 
Ibid.." P.80" 
Ibid~, In the case o~ large public companies it is probably only at a 
time o£ cri~is, e"go, threat o£ a take-over, that shareholder authority 
is clearly visible" Nevertheless with the ~oundations o£ industrial 
relations set in a period when employer participation was much more 
active, the notion o£ such authority is probably IDuch stronger than the 
£act" Whether notion or £act it is considered by some to inhibit the 
development o£ the £ull potential o£ the limited liability company® 



of the United States scene& 

is 

"Technology is allowed to enter the social realm 
screened only by the economic test of corporate 
profit~ Society at large is still viewed 
essentially as a guinea pig of limitless 
and unbounded endurance. Wastes pour into 
streams and air.. Insecticides and detergents 
pour into the environment without consideration 
for persistence, degradability, or relation to 
the ecology" It ( 14) 

to note that the close relationship 

problems and the misuse of resources .. Goyder in 

the history of the social irresponsibility of business in the 

Kingdom points to derelict sites, dumps of materials, and 

buildings as evidence of social indifference. In times when 

was also regarded as largely an expendable resource this 

was probably not of great consequence. But conditions have 

7 

states Goyder can industry rely on the partial anaesthesia of 

the senses of many of the workers to put up with the ugliness of 

surroundings .. 

a 

s leads to atrophy of the senses and 
of the mind~ These are expensive 
in an increasingly interdependent and 
society" Ugliness makes men intractable, 

and immobile .. " (15) 

New Zealand conditions do not, in this instance, 

of the United Kingdom. Nevertheless there is 

remarks that in a society in which the limited ~~~U'~~ 

such a decisive role, it also carries a significant 

to in its relations with the community as if it were 

responsible I7citizen" of that community" 

4,,0 Recognition of' the Environment - theoretical implications 

of the limited liability company type of' org~nisation 

to , in what is predicted to be at times a fairly hostile 

depend to some extent on the development of a well-

framework for the field of corporate finance" 

and S , "Do We Need a New Corporate Response to a 
v.u.,""'J,O~J.J.O Environment", California Management Review, Vol" No" 1 

(1 
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(17) 
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As Weston out 

The 

, institutions, or empirical 
are examined wi thin a theory, the focus of 
sharpened.. The materials developed either coni'irm 
or a hypothesis~ The development of a body 

doctrine is, thereby, made possible" 
vv .... c.u"" will remain dif'ficult and may not be s 

for decades$ But progress will be enhanced 
data and descriptive materials are 

to a theoretical framework&~ (16) 

which should result from working a 

framewerk particularly necessary when subjective are likely 

to run " For instance, corporate activity with a 

bias (which be occasioned simply by a strong to survive) 

could in some quarters as a to political 

pressure" A to state control to stability 

in the environment and hence possibly increase of sUX"tli vaL 

The of the equivalence of state and environmental 

on an interesting paradox to 

a theoretical framework in an economy 

where is an increasing emphasis on national This is to 

that what should be a situation of certainty because 

ef government planning can become one of unoertainty as 

~~Uill~~ frailties of the planners and the limitations of their tools 

of' $ become evident", TIus is not a of the value 

of ,,, ..... c;UJ.LJ'cu. approach but simply a that perhaps more than 

ever situations there is the need for emanat:Lng from 

some form theoretical struOturee 

The background against which the in the 

of are taking place has from assumptions 

of natural order in the universe which from Newtonian 

in the physioal sciences over into the field of' the sooial 

sciences" This transfer resulted in the of the idea that 

of individual f irma and was determined by the 

and Methodology of Fina..nce fl
, New Prentice-Hall, 

1966, po45o 
developments in the field of electronic data processing providing 

capacity to generate masses of inf'ormation for national 
need for discrimination based on sound theoretical premises 



interaction of impersonal market forces .. J.F. Weston sees the 

modification of these assumptions in the following termsg 

liThe economic theory of the firm is a reflection of the 
Newtonian Revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centurieS e The behavioral theory of the firm is a 
reflection of the quantum mechanical and relativistic 
revolutions of the twentieth century,," (18) 

9 

Weston continues in graphic terms by observing of the current situation 

that "the corporate atom has been split, and the presence of uncertainty 

must be recognised .. " (19) One of the consequences of this l""8jection of' 

the natural laws of order is the recognition that man may alter and 

control elements of his environment. Man now seeks explanation f'or 

control or policy purposes so that he can influence outcomes e As a 

result prediction has largely ceased to be an end in itself'e 

Richard Stone delivered his Newmarch Lectures nearly twenty years 

ago .. (20) 
stone's main concern was with the national income accounting 

aspects of' macro-economics and prediction within that field.. However, in 

the course of' the lectures a valuable framework was developed for the 

extraction and application of economic knowledge. stone drew attention 

to four basic groups of questions." In summary they are, 

(i) questions of fact, the basic material available including 

empirical constructs, 

(ii) questions of truth or falsity of a hypothesis or. theory, 

(iii) questions of the estimation of parameters, and 

(iv) questions of prediction. 

Certain aspects of these questions are relevant to the present study .. 

With reference to the collection of material, both quantitative 

(18) Opecit .. , p .. 35 .. 
(19) Ibido $ po37o It is of interest to note that contributions in the field of' 

organisation theory (one of the areas of recognition of uncertainty) 
made at the turn of the century are now referred to as litraditionalt' " 

The behavionful.theory of the f'irm, with its emphasis on the attainment 
of social and psychological objectives and the satisf'action of 
expectations within the content 0f' corporate goals, is now to the 
forefront seeking new symmetries and relationships" 

(20) "The Role of' Measurement in Econom:ics", University of Canibridge, 
Department of Applied Economies; Monograph No" 3, Cambridge University 
Press!'J 1951 ' .. 
Reference is made to this contribution (despite its vintage) because 
Richard stone was one of the first to express with some clarity the 
problems of obtaining an economic perspective (be it at the national 
level) from within an accounting f'rameworko 
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and '} it must be recognised that the maj of 

ma teriaJ. in of finance will suffer from 

of administrative processes. Also it may be, as out 

that constructs (viz., the capitalof' a flow of 

funds, etco) can not be sharply differentiated from 

Nevertheless, seldom will the searching of primary facts in 

production of such constructs o Usually it is necessary to draw in some 

concept to associate with the primary facts in order to 

produce the construct~ This draws attention to the 

that no longer are facts considered to be or 

scientific elements. Financial 

ignorant of aspect as the important 

object is as Richard Mattessich 

no means an indisputable primitive 

The implication that "facts" themselves 

The distinction between 

becomes blurred and renders the task of 

one of increasing difficultYe Clearly the 

oome readily, if at all, wi thin the orb it of 

certainly more comfortable under a 

simply envisages a series of 

makers .. (22) Even then the task is a 

be 

of an 

a "theory-loaded f; 

is 

as 

of does not 

theory scienceli
" It 

such as "policy science II 

as guides to decision-

one of reconciling some 

of theory with the multiple solutions to finance problemsc Failure 

f:ind a unique set at" fundamental , and as a result to r~ve 

resort to a range at" alternative sets of hypotheses for each 

objective faced9 certainly raises serious doubts as to the 

of a "theory" of finance However there 

to be prospects of some progress in use of "Mattessich" type 

sentent ial functions" If' it is from a whole range 

of business finance situations a series of assumptions U common to 

liThe Impact of Electronic Data Processing Management Science upon 
Accounting Theory", M$ Backer, op"cit .. , p 2" 
For the development of this rather loose concept of a "policy science" 
see J.F .. Weston, "Theories of Financial Policy!' in "Readings in Finance" 

Wolf and L. Richardson, New York, Appleton-Century, 1966,PPe47-8. 
Weston observes, "I am disturbed, therefore, not by the absence of 
generalizations, but by the existence or unsupported generalizations -
in short, the implicit theorizing. so often foundooo"o po53$ 
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all situations it may be possible to ~ormulate some o~ these basic 

assumptions as sentential ~unctions (i"eo sentences containing variables 

as placeholders ~or ~urther propositions)e (23) Use o~ what are termed 

ilopen sentences" or "statement ~ormsll means the reservation o~ a place 

~or certain sets o~ hypotheses which, when the particular objective is 

stated, can be drawn ~rom a reservoir o~ empirical hypotheses" 

Relevant to the establishment of empirical hypotheses is the task 

o~ estimation o~ parameters. The search ~or a degree o~ constancy is o~ 

paramount importance in any attempt to establish a theory o~ ~inance® 

While the setting ~orth o~ de~initional relationships is of fundamental 

importance one o~ the main concerns o~ this study is to strengthen the 

knowledge o~ relationships o~ a behaviouristic or institutional character; 

that is structural relationships" The ~eature o~ this class of 

relationship is that they involve, in addition to the variables which 

enter into them, certain constants or parameters re~lecting patterns o~ 

behaviour" The result o~ institutional, technical and legal ~luencesG 

A ~undamental obstacle to progress in this area, as ~ar as ~inance is 

concerned, is that most o~ the data ~or examination is accounting 

oriented .. This would not be a problem but ~or the ~act that most 

accountants are not yet accustomed to accepting "limited-purpose ll or 

tlmonopurpose" hypotheses and this means that it is di~ficult to establish 

clearly, individual empirical hypotheses ~or spec~ic objectives~ 

U~ortunately "many members o~ the pro~ession are not yet awakened ~rom 

their dream o~ a universally valid multipurpose accounting system" .. (24) 

Some o~ the implications of "facts" themselves being theory-loaded 

have been mentioned .. The situation is particularly relevant when the 

stage is reached o~ wanting to ver~y deduced data (the prediction stage) 

by observation" As Mattessich points out in an accounting theory 

context, ~ "a ~act in itse~ is a theory " .... it is a matter o~ judgment 

whether the agreement o~ a deduced data with a theory-loaded fact is 

recognised as veri~ication by observation or not"" (25) 

For further discussion see M. Backer, op .. cit.,pp .. 513-514 and "Accounting 
and Analytical Methods, Illinois, Irwin, 1964, Ch" 2 and Appendix As 
Op .. cit .. , p"515,, 
Ibid" . 
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Mattessich U s p~oposed solution is to ensure that a clear d:istinction is 

made between scientific hypotheses (theoretically subject to refutation 

at a single instance) and pragmatic hypotheses .. The latter, it is 

suggested, should not be invalidated by a single instance of refutation 

but only by the establishment of a competing hypotheses (theory) with 

a higher net benefit (or which is generally more fisatisfactory"). This 

approach appears to offer some prospects of progress in surmounting 

some of the problems' of interpreting accounting and perhaps financial 

data in a scientific-theoretical manner .. 

5.0 Conclusion 

It has been suggested that small nations, such as New Zealand, 

have a unique opportunity to indulge in flsocial invention fi ., With the 

potential for considerable cohesion of the population (New Zealand's 

egalitarian social structure would appear to accord with this requ2rement) 

associated with a reasonable degree of "elasticity" of social 

institutions it is considered that there should be the facility to make 

"social" adjustmentse (26) In fact, it is also suggested that this 

ability may compensate for the lack of opportunity to achieve the full 

benefits arising from economies of large scale operations o Under the 

assumption that this capacity for "social invention" does exist the 

questions arise as to whether there is a need for reform of the limited 

lif3,bility company, and, if so, in what manner should it be implemented" 

If there is no need for substantial reform there still remains the task 

of operating the existing corporate structure as efficiently as possible. 

In short, on all accounts there is a need for information on corporate 

behaviour .. It is hoped that the examination of over 900 Ifaccounting-

years" of corporate financial data will meet at least part of these 

requirements .. 

The approach to this task can be seen as three main streams 

emanating from these introductory comments. 

(i) The environment - the choice of the type of company, its 

institutional, lega+ and economic environs with particular regard 

to aspects which influence financial performance and control~ 

(ii) The theoretical structure - the consideration of modifications to 

(26) S .. Kuznets, "Economic Growth of Small Nations IV, in "The Economic 
Consequences of the Size of Nations II, ed .. A"E.G .. Robinson, London, 
Macmillan, 1960 .. 



The 

the neoclassical theory of the firm, firstly 

what structure is provided by such theory 

analysis and secondly to ascertain what 

to facilitate further theoretical developments. 

data - ~he examination of the nature of 

analysis, the methodologies adopted to 

the consequent identification of 

comparison with the results of other surveys. 

c of the results of the study 

together of three avenues of investigation. 

data 

out 

, and 

a 

13 
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Chapter 2 

THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN MANUFACTURING - its environment 

and potentiaJ.. 

1 0 0 Introduction 

"there is a grain of' tru1;h in the excuse f'requently 
advanced by social scientists, namely, that natural 
scientists have it easy with their technological 
control of' background conditions and the rapidity 
with which their experiments can be repeated" 

101 Faced with the inability to control environmental conditions 

to any signif'icant extent the social scientist is inevitably committed 

to some study of' what could be termed "political economyfl., In this 

instance the emphasis is mainly on the fleconomy" with attention being 

directed at two aspects: 

(i) an examination of some of' the relevant f'eatures of' corporate 

activity in the New Zealand economy with particular attention 

being paid to the contribution of' the limited liability 

~ny in the manui'acturing sector, and 

(li) an examination of' the structure and operations of' the 

limited liability company in order to assess the suitability 

of' this f'orm of' organisation as a vehicle f'or eoonomic and 

social progress. 

2,,0 The Manui'acturing Company - the t'classical" choice" 

2.1 Chosen as the basis of' the f'ormulations of the traditional 
" 

economic the ory of the f' irm, the acti vi ty of' manui'acturing (usually in 

a corporate f'ramework) has a strong claim to be the basis of' ~oh of' the 

f'inancial anaJ.ysis undertaken .. It is not, however, an unequivocal 

choice and regard must be had to the ever widening range of' activities 

which can be conveniently handled within the corporate f'I'amework. (1) 

(1) See Table 2-4, po 22, inf'ra, f'or some general groupings of' activities 
and the relevance of' the corporate f'orm of' organisation. With increased 
size and consequently greater continuity, increased capital investment 
(computers) and not the least increased litigation (!), even prof'essional 
accounting practices (in the United States at least) are looking 
seriously at incorporation with limited liability .. 
See B .. Bchnacke, "Incorporating Accounting Practices - Good Idea? 
Bad Idea?" The Journal of' Accountancy, December 1968, p"33,, 
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A brief review of total corporate activity would therefore appear to 

be appropriate before directing attention at the performance of 

manufacturing companies" 

TABLE 2-1 

* NATION.AL INCOME STATISTICS - AGGREGATE COMPANY INCOME 1947 - 67 

* 

Index 
Year Annual Aggregate (Consumers' Price Index Converted Annual 

$ (Million) 1 965=1 000" 1 963 Base) Aggregate 
(in 1963 $IS) 

1947 95 .. 8 488 184 .. 0 

1948 105,,4 527 186 .. 0 

1949 96 .. 6 536 168 .. 0 

1950 115 .. 6 566 191 .. 0 

1951 142,,2 629 212 .. 0 

1952 160,,2 678 222 .. 0 

1953 155,,2 709 205 .. 0 

1954 180 .. 8 741 228 .. 0 

1955 194 .. 8 760 240 .. 0 

1956 188..4- 786 22l!-0 

1957 196 .. 8 803 230 .. 0 

1958 211,,4 839 235 .. 0 

1959 219,,0 871 235 .. 0 

1960 241,,8 877 258,,0 

1961 290 .. 6 893 304 .. 0 

1962 288,,0 916 294 .. 0 

1963 323,,0 935 323 .. 0 

1964- 366 .. 0 967 354 .. 0 

1965 412,,0 1000 386 .. 0 

1966 44-1,,0 1028 400,,0 

1967 427 .. 0 1090 368 .. 0 

Source: Year Book, 1 969 

Company Income: defined as lithe total income (distributed and 

undistributed) of companies" .. 

The national income figures for the twenty-year period 1947-67 show a 

reasonably steady increase in the annual aggregates of company income. 

The periodic economic crises are reflected, with varying degrees of time 

lag, in the lows of corporate performance in 1949, 1953, 1956, 1962 and 

1967" (2) 

For detailed explanation of these crises see Monetary and Economic 
Council, Wellington, Government Printer, (hereafter, M.E.C.), 
Report No" 2, May 1962<>-. See also Appendix No" 5. 
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Overall, company income has a little more than the 

period.. Some indication of the merit or otherwise of 

can be gained by relating the company income to other 

figures .. 

TABLE 2-2 

AGGREGATE COMPANY INCOME: 1939 - 1967 

AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 2 NATIONAL TITCOMB 

(AT MARKE'r .PR.ICE} ! AND .. PRIVATE INCOME 

$ (Million) 
Company Gross National Private Income to 

Year Income National Income Income P.le 
Product 

1938-39 39 .. 0 4-64- .. 0 4-30 .. 0 400 .. 0 9#07 

1947-48 106.0 964-.. 0 906",0 894.0 11 11 11 .. 8 

1957-58 1.0 2,18.4. .. 0 2,026 .. 0 1,997 .0 9 1 10 .. 6 

1958-59 219 .. 0 2,270,,0 2,104,,0 2,065 .. 0 1 10 .. 6 

1959-60 2,434 .. 0 2,266 .. 0 2,251 9 .. 9 10 

1960-61 .. 0 2,623 .. 0 2,438,,0 2,4-30 .. 0 11 11 .. 9 12 .. 0 

1961-62 288 .. 0 2,723,,0 2,519 .. 0 2,504 .. 0 1 11 ,,3 1 

1962-63 2,921 .. 0 2,702 .. 0 2,694 .. 0 10 .. 9 11 11,,8 

1963-64- 366,,0 3,197 .. 0 2,964-.. 0 2,936 .. 0 11,,2 1 1 12,.2 

1964--65 2 .. 0 3,487 .. 0 3,238 .. 0 3,190 .. 0 11 12 12,,8 

1965-66 ,,0 3,744 .. 0 3,4-80,,0 3,429 .. 0 11 1 12,,8 

1966,,::,67 .. 0 3,911 .. 0 3,629,,0 3,583 10,,9 11 11,,9 

Source: Year Book, 1969 

The proportionate contribution of company income to be remarkably 

stable.. This is in contrast to results in some western countries where 

the for period of the study was that of a persistent decline in the 

contribution to gross national 
(3) 

(3) AGGREGATE COMPANY INCOME - % OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

Australia £ {Millions) (i) Uni ted Kingdom £ (Millions) (ii) 

Company %0£ % of 
Year Income GoN oPe G .. JlT"P .. Income G .. N .. G.N"P .. 

1954- 4-83 .. 3 4-,507 10 .. 7 2,057 17,914- 11 .. 2 
1955 530,,4- 4-,866 10 .. 9 2 19,167 10 .. 7 
1956 560 0 8 5,284 10 .. 6 2 20,828 10.7 
1957 608 .. 2 5,732 10",6 2, 21,968 10 .. 3 
1958 594 .. 9 5,788 10 .. 2 2,027 22,927 807 
1959 650 • .4 6,212 10 .. 5 249 24,084 9 .. 3 
1960 772 .. 0 6,879 11 .. 2 2,535 25,535 9 .. 9 
1961 719 .. 3 7,231 9 .. 9 2,281 27,223 8,,3 
1962 700 0 0, 7,313 9 .. 6 2,245 28,501 7.9 
1963 782 .. 0·. 7,868 9 .. 9 2,592 30,001 8 .. 5 
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As W.A. Paton observed in a typically vigorous appraisal of United States 

corporate perf'ormance for the 1946-63 period,; nit becomes apparent that 

(corporate profits far from soaring - have been declining -

This is too complex an issue on which to pass superficial though 

the decline could give some support to the concern 0."..," ....... ". 

in British and American writings, for the future of' of 

government of operations .. The decline could be an 

tha t overseas is a swing away from the corporate 

operations which as far as New Zealand is concerned, with 

form of planned welfare state, have always been outside the 

sector and preserve of some government or semi-government 

Such speculation is dangerous but not idle as the avoidance 

could be evidence of the greater "social inventiveness Ii of QJ.JJ.C: • .J....I.. 

Examining more detail the constancy of the of New 

Zealand companies it becomes apparent that a large of new 

companies are registered as part of this process. 

AGGREGATE COMPANY INC OME - % OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

United States $ (Millions) (iii) United States 

Company % of 
Year Income G.N. 

Company 
Income G.N.P. 

1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 

Source: 

34,061 363,112 47,657 482,7~ 
44,862 397,469 45,4:24: 503,443 
44,68~ 9,180 45,553_ 518,725 
43,208 ,769 48;200 556,200 
37,410 444,546 51,300 583,900 
(i) National Accounts. National Income and 

1 948-49 to 1962-63«> 
( Income and Expenditure 1963-64" Central 

QN'iceo 
(iii) Survey of Current Business~ U.S. Department of 

(4) "Corporate Profitslt R.D. Irwin, 1965, p.77. 
Subsequent work by indicated that the amount of 
decline is of practices associated with the calculation 
of accelerated Despite allowance for this factor a decline 
still persists. 
For further see "Alternative Estimates of Corporate Depreciation 
and Profits Parts 1 and 11", in Survey of Current Business, Vol. 48~ No .. 5, 
April-May 1 968 .. 

(5) Unlike taxation statistics, the national income figures do not include 
certain government departments as (pUblic) companies. 
Year Book, 1969, p.707 and p.81 
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TABLE 2-3 

NEW COMPANY REGISTRATIONS (Net of' Liquidations) 

NUMBER. OF COMPANIES REGISTERED 

Type of' ComEanl 
Private Public Overseas Total Liquidations Net 

Periods Total 

1950-54 10,386 104- 74 10,5~ N.A. 10,5~ 

1955-59 .x 14,920 100 114 15,134 I 86 15,048 

1959 2,685 24- 28 2,737 24 2,713' 
1960 3,691 46 30 3,767 22 3,745 
1961 3,531 25 11 3,567 24- 3,543 

1962 3,301 25 25 3,351 32 3,319 

1963 4 2107 26 25 4,158 18 4~140 

17,315 146 119 17,580 120 17,460 
-

1963-67 .x 
25,947 132 141 26,220 140 26,080 

1950-67 61,776 432 395 62,603 304- 62,299 

Source: Year Book 

Note the overlap of' these two f'ive-year periods with the details f'or 
individual years 1959-63" This has been adjusted f'or in the 

1950-67 total" 

NUMBER OF C C!1:PANIES REGIS TERED/OPERATI ONAL 

TYPE OF COMPANY 

Private Public 

On Register: Filing On Register: Filing 
Registrar Taxation Registrar Taxation 

Year of' Returns of' Returns 
(31 Dece Year) Companies Companies 

1947 11 ,361 8,792 (Total) 1,387 

1958 32,213 28,084 1,537 1,464 

1959 33,790 30,307 1,549 1,430 
1960 36,906 31,964 1,571 1,448 

1961 39,273 34,565 1,613 1,426 

1962 42,372 36,768 1,632 1,415 
1963 45,437 39,028 1,501 1,398 

1964 47,771 41,686 1,562 1,383 

1965 52,638 44,490 1,609 1,372 

1966 57,101 47,965 1 ,651 1,395 

Source: Year Book 
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The increase in numbers is nearly exclusively in terms of 

private companies (9~ of the registrations in the 1950-67 period)® 

The balance of the mix of private and public companies is not 

surprising but the magnitude of the private company registrations is. 

Particularly is this so in view of the moderate performance of the 

corporate sector. An indication of where the explanation may be is 

given by the discrepancies which occur between the record of the new 

companies registered, the change in the number of companies on the 

company register, and the number of companies filing taxation returns. (6) 

'While the problems of definition of the type of company and of time 

lags (for companies to become operational) make precise reconciliation 

impossible the general trend is quite clear. There is a significant 

loss (or permanent lag) of companies between registration and operation. 

In the case of the private companies the rate of increase in numbers 

at the operational level was simply reduced below expectations (based 

COMPANIES - NUMBER OF TAXATION RETURNS 

Type of Compan;r 

Year Private Public Others Total 

1955 21,209 1,480 1,440 24,129 

1956 23,084- 1,467 1,398 25,949 

1957 25,476 1,470 1,504- 28,450 

1958 28,084- 1,464- 1,560 31,108 

1959 30,307 1,430 1,524 33,261 

1960 31,964 1,448 1,556 34,968 

1961 34,565 1,426 1,550 37,541 

1962 36,768 1,415 1,602 39,785 

1963 39,028 1,398 1,585 42~O11 

1964- 41 ,686 1,383 1 ,663 44,732 

1965 44,490 1,372 2,016 47,878 

1966 47,965 1,395 2,338 51,698 

Source: Year Book 
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on new registrations) but in the case of the public companies an actual 

decline in numbers was experienced (in 1958-63, a reduction of 

32 companies). (7) 

Number of Companies - Summary of 1958 ... 63 Period. 

Type of Company 

Private Public Other Total 

New Registrations 17,315 146 119 17,580 
Change in Number of 
T~ation Returns 8 2721 -32 61 8~750 

Discrepancy 8,594 178 58 8,830 

Paid-Up Shareholders W Income 
Period Capital Funds (Assessable) 
(5 years) Number $( 000) $ ( 000) $ ( 000) 

Private Co~anies 

1958-59 30,307 410,328 872,060 138,082 

1962-63 39 2028 616 2498 1 22822412 206;t046 

8,721 196,170 410,352 67,964-

% Change 28 .. 0 46,,0 47,,0 49,,0 

Public Companies 

1958-59 1,430 335,930 619,830 77 ,214-
1962-63 1 2398 507 2612 9172232 116~208 

-32 171,682 297,402 38,994-

% Change -2,,2 51 .. 0 48,,0 49 .. 0 

-t.l ... 

(Overseas, 
Remainder of IQomEanies" 

Industrial & Provident Societies, etco) 

1958-59 1,524 59,248 150,834 29,952 
1962-63 1~585 68 2000 194 2716 39~526 

61 8,752 43,882 9,574-

% Change 4 .. 0 15 .. 0 29 .. 0 32,,0 

Total 

1958-59 33,261 ,815,506 1,642,724 245,250 
1962-63 422011 1 2192 .. 116 2~394,,354 361 2782 

8,750 376,610 751,630 116,532 

% Change 26,,0 46 .. 0 46 .. 0 47,,0 

Source: Year Book 
,'1/'1 



With discrepancies of this order occurring, whatever time lags are 

introduced, the situation clearly warrants further study.. If 

else, it gives support to the work being done within the company law 

revision on the status of the limited liability company.(B) V~ether 
there is a significant current wastage of corporate entities or 

the process of partial replenishment of the stock of companies 

causing the discrepancies, the status particularly of the private 

review .. The desirability of a clearer distinction between 

and public company, mentioned previously, may be a necessary 

part of this process. 

2 .. 2 Reference has already been made to the "classical" reason for 

choice of manufacturing as an activity for study. a 

somewhat conflicting picture of total corporate performance choice of' a 

more narrowly bounded area for 8-'I1alysis, in the form of the 

sector, was made with some alacrity. Encouragement was from 

fact that the manufacturing sector was and 

growth area in the New Zealand economy - not that this an 

unmixed blessing. Developed within an import licensing framework 

resultant industrial structure has placed continual pressure on export 

income of the country to supply imported raw and components i 

at a level sufficient to prevent industrial unemployment. 

(B) Company Law Revision Committee appointed 196B under the Chainnan-
ship of Justice Mc..o<\rthur has been given particularly wide tenns of 
reference for its consideration of the Companies 1955$ This is in 
accord with the United ki~dom Trend. For Economist" 
(26th- November 1966, p .. 947), reviewing a debate in House of Lords 
prior to the passing of the 1967 Companies Act, commented; 

"And Lord Brown, winding up, emphasised that of' 
company legislation in this country will not, as past 
merely be an exercise in ]a w, in f'inance and but 
will have to be based on a penetrating study not only of those 
but of' economics, of' sociology, and of psychology .. 
This followed on a notably cogent speech by Byers.. In this he 

hoped for a white paper as a basis of' discussion principles under-
lying the law, involving equitable treatment for and 
shareholders, as well as some form of' employee 
management .,,, .. II 
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As to the sign:i£icance of the corporate form of "government" in this 

context, some indication can be gained f'rom taxation statistics on 

accessable incomes. 

TABLE 2-4 

DIVISION OF ECONO:MIC ACTIVITIES BY FORM OF "GOVERNMENTfi 

COMPANIES .AND OTHERS {SELF-EMPLOYED~ PARTNERSHIPS) 

ASSESSABLE INCoME;- 1959 - -60 $(~illions) 

Companies TotaJ. % 
Industry Companies Companies 

Sector (1 ) Public Prvte others Total Others and Others to TotaJ. 

Agriculture .. 1 6 .. 8 6 .. 9 !16,,0 222 .. 9 3 

Manttracturing 4-0 .. 7 52 .. 6 6 .. 7 100,,0 14- .. 2 114-,,2 87.,5 
Construction ,,4- 11 .. 1 11 .. 5 32 .. 6 44 .. 1 29.,0 

Commerce 35 .. 3 69 .. 3 23 .. 9 128' .. 5- 41 .. 9 170..4- 75 .. 0 

Transport 2,,6 6,,7 .. 3 9 .. 6 12.,4- ..22.0 44.0 

Services 2 .. 0 6 .. 5 .,9 9 .. 4 51.,1 60 .. 5 15 .. 5 

Miscellaneous 1.3 1 .. 7 3 .. 0 4,,3 7~3 4100 

82 .. 4- 154 .. 7 31,,8 268 .. 9 372 .. 5 641,,4-

1259-60 
% of Total 12,,8 2,4. .. 2 5 .. 0 42 .. 0 58 .. 0 100.0 

1262-63 
% of Total 9 .. 7 ,17 .. 0 3 .. 3 30,,0 70,,0 100,,0 

Source: Year Book 

(1) The United Nations· "enterprise" concept has been adopted for 
class:i£ication purposes, the classif'ication being based on the source 
of the largest component item of' total income" 

The dominance of' the corporate form of "government" in the 

manttracturing sector is evident (87,,~ of sector income). This is followed 

by the general commerce sector (at 7~) and thence follows a steady decline 

in the signif'icance of corporate Ugovernment" until characteristically 

the low, of' just over ~ of the income, is reached in the agricultural 

sector.. Wi thin the corporate segment of' the manuf'acturing sector the 

public company form of ngovernmentl1 aocounts for approximately 4010 of 

the total company income" As there was e£'rectively no choice as to 

selection (the public company being the only type of' company required by 

statute to publish financial results for the public) the coverage of the 

final sample can be considered reasonably satisfactory .. The coverage 

can also be assessed in terms of the "value added" in "manufacturing"., 
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TABLE 2-5 

VALUE ADDED IN MANUFACTURING - % OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

Year Value Added Gross National 
Product 

($ Millions) ($ Millions) 

1933 

1957-58 454.0 2,184,,0 

1958-59 481 .. 0 2,270,,0 

1959-60 533 .. 0 2,434,,0 

1960-61 574 .. 0 2,623,,0 

1961-62 636 .. 0 2,723 .. 0 

1962-63 675 .. 0 2,921,,0 

1963-64- 763 .. 0 3,197 .. 0 

1964--65 841 .. 0 3,487,,0 

1965_66 958 .. 0 3,744 .. 0 

1966-67 1,017 .. 0 3,911 .. 0 

Source: 

Value Added 
% of' 

Gross National 
Product 

21,,0 

21 .. 0 

21 .. 0 

22,,0 

22 .. 0 

23.5 

23 .. 0 

24,,0 

24,,2 

25 .. 6 

26 .. 0 

Year Book 

For a long time the raw and unprocessed state of' New Zealandts 

exports conveyed as much as anything the concept of' a colonial economy .. 

Except f'or the containers that held the products the amount of' 

processing was not significant .. The "value added" to materials in 

manufacturing was low as a proportion of' gross national product and a 

very moderate increase of' 2% was achieved over the thirty year period 

up to 1963.. Fortunately there has been a marked improvement since 

that date.. The role of' the corporate f'orm of' organisation in this 

rather inauspicious performance has been quite significant (responsible 

f'or approximately 90% of' "value added'!) and warrants f'urther analysis .. 

Unf'ortunately this is not possible at the moment because of' the absence 

of' published f'inancial data f'rom the relevant operating sections 

of' company accounts" 



TABLE 2-6 

VALUE OF MANUFACTURES - CONTRIBUTION BY FORMS OF ORGANISATION 

Character of %OF "ADDED VALUE" 

Organis.§:tion 1944- 1950 1955 1960 1962 1963 1967 

Public Companies 33,,5 33 .. 5 35 .. 6 38..4- 37 .. 0 37",5 32 .. 6 

Private Companies 4:8 .. 7 50 .. 1 54 .. 3 53,,7 55,,9 56 .. 0 60 .. 0 

Total Companies 82 .. 2 83 .. 6 89 .. 9 92 .. 1 92 .. 9 93,,5 92,,6 

other Organisations 
and Individuals 17.,8 • 16 .. 4- 10 .. 1 709 7,,1 6,,5 7.,4-

Total Added Value 100 .. 0 100.,0 100,,0 100 0 0 100,,0 100,,0 10000 

~ OF "VALUE OF MANUFACTURES II 

Public Companies 30.,0 29..4- 32 .. 9 34-.. 3 3305 34 .. 0 29,,5 

Private Companies 41 .. 4 42 .. 6 47 .. 8 49 .. 5 52.,6 53 .. 0 55 .. 7 

Total Companies 71 .. 4- 72 .. 0 80 .. 7 83 .. 8 86,,1 87 .. 0 85 .. 2 

Other Organisations 
and Individuals .28 .. 6 28,,0 19,,3 16 .. 2 13,,9 13 .. 0 1408 

100,,0 100 .. 0 100,,0 100,,0 100,,0 100,,0 100 .. 0 

Source: Year Book 

2.,3 The "% of Value of' Manufactures tJ under the aegis of the corporate 

form of organisation points to the necessity to consider in general 

terms the performance of the manufacturing sector in the New Zealand 

economy .. Only against this background can the real merits of public 

company performance in this area be assessed" 

The Manufacturing Committee of' the National Development Conference 

of May 1969 observed, 

"it is an important characteristic of manufacturing that its 
rate of growth has been above the average" From 1957-58 
to 1967-68 the output of the manufacturing sector increased 
at an average annual compound rate of 6,,2 percent in real 
terms" This is considerably faster than the growth rate 
of real G.N.P .. over the same period, which was 
4- .. 0 percent" .. (9) 

Report to the Second Plenary Session, N.D"C" 4/1 Manufacturing 
(Supplementary), p.6 o 
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The volume index o~ manufacturing production and annual percentage 

changes give support to this observation. 

TABLE 2-7 

VOLUME INDEX OF MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION 

Year Index Annual Percentage 
(31 March) (1955=1000 ) Change 

1958 1,139 - 6&9 

1959 1,203 + 5 .. 6 

1960 1,244- + 3.,4 

1961 1,366 + 9 .. 8 

1962 1,436 + 5,,1 

1963 1,501 + 4,,5 

1964- 1,658 + 10.,5 

1965 1,873 + 13,,0 

1966 2,001 + 6,,8 

1967 2,120 + 5.,9 

1968 2,070 - 2,,4 

Source: Year Book 

At the time o~ this present study three major ~luences have 

been recognised in the establishment o~ the comparative advantage o~ 

manufacturing in New Zealand. (10) In 1963 the New Zealand Institute 

o~ Economic Research set these ~orth in the ~ollowing terms: 

(I) "the growth and aspirations o~ the labour ~orcen 

_
i1a rapidly growing labour ~orce that wants employment in 

manufacturing and service industries located predominantly 

in our larger cities!!; 

(II) lIexpanding ~orces in consumer demand, will be ~elt in the 

~ields o~ services, durable goods (~or households, ~or 

leisure and ~or transport), and processed ~OOds" -

(10) New Zealand Institute o~ Economic Research (Inc o ), (herea~ter NeZ.leE.R.), 
Discussion Paper No., 3, !!Prospects ~or Manufactured Exports", 
Wellington, 1963,pp .. 11-13 .. 



ligrowth in total demand due to population growth, and 

the greater concentration of demand due to continued 

urbanisation" ; (11 ) 

(III) lithe rising expensiveness of importsii - "whether imports 

are allocated by raising their price or by government 

disposal through rationing (licensing), these scarce 

resources will in the future affect the relative 

profitability of different activities ----" 

Of these areas of influence the most significant initial impact, 

in terms of the 1958-63 period, came in the form of the balance of 

payments restraint. Up until the late 1950 9s a fundamental lack of 

balance between New Zealand's export receipts and demand for imports 

had not become too apparent. A twenty year period of world wide 
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inflation of primary produce prices, coupled with the rising productivity 

of New Zealand farms, had expanded export receipts sufficiently to allow 

a rapidly rising import bill to be f'manced o Unfortunately 1 957-58 

saw a major fall in export Frices and a balance of payments deficit for 

the year 30 June 1958 of some $120 millions e The period in the 

economic history of New Zealand covered by this present study certainly 

did not have an auspicious start. 

Following the 1963 study, which was mainly concerned with the 

prospects for manufacturers, the New Zealand Institute of Economic 

Research, in 1965, published a further study covering the strategic 

factors considered necessary for economic growthc (12) This study 

is of particular value in the present context because, not only does 

(11) The trend towards urbanisation was regarded as being particularly 
significant because of its self-perpetuating nature., Where the 
population is, so is the political balance of power" A considerable 
degree of industrial development appeared assured" In addition to the 
political aspect, there is the Itself-generation" effect of manufacturing. 
As noted by the more recent National Development Conference, Ilthere will 
probably be increasing emphasis in manufacturing growth on the 
production of capital and intermediate goods and in fields which depend 
on the technology and skills generated by the manufacturing process 
itse}ftl" N.D.C. 4/1 Manufacturing (Supplementary), p.,6" 

(12) N"Z.I"E.R. Research Paper No" 8, "Strategic Ractors in New Zealand t s 
Economic Growth 1965 to 1975", Wellington 1 965, p,,27., For an 
Australian comparison see WoP. Hogan, tiThe Sources of Australian Growth!!, 
Economic Papers, Noo 16., February, 1964, P"9,, 
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it rorth the three growth ractors (labour rorce~ 

and technioal progress) agains t which the performance or public 

company as a vehicle ror business operations can be 

also attempts to quantiry the oontribution o~ suoh 

(13) 
1955 to 1962 period~ In the summary the results or 

were as 

PROPORTIONATE: CONTRIBUTION TO INCREASE IN REAL OUTPUT 

1 954--55 to 1961 -62 

Labour ~orce growth - increase 
attributable to increase in 
labour ~orce alone - productivity 
held at 1 954-55 levels .. 

Productivity Increase:
per person .. 
(a) Due to increase in 

) 

and quantity ~ 
available per worker .. 

Due to technical progress -
application o~ the 
research, education and 
development or ~U.~E>V 

estimates express with considerable rorce 

Range 

50 - 60% 

15 - 20% 

25 - 30% 

importance 

or the .L~~~~ asset both in absolute quantities skills and 

possessed.. As W.Be Sutch observes:-

tlNew s greatest economic asset - its people" The 
word people rather than labour rorce is used because it 
is the traditions, philosophy, 

cu.. •. J..J..,u'5 and ability or the people 
women - that will determine the 

rather than the speciric 
a work rorce at a particular time" II 

growth ractors attention :first to the 

aspect or stock - the proportion OT and invested., 

The o~ technical progress and labour rorce which have 

come LIU_-ULl"'-U so strongly in the above be commented on 

in discussion or the public company as a...'ll "administrative-cum-

2 .. 3 .. 1 During the decade (1955-65), spanning OT the present 

gross rixed incremental capital - ratio New Zealand 

, Researoh Paper No. 8, op~cito, p'po 

Development Conrerence paper entitled "Programme Tor Growt.1.!I, 
June 1960, Po26o 
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was estimated at $6 o~ extra capital per $1 o~ extra national output. 

This Was high by international standards" (15) In 1 962 the Monetary and 

Economic Council observed that 

"The explanations o~ the high capital to output ratio may be: 

(a) The devotion o~ a considerable proportion o~ the capital supply 

to social uses e 

(b) The inefficient use o~ capital." (16) 

Whatever the explanation, the result in terms o~ the gross national 

product has been that New Zealand, in the decade 1957-1967, has devoted 

in the range o~ 22 to 28 per cent o~ such gross national product to 

gross capital ~or;mation$ It is o~ interest to note that only in 

1966 and 1967 (28 .. 0 and 28,,1 per cent) did this ration, reasonably 

high by world standards, exceed the target o~ 27 per cent implicit in 

the National Development Co~erenceis 4.5 per cent target rate o~ annual 

growth o~ gross national product. With these levels o~ investment, past 

and projected, it is quite evident that the ~low o~ saving~ is o~ the 

utmost importance to the economy .. Regarding the ~low o~ total domestic 

savings the picture in the period o~ study is one o~ overall stability, 

N"Z.I .. E.R .. Research Paper No .. 8 op.,cit", pp.50-52 .. 
M.E.C. Report No o 2", May 1962, p .. 91 .. 
Regarding (a) the Council pointed out; 

"Few countries approach New Zealand in the proportion o~ their 
gross output which they devote to buildings, and especially 
housing construction"" 

Regarding (b) they observed; 
"New Zealand has a small population dispersed in widely spaced 
centres o~ relatively small size compared with the patterns ~ 
the older industrial countries" In this environment it ~ollows 
that industry is organised in comparative~y small units with the 
exception o~ those o~ a national character. This industrial 
structure has resulted in the excessive duplication and 
uneconomic employment ~ resources. Other examples ..... are 
found in the relatively small degree o~ shift working "." The 
custom o~ concentrating holidays in limited periods.eo" L~ 
~ar;ming there are strong social pressures, supported by 
legislation extending over many decades, towards the one-man 
farm which requires more capital per man and per unit ~ 
ou tpu t than is true on larger farms .. II 

In a more recent report (No" 17, September 1969) the Council, in the 
context of a comment on assistance to the dairy industry made the apt 
observation that "subsidies which perpetuate sub-optimum ~arms and 
outmoded patterns o~ ~arm production should be avoided" After all 
this is the core o~ New Zealand's complaint about Corrmon Market 
agricultural policy" p .. 35 .. 
M.EoC .. Report No. 16; March, 1969", pp"13-14,, 

.-
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despite some erratic short period movements due to changes in the balance 

of' payments. 
( 18) 

Within total domestic savings companies have contributed, 

and continue to contribute, a signif'icant and particularly stable proportion. 

As the Institute of' Economic Research pointed out in 1965; 

"Retention policy in individual f'irms is dependent on 
three f'actors: the relation of'management to 
shareholders, the public credit worthiness of' the 
f'irm, and the desire to expand" VVh.ile it is true 
that all three f'actors can alter over time, there is 
no reason to suppose that the national average ratio 
of' retained prof'its to corporate income will change 
one way rather than the other - in f'act, stability 
is likely,," (19) 

This stability is clearly evidenced in the results in Table 2-8 though it 

must be recognised that some smoothing has taken place as a result of' the 

choice of the three-yearly time sections" 

The national concern is, or should be, that the amount of savings 

generated by the economy f'or capital f'ormation should be invested in the 

most productive areas" When a country is borrowing to f'inance a portion 

of' capital f'ormation, as indeed New Zealand is, productive investment is 

. (20) 
all the more ~portant" Some assessment of' the investment f'lows of' 

diff'erent groups of' manuf'acturing companies will be part of' the objective 

M.E.C. Report No o 6, January 19~, p.37. 

Percentages of' Gross National Product 
.-

1955-57 1958-60 1961-63 

Domestic Savings 22,,1 22,,4 20 .. 8 

Capital Formation 25.0 23.2 24,,1 

Overseas Borrowing 2,,9 Oe8 3 .. 3 

Consumption 77,.9 7705 79,,2 

The table shows that capital f'ormation in the last three years has not 
risen in proportion to the rise in overseas borrowing" As a percentage 
of' gross national product, overseas borrowing rose f'rom 0,,8 in 1958-60 
to 303 in 1961-63 .. But the increase of 2 .. 5 per cent was used to raise 
capital f'ormation by only 0,,8 per cent of' gross national product whilst 
the consumption percentage rose by 1,,7., In other words, the increase in 
overseas borrowing enabled an increase of' consumption rather than of' 
investment to take place" 

(19) Research Paper No" 8., op.cit., pp"16-17,, 
See po 207, infra f'or evidence of' f'luctuations in the amount of' retained 
profits within the national average" 
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of' this study" The comment of' the Institute of' Economic Research on 

this situation indicates the desirability of' more precise knowledge in 

this f'i eld. 

"Our evidence leads to the conclusion that the problem 
of' the wrong allocation of' resources is not a problem 
about f'ast f'arm productivity growth and slow 
manuf'acturing productivity growth. The real problem 
is the existence of' fast and slow productivity growth 
side by side each other in all parts of' the economy
fast and slow growth f'arms, fast and slow growth 
industries, and f'ast and slow growth f'irms all 
existing together." (21) 

TABLE 2-8 

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT IN NEW ZEALAND 1958-66 

$ (Million) (March Years) 

Per cent Per cent 
Source of' Savings 1958-60 of' Total 1961 -63 of' Total 1 964--66 

Companies 

Undistributed 
Prof'its 186 232 319 

Depreciation 
Allowances 246 300 437 

432 27 532 27 756 
G'overnment 

Central 300 376 465 
Local 138 164- 224 

438 27 540 27 689 
Private 

Depreciation 
.Allowances 170 196 199 

Other 524 462 876 

694 43 658 34 1,075 

Total Domestic 
Savings 1,564- 97 1,730 88 2,520 

Capital Formation 
in New Zealand 1,606 100 1,972 100 2,755 

(inclo incr. in 
stocks) 

Overseas Borrowing 42 3 242 12 235 

Per cent 
of Total 

28 

25 

39 

92 

100 

8 

Source: Year Book 

The Corporate entity - managerial revolution or evolution? 

3,,1 One of' the three growth factors referred to previously, the factor 

of' technical progress, has been def'ined as "embracing the use of' 

(20) For an analysis of' this situation, see M.E.C., Report No.6. op.cit., 
pp .. 37-396 

(21) NoZ"LE.R." Research Paper No.4, "Output, Employment and Productivity 
Growth in New Zealand Manufacturing Industries, Wellington, 1 963, po 7 " 
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new products and methods of' production, new managerial and labour 

skills~ and methods of' business organisation"" (22) While this 

def'ini tion is so broad "even imprecise quantification is virtually 

impossible" it has the valuable attribute of' providing a generous 

f'rainework f'or the consideration of' what could be termed the more 

ilsociaJ." aspects of' economic growth .. Agains t the problems of: 

quantification there is the f'act that "compared with the savings ratio 

and the growth of: labour, it would appear to be the strategic f:actor most 

susceptible to social control"o (23) Concentrating on the area of' 

"new managerial and labour skills, and methods of: business organisation" 

it is intended to examine the role of' the public company at two levelse 

First, at the level of' general expressions of' opinions and attitudes 

which set the tone f'or, and acceptance of', corporate actione Second, 

at the level of' legal-cum-quasi-f'inancial considerations which are also 

relevant to the present acceptability and f'uture prospects of' the public 

company as a vehicle f'or business operations" 

302 Contrary to the def'inition of' technical progress just examined 

such progress can also be interpreted in a narrow technical sense 

(strictly technical procedures and skills) in which case sociaJ. change 

can come to be interpreted primarily or perhaps even exclusively in 

these terms" Among the proponents of: the primacy of: this interpretation 

of' teclmological change there is of:ten an unmistakable tone of' IlmoraJ. n 

disapproval directed against time lags - that is, disapproval of' 

fltructuraJ. and normative adaptions occasioned by innovations - sometimes 

caJ.led ncultural lags"@ ReA. Nisbet observes in this context that, 

"The tension that Thorstein Veblen was able to discern a 
half'-century ago between the engineer and the price 
system has become a not uncommon tension between 
technology and other areas of' society - political, 
esthetic, religious, as well as economic"" (24) 

The importance of' achieving a reconciliation of technicaJ. 

productivity with personal development is clearly emphasised in the 

following observations .. First, by the Monetary and Economic Council 

(22) N"Z .. I"E"R", Research Paper No" 8,1' .. 18$ 
(23) Ibid" 
(24) "The Impact of Technology on Ethical Decision-making", in "Religion and 

Social Conflict", R. Lee and MoE" Marty, New York, McGraw-Hill, 
1964, 11 " 



in 1 962 when they commented: 

It if conditions f'or marketing its traditional 
deteriorate, New Zealand's living standards 
largely on the knowledge, skill, and 
make the structural changes which the new 

require. Future improvements in New ~ca~~u 
rate of' productivity will depend increasingly 

skills, which can only be acquired 
and training,,1l (25) 
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Second, by Institute of' Economic Research when that 

in New limi ts, inves tment in technical 

be a substitute f'or investment in 

While subjective nature of' such a judgment 

spokesman f'elt that: 

The 

one of' 

is the 

is its 

reasonably 

most 

that which 

considerations can assist US at 
contribution of' technical progress 

growth in New Zealand is les s than it 
other countries; second, the productivity 
appears to be greater than the productivity 

These points suggest that at the margin of' 
caref'ully designed research and educational 

be more f'ruitf'ul than most other 
II" (26) 

of' these statements f'or ~~is present is 

in the economy in this drive f'or 

and its associated management .. 

of' management literature of' recent 

in an advanced and changing a 

and experienced work f'orce, the type of' ~~5~m~u 

productivity and prof'its as well as 

a "participative" approach to its task. 

M"E.Co Report NO e May 1 9 62" pp,4-1 -4-2 ... 
N"ZoI"E"R .. 
The 

friction 
economic 
of' company 
skills and 

Paper No" 8, op"cit .. , po 20. 
" approach is basically a development of' 
of' participative thought and action by at 

of' the organisational pyramid" At one stage writers tended 
as a new discovery in management" 

the resultof' the expansive 
and @9neral prosperity" 

authority becomes dominant 
mists of' ine£'f'ectiveness"" (F"J" 

......... _ .. " ..... ~ ...... Management". 1;> .. 44).. This pattern is 
of' Western countries" Turgeon 

Boston 1963 ~214-215 points out 
periods of' recentralisation during World 

of' Stalin and more recently as a result of' 
New Zealand the expansiveness f'rom 

been supplemehted considerably by 
and some recognition of' the value of' 

A note of caution must be sounded with respect to centralisation, 
decentralisation The subject is f'ull of' paradoxes" For instance 



(27) 
ctd" 

(28) 
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Under "participative" management it is envisaged that the overall 

policies of companies and the standards by which they act should be 

clearly and publicly defined as a guide to managers and as a reassurance 

to all interests associated with companieso This is particularly 

important when problems with strong social implications such as the 

length of the working week are raised .. If' the reconciliation of 

productivity with personal development is fostered it is possible that 

the benefits of technology will be seen not only in shorter working 

hours and better leisure opportunities, but also in better opportunities 

to use each person is interests and abilities in work itself' ® This is 

particularly so in New Zealand where there is the problem of how to 

utilise the welfare state system of government and yet shun the welf'are 

"state" of mind = how to strike a balance between paternalism and the 

indif'ference it may engender" 

As the word "balance" implies it appears to be a process of' 

evolution of managerial control rather than revolution that is taking 

place" Occasionally extreme views are expressed as for instance when 

Elton Mayo in developing the inf'ormal group hypothesis of management 

referred to "a rabble hypothesis" held by economists when they treated 

workers in factories as completely atomised individuals. Conversely, 

Drucker referring to the "theory" of sociological man in industry 

ob served that; 

"It has been fashionable of late particularly in the human 
relations school to assume that the actual job, its technology 
and its mechanical and physical requirements are relatively 
unimportant compared to the social and psychological 
situation of men at work"" (28) 

the conf'licting effects of modern technology" More effective systems 
of automation and of information processing tend to promote and 
facilitate more centralisation" On the other hand constant development 
of new skills, technologies and professions can promote and require 
more decentralisation. 
A comparative:cpmment on Australian conditions: 

"In cas~~ where management has recognised the need for change 
and is willing to delegate the managerial functions, the 
main obstacle to change, in an economy which is still in the 
early stages of industrialisation, becomes a shortage of good 
executives, a very important obstacle indeed, because !it 

successful re-organisation demands the availability of good 
men so that authority may be delegated without loss of 
conf'idence in decision making"" 

K .. George, "The Growth of Firms: An Empiricai Studyll, Australian 
Economic Papers Vol" 3, po76" 
PoSe Florence, "Economics and Sociology of Industry", London, 
Watts & Co .. , 1964, po 1090 



As much of the process of evolution will take place within the structure 

of the public company type of entity it is important to assess its legal 

and financial capacity to provide the framework for these important 

social experiments. 

3.3 It is difficult to make an objective assessment of the role of 

the limited liability company and in particular of the public company" 

It is an institution which has not only felt the influence of t~e many 

factors which go to making up the highly complex economic and social 

order which exists today, but which also has been an important force 

in bringing such factors into existence and shaping their development" 

When consideration is given to the power of the public company it also 

means, or should mean, consideration of its legitimacy, accountability 

and responsibili~& These are essential features of any syste~ of 

authority if it is going to endure .. 

3 .. 3 .. 1 The limited liability company has been described as "the most 

fateful birth of' modern industrial society" .. Despite this rather 

foreboding comment few would deny the necessity in modern society of 

the corporate form of organisation even though the arrangement is 

sometimes abused" It is occasionally at these times of abuse that the 

corporate "veil is lifted"" The law disregards the corporate entity 

and pays regard instead to the economic realities behind the legal 

form" The courts, particularly in England, have generally been most 

circumspect about lifting the veil otherwise the whole raison d'etre 

of incorporation would be put in question .. 

The guiding principle, such as it exists, is that laid down in 

Salomon's case (Salomon V Salomon & Co., (1897) A.C. 22 H.L.) and in 

general the courts have rigidly applied it .. (29) No attempt will be 

made to detail the facts of this justly celebrated case where the 

House of Lords unanimously upheld that the company had been validly 

formed and that there was complete separation of the company and its 

members" As Lord Macnaghten stated: 

(29) LeC oB" Gower, "Modern Company Law", London, Stevens, 1969, pp .. 68-71 " 



(30) 
(31 ) 
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liThe company is at law a dif'f'erent person 
the subscribers ••• ; and though may be 

the business is precisely 
, and the same persons are """" .... 0.1,,"'''' 
receive the profits, the company in 

of' the subscribers or the trustees f'or 
Nor are the subscribers, as members liable, 

in any shape or f'orm, except to the and in the (0) 
manner provided by the Actfl. ( (1897) C. 22H ) 3 

Since the Salomon case there have been instances when both the 

legislature, and the courts, have allowed the incorporation to 

be lif'ted .. sections of' the Companies Act 1 illus tra te this 

point .. 
(31 ) 

In summary Gower observes: 

"that in a number of important respects 
veil woven by the Salomon case. 
is this so in the sphere of' and 
which have been taken towards 

of' enterprise-entity rather corporate-
entity. The courts, however, have only 

as 'cracking open the corporate 
vvJ.lJ.j..I", ......... "' ..... to do so by the clear words of ; 

have gone out of' their way to avoid this 
whenever possible".. (32) 

As far as the courts are concerned, inroads :L'l'lto 

the corporate principle as do exist cover a range of 

circumstances .. Despite some lack of consistency application of' the 

prinoiple been made to draw some conclusions as 

to how the courts 

Ibid .. 
Section 41 provides for the loss of' the pr2v2~ege 
where the number of members of' a company is reduced 
minimum, and the company carries on business for more 
while the number so reduced. Section 320 specifically removes 
protection of liability in the case of fraudulent trading on the 
winding up of a company. More signif'icant however are the 
of Sections 1~-158 dealing with the holding company, 
relationship and the need to publish group accounts~ These 
important modification of the recognition of the separate 
individual - a substitution of' the enterprise 
corporate 
See also Land Tax Amendment Act 1964, Section 
section looks to shareholders in a company in order to 
whether any past can be set-off' against current 
L"C"B. Gower, 93, (1957) .. 
Gower, ibid .. , pp.. puts forward a number of 
these, for indicates that the courts have 
consistently, the application of the in 
Salomon's case, ignoring it in cases where the facts are 
different.. They , therefore not felt themselves bound 
(a) in some or quasi-criminal cases, (b) where 
ships are involved, (c) where the issue bef'ore them is whether an 
agreement is void as infringing public policy, and (d) where a 
construction of the words of an agreement enables them to evade 
After a period of rigidity as the ef'f'ect of' Salomon's 
grasped, there now seem to be same signs of greater 
application of' its • 



(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

These are particularly important in New Zealand because of the large 

number of "one-man" private companies, the tendency for some of these 

companies to be under-capitalised, and the fact that the courts' views 

regarding this type of company have varied over the years. (34) On 

balance, however, both in England and in New Zealand, the corporate 

veil is regarded fairly authoritatively as remaining "as opa<lue and 

impassable as an Iron Curtain". (35) The point to note, nevertheless, 

is that even at this fundamental level there are signs of an 

evolutionary process of development. 

One point at which the development of the public company has 

taken on a more revolutionary role is on the question of the divorce 

of ownership from controle This aspect has justifiably been the 

subject of considerable comment and is regarded by some writers as the 

most momentous t~ansformation of twentieth-century societYe (36) 

The act of incorporation enables many investors to pool their 

resources, each investor assuming only that part of the total risk as 

is measured by the shares held. The problem is that the liability, 

which it has been the corporationis initial motive to distribute, has 

now in many instances become so broadly diffused that it is very 

difficult to localise at aIle Ownership is divided among the 

shareholders while possession has been delegated to a group of employees, 

the actual directors and management of the company, who though they may 

have no part or, at least, a very minor part in the ownership, nevertheless 

exercise the right of possession in the company's name. Consequently 

it is suggested that in many instances the relative position of the two 

estates - the estate of owner and the estate of employee - may have 

become largely inverted. Mo Lerner comments on the American scene 

as follows: 

Much was done to clarify the ~osition in New Zealand by the case 
Lee V Lee's Air Farming (1960) 3, W.L.R. 758 decided in the Privy 
Council in 1 961 " Lee was the controlling shareholder and governing 
director holding all the shares but one. It was held that the company was 
a completely distinct legal entity and could employ Lee as a 
servant of the company in his capacity as a pilot. 
LeCcB. Gower, opocite, po66, (1957). In the 1969 Edition (pe71) Gower 
gives deference to improved East-West relationships by dropping the 
reference to the "Iron Curtain it

" 

See, A.A. Berle, liThe Twentieth Century Capitalist Revolution n , 

New York, Macmillan, 1954. 



(37) 

(38) 

"What seems to have happened is that the corporation, by 
diffusing private ownership so widely, created a 
vacuum of control; and by increasing the scale of 
business operations so greatly it created a management 
bureaucracy.. While everyone was looking elsewhere -
at the struggles between labour and capital, between 
business and government, between big and small business -
the corporate bureaucracy was quick to move into the 
vacuum of control"" (37) 

Perhaps the classic statement of many of the issues on this 
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topic still remains the American study of "The Modern Corporation and 

Private Propertyl! prepared by A .. A. Berle and G.C. Means over thirty 

years ago& (38) This study continues as a standard reference with 

wider application than just the United States .. In the study Berle and 

Means set forth three basic propositions. Firstly, that there was an 

increasing degree of concentration in the economic and financial 

structure of the United.States economy, particularly in the non-financial 

corporate sector. Secondly, that there was a progressive separation 

of control from ownership in the non-financial corporations and a 

consequent centralisation of economic and financial power within these 

corporations in the hands of management groups increasingly free from 

shareholders' influence and classical market constraints. Thirdly, that 

as a result of this centralisation of power and freedom from constraint, 

major changes would take place in corporate behaviour and performance. 

Me Lerner, "America as a Civilization", New York, Simon and Schuster, 
1963-65, P .. 290" Chapter 5 entitled "Capitalist Economy and Business 
Civilization" gives an excellent portrayal of the favourable American 
reaction to corporate growth" This can be contrasted with those that 
took a more pessimistic view.. For instance, Karl Marx commented that a 

iJmere manager who has no title whatever to the capital, 
whether by borrowing or otherwise, performs all the 
real functions pertaining to the functioning capitalist 
as such, and consequently only the functionary remains 
and the capitalist disappears as a superfluous person 
from the production process"" 

Capital, Vol" 3, Chapt .. 23; po456. 
Reference to the work of Marx raises the relevant question; why have 
facts largely belied the Marxian prophecies of doom for the capitalist 
system? Four reasons sometimes suggested for this failure to collapse 
are: 
(i) 

~ 
.. ) 
:-:-') J.J.J. 

(iv) 
London, 

the subject of this study, the institution of industrial 
joint-stock companies, particularly the ability of the 
management of these companies to project themselves into 
the organisations of their choice .. 
the growth of trade unions, not revolutionary in aim" 
government policy directed at the establishment of national 
minimum living and industrial standards" 
population controlo 
Macmillan, 1948 -



(40) 

) 

(42) 

of concentration of power over resources are 

notoriously difficult to make but the indications are 

the of concentration envisaged under the first 

not In terms of both the first and 

of and Means, John Lintner had this to say in 1959: 

liThe substantial body of available evidence seems 
indicate that at least the broader and gr~sser 
adverse trends anticipated in the Berle and ill~CUJ.O 

have failed to materialise. Not only 
non-financial corporations failed to encroach 
substantially upon the rest of the economy, 
there been no long-term trend towards 
increasing reliance upon internal ttu,ds. Nor 

been any clear long-term trend toward 
ratios of debt (obligations to outsiders) to 
funds employed.. There has been no clear 
in the responsiveness of corporate managements to 
the relative costs of broad classes of 
fUnds, the observed relative decline in new 
security issues is readily explained in 
Corporations have not become free of the c 
of the capital market" 0 (40) 

On second proposition regarding the 

and , a brief examination of some of the 

"control" is of value" One of the most penetrating yet 

of this topic is to be found in Professor James 

thought-provoking book of the 1940's, "The Managerial 

Burnham observed that Berle and Means do not 

way which their supposedly self-perpetuating and 

clear 

of 

of 

s 

of 

are in fact often controlled by banks and finance 

(42) 

See particularly M"A. Adelman, "The Measurement of 
Concentration".. Review of Economics and 

XXXii, No o 4). See also the symposium on this paper in 
Review of Economics and Statistics, May, 1952e See. 0 

consideration of measures of concentration 
this present study~ 

) 

Financing of Corporations!! in liThe 
E.S. Mason, Massachusetts, Harvard 

excellent survey of the relationships of 

in Modern Society", 
Press, 1 960~ 

see, W.J. Baumol" "The Stock.m"" .... """, 
, New York, Fordham, 1965. 

Penguin, 1 941 0 In the preface (Po 1 -1 
Young comments, nIt is Burnham! s virtue 

that bureaucracy is not going to lwhither away' 
United States, or Britaino Bureaucracy is 
so the managerial revolution is posing one 
of modern times II " 
Control of business by financiers was the 
Veblen i s!II "The Theory of Business Enterprise" 3 New York, 
Scribner & Sons, 19320 

company to 



A more fundamental point made by Burnham was in the 

of the separation of ownership and controle Burnham observed 

"whatever its legal merits, the concept of 'the separation 
of ownership and control 1 has no sociological or 
meaning e Ownership means control; if there is no 
then there is no ownership. The central aspects of 
control which is ownership, are -. ... control over access 

the object in question and preferential treatment 
distribution of its products. If ownership and 

control are in reality separated, then ownership 
changed hands to the ·control t and the separated owner
ship is a meaningless fiction" 11 (43) 

should be recogn.ised as underlying the Berle and Means and 

. , 

, Burnham contended, is the separation of over 

access ( instruments of production) from control over 

.,..,."" ..... 1- in distribution (of say products or dividends). 

Burnham considered have control over aocess 

this is decisive, and may gradually lead to control over .,... ..... ,"'.,..." .... "',.,., 

distribution,. (44) The equity shareholder will 

more than a supplier of a particular type of risk 

Burnham's lfarxlan bias it is felt that J...'1 of the 

situation there is indicated a distinction which 

the lack of complete attentuation of ownership 

some .. 

.. , p,,91 
considered that all that was technically necessary to achieve 

production of' essential commodities lll1aS a comprising his 
Group 1 - production, supplemented by some from Group 2 -

8 For the purpose of his thesis revolution 
Burnham envisaged a fourfold division of 

(i) the lmanagers', those having 
technical process of producing!l 
the Vexecutivesl, those who have the of 
guiding the company toward 

(iii) the ifinance-capitalists' 
companies, interlocking 
finance houses are interested aspects 

(iv) 
of many companies:t 
the Ishareholders t , 

in the main have an 
company .. 

Something of Burnham's thesis can also be seen in 
"technostructurel1 where for mature 

company who 
to the 

the managers who decide.. Effective of decision 

s concept 
f:; is not 

is lodged deeply 
flTheNew 

proposition has 
in the techJlical planning and other specialised 
Industrial S tate II, London , Pelican, 1967 
been hotly disputed (see R. Milibrandl' 
London, Camelot Press, 1969, p,,38), the 

may mean that same organisations are too 
owned and efficiently run by owner-entrepreneurs 
transcendence of capitalism~ 

Capitalist Society", 
while 

to be both wholly 
does not mean the 



(45) 

The position regarding internal control of access been 

stated in the courts and also to some extent in 

sources indicate that as far as the shareholders who are 

also directors are concerned there has been separation of of 

access" from ownership .. This state of affairs is obviously 

~~UAOU to the utility of the corporate form of organisation modern 

society .. Clearly intervention by shareholders in the more 

Vv •• .u.c ..... management of corporation of any size is in most 
(4-6) 

impracticable" . 

The position regarding control in general and s 

over preferential treatment in distribution" is not so clear$ 

Considerable research on share ~ership and the power of 

has been undertaken in recent times. In New 

(Ownership and Control of Public Companies in New ; in 

Australia by F .LD Wheelwright (Ownership and Control of Australian 

Companies); in Britain by P. Sargant Florence ( , and 

Success of Large Companies); and in the United a number 

~eople but in particular by ReA. Gordon (Business in "che 

Corporation) and L.R. Kimmel (Share Ownership the 

States)., This activity is not surprising. As ",,...,O",,,,.,..,T. Florence 

observes; 

The modern legal doctrine was set forth by 
(Salford) Ltdo~ V. Shaw (1935) 2 K.B. 113, G.A.) 
op .. cit .. , p.132. 

L.J" in Shaw & Sons 
L.C • Gower, 

its shareholders "A company is an entity distinct alike from 
and its directors. Some of powers 
its articles, be. exercised by directors 

according "co 
certain oth.er 

powers may be r~~elr'lTed for the 
meeting., If powers of 

in general 
are vested in the 

directors, they and they alone can 
powers .. · The only way in which 
the shareholders can control the 

exercise these 

powers vested by the in 
by altering their articles, or, if 
under the articles, by refusing to 
of whose actions they disapprove .. 
themselves usurp the powers which 
vested in the directors any more 
can usurp the powers vested by 
general body of shareholders"., 

Companies Act 1955, Section 151 ~ books 
directors, Section 1 68 - formal procedure 
application of shareholders. 
See Report of the Company Law Committee, Cmmd 
(Jenkins Comrilittee) ~ Para" 14-, p .. 3. and in 

"no company's affairs can be managed 
managed at all, otherwise than 
with a reasonably free hand to do what 
the interests of the company" .. 

body of 
of the 

are 
directors 

in the 

on 
to 

.0., 1962. 
the comment that, 
or indeed 

a board of directors 
thiILlc bes t in 



liThe search is of' national importance since we cannot 
assess the ability, or appeal to the motives or predict 
the behaviour of' our industrial leaders till we know 
who they are. Decisions on the policy of' large 
companies, it must be remembered, of'ten have important 
results on the whole of' its industry and sometimes on 
the whole national economy and it is certainly of' value 
to be able to predict this policy". (47) 

Writing in 1961 R.A. Gordon stated that in the United States 

the great majority of' shareholders were powerless. (48) Typically, 

Gordon observed, the relatively f'ew very large shareholders have some 

potential power, they may exercise some inf'luence, but they usually 

participate little if' at all in active decision-making. For all 

practical purposes the control or power element in most large 

corporations lies in a combination of' the leaders of' a so-called 
(49) 

control bloc of' shares and the board of' directors. Naturally the 

directors are closer to the executive group than the shareholders 

and in some instances the executives can dominate to the extent that 

the board of' directors is made up largely of' of'f'icers of' the compauy. 

While the situation does not appear at this stage to approach a 

"managerial revolution" there are indications of' concern in the 

United States as to who is, and will be, in controle This :reeling 

is accentuated, in comparison with other Western countries, because 

of' the magnitude of' the resources companies command and the f'act 

that their legal situation is less precise. The comparison is 

sometimes made with the American constitution which provides many 

checks and balances to limit the power of' the State against the 

private sector but is not as well equipped to balance and control the 

power of' the giant private enterprise of' modern industrial society. 

"Ownership, Control and Success of' large Companies,," 
London, Watts & Co"' 19610 p,,137. 
"Business Leadership in the Large Corporation", Berkley , University 
of' California Press, 19610 
P.S. Florence, "Ownership, Control and Success of' Large Companies II , 
op"cit., p.79 sees the inter-relationships as f'ollows; 

Largest Shareholders Directors 

Directors op Management 



(49) 
ctd. 

(51 ) 

Australian companies show patterns or development similar to those 

in United states .. (50) 

The roregoing comments are not meant to suggest that in the 
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United Kingdom and in New Zealand all the issues regarding the control 

aspect are settled o Nevertheless tradition, rerlected both in the 

legal system and the more conservative manner or control or many 

companies, appears to ~rovide a greater degree or stabilityo Many 

or the ~eatures which have been singled out by Fogelberg in the study 

or Itlarge" companies in New Zealand closely parallel United Kingdom 

experiencee (51) Firstly, there is the inequality in the distribution 

or shareholdingso Re~erring to ordinary shareholdings only, 

Fogelberg indicated that there were approximately 182,000 shareholdings 

in the sample, or which only 895 (one-haIr percent or total holdings) 

were large - that is, ror an amount exceeding $20~000 = but the large 

holdings accounted ror 39,,3 percent or the total ordinary capital e 

Working down rrom the larger shareholdings Fogelberg estimated that 

Sargant Florence observes that; 
itNei ther the circles or their intersections determine 
completely the real seat or control, but that seat is 
very likely to be somewhere in the intersections as 
shaded in the diagrame 

The most likely persons to be in control are those 
that are both large shareholders and directors, or 
directors and top managers" But not all persons 
at these intersections are ipso ~acto the real top 
rulers; nor are directors, largest shareholders, and 
top managers with no other qualirication (icee not at 
intersections) altogether excluded ~rom the possibility 
or real power II " 

E.L. Wheelwright in "Ownership and Controlof' Australian Companies", 
Sydney, Law Book Co"' 1957, made this observation; 

lilt is d~ricult to resist the conclusion that the pattern or 
control established ~or the large Australian-owned 
industrial companies, 1953-54-, was very similar indeed to 
that attaining ror their American counterparts just 
berore the Second World Wart!" po 110 0 

G. Fogelberg, unpublished thesis" "Ownership and Control .o~ Public 
Companies in New Zealand ll

, University or Victoria, Wellington, 1963. 
This study covers 58 "large" companies selected on the rollowing 
criteria; listed on the Stock Exchange, shareholders! ~unds in 
excess o~ $2 o Om (£1m); and registered in New Zealand" (56 companies 
complied exactly with the requirements, plus two large "unlistedf! 
companies, Winstone Ltd. and R., & W" Hellaby Ltd,,). Fogelberg 
considers that the uneven distribution or ordinary shares is possibly 
"the mos t sign~icant rinding" or his survey" This rea ture is 
illustrated in the rollowing tables prepared by Fogelberg" 



(51 ) 
etd" 

5 per cent o~ the shareholdings would account ~or 61 2 oent ~ 

o~ V.!.I ... .u. ... "" ... capitaL Secondly~ there is the degree 

sho'WD in structure o~ the board o~ directors. of' 

companies had boards ~ six to eight men6 Companies tended to 

set direotors' qualifications as absolute amounts, 

$1,,000 o~ capitaL While many directors! holdings 

minimum qualification a most striking ~eature o~ the 

small proportion o~ voting capital held by directors~ 

proportion decreased the larger the company involved$ 

Wi thout trend data (as available in s work 

over 15 year period - 1936-51) generalisations on 

New Zealand are dangerous o Nevertheless with of' 

share o'WDership in existence there is the scope for a to take 

place in pattern ~ control; llmanagerial 

, rather than managerial revolution~ is 

amongst the bigger companies in which are no dominant 

owners and as a result control is maintained a measure apart 

SUMMARY. OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL ORDINARY SHARES 

Denomination 
, Of Share 

£1 

10/-

5/-

% of' Total 

£1 

10/

S/-

% Total 

No.. of' Holdings 

Small 

94,911 

36,584 2,887 

38j!94-0 22584 

170,435 1 7 

93 .. 8 

£i s ~ Nominal 
Small 

£ £ 

16,081,777 12,096, 6 

7,592,955 7,413 

72016:t033 6:1578.,940 

30,690,765 26,089 

32.,8 9 

Large Total 

448 100,,305 

218 39,690 
228 412752 

895 181 ~ 747 

.. 5 10000 

Total 
n £ ~ 

22,269,603 50,448,296 

20,369*317 

22 2681 2188 

8l)799 93,498,801 

39,,3 100 .. 0 



Undeniably, however, decisive control is 

a of property (clearly evident at the time of a 

bid) as distinct from the everyday management of resources 

accompanies any complex economic system& The development 

liability company as an important vehicle for and 

weJ.i'arehas not, as yet, cmmpletely dissolved the essential 

link between ownership and controlo All equity owners not 

joined debenture holders as functionless "rentiers", 

in institutional investment in equities could 

of situatio~ 

t)ymp"toma"tJ.c, in a rather extreme mode, of the 

forces can impinge on the form and· structure of 

process of "own-oompany" investment - a 

of the ownership of its own shareso Often the concern 

the growth of institutional investment in equities is 

one more step towards the elinDLnation of the real element 

in as the large impersonal institution does not 

exercise its voting rightse In the case of 

the reverse situation is the problem with the 

showing too much interest in controle danger 

seen mainly in the area of non-insurable 

equities" For instance in the United 

corporate pension flL~ds have been 

so that for the period 1955-57 they 

of the net new issues of ordinary shares o 

indicate that aily:in a 

reached major proportions from a 

internationally known firm of Sears-Roebuck is the out-

standing example with its non-insurable 

approximately 26% of the total ordinary company at the 

J Q Lintner, opocito3 p~195 who observes of 
ordinary shares amounted to $7.6 billion - of 
investment plans absorbed $2,,5 billion" 
chips" is considered to have been a major faotor 
so-called "blue-ribbon leadershipll on the United States stock market 

recent years" 
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an 

of 1957" The remedy, if considered necessary, 

of the investment portfolio of fund or as 

there is a serious problem of 
oligarohio control positions arising between 

and management-appointed 
seem to be simple enough to pass 

requiring all plans not 
corporate trustees to tpass 

rights to employee-beneficiaries,," 

and 

, 

to this situation ar~sing in New ~~c~~~~u is an 

one in that the Commissioner of Inland Revenue not 

for taxation purposes to any pension or 

a:nnua:t::ton allows trre ~chase uf "uwn 
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With a t their present level this is probably ,.n.".""''''.''''''' 

from this undesirable practice o It of 

that statute does not appear to any 

on a company purchasing its own sharesc has been 

left to case law W.""..o...u...JL.Y the form of the judgment 

(1887) 12 AoCoPo 409 where it was decided that was 

general nature of a company that 

become a member of This omission was considered in 

Economic 

power of the pension fund trustees 

admit that they have it (the power) 
far refused to use ito This 

Somebody is bound to 
use power, of necessity.. Pension trusts are so 
concentrated that a relatively small amount in equities 

0"" Under 
every 

numher of scanered holdings" 

a pure socialist or Communist system 
has an old-age pension at the end of 

We are developing the same thing by 
I property without revolution" .. 

Study of ;U'''''llU<;;.I.Gl. 

Free Society" 11 California, Centre for 
Institutions, 1961, P~13o 

Land and 
Private 

Amencime:nt Act, 1954, Section 154 .. 
indicate that there are a number of .u.V .• ,I.-.I..I..I.i:) 

operation in New ~ealand and that 
of "awn company'l investment" 
and D Dalglish, liThe Law, 

Brooker & Friend, 1957, Po97o 
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some detail by the United Kingdom Company Law under 

Lord Jenkins o The conclusion was 

law 

"that there is no justification for the 
abrogation of the familiar rule that a 
company may not buy its own shares, indeed we 
think that the rule should be expressly stated 

the Aot .. ff (56) 

from a desire to formalise a fairly obvious feature of 

would not appear to be any particularly reason 

such aotion in the United RjL~gdom or New Zealand .. 

contrasts strongly with the United States situation where the 

of' equity capital structure is treated with a great deal 

sanctity .. For instance, research undertaken by LoAe 

a steadily growing trend for companies on the New York 

Exchange to indulge in what is graphically described as 

"self-cannibalism"", (58) 

.. , Para" 1 67.') P. 1 60 .. 
nm' ..... "' • .,... reform, some of' it of' a ,f'undamental nature" appears 

instance, L.CoB. Gower, op"cit .. , p.639, has this comment to pass 
of' controls to protect the interests of' creditors in 

case of' of' capital schemes. 

( 

freedom with which the courts rubber-stamp reductions 
adds further to the doubts whether 

rules f'ar the raising and maintenance of' share 
really fulf'ill any purpose " " 
underlies the following observation taken f'rom 

of' the Select Committee on Company Law, Ontario 
sembly, 5th Session, 27th Legislature.') 15-16 

5.,2,,7 p"37,, 
rule has been extended in many jurisdictions 
which preclude a company, with certain 

being a shareholder of' its own holding oompany or 
finanoial assistance, f'or the purchase of its own 

the rule is, however, pointed up by an analysis 
author who stated .. 

is no requirement that shares must be of a 
reasonable nominal value and that part of this 
must be left uncalled $ 0 e 

There is equally no requirement of a minimum paid
oapital "' .. " 

Since shares may be issued for a consideration other 
cash, and since the courts will not normally 

investigate the adequaoy of the consideration, there 
not even any assurance that th~ company ever 

received assets equivalent to the nominal value of' 
issued capital .. 
if the capital has been raised, the law cannot 

ensure that it is not lost in subsequent trading; 
at the most it can prevent its being repaid ta the 
members "0" 
to these weaknesses, it may well be that these rules 

usefulness just as the ultra vires doctrine has .. 
Companies are buying Baok their Stock", Havard Business Review, 

JVJ.d.J..-<.;'.w.-'AL',.L-.I • ..I. 1965, p.41" The observations are based on a Ford 
which has been made covering the ten year period 

and the reacquisitions of' shares by 651 companies 
listings of' the New York Stock Exchange)o 
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Encouraged by high retained earnings and large 

balances many companies have embarked on re-purchase 

dependence on external finance of all forms but 

transactions have been accomplished both 

offers and open market acquisitionse From the point of view 

of the economic utilisation of resources thereicould be 

in agressive form of capital reductionQ 

may have to be considerably more flexibility 

towards equity capital structures if the 

company remain a viable business organisation~ 

Future some suggestions for reformG 

In New Zealand the present interpretation of the state 

a degree of government control and 

with limited resources there has been 

ready of this policy for a variety of motives .. The fear 

of (particularly in the common-service 

eommunications~ electricitY)$ the apparent need for 

rather than immediate, even if profitable, exploitation of 

resources, and need for capital in quantities which only the state 

can provide" It is of interest to note that the last function, of 

very feature where the joint-stock compEL~y 

to the non-corporate capitalist. 

Kingdom context that -

capitalism has been 
it sweated the worker or 

as foretold by some prophets, 
... "" ........ 0 .... failed any longer to attract 

it originally gained power-

Sargant 

) 

Faced v""~L.,U • .J .. UO an adequate supply of risk capital, 

holding internal cost and making the best use of scarce 

managerial skills it suggested that a nr~ch closer look must be taken 

at the of the corporation type of organisation c 

For a suitable summary of the extent of Government operations a the 
time of this present study see "Managementn , Journal of the NoZo 
Institute of September 1961" pe21" 

Logic of British and American Industry", 
1 953, p .. 232., 
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Certainly this quasi-state form of organisation is being utilised already, 

particularly in the service industries. The contention is, however, 

that there are other areas, particularly the processing of certain 

basic materials for export, where it could be essential to allow 

organisations to grow to a considerable size to capture the economies of 

seale necessary to compete successfully in overseas roarketse (61) The 

scale of operations may be such however, in relation to the size of the 

New Zealand economy, that the organisations would not be politically 

and socially acceptable (the Ubogy" of' monopoly interests) in the public 

company form" The use of the public corporation type of organisation 

would certainly put to the test many of' the propos i ti ons put forward in 

recent years on organisational structures (the problem of size) and 

motivation of the work force (as a result of the subjugation of the 

profit motive)" LoG.B. Gower sees the development in this light~ 

lithe public corporation ". ~ recognises openly what the 
public company is coming to recognise tacitly; that 
an enterprise should be run for and on behalf of the 
public as a whole and not merely for the benefit of 
a small section of it represented by the sharehOlders 
there is substituted for the largely nominal control 
of management by the shareholders a somewhat more 
effective control (of management) by the Minister and 
Parliament as guardians of' the public,," (62) 

.. " 

There would be many who would disagree with this statement particularly 

with the reference to "more effective control"" The solution of the 

problem of the relationship between the management and the shareholders 

by the virtual abolition of the latter (at least as direct investors) is 

This proposition is not meant to imply that there is no scope for the 
small firm in exporting with "emphasis ",," on a wide range of ingenious 
or unique speciality goods where quality and originality of design are 
important"" (MoEGC. Report No" 14, February, 1968, po22)" 
The concern is rather with a narrow range of products which appear suit
able for mass production, the endeavour being to attempt to hold capital 
costs to compensate in part for high wage costs. There is also the 
magnitude of the capital investment necessary to l'Ibreak intotf and then 
service overseas markets. The basic objective is to provide the scope 
for business units to grow to their optimum size (if in fact there is 
such an optimum) to achieve economies of' seale in production, research 
and innovation" It is also to-give some recognition to the fact that 
it is not always so much an optimum size but an C2Ptinm:m -distribution of 
size which is desired. It is the contention of some economists (see 
liThe Economic Consequences of the Size Of' Nations", (Ed,,) A"E.G. Robinson, 
London, MacMillan, 1960) that only if there is full scope for industrial 
units of varying size to exist together in a mutually independent 
fashion will there be opportunity for maximum economic growth., For an 
excellent summary of many of these issues see Gower, opocit&,pPe58-~& 
Op"cit." pe24-0o 
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(65) 

perhaps too extreme" It could be that the solution may be same 

fundamental modification of the existing form of the public company. 

The latter was the approach suggested nearly forty years ago in 

the United Kingdom by Lord Keynes and his colleagues in the report 

of the Liberal Industrial EnquirYe (63) Their conclusion was that 

the ItSupervisory Board systemif should be adopted as a safeguar:d for 

shareholders, a more effective way of controlling and stimulating 

executives, and a means of opening the way to board representation 

for employees" This form of control has been a feature of German 

company law since 1862 (except for its discontinuation under the Nazi 

regime)., In more recent times in Western Germany it has been considered 

one of the vital factors in maintaining the rate of industrial growthe 

The essential idea is to have separate Supervisory and Executive 

Boards" ';!.'he Executives are appointed (for five-year terms of office) 

and supervised by the Supervisory Board, one-third of whose members are 

elected by the whole body of employees c Employee representatives in 

excess of two need not be employees of the company. These conditions 

apply to all German firms above a certain minimal size" ( Arising 
-

from this experience there has been a continuing debate in Germany on 

the need for a single code of Uentex:pris.e lawll" The ~onception of 

the firm by the proponents of t'enterprise law" is that it 

liresults from a single contract, under a single body of 
law in which all parties have their place" The 
entrepreneurs (the Executive Board) under this contract, 
are answerable to one or both of the original contracting 
parties (investors and employees) for the use made of 
the resources put at their disposaL fI (65) 

Out of this debate on lienterprise law" the West Germans hope that they 

will achieve a form of business government which will prevent much of 

the senseless rationalisation by interested groups of what are in fact 

irresponsible, unrealistic and purely destructive acts and statements" 

The uncertainty existing in this area of the ownership and control 

Britain's Industrial Future~ Report of the Liberal Industrial Enquiry, 
Bern, 1928~pPo91-92o 
For further details see M.P" Fogarty, ItCompanies Beyond Jenkins!', 
PoE"P" Publication, Vole XXXI, No" 486, February 1965, p.,71., See also 
Gower, opocito,pPo63~. 
Ibid .. "For another timely review of many of the related issues see riSpecial 
Company Law Issue lt

, Victoria University of Wellington Law Review, Vol. 5, 
No" 4, August 1970 0 
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or and commerce can provide the opportunity ror 

to an undue influence e This is or concern 

when signif' national resources are involvedo The history 

rinal establishment in July 1965 or the New Zealand Steel 

an example or the type or political procrastination "k.~Y •• 

can partly because or indecision on this vital 

or this study that considerably more errort to 

be e UOLH ... CU. on the examination or this type or problem 

some recognition or Simon Kuznet's proposition that "it is 

or social institutions and organisations 

v.u.< ............ " ... ,F>'" and the promise or economic growth are 

small 
(67) 

development or New Zealand Steel 
1880's (New Zealand Iron & Steel 

1922 (Onekaka Iron & Steel Co" Ltd. 
attempted to establish an iron and 

New Zealand" Both these attempts railed~ 

" .. 

next signif'icant move was lert to the rirst 
which in 1937 passed the Iron and Steel 

Government to start a State steel industry" 
continued but the prospects were not promisingQ 

1949 the National Party became the Government 
again handed over to private enterprise by 
the Iron and Steel Industry Act or 1937" 
Zealand groups showed interest .. 

1958 under a Labour Government an 
or various Government Departments was 
and report to Cabinet" Following the 
Committee it was the Government's 
investigating company on the basis 
private concerns, the Government .......................... F, 

Interested participants, who were 
the amount or capital required, contained 
As the possibilityof' genuine 
negligible the Government decided 
would have to be an entirely G-overnment concern" 

a National Government The New Zealand 
Company Limited was rormed in 1 960 with a UV.U"'-LL"'-..... 

£250~OOO and a directorate of' six 
public servants.. In 1 962 

establishment of' an iron and steel 
the f'ormation of' a New ~~~~~.U 

company, wi th an initial Government 
the Governmentqs permanent share never 

report was accepted in and 
operating company was incorporated.. It 
in the rinal acceptance by Government 
to subscribe up to 25 per cent or the 

of' 
New 

Committee 

shares .. 
times 

interests" 

and 

the attitude or the National Government a inclination 
towards the participation of' private interests.. This limited 
Government investment appears to be a arter the 
time and money spent by Government, on taxpayer, to 
ensure that the L~dustry would be reas of' success~ 

(67) tiThe Economic Growth of' Small Nations fl
, in the "Economic Consequences 

or the Size of Nations", opGcitc, p&33~ 
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Because o~ New Zealand's social and political heritage this search is 

unlikely to result in a strongly centrally directed system o~ 

organisation of resources. Whatever the outcome, a prime ~eature o~ 

the ~orm o~ organisation will have to be a capacity to capture more 

clearly than in the past a sense o~ national purpose. This is 

becoming an increasingly recurrent theme in responsible social and 

economic writings. sta~ord Beer observes that 

liThe highly industrialised societies o~ the West are due 
to meet intense pressure, economic and ethnic, ~rom the 
East,. It is d~~icult to speak o~ these matters in a 
sophisticated society without sounding absurdly 
sententious, but somehow we have to survive in a world 
where the opposition is prepared to throw human comfort, 
security and dignity into the balance - which we are 
not .. " (68) . 

JeW. Rowe o~ the New Zealand Institute o~ Economic Research comments 

that 

!lit is hard to believe that many people will be inspired 
by economic policies that har.m themselves, or appear to 
do so, ~or the sake o~ an extra ~ pea. in real GNP ®e" 

What seems largely lacking is any sign that New Zealand 
has a sense o~ national purpose s~~icient to sublimate 
inconveniences or injuries at the personal, corporate or 
organisational level.," (69) 

Finally, the Monetary and Economic Council point out that 

"a tremendous leap ~oIWard would be made ~ management 
and the trade union movement dedicated themselves to 
the task o~ promoting the importance o~ higher 
productivity" 0 e One problem is that workers who are 
required to adopt new methods or to change their 
occupations o~ten do not see any immediate and direct 
advantage to themselves and their ~ellow workers; 
indeed, some may su~~er in the process"" (70) 

Truly the really fundamental problems ~ economic development are 

non-economic,. 

rlCybernetics and Management rl , London, English Universities Press, 1959, 
po 15 o~ Pre:face 0 

<lRe~lections on the Economic Future o~ New Zealand", address to 
February 1969 meeting o~ NeZ" Association o~ Economists, Quarterly 
Predictions, February 1969,p,,20 e 

MeEoC. Report No o 17, September 1969, po16e 



CHAPrER 3 

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

"The chie~ economic problem ~or the second ha~ o~ the 
twentieth century might well be characterized as a 
search ~or surve;yability, ~or goal clari~icati0n, ~or 
making more manageable the gigantic economic e.pparatus 
which threatens to subjugate man and to pervert his 
mind .. " 

R. Mattessich (1964) 
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1 .. 0 Introduction 

1&1 In the context o~ the challenge o~ the above quotation the 
_,-t 

review o~ the theoretical ~ramework ~or this study will be' concerned 

with searching ~or signs o~ increasing breadth and maturity in the 

area o~ corporate ~inancia1policy and the theory o~ the ~inn" The 

bridging o~ the gap between the macro and the micro viewpoint,the 

inculcation o~ the essential elements o~ organisation theory, the 

tangling with the thorny problems of growth measurement, and ~inally 

the recognition o~ the role o~ ~inancial statements in helping meet 

the need ~or a more ~ully integrated body o~ analysis. Concomitant 

with the ~oregoing will be a search ~or the areas in partiQular need 

o~ empirical research. Namely, those areas that require observation, 

description and :the measurement o~ particular cases, the extrac.tion of' 

their common f'eatures, the ~ormu1ation o~ the generalised ease, and 

~inally if' possible, the application of such abstractions" As 

Mattessich observes lilt is in this principle o~ abstraction and its 

efficiency that the success o~ science lies, not in the discovery of' 

the ultimate truth,," (1) 

2&0 Some Preliminary Observations on "the Theoretical Framework" .. 

(1) 

(2) 

2@1 For many years, but particularly since the work of' Berle and 

Means" (2) it has been recognised that the assumptions o~ the traditional 

"theory of' the ~irm" have been inadeqU§l.te to depict the behaviour o~ 

R. Mattessich, "Accounting and Analytical Methods", Illinois, 
Irwin, 1964, P o 8" . 
Op.cite Not that Berle and Means were alone in expressing a critical 
view" See Chapter 1, nSO:rn3 Perspectives 1/ by OoE. Williamson~ 
f1The Economics o~ Discretionary Behavior; 
Managerial Objectives in the Theory o~ the Firm", Ford Foundation 
Doctoral Dissertation, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1964. 



the modern corporation; in the oontext of this study the behaviour 

of the modern public company. Attempts to introduce a greater degree 

of realism have ranged over a wide spectrnmo Consideration of how to 

incorporate the uncertainties of market situations, of to modllY 

the often inrlexible adherence to the profi t-maximis ing 

and of how to blend in the more essential elements of organisation 

theory. In these matters the author has found the contributions of 

Leibenstein, Penrose, Simon, and Cyert and March, (3) to be of 

particular interest. Some of the underlying themes in these and 

related works have been conveniently summarised by AeAG Alchian and 

Loasby commences his analysis by expressing the belief 

that ~hatever its virtues as a major component of the theory of value, 

the theo~ of the firm as it exists at present is an inadequate basis 

for analysing the process of management decision-making"® (5) So long 

as this inadequacy is clearly recognised, and the purposes of the 

theory restricted accordingly, there is no danger .. Unfortunately 

there is sometimes a tendency to overlook this restriction representing 

as it does 

n a forced withdrawal from ground which was once thought 
be unmistakably within the province of the economist .. 
This abandoned ground (which) has now been invaded 
organisation theory and operational research, among 
others .. ",," (6) 

There is often an inclination ror certain conventional assumptions to 

reach a status practically synonymous with reality. Loasby directs 

conaiderable attention to examining the assumption of 

:maximisation and its rather naive equation with rationality.. "If' 

businessmen choose to prefer other aims to the 'maximisation of profit, 

the preference may be inconvenient for the theorist, but it cannot be 

called irrational~ is the pertinent observation made 

He Leibenstein, Theory and Organisational 
New York; Harper, 1960" 
E"T .. Penrose, "The . Theory the Growth of the Firm", 
1959 .. 
R"A .. Simon, "Administrative Beha"i~~, New York, Macmillan, 1961 .. 
R.M" Cyert and J .Go March, "A BehaYioral Theory of the Firm", 
iew J~rsfiY, Pr enticil-Ha,1l, 1963 .. 

The BaSl.~ of' Some Recent Advances in the Theory of' the Management of the 
Firm", The Journal of Industrial Economics, Vol" XIV, 1965-66, p.,30 .. 
"Management Eoonomics and the ~eory of the Firm", The Journal of 
Industrial Economics, Vol. D', July 1967, No" 3, p" 165" 
Ibid" 
Ibid, P e 1 67 .. 
Ibid"$> p,,166. See also R. Mattessich, op"cit", ,,153, and his ref'erence 
to the "crass assumption" that profit maximisation is the ultimate and 
only entrepreneurial goal" 



(8) 

(9) 

other relevant problem areas touched on are the central role o~ the 

entrepreneur to the traditional theory and the weakness o~ the theory 

in dealing with e~~iciency except as a ~nction o~ scale or o~ location. 

In the case o~ the ~ormer it has to be recognised that in some large 

~irms the entrepreneur hardly exists; it is the organisation which is 

relevant and an organisation cannot always be viewed as a IVcollective 

entrepreneur"" With regard to the scale o~ a ~irm!s operations, the 

e~~iciency ~ management is ~ten treated as a ~unction o~ such scale 

instead o~ being recognised in its own right as a major determinant o~ 

the ~irmts pe~ormance .. 

~ the contributions that have been made towards developing a 

more comprehensive theory o~ the ~ir.m, in greater accord with 

institutional and motivational realities, those that appear to have 

particular relevance ~or this present study are works by Owen 

Williamson, Robin Marris, Eli Schwartz, Lerner and Carleton, and 

Douglas Vickers .. (8) 

2$2 Armen Alchian sees as an underlying characteristic o~ the work 

o~ Marris and Williamson that the old dichotomy between consumption and 

production behaviour has been replaced by IVa consistent, more powe~ul 

criterion o~ utility maximising .. In a sense the utility theory 

underlying individual behaviour in the consumption sphere has swallowed 

up producer or management theory ... ,," (9) Certainly employee-manager's 

utility ~unctions ~eature in both works particularly in that o~ 

Williamson who puts ~orward the proposition that the manager can direct 

a ~ir.mvs resources to increase his own utility in at least three ways& 

First, under the older style pro~it maximising model the manager can 

increase his salary while at the same time obtaining higher pro~its 

~or the owners" Second, the manager can handle the ~irmts resources in 

OeE. Williamson l1 op .. cit" 
R .. lVfarris, "The Economic Theory o~ Managerial Capitalismll, London, 
Macmillan, 1 964 .. 
E .. Schwartz, "Theory of' the Capital Structure o~ the Firm":1 Journal o~ 
Finance, VoL, XIV, No" 1, March 1959, reproduced in liThe Theory o~ 
Business Finance: ~ook o~ Readings" edited by S.H. Archer and 
C.A. D1Ambrosio, New York, Macmillan, 1967" 
E"M. Lerner and WeT. Carleton, "The Theory o~ Financial Analysis", 
New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966 .. 
D .. Vickers, "The Theory o~ the Firm: Production, Capital and Finance", 
McG-raw-Hill, New York, 1968" 
Op .. cit .. , P.31 " 
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a manner as to directly increase his salary at e 

of for the owners" Third, the manager can oW'n 

benefi ts wi thin the firm (better work , more 

work load, time off' for community activities, etc.) at 

of increases in profit to the owners~ It is second 

and avenues that Marris and Williamson have 

propositions. For Williamson it has taken the 

a utility function which has as its 

, retained profits, size or staff (larger 

to salaries ror managers), and managerial 

attempts to realistically allow ror different 

conditions) as different managers make 

or components., B"J G toasby observes of this .lll'L""''O'"'' 

"The ror unique solutions in Mr. Williamson's 

an economy managed by rully conditioned organisat 

the problem of' identif'ication of components 

and of circumstances which involve differences in the of 

"goods" is a major one in the effective of 

type of maximising approache 

work of Marris reflects the above situation in a 

than a utility maximising approach 

f or the manager .. However, in a final section on 

micro-models Marris assumes a managerial 

u u (C· ,v). (11) C" represents the growth rate of gross 

of firm and v the valuation ratio o The 

of of the firm to the b oak value of 

and is relevant to Marris' theory of one of the 

two original contributions in his work .. 

( 10) Op" , p.1 67 " 
(1
1
1
2

) Marris, op" p.260. 
( ) In the opinion N.T. Drane (inf'ra,Footnote 15) 

contribution the concept of "criticality" in the 
process" . , op.cit", p.146" With reference to the 
take-over, B.J. toasby comments critically that the of 
the take-over bid and the threat of a bid to ensure that all ~'.l.""''''>C: 
behave same way is that the job :is "much more 
~er.formed in accepted theory by the assumption of free 
(Op , p "This may be so, but surely elegance 
a dominant criterion in the often inelegant world of 



(16) 

( 17) 

Marris t own words C· and v in the above :function "then stand 

respectively as representatives o:f the manif'old satis:factions as 

with power, prestige and salary on the one hand, and security 

take-over" plus stock market approval on the other"" 
(13 ) 

Marris 

oontinues by pointing out that the utility:function Ildepends 

on the idiosyncracies o:f the management concerned, but 

nature o:f the environment in general and the behaviour o:f 

managers in particular"" (14) No wonder N.T. Drane was 

to observe that if' Marris' contribution does make mark 

may bear much the same relation to the current static 

the as, the macro :field, Harrod t s "Towards a J-JSU""LU..J.,V .J.:JI.>VJU.UUiL-'-"'O 

(1 
does to the older business-cycle theory". 

The contribution by Schwartz provides, as Robichek 

a good basis :for work on ~~e general problem o:f 

( 16) 
from a "traditional" point o:f view" It has, as a 

theory, a considerable and attractive degree of 

o:f course not surprising in view o:f Schwartz t s avowed 

"develop a self'-contained theory o:f the :financial 

rather than set up "partial constructs U :for use 

structure 

to 

purposes ll 
.. (17) It has an intuitive appeal to someone with experience 

practical :finance and aecountl-~g. There is :for the 

adoption o:f a broad de:finition o:f capital structure (indicated as 

interchangeable with the term lIf;nancial 

and net-worth side o:f the balance sheet .. 

out the danger of a too narrowly 

only shares and debentures and thus 

Op .. cit .. , p"260,, 
Ibid" 
IlGrowth of Firms and Managerial Capitalism"!1 
Sydney, 1 955, 'p .. 51 " Drane t s summary of 
Drane t s own words, Marris f book "is badly 
penetrate", po50" This may have been the 
Marris did not ca:J:>l7 through to t.he 
(Chapters 7-8) which is particularly 

Rob ichek and S & C" Myers, "Optimal 
Prentice-Hall" Foundations of' Fl-'I'laD.ce 
By IItraditional" point o:f view is meant 
:financial structure o:f a :firm is 
and that consequently :firms will 
structure" 
Schwartz, op .. cit .. , p"234,, 

) as the liability 

speci:fically points 

structure in terms o:f 

of 

Abacus, Vol .. 2, No .. 1, 
is of' value as in 

to 

29-33" 

o:f a f'irm 
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substitutability often present with other forms of external debts 

Then there is the important insight, so clearly stated, that while 

shar.e markets are inclined to be subject to "irrational pressures Ii 

they are markets of the form not "burdened by transportation or 

storage costs or hindered by physical interruptions of supply 

(and are) supposed to be especially adept at discounting 

anticipations" .. (18) Finally, while Schwartz sets up his model to develop 

a unique optimum capital structure, there is clear recognition that 

the solution will be more in terms of a range of rational structures, 

narrowly bounded" The essential function being, as Schwartz himself 

puts it, to obtain "simplying insights ...... into the complexities of 

realityU" (19) Despite its limitations, SchwartzSs model serves as 

a very suitable introduction to empirical research into the features 

of the capital structure of firms in particular industrieSe 

2 .. 4 The valuation models developed by Lerner and Carleton and by 

Douglas Vickers are characterised by a clear recognition of the inter-

depen~ency of a firm's production, investment, and financing decisions" 

In both models the framework for crystallising this concept of inter-

dependency is provided by corporate financial statements .. The format 

of the income statement and balance sheet are examined in order to 

determine the economic forces which underlie the structure of the firm 

and its income-generating processe 

On this methodological aspect Lerner and Carleton made the 

observation in one of their earlier contributions to the development of 

their model that the analytical procedure was to "depart from the single 

equation convention and explicitly introduce an investment opportunity 

(capital budgeting) schedule and a stock valuation equation"" 
(20) 

In the final Lerner and Carleton model discussion was also introduced 

on the use of debt capital and on the associated question of the risks 

introduced into a firmis operations by variations in financial structure .. 

Ibid, p .. 237" 
Ibid" 
"The Integration of Capital Budgeting and Stock Valuation", 
American Economic Review, Vole LIV, NOe 4, September 1964, 

The 
683 .. 



(21 ) 
(22) 

(23) 
(24-) 
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This step further reflected their consciousness the need in the 

development of the theory of financial analysis was for an integrated 

model that attempted to combine the significant the 

economic of the owners" Despite reservations 

regarding formulation, both in the nature of the and 
I 

the objective function, the Lerner and Carleton model has been 

described the most ambitious of its kind yet to 

) 
If' for nothing else, the Lerner and 

should be V~U~QvU for the desirable re-orientation it 

the consideration the cost of capital concept$ 

is best conveyed in Lerner and Carletonts own 

joint determination of the rate of return and 
capital structure by means of the financial and 
operating constraint functions determines 
band i that will prevail. Once the valUes of 
variables are determined we have the rate of "''''I''Iwi,n 

the corporation and hence k, the rate at which 
stream of dividends is discounted~ Further 

more, k, which is also the cost of capital can be 
determined only as an element in the solution of 

financial decision probleme The 
earlier literature that the cost of 

known in advance of an investment decision 
that the investment decision problem has been 

solved before it was examined;n (22) 

Lerner and 

meaningi'ul 

express the hope that their work Ilwill 

work in financial analysis"o (23) 

of 

there has been but as to the meaningf'ulness of the results, too 

early to judge e Certainly the theoretical framework of financial 

analysis developed by Lerner and Carleton, and in pa-T"ticular 

detailed examination ~f productivity and financial constraints, 

done much to 

research into 

direction of what should be a ~.~.o 

of financial variables& (~) 

The model that emerges from Douglas Vickers analysis is 

basically a ~VU~-.~~ decision-making or structural planning mv·u~. 

It has been developed with the objective of maximising the owner1 s 

wealth position by the out-comes of production, 

Vickers, op~ , 

of 

Op .. cit .. , p"202,, b = average corporate retention rate 

For further 
Ibid" , po 11 e 

Ibid .. , 95 .. 

i = average interest rate on 
funds .. 

see Appendix 6-2-2 .. 



and financing decisionso This trilogy of decision problems is 

introduced by a consideration of the financial status of the firm~ 

As Vickers comments, 

IlWe shall be employing the balance sheet and income 
statement relationships as an aid in optimum 
enterprise planning and in understanding the causal 
determinants and criteria that describe the 
optimisation conditions." (25) 
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It is encouraging to see this constructive use being made of fi.nancial 

statements by economists in the development of a more comprehensive 

theory of the firmo The manner in which Vickers uses the structure of 

financial statements as a back-drop to the "enterprise decision nexus" 

of the firm is impressive. Support is derived for the consideration 

of the mutually determinant decision levels in the firm, namely (i) the 

production or enterprise operating structure; (ii) the investment or 

asset structure; and (iii) the financing structurec This strong 

recognition of the analytical trilogy of the production problem, the 

investment problem, and the financing problem is the outstanding feature 

of Vickers' contribution. It presents a distinct contrast to the 

traditional analysis of the theory of the firm which, though it has 

brought the financing ~uestion on the one hand and the investment 

~uestion on the other to reasonable levels of sophistication, has not 

really moved in the direction of a logical integration of these 

determinant forces. 

While recognising the significant impetus given to the integrated 

approach by Lerner and Carleton, and Vickers it would be wrong to ignore 

the contributions of earlier writers such as K.E. Boulding. As early 

as 1950 Boulding observed that; 

liThe concept of the balance sheet, uD.:rortunately, has not been 
employed to any extent in developing the static theory of the 
firm, so that as generally presented in the text books the 
firm is a strange bloodless creature wi thout;:'a balance sheet, 
without any visible capital structure $ •• tI (26) " 

J.F. Weston was another particularly sensitive to the deficiencies of 

treatment in this area& (27) 

(25) Op.cit .. , P.48. 
(26) ~fA Reconstruction of Economics", New York, Wiley & Sons, 1050, pp .. 24-34. 
(27) See "The Scope and Methodology of Finance", Foundations of Finance 

Series, New York~ 1966, particularly Chapter 7. Also J.F. Weston and 
E.F. Bingham, flManagerial Finance", New York, Holt-Rinehart, 1966, 
Appendix to Chapter 200 



3 .. 0 

(28) 

(29) 
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Throughout writings (particularly ~rom 960~s there 

are to achieve same degree of integration of so-called 

"praotical" business finance with the theory of Weston 

that he is not the first or one aware of 

these de~iciencies and refers to the observations of Van Andeell, 

C,.AG Dauten and C.C. Bosland made in the early 1950's" (28) Nonetheless 

Weston persevered more than most in the to stimulate an 

awareness of the need to bridge the gap between subject of capital 

budgeting s finance and management aco (the margiX'l..al 

efficiency of investment schedule of economic and the cost of 

capital discus (the supply of f1L~ds for 

economic theory)" As Weston pointed out~ 

The 

the analysis of investment decisions in 
account liquidity, >leverage, credit 
~ and the size of~ the ~irm, implicitly the 

open to a consideration o~ the ~ull range of 
policy "The analysis must then 

versus external financing, the debt versus 
and other aspects of liquidity and 
Analytically" therefore, the theory of 

of the firm requires analysis both 
functions.. In analysing the 

of the firm, the demand function 
characteristically represents some variant of 

eff iciency of investment schedule" Ii (29 ) 

Framework - whither goest thou? 

3~1 The macro viewpoint. 

of 

As the remainder of this chapter will be mainly concerned the 

micro it was considered desirable that a brief reference be 

made to certain macro aspects" The first the of an 

approximate between the efforts of the 

theorist and working on the theory of the The 

rather schematic outline of a simple model of 

income developed by M.J. Bailey is set forth as a 

reminder, not only of the need for a national perspective also of 

Op"ci t .. , pp. 3-4", For instance, Weston quotes from DU"' ..... a..u,u. 

effect that til (Bosland) would also like to make a 
bridges between corporation finance and economic 
would welcome a certain amount of duplication for 

the 
some new 

Here I 
sake of 

emphasis ... .," 
(From and Methods of Teaching Business , 
Journal of Finance, Vol .. V, September 1950, pp .. 287-8 .. 
Ibid", 03 .. 



the naturaJ. pervasiveness of' Vickers t "analytical trilogy" of' 

production, investment, and f'inancing problems. (30) 

Figure 3-1 
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SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF SIMPLE MODEL OF NA~IONAL INCOME 

Ex:penditure 
Sector 

I 
Investment 
Determinate 

C+I 
-P-

y 
= P 

CaY 
P = P rI- b p 

t 
Investment 

Schedule 

1 = go + g:i i 
P P P 

(g:i <0) 
-1,. 

Ex:penditure 

DETERMINATION 

Monetary Sector Production and 
Em:ployment Sector 

I 
Demand Su:p:ply Demand 

~ = 1'1 (N) 

Equilibrium Position 

~h(i) 
I 

= L(i,~) Equilibrium 
Em:ployment 

Su:p:ply 

Full 

Canital Market Y () 
.t:' P = l' N1' 

~r----------. ~( ___ ---I 
National Income 

Determination 

Note: (i) Of particular concern f'or this present study is the assumption 
"that a good proxy variable f'or the combined ef'f'ect of' all f'actors 
involved in the cost or availability of' investment f'unds is the 
rate of interest" - (i) (31) 

(30) 

(ii) The presence of' the denominator P in all f'unctions indicates the 
adjustment f'or the assumption "that when the price level changes 
all prices change in the same proportion". (32) 

"National Income and the Price Level"}1 New York, McGraw = Ei1;l, 1962, p 
Bailey's consideration of' the elements of' national income theory provides 
the basis f'or most of the author! s comments on this topic" 

P = index of' price level 1'(N) = simplified version of' 
C = consumption production f'unction 
I = investment W = wage rate 
Y = income l' I( N) = marginal product of 
i = rate of' interest labour (f'irst 
M = quantity of money derivative of general 
L = liquidity preference production function) 
N = total employment 

Ibid .. , p .. 12 .. 
Ibid"" p .. 29 •. 
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The second aspect, which emanates from the first, is a warning of the 

danger of attempting too hasty an association of macro and micro 

contributions" This warning is implicit in the comment by Robin 

Marris who, after devoting the final chapter of his work on "managerial" 

micro theory to a consideration of possible macro-implications, observes 

that IlWe do not claim very much for the development suggested ... " It 

amounts to saying little more than if the growth rate is flexible~ it 

is flexible" But perhaps we have managed to add just a little 

something"" (33) On the other hand the more conclusive contribution 

of Lerner and Carleton in this sphere gives a clear indication of the 

strong limiting assumptions that have to be made to maintain a "taut 

shipli in the more extensive macro environment" Consequently at the 

present stage of development of a theoretical framework it is 

considered more appropriate to use a national income model, reasonably 

integrated in its own right, simply as a starting point for more 

detailed appraisals" As MoJo Bailey observes, 

"it (the model portrayed) is probably the most enlightening 
and generally applicable representation of the economy 
available eo. Not only does it have a very general 
usefulness in and of itself but it provides a good point 
of departure for the analysis of more complicated and () 
specialised questions that the model itself comprehends ll .. 34 

It is to an area "more complicated and specialised" that attention is 

now directed .. 

3,,2 The "Marris-Williamson" Contribution" 

For more detailed outline of the main features of the contributions to 

be dealt with in this and the next section reference should be made 

to Appendix 6-20 The decision to deal with the "Marris-Williamson" 

contributions first is because both establish a close link with the 

subsequent empirical analysis" 

3,,2 .. 1 Three stages of development can be recognised in the Marris' 

model as it is developed to the point of ceasing to treat security 

(reflected in the amount of the valuation ratio) as only a constraint 

(33) Op"cit,,~ p.310" 
(34) Op"cit", p"38,, 



and cons to the possibility o~ a 

between (v) and growth (0·)" 

stage, the "balanced-growth" curve, 

disregarded as it is promptly mo~ied by Marris to 

'e~~ic demand-growth curve ~or the most stage 

model .. to point out that in order to maximise 

rate stage one it is necessa~ to choose a 

rate and a consistent pro~it margin such that the on the 
(36) 

peak of "balanced growth'l curve.. This curve (0 ~ f' ) 

implies existence of a continuum of sustainable 

"balanced-growth" " Given the functional 

the diversification rate the rate the 

is maintained by a consistent adjustment of the margin., 

The to establish the second stage is at 

a demand nlanunship .. In a simple form CUNe can be 

from the assumption of equality o~ rate (of demand) 

and rate (a 'no failures f demand a 

direct between growth rate and rate 

'(35) Growth Rate 

(36) 

(37) 

of capital 

(0 .) :::; Retained Earnings + Net Borrowing + Proceeds of 
New Share Issues 

Gross Capital at o~ Period 

( V ::: Market Price 
Book Value of' 

considerable emphasis on the use or v and 0 '" in the 
o~ "safe and sustainable " of growth. As a 

v is set at some value fear of take-over 
or the sense o~ guilt becomes intolerable , 
The functions G'" == C (d !I ill) - finance and D· ::: D (d, m 
u~w~uu incorporate the policy variables margin) andd 

cation rate)., Faced with of either policy variable 
the system Marris comments "In as much as the profit 

is a proxy for other poliCies, it to imagine the 
choice, in fact, as that of rate" Ii op .. cit." 237", 

N., W. Chamberlain is not convi..'flced on this See "~nterprise and 
w New York~ McGraw - Hill, 1 , where Chamberlain . , 

"His (Marris!) approach to quantifying demand by a number of 
products introduced or expenditures on innovation is spurious., 
There is no such simple relationship. The sample of 
innovations in any firm is not to balance of~ 
failures against successes, on and in 
any event each i..'flnovation is a @ 

Marris, op.cit", p.,180 ~or definition .. 



More realistically~ however, the curve can be constructed by 

reasonable modifications of some of the assumptions underlying 

stage one" In particular the assumption that as the optimum 

diversification rate and maximum growth rate were raised, there would 

be a fall in profit margin, a rise in the capital-output ratio and 

hence a decline in the rate of returno Marris postulated for the 

second stage model that over a certain range of maximum growth rates 

(and optimum diversification rates), the relationship between growth 

rate and rate of return could be direct and positive .. This 

modification introduces a rising segment in the demand-growth curve 

and is an interesting extension of the conventional, purely downward-

sloping, demand function, viz", Lerner and CarletonWs operating 

constraint" Marris introduces a downward sloping position to his 

"demand" curve as "opposing forces ll (e"g,,~ increased marketing 

expenses) take over causing the profit rate to decline" The overall 

shape of the curve is assumed to be parabolic usually starting with 

a modest but positive profit rate at zero growth rate" 
(39) 

The other function in the second stage model indicates the 

maximum permissible growth rate of capital on the assumption that the 

valuation ratio is still a constraint" The curve depicting the 

relationship 0" = ap - f3v could be loosely referred to as a "supply" 

curve and is in fact the" fundamental eq,uation in the "theory of 

managerial capitalism" Ii (40) Basically Marris is concerned with the 

maximisation of O· subject to various functional interdependencies 

and cons traints" The constraints are meant to reflect management's 

Marris W assumptions underlying this positive relationship of growth 
rate and rate of return centre mainly on (1) the existence of a 
temporary monopoly in raw products which do succeed in offsetting the 
effect of rising marketing costs, and (2) the stimulation to decision
taking efficiency as diversification is undertaken, thus lowering the 
capital-output ratio.. Op.cit", pp" 250-251" 
With profit rate (p) as the dependent variable, then 

p = 1(1 + 1(2 0 • - 1(3 0 • 2 

where 1(1,1(2 and 1(3 are (positive) adjustable coefficients" 
The basic equation (growth rate of gross capital) is 

O· = r " ep ~ ~ ~ g) + N· " v (1) 

where i = interest, g = gearing, g = maximum gearing to avoid 
excessive borrower's risk, 

and N" = new issue rate .. 
Interest rate (i ) is assumed to be exogenous and less than the gross 
.inter.nal rate of return· (i < p )" Gearing (at the level g:(; g ) is set 
as not affecting the valuation ratio" Marris makes it quite clear that 



(40) 
ctd. 

concern with security f'or itsolf' and a reasonable treatment of' 

shareholders .. In this context the maximum growth rate appears as a 

f'unction of two variables, the rate of' return (p), and the minimum 

valuation ratio (v) .. The cOEl:rticients a and {3 represent the impact 

this is f'or ease of' expositioIl and by implication indicates that this 
assumption is not to be taken as support f'or the view that rational 
investors are indif'f'erent to gearing. In terms of' the f'oregoing it 
will pay to set the gearing m.tio at its security-constrained maximum. 
Now, with, 

p=l?-i.g 
(N'3t internal 1 - ~ 

rate of' return) 
and not:i.ng that with constant gearing the growth' rate of' gross and net 
capital are equal, it can be stated that 

C' = r • Ii + (2) 

(Internally (Proceeds of' 
generated f'unds) new issue) 

This relationship portrays two policy variables in the f'orm of' the 
retention ratio, r, and the new issue rate, N·. Then there is the 
market behaviour variable, v, with the overall policy constraint that 
no oomb:ination of'values of'r and N" inconsistent with v"')! V 
is pemissible.. Marris examines the relationship between these 
variablos and introduces the f'ollowing f'ormulation: 

I 

k = a1. + a 2 " N
G + as r2 (3) 

This re(~ognises the "market" rate of' discount as an indirect policy 
variablo, the subject of' deliberate choice regarding retentions and 
new issues. 
The stage is now set f'or the establishment of' the f'undamental equation 
in t;he "theory of' managerial C:l.pitalism" .. In essence it reflects 
the ma:n:Lpula tion of' the market rate of' discount (by way of' N· and v ) 
in such a way that, f'or any given rate of' return, the growth rate, C· 
fs at lIlEl.Ximum subject to the constraint on the valuation ratio. Let 
this constraint be set initially at unity (v = 1). This implies that 
the market rate of' discount eq\lals the rate of' return (k = 15 ) .. 

TheI'ef'ore Ii 

and C· = r " p + N" (if' k = P then v = 1) 

Optimum values of' N· and v with respect to C' are derived and 
ins ertec. in (4).. From this Ma.rris establishes a relationship between 
maximum growth rate and internal rate of' return. 

C~" = P - a1. + £ . ~ (r= ~ "~ ') 
(;(2 4 as s ) 

Marris then takes the 1>rave step of' dropping the second-order term 
largely on the basis of' the aS13umption "that the f'irm ignores the 
possibility of' growth by retentions, and concentrates all energy on 
new issu.es f'inance, .. " .. ,," Op .. ci t., p.218. Theref'ore 

and 

given i:. g, a 1. and a 2 , and separating out the rate of' return, 
could be expressed in the f'orm 

C*· = a • p - {3 

(6) 

(6) 

(7) 
The ooeff'icients a and {3 represent share market conditions and gearing. 
Now (7) is a representation of' the maximum growth rate when the 
constrained v is set at unity.. Generalising v subject to certain 

.. ' ~ 



(40) 
ctd. 

of share market conditions and gearingo Variations in 

magnitude of v will cause the supply curve to shift bodily and can 

be envisaged as generating a family of supply curves which are 

effect, iso-valuation ratio lines. utilising the 

portrayed in Figure 3-2 attention is drawn to the following featUres 

of Marris' formulation of stage two of his mode1o 
FIGURE 3-2 

Prof'i t Rate 
cent 

ISV
4 

ISV3 

D~L-____ --------~~--_ISV2 

L~====================~====:I~SVi 
DD - "demand-growthlt curve" Rate per cent 

ISV. - series of iso-valuation ratio curves 5 (i :::: 1 - 4 
l 

(i) As already indicated, the curve DD, the t efficient' demand 

curve, indicates optimum conbinations between growth and 

profi tabi1i ty " Therefore the maximum (fastest) growth rate 

permitted by any given demand ourve subject to any given 

valuation-ratio constl:'aint may be found by setting up 

line appropriate to the indicated constraint 

its fUrthest-right intersection with the demand curve~ 

ISV 2 this is at point A,,, 

In to the establisbment of a particular maximum """..,"\wi:h 

rate a iso-valuation line, in indicating a minimum 

of constraint ( v ) 5 sets forth those combinations of growth 

and rate of return which can be considered favourably or 

otherwise" If there is an area to the west of the intersection 

of the iso-valuation and demand curve, then all those 

combinations, both on and below the demand curve could be 

considered safe and oould be mad\ sustainable in terms of such a 

constraint., More particularly this implies a share market 

restrict infinite growth rates, to stand for any 
Marris concludes his supply of finance section 

equation 



(41 ) 

(42) 

(iii) 
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position in which the price of a share, relativB to the book 

value per share for such combinations, is more favourable than 

any combinations on the iso-valuation line .. The converse applies 

for any combinations to the right of an iso-valuation line~ In 

Figure 3-2, ISV 2 depicts a favourable area bounded by AODK. 

Examination of the situation involving a change in valuation 
---

ratio only (no change of slope) is possible by examining the 

relative positions of the ISV:l and ISV 2 .. The iso-valuation 

line ISV:l indicates a situation of high maximum growth rate, low 

rate of return, and a large range of what are, in the circumstances, 

considered favourable combinations of growth rates and rates of 

return" The low valUation ratio implicit in the situation 

indicates a fairly high degree of risk of take-over bids or 

shareholder criticism. (41) As the valuation ratio is increased, 

the supply curve is shifted bodily upward, the maximum growth 

rate declines, and the associated rate of return rises@ The 

operation of a trade-off between the valuation ratio and the 

growth rate is becoming apparent .. This "trade-off I! situation 

between growth and the valuation ratio still pertains even in 

the position of ISV which intersects to the west of the peak 
4 

of the demand curve. Note, however, that in this instance 

profitability is also inhibited instead of moving in a 

compensating fashion to growth. (42) 

(iv) The tangential point K, (I SV 3and the demand-growth curve) 

represents the rate of return and growth rate positions necessary 

to maximise the market value of a firm - the maximum valuation 

ratio consistent with sustainable growth .. 

Marris describes the possible sequence of events in these terms, 

"In order to grow rapidly the rate of return must be 
permitted to decline in order to encourage the growth 
of demand.. In order to meet this, the combination of 
declining profit rate and rising capital requirement 
requires an increasing retention ratio. The latter, in 
association with an increasing negative return discre~ancy 
(expected return under existing management decreasing), 
lowers the market valuation ratio and thus brings it nearer 
to the t danger t ratio at which the raider will pounce. II 
Op.cit .. , p,,43. 

For a more detailed examination of this point see Marris, op.cit .. , 
pp.. 253-4. 



At this point in the original exposition Marris proceeds 

into the derivation o£ the "valuation curve"~ For purpose of 

study this step will be postponed. Firstly, so that the 

the demand curve diagram just discussed can be promptly 

a £ramework £or empirical research, and secondly, to 

enable the observations on the £inal stage o£ Marris' model to be 

as more closely with the immediately following 

of' O"E" Williamson's contribution" 

Based the assumption that all firms flshould be £otmd 

utility-maximising positions on, but somewhere to 

peak o£ the (demand-growth) curve", Marris establishes the 

structure £or the consideration o£ various £orms of 

(re£lected in scatter in cross-section data) from this ideal 

TYPES OF DISTURBANCE 

Type A 

Result from inter-firm variations 
in position o£ demand curve andlor 
satis£icing deviations due to 
organisational slack (all firms 
could possess the same utility 
£unction) .. 

Ai A2 

C" 

B 

Result 

of 

regression line, 
positive and flate 

- increase in growth 
rate (C" ) large 
relative to growth 

profit rate ep )" 

- regression line, 
positive and steep" 
increase L~ growth 
rate (C" ) not as 
great as prof'i t 

lL~e 
along 

- major burden of' 
£inance assumed to 
£all on retentions~ 

- A1 type disturbance 
when considered as 
movement west would 
be on to a higher 
iso-val. line .. 

(p) would permit" (1) 

- retention f'inanoe 
not so 

- A2 type 
when considered as 
movement to south would 
be on to a lower 
::i:so,:"val" curve" 

(1) See £ootnote 48, infra, regarding of' 

to ntrade
pro£it (p) 

to achieve f'rowth" 
See Williamson 

, in£ra" 

) Marris, op"cit .. ,p.278" In addition we were 
to attempt to ta~e account o£ the the 
rathe~ limited range of' conditions in which £irms positioned 
to the le£t. of' the peak o£ the demand curve, we should create 
considerable confusion without, in all adding much to 
the argument, we there£ore assume which are on the 
demand curve at all are always either at or to the of' the 
peak"", 
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Summar~ of Predictions of Relationships made by Re Marris 

(a) Correlation Coefficients 
A1i A2 B 

Co 
J? + ve C· , II + ve C· II -"'- ve , , 

C e , r + ve C· , r ve C· , r + ve 

ll, r + ve II , r ve II , r ve 
C· , v ve C· , v + ve C· v - ve , 
II , v ve II , v + ve II , v + ve 

(b) General 

Prediction 1 - correlation coefficients will tend to be small, 

and more often than not insignificant by orthodox tests" From 

multiple observations a definite pattern would emerge - a pattern 

of small, mostly insignificant individual coefficients whose 

total effect would be "somehow definitely suggestive"" 

Prediction 11 - an expectation that the signs of the coefficients 

should fluctuate both over time and between industries and that, 

although no individual coefficient would be necessarily 

significantly different from zero, if' such fluctuations were 

observed they should "somehow give the impression of having a 

meaning,," 
(45) 

Hindsight 1 - expect regression and correlation patterns to accord 

more with A (1) type of disturbance than A (2), and more with both 

A types than type B" 

Hindsight 11 - expect to find that the appearance of particular 

cases is convincingly associated with appropriate industrial or 

h " t . I h t· t" (46) ~s or~ca c arac er~s ~cs" 

Marris proceeds to test the "Predictions" and "Hindsightslf in the 

light of the empirical work carried out by M.J. Gordon and Meyer 

and Kuh. 
(47) 

Marris, op.cit., Po282" Insignificance does not imply triviality. 
The results are not necessarily trivial "because other theories would 
predict those coefficients to be large and significant ll

" 

Ibid" At the time of writing the author was not aware of' any results 
published by Marris to clarify his rather quaint expressions of' hope 
for worthwhile results" The only communication from Marris was a 
personal one to the effect that "on the basis of four indu'stries and 
eight five-year sub-periods, we observe a rather consistent first
order positive correlation between all of the following variables -
growth rate, rate of return, (e) valuation ratioil" (Letter 12/8/1966. 
Op.cit., p~284. Marris particularly expressed the hope of finding that 
the A(2) ? case is commonly associated with growth industriese 
0pecit", Ch" 15, and op.cite, Ch. 9. 



(49) 
(50) 
(51 ) 

some reservations regarding the results are 

because of' confused presentation adopted by Marris 

a valuable introductory link between "theoreticaP 

and the statistical analysis or actual practicee (48) 

"Predictions" Marris observes that "there is little 

1 e With both Meyer and Kuh, and Gordon the 

are indeed generally small.. Prediction 11 is also c 

do indeed rluctuate lt " (49) As regards 

and Hindsight 1 in particular, the work or Meyer and Kuh gave same 

with the percentage or observations (70 

) on the various types of disturbances 

and "No 

more limited Gordon analysis gave results 

on 14 

A2 type disturbance though in the case of a 

sample Marris was enjoined to use 

mixture of' ~ and B or "an attenuated manifestation 

comments on Hindsight 11 that "Meyer and Kuh did evidence 

of a probably significant association between 

tgrowth indus try i characteristics, although 

way in connection with the Gordon samples". 

As it is in the IIA2 - growth industry" link that 

or possible conf'usion in Marris ft s 

the particular tabulation in Meyer and Kuh 

confusion arises in distinguishing the A 
introduction (po279) Marris indicates 

cases and 

is no 

) 

some 

and the fact 

is relevant 

setting up a "flat" regression line and s up a 
"steep" regression line" It is quite clear from Table 7 .. 1 (Marris, 

A(1) refers 
line groups" 

disturbance as 

and correlation coefficients, supra.) 
the "flat" and A (2) refers to the "steep 
(also onp,,280) Marris describes an A (1) 

representing "the position of a 
slack takes the rorm or railing to grow as fast as 

return would permit, while in an A ( 
was failing to earn the profits that 

permit". There appears to have been a 

the 

above description or in Table 7.1.. This presents some the 
interpretation and application or Hindsight 1 and 11, particularly the 

Marris in the itA (2) - growth 
to finish up with a combination of the "flat t!, 

type of company and the negative 
An apparent reversal of his opening propositions. 
Op .. cit .. , po283o 
Ibid"" p .. 285" 
Ibid .. 



(52) 
(53) 
(54) 

contains an error in presentation, it is evident a 

for caution in interpretation. Overall is difficult 

conclusion that Marris was determined, having noted M.J. 

on encountering reasonably consistent negative 

between profit rate and retention, to bend his exposition to 

some light on the issueo If nothing else, the need for 

research is clearQ 

It will be remembered that the demand-growth curve 

with the "supply" function in the form of an iso-valuation 

an indication of a "trade-off" of the growth rate and the 

.. utilising the relationship developed in the 

equation, c· cxp - f3v (and hence v = ~ (cxp - CO), Marris a 

curve which directly reflects this "trade-off". In 

essence curve reflects the best obtainable for 

point on the corresponding demand curve 0 

curve portrays the effect on of not only of 

rate of but also of the financial policy variables and 

rate of discount"e (53) Clearly these are 

to enter quite directly into the utility functions of either 

or and thus they introduce a note of generality 

in the "demand-growth" stage" Omitting some very plausible 

ions, which Marris develops around the valuation 

curve .wUU"',",- for maximising behaviour subject to a minimum 

, attention is now turned to the development of 

utility function. 

It is the opinion of Armen Alchian that "it is his (Marris) 

utili ty =A...J...CL1..LO proposi tion that makes his approach most fruitful" f54) 

reasonable utilisation of the concepts developed 

of the model and gives further indication that the 

"managerial" and "neo-classical" behaviour may be 

To facilitate the exposition Figure 3~3 illustrates 



the assumed position o~ a valuation curve and various managerial 

ind~~erence curves. 

Valuation 
Ratio 

1,,0 v 

FIGURE 3-3 

------'---"~---''"''"------U3 

v 
Growth Rate per c.ent 

VV - valuation curve - concave to origino 

UU
i 

= ind~~erence curves - normally convex to origin. 

(i = 1 ,2,3, eo e n). 

Marris propounds two theorems which give some indication o~ the 

theoretical boundaries within which this present study operates: 
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(i) The "traditional" approach, with the dominant motive o~ the 

max:i:misation of-the market value o~ the ~irm, viz., maximisation 

o~ valuation ratio. I~ the maximisation is achieved the 

tangential position of the indi~~erence and valuation curves 

must be at the peak of the valuation curve. At that point (K) 

the managerial ind~~erence curve must be horizontal .. In the 

extreme, i~ the sole objective o~ maximisation o~ value is 

maintained, then only rr the ind~erence curves are all 

horizontal throughout their entire length (UU2 ) is the case 

where the maximum utility occurs at the peak inevitable. This 

position requires the management to attach no direct utility to 

growth in any circUffistances e 

(ii) the Wmanageriali approach, where same degree o~ managerial 

motivation exists and is implemented. This is re~lected in 

that the managerial ind~~erence curves are convex throughout 

their entire extent and means that such managerial utility 

maximisation must always involve a ~aster growth rate and, in 



( 

(56) 

general, a lower profit rate than shareholder 

maximisation" 

An interesting modification, and perhaps partial 

above theorems, is depicted in the set of managerial 

curves, This set represents the indifference curves 

levelling out to join in a common horizontal segment at a 

ratio level regarded as a maximum low" It could for 

the level of iT where the risk of take-over was 80 

not even an infinite increase in the growth rate would 

a increase in risk" The horizontal 

not be so objectively ascertainable in the Case of 

criticism of an excessively low valuation ratio.( 

proposition of the horizontal segment has some 

but in the final analysis Marris selects as a likely 

managerial utility maximisation a tangential point the area 

the right of the peak of the valuation curve ( uU
1 

), and 

non-horizontal segment of the indifference curve. (56) 

utility function is therefore positioned to favour C· as 

a tl~eoretical choice to grow faster and serve the 

v, 

fully .. In this matter Marris propounds the proposition 

that the shareholders are aware of this !~~<N~<'-~'~ I detrimental 

interests but consider the costs of and control such 

that it is more economical to tolerate the reduced wealth than to 

attempt to keep the managers more strictly in line their 

maximisation criterion .. Competitive , in the case of 

Marris most often cast in the role of the ' threat, would 

normally be expected to operate to function 

in favour of v. This fails to it conceivably 

Marris has this pertinent observation to make on shareholder-corporate 
relationships, ncorporations have a of commercial 
efficiency, and a partial monopoly of 
protected, easily marketable securities .. 
influence is inevitably marginal rather 
op",cit", p .. 265o 
Of' the three implications put forward by as 
(significantly) from the introduction of the horizontal segment into 
the managerial utility f~~ction, the is of most concern for this 
stuqye It is to the effect that the of the 
scatter of firms within the demand-growth curve should decline rapidly 
as movement is made diagonally to the 
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be managerial policy to make the firm attractive as a take=over 

prospect; to grow fast, to diversify rapidly, to adopt a wdaring i , 

low valuation ratio constraint. Marris does not deal with this 

point directly but the model does appear to have some prospects of 

providing a suitable framework for realistic appraisals of situations 

of this nature.(57) 

3,,2 .. 2 The work of O.E. Williamson is in the same mode as that of 

Marris if not of a more venturesome nature e It attempts to 

introduce a more realistic, yet analytically viable, set of 

behavioural assumptions into the theory of the firmo Something of 

the nature of Williamson! s !!managerial discretion 'v model has already 

been set forth and it remains but to examine in a little more detail 

the concept of "expense preference" developed therein" 
(58) 

Williamson's work is regarded in this survey as an extension of the 

work of Marris on the development of a more comprehensive theory of 

the firm .. Motivational aspects mentioned extensively by Marris in 

the build-up for the "managerial capitalism" model are now considered 

more specifically in a set of "realistic" ass~tions" 

The approach adopted by Williamson is basically simple" Having 

developed the managerial discretion models (see Appendix 6-2-1 for the 

"staff" version), in which a more general utility maximising postulate 

for managers replaces the conventional owner's profit maximising 

hypothesis, the pertinent question is: how to formulate the economic 

behaviour of managers so tha t it can be handled analytically? The 

decision was that !'since most of the decision-making in the firm 

ultimately involves spending, 'expense preference' would be a useful 

(57) See op .. cit .. , p,,259 for the description of the situation when the 
constrained v level is higher than the level at which the valuation 
curve cuts the Y axis" This places the firm in a si tua tion in 
which satisfactory security involves not only a maximum but also 
a minimum growth rate" 

(58) Op.cit .. , p,,33. In Williamson t s own words; !!By expense preference I 
mean that managers do not have a neutral attitude toward all classes 
of expenses. Instead, some types of expenses have positive values 
attached to them; they are incurred not merely for their 
contributions to productivity (if any) but, in addition, for the 
manner in which they enhance the individual and collective 
objectives of managers,,!! 
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and meaningful way in which to study the behaviour of the business 

firm!! e ~?9) The conclusion that a study of patterns of spending (for 

instance expenditure on staff, general administrative costs and selling 

expenses, as a cOlI!fOOOnt of' the "staf'f''' model) is a way to study 

business behaviour may seem at f'irst sight somewhat naive c However, 

the integration of' "expense" into the context of' the theory of' the f'irm 

is certainly not as straightf'orward as classif'ication and analysis of' 

expense in an accounting contexte It is not only a question of' 

identif'ication but an important one of' associationo Williamson 

expresses the opinion that the f'act Ilthat so many suggestions f'or 

revision (of' the theory of' the f'irm) have terminated short of' a f'ormal 

model may be largely attributable to the f'ailure to perceive how 

expense pref'erence could be used to connect motives with economic 

behaviour ll
o (60) To illustrate this aspect Williamson chose to relate 

and identify two categories of' expense pref'erenceto the motives of' 

managers 0 The first~ already mentianed~ is the positive managerial 

pref'erence for staff and the second, along the same theme, is the 

positive preference for emoluments - discretionary allocations of' 

prof'it for salary and perquisites" Both choices, but the ~irst in 

particular, reflect an appreciation of the importance of' non-pecuniary 

objectives in businesso This is an area where the work of' organisation 

theorists has proved of' value in providing a more comprehensive and 

discerning picture of' employee relationships in the modern organisation o 

This work has given same indication of' why there should be particular 

pressures and uncertainties which result in some managements thinking 

that their only chance of' survival is in increased size (particularly 

size of' staff) or that they must oontinually give an impression of' 

aggressive expansiono In this regard Williamson touohed on a problem 

that has had more attention at the national level than at the level of 

the individual f'irm - that is the value of' growth as an administrative 

teohnique,. As was evident f'rom the work of Marris, a clearer under-

standing of' the growth-prof'itability relationship is of f'undamental 

Williamson j opocito, poSSo 
Ibid", po 1 64"" 
For further details see Williamson, ibid o , Chapter 30 

(61 ) 



(62) 

(63) 
(64) 

importance ~or ~uture extensions o~ the theory o~ the ~ir.m& In a 

recent study on this topic Joel Dean and Wa~ield Smith had this 

observation to make: 

"Many sorts ~ interpersonal relationships bear ~ewer 
destructive strains in a growing company; at all 
levels the emphasis is more on recruiting and personnel 
development than on deciding whom to ~ire or pass over 
at promotion time" A ~ir.m in a growth situation ~inds 
it easier to bury its mistakes and thus sustain an 
atmosphere o~ achievement 00. Although we cannot ~ully 
appraise these administrative aids, we can point out 
some o~ the alternatives that seem more promising ~or 
the long run,,11 (62) 
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Expressions o~ doubt such as these add emphasis to Williamsonts choice 

o~ "staff''' and "emoluments" as expense pre~erence categories" They 

direct attention at a key area in the search ~or realism in motivational 

assumptions" An important contribution ~ the theory o~ the firm is 

to be effectively extended" 

Of' more interest in a business finance context is Williamson W s 

"principal ~irm analysis" (the two largest ~irms in an industry)., This 

is directed towards assessing i~ financial policies (in particular 

retention policy) that promote managerial satis~actions show a positive 

correlation with opportunities for the exercise o~ managerial discretion 

and bias .. ~ter ~inding a positive, but not signi~icant, relationship 

between executive compensation and the "composition-o~-the-board" 

variable (proportion o~ "internal ll (executive) as against Utrue" 

shareholder representation) Williamson directs attention at earnings-

retention policye The ~inding is that "among pairs of principal ~irms 

it would appear that the ~irm with the higher internal representation 

on the board o~ directors will have a higher earnings retention ratio 

about three-~~ths o~ the time" .. (63) As with Marris, Williamson 

turns to the empirical work of MoJ. Gordon to rather tenuously ampl~y 

his ~indings" (64) Re~erring to the surprise that Gordon gives 

expression to when, in the two-industry study undertaken, there is a 

"statistically signi~icant tendency for the retention rate to ~all as 

the corporation I s rate o~ return increases ", Williamson suggests an 

"The Relationships between Pro~itability and Size", in W.W. Alberts and 
JoE" Segalls "Corporate Merger", Chicago, University o~ Chicago Press, 
1966, p"20,, . 
Williamson, op.cit", p.137. 
Gordon, oPeci to, Chap"Ger 15.. Reference is also made to the work of 
M.F. Scott, tlRelat;ive Share Prices and Yields ll

, Ox:rord Economic Papers, 
October 1962, ;pp" 218-250" 
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explanation by the incorporation of the IIcomposition-of-the-boardli 

analysis. Looking at the converse of Gordon's result (that is high 

retention rate - low rate of return) Williamson's proposition is that 

this situation could indicate a high representation of executives on 

the board of directors with the high retained earnings being invested 

in managerially desired expansionary objectives. The amount of' 

investment could thus exceed that dictated by prof'it considerations 

alone" Williamson I S reference to a "tenuous connection" is 

considered appropriate as, while the above proposition regarding high 

retention and low rate of return gives a reasonable shareholder versus 

management contrast, the position is not so apparent with Gordon's low 

retention and high rate of return. The reason for Gordonts surprise 

is clear but if managerial motivation is the creative f'orce, the nature 

of' this is not so readily apparent. Fortunately subsequent analysis 

will provide same explanation of this situation. 

As a contribution to the theory of the firm Williamson would 

classif'y his work as being mainly within the "realism in motivation" 

approach. This approach places emphasis on the possible ef'£'ects on 

corporate behaviour of' the opportunities for personal executive 

discretion in the operations of the firm" It is of interest to note, 

however, the degree of implication in Williamson's work for another 

significant approach to studies of the theory of' the firm;" the 

"realism in process" approach" In an attempt to develop a more relevant 

theory this latter approach directs its attention at an examination of' 

the types of information processing that actually occur in the f'irm. 

The adoption of the criterion of Ilexl'ense pref'erence ll means inevitably 

a considerable use of accounting data and hence involvement with an 

information process. This could result in a desirable blending of the 

two approaches giving a greater overall depth of' analysis which is 

clearly going to be necessary to develop a realistic theory of the firm. 

3 .. 3 The "LoC e (Lerner and Carleton) - Vickers!! Contribution" 

Williamson I s reference to the "realism in process" approach as a means 

of achieving a more fundamental theory of business behaviour provides 

a suitable introduction to this section. The two main ]jL~es of 



contribution towards the "realism-in-process!! objective have been 

work of Cyert and March on the "behavioural" theory of the finn. 

second, the voiced beliefs of KeEo Boulding and W~W. Cooper a 

reorientation of the theory of the finn based on balance sheet 

considerations would place economists, in particular, in touch with 

more relevant data" (66) Ln 1964 Williamson expressed the 

that "despite the persuasive manner in which these proposals have 

advanced, models that achieve these results have not been 
( 

since that time some progress has been made and the 

in this section could be regarded as a general ll 

matter .. More particularly, however, the concern is what 

could be described as "basis issues"" Certainly they so 

the relatively venturesome material in the 

contribu tion" The basic issues include: 

examination in more detail of the manner in which 

financial statements have been used, both as a 

and as an integrative device, in developing 

These developments are clearly of crucial 

research dependent on corporate financial data. 

(ii) (also of a methodological nature) consideration of the question 

of the most suitable technique to adopt at of the 

development of enterprise models - static, comparative static, 

dynamic 0 It is not the intention to a scale 

methodological inquiry but simply"to note some of the points at 

issue when incorporating measures of is a logical 

extension of the consideration of growth issues raised in Marris' 

contribution" 

ascertaining whether any developmenw in the theoretical framework 

emphasise features of particular of firms or 

enterprises (industry, size, ) to the development of 

such theory" 

Cyert and March, op.cit. 
As cited by Williamson; Boulding; for General Economics of .... 
More Realistic Theories of the Firm", Economic Review, May 1952, 
No" 42, ppo 30-44; Cooper, "Theory of - Some tions for 
Revision" ~ American Economic Review, December 1 949", 1204-22 .. 
Op"ci t", P.11" 
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3 ,,1 As an introduction to the consideration o~ the 

contribution attention is directed brie~ly to the work on 

structure o~ the ~irm by Eli Schwartz .. Recognition o~ 

o~ this particular contribution (~ republication is was 

slow in coming but it now ranks with the works o~ and """"',.J....l..,,, ... 

Gordon, Ezra Solomon* (68) Some o~ the possible reasons ~or 

recognition have been mentioned already" At o~ the 

study it is fUI~illing its ~amiliar role as a 

by not only establishing an initial ~ramework also 

providing some valuable insights into areas ~or 

Under the assumptions that ~irms will attempt to J.U<-<'A...l..C,u,.IJ the 

market value o~ their ordinary shares and exists 

an optimum capital structure ~or each individual ~irm 

an analysis o~ ~he processes involved~ The result the 

is the determination o~ a series o~ steps which in 

are~ (69) 

f'orm ~or a 

( to determine the relevant MRE (investment) a range 

o~ f'easible SEF (supply o~ funds) ~unctions; (70) 

to utilise the relationships established in ( to 

trans~ormation curve with co-ordinates o~ rate of' 

equity and the amount o~ equity capital; 

to introduce the reaction o~ the share market 

market indif'ference curve which can be used to 

optimum amount of' equity capital and rate of' 

In particular this will be at the point of' 

transf'ormation curve where the 

Marginal sacrif'ice 
in earnings 

Marginal decrease 
in risk 

(investor's 
choice) 

" Archer and C.AoD!Ambrosio, op0cit", p. 

= 

a 

on 

a 

on 

on 

J" Van Horne~ "Foundations for Financial Management - A Book of'Readingslt, 
.J...J..l..J...L,LV..I.,i:j , Irwin, 1 966, p • .41 3 .. 

• Brigham, and R.B. Ricks, t'Readings - Essentials o~ Managerial 
.J...L.u:MLJ.I..'O", New York, Holt-Rinehart, 1968, .p,99. 

See "Outline of' Contribution" and Diagrams, Appendix 
Op*cit", -Po246 .. " 
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(74) 
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(iv) utilise the optimum amount o~ equity :1-1'l ( 

the relationship established in (i), to a deter.mil'l...ate 

solution setting the static size o~ the ~irm and 

o~ the ~irm's capital structure. 

In course o~ developing the analysis o~ the Schwartz 

has these r comments to make on the MRE and " On 

that "o~ course, given uncertainty, the 

curve t a probability location, with a 

of' outcome for some ~irms than for others manner in 

legitimately under the assumptions) 

important investment and production issues is dealt 

capsule form is in marked contrast to the later efforts of 

"L.C. - II conbination" (72) As regards the 

Schwartz the Hicksian concept of the of a com.plex 

capital to discriminat~ against 

loan On the question of the practicability of 

Schwartz stresses the desirability of a 

of so that the ~ixed costs o~ moving into new of issue 

are bounds .. Schwartz continues by out 

"this type of operation (aiser±minato~ choice) is most 
feasible when the MRE curve is estimated to be relatively 
stable otherwise the SEE' f'u..llction would turn ineJ.astic 

outer extremitiV (the liqUidity "trap" or 
Hawtre:v's IIwall") and the borrower could not discriminate in 
large segments ... $ to make it profitable" II (73) 

The reason attractiveness of IIpublic utility" type with 

their large and relative stability of earnings, as a 

source of data for research workers in the ~ield o~ financial 

and allied areas is obvious" (74) A final comment on the BEF 

There would appe,ar to be some doubt about the validity of the as 

is to treat lithe optimum asset structure """ as one 
the development of the argument, although 
recognis€d as constituting one of the factors 

the external risk of the firm. .. " ell. Op",cit" 236., 
attitude of the share market is sensed in terms 

of' assets all the firm's functions are in terms of assets, the 
market indifference curve must also be constructed to give the 
rate of between earnin€;s and risk in terms of 
Ibid." 
Op .. cit .. , P 
F. Modigliani and M.H. Miller, "The Cost of' Capital, Corporation Finance 
and the Theory of' Investment tl

, The American Economic Review" Vol" 
No .. 3, June 1958, p:p.261-97 .. 
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made by Schwartz that "a finn can borrow the same proportion of its 

at same rate, regardless of the amount of 

capital, .. "" • 
(75) 

Despite such reservations, the transfonnation curve 

depicts not only the "rate of return on equity - amount of 

relationship but also equity capital as an inverse index of and 

provides a reasonable framework for same initial 

could be termed "industry type" differences in capital 

this feature with the 

of two hypothetical firms~ 

Firm A - belongs to a stable industry with lender's 

be relatively lOWe 

Firm B - opposite conditions" 

R 

on 
E t 

FIGURE 3-4 

Market Indii'i'erence 
r-- Curve 

Transi'ormation 
Curve __ --t __ 

RR on 
Equi ty 

of which 

structures 

tending to 

tY---4 ~--~--------~--~--------
Equity~ 

Transformation curve relatively 
inelastic" 

- RedUction in proportion of equity 
in capital structure results 

significant increase 
earnings rate" 

... ' risks low" 
- Tendency for relatively heavily 

levered structure" 

Schwartz develops other "type" 

there is the suggestion that 

"rate-of-return-on~equi ty" function, up 

- Opposite conditions 

of firms ... For 

positive slope section of the 

the point of maximum rate 

return, will nonna1ly be inoperative for any firm which has open access 

to a supply of equity funds. Such firms can both increase the rate of 

return and reduce risk by increasing amount of equity funds" 
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New ~irms~ particularly i~ small and unknown and with restricted access 

to capital, could ~ind themselves operating on this positive slopee 
J 

Similarly, over-leveraged high risk ~irms with such uncertain prospects 

as to make them competitively unattractive in the capital markete The 

converse o~ course is the ~irm that has access to the capital market 

and there~ore the ability to change the amount o~ equity capitalo 

Schwartz suggests that the declining segment o~ the rate-o~-return 

~unction is the pertinent one ~or a ~ir.m in this positiono 'While 

care~ul regard must be had to the assumptions surrounding these 

propositions they nonetheless provide same insights into the possible 

~inancial behaviour o~ ~irms at various stages o~ developmente 

On the question o~ the optimum amount o~ equity capital, the 

proposition is that both this and the optimum rate o~ return on equity 

are determined by positing a particular market ind~~erence ~Ul1ction® 

Such mar:ket indif'~erence curves are developed to portray the marginal 

rate o~ substitution between risk in terms o~ assets and earnings among 

the investors in the marketo 
(76) 

In accordance with the basis 

operating assumption management will attempt to maximise the long-run 

marke.t price o~ the ordinary shares e Such a maximum, it is suggested, 

will be paid in the market ~or a share at the point o~ tangency between 

the rate-o~-return f'unction and the market indifference surface. 

Schwartz describes the situation in these terms -

tipast point E toward the right, the investors ~eel that 
any reduction in the risk o~ the capital structure does 
not compensate ~or the marginal loss in the rate o~ 
pro~its; toward the le~t, the investors ~eel that any 
ri&e in pro~its is not worth the additional risk assumed 
in the ~inancial structure." (77) 

As in the work o~ Marris and Williamson a fltrade-o~~" situation is 

postulated though in this instance the ind~~erence ~unction is centred 

on market rather than managerial reaction with the debt-equity ratio 

determined by the amount o~ equity capital to total assets being the 

objective measure o~ risk. It is important to note that the ~inally 

(76) See ~ootnote No o 72, suprao 
(77) See "Outline o~ Contribution", Appendix 6-2-1 G 

Op.cito, p.~8o Schwartz also makes this pertinent comment, "The 
indi~f'erence pattern is only hypothetical; how in actuality would a 
f'irm reach the optimum capital structure? The answer is, of' course, 
how all such complicated solutions are reached in practice; by the 
exercise o~ the managerial art, by a movement of' successive approxim
ations until the best position is bracketed inon 
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determined rate of' return (R) !tis not the rate of' return on the 

market price of' a f'irmws shares but the optimum return on the reproducible 

asset value of' the equity,," (78) The basic parameters f'or all Schwartz's 

f'unctions are asset values and the rates of' return are on asset values", 

Ref'erence to the underlying asset structure is a reminder of' the 

problem of' growth" Schwartz introduces this. aspect as something of' an 

af'ter thought suggesting that perhaps the best approach to the problem, 

with the model developed, would be by comparative statics" 1\.f'ter rather 

summarily dismissing the process of' incorporation of' changes in demand 

by shif'ts in the MRE f'unction Schwartz develops an interesting proposition 

f'or subsequent research when observing that while "growth, perhaps even 

more readily than decline, gives management an opportunity to recast the 

f'inancial structure" eu The necessity of' arranging new f'inance probably 

constitutes a brake on the time rate of' growth"" (79) The examination 

to be undertaken in this study of' internal and external f'inancing 

patterns and associated rates of' growth may shed some light on this 

matter" 

The signif'icance f'or this present study of' the theory of' 

f'inancial analysis developed by Lerner and Carleton (hereaf'ter in this 

section ref'erred to as LoCo) is twof'old" First, and most apparent, is 

the methodology adopted", Second, and rather more dif'f'use is the 

insight provided into the role of' some f'orm of' growth f'actor in 

assessing corporate f'inancial peri'ormance" Neither of' these areas 

provide so much in the way of' a direct f'ramework f'or the present 

empirical analysis but should be regarded as rather establishing a sense 

of' perspective" The perspe,ctive is that centred upon the contribution 

(78) Op .. cit 6 , p.250" The use of' the "reproducible asset value of' the equity" 
appears at f'irst sight to be something of' a t'sleight of' hand" but as 
Schwartz is at pains to point out, what is required is "the rate of' 
earnings per share, given f'inancial risk, which will maximise the market 
value of' the common stock: the rate of' return on the market price is 
the f'inal result." Lac. cit .. With this type of' approach a little more 
depth on the assets (investment-production) side of' the model would 
appear to be warranted" 

(79) Ibid .. ,p0252-3" Schwartz based his observations on some earlier work 
by M. Kalecki ("The Principle of' Increas ing Riskll , Economica, IV , No", 1 6 , 
NOVe 1937, poM-O-7) who raised the interesting proposal that if' a f'irm 
was large enough and diversif'ied enough then it could have the same 
opportunities of' growth as the general economy, and theref'ore the only 
restraint on its rate of' growth would be the problem of' maintaining the 
proper f'inancing mix. 
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of' M.J. Gordon" This has already shown i tseJ.f' relevant to the 

work of both Marris and Williamson and now provides one of the central 

features of the LoCo model in the form of the final dividend 

capitalisation equation which is employed. 

In the L.C. model the objective is that of optimising the market 

price per share of ordinary shares subject to two constraints. First, 

a product and factor market or "earnings opportunities" constraint is 

introduced to describe the average rate of return that can be earned 

on the total assets of the firm, dependent on the total amount or 

assets employed or, as subsequently argued, on the time rate of 

increase in the total assets" The rate of return on assets is 

depicted as a monotonically declining function of the total asset 

investment. Second, a financial market constraint is introduced 

describing the interest costs at which debt capital is available to 

the firm as a function of the financial leverage ratioe The interest 

cost is depicted as a monotonically rising function of the financial 

leverage in the firm. The objective function into which these 

constraint functions are substituted in order to find the optimal 

solution values of the decision variables is the familiar Gordon-type 

growth model, share price equation" This shows the price of an equity 

share as equal to the dividend expectation capitalised at a capitalis-

ation factor equal to k - g, where k refers to the investorfs 

required rate of return, and g refers to the assumed constant expected 

rate of growth of dividends" (80) 
L . . (81) 

In the model the firm has four basic decision variables - r, b, E and l. 

This dividend valuation model developed by M.Jo Gordon (see "The 
Investment, Financing and Valuation of the Corporation ti

, Illinois, 
Irwin, 1962) assumes that dividends will grow continuously at the constant 
rate g. With the introduction of continuous discounting 
(utilisinge = 2.71828 approx.) the long and awkward statement which could 
be associated with obtaining the present value of a growing stream of 
future dividends, each considered as a discrete quantity, is avoided. 
See "Outline of Contribution", Appendix, 6-2-2 for the definition of' 
these and subsequent variables and parameters. For convenience of 
reference: 

r = average rate of return on assets. 
b = average corporate retention rate. 
i = average interest rate on borrowed funds. 
L 
E = ratio of total liabilities to total equity. 

LC ( LE) Earnings opportunities constraint: r, b, i, 

Financial constraint: FC·(· L) 0 l, E = • 
o. 
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Facing the two constraints the f'irm ~s only two of' 

f'irm selects a particular value of' ~ then, because of' 

f'inancial constraint, a particular value i is also 

f'ixm selects an arbitrary rthen, because of' the product and 

constraint, the value of' b is implied" Given the values or various 

parameters (6' , Yo , Y:l ,s., c ,ex, T ) the process of' establishing 

optimal value of' a share is ef'f'ected by taking the derivative of' 

of' a share with respect to each of' the unknown variables 

and r and setting each equal to zero" With these unique 
L 

f'or E and r the values f'or i and b may be derived .. 

Substitution into the objective function gives the optimum pricee 

tIe time will be spent commenting on the rinancial 

is evident f'rom the outline of' the model (Appendix 6~2-2) a 

of' relationships, including an index of' managerial ability, are 

examined in its original roxmulatione The f'inal rorm is, however, 

restricted to a "trade-of'f''' between the interest rate that a 

rirm pay to secure funds at a given rate and the riskiness of' the 

risk is measured by the debt-equity ratio., In addition 

f'inal incorporation or the constraint into the dividend =v~v~ 

is allowed to lie exclusively with the "earnings 

n constraint" L"C" comment that "we reel that the 

Var (i) :: 0 is reasonable as a rirs t approximation but we 
{821 

admit that it reduces the generality or results II", \ / At this stage 

of' the d or the model, and with the "earnings opportunities 11 

being partially defined in terms of' t..h.e capital 

elements, it appears to be a reasonable assumption" 

In the course of' the development of' the "earnings opportunitiest! 

L.C. introduce same important insights., First, the use of' 

a f'ramework and the need ror the specif'ication 

Second, the introduction of' a teclL~ological relationship 

and assets. 2:hird, the use of' a shareholder· s discount 

rate to growth prospects of' the f'irm" 

Op .. c 



Using the relationships derived ~rom conventional 

financial statements LeGe describe the rate of return on 

in these terms .. 

~ = (1 -T) [r+ (r-i)~ J 
1T L.C .. then consider the question of the maximisation of E and 

determination o~ the capital structure to achieve this resulte 

Consideration is given to taking the partial derivative o~ 
L 

with respect to the debt/equity ratio, E and it 

This gives the ~ormulation 

a (~') = (1 - T) (r - i) 
aurJ 

Co point out tha-tPthis requires that r 

o 

i if the 

is a known value o However, the dif~erentiation process 

r and i be treated as constants which clearly 

86 

zero", 

T 

in their Objective.(84) One solution, L.G .. , is to 

i as a ~unction of same other variable (place a 

and regard r as independently determined" In other words 

must be specifiede 

The shortcoming of' considering ~ = r + ( 

equation with r and i as constants are all 

)~ as a 

Ina 

particularly lucid "review and outline of' the L"G., stress 

on i 

the need to clearly recognise the true of the above rate of' 

return on equity expressione 

(83) Relationships f'rom Financial Statements: 
Gorporate profits: 

1T rA- iL 

since A L+E 
1T r (L + E) - iL 

= [r + (r - i )~ J E • 

Rate of' Return on Equity: 

~ = [r+ (r - i)~]. 

With f'ixed ratio of debt to equity 

g = b [ r + (r - i )~ ] 

to obtain after-tax position, adjust by 
rand i are constants and r f:. i is no drawing 

together.. If' r = i there is no way of out whether the rate 
of return on equity was a maximum or a minimum value as the E 
equation is linear and therefore has second and higher derivatives 
identically equal to zero .. 



(85) 
(86) 

(87) 
(88) 

expression is a tautology 0 •• and contains no 
economic content or implications about corporate 

If it is used simply as a description 
of rate of return on equity in any accounting 
that statement can never be wrong. The same can 
also be said of a myriad of other commonly used 
accounting ratios. Until behavioral relationships 
among financial variables are specified, these 
must remain mere descriptive historical measures " 

The fundamental problem is the complex interdependence of 

variables .. This naturally makes the examination of 

records to the underlying economic processes 

87 

complicated but no more so than in other areas of economic research~ 

L.C& this in a brief comparison with the system, 

concluding the comment that IIthough it is impossible derive 

relationships that describe completely of 

power of reasonable 

together a systematic way can be immense. 
(86) 

ism has been made that the LeC. to 

integration of the production ( f1earnings opportunities 

the theory of the firm "i~ hardly sufficiently robust to 

claim that have now fashioned all the tools neces to 

determinants of the rate of return on (87) In the 

of subsequent developments this observation is probably true but 

a had to be made and the introduction of even a simple technological 

of the form Q = M (1\ = constant) considerable merit® 

increased pace of technological vu,~~~~o and shortened product 

, it is becoming increasingly apparent that attempts at the 

or. price and capital theory, as 

demand, cost, technological, and 

ted with., (88) 

Identity: 

Behavioural 
Equation 

Exogenous 
Variable: 

National Income 
Model 

C=C+C:tY 
(consumption 1'unction) 

I 
(investment) 

..L="-o-,-·.,, op"cit .. , p .. 214. 

" have set forth with 

functions, must be 

Lerner & Carleton 
- Corporate Model 

~ [r + (r-i)~J 

i = aL 

[1'orm ~1' i = l' (i) ] 

Weston, op"cit .. , liThe Scope and Methodology of' Finance"!> 
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As already noted the error term, reflecting the influence of 

random disturbances, was associated with the ilearnings opportunities" 

function, namely 

r = Yo + Y1 g + u 

When this is done both the mean and the variance of the disturbance 

term (u) must be specified" L"G. adopted the specification of a 

zero mean and the variance proportionate to the square of the expected 

growth rate, Var ( u) = c[E(g) J2 The latter decision 

reflects the assumption that high growth rates are inherently unstable o 

As LoG" observe ria high growth rate is unlikely to persist for a long 

period of time in any single firme In the language of Wall Street, 

i no tree grows to the sky' i1 (90) The relevance of this technical 

point is that the variance of the growth rate, Var (g ), is defined in 

terms of elements from the above rate of return relationships and that 

Var ( g ) is a central element in the determination of the shareholdervs 

discount rate for the dividend stream, k = CX+S (Var (g).. When it is 

remembered that g'= (1 -T)b [r + (r-i )~ J then the earlier quoted 

statements of L.G" that "k, which is also the cost of capital, can be 

determined only as an element in the solution of the entire financial 

decision problem":9 
(91 ) 

can be more fully appreciated .. It is considered 

that this is one of the points in their analysis where L.G" have made a 

really significant contribution" As Douglas Vickers observes. 

lithe cost of capital controversy has often been an 
empty one because the wrong question has been asked .. 
Instead of asking what is the cost of raising capital, 
the real question should be what is the effect of 
raising capital and investing it in income-earning 
assets"" (92) 

Fortunately there are signs of a greater awareness of the importance of 

recognising this interdependency in the firm's decision-making processes. 

Perhaps this trend may even result in a more balanced approach to the 

thorny question of the determination of the cost of capital and the 

existence or not of an optimum capital structure" 

Op" ci t .. , p" 142" 
Ibid" 
Supra .. , p. 58" 
Op"cit .. , p .232 
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To conclude this section on the work of L.C. it is proposed to 

take two aspects of the foregoing discussion, the rate-of-return on 

equity tautology and the growth-rate measure, and briefly examine their 

relevance to the work of Modigliani and Miller (hereafter referred to 

as M.M.) on the cost of capital and the value of the firm. (93) 

Reference to the latter will also serve to introduce certain aspects 

of the M.M. formulations (eGg., the equivalent risk-class assumption) 

which are open to limited test in the later empirical work. It is 

possible that in some small way the present study may be regarded as a 

response to M.M.'s plea for further empirical research and until this 

is achieved that there be lIa moratorium on all further speculation 

about what might or might not be true about valuation,," (94) 

The crux of M.M. t s theory of capital structure is contained in 

,two propositions: (95) 

F. Modigliani and M.Ho Miller, liThe Cost of Capital, Corporation 
Finance, and the Theory of Investment", The American Economic Review, 
Vol" XLVIII, No o 3, June 1958,pp,.261-297" 
"The Cost of Capital., Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment: 
Reply", The American Economic Review, Vol .. LV, No" 3, Jime 1965, p.527" 
Outline of Basic Modigliani and Miller Model: 

Proposition 1_ 

(Ia) V = X = NOI Assumption 
Pk Pk 

(Ib) V = D + S 

Proposition II 

(IIa) 'it = X - rD 

Definition 

Defini tion 

(lIb) 

where 

1T = PkV - rD For X substitute PkV 

1T = pkS + PkD - rD For V substitute D + S 

'it D 
S Pk + (Pk - r )S Divide through by S 

i = Pk + (Pk - r )~ 

V = Equilibrium current market value of the firm. 
rr = Expected net profits to common shareholders. 

X _ NOI = A firm t s expected net operating income 0 

D = ~arket value of the debt of a firm. 
S = Market value of the stock of a firm. 

Pk = Capi talization rate for the expected value of 
uncertain, pure equity earnings streams of the 
type characteristic of risk class ko 

r = Interest rate on debt. 
i = Expected yield of a share of stock. 



(96) 

Proposition I" The average cost of capital to any firm is 

independent of its capital structure and is equal to the 

, Pk of a pure equity stream of its risk-class. 

Proposition II" The expected yield of an ordinary share is 

the appropriate capitalisation rate Pk for a pure equity stream 

class, plus a premium rela ted to financial risk equal to the 

to 

equity ratio times the spread between Pk and r (the 

debt) .. 

rate on 

In summary, the basic premise on which the MeMo propositions 

rest is that in a world of perfect markets and rational investors, two 

identical companies, ioeo, two sets of assets offering net operating 

earnings of the same size and quality, must have the same total 

market value regardless of differences in financial structure" 

Solomon ob~erves that, 

"Since a perfect market is defined as one in which two 
identical commodities cannot sell at two different prices, 
the proposition itself can hardly be untrue, but 
Modigliani and Miller have a stronger string to their bow. 
They also show that the capital markets are sufficiently 
perfect to ensure their propo'sition" Hence, except for 
the imperfection caused by the deductibility of interest 
payments in computing corporate income taxes, the mixture 
of debt and equity used has no effect on the overall 
cost of capitalll

" (96) 

MoM. argue that by a process similar to arbitrage a market 

established in which the total value of a firm will depend on 

t estimates of the firm's business risk and its 

future net operating income" The division of a firm s net operating 

income into portions paid to debt holders and portions paid to 

cannot change the value of the firm" 

foregoing is a dangerously brief comment on the M.M" 

contribution .. However, the justification is that there is no intention 

a full appraisal of MoM. t S work but simply to note some 

of its development" The first aspect, in the context 

L "model, is the underlying nature of Proposition II. 

Theory of Financial Management", New York, Columbia UniverSity 
, 1963, P.,99. 
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(100) 
(101) 

In MeMo's own notation it takes the rorm: 

. D' 
1.. = Pk + (Pk - r) .::J. 

J Sj 
Now as J.F e Weston has pointed out "Modigliani and 
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s elaborate 

rationalisation or Proposition II is unnecessary. Proposition I is 

accepted, Proposition II rollows directly" .. (97) Yet or not 

M.M. give Proposition II a behaviouristic Barges 

f'or is prompted to comment "(Proposition) II is rrom 

(Proposition) I; and Proposition II ••• rigidly the yield 

relation, "00 II (98) Barges lays stress on the def'ini tional or 

Proposition " Fortunately, the work or L.C. has 

on a number or or the rormulation or 

An indication or the nature or their conclusions is 

comment that 

10 .. 5 (k = r+ (r-~a proved 
can als 0 be deti ve-d as a pure 

it rollows that Modigliani and Miller's 
Proposition II itself has no behavioral 
Indeed, bef'ore it can lead to useful results, 
combined with equations similar to L C or F C 

The nature of' functions and the derivation of' 

(L CPs 10 .. 5) in the context or accounting 

already been ( 100) By examination or derinitions L.C 

show the equivalence or their equation 10 .. 5 and Proposition II 

but the ract that Proposition II invokes market values f'or debt and 

(101 ) 
equity while equation 10.5 uses book values.. L.C. then proceed 

to show that M.M. model the ratio i must equal the ratio 

As regards debt equivalence f'ollows f'rom the assumption that 

continuous rerinanc is permitted at the prevailing market 

"A Test or Cost or Propositions", The Southern Economic 
Vol. XXX, No.2 1963) pp .. 105-112, reprinted in S.H$ Archer 
and C.A. D'Ambrosio, ,p .. 203.. See also A.J. Boness, "A 

j 

Note on the Cost of' Journal or Finance, VoL XIX, No .. 1 (March 
1964), pp.99-106, S Archer and C.A. D'Ambrosio, OPe ., 

p.220, who commentsg "Why should MM inspire so much resistance to their 
.statements? Proposition I no more than a derinition or r * 
(rate or return on assets), proposition II a derinition or re 
on equity)" II 
A. Barges, "The Errect or Capital structure on the Cost or Capital", 
The Ford Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Series, New Jersey, Prentice 
Hall, 1963, p"13,, . , 
Opocit., p,190 .. L.C. f'unction ::: nearnings opportunities!! constrai.."lt" 
F.C. runction ::: rinancial constraint. 
Supra, p. 85 .. 
Op .. cite, pp 88-189. 
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rate" Hence in the long run the f'irm f s debt will at par 

L.C .. point out that "while the notion of' continuous 

is a usef'ul theoretical device, the equality of' market value of' common 

stock and book equity is too glaring a violation of' 02) 

What then is the approach adopted by M~M? Of' the two 

available to dictate equivalence of' market and book value of' 

one is the recognition of' a f'ixed sharehdlder discount rate (k or 

However, to avoid this unrealistic situation MoM. establish 

as a variable subject to a constraint, i = Pk + (Pk - r )~ ~ Now, 
J 

as C. point out, comes the rub" The constraint selected by 

unsatisf'actory f'or it results L~ "the absurd conclusions that cammon 

stock must always sell at book value, and hence that 

can be indif'f'erent to the complexion of' its capital structure 

This means the equivalence of' S j and E and clearly also has 

important implications f'or M.M's cost of'capital discussions~ (105) 

M.M.'s selection of' this particular f'orm for the rate of'discount 

change, viz", the behavioural postulate, k = r + f'(~) wi th f'(~) 

(r - i) ~ an indication is given of' the limitations of' 

specification based on accounting identities" When th ere are 

In 

increasing signs of' the use of' f'inancial statements as the f'ramework 

f'or theoretical propositions caref'ul note should be taken of' 

experiences" It is hoped that the empirical research which is 

sl:;udy may add to the knowledge of' behavioural relationships in 

accounting and thus stimulate theoretical research along more 

, p .. 186" 
condition ref'ers to the situation in which shareholders funds 

in the f'irm at a rate equivalent to their external uses of' 
funds .. As Lerner and Carleton point out, by invoking shareholder 

to dividends MoM. implicitly make the assumption that oP 
condition ob ::: ° (P::: market price of' share, b ::: retained 

Elsewhere Cop"cit", - 0120) Lerner and Carleton show 
if valuation equation is considered in isolation (not constrained 

OP 
LC) then when ob 
equity .. 

::: 0, market price of' shares equals book value 

Als 0 p.1 91 , whe re L .. C" comment, II "". Modigliani and Miller 
discovered the one f'orm of' the rate of' discount that preserved the 
proposition that securities must sell at book values .. 11 

Ibid, 1 90-1 " 
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becomes immediately apparent when turning to the aspect of 

feature is closely interwoven with the previous topic 

on the book and market value of equity. For instance, taking 

commentary work of D. Durand as an example, a theme is to be found 

his overall assessment that rlM .. M .. have cut out for themselves 

extremely difficult, if not impossible task of being pure and 
(106) 

at the same time .. " The theme is self evident in comments 

as, "al though they (M.M.) do not discuss the relation betw·een stock 

prices and book value, some but not all of their treatment of 

policy seems to assume that stocks sell at book value ",. and 

an outright assumption ..... (implying general of and 

market value) would have done much to shore up M.M~ s 

argument, it would have done nothing to establish this as 

or operational. In the operating world do not 

at book value ~ not even approximately." (107) J.F. Westonts 

of M.M.'s cost of capital propositions also emphasised 

aspect (as well as size) and concluded that if influence of 

was isolated, the net influence of leverage on the cost of was 

found to be negative and therefore more consistent 

business finance theory" 
(108) 

After a lapse of eight years, in June 1966, M.M. produced what 

now referred to as their "Second Study" .. (109) As previously, 

electric utility companies provided the basis for the empirical 

research and the concern was with capital and value .. 

interesting change, however, was that whereas in 1958 IlStudyl! the 

empirical work regressed the average cost of against the debt 

now an attempt was made to estimate functional 

"The Cos t of Capital, Corporation Finance" and the Theory of Investmen t ~ 

Comment", inS.H"ArcherandC D'Ambrosio 0p" '" p,,161. 
Ibid" ,p.170 .. 

of Cost of Capital Propositions", S and C DtAmbrosio, 
op"cit", p.205.. J .CoT. Mao, "Quantitative of Financial Decisions n

, 

Toronto, Macmillan, 1969, ·p .. 446, has comment to make on Westonts 
findings.. They lido not disprove Modigliani and s independence 
hypothesis~ sL~ce his (Weston's) results no clue whether the 
coefficient of' L (the debt ratio) .. " .. would remain significantly 

V 
negative if there were no tax,,11 
M.H. Miller and F. Modigliani, "Cost of 
Industry", American Economic Review, Vol .. 

to Electric Utility 
, June 1966. 
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relationship between value, capital structure and other possibly 

relevant variables. The structural valuation equation developed for 

this purpose was 

(V - tD) = a 0 + a i X (1 - t) + a 2 M + u 

where V stands for the value of the firm, t for the tax rate, D for 

the value or outstanding debt, X for the before-tax net operating 

income, M for the growth potential measured in total assets, a o 

and a 2 for constants (a
i 

for the marginal capitalisation rate for a 

pure equity streams in the class) and u for a random disturbance 

t 
(110) 

erm.. From a statistical point of view M.M" lavished considerable 

tt t · h d I t fth' . (111) a en lon on t e eve opmen 0 lS ,equa tlon. 

J.F. Weston has described M.M. t s 1966 paper as "a curious 

combination of powerful analysis and reasoning coupled to expedient 

criticism" II 
(112) 

capitalisation of 

The "powerful analysis" starts with the now familiar 

earnings statement, V = ; and then proceeds, on a 

formal theoretical basis, to develop a system of ten equations covering 

the impact of factors such as uncertainty, taxation, growth and dividend 

policy. (113) Then there is an interesting shift as the essentially 

empirical equation set forth above is introduced. This form of equation 

could have been set out for testing by regression without the elaborate 

theoretical preamble. It is important to note that even in this 

empirical equation the choice of a measure of growth presented problems. 

Having retreated from a complex theoretical counterpart developed to 
,-, 1 

cover growth potential M.M. chose a total assets measure, M = 5 

At - At --5 
At - 5 

growth rate 

which is a linear 5-year average 

of total assets with a present assets multiplier" Weston 

considers the measure "is especially contrived" with the multiplier 

Ibid .. , p.348" It is of interest to note that in the equation t,D has 
been transposed and linked with the original dependent variable V to 
give (V - tD) This form of expression of the dependent variable 
follows from MoM.'s analysis or the theory of valuation with the 
coefficient of debt being specified as t , independent of the other 
coefficients. MM admit that "for most finance specialists c". this will 
be regarded as a gross misspecificationtr

.. Ibid", p.364 .. 
The problem of heteroscedasticity resulted in all t~e variables being 
deflated by total assets. The observed earnings, X, were purged of all 
measurement errors by the use of "instrumental variables"" 
J.F. Weston and D.H. Woods, "Theory of Business Finance-advanced readings", 
Belmont, Wadsworth, 1967, p.15 .. 
For an outline of these equations see, ibid .. , pp.12-14. 
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simply attached at this stage to cancel out a total assets deflator 

introduced in the final form of the equatiOn.,(11 4 ) This would appear 

to be a reasonable comment though agreement is not held with Weston's 

other criticism of the measure when commenting that "growth is generally 

measured by reference to total earnings or to earnings per share,," (115) 

The earnings form of measure need not necessarily be so appropriate in 

the case of a utility company with the desire being to measure growth 

potential. 

The final equation tested took this form, 

(v - D) 
A 

(Value) (Earnings) (Size) (Growth) (Debt) (Pre~0Stock) 

The present concern is not so much with the results of the regressions 

( 116) 
but rather with the structure and rationale or the equationo Is 

this the correct approach to the capital structure-valuation question? 

Doubts have been noted already in comments by LoC. and Vickers" 

Is the single equation approach sufficient? Is the controversy over 

the cost or capital an empty one because the wrong question is being 

asked? At least two steps can be taken to shed rurther light on these 

questions" One, is to develop further the more integrated approach as 

evidenced in the L.C. and Vickers models. 

Ibid", p .15. 
Ibid" 

Two, is to probe further 

J.C.T. Mao, op"cit .. , pp.451-2, points out that while the results favour 
M.M.'s propositions they are not conclusive because of the particular 
characteristics or electric utility companies (arising rrom regulation) 
and the bias implicit in the choice of companies reflecting a narrow 
range or debt and preference share ratios. These points touch on the 
concept or the "equivalent risk" class which lies at the heart or the 
M.M. propositions. The problems in identirying such classes by using 
industry group classifications are quite serious" See p. 199, iMra. 
Supra", p. 58" For an example or a regression relationship 
apparently established with little regard for inter-relationships see 
W" Beranek, "Analysis ror Financial Decisions", Illinois, 1963, p "226,, 
Beranek suggests the rollowing relationship~ 

_2 2 2 2 
V = ao + a1 Y + a2 r+ a3D + a

4
D + a

5
L + a6L + ar + a8 S + a

9
A 

V = predicted annual average aggregate market value or common stocko 
Y = aggregate accounting earnings .. 
D = aggregate dividends .. 
S = number or outstanding shares of stock. 
L = leverage. 
A = total assets .. 
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into the relationships which exist among the independent varia"bles in 

the above equation. These variables consist of a rather heterogenous 

of J:'in&'1cial and (cum busLness risk) measures 

, size 8l1d Two aspects in particular will be examined 

in the subsequent empirical study® First, there is the relationship 

between such characteristics as size, growth, and industry and the 

financial perTormance of companies" Second, there is the relationship 

between certain aspects of financial performance and As an 

introduction the carried out by Weston on W s propositions 

have directed attention at the relevance of the study of the leverage-

growth relationship® 

3 At least a first step can be taken in response to the enjoinder 

to further the integrated model approach® This is by examining 

further the work or Douglas Vickers 9 

18) As already indicated 

ViCkers is concerned with a comparative static, or steady state, 

sequential decision-making, structural planning model. It is 
, 

considered that this accords reasonably well with the concept or the rirm 

a time in its planning" At the beginning or 

each planning (the sequential - planning dates) decisions are 

made as regards structure of the firm" is optimum in 

the of the underlying data and the relationships postulated at a 

particular planning date" Vickers recognises that if a firm can at 

a in time r ormula te a vector or inves financing, 

extending over time horizons, then conceivably 

models with locked-in assumptions as growth 

appropriate., 

opportunities, and financing manoeuvres may be more 

( 11 

, s work received rather a curt review from S. Reiter, 
of Finance, Vol "XXIV , No@ September 1969, p.752" The 
did not consider that the work constituted a "SUbstantial 

advance" over a contribution made L. Hurwiczjl in liThe Theory or the 
Firm and Investment", Econometrica, 1 2, April 1946, 
p In terms of the original concepts involved there is 
certainly some overlap, but in the implementation on Vickerws chosen 
ground - frame-work of' the corporate financial statement and the 
method of' search for an optimum investment in the equity of the finn, 
there is s progress .. 
See comment Vickers in "The Cost of' Capital and the Structure or 

of Finance~ NO e 1, March 1970, p®35" 
See also 6-2-2 .. 
Vickers comments on the LC Model to the effect that the Lerner-

incorporates as a final building block the assumption of 
. rate of ' earnings and assets, the problems or 

planning for the firm and the sequential decision 
making '" ® are c !I " 5" 
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Within the comparative static approach Vickers proceeds to develop 

a model which determines, at the level or theoretical generality, 

the simultaneous solution outcomes of the production problem, the 

investment problem, and the financing problem .. Two aspects of this 

comprehensive work with financial overtones have been selected as being 

of particular relevance to this present study" The first is the 

treatment of money capital as a constrain,t and the second is the 

insight gained into the inter-relationships of the capital structure-

valuation problem referred to previously" 

The treatment of money capital as a constraint and not a factor 

of production is given considerable emphasis by Vickers as it is 

considered to be a point "at which confusion has existed and which has 

inhibited a more fruitful alliance between economic theory and busLness 

de c is ion problems" '! . .<.1 20) As part of the ownership valua ti on func tion 

the constraint takes the following form: 

•• " + u [K+D-g(Q) -cxX-j3Y] (121 ) 

This term is referred to as the "firmts money capital availability 

constraint lt and is made up of two parts: first, the total supply of 

money capital available to the firm, the given amount of equity capital, 

K and the amount of debt it is economically advantageous to borrow, D 9 

subject to the interest cost function, r (D), and second, the total 

money capital requirements of the firm.. Linking the two parts of the 

constraint~ Vickers put forward the following three-fold proposition: 

(i) whatever level of output is decided upon by the firm as the 

optimum level, this will call for employment of a unique optimum 

combination of factor inputs, (X, Y); (ii) such a factor input 

conbination will necessitate definable investment in assets in 

accordance with the money capital requirement coefficients of the 

factors ( ex and j3 ), and in aMi tion the output level will necessitate 

a net investment in working capital assets, g(Q); (iii) fLnally, 

the total amount of money capital that the firm may use for these 

Op .. cit .. , ~p"113,, 
See "Outline of Contribution" Appendix No .. 6-2-2, for definitions and 
detailed content of the Vickerts model" 
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several purposes will be restricted to the total money capital 

available to it (R + D) • This is the constraint condition® The 

coefficient u of the constraint condition, sometimes referred to as a 

Lagrange multiplier, can be interpreted as the marginal productivity 

of the constraint variable, or in this case as the marginal productivity 

of money capita1 6 The input factor costs y 1 and y 2 , and the money 

capi tal requirement coefficients, ex and f3 ,may be specified uniquely 

depending upon conditions in the factor, the asset, and the money 

capital markets. (122) 

The geometric -presentation of the "financial optimisation!l section 

of the model is described by Vickers as ttnothing more than a partial 

( 123) and impressionis tic view l1
.. Nonetheless a desirable perspective 

given to the capital structure - valuation relationships. It is this 

type of perspective which appears to be necessary if the pursuit of 

research in the field of finance is to be at all effective. 

As to the development of the full modeL The consistent objective is 
that of making structural decisions that will lead to the maximisation of 
the value of ownership. Using the second approximation model (see 
Appendix 6-2-2) the problem will be solved by maximising the value 
fUnction at the optimum solution values of the input or structural 
decision variables X~ Y and D.. By taking the partial derivatives of 
the basic equation with respect to the three d:e-cision variables and u, 
a set of simultaneous equatio~s will be derived sufficient to determine 
the required solution values of X, Y, D and u. Substitution into the 
determinant functions implicit in the model; the production function, 
the revenue function, the interest cost function, etc®, will provide 
the solution values describing the total structure of the firm, its 
processes and operations. 
Op.ci t .. , p.228.. See "Outline of Contribution", Appendix No .. 6-2-2. 
For further examples illustrating the effectiveness of the quadrant 
form of geometric presentation in establishing;better perspective of 
an area of discussion see, E. Dale, "Management-Theory & Practice II, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1969, pp~326-9. In this instance the format 
is used to indicate ·a companyis "general-economic-activity-net profitsll 
complex" 
A.G. Donald, "Management, Information and Systems", London, Pergamenj) 
1967, .p.125Q In this instance the format portrays the interdependency 
of the company, industry, government and general economic environments. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE MATERIAL FOR TIlE STUDY - its content, classif'ication 

and coverage. 

"accumulation of' reliable statistical data, on totals and on 
components, over a period long enough to permit proper historical 
perspective and distinction between the transient and the 
relatively invariant, is the indispensable base of' progress ". 

Simon Kuznets. N.B.EoRe 

1.0 The Choice of' COmpanies f'or the Stugr 

(2) 

1.1 Mention has already been made of' the necessity to restrict the 

coverage of' this study to public companies. Section 133 of' the 

Companies Act 1955 ensures the reasonable availability of' the 

f'inancial statements of' this type of' company. (1) Despite their 

inherent limitations as accounting reports (of'ten compounded by strict 

adherence to statutory requirements regarding disclosure) such f'inancial 

statements provide the basic data f'or this stUdy.(2) 

Ref'erence is made to statute resulting in "reasonable availability" 

of' f'inancial statements. This qualif'ication is reiterated as the 

f'iling by public companies of' copies of' their f'inancial statements at 

Companies Off'ices throughout New Zealand does not generally render them 

Section 133 provides that there shall be annexed to the mL~ual return 
(f'iled with the Registrar of' Companies and available f'or public inspection, 
Sect" 130) -

(a) A copy, certif'ied both by a director and by the secretary of' 
the company to be a true copy, of' every balance sheet laid 
bef'ore the company in general meeting during the period to 
which the return relates (including every document required 
by law to be annexed to the balance sheet); and 
A copy, certif'ied as ai'oresaid, of' the report of' the auditors 
on, and of' the report of' the directors accompanying, each 
such balance sheet, -

and where any such balance sheet or document required by law to be 
annexed thereto is in a f'oreign language, there shall be annexed to 
that balance sheet a translation in English of' the balance sheet or 
document certif'ied in the prescribed manner to be a correct 
translation .. 

This section is not applicable to private companies; see Section 354 
and the .9th Schedule. (Note however 1960 .Amendment to Companies Act, 
Section 48(A).). Public companies with a much greater f'reedom to approach 
the public",.f;,~r f'inance incur greater responsibilities particularly as 
regards published accounts. The latter have been described by L.C.B. 
Gower as lithe linch-pin of' the system of' protection through disclosure II , 
oPecit .. , p.472. 
Perhaps a little sweepingly L.C.B. Gower observes that lito the average 
investor or creditor - 'the man on the Clapham omnibus t - they (company 
accounts) are cryptograms which he is incapable of' solving,1I 
op.cit., p.454. 
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reasonably available for detailed analysiso 

emphasised because it largely determined the content of the used 

this present study. Wha twas requ ired was of 

financial statements of public companies engaged in some of 

manufacturing (for the years 1958 to 1963 inClusive) for 

time to undertake the extraction of data for analysiso factor 

and associated cost precluded visiting the Companies the 

data, largely in the form of company annual reports, came 

sources: 

(i) the Department of Accountancy, University of 

( the Christchurch Branch of the Stock Exchange 

of New Zeala.1'ld; 

the Reserve Bank of New Zealand - Economic 

source is most significant as the Economic Department of the 

l1.e:SHI""VH Bank is the only "agency" to have undertaken any 

of public company financial statistics o The 

the Department enabled a sample of 145 companies to be established 

for the 1958 to 1963 period .. (4) This not only ensured an 

nUInoeir of companies in the sample but also a greater content as 

's files contained the reports of numbers of "unlisted" 

Liaison with the Department in the selection 

of companies also enabled some limited comparisons to be made of 

constant 

Kingdom, 

are 

Bank statistics with data from this study. (6) 

availability, it was the determination to establish a 

of companies over the six year period (1958-63) 

the coverage. This policy was strictly adhered to as, 

"official" surveys conducted in Australia and the United 

BruL~ of New Zealand had not attempted any work 

collection of annual reports was originally established 
author was undertaking investigations into public 

...I..LJ.( ....... ~, .... Q ..... reporting practices.. The co-operation of companies 
reports is gratefully acknowledged. 

, infra, for the list of campanies$ 
companies, the shares of which are not on the official 

Stock Exchange Association of New Zealand. However, they 

command a 
See Appendix 

enough to be traded on an unofficial list and sometimes 
market" 
- 2/3, inf'ra .. 



(7) 

(8) 

based on a constant sample of' companies .. The of' 

establishing a constant sample f'or studies of the type 

was s tressed by the Board of' Trade (U .K .. ) in the f'ollowing 

"dif'f'erences between the two sets of' f'igures (the accounts 
of all companies with stock exchange quotations in 
succeeding years) will reflect broadly three sets of 
influences: the change ini company affairs due to 
economic circumstances, the acquisition by the quoted 
companies of non-quoted companies, and changes due to 
the addition of' companies which are newly granted 
stock exchange quotations. The Board of' Trade 
analysis is in the main concerned with economic aspects 
of company behaviour and seeks as far as possible to 
eliminate the e£'f'ects on the statistics of institutional 
factors, such as the granting of quotations by stock 
exchanges to new companies!!" (7) 

it is difficult to classify some factors as either purely 
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institutional or economic, any attempt to control the institutional 

influences is to be desired. With the degree of institutional 

in New Zealand it was possible to establish a constant sample 

over a six year period and still achieve a reaso~~ble coverage. 

rate of increase in numbers for all public companies was just over one 

per (approximately 26 companies per annum) for most of 

both the Australian and United Kingdom "official" surveys 

policy appears to have been to establish a "constant sample at a 

year and then" follow that group through a period of' 

a reduction in numbers due to liquidations and 

enables a greater coverage to be obtained in the first year rather 
';:;':,' 

than the analysis to companies which have "lived" 

period" However, when the Australian analysis allows the 

of newly incorporated companies into the ~'constant group 

progre throughout a six-year period on the perfectly valid 

"flotations are in integral part of corporate experience" 

to see how the "constant group" can comply with the 

on that "only companies f'or 1Nhich there were comparable data 

for whole period have been included in the series for 'constant 

i II (8) 
e 

Oi'fice (U"K .. ), "Economic Trends tl
, No@ 122, 

December 1963, p" 16" 
of Australia (R.B..A .. ), Statistical ~111etin - Comp~ 

May 1962, pp,,1-2.. . 
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As the title of this study indicates, the public companies selected 

are all primarily concerned with various aspects of manufacturing and are 

registered in New Zealand e The choice of the manufacturing sector in 

terms of its significance to the New Zealand economy has been mentioned 

in Chapter 2. Looking at it from a more analytical point of view the 

choice, as G. Donaldson puts it in his study of corporate debt policy, 

is influenced by a "desire to have the general structure of cash inflows 

and outflows roughly the same for all units of the sample" and yet have 

"at the same time important variations :in the pattern of actual cash 

flows among industries and companies within this group"" 

Donaldson also mentions the obvious advantage of often hav:ing other 

statistical and financial information available according to whether 

companies are involved in activities such as manufacturing, distribution 

and servicing" Examination of the degree of coverage of the sample 

illustrates this point .. 

Despite the stringency applied in deriving a constant group it is 

considered that a satisfactory coverage has been obtained .. 

TABLE 4-1 

Coverage of Study 

Surveys - Manufacturing 
Companies 

No .. of Public 
Companies 

Year - 31 st March 1 961 
(Shareholders' Funds 
- $ millions) 

Year Book - Inland 

Revenue Dept. Statistics (1 ) 569 321,,6 

Reserve Bank of 

New Zealand (2) 159 245 .. 6 

Present Surveyg 14-5 222.1- .. 4-

Coverage of Year Book 

Statistics 25 .. 5% 7afo 

Coverage of Reserve Bank 

Statistics ~oafo ~.~ 

Source (1) 1965 Year Book, p .. 858" It should be noted that 
the Year Book classification of "Public Companies il 

inclUdes Government Departments liable for income 
tax.. This is unlikely to materially effect the 
above figures for the manufacturing group.. In 
1961 the ~ation statistics gave the coverage of 
88 .. 5,% of all public companies registered. 

(2) Reserve Bank of New Zealand, New Zealand Public 
Company Financial Statistics, 1960-61, 
Supplement to May 1962 Bulletin, pp.4--5. 

(9) I1Corporate Debt Capacity", Boston, Harvard University Press, 1961, p,,15. 
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The reason ~or the coverage ~ Reserve Bank 

been The coverage ~ the Year Book an 

interesting o~ concentration as 25~~ o~ the 

by number account ~or 7Q% o~ the amount of shareholders' In 

conclusion should be noted that when a sample is determined 

by availability o~ data there is usually a bias towards the 

larger more progressive companies willing to publicise 

2 .. 0 The Period to be covered by the StuCly 

2 .. 1 Reference has already been made to the o~ the period to be 

covered by This necessitated the of demands 

~or a manageable sample, covering a suf~icient o~ time to allow 

worthwhile , and yet consisting o~ with a 

reasonable content o~ ~ormation .. It was that the 

""OTno,\",;- would set the commencement o~ the This 

would have to be at some point a:f'ter January 1957 as this date marked 

the into operation o~ the Companies Act 1 " This Act gave 

~or the ~irst time statutory support ~or s approaching 

reasonable minimum standards o~ disclosure in I..iV'l.1lJ""U.Y 

(1 0' 
~inancial reports ~ J 

As a 

o~ 

the period o~ study was rather optimistically (from the 

of expectations as to the bene~icial impact o~ statute) 

down to commence with the yea:r ending 31 1 958 and this 

included companies with balance dates ~rom 1 957 to the end 

of March 1958., To give a reasonable but ~""""15"""1J..I-'" coverage the 

was developed over a six year allow ~or the study 

of ~low-o~-funds) to conclude the ended 31st March 

1963" Choice o~ the length ~ the period to be studied will o~ course 

have an effect on the pattern o~ the ~ow o~ For instance even 

the use o~ annual ~igures will eliminate some fluctuations in 

items as stock, debtors~ cash, creditors and bank overdra~te 

0) The Schedule - Accounts" o~ the Companies Act 1955 provides ~or 
detailed regulation o~ many ~inancial matters and 

encounters de~initional d~~iculties the incorporation 
o~ terms open to varying interpretations" For a detailed 
examination ~ this legislation, its development and initial impacts 
see author l s unpublished Mo Com" thesis, "The Law and Practice o~ 

Company Financial Reporting o~ New Companies", 
University of' Canterbury, 1962.. Also "The Accountant's Journal" 
(N"Z,,), Sept .. and Octs 1962 .. 
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(12) 

"Taking longer periods, e "g.. f'i ve years such transacti ons as 
the raising of' bank overdraf't to f'inance capital expenditure 
and its subsequent repayment either out of' prof'its or a 
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new issue of' shares will tend to be cancelled out" In 
general terms, then, the longer the period the greater will 
be the proportion of' f'unds spent on f'ixed asset f'ormation and 
raised through retained prof'its and new share issues, and the 
less will be the amount spent on circulating assets and 
obtained f'rom such sources as bank overdraf't"" (11 ) 

While this is certainly the case, it is also true that if' the f'inal 

f'igures of' f'lows of' f'unds f'or the f'ive-year period are derived by 

totalling separately annual changes, then some detailed inf'ormation of' 

short-term movements can be made available to support the long-term 

picture" This would not be the case if' the pattern of' the f'low of' 

f'unds was simply derived f'rom the opening and closing balance sheets 

of' the f'ive~year period. 

Two other aspects of' the choice of' period warrant comment o First, 

there should be a proper appreciation of' the actual period which could 

be covered by the companies whose balance dates f'all wi thin the above 

requirements", This is shown by the line diagram hereunder; 

1/4/56 31/3/57 31/3/58 31/3/59 31/3/60 31/3/61 31/3/62 31/3/63 
I , 
I 
i (1L4L56 - 1L4L62} I 

I( I ~ 
)' 

I ! 
I I Possible limit interpretations of' coverage 

I ~ (1 /4/57 - 31/3/63) I 
I I( >' I Full potential coverage I 
'< )1 

It is at the commencement of' the period that care in interpretation 

must be exercised as the f'inancial statements of' companies ~ cover 

operatiOns as f'ar back as the 1st April 1956" Second,there is the 

distribution of' the balance dates of' companies throughout the year. 

New Zealand public companies tend to balance on the 31 st Maroh.. Taxation 

legislation encourages this trend though quite clearly it is not always 

dominant particularly when seasonal f'actors apply. (12) 

The Australian National University Social Science Monographs, No" 
"Australian Company Finance - Sources and Uses of' Funds of' Public 
Companies, 1946-55", Canberra, 1956, p.,14" 
Section 8J Land and Income Tax Act 1954 .. 



TABLE 4-2 

Distribution of Balance Dates - Proportions of Total Number 

of Companies - 1962-63 

Present Study 
(% of number 
of compani es ) 

Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand (13) 
- ManuE'acturing 

Companies 

- All Companies 
(% of total 
assets of 
companies) 

1962 
June Qtr. 

% 

2LO 

1962 
Sept .. Qtro 

% 

25 .. 0 

17 .. 0 

i 962 
Dec. Qtr. 

% 

22 .. 0 

16,,1 

1963 
Mar" Qtro 

% 
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(13) Reserve Bank of New Zealand (R.B.N.Z.), New Zealand Public Company 
Financial Statistics, 1962-63, Supplement to the Reserve Bank Bulletin, 
June 19~, poi" Other Reserve Bank surveys show a not unexpected 
degree of stability in distribution patterns" 

Distribution of Balance Dates - All Companies 

Year June Q~r. Sept" Qtr., Dec. Qt~. Mar" Qtr. 
% % % % 

Bas ed on numb er 
~ of Companies 

1959..;;60 25,,0 26 .. 0 9,,0 40,,0 
1960-61 23,,0 26,,0 10 0 0 41 .. 0 

Based on total 
assets of 
Companies 
1961-62 24,,0 21,,0 13,,0 42 e O 
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In Australia company balance dates cluster quite strongly around the 

30th June while in the United Kingdom the 31st December is the most 

popular .. (14) 

3 .. 0 The Scope and Suitability o~ the Data 

(14) 

3.1 This aspect o~ the study can be conveniently approached in two 

steps" First, there is the question o~ the degree o~ disclosure: 

how much information are company managements prepared to disclose? 

Second, there are the inherent limitations o~ the information that is 

disclosed .. 

3 .. 1.1 On the aspect o~ non-disclosure, the ~ollowing are certain 

de~iciencies o~ company ~inancial reporting which proved a particular 

handicap to this study .. 

(i) Scope o~ Activities 

With the steady increase in the diversity o~ interests o~ 

many companies it is becoming increasingly necessary ~or companies to 

publish a regular statement o~ their activities including those o~ 

their subsidiaries and associates" The present requirements o~ the 

Companies Act directed at prospectuses, memorandum o~ association and 

directors' reports do not place s~~icient emphasis on the regular 

setting ~orth o~ a clear stat~ment o~ the activities to which investors, 

March Qtr" 
June Qtr" 
Sept. Qtr" 
Dec" Qtr. 

Sources ~ 

Distribution o~ Balance Dates 

Australian(1) - All Companies United Kingdom (2) 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1959 1960 1961 1962 

% % % % % % % % % % 

6 6 6 6 6 6 30 30 23 
76 76 77 78 78 78 NeA N"A N"A 
11 11 11 9 9 9 N.A .. N"A .. N.A. 
7 7 6 7 7 7 40 40 36 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

N.A. = Not available" 

(1) Reserve Bank o~ Australia, Statistical Bulletin -
Company Supplement, May 1962, poi .. 

(2) Central Statistical Oi':rice, I1Economic Trends II, Nov" 
1961, p,,2, April 1962, p.10, Dec" 1963, p .. 17. 
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creditors and others are contributing their supportQ 

is not only a recital of activities (quite a common feature 

of most worthwhile reports) but more detail 

weighting (and possible future changes therein) of the main 

( Details of Sales 

The marked absence of information regarding robbed 

study of a valuable dynamic measure of growth and a 

measure of size .. In budgeting parlance the sales 

termed the "primary estimating factorf! because of its 

between the business unit and the final operating market@ 

s information regarding sales is considered 

assessment of progress .. As W"A. Paton observes: 

revenues of a business enterprise, represent 
of inflowing liquid resources without which no 

can long exist, and the size and trend of 
stream is one of the utmost concern to investors, 

management" and rank-and-file employees 0 The plain 
should be obvious to all interested parties, but 

at times and in some 'circles there seems to be a 
to " (16) 

The Revenue Accounts 

in 

The paucity of the information presented in the revenue accounts 

is the major deficiency in present financial reporting 

practice New Zealand .. It is certainly the main area where New 

Zealand (and United Kingdom) practice lags behind that of the Ur~ted 

states" . Some 

this remark 

the 1962 

of' the magnitude of' this gap is evidenced in 

the American authority HaG. Guthmann when commenting on 

of the Company Law Committee (U&K.) under Lord Jenkins: 

With to present provlslons of the Companies Act see Sections 4 
and 161.. See also recommendations in the Report of the Company Law 
Committee, Amnd& 1 H.M .. S., 1962, (Jenkins Committee Report) 
Section 1 As to adoption of' such recommendations see the 
Companies (U.K.) 1967, Se16 (1) and further comments on the 
extended role of the J report, Palmer's Company Law, London~ 
Stevens & Sons, 1968, Ch .. ~. 
"Corporate , 1965, p,,15 .. Also B. Tewand 
R"F. Henderson in Company Finance u , N.I.E.S.R., London, 
Cambridge , 1959, p .. 259 comment as follows: 

, the most serious gap in the information 
accounts published by British companies 

of view of economic analysis) is that 
of companies disclose their sales or 

In other oountries, and particularly in the 
United States, the techniques of analysis which have 
been found the most fruitful almost all involve the use 
of of turnover., II 
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"Perhaps the chief impression the Jenkins 
make upon American Financial Analysis is that even 
if' all of its recommendations were adopted the 
amount of required disclosure would lag behind 
standards set in the United States after the 
securities legislation in 1933 and 1934." (17) 

indictment was a reaction in support of the 

recommendation that sales figures should be publishedo 

the Committee did not t3.ke the logical step of requesting 

of information regarding cost of sales and expenses so as 

the figures to disclosed profitse 

should also be strongly directed at the need for a 

attempt to strike and disclose a prof'it or 103S on current 

transactions" The separation of'f (in a separate account or 

division) of the transactions related to appropriation of is 

established but there is still a hard core of companies 

show a strong disinclination to show clearly (despite 

) the relationship between the profit and loss balance 

and reserve account adjustments~ (18) Much dogged persistence and 

ac is often required to unravel such transactions 

and not always with complete success e (19) There is 

circles, a lack of appreciation of the f'act that in 

many changes in the amount of profit as well as its 

absolute are signif'icante nfuvements in items that appear 

individually against the scale of the absolute level of profit 

may ss be signif'icant in relation to changes in the amount 

of .. 

slow rate of progress of company law reform in the past 

E 
Managemen til 

in Financial Analysis and Investment 
Jenkins Report - English Corporation 

for Ref'orm ", Illinois, Irwin!l 1 963.1' p" 1 82. Law 
For the 
Companies Act 
and p .. 635" 

regarding disclosure of' turnover under the 
(U.K.) 1967, see Palmer·s Company Law, op"cit., p,,621 

Companies Act 1955, Schedule, 13 (1) (f)" 
See also L"F .. l~cHugh' s comments in "The Development 
of Sources and Uses of Corporate Funds", 
Conference on in Business Finance, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, New York, 1952, p .. 5. McHugh observes: 

"0ne major in using the balance sheet alone to 
derive 'sources and uses! estimates stems from the general 
paucity of necessary to reconcile isurplus t charges" 
For purposes, the analyst is interested primarily in 
those surplus changes that reflect actual flows of funds 
to or from studied,,1i 
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gives every reason to support the early introduction o~ positive and 

~ar-reaching requirements ~or the full disclosure o~ trading or operating 

accounts e One has only to recall the opposition to increased 

disclosure in the past to see that an early start is necessary. Such 

increased disclosure must come. The many truncated revenue "accounts ll 

o~ today which commence with a conglomerate balance ~igure and consist 

o~ a series o~ largely unrelated ~igures (squeezed out by statutory 

requirements) are an indictment o~ corporate management in general and 

the accounting pro~ession in particular. 

(iv) The Balance Sheet 

Apart ~rom some problems with uncertain class~ication o~ items 

particularly investments (because o~ inadequate description) the main 

areas o~ concern in balance sheet presentation ~or this study were 

the lack o~ detail o~ (i) movements o~ ~ixed assets and (ii) not 

unexpectedly, the basis o~ valuation adopted ~or assets. 

As regards the lack o~ detail o~ changes in ~ixed assets, this 

d~iciency is highlighted when any attempt is made to obtain a reliable 

assessment o~ the sources and uses o~ ~undso Until asset transactions 

and the treatment o~ pro~its or losses on disposal thereo~ are ~ully 

disclosed there is little hope o~ doing this satis~actorilYe The 

ability to reconcile opening and closing ~igures ~or ~ixed assets and 

~or the provisions ~or depreciation would not only establish continuity 

o~ ~lows as between successive accounting periods but would also enable 

the impact o~ the acquisition o~ subsidiaries on d~~erent classes o~ 

assets to be more readily analysed" In addition it would provide a 

better basis ~or detailed price-level adjustment.i~ this was desired" 

Only one company in this present survey made an adequate attempt to 

meet'this situation. 

(20) Consolidated Metal Industries Ltd~ with the acquisition o~ the 
. Aluminium Company o~ N. Z. Ltd.. in the year ended 31 s t March 1 961 " 
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3,,1.2 The foregoing comments are intended to give an indication of 

some of the areas where lack of information was particularly 

frustrating. (21) This, however, is not the complete problem. There 

is also the need to remember on what basis the information actually 

disclosed, is prepared - what basic postulates, assumptions, beliefs 

or attitudes have established the framework for, and procedures of~ 

the accounting process. The necessity for this reminder is stressed 

by W.A. Paton in these words, 

"accountants are sometimes in danger of forgetting their 
own premises and, therefore, the limitations of the work. 
If the accountant sees clearly the foundation upon which 
he is standing, with all its implications, he is less 
likely to fall into the mire of improper applications 
and erroneous general oonclusions .. " (22) 

Acknowledgement of the warning issued by Paton opens up the 

whole question of the basic structure of accounting; a fascinating 

and controversial field of study which has fortunately received 

considerable attention in accounting literatUre in the last ten years. 

For this reason passing reference can be made to an aspect of this 

field with considerably more justification (certainly fora study 

The degree of frustration was not comparable with that endured by 
earlier researchers in this field. For instance A.R. Hall, op.cit., 
p.S, comments on his 1946-55 Australian survey~ 

"Too frequently, however, there is an inadequate break-up 
of assets and liabilities. In particular, creditors, tax 
provisions and contingency provisions often appear as 
one item, while i investments I may include government 
securities, listed and unlisted securities. The former 
of these composite items is by far the most frequent 
and the most important possible source of error (given 
the adcuracy of the individual balance sheets themselves) 
in the aggregate series presented." 

"Accounting Theoryn~ New York, Ronald Press, 1922, p .. 472" (Reprint, 
Chicago, Accounting Studies Press, 1962). 
For an indication of the tenor of some of the more significant work in 
this area see: 
M. Backer, (Editor), "Modern Accounting Theory", New Jersey, Prentice

Hall, 1966. 
R.J. Chambers, "Accounting, Evaluation and Economic Behaviour", New 

Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1966. 
E.O. Edwards and P.W. Bell, liThe Theory and Measurement of Business 

Income" , University of California, 1964. .. 
P.S. Garner and K.C. Berg, New York, nReadings in Accounting Theoryll, 

Houghton Mifflin, 1966. 
E.S. Hendriksen, "Accounting Theoryll.'l Illinois, Irwin, 1965" 
ReS" Mattessich, "Accounting and Analytical Methods", Illinois, 

Irwin, 1964. .. 
M. Moonitz, "The Basic Postulates of Accountingil, Accounting 

(23) 

Research Study No", 1., American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, New York, 1961 

ReT. Sprouse and M. Moonitz, "A Tentative Set of Broad Accounting 
Principles for Business Enterprises", Accounting 
Research Study No~ 3, American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, New York, 1963. 

". 
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largely based on financial statement data) than would have been the 

case a decade earlier .. The aspect of particular relevance for 

analysis concerned with the economic utilisation of resources is 

clearly that of valuation and the associated facets of historical cost 

and constant money value e A brief consideration of some features of 

these fundamental concepts has its place in this studYe 

First, there is the conception that it is legitimate and 

useful to convert dissimilar items of property, services, or claims 

into money values and thereafter to aggregate or offset these money 

sums as though they were entirely homogeneous. Second, there is the 

conception that historical cost provides the most suitable basis for 

the purpose of recording financial transactions with the practically 

inevitable consequence that a iltransitory and often fallible measure 

of value is taken for value i tselfll '" Third, and emanating from the 

first two concepts is the implicit assumption that the monetary unit 

($NeZ.) is an unchanging standard of value or purchasing power over 

any period of time () The utility of such concepts or uconventions II 

remains quite fundamental and certainly very much in harmony with 

a situation in which accounts were primarily addressed to shareholders 

whose needs, in the matter of assessing the integrity and stewardship 

of directors, were regarded as being little different from those of 

creditors", Today, however, under increasing pressure from a 

widening range of needs it is obvious that these concepts are not 

sufficient~ though they may be necessary, as part of the basis of the 

accounting process", 

Take for instance the case of the forward-looking investor in 

ordinary shares in a world in which the current yield on such shares 

may be below that on fixed-interest securitieso Such an investor is 

not so much concerned with book-values (at historical cost) but with 

potential current worth both in terms of the income from existing 

assets and of the alternative uses to which saleable assets might be 

put", Interests of this nature inevitably demand some departure from 

either historical cost or constant money values or bothe If this is 

the case there are two aspects which should be borne in minde First 
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is the question of whether a company should change the form of its 

assets (non-specific type assets) which involves consideration of 

market values, the second is the question of whether the shareholders 

should seek a change of management basing their judgment to a degree 

on whether the rate of return from all assets has been sufficiently 

high as compared with that achieved by other concerns in a similar 

industry. The Jenkins Committee Report (U.K.) when dealing with the 

topic of revaluations tended to overlook this latter aspect of 

assessment of performance when they observed: 

ftThe directors' duty is to manage the company's business 
rather than try to find buyers for the company's assets 
and we think it would be unreasonable to impose upon 
them the legal responsibility to make periodical 
investigations = even if these were of significance to 
the shareholders - into the possible alternative uses 
to which the company's land and buildings might be 
put and what the site value might be worth in various 
al ternative 9 hypothetical situations. n (24) 

In the context of this study careful note has been taken of the 

revaluations made by companies during the period for the purpose of 

assessing the impact on the financial analysis undertaken. However, 

no attempt has been made to adjust the data in this study either by a 

departure from the historical cost basis (by some process of revaluation) 

or by retaining the historical cost basis but establishing a single 

scale of measurement (by adjusting for changes in the exchange value 

of money) .. The latter type of price-level adjustment was a possibility 

but was not proceeded with for the following reasons. First, there was 

the problem of suitable index numbers.(25) Second, even assuming a 

full range of index numbers was available there was not the necessary 

detailed information on the time of occurrence of financial tra~sactions 

to support an adequate process of statistical stabilisation (sometimes 

referred to as "full-adjustment" as ag~inst the rather superficial 

Ildirect-adjustment" process)" Third, and disregarding the first two 

limitations j there still exist reservations as to the feasibility of 

the price-level adjustment process itself. Moonitz refers to these as 

Op.,cit." Section 358, po 140" 
For a detailed appraisal of the index-number problem see Perry Mason, 
"Reporting the Financial Effects of Price-Level Changes ll

, Accounting 
Research Study No.6, American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, New York, 1963 .. 
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"undesirable side-ef'f'ects" and moves to support Chambers in the 

suggestion 

"tha t we discard 11 the inter-temporal comparis on of' 
f'undamental measures' in f'avour of' 'the inter-temporal 
comparison of' ratios' eee 0 This type of' procedure 
would go a long way toward resolving the dilemma of' 
f'undamental measurements expressed in diverse scalese 
It will also, I predict, constitute the next major 
advance in the presentation of' accounting data of' all 
types,," (26) 
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In the light of' the f'oregoing plea coupled with the extensive use of' 

ratios in this study, the concentration on cross-sectional analysis, 

the f'act that in most instances comparable f'inancial analysis was on 

unadjusted data, and f'inally of' lesser signif'icance the moderate rate 

of' inf'lation within the period of' study, the decision to proceed with 

unadjusted data was taken with some degree of' conf'idencee(27) 

In addition to the "conventions II the accepted practices and 

procedures of' accounting, there are the Ifdoctrines ll 
- the normative 

ideas or notions as to how certain methods or procedures should be 

applied .. Mention is made of' these as one of' the most pervasive of' 

M9 Moonitz concurs (surprisingly!!) with R.J o Chambers on this problem~ 
He comments~ * 

liAs Chambers points out this procedure leaves the way open f'or 
examinations in assumptions as to when events occurred 
(e"g .. purchases and sales of' stock in trade).. Clearly we 
need some set of' procedures that will enable us to 
stabilize transactions as they occur ee" II 

* direct adjustment. 

"Chambers on the Priee-Level Study", Abacus, Vol" 3, No .. 1, August 1967, 
p .. 56.. For an analysis of' the price-level adjustment method and some of' 
its implications under New Zealand conditions see the unpublished M .. Com. 
thesis, IiInf'lationary Distortion of' New Zealand Financial Statements", 
by B.J. Clarke, University of' Canterbury, 1965 .. Regarding the direct
adjustment procedure Clarke observes that it could be called 

Ila brute f'orce adjustment" Since no relative change (internal 
to the year\' s statements) can ever result f'rom this gross 
adjustment 000 it is obvious that these statements cannot 
be corrected f'or any internal distortions caused by 
changing price-levels. The only advantage accruing f'ram 
this procedure is a speedy, although crude, partial 
removal of' the superimposed inf'lationary trends.. In f'act, 
this procedure is prone to introduce distortions and since 
moreover, it f'ails to remove some other distortions it is 
not a technique which is a substitute f'or the detailed 
adjustment procedures". pp" 72-73 

Op .. cit", ppc 60-61& The rate of' inf'lation ref'erred to has been 
measured by the consumers 11 price index. This is recognised by most 
price-level adjusters as being the most suitable, but not ideal, index .. 
RoC. Jones, "Effects of' Price Level Changes on Business Income, Capital, 
and Taxes" l' American Accounting Association, 1956, comments, flThis is 
so because of' its general acceptability, its sound construction, and 
its ready availabilitynll p.,179" In New Zealand during the six year 
period to 1963 the average annual rate of' increase was 2 .. 7 per cent. 
In f'act, apart f'rom a rise in 1958 to approximately a 4,,5 per cent rate 
of' increase, the general picture was one of' considerable stability at 
around 2 per cent rate of' increase .. 
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such attitudes of the profession of accounting has been and is 

the "doctrine" of conservatism" Associated with the of 

it may seriously accentuate same of the shortcomings of 

statements as a reporting medium and basis 

a time of inflation there may not only be a 

to corporate resources because of adherence to 

money values but this could be overlayed by a general of 

undue conservatism resulting in further understatement o 

is not only a question of the nature of the 

accountant lays but the manner in which they are 

Solomons sees the future in accounting, the bricks are - the 

fundamental concepts of cost and value. is not neW 

are needed, but skill and understanding in using what we 

II (28) 
" Despite the manner in which accounting 

used only a very restricted range of bricks there been a number 

of continuing attempts to extract information from such data in 

aggregative form. It is to the nature and scope of some of these 

surveys that attention is now directed" 

400 An Outline of some other Surveys 

(28) 

In the initial conception of this study main body of 

analysis was to be centred on company financial data aggregated in the 

format of the conventional revenue account, balance sheet, and sources 

and uses of funds statement. Faced with rather unwieldy mass of 

data this approach gave rise to, was to further extend the 

calculation of financial ratios and then apply techniques of 

analysis" Thus the more has taken 

on more of a support role. N everthele s s approach 

still remains of paramount importance for economic planning 

particularly in view of the limited AU,VW~O·~~.O the 

properties of company accounts" In view of this importance 

it is disturbing to find the lack of 

of aggregate company financial performance. 

"Economic and Accounting Concepts of Cost and 
IIModern Accou..TJ.ting Theory", op"cit", p .. i 

on surveys 

A summary of some of 
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the main features o~ a number of such surveys has thI3rElf'c)re been 

in ~u11 in this study in an attempt to ..L""ll1elL 

This s~~ary should also serve as a valuable reminder o~ some o~ the 

limitations o~ the underlying data and the inherent c of 

coverage and constancy o~ sample. 

United Kingdom 

worthwhile analysis o~ a comprehensive nature had to wait 

until the passing o~ the Companies Act 1948 (cf' 0 New 

Act, 1955, operative 1 st January 1957) brought ~orth ~or the ~irst 

a considerable volume o~ reasonably inf'ormative company 

Thus 1949 marked the commencement o~ a period 

increased ~ruit~u1 activity in the ~ie1d o~ company ~inance 

research in the United Kingdom .. Some attempts at analysis had, 

however, been made be~ore 1949. 

ion was made by liThe Economist" on a quarterly basis 

o~ related to "Industrial Pro~its". The details were very 

limited, b no statutory requirement to publish any pro~it 

and loss account ~ormation until the Companies Act 1929~ Even 

then only limited requirements were introduced .. liThe Economist!! 

observed 1949, when reviewing the contribution o~ this period, 

that they "had maJdng bricks with a certain amount o~ straw 

tI (29) 
e 

January 22 
prior to 1 

1949, 
the 

as 

Bloe Net 
.from 
Last ~ter 

Paymtt 
o~ 

Debent. 

In the absence o~ any statutory requirements 
o~ the ~ormation in the "Summaries fl was 

Headings o~ Summary Table 

Appropriation 

oray.. Pre~o 
Rate Amount 
Amount 

Earned 
to 
Reserve 

Corresponding 
Period Last Year 
Net Dividend 
Pro.fit 
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The year 1949 saw the immediate extension o:f o:f the 

nAnalysis of' Pro:fits" section and the :for the 

:first time of' a ItConsolidated Balance Sheet :for II (30) This 

new entation not only heralded more in:formation but much o:f it was 

more in:formation being derived :from the accounts 

o:f The recognition in the Companies Act 1948 

and necessity :for, consolidated accounts one 

o:f signi:ficant reversals o:f professional since the 

1929 

coverage o:f the quarterly survey in 1949 was 326 companies 

with comparative :figures and 385 companies without$ coverage 

increased steadily over the years so that by 1962 between and 500 

companies were be~ng covered in the quarterly survey and 2500 

(30) The form of analysis introduced i..'l 1949 was 
improvement but prompted the comment :from "The 
January 15.il 1949, p., 113, that Uthere is more 
prejudice about than about any other economic 
:form of contrasts with that under Reference 

Gross 
Income 
Other current Income 

credits 

Total Income: 

Repairs and maintenance 

ome tax (excl. profits tax) 
Profits tax 

Directors' emoluments 
Administration 
Contingencies, 
Pensions 

, etc .. 
ions, etc., 

Minority share in pro:fits 
Pro:fits subsidiaries 
Debenture 
Preference dividends 

Ordinary dividends 
Revenue 

company) 
(parent company) 

326 

Previous Year 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
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on an annual basiS$ The analysis was to 

the of profit and loss account details and balance sheets 

(no adjustment for book entries etc.) viewed in groupings. 

1962 -

1962 there was a change in emphasis. The quarterly 

survey was only made available on request and published 

in "The Economist" were restricted to " . 
This showed changes in trading profits and 

on net and net equity. 1963 witnessed an extension of this 

with the significant addition of figures net liquid 

assets, net new capital, increases in overdrafts, and net cash flow. 

2 The National Institute of Economic and Social 
Research eN.I.E.S.R.) 1949-1953 (31) 

Features of this survey were: 

(i) was directed at as large a group of public 

poss (3,025 companies were involved) for the first 

following the 1948 Companies Act" 

the companies included all companies 

quoted on United Kingdom Stock Exchange if their main 

were building or distribution. Companies 

as was 

in c;w..u:".J..~''5, insurance, finance" property, shipping and were 

excluded as were also companies which operated primarily overseas A 

small number of unquoted companies were also included because the 

size of their (in excess of £2,,5 million per company) 

(iii) the of the summary accounts, shown first in total, and 

for twenty-one groups and finally for a flHundred 

quoted c " group were!> (a) aggregated appropriation accounts, 

(b) balance sheets, (c) aggregated sources and uses of 

capital" appearance of the latter form of financial 

reflected a departure from previous presentations 

consideration and documentation of some of the technical 

Results 
London, 

booklet form, "Company Income and Finance 1 
, 1956 .. 

of' 
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the preparation of' the "sources and uses" statements (in particular the 

identification of' the impact of' acquiring subsidiaries which f'rom a 

national point of' view represent a change in existing "stocks!! not a 

generation of' current f'lows) has clearly had an impact on methods 

adopted in other countries .. (32) 

(iv) the approximate coverage was: 

(a) based on paid-up capital: - 4~ of' all companies 

- 67,% of' all public companies e 

(b) based on prof'its of' the total corporate sector: 

- 58.% Qf' such total 

- 71% of' the manuf'acturing groups prof'its. 

(v) the comparability of' the f'igures f'rom year to year was upset by 

the changing population of' companies, eege, new public companies, 

liquidations, etc" Allowance was made f'or the problem of' comparability 

in two ways. First, the data was set up in pairs of' years, viz., 

1949-50, 1950-51j 1951-52, etc s , such pairs having been rendered 

comparable by eliminating the ef'f'ect of' changes in the numbers and 

composition of' companies. Second, f'or periods of' more than two years 

a proces s of' "linking!! was introduced wi th individual years f'igures 

being linked either f'orwards or backwards to a "basel! yeare 

4.2.3 Studies i~ Company Finance (1949-53) 

(A Symposium edited G.B. Tew and R.F. Henderson, N.I.E.S.R.) 

This was a much more sophisticated and detailed analysis 

(companies classif'ied according to size and "growth" as well as industry) 

based largely on the same inf'ormation as in 4.2.2 above. 

4,,2,,4 Board of' Trade = Statistics Division 1954 -

Af'ter the work on the initial quinquennium, as described in 

(32) This is evident in Australia. See the acknowledgement in the f'irst 
"Statistical Bulletin - Company Supplement"j/ Commonwealth Bank of' 
Australia, 1957. Also f'urther comments in the "Supplement" of' May 1962 
indicate caref'ul adjustment of' the impact of' "take-overs" as in the 
very f'irst N.IoE.S GR. study of' 1949-53 (see p .. 4 of' "Company Income and 
Finance, 1949-53). Attention to detail, particularly as regards 
adjustments of book entries, revaluations, bonus issues, etc., to 
ascertain true f'lows of' f'unds has always been an outstanding f'eature of' 
the NeI.E.S.R. = Board of' Trade analyses .. 

(33) See N.I.E.SeR., opecit .. , p.10 f'or detailed explanation of'linking 
process" 
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4 0 2,,2 and 402.3, the analysis was taken over by the Central Statistical 

Of~ice o~ the Board o~ Trade" The results o~ the Central Statistical 

analysis are given perhaps the most comprehensive exposure o~ corporate 

~inancial data in any country by pUblication through numerous chap~els 

including: 

(i) Board o~ Trade Journal. (34) A quarterly ~eature "Trends in 

Company Finance" is published including appropriation, balance sheet, 

and sources and uses o~ ~inance data. 

(ii) Economic Trends" This publication periodically includes 

specialist review articles based on the same data as in (i) with 

occasionally an extension to include non-quoted companiese 

Statistics o~ Income, Prices, Employment and Production" (36) 

B oard o~ Trade, London" 
Central Statistical Office, London. Special studies reported on include~ 
April 1963, Acquisitions and Amalgamations o~ Quoted Companies, 19~-61o 
May 1963, Capital Expenditure o~ the Man~acturing Industry, 1948-62. 
Feb. 1965, Finance o~ Non-quoted Companies, 1960~62" 
Nov" 1965, Acquisitions and Amalgamations o~ Quoted Companies, 1962-63 
Feb .. 1966, Internal and External Sources o~ Finance, 1954-63 .. 
May 1966, Trade Investments o~ Quoted Companies. 
Nov" 1967, Patterns o~ Company Finance (comparison o~ exempt private 

companies, large non-quoted, non-exempt companies, and 
quoted companies)" 

Department or Employment and Productivity, London, coverage in April 1962: 
- For Public Quoted Companies 

(i) Income Appropriation Account o~ Companies, 1950-60 (excluding 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Insurance, Banking and Finance) 
Gross Dividend and Interest 
Income payments Taxation Saving 
Gross Trading Pro~its - Industry Groups - 1958-59 
By All By Quoted Quoted Companies as a 
Companies Companies percentage o~ Total 
Further analysis o~ Board o~ Trade Statistics (approx. 3,000 

companies) - Industry Grouping 
(a) - Appropriation o~ Income, 1950-60" 

= Income and Dividends and Interest as a percentage o~ 
assets, 1950-60" 

= Growth in Assets, Income, and Dividends and Interest 
- Index No" 1950 = 100 

(b) Financing o~ growth since 1950 (sources and uses date), 
Balance Sheet values at end - 1960. 

(c) Cumulative increase in capital and in income, dividends 
and interest since 19500 

Data on non-quoted companies was introduced in March 1965. A sample o~ 
460 companies covering 1960-61-62.. Similar size class~ication as ~or 
quoted companies applied (included i~ ~ssetsfl over £5 million or "Income" 
over £50,000) and the data covered appropriation account, balance sheet, 
and sources and uses o~ ~inance. The sample was doubled in size ~or 
1965 data published in September 1967. 
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This quarterly publication (commenced in April 1962) contains a most 

comprehensive coverage o~ company ~inance statistics ~or both quoted 

and non-quoted companies" 

(iv) Annual Abstract o~ Statistics. (37) Some limited company 

~inance statistics (pro~it ~igures only) were published as ~ar back as 

1938, but since 1960 the "Abstract" has maintained the same coverage 

as in (i) above o 

The most sign~icant change since 1954 in the coverage and 

treatment o~ the main body o~ analysis o~ the performance o~ quoted 

companies was made in 1962. In April o~ that year a review was 

published in tlEconomic Trends" ~or the period 1949-60" It introduced 

an attempt to measure the earning power o~ corporate capital by way o~ 

an income/assets ratio (assets gross o~ depreciation) e The "linking" 

process was applied to the ~igures ~or the twelve year period. The 

work involved, and the distortions still remaining, resulted in the 

~ollowing procedural changes being adopted ~or ~ture analysis on 

quoted companies e 

(i) a ~ixed population o~ companies was selected and analyseu® 

(The sample was 2241 companies in 1960 but this has been reduced to 

2109 by 1966 as a resul t o~ loss o~ companies through liquidations, 

amalgamations, etc G )" 

(ii) smaller companies - those with net assets o~ less than 

£ 0,,5 million or income o~ less than £50,000 - were excluded. 

Apart ~rom a change in the ~ormat ~or the presentation o~ 

balance sheet and sources and uses o~ ~unds data introduced in 1966 

(on 1964-65 data), the procedures ~or analysis and presentation have 

remained unchanged" (38) 

(37) Central Statistical ~~ice, London. 
(38) Perhaps the most interesting change in ~ormat was the adoption o~ an 

"equal totals" version o~ "Sources and Uses o~ Funds" statement. The 
item "change in liquid assets", previously shown as a ~inal balancing 
item, was trans~erred to the uses o~ ~unds section. This change could 
have re~lected the work done at the 1963 international congress o~ the 
European Federation o~ Financial Analysts Societies held at the 
University o~ Cambridge" Harold Rose in commenting on the study 
carried out at the Congress on the ~ormat o~ the sources and uses o~ 
~nds statement observed that 

"The Continental delegates were not sympathetiC "0" to the 
British conclusion that changes in the net cash element (cash 
plus securities less bank loans) should be ident~ied" fI 
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4,,3 Australia 

4 .. 3 .. 1 1946 - 1955 

The pioneering work o~ AcRe Hall concentrated on the immediate 

post-war years .. (39) The choice o~ period was most significant 

because o~ the interest in the reaction o~ national economies to 

peace-time conditions - the long expected post-war slump which 

~ortunately did not eventuate e 

Despite severe limitations in the quality o~ data and ~acilities 

~or analysis the coverage was commendable 0 (40) Covering pro~it and 

loss, balance sheet and sources and uses data there were~ 

(i) a series described as the "1946 Companies" consisting o~ a 

roughly constant sample (about 335 companies) o~ listed trading and 

manufacturing public companies and studied ~or the 1946-55 period; 

(ii) a larger sample (some 716 companies) described as the 951 

Companies" and studied ~or the one year 1951-52; 

(iii) the "100 Companies" being the 1 00 largest trade and man~acturing 

public companies in the 1951-52 universe (size criterion total assets). 

This group was hoped to provide the basis ~or a continuing series 

(a hope which was u~ortunately never consummated). 

Apart ~rom some defici.encies, arising ~rom an apparent lack o~ 

appreciation o~ the techniques o~ accounting, Hallis analysis made a 

Elsewhere the British view was stated in the terms that "we did not 
mean to imply that the main object o~ the table was to 'explain' 
this residual although it was our view that the change in net cash 
balance does possess su~~icient importance to be worth highlighting" G 

"Sources and Uses ~ A British View", Journal o~ Accounting Research, 
Vol .. 2, Autumn 1964, p.141, po145o 
tlAustralian Company Finance - Sources and Uses of Funds o~ Public 
Companies, 1~6-55t1, The Australian National University Social 
Science Monographs 9 No.7, Canberra, 1956" 
Consistency in the quality o~ data (even i~ at a low level) was not 
helped by the fact that each State legislated separated with regard 
to companies. It was 1961-62 be~ore a series o~ State Acts 
established a practic'ally uniform and e~fective level of corporate 
legislation on company reportingo The State o~ Victoria, with 
an Act passed in 1948, was the only State to have reasonably 
e~~ective company legislation prior to this date .. 
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major breakthrough in the field of research into company finance in 

Australia 0 (41) 

403 .. 2 1955-

Stimulated by the work of AeR. Hall and the N.I.EsSeR. (U.K.) the· 

then Commonwealth Bank of Australia (now the Reserve Bank of Australia) 

commenced publication in October 1957 of a "Company Supplement" to their 

Statistical Bulletin. Features of this survey were as follows: 

(i) it involved the review of the accounts of some 1090 non-mining 

companies listed on the Australian Sto.ck Exchange; 

(ii) the coverage was considered to be approximately 75 per cent of 

the listed companies coming within the defined limits; 

(iii) the forms of presentation were: 

- aggregate of gross sources and uses of funds with non-finance 

companies and industry groupings; 

- aggregate of gross sources and uses of funds - finance companies, 

hire purchase, and "otherfl groupings; 

- aggregate profit and loss figures; 

- aggregate balance sheet figures. 

This form of survey, covering both finance and non-finance companies, 

continued until 1959 with the only significant change being the 

introduction of a nnet" as well as a "gross" sources and uses of funds 

statement. (42) 

In May 1 962 several major changes were made in the analysis: 

(i) a much more extensive analysis was undertaken of non-finance, 

listed companies (those engaged in primary production and mining were 

excluded) 0 Finance companies were omitted permanently following the 

(41) It is to the credit of AeR. Hall that he draws attention to one of these 
accounting oversights.. Referring to the lack of information on 
Itprofi t and Loss Account" data Hall observes: 

"It was only at a fairly late stage in this inquiry that 
the importance of such accounts for sources and uses analysis 
were realized, and consequently only one series is presented, 
that relating to the w100 companies' series,," 

A.N.U. monograph NO e 7, op.cit., p,,8. See also p,,13 for a "reversed" 
Appropriation of Income Account. 

(42) The "net" form shows only the aggregate increase or decrease in any 
particular item while the "grossll form aggregates the increases and 
decreases of each item separately. The latter is clearly more suitable 
for detailed analysis showing divergent movements which could be of 
major significance. See A.R. Hall, op"cit., pp. 28-29 for a full 
discussion. 
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separate work commenced by the Reserve Bank of these comp~nies and 

published in the Staff Paper, "Flow-of-Funds, Australia, i 953-54 to 

Groupings of non-finance companies under Manufacturing, 

Wholesale Distribution, Retail Distribution, and Services were 

established with profit and loss, balance sheet, and flow-of-funds 

figures for all companies as well as for each activity group. Data 

covering a six year period (1955-60) was set forth. All these 

procedures have been maintained, the only modification being the omission 

from 1967 onwards of the flow-of-funds figures for an "all companies VI 

group (see (ii) below) it being considered that the coverage from a 

IIconstant groupfl was sufficient" 

(ii) two categories of companies were established to reconcile the 

conflict of a wide coverage and an unchanging sample~ 

(a) the "all companies" group was aimed at achieving a wide 

coverage with the data in two different years not necessarily 

covering the same companies. 

(b) the "constant groupu was only to include companies for 

which-there was comparable data for the whole six year 

period. Genuine new flotations of companies were to be 

included this being considered an integral part of corporate 

experience. Liquidations and absorptions were also to be 

recognised and have resulted in a gradual reduction in the 

group (reduced from 926 to 845 in the six year period 

(1955-60) and more recently from 986 to 896 in the six year 

period 1962-67)" (43) 

Note the Board of Trade (U.K.) adoption of a constant sample in April 
1962. See comment p. Reference has already been made (see 
footnote No. 40, Ch. 4); to the tardy revision of Australian legislation. 
This is further evidenced when the Reserve Bank in commenting on the 
content of their "constant groupll observed that, 

"Parent companies' figures have been used where they were the only 
series available for the whole period. This treatment is not 
ideal but confining the series to consolidated accounts would 
result in the exclusion of some large companies o Estimates of 
the total assets of parent companies 00" are set out below. 
Comparison with the item "shares in subsidiaries" will show 
that these are not just holding companies. 

TABLE 1 .. 2: Assets of "parent only" companies included in constant 
group - £ million 

Shares in subsidiaries 
Total assets 

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 

25.4 
253 .. 6 

28,,3 
302,,6 

Reserve Bank of Australia, Statistical Bulletin, Company Supplement, 
May 1 962, p.1. 
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(iii) Adjustments were undertaken to eliminate, as ?ar as 

the distortions to ?lows arising ?rom take-overs e Prior to this 

adjustment had only been made ?or non-genuine cash and 

movements in the ~low-o?-?unds, eog$ revaluations and bonus issues 

etc .. The signi?icant ?eature o? the adjustments ?or the o? 

in the Australian statistics is the apparent 

with which it is implemented" There are no untidy-entries such as 

the "Adjustments due to consolidation" which characterise the Board o? 

Trade (UoK.) and this present New Zealand study" This appears to be 

result o? the care?u1 planning o? adjustment procedures a 

considerable reliance on guesswork" (44) The number o~ "parent 

or holding companies in the sample is declining steadily as the 

provisions o? the Uni?orm Companies Act ?or consolidated accounts, 

introduced in the early 1960's in most states, start to in?luence 

the six-year period o~ the datae 

United States 

The work of two organisations which have directed their 

-rT',O'l"\1r-~ on at analysis in the field of company finance will be 

Federal Reserve Board (System), and the Department of Commerce~ 

404&1 The Federal Reserve Boarde (FoR.B.) 

(i) Early surveys .. 

Not unexpectedly the depression of the early 1930' s stimulated 

in sources and uses o? finance. Particularly did this 

o? the proposition that certain sources of funds 

could certain uses, e.g., investment in inventories and 

bank loans. A. Hersey (F.ReB.) conducted a limited survey of 

COlnpcl.nJ_es for the period from 1 929 into the early 1 930 v s e This was 

by a Securities and Exchange Commission tabulation of balance . 
sheets and income accounts covering 900 companies for the 1935-40 

Limi ta tions in this work enc ouraged th e F .R.B. to undertake a 
, '. 

(44) Bank o? Australia, op.cit", p.3.. Some evidence o? a "guessworkl1 
approach apparent in that it is impossible to reconcile such key 

as the "retained profits 11 in the aggregate pro?itand loss 
wi th the flow-of-?unds ?rom the same source. 
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more survey by way of' size as 'well as " 

survey was commenced in 1 939 .. Eventually it was to 

companies, the "629 series" as it then became known. 

of the really large units plus the problems of' maintainir~ 

continuity of' recording were f'actors resulting in a reduction 

in the sample to 200 large companies. This "200 series ll survey was 

introduced in June 194'9' and backdated to cover in outline the 

f'rom 1 9. A f'urther, and up until the pres time rinal, 

a reduction in numbers took place in September 1964 

or 177 companies was established. (45) As the of' survey 

and Dividends of' Large Companies ll indicates 

has been established on large companies and thererore now more 

comes under the later comments on the or 

• 

Extensive Reviews~ - Post-War Period. 

Concern regarding the f'inancial practices adopted the 

war ~ 1940-45, and their post-war implications, s demand 

ror a wider coverage of major industries. This was in 1 

and embraced some 2000 companies (1261 manufacturing and 681 trade) 

a coverage of small, medium and large f'irms f'or the 

onwards .. F.C. Dirko who worked on this data observed that, 

sources and uses analysis coupled with other on 
capacity, provided a basis ror the judgment 
would be room after the war f'or a 

amount or plant expenditures and probably also f'or 
, despite the wartime expansion ••• 
•• 0 were substantially contrary to 

, they have been vindicated by subsequent 
,," (46) 

data 
consists 
Clas 

in the Federal Reserve Bulletin on the 1 
, prof'it bef'ore tax, profit af'ter tax, and 

into "industry" groups is as f'ollows ~ 

See 

durable and non-durable, and six selected 
, 

Public utilities (3 main groups)" 
survey of selected companies is associated with two other 

apparently based on national income data, 
"Corporate Profits, Taxes and Dividends 11, 

Assets and (Current) Liabilities of Corporatiol~ " 
discussion in paper by L.F. McHugh, I1The Development or Hi 

Sources and Uses of' Corporate Funds"" Conference on 
Finance, New York, M.B.E.R., 1952, p.22. 

1940 
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A comprehensive series of articles related to financing of business 

appeared in Federal Reserve Bulletins during period 1945 to 1947" 

Unfortunately the work was then allowed to (47) The "Bulletin li 

of January 1961 gave evidence of a bri~f in interest with an 

article Business Financing: Manufacturers It , 

the findings based on a survey of some 2540 

(iii) of Large Companies., 

Following comprehensive surveys of the 1940-47 period attention 

was restricted to a selected group of large The series 

commenced in June 1948 with an article entitled Differences 

in Large Corporation Financing". This article covered 279 companies 

for the 1 945 to 1 period incorporating sources and uses, balance 

sheet, and income account data~ (48) An sample of 300 

companies was an~ reported on annually 956 .. 

At this point had shrunk to 295 ( of mergers, etc0) but 

unfortunately tabulations in this form were then discontinued, 

leaving as the survey the rather limited coverage of the 

U177 companies" groupo Occasionally this material is supplemented by 

articles on topics but such articles 

detailed tabulationsQ (50) 

Also of , and coming under the 

the '~low-of-funds/Savingsn tabulations o Following 

regular quarterly 

Federal Reserve 
VoL 31 Jan" 1945, "Wartime Earnings of Small 

April 1945, "Wartime Financing of' 
Concerns!! 

"Financial Development in 
Trade in 1 944" 

liThe Pos twar Financial 
IlFinancing the Pos twar Bus 
!~inancial Position of 

in relation to 
series of articles was 

his contribution, the Effects of 

been supported by 

of the F.RGBs are 

pioneering 

were established 

and Trade 

and 

Finance, opccito, p~35o 
1 951 , June 1 952 ~ 
1953 issue 

Uses of Funds", Conference on Research in Business 
Federal Reserve Bulletins, June 1949, June 1950, 
July 1953, August 1954, June 1955, June 1956$ The 
contained a coverage (for the 300 companies) back to 
For example, Federal Bulletins: 

Vol" 49 August 1963, "Financing Business Inves 
Vol.. 50 December 1964, "Business Income and Inve 
Vol.. 51 December 1965, "Financing Corporate 
Vol.. 53 August 1967, "Recent shifts in Corporate 

1939" 
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in August 1949 with sector statements of financial assets and 

liabilities" (51) The relevant sector for this study is entitled 

"Corporate Non-financial Business II 0 

404 .. 2 Department of Commerce - "Survey of Current Business"" 

In addition to the presentation, in the "business statistics" 

section of the national statistics, of data on corporate profits, 

dividends, securities issued, and the security market the Department 

has concentrated some effort on producing aggregate sources and uses 

of funds data of companies. Publication commenced in the March 1948 

issue of the "Survey of Current Business" (covering the 1946-47 period) 

and has continued with in many instances the material being incorporated 

into informative articles appraising corporate financing in the United 

States" (52) Data is drawn from a variety of sources but in particular 

the Bureau of Internal Revenues Statistics of Income and the Securities 

and Exchange Commission estimates .. Lack of detail in the basic 

(51) itA Study of Moneyflows in the United States", National Bureau of 
Economic Research, New York, 1952. 

(52) See United States Department of Commerce publication, "Survey of Current 
Business", November 1965, p.9 for an article by J.A. Gorman and P.E. Shea, 
"Curren t Financial Developments II supplemented by sources and uses of 
funds data covering the period 1946-64" Other significa.'Ylt articles 
over the period include~ 

Survey of Current Business 
April 1954, "Financing Corporate Business", L.F. McHugh" 
Dec e 1954, "Financial Expansion of Manufacturing Corporations II e 

Dec. 1955)/ "Corporate Financing in 1955 11
, L.F. McHugh" 

"Age and Life Expectancy of Business Firms ", B.C. Churchill. 
Jan. 1956, nCorporate Profits Since World War II", H.D. Osborne and 

J.B. Epstein" 
Oct .. 1956, "Financing Corporate Expansion in 1956", L.F. McHugh" 
Sept. 1957, "Financing the Expansion of Business - Corporate Financing 

1 957", :fIe Ie Leibling" 
Oct. 1958, "Financing Business in Recession and Expansion - Corporate 

Financing 1958", H.I .. Leibling .. 
NOVe 1961, "Corporate Financing in 1961 and in Recent Business Cycles

Investment Potential Increases", J .A. Gorman" 
Nov" 1962, "Corporate Profits and National Output", RoE. Graham and 

J. Bauman" 
May 1963, nCapital Formation, Saving and Credit fl

, J.A. Gorman" 
Oct" 1963, "Depreciation and Corporate Profits", M. Brown" 
Nov .. 1963)) nRecent Financial Developments", J.Ao Gorman" ' 
May 1966, "Recent Financial Developments", J.A. Gorman and PeE. Shea. 
Apr,/May 1968,. "Alternative Estimates of Corporate Depreciation and 

Profits", A.H. Young .. 
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material results in the item "Excess Sources" being a regular 

feature of the tabulation., (53) A realistic appreciation of these 

discrepancies (one can imagine some accountants "submerging fl the item 

to satisfy a desire for "balance") has meant that while estimates have 

been prepared for certain broad industry groups, a national approach 

has been dominant" 

4.5 New Zealand 

Some research has been carried out by individuals on particular 

aspects of company finance in New Zealand" (54) However, the main 

overall analysis is that put forward by the Reserve Bank of New 

Zealand" 

Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RoB.N.Z.) Survey" 

(i) Coverages 

As a detailed list of the R.B.N.Z. surveys is presented elsewhere 

in this study the present comments are restricted to some significant 

highlights" (55) 

(a) The first survey was published in November 1953.. It took 

the form of aggregate balance sheets and a limited analysis of profits 

for 228 companies over twenty industry groups. Based on pre-1957 

public company accounts, the data is characterised by lack of detail, 

e"g .. , no breakdown of the flcurrent assets" item and a mixture of 

U"S. Department of Commerce details of sources and uses" 

($ millions) 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 

Sources 42,,1 55.5 47,,3 54 .. 5 6100 
Uses 40 .. 9 52.8 42,,5 52,,1 56,,0 

:Excess 1,,2 2 .. 7 4 .. 8 2,,4 5,,0 

Sourceg Survey of Current Business, November 1965" 
Unpublished M.Com" theses~ 

1963 1964 

63 6 6 68 .. 0 
60,,5 64,,5 

3,,1 3,,5 

A.We Tattersfield, "New Zealand Company Finance 1951-61: Source and 
Use of Funds and Share Price Indices of 45 Companies", University of 
Auckland, 19640 
J.B" Tabb, "Financial Intermediaries and the Auckland Public Companies", 
University of Auckland, 1964. 
P.J" Irik, IIS ome Aspects of' Financing a Company and Income Determination", 
Wellington, University of Victoria, 1965" 
See Appendix 6-3-1, infra, for further details of coverage. 
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consolidated and holding company balance sheetsc 

(b) The next publication was not until March 1955 when, with a 

reduced sample or 203 companies, a more detailed analysis or balance 

sheets and prorits was set rorthe This was supplemented ror the 

rirst time by a statement or sources and disposition or runds ror the 

1954 year. This was initially only in total rorm but in a later issue 

or the R.B.N.Z. "Bulletin" (May 1955) a rairly comprehensive industry 

breakdown was given. 

(c) With the presentation or the basic inrormation of the 

balance sheet, prorits, and sources and dispositions or runds 

established, attention was turned to more sophisticated analysis by 

~yor ratios and trend statements. Arter a dopting a wide range of 

calculations (some rirteen ratios, many or which were not appropriate 

in view or the quality or the data) in the analysis ror 1956, 1957 and 

1958, the survey realistically narrowed its scope and concentrated on 

the trend in only rive ratios, with a strong emphasis on the measurement 

or liquidity" (56) Analysis. by way or size 'oc companies was 

attempted in 1959-60 but was not continued" 

(d) The impact or the increased disclosure rollowing the coming 

into operation or the Compa~ies Act 1955 was evident in the greater 

detail in the "Appropriation of Income il tabulation ror 1959-60. The 

1959-60 rigures were only in total but a complete industry breakdown 

was introduced in 1 960-61 " 

(e) For the annual survey ror 1964-65 and rollowing years the 

procedure was adopted or including those companies' accounts received 

during the year ended June" Previously the accounts or those companies 

balancing during a year up to March provided the basis ror each annual 

survey. 

(r) In 1964 quarterly surveys in September, December, March, and 

June were introduced as a preliminary to rinal analysise The rormats 

From 1957-8 to 1968-9. the trends or the rollowing ratios have been shown: 
Current Ratio - current assets/current liabilities 
Bank OlD - bank overdrart/current assets 
Stock stock/working capital (dropped in 1963-64-) 
Liquidity - current assets - stOCk/current liabilities = 

bank OlD 
Rate or R~turn - net prorit Carter tax)/shareholders i runds. 
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of the trends in ratio statement, balance sheet, appropriation of income 

statement, and source and use of funds statements (all with industry 

groupings and covering two yearly periods) have remained largely 

unchanged" 

(ii) General observationso 

Three features of the Reserve Bank survey warrant particular 

comment when a comparison is made with the other surveys" 

First, there is the lack of a constant sample of companies 

which clearly restricts comparisons over time" Consequently each 

annual survey is prefaced with the comment that "interpretation over 

periods of longer than one year should be basea. on the direction and 

relative size of changes in aggregates rather than absolute sizes II (57) 

As already indicated both the main surveys in the United Kingdom and 

Australia have constant samples o (58) In the Australian statistics the 

constant sample (over six years) is considered of sufficient importance 

to warrant it being run parallel to the more comprehensive !IAII Companies II 

group .. As it would be only a marginal development of the existing 

material a constant sample should be introduced into the R.B"N"Z" survey .. 

The second feature is the treatment in the sources and uses or 

funds statement of expenditure incurred in acquiring a subsidiary" 

Attention has already been drawn to the type of adjustment considered 

necessary in the "official" United Kingdom and Australian surveys" 

The adjustment calls for an elimination, in the year when a subsidiary 

is first consolidated, of all changes in assets, liabilities, minority 

interests and reserves arising from the acquisition and their replace-

ment by a single item, "expenditure in acquiring subsidiary" ~ 

Unfortunately, as both surveys acknowledge, the difficulty is in 

identifying such changes .. In the N"I.E.S"Ro and ]oard of Trade projects 

any discrepancy arising is covered by an item "adjustment due to 

consoJ..idation .. ,,(59) 

R.B.N.Z" Bulletin, November 1967, pe2e 
Page . supra" 
In journal entry form the adjustment could appear as follows: 

Liabilities (detailed) x 
Minority Interest x 
Reserves - Capital Reserve on Acquisition x 
Expenditure in acquiring subsidiary x 

Assets (detailed) x 
Goodwill on Acquisition x 
Adjustment due to consolidation 
(usually a credit) x 
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The intriguing ability of' the Australian Reserve Bank survey to 

ef'f'ectively "bury" such adjustment has already been noted" The 

minimisation of' the f'oregoing problem by ensuring that the acquired 

company was already in the sample has also been recOgnised~60) 
However, in a sample of' public companies this still leaves considerable 

scope f'or adjustment with the number, if' not the size, of' private 

companies acquired outweighing the public companies. An approximate 

indication of' the impact of' introducing this type of' adjustment can be 

seen in the comparison of' this "Studytr and flReB.N oZ. II sources and uses 

statements. Unf'ortunately the demand f'or a constant sample in this 

IlStudy" data, covering at least six years, meant that only three 

industry groups, "Beverages", Non-Metallic Minerals, and "Electrical 

Machinery and Appliances II (f'or the 1961-62 period only) were available 

f'or comparison" (61) 

The third and f'inal f'eature to be commented on is the f'ailure 

to reconcile annually the item "Retained in Reserves 11 in the 

Appropriation of' Income statement with the increment to "revenue" type 

reserves in the Source and Use of' Funds statement. The magnitude of' 

this type of' discrepancy can be seen f'rom this extract f'rom the relevant 

ReB.N.Z. statements f'or 1961-62& 

TABLE 4-3 

Item 
"Retained in 
Reserves ll 

From S oure e & 
Use of' Funds 
Statement 

From 
Appropriation 
of' Income 
Statement 

"Discrepancyli 

Indus try Groups 

Non-Metallic 
Beverages Minerals 

2,444 

19078 598 

976 

Electrical 
Machy. and Total Manui'. 
Appliances Companies 

($ 000) 

388 15,002 

212 10 ,906 

176 4,096 

(60) Reserve Bank of' Australia, May 1962, op.cit., p"3,, 

Total of' 
All (281) 
Companies 

23,650 

15 ,428 

8,222 

(61) See Appendix No" 6-3-2/3, inf'ra" It should be noted that the f'orm of' 
presentation adopted f'or the "Sources and Uses" data of' "This Study" is 
one which f'acilitated comparison with the Reserve Bank data and is not 
to be considered in any way as a recommendation as to f'ormat. 
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From a made with the l:imi ted sample of "Beverages", 

UNon-Metallic Minerals" and "Electrical Machinery and Appliances II 

1961-62 industry groups, it would appear as VU~'UF~L a large proportion 

of' the "discrepancyll could arise f'rom the R.B.N.Z. survey allowing 

share premium increments to "capital" type reserves to f'low through 

the Source and Use of Funds Statement as part of' IYRetained in 

Reserves" .. Conventional accounting and financial practice would 

associate the on the issue of' shares with par value of' the 

amount of' the issued - a receipt of' a VVhile 

this interpretation is not mandatory purposes 

the f'rom this conventional approach could be misleading if', 

as if' of'ten case, the balance IlRetaL~ed is regarded 

as a retention of earnings f'ram operations - a tI type source" 

Unfortunately the R.B.N.Ze survey of public statistics 

f'or 1 968-69 further evidence of' possible of' the 

item in Reserves!!" This time it arises within the 

Appropriation of Income Statement" The ory note in the 1968~69 

"Bulletin" states 

"The increase the category 'other previous yearst 
in the Appropriation of' Income Table results mainly f'ram the 
book value of' net tangible assets exceeding the 
of newly subsidiaries"" (62) 

Again, conventional accounting and f'inancial practice would rH~n.r·u 

excess of' "book of net tangible assets II as an item of' a 

nature to be held the balance sheet" Particularly 

in this case is the fact that the amount of such excess can be sub to 

varia tion s :imply to the accounting procedures the 

acquiring company .. At the amount of' a share on a direct 

issue of' shares is a def'ini ti ve item" Little 

should be taken from the that the credits to the 

Income arising from acqUisition of subsidiaries may be 

offset by of goodwill, etc.(63) 

"New Zealand Public Company Financial Statistics 1968-69", 
to Reserve Bank , December 1969, p.2 (approx" reference 
See ibid", Table VI Appropriation of Income .. For total 
279 companies: 
"Previous Years f Adjustments n amounted to $ 6 .. 3 (million) 
"Goodwill, etc" written of'f'1I amounted to $ 6,,1 (million) 
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clarification of' position depends on the of' the 

adjustments on acquisition of' subsidiaries to above. 

5.0 Present Study - Organisation of' Data. 

Ref'erence has already been made to the of' this present 

study and it but to outlL~e brief'ly the methods used to extract 

and control the data. This outline may be of' some assistance to others 

undertaking in the f'ield of' corporate as well as giving 

some indication of' the reliability of' the data" are sui'f'icient 

limitations in the data itself' compoundiI1~ these by 

inef'f'icient recording, collation, and The comments will be 

under the V~_~VV1'~~J.~ headings: coding, transcription, editll1g and f'ormat 

f'or production .. 

5 .. 1,,1 Coding 

In preparation f'or transcribing the data f'rom the f'inancial 

statements of' companies to punched cards a block of' code numbers 

f'rom 001 to 070 was allocated to items of' a standardised f'ormat of' 

accounts as f'ollows: 

5 ~2 

001 - 029 

930 - 04-9 

050 070 

Transcription 

- Revenue accounts, 

- Asset accounts, 

Liability, reserve, capital and 

adjustment accounts. 

took place in two stages. First, the transcription :from 

the f'inancial statements to schedules prepared in a standard 

Second, transcription f'rom the schedules to the punched cards 

procedure of' establishing the schedules as an intermediate 

adopted on the receipt of' advice f'rom the N.I.E.S.R .. (U.K.).. Their 

research workers had f'ound this process a very necessary with 

the of' variation in the presentation of' 

statements, particularly in the revenue accounts section~( 

(64) See Appendix 4-3, inf'ra f'or details of' the standardised f'ormat .. 
transcribing nearly 900 accounting-years of' data into a s ucw. ... '-'-O.J. 

it is not. unexpected that there exists a certain support f'or 
accounting.. It is considered,. however, that this would not be 
appropriate with the present multi-purpose f'inancial statements. 
scope seen f'or standardisation but only wi thin the f'ramework of' a 
range of' recognised special-purpose f'inancial statements .. 
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The 80 column punched cards on which the data was recorded were grouped 

into two categories: 

(i) data cards. 

These recorded the card type, company number, year number, card 

number, and four fields of coded financial statement data per card. 

(debits + ve, credits - ve) 

(ii) adjustment cards. 

These were of two types" First, cards for the adjustment of the 

source and uses of funds statements .. These recorded the card type, 

company number, years adjusted, details of adjustment, and two fields 

of. coded financial data per card. The fUnction of these cards was to 

enable adjustments, of the type referred to earlier regarding the 

acquisition of subsidiaries, to be introduced to modify the sources and 

uses of fUnds data derived direct from balance sheet changes. 

Second, cards for the adjustment of the balance sheet data. The 

use of these cards provided the opportunity for the reversal of 

revaluation entries as they effected balance sheet data. The cards 

recorded the card type, company number, year inVOlved, and two fields 

of coded financial data per card" 

5,,1.3 -Editing" 

The process of editing the punched cards took place in two stages~65) 

A shortage of computer storage space (IBM 1620 computer) necessitated 

the establishment of the two stages" In practice this proved to be 

an advantage as the error correction process proved more effective in 

this form. The stages were: 

(i) "Edit 1 i! - This program tested for the card type, that a 

new company's data commenced with year No.1 and card No.1, and that 

the yea:r numbers and card numbers ran in sequence" 

(ii) "Edit iii! - This pJ;'ogram tested for the correct use of code 

numbers, the normal association of signs with coded accounts (Revenue 

account credit - live "), and the arithmetical accuracy of the financial 

statements", Also a start was made on the reconciliation of the reserve 

(65) See Appendix4-1-1/2 g infra, for flow charts of computer programs 
"Edit ill and "Edit 11"" 
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account movements in preparation £or the adjustment in Sv~.~~c.~ 

, e~go, a test to see whether a change in reserve accounts in 

the sheet matched trans£ers £ram or to other sourceS 0 

was an important preparatory step to achieving a reconciliation be~veen 

the amount o£ the item "retained in reservest! in the 

account and the ohange in reserve accounts as re£lected the source 

and uses runds statement .. 

Production :in Standardised Fonnat and Signiricant " 

In common with most surveys the output £rom this o£ 

was presented in the three conventional revenue 

account (mainly appropriation data), balance sheet, and sources and 

uses o£ statement. (66) The standardisation s a 

severe reminder o£ the apparent arbitrariness o£ some o£ class-

adopted particularly in balance sheet presentation. 

can be slurred over in aggregated data and be 

continually born.e in mind as attention is directed to certain 

rela tionships" In an attempt to compensate partially £or 

a o£ measures o£ such £eatures as liquidity, 

and rate of return. have been included whenever appropriate. 

feature which assumed added significance because of the 

variation practice, and which again is particularly to 

presentation, is the treatment in aggregated of 

Revaluations and bonus issues are the two main 

of such ons .. As far as this present 

concerned the with regard to aggregated'balance 

has been to make no adjustment £orbonus issues and make 

for revaluations optional. (67) 

See Appendix ,inf'ra, for sample print-outs of revenue 
balance , and sources and uses of funds statement. 
A reoognition of the potentially greater impact of the latter 
inf'luencing as it does both equities and assets" Often 

is 

data 

of a "bonus!! issue will have little or no impact on measures of £inancial 
relationships. This, of course, does not mean that it may not have 
considerable for the investor, present or potential" 



sources and uses o~ funds data every endeavour has been to 

eliminate the impact o~ both bonus issues and revaluations~ (68) 

Another aspect o~ the elimination procedures in the sources and 

uses o~ ~unds data, which has already been co~~ented on,is aris 

impact o~ the acquisition o~ subsidiaries in the ~irst year ~ 

consolidation" Particular attention was paid to this ~eature o~ 

corporate activity ~or two reasons" First, the period covered this 

study, 1958-63, was one in which a sign~icant number o~ 

acquisitions took place, and second, the omission o~ any 

acquisitions from the existing RoB.N.Z. surveyse (69) 

an attempt was made to achieve a more detailed coverage of on 

acquisitions" Personal interviews were conducted with 

o~ twenty-six o~ the ~irms actively this ~orm of 

(68) there appears to be general unanimity in the 
on the treatment, by complete elimination, 

transactions in SOurces and uses o~ ~unds data, there are some 
in balance sheet presentation: 

Bank) 

Balance Sheet Presentation Procedure 

No elimination - considered "unwise" (private 
communication, Board o~ Trade, 14/10/1 963)" 
ApRarently no elimination, thougp no direct 
comment on procedure. 

of Commerce) No comment 

New Zealand Eliminated. Until 1962 e~~ect eliminated by 
exclusion.. Mter 1962 effect eliminated from 
the pair o~ years being compared by fladding 
back ll "book" transactions in year 2 to data 
of year 1 " This procedure admittedly 
achieves its objective for the two year period 
but results in a distortion o~ the year 1 data 
for any longer-term survey. Such data must 
be obtained ~rom the year 2 fi~~res of the 
previous pair o~ years but then, because of 
the lack o~ a constant sample, it is on 
limited value .. 

(69) of some o~ the reasons ~or the significance of 
at this time see 

liThe Economic and Social Effects o~ Mergers and 
Takeovers in New Zealand", National Convention 
Proceedings, New Zealand Society of Accountants, 
Christchurch, 1965 .. 

For a more detailed analysiS, particularly of merger and takeover 
in 1960 and 1961 see 

"Company Mergers and Takeover Bids in New Zeala..ndu , 

unpublished M. Com~ thesiS, University of 
Canterbury, 1962 .. 
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TABLE 4-4 

SIG-NIFICAl:lfCE OF "ADJUS TIVrENT DUE TO CONSOLIDATION" 

($ 000) 

(1 ) Expenditure (2) Adjustment (1 ) as % 
Acquiring due to of' (2) 

Subsidiary Consolidation 

Total all 
Companies 38,572 .. 6 6,246~0 16 

Divisions: 
Industries: 

No .. 1 12,307,,6 2,953,,2 0 
No.. 2 3,833,,0 1,488,,4 6 
No" 3 13,390 .. 0 401 
No .. 4 2,891,,2 83 .. 2 
No" 5 6 50,,8 1 ,319 .. 8 

Small 4406 35,,6 80 .. 0 
Small-Med" 6,577 .. 2 91708 
Med .. -Large 9,539,,8 1,818,,0 
Large 22 1.,0 3,474,,6 

G-rowth 

Slow 945 .. 6 208 
Slow-Med" 14,423,,0 1 ,852 .. 0 1 
Med,,-Fast 13,631 ",6 2,294 .. 4 16,,8 
Fast 9,572,,4 1,68608 6 

Details of adjustment items in Table 4 .. 4 indicate that some 

was made towards identifying the degree of distortion occasioned in 

sources and uses of funds analyses which to full impact 

of of investment.. Ur£ortunately a considerable degree of 

still remains, as evidenced by the J.UO'c, ....... of' the item 

"Adjustment due to Consolidation"., These the combined 

effect of' in respect of' those unwilling to co-operate 

in 

area 

survey (notably the breweries), those 

were not significant enough to warrant investigation, and 

those companies where control of' Cl.G\.;UULU. 

something to be desired. (70) 

procedures in this 

(70 Over period 1958-63 a total of 50 companies in the sample engaged in 
"manufacturing" (Appendix 6-4-1, infra .. ) to undertake acquisi tiona .. 

coverage of the survey was as follows: 
Companies visited 26 
Companies unwilling to assist in 7 
Companies providing reasonable of 

acquisitions in published re~orts 1 
Companies with acquisitions of limited size 

in relation to total activities 16 

Total nu,mber of companies involved in 
acquisition of' subsidiaries: 50 

= 
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The deficiencies in the data on the acquisition of subsidiaries 

are to be particularly regretted as this is one of the few instances 

when it should be possible to link the source of finance and its 

investment" As already mentioned, it is not as though the amounts 

involved (as far as could be ascertained) were insignificant" Over 

the f'ive year period 1959-63, investment in this form of asset by the 

companies surveyed accounted f'or approximately 15 per cent of' total 

investment ($3806 million of a total of $25604 million)" Spread over 

various industry, size and growth-rate groupings, the expenditures, as 

t ~ ttl' tm t as ~ollows •. (71) a percen age OL 0 a ~nves en, were L 

TABLE 4-5 

INVESTMENT m ACQUISITION OF SUBSIDIARIES - % OF TOTAL IN\TESTIVIENT 

FIVE YElIR PERIOD 1959 -1963 

Industry-Groupingsg 

Industry No 1" Industry No 
% % 

Size Groupings ~ 

20 Industry No 3, 
% 

13,,0 

Small Small-Medium Medium-Large 
% % % 

2,,6 15,,9 12 .. 5 

Growth-Rate Grou:\2mgs: 

Slow Slow-Medium Medium-Fast 
% % % 

4025 15,,0 14,,1 

Industry No 4 .. Industry No 5 Q 

% % 
8,,5 15,,5 

Large 
% 

16,,5 

Fast 
% 

2208 

These percentages were achieved by 50 companies which participated in a 

total of 97 acquisition transactions" Clearly a number of companies 

were quite active in this f'orm of investment" Table 4 - 6 indicates 

the type of company involved classified according to five levels of 

activity based on annual participation" These f'igures understate the 

position as f'ar as the number of companies acquired are concerned as a 

"transaction" merely implied that at least one acquisition per acquiring 

(71) See Table 4-4, p. 137, supra.. 'rhe basis for these calculations is 
fairly tenuous as the amount involved in "investment in subsidiaries" 
was in many cases derived by deduction f'rom changes in this asset item 
in the balance sheets of holding companies" Many company managements 
were reluctant to disclose the nature of the outlay (cash, shares, etc.,) 
and when this could be ascertained there remained the problem of the 
value to be placed on the shares issued. The absolute figures used 
are an understatement but as a proportion of total investment they are 
probably not seriously astray. 



company took place in a year, when in fact this was 

(72) 

TABLE' 4-6 

DETAILS OF TYPE OF COMPANY TIIlPLEMENTING ACQUISITIONS (OR ~"'RG-ERS) 

INDUSTRY (1), SIZE, GROWTH-RATE GROUPINGS - 1959-63 

Growth-Rate 

Slow 

Medium
Fast 

Growth-Rate 

Medium 

Medium-

Slow 

Slow
Medium 

Medium
Fast 

Fast 

I 

ACQUISITIONS IN EACH OF FIVE YEARS 

OF 1959-63 PERIOD 

Small Small-MediumSizeMedium-Large 

(5) 

(5) ) 

ACQUISITIONS IN EACH OF FOUR YEARS 

OF 1959-63 PERIOD 

Size 
Small Small-Medium Medium~Large 

1 t 
! 

(3) (5) 

ACQUISITIONS LTIf EACH OF THREE YEARS 

OF 1959-63 PERIOD 

size 
Small-Medium Medium Large 

(5) 

(5) 

(3) 

I 

(1 ) 

Large 

(2) 
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(72) For example more than one acquisition per company/year took place in 
the follollliflg instances: 

General Foods Corporation (NeZ~) Ltdo - 1963 
United Box Coo Ltdo - 1961, 1962, 1963 
Wormald " Industries (NoZc) Ltd" - 1960, 1961, 1962 

I 
1 

I 



Growth-Ra te 

Slow 

Slow
Medium 

Medium
Fast 

Fast 

Growth-Rate 

Slow 

Slow~ 

Medium 

Medium
Fast 

Fast 

I 
! 

ACQUISITIONS IN E.A.CH OF TWO YE1ARS 

OF 1959-63 PERIOD 
Size 

Small-Medium Medium-Large 

(5) 

(4) (5) (5) 

(4) (2) (4) (1) (3) (4) 

(5) (3) (5) 

ACQUISITIONS IN E.A.CH YE1AR 

OF 1959~63 PERIOD 

Small-Medium Medium-Large 

(1) (5) 

(1) g~ ~~J ) (2) (3) 
(4) (4) 

(2) (5) 

(4) (5) 

(1) The numbers II( )" indicate the 
Industry Groupings 1 

i 
I 

I 

As far as the 1 95 period is concerned the results belie 

Large 

( 

(3) ) 

Large 

(5) 

(3) (4) 

) 

of the voracious firm absorbing competitors~ If 

1 

there is a slight "N.oWo - SeE. II bias in the results of the analys as 

the I!Small~Slowi! and flLarge-Fast" sections are always vacant" 

industry groups, Group No" 5 ,;,TI, .... ..,'" to have been most 

active e This was certainly so in terms of the number of s 

participating, if not in the proportion of funds invested" 

reference will be made to the financ:i.al resources involved when the 

full financial is undertaken" (73) 

) Appendix No o 1 , for Tables" 



(77) 
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502 Groupings for Analysis - Industry Groupings. 

Because of a desire to test the extent of "aggregation phenomenal! 

(results only valid for companies as a whole) certain sub-groupings 

of companies were established. These were on the basis of industry 

characteristics, size, and growth rate and the criteria for the 

establishment of such groups followed fairly closely the format 

established by Tew and Hendersonc (74) 

Classification by way of industry groupings reflects the search 

for identical environmental circumstances for groups of companies. By 

successfully classifying companies according to such groupings study of 

variations in corporate financial behaviour should be facilitated. As 

Modigliani and Miller observed when justifying the selection of large 

utilities for their study, 

"They (the utilities) permit us to have both a large sample 
and one in which the component firms are remarkably 
homogeneous in terms of product, technology, and market 
conditions. In addition, as a by-product of regulation 
substantially uniform accounting conventions 000 are 
followed." (75) 

Reference to the work of Modigliani and Miller is a reminder that the 

assumption that firms within the same industry are subject to equivalent 

degrees of business risk is widely employed in the theory of business 

finance and particularly in the study of the effects of capital structure 

on the cost of capitals As with other aspects of the theory of finance 

the emphasis placed by Modigliani and Miller on the importance of industry 

classification has stimulated further research. (76) 

Desirable though industry classification may be implementa-

tion is not easy. (77) "Indus tries are not in fact preordained Ii , 

comments Sargant Florence but reflect the progressive division and 

specialisation or activities as part of the overall process directed 

B. Tew and R.F. Henderson, op.cit., Ch. 1. 
M.H. Miller and F 0 Modigliani, op.cit", "Some Estimates of the Cost of 
Capital to the Electric Utility Industry, 1954-57", P.334-5. 
R.F. Wippern, "A Note on The Equivalent Risk Class Assumption", in 
"Theory of Business Finance", ed" J.F. Weston and D.H. Woods, Belmont, 
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1967, p.2778 
S. Hymer and P. Pashigian5' "Firm Size and Rate of' Growth" ,. The Journal 
or Policital Economy, Vol. LXX, No.6., December 1962, comment that 
fiThere is little theoretical guidance on how to define an industryo The 
theoretical definitions that do exist are all in terms of products while 
the units of study in this paper are firms that produce many products, It 
p"56o,, 



(78) 

(79) 

towards o~ increasing returns~ The o~ a 

a quasi-biological, trial-and-error, 

trend .. Definition is di~icu1t i~ this ~ollowing 

indication .. "kn indus try is any kind o~ transaction 

ed in by a number o~ plants who do not perform much of any 

other kind o~ transaction .. It (78) In the search for uu,wVi"O.l.~O..l.. 

may be thought that a narrow de~inition o~ industry would more 

appropriate but experience has tended to show that this 

problem of 1 overlap' and renders the bOU-.'ldaries even more (79) 

in this present study the industrial 

adopted by Reserve Bank o~ New Zealand was 

groupings: 

TABLE 4-7 

INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATIONS 

Bank of New Zealand Survey 

Number o~ Number of 
Industry Companies 

8 
Other Food .:!2. 
Woollen Mills 8 

Manufacturers 8 

16 

14 

15 

13 

Metals and 
Machinery 21 

Machinery and 
Appliances 8 

Manufacturing 12. 

Industry 

No .. 1 
Beverages and 

Other Food 

No" 2 
Woollen Mills and 

Clothing Manufacturers 

No .. 3 
Forestry, 

and Printing 

NO$ 4 
Drugs, Chemicals and 

Non-Metallic 

No" 5 
Metals , Machinery, 
Electrical and other 
Manufacturing .. 

Total Number o~ 

Sargant Florence, "Economics and Sociology o~ 
Watts & Co .. Ltd., 1964, p.23. 
B. Tew and R.F$ Henderson, op.cit .. , p.124 .. 

6 



(80) 
(81 ) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 
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503 Size, and Growth-Rate (change or size) Groupings .. 

"Growth is a process: size is a state" (80) These two racets or 

corporate performance provide an interesting paradox. The growth or a 

company may be consistent with the most erricient use or a societyts 

resources: the result or past growth - the size attained at any time 

may have no corresponding advantages. 
(81 ) 

It is not surprising thererore, 

that this topic has provided the basis ror a multitude or research 

projects and publications" One or the intentions or this present study 

is to attempt to throw some light on these matters by establishing both 

size and growth-rate groupings or companies as part or the main stream 

or analysis" The point could be made, that as one or the basic runctions 

of' rinancial ratio analysis is to derlate accounting data by the size 

or the company, that most or the size-of'~company errect should be 

eliminated. J. O.Horrigan comments, "Thus a guess is hazarded 

that size or rirm stratirications are not necessary in financial ratio 

analysis,," (82) In this study it is hoped to do more than hazard a guess" 

Considerat~on of the choice of a suitable measure of size has 3 as 

a result of research carried out by J.A. Bates, become very much an 

academic question" (83) It has been shown quite conclusively that the 

ranking or companies by size varies very little with the application or 

any reasonable technique ror measuring size" (84) 

E.T. Penrose, opocit", po88. 
For example Sargant Florence, op"cit .. , po87, asks "why, if the law of 
increasing returns is true, do sizes or manufacturing organizations, as 
the statistically measured racts show, change in the different industries 
at such diverse rates? Why, in fact, does not the largest rirm in 
each industry with its supposedly superior erficiency not overwhelm 
its rivals completely, "".?ft 
uS ome Empirical Bases of Financial Ratio Analysis II , The Accounting Review, 
Vol" XL, No.3, July 1965, p"565,, 
P.Es Hart, "Studies in Profit, Business Saving and Investment in the 
United Kingdom, 1920-1962", London, Allen and Unwin Ltd", 1 965, Vol 1 , 
Ch" 8 .. 
Of course particular features or a research project will influence the 
final choice" Note Me Hall and L. Weiss, in "Firm Size and horitability", 
The Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol" XLIX, No.3, August 1967, 
p .. 322, express the opinion that "A derinition expressed in asset terms 
is superior to a sales or employment concept of size because it is the 
dirficulty of financing large lumps of assets that limits entry to 
certain rields,," 



In this present study the choice was "net assets", or as Baumol 

observed the "amount 0£' owned and borrowed money capital" .. (85) 
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Correla tions run of' "net assets 11 with a "net prof'i t (bef'ore tax) nand 

a "total assets (gross)" measure 0£' size did everything to conf'irm the 

irrelevance of' a choice discussion. (86) As is usually the case the 

growth rate measure was based on the size measure and was in fact the 

percentage change in "net assetsfl between 1959 and 1963" 

5.3.,2 In addition to the main body of' analysis it was considered 

worthwhile, with the data available, to attempt to establish some 

background knowledge on size-growth relationships" Being a subsidiary 

contribution the analysis was developed along f'airly well-established 

(8.51, Wed. Baumel, IIBusiness Behavior, Value, and Growth", New York, 
Macmillan & Co"' 1959, p.,38o 

(86) The correlation co-ef'f'icients of' VINet Assetsll with two other 
f'inancial measures, bas.ed on the New Zealand data, were as follows: 

Industry Group 
Metals 

Net Prof'it 
(bef'ore tax) 

and Machinery Breweries 
Total Assets Net Prof'it Total Assets Year 

(gross) (before tax)~gross) 

1 gSg 0974 0979 0997 .,999 
1960 . .,865 .986 .99·1 .998 
1961 .896 .. 974 .970 .949 
1962 0901 .986 ,,963 .. 996 
1963 .940 .973 .994 .,998 

Average Data .. 912 0974 .981 .. 998 
(All signif'icant at .,01 level) 

The selection of' a size measure based on data f'rom the commencement of' 
the period 0£' study indicates concurrence with the observation of' 
S.d. Prais that "Only by grouping f'irms by some initial measure of' size, 
and then watching their subsequent f'ortunes, can any valid conclusions 
be derived" II B. Tew and R.F. Henderson, opocit", po 122" 

Details of' Measures and Groupings f'or Present Study 

Size Measure and Groupings" 
(i) Measure:- Net Assets (shareholders' 

liabilities) 
(ii) Groupings:-

Net Assets 

Up to $200,000 
$200,001 - $1 000,000 
$1 ,000,001 - $4,000,000 
Over $4,000,000 

Growth Rate Measure and Groupings" 

f'unds plus long-term 

General Description 

Small 
Small-Medium 
Medium-Large 
Large 

(i) Measure:- Percentage change in Net Assets in period 1959-1963 
(Net Assets at beginning of' years) 

(ii) Groupings:-

Net Assets (1963) - Net Assets (1959) 

Net Assets (1959) 

Percentage Change 

Up to 25% 
26% - 6610 
61% - 100% 
Oyer. 100% 

General Descriptions 

Slow 
Slow-Medium 
Medium-Large 
Large 



(87) 
(88) 

(89) 

(87) One point which merits comment is the emphasis " 

given in this subsidia~ analysis to the desirability of 

size measure in logarithms" This was supported by the normality 

out on the data for this study but as no size measure was used 

in the main analysis (only indirectly as a deflator, and 

as a basis of group classification) the need for log 

did not 

The central feature of the analysis of size-growth 

was the testing of the pr9position known as Gibrat1 s law of 

In summary this states that the proportional change 

of a company is independent of its absolute size" 
(88) 

important implication of this proposition is that large and 

companies should have the same average proportionate rates of 

and consequently if the law operated freely there could be an ever-

dispersion of sizes and a resultant increase in 

concentration of control of industry" (89) The 

analysing the size characteristics of the present sample of 

(1963 companies not included) were: 

(i) the size distribution of the companies 1 958 and 1 962 were 

charac terically J -shaped (similar to a dis tri bu tion of inc omes ) " The 

positive skew reflected the smaller number of 

number of medium to small companies~ 

when the size classes were put on a logarithmic 

For a comprehensive summary see P.E. Hart, 
For background to the development of this law 
Processes and the Growth of Firms 11, London, 
1965, p,,30 .. 
The logic underlying this approach to the 
that as the sizes of companies are widely 
size, the large companies will be relatively 
a proportion of the total assets or income 

companies and the 

, characteristically, 

a 

concentration is 
about mean 

and should control 
of an 



(90) 

(92) 

degree of' was achieved. (90) 

of' a transition matrix (see gave 

general confirmation to the ~act that all companies had same 

chance o~ (or d:iminishing) in size c Most columns 

showing a sign~icant central group of' companies in the same 

size-class (geometric size L~tervals), also re~lected a 

negative skew as growth dominated. The skew was also 

the truncated nature o~ the distribution at the lower or .:::>,w,,,,.!....!."''!' 

threshold .. (91) 

( and Prais growth equation was to the 

by 

distribution o~ 1 958/1 962 sizes to test ~ companies towards 

the mean S ..'ize_ (92) Th th t< th ~ _ e grow equa ~on expresses e 

between the o~ the size o~ companies at two the ~o:rm: 

Var (t + 1) = (32 Var (t) + cre 2 

where (3 is regression coe~~icient and cre 2 the residual variance~ 

Size Distribution o~ Public Companies 
in New Zealand, 1958 and 1962.. Measured by 
Net Assets on a logarithmic scale., 

Size Class Number o~ 

(Upper limit 
$ooots) 195.8 

25 1 
50 5 

100 12 
200 16 
400 25 
800 31 

1,600 18 
3,200 
6,400 12 

12,800 
25,600 1 

,200 2 

number o~ companies: 

1962 

1 
4 
7 

16 
20 
23 
28 
21 
18 
4 

3 

145 

observation may appear to co~lict with groupings established 
~or this study and the initial 3-shaped distribution both o~ which re~er 
to considerable numbers of' small companies. however, is Ln 
relation to the sample which consists o~ companies (even ~ some 
are unlisted) so there is consequently a lower l:imit to size which is 
probably well up the ~ull distribution range.. The I'going public" concept 
o~ is clearly relevant as is also the o~ measuring size by 

value of' net assets.. To place a value on the net assets 
o~ some public companies would certainly the size distribution -
probably downwards in size ~or a number.o~ companies. 
For a detailed exposition o~ the growth equation see Hart, op .. cit&, 
Vol .. 1, ppe 150-1530 



(93) 

Classes 
(upper 
limit) 

25 

50 

100 

200 

400 

800 

1,600 

3,200 

6,400 

12,800 

25,600 

51,200 
Total 
1958 

TABLE 4-7 
TRANSITION MA.TRIX 

Changes in the Sizes of Public Companies 1958-1962 

(Size $OOO's) 

I 

0 0 § 0 
lC\ 0 0 0 0 
C\l lC\ ..... C\l co 

1 
- -

4 

7 

1 '5 1~ 
1 9 13 1 

1 16 

=t= 
1 

1 

o 0 0 o 0 0 
\.0 C\l ....;:f-

'" ... '" .,.., l'l\ \.0 

r 

10 ,1 

7 13 

1 8 8 

o 0 

&5 ~ 
'" '" C\l lC\ 

""'" C\l 

1 

! 

I 

i 

o 
o 
C\l ... .,.. 
lC\ 

2 

1 5 1 2 16 25 31 18 22 12 - 1 2 

1962 

1 

4 

1 

7 

16 

20 

23 

28 

18 

3 
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This 

Var 
Var 

equation also supports the important relationship 

(t + 1) _ p2 
(t) -? so that, if' p> p (regression coefficient greater 

than correlation coefficient) there is an indication that variance has 

increased and so has concentrationo (93) With the various estimates ofp 

p 

All Companies 

Industry Groups 

+ 
1,,013 - ,,018 

and 
Other Food 10057 

- Textiles & Clothing 
& Sundry Manuf '" 1 .. 024-

- Forestry, Wood 
Products, 1.030 
Printing & -
Publishing 

, Chemicals, 
non-Metallic 1 .. 029 
Minerals 

... Metal s:; Machiner;r 
Elect" Machinery ... 859 

+ .. 029 

+ 
.. 049 

+ 
.. 028 

+ 

p 

.. 990 

.. 979 

,,968 

,,954 

p ::: regression ient 
S (p) ::: standard error 

p ::: coefficient correlation 

(T2 ::: variance :::: 1962 size 
~ :: variance ::: 1958 size 

61 

92.,15 

68,,54 

,,93 

significant 
.01 level) 
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in region o~ unity (except Industry No" 

'nT\~~? was given to the law of proportionate e~~ecto Consistent 

resul t, (3 > p evidenced a slight but in 

o~ concentration (again except Industry No .. 5)" 

diagrammatic measurement o~ the degree o~ concentration 

FIGURE 4-1 

Public Companies engaged in Man~acturing 

Concentration o~ Total Companies 1958 & 1962 
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the use of' the Lorenz Curve conf'irmed the above f'indings and indicated 
" 

that in this sample of'. companies approximately 20 per cent in number 

of' companies controlled approximately 75 per cent of' the net assets e (94) 

While this has only been a restricted survey of' growth-size 

relationships it gives some indication of' the overall trend of' development 

of' public companies engaged in manuf'acturing in the New Zealand economYe 

Not only does it provide some f'urther background f'or this present study 

but is an indication of' the type of' inf'ormation necessary as part of' 

any attempt to assess the present and prospective role of' the public 

company 0 It should also give some better perspective to the consideration 

of' some of' the more "prof'essional l1 questions surrounding such controversial 

topics as valuation, f'inancial reporting techniques and audit responsibilities, 

5.4 Cross-classification of' Groupings .. 

To assist in the determination of' the reasons f'or particular 

patterns of' corporate f'inancial behaviour cross-classifications of' the 

various sub-groupings have been prepared .. 

TABLE 4-8 

CROSS-CLASSIFICATION OF GROUPINGS - NUMBERS Q8' COMPANIES 

Industry Size Groupings Industry 
Groupings Small Small-Medium Medium-Large Large Total 

No o 1 9: 10 6 2+ 27 
No .. 2 0+ 6 7+ 3+ 16 
No., 3 9 11 6- 4 30 
No .. 4 6 10+ 9 3 28 
No .. 5 6- 13 1 - 44 24-

Size Group Total 30 61 41 13 145 

Industry Growth-Rate Groupings Industry 
Grouping Slow Slow-Medium Medium-Fast Fast Total 

No .. 1 13+ 8 3++ 3 27 
No" 2 5 6 4 1+ 16 
No" 3 11 11 + 3 5_ 30 
No" 4 9 14 4 1+ 28 
No. 5 16 16 6 6 44-

Growth 
Group Total 54 55 20 16 145 

(94) The diagonal'line represents complete lack of' concentration while the 
deeper the curve is to the SoE .. the greater the degree of' concentration., 
The accumulated percentages have been established by working f'rom the 
largest companies downwards so that in indication of' the degree of' 
concentration can be read direct f'rom the graphs,,, 
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(Table 4-8 contVd) 

Size Growth-Rate Groupings Size Group 
Groupings Slow Slow-Medium Medium-Fast Fast Total 

Small 21++ 6- 2 - 1- 30 
Small-Medi um 21 22 7 11++ 61 - 21+ Medium-Large 9 7++ 

4 __ 41 - ~ Large 3 4 0 13 

Growth Group 
Total 54 55 20 16 145 

Note: As the above groupings are based on the number o~ companies 

any instances where the number in a particular cross-classi~ication 

is sign~icantly more (+) or less (-)~ than could have been expected 

~rom the pattern o~ the total distribution, have been marked 

accordingly" 

600 Conclusion. 

In considering the situation regarding the availability and 

suitability o~ data ~or the study o~ corporate ~inancial performance 

in the United Kingdom, Gordon Fisher observed: 

"there is little doubt, •• e that the vagaries o~ 
accountants g de~initions and variability in 
accounting procedures have made economists 
suspicious o~ the relevance and comparability 
o~ individual company accounts"ll (95) 

I 

In the light o~ the ~oregoing examination the existence o~ such vagaries 

and variability cannot, and should not, be denied. The ~act remains, 

however, that with all its de~iciencies such accounting-cum-~inancial 

in~ormation is used extensively as a guide f'or business decisions. The 

circularity of' approach evident in the present situation is somewhat 

~rightening as the allocation o~ economic resources is made on the basis 

o~ in~ormation of' questionable validity ~or such purposes. Then the 

whole process is repeated" The problem is compounded o~ course by the 

f'act that it is not only the questionable validity o~ the inf'ormation 

(because o~ inappropriate class~ication, valuation, etc e ) but also the 

lack o~ disclosure o~ such i~ormatione 

A succinct appraisal of' the problems associated with the use of' 

"business accounting as a ~orm and source of' statistics" has been made 

(95) PeE. Hart, Vol 2, op"cit", p .. 74. 



(96) 

(97) 
(98) 
( 99) 

(100) 
(101 ( 
(102) 
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by Oskar Morgensterne (96) Morgenstern ~irst stresses the centrality 

o~ the problem o~ the measurement o~ capital, that "most elusive concept 

o~ economics"9 that "Protean entity,," (97) Brie~ consideration is then 

given to the probabilistic inevitability o~ error in the preparation o~ 

~inancial statements; in "the observation o~ all these highly diverse 

physical ~actse" (98) The main concern, however, is not surprisingly 

with the ~act that in "both balance sheet and operating statements """ 

~igures are treated conceptually and arithmetically as ~ they were 

completely homogeneous" II (99) This concern with the price level problem 

results in Mor~enstern describing business accounts as belonging "to 

the category o~ ~unctionally ~alse statistics o~ which they are probably 

the most sign~icant illustratione It (100) With the present standards o~ 

practice this assessment must be accepted though it is considered that 

Morgenstern is just a little too ready to deny corporate management the 

possible credit o~ having deliberately operated ~or capital as well as 

operating gains. 

Problems assooiated with the aggregation o~ balance sheets and 

the need ~or recognition o~ the probabilistic structure o~ assets in the 

balance sheet lead Morgenstern to stress that "the lack o~ de~initeness 

o~ each con~iguration (expected asset values) is quite d~~erent L~ 

character ~rom the I~uzzinessv o~ natural and social data which is due 

(101 ) 
to our inability to determine them more sharply,," In conclusion 

Morgenstern considers that it will be a serious task to develop a 

statistical theory capable o~ dealing with the situation o~ business 

accounts; that'brdered mixture or sequence o~ ~irm ~igures with guesses 

and estimates o~ increasing uncertainty.. This sequence is not random 

., (102) 
but has its own rules, conventions, and some amount o~ stablllty.," 

In the light o~ this injunction the adoption o~ a rather experimental 

attitude in the application o~ certain techniques o~ statistical analysis 

to the data o~ this present study is considered just~ied., 

liOn the Accuracy o~ Economic Observations", New Jersey, Princeton 
University Press~ 19630 
Ibid"" p .. 70" 
Ibid,,!) p o 87" 
Ibid" w po 72" 
Ibid", p"81,, 
Ibid", p.,84 .. 
Ibid" 
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Chapter 5 

'lEE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA - ~ethodology and __ .. "~ __ 

bridge the gap, rather than sever 
ratio tanalysist and the more 
techniques which have become 
in recent years?U 

I. 
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rigorous 
among 

1 .. 1 procedure was adopted to analyse quantity 

of financial accounting data which had emanated so 

many corporate accounting systems over the period 1958 to 1963. 

In outline procedure involved: 

(i) of significant financial ratios as of the 

performance of companies classified into groups by way 

characteristics, rates of growth, and measures of size~ 

( of matrices of the correlation of 

such calculation of the correlation is 

a in preparation for subsequent but also 

provides for some preliminary 

(iii) of more comprehensive analysis by the of 

factorial components) analysis. This is an attempt to 

identify structural features of corporate financial 

performance. The mass of simple and partial correlation coefficients 

ch~acterising work of analysts such as M.J. ~oraon, and J.R. 

and E. Kuh some support to a greater recognition of the "law of 

Occamt s razor" e (
1 

(iv) Extension of extracting underlying structural 

by ef'fectiveness with which such features can be to 

distinguish supposedly distinct groups of companies. 

of provide the opportunity for a 

tentative of the technique of discriminant analysis to 

o orpo rat e 

(v) and extension of the foregoing analysis, utilising 

(1) Op.,cit .. , Chapt., 15. 
Op.cit e , Appendix 
Occam's (Ockham) -the law of parsimony. 



(2) 

(3) 
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the technique of multiple regression analysis, not only to test the 

validity or certain hypotheses but also to attempt to establish 

predictive relationships in the sphere or corporate rinancial perrormance~2) 

1e2 The concentration or the analysis on a relatively limited selection 

or ~inancial ratios is not meant to imply a disregard ror the bulk or the 

rinancial data presented in the conventional rormat or appropriation 

account, balance sheet, and sources and uses or runds statement. It is 

primarily a question or perspective. Agreement is held with the opinion 

o~ certain accounting theorists that it is the rinancial ratios emanating 

rrom the rinancial statements which should be to the rorerront with the 

rinancial statements merely providing supporting data. (3) The 

application or a number or statistical techniques to the rinancial ratios 

means, however, that the rinancial statements supporting role is or 

particular signiricance. It acts as a very necessary reminder or the 

limitations or the original material. 

This study rerlects something or the resurgence, evident in 

overseas literature, or interest ~~ rinancial ratio analysis particularly 

within the rramework or multivariate analysis. J.O. Horrigan one or 

the more active contributors in this area recognises this awakening or 

interest. 

A close parallel to the methodology outlined can be round in an article 
by the prominent geographer B.J .Le Berry entitled !IAn Inductive Approach 
to the Regionalization or Economic Development", in N.G. Ginsburg, 
"Essays on Geography and Economic Development", University or Chicago, 
Department or Geography, Research Paper 62, pp.78-107. 
Berry is primarily concerned with the reatures or underdeveloped countries. 
First, 43 inter-related economic and social indices are reduced by 
principal components methods to rive basic dimensions. Interpretation 
or these basic dimensions is then carried out, racilitated by scoring 
each or the countries on each one or the dimensions. A rundamental 
structure is then established consisting or three geographically 
signiricant dimensions - technological, demographic and economic
demographic. Various groupings of countries within this rundamental 
structure are then examined both by way or plottL~g on graphs and more 
rormallyby discriminatory analysiS. Finally the relationship or the 
various groupings to the three basic dimensions is examined by regression 
analysis to test hypotheses and examine the prospects ror predictione 
More closely related by topic ir not so closely related by methodology 
is the work in area or organisational theories by S.E. Seashore and 
E" Yachtman, "Factorial Analysis or Organisational Perf'ormance l1

, 

Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 12, No.3, December 1967 ,pp.377-395. 
See also P. Horst, "Factor Analysis or Data Matrices", New York, 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965, Chapter 23, ror an examination or the 
implications or linking ractorial analysis and multiple regression 
Techniques~ 
See p~ 113, supra, ~or comments byM. Moonitz and R.J. Chambers. 



(5) 

(6) 

''Financial ratios have suf'f'ered much criticism in accounting 
literature, as well as elsewhere& But it is clear 
the utility of financial accounting in general rests on 

usefulness of these ratios& eo. accounting data 
must be transformed before they can be used in multivariate 
analysise The usual types of transformations are trends, 
in the case of tilne-series analysis, and financial ratios, 
in the case of cross-sectionalanalysese U (4) 

Others prominent in this field are W.R. Beaver and E.I. 

Al tman ob serves, liThe the ory is that ratios, if analys ed V'li thin a 

multivariate framework, will take on greater statistical 

1 

than the common technique of sequential ratio comparisons. The results 

are very encouraging .. " (5) 

Some indication of the extent of this type 

on various aspects of corporate financial performance is in the 

summary of journal articles in Appendix 6-5-1/3. 

of the articles have been made", First!! 

topics associated with earnings, profitability and the 

thereof; second, those with a greater dependence on ratio and 

the study of patterns of f:LTlancial behaviour; and those more 

closely linked to the study of financial stru~ture .. 

significance, however, from a methodological point of is 

division of the articles into two groups .. in which the author, 

because of a desire to study same economic (rate of investment, 

demand for money)~ has drawn on corporate data, often in ratio 

form, and those in which the author has been concerned more directly with 

"the formal empirical verification of their (the ratios) usefulness"o (6) 

The latter group of articles is frequently concerned with the 

establishment of predictive relationships related to financial solvency~7) 

"Determina tion of Long-Term Credi t 
Accounting-Selected Studies 1966, Journal 
Supplement to Volo 4, pe44,. See also ~~·~A.~, 

Bases of Financial Ratio Analysis The 
19-65 " 

Research, 
"Some Empirical 

Review, Vol. XL, NO e 3, 

"Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis and the Prediction or Corporate 
Bankruptcyfl, The Journal of Finance 
''Financial Ratios as Predictors of 
Accounting-Selected Studies 1966, Journal 
Supplement to Vol., 4J1 p", 71", 

Vol" XXIII, No" p.609. 
Research in 

See titles under footnotes No.4, No .. 5 and No~ 6, Ch~ 5~ Also JoG. Cragg, 
and B .Ge Maltiel, "The Consensus and some Predictions of the 
Growth of Corporate Earningsn, The Journal of Finance, Vol" XXIII, No" 1!J 
March 1968. 
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'While the concern of' this study will ultimately be with some f'orm of' 

predictive relationship, it is intended to examine such a relationship in a 

wider context by associating it with the more general aspects of' the growth 

of' business corporations. 

2.0 The Calculation and Signif'icance of' Financial Ratios. 

2.1 In the initial classif'ication and sorting of' the data provision was 

made in the computer programs f'or the calculation of' some 32 ratios e These 

ratios ref'lected practically all aspects of' corporate f'inancial performance; 

liquidity, prof'itability, f'inancial structure, distribution policies, 

investment and so f'orth. In some instances, notably measures of' 

prof'itability and f'inancial structure, six or more measures were calculated. 

The measures comprised a mixture of' those used in practical f'inancial 

analysis, some less likely candidates f'rom f'inancial-statement analysis 

texts, and a leavening f'rom more f'undamental analysis (in an econodic sense), 

in particular that undertaken by B. Tew and R.F. Henderson. (8) Clearly, 

with over 30 ratios available, some discrimination was necessarye This 

was largely achieved by using as a guide the range of' independent and 

related variables which M.J. Gordon had set f'orth in liThe Investment, 

Financing and Valuation of' the Corporation"., Gordon described these 

measures as "state" and "decision" variables appropriate to provide 

information on the f'inancial structure, f'inancing policies, and investment 

(8) Op .. cit .. , see particularly Chapt" 1 f'or details of' the "Indicators tl used" 
They were selected to direct attention at the f'ollowing aspects of' f'inancial 
perf'ormance g 

Op"cit" , 

- size of' companies - liquidity 
growth rate - gearing 

- capital issues 
- overdraf't f'inancing 

- self'-f'inancing 
- saving (thrift) 

- trade credit f'inancing - investment 
Gordon~s variables were: 

- corporate size index ) 
- earnings instability index "stat~1 variables 
- rate of' return on investment ~ 
- retention rate 
= leverage rate 
= outside equity f'inancing 

change in leverage rate 
- investment rate 

~ 
rate ) 

~ 
"decision" variables 



of a corporation" Such measures provided the main basis for 

certain areas for study in a manner similar to W.H. s 

tlcommon element" groups. (10) The selection of one ratio to be the focus 

of in each area was facilitated by a knowledge of of 

correlation which has been shown to characteristically exist =w.v~ •. ~ 

different ratio measures of particular financial features of 
(11 ) 

At this stage the selection process resulted in the establishment of two 

s of measures" One was entitled the "ordinary" and 

of areas for analysis with a rather heterogeneous of 

measures" The other was entitled the fldeflated ll series with 

areas for analysis (size excluded)~ all measures 

as a deflator" 

(10) Op ,p .. 79" Beaver!s six "common element" were entitled: 
Group I = Cash-Flow Ratios 
Group II - Net-Income P~tios 
Group III - Debt to Total-Asset Ratios 
Group IV = Liquid-Asset to Total Ratios 
Group V - Liquid-Asset to Current Debt Ratios 
Group VI - Turnover Ratios 

1) See J "K.S. Ghandi, liOn the Measurement of Journal of 
, Vol" XXI, No" 4, December 1966 and J. 0" op"cit"" 

Journal of Accounting Research, p,,49.. the research undertaken 
observes that 

"these (financial) ratios are highly 
each other, especially within the 
above (liquidity, solvency, capital 
margins, return on investment) means 

.' of course, that careful, parsimonious mus t be 
carried out when determining which ratios should 
be used in an analysis" .. 

See also J.O. Horrigan, op.cit", The Accounting 

II 

J. Bates, "Studies in Profit, Business Saving and in Uni ted 
Kingdom, 1920-1962!i, London, Blackvvell, 1962, 
An examination of the ratio measures ~~tracted of the data 

this study (Industry Group No" 1959) showed a considerable degree 
of collinearity" See Appendix 6-6-1, for Table of Correlation 
Coefficients. Also see Appendix , infra, for computer "print out" 
giving details of measures and code numbers as the above Table .. 
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TABLE 5-1 
( 12) 

FINANCIAL RATIO MEASURES 

"ORDINARY" SERIES "DEFLATED" SERIES 

Measure Measure 

Size NA Size TA 

Rate OE Rate Return OE 
NAn 

60E Earnings .bOE 
NA Instability 

RE Retention 
EEl 

NL Leverage }'lL 

NAP TA 

AEQ Equity 
NA 

NI Investment 
EBl 

LIQ Liquidity 
NA 

ANA Growth 
DNA 
IPD Interest IPD 
EBI 

Depreciation DEPC Depreciation DEPC 
(Current) NA (Current) -,x 

Age DEPr Age DEPT 
(Depreciation Acco) NA (Depreciation Ace ) -,x 

were three criteria which resulted in the introduction of 

"deflated" series e F:irst, some of the measures the "ordinary" 

(1 LEGEND FOR FINANCIAL RATIOS 

NA = Shareholders t Funds + Long Term 
(Net Assets at end of 

OE :: Net Income before Depreciation, 
(Operating Earnings) 

NAn :: NA + Depreciation 
.o.OE ,.,. Change in Operating Earnings 

RE ::: Retained Earnings 
:::: Net Income before Interest but Taxation 

NL :::: Net Liabilities (Current Liabilities + 
Preference Capital) - (Bank + 

:::: NA - Preference Capital 
AEQ = Equity Capital Issues 

l\TI :::: Investment in Fixed Assets, Inventory, and 

::: 

Sundry Assets 
Bank - (Overdraft + Dividend + 

ANA :: Change in Net Assets 
ONA :::: Net Assets at opening of period 
IPD ;:;: Interest Charge + Preference Dividend 

DEPC :::: Curxent Depreciation Charge 
DEPT :::: Accumulated Depreciation Charge 

TA :::: Total Assets before Depreciation 



""'JL _I "'''' were not always appropriate when a company had been 

a loss and hence the sample was more likely to be reduced-in 

when these measures were used. (13) Second, the popularity of 

1 

e 

11 as a measure o:f size and as a de:flator in comparable S "U.I.L ..... "'·"" 

has always been a strong inclination among those concerned 

more :fundamental economic research to use "total assets if 

Weiss 

a 

II 

" For instance , with regard to measures o:f siz 

that "a de:finition expressed in asset terms is 

or employment concept o:f size because it is the 

lumps o:f assets that limits entry to 

and 

to 

o:f 

Also 

with indications o:f a marked degree o:f to exist 

two measures o:f size, "total " and "net assets 

comparability with other studies ranked high .. 
6) 

and doubt:ful 

, is the :fact that de:flation by "total assets is not such a 

common teohnique among practising :financial it 

has been suggested that the danger o:f the popularity the ratio being 

sel:f-de:feating (the most popular ratios being those most eet to 

"manipulation" by management) would be 

(13). The ·particular measures present ing the problem were three derived :from the 

(1 

(1 

( 16) 

Tew and Henderson study, opocit., ppc 20-22 
Gearing t 

Thri:ft 

Investment Income 

particularly J .R. Meyer and E. 

- Net 
Net 

- Net Investment 
Net Income 

"Pro:fitabilityand Growth o:f British 
School o:f Economic and Social Studies, 
pp" 119-120" F. Modigliani, and M.H. Miller, 
o:f to the Electric Utility Indust~, 
Economic Review, Vol. LVI, June 1966, p.354. 

Maddala, "Cross-section Estimates o:f 

and J.EeS. Parker, 
Manchester 

1964, 
o:f the Cost 

Manuf'acturing Corporations", The Journal o:f No .. 4, 
Dec. 1967, p.563~ J.O. Horrigan, op ",,, op.cit., P.73,. 

Altman, op"cit", p.593. In Altman's article it is interesting to 
note that dealing with the problem o:f corporate meant that 
ratios with "net worth" as the denominator were not "because 
o:f computational and interpretive di:f:ficulties when negative net 
worth totals are present", p"597,, C:f., with the first criteria mentioned 
above" P. Brown and Ro Ball., "Some Preliminary on the Association 
between the Earni..."lgs o:f a Firm, its Industry and the Economy", Empirical 
Research in Accounting - Selected Studies 1967, o:f Accounting 
Research, Supplement to VoL 5, p,,58. 

Hall and L. Weiss, "Firm Size and Pro:fi tabili tyll The Review o:f 
Economics and Statistics, Vol" XLIX, No.3, 1967, pe322$ See 
footnote No" 84, Che 4. 
J. Bates, op"cit" R.W. Hopkins, uThe Public 
Paper presented to the A.A.U.T .. A. Conference, 
Proceedings, pe82e 

- an appraisal ll
, 

1967 Conference 



(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 
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2$2 As a basis for further appraisal as to their suitability for 

analysis both series of ratio measures were extracted from the data 

available from the full sample of 145 companies for the year 1959@ (17) 

This material was then subject to test to ascertain to what degree the 

measures exhibited the characteristics of the normal distrjbution. With 

the degree of reliance being placed on various forms of statistical 

analysis this feature of the examination of the data assumed considerable 

significance" 
( 18) 

The procedure adopted was that, in addition to the calculation of 

mean and variance, tests for skewness and kurtosis were applied to the 

measures as calculated in their original form.(19) If the degree of 

skewness was significant (at $5 level) tests of the feasibility of 

applying a number of transformations (six in all covering log, root, and 

power functions) were carried oute (20) If these tests were applicable 

the transformations were applied to the raw measures and the distribution 

displayjng the greatest degree of normality was indicated. Unfortunately, 

as is often the case with accounting data, the benefits which could accrue 

from transformations of such data (particularly log transformation~ tend 

to be limited because of the presence of negative (lOSS) and zero 

amounts e (21) 

Application of the normality tests to the measures extracted from 

1959 data by the two series "ordinary" and "deflated" indicated that in 

It is of interest to note that this involved a number of calculations being 
done by hand to complete the "Deflated" series of measures and that this 
served a very useful purpose in bringing the author back into touch with 
data which had become quite remote as a result of processing by computer. 
See a similar observation by H. Harman, IIModern Factor Analysis"" Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1960, p.191e 
cf" with the observations of J.O. Horrigan, op.cit., The Accounting Review, 
Vol., XL, No.3, July 1965. See also C.D. Mecimore, nS ome Empirical 
Distributions of Financial Ratios", Management Accounting, Sept. 1968, p.i3. 
The author is indebted to Dr" C.C. Kissling, Geography Department, 
University of Canterbury for the use of a computer program developed to 
test for normality of data. The techniques used by Dr. Kissling to 
measure skewness (k~) and Kurtosis (k

l
) are adequately described in 

"Introduction to Statistical Inference n by E.S. Keeping, New York, 
Van Nostrand, 1962. 
The transformations available in Dr. Kissling's program were: 
Log 10' Square Root", Cube Root, Square Power, Cube Power, and Log. Log" 
For comments on this problem see M. Ezekiel, I1Methods of Correlation 
Analysis", New York, J. Wiley & Sons" 1945, p,,80, G.J. Staubus, IlStatistical 
Evidence of the Value of Depreciation Accounting", Abacus, Aug" 1967, Vol. 3, 
No" 1 and J. Bates, op .ei t", p .. 57 " 
Note <: - the log of a -ve number is not defined. 

- the log of a zero::: -,00" 

- the square root of a -ve number is an imaginary number" 
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the majority of instances (seven out of the eleven measures) the degree 

of normality was greater in the measures of the IVdeflated" series. This 

applied both in the case of original data and when various transformations 

had been adopted. In summary form the results of applying the normality 

tests to the "deflated" series of measures (1959 data only) appeared as 

follows~ 

TABLE 5-2 

NORMALITY TESTS OF FINANCIAL RATIO MEASURES SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS 

IlDEFLATEDIi SERIES - 1 959 DATA 

No Transformation 
Required 

Transformation Desirable 

Original 
"Def" II Data 
Satisfactory 

Measures of~ 

Rate Return 

Retention 

Not all All 
Transformations 

Feasible 

Original 
"Def." Data 

Best 
Trans" Data 

Bes't 

Measures of: 

Investment 

Liquidity 

Growth 

Equity 
Issues 

Transformations 
Feasible 

Original 
tlDef." Data 

Best 
Trans e Data 

Best 

Measures of: 

Leverage Earnings 
Instability 

Interest 

Depreciation 
- Total 
- Current 

Application of the normality tests to all the fldeflated" series measures 

extracted from the data for the remainder of the period studied (1960-63) 

produced a very similar pattern of results. (22) Having regard to the 

fact that the measures benefiting from transformation tend to be of less 

significance in assessing financial performance and the fact that a degree 

of non-normality is statistically acceptable, it was decided to retain 

the measures in their original form for subsequent analysis. (23) 

See Appendix 6-6-2, infra for the results of examJ.nJ.ng the 1960-63 data. 
H. Harman, op.oi t., p.,382 makes this comment. "A purely statistical 
restriction is the requirement that each observed variable be normally 
distributed. While considerable latitude might be allowed, nevertheless 
a variable which is distinctly non-normal should not be included in the 
analysis". See also J.O. Horrigan, op.cit., The Accounting Review, Vol. XL, 
No.3, July 1959, p.559, who observed that 

IlIt is apparent .". that the financial ratios tended to be 
approximately normally distributed but were often positively 
skewed ••• The positive skewness ••• seems reasonable 
because most of these ratios have an effective lower limit 
of zero but an indefinite upper limit. The pattern itself 
is significant because it means that the financial ratios can 
be subjected to the usual parametric statistical techniques, 
although logarithmic transformations e<>. might be in order 
where the posi ti ve skew is extreme". 



(23 ) 

(24) 

(25 
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this decision some reassurance was taken from L. Thurstoneis 

too t I1fact orial methods are sufficiently one can 

considerable liberties with the raw scores without af'fecting 

the (24) 
Thurstone supported this observation by the 

impact of a number of transformations of variables (using a range of 

transformations very similar to those referred to above) and 

that "comparisons of these different ways of treating the scores in 

have shown that if the factor pattern is that of a 

simple , the different treatments .&$ give same 

n ( 

In the final analysis, however, and underlying the 

was a of conservatism reflected in an unwillingness to move too 

far away from the original recorded accounting transactions$ 

is not considered out of place in the 

of many of these techniques to New Zealand 

the suitability of the use of ratio measures, it was 

that a closer examination of some of the more specific for 

analysis was warranted before 

to the and discrimin~~t analysiso Fortunately, in last 

decade, some attention has been given to the problem of the 

of correlation and regression parameters when 

are ratios. One of the foremost has been 

of E. who, probably because of problems encountered 

in their study of liThe Investment Decision", made an 

some assurance is taken from this observation by F.C o Mills 
in practioe to use the measures of 

rigorous requirement regarding 
Investigations of E$S, Pearson, indicating 

distributions of r (correlation coefficient) 
affected by departures from normality in the 

, some justification for this general practice " 
Methods", New York, Holt and Company, 1955, p.301 .. 

"Multiple Analysis", Chicago, The University of Chicago Press 
1947, p.66. 
Ib ,p.269. A reasonable approximation of a "complete 
was fact achieved with the data for this present study. 

of 



(26) 

the problem an article entitled IICorrelation and Regression 

when Data R t o II (26) are a ~os .. In the course of integrating the 

of this appraisal into their study or investment, Meyer and 

pertinent observations to make on the statistical analysis of 

Recognising the generally skewed pattern of data 

(many of small firms and few of large firms) the 

manner which it violates certain statistical assumptions (by way of 

of 

, non-normality, and heterpscedasticity of error terms) 

suggested was that of a transformation or weighting 

variablese (27) The conclusion was 

"that from both the economic and statistical 
deflation by a size measure, specifically 

, was the best al terna tive.. The 
were found to yield both better approximations 

and more homoscedastic error 

and KUh noted that !fone of the greatest 

or weighted regression is that extreme observations 

for the 

a 

effect on parameter estimates U and that "in of f'irm data, 

will often remove trend elements. ~ •• if one 

from cross-section data drawn from diff'erent 

assumption of independence in sample draws is more 

when data are deflatedl1. (29) 

however, is not advantage. The process of 

parameters 

the 

to be 

Vol. XXIII, October 1955, pp .. 40Q-416" a condensed 
version appears as Appendix C to "The Investment Decision", Cambridge, Mass@, 
Harvard University Press, 1959 .. 

least-squares regression assumes that the error terms follow 
of a normal distribution - hence uniform of' 

terms is required. When the error terms meet criterion 
over a sample they are said to be homoscedastic; 

they are said to be heteroscedastic. 
, p .. 83. This further comment on the desired 

def'lator is of' interest. 
e •• the def'lator should not be subject to 
eff'ected by firm differences in accounting 
those of a purely f'inancial character that 
size as such" On both these counts - relative 
capricious accounting changes and 
cycle - gross fixed assets was f'ound 
alternative deflator., II pp" 84-5., 

is 

of' a 

def'lator chosen for this/present study 
fit as comfortably, as does gross fixed 

is considered to have a desirable 

assets) does 
assets in a study of 

of' constancy~ 
o comments by P. J. Dhrymes and M. Kurz, 

Finance Behaviour of' Firms 11 , National Bureau of 
Study No. 18, entitled "Determinants of Investment 
University Press, 1967, pe440e 

'" po266. 

, Dividend and 
Economic Research 

" Columbia 
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"raises the possibility o:f so-called 'spurious index correlation m
lt that 

is, :finding positive correlation between ratios with a common denominator 

even when there is no organic correlation in the population sampled e " (30) 

Meyer and Kuh's :findings were that this problem was not signi:ficant so 

long as the variables to be de:flated were homogeneously related to the 

de:flator .. (31) With "gross :fixed assets" as the de:flator and variables 

related to investment (pro:fits, depreciation, sales, liquidity, etc.) as 

the numerator Meyer and Kuh considered that in their study the assumption 

was "reasonably well met"" A similar conclusion is reached with the 

present study though perhaps with slightly greater misgivings because o:f 

the increased range o:f activities subject to analysis. The :fact that the 

de:flator and the variables subject to de:flation all evolve :from with the 

accounting :framework is o:f some com:fort in the light o:f this homogeneity 

requirement .. 

Further con:fidence o:f the statistical "respectabilityll o:f this 

study is drawn :from the :fact that the material is su:f:ficient to establish 

a "rectangular data array" over :five periods. Vogel and Maddala, in 

their study o:f the liquid assets demand of manu:facturing corporations, 

when :faced with the question~ "are cross-section estimates an adequate 

description o:f behaviour" .... , where the relationships are conceded to 

involve such excluded dynamic :factors as e xpecta tions and lagged 

adjustment?" also turned to the contributions o:f E. Kuh :for guidance" 
(32) 

In summary, the conclusion was that cross-section results in a dynamic 

context must be viewed with considerable circumspection and flare apt to be 

Ibid .. , p.84& See also J.E.S. Parker, 0Pecit .. , p.125, :for a discussion o:f 
this problem" Parker gives the :following example ~ "Where the variables 
under examination are in a ratio :form with a common denominator, A : C 

B 13 
and where A and Care uncorrelated, a value o:f 0 .. 50 is normally to be 
expected" II In de:fence o:f the use o:f correlations based on such ratios 
Parker makes two points, 

"First, the two ratios, pro:fitability and growth, have economic 
signi:ficance o:f their own.. Any correlation revealed between them 
is not necessarily spurious in an economic sense.. Second, the 
use o:f capital as the denominator represents an attempt to remove 
the likely correlation between absolute growth and absolute pro:fits. 
By standardising pro:fits and growth in relation to capital an 
attempt is made to determine the relationship between the two ratios, 
independent o:f :firms i absolute size.," 

Ibid .. , p .. 263" 
Ibid", pe557 .. 



misleading unless an analysis is made on the basis of a rectangular data 

array consisting of several cross-sections,," (33) This requirement is 

considered to be reasonably well met in this present studyo 

To sense a degree tentativeness in the approach to the application 

of multivariate statistical analysis to corporate financial data in ratio 

form would be a reasonable assessment of the present positione It; is 

fortunate that not all have shrunk from a full examination of the procedures 

and problems involvede(34) Of considerable importance is the clear 

recognition of the function of each technique of analysis. In particular 

the range from the initial establishment of correlation matrices with 

minimal, if any, a priori assumptions regardLng the direction of causation 

in economic relations, to a position assuming some knowledge of causal 

dependence as is implicit in the application of regression analysise In 

this present study the latter step was delayed while the correlation matrix 

the point of departure for most multivariate analyses, was utilised for the 

application of first factorial and then discriminant analysis. 

3,,0 Factorial Analysis - a search for common elements. 

(35) 

301 "A sharper determination of their (that is financial ratios) 

predictive ability should be possible because computers will allow for a 

greater usage of non-aggregate data and more sophisticated statistical 

techniques,," (35) The introduction of the technique of factor analysis 

Ibid.; pc558.. See also Dhrymes and Kurz, op~cit., po443& 
J .R. Meyer and E. Kuh, ibid", particularly Chapt. 5 on lIThe Statistical 
Models" c See also Vogel and Maddala, op"ci to, p,,560, for reference to a 
number of studies which have ignored many of the basic difficulties in the 
statistical analysis of corporate data" It is of interest to note the 
amount of soul-searching which has gone on as regards the application of 
least-squares techniques especially as regards the establishment of predictive 
relationships 0 After a particularly comprehensive review H. Theil had this 
commen t to pass; 

"Therefore, after reviewing all arguments, we should conclude that 
al though the method of least-squares can no longer claim to have 
the brilliant properties which earlier econometricians thought 
it had, it can be regarded as one of the few one-eyed men who 
are eligible for king in the country of the blind - at least, as 
far as experimental small sample estimation unaided by significant 
a priori information is concerned" II ~~ .. 

liEconomic Forecasts and Policy", Rotterdam, North Holland Pub., Co"' 1960, 
p,,2390 Meyer and Kuh's reasons for the selection of correlation and 
regression techniques were: 
"(i) the statistical procedures are familiar and well known; 

(2) the int.erpretation of results is straightforward and permits a 
maximum use of outside information; 

(3) an economical use is made of available degrees of freedom; and 
(4) the probability tests and inferential procedures are relatively well 

defined and complete" II Op"cit .. , p .. 74" 
J.O. Horrigan, op.cit", The Accounting Review, Vo1.,XL, July 1965, p .. 568. 
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into this study could·be regarded as a tentative acknowledgement of this 

proposition by J 000 Horrigan. The approach is tentative as there 

appear to be few examples of the application of factorial analysis in the 

field of finance. (36) 

One study worthy of comment is that carried out by J.R. Meyer 

entitled "An Experiment in the Measurement of Business Motivation"e (37) 

On the assumption that business policy objectives are revealed by the 

particular way in which different income statement and balance sheet 

variables are juxtaposed Meyer proceeds "to treat data from business 

income statements and balance sheets much as though they were scores 

obtained from psychiometric tests to which factor or principal components 

analyses can be applied". (38) A series of "profiles n (nine finally) 

were hypothesised to reflect different managerial motives or objectives, 

iee., expansion, contentment, senility, recuperation, etc. The "profiles II 

were in essence factors encompassing the performance of the companies on 

certain variables measuring investment, sales, accumulated depreciation 

H. Harman, op.cite, pe7 gives a brief summary of uses of factor analysis 
in fields other than psychology including its use in "portfolio selection". 
See G.J. Feeney and D .Do Hester, IlStock Market Indices ~ A Principal 
Components Analysis ", article in "Risk Aversion and Portfolio Choice", 
New York, Wiley & Sons, 1967. 
Feeney and Hester in the search for a more sophisticated share price 
index than the Dow Jones Industrial Average extract from a covariance 
matrix of share prices the largest characteristic root, or the principal 
component. The assumption is that a possible index to measure the market 
by movement in share prices is a linear combination of prices. This will 
be most informative if weights (scores) are assigned in a way which 
captures the maximum variance of a set of reference share prices over time. 

An example of the application of factor analysis to supplement and 
perhaps simplify conventional statistical techniques can be seen in the 
work of G.B. Pidot Jnr. In an article entitled "A Principal Components 
Analysis of the Determinants of Local .Government Fiscal Patterns tl

, The 
Review or Economics and Statistics. Vol. LI, No.2, May 1969, po176~ 
Pidot reduces twenty six original correlated variables, concerned with the 
determina tion of local government expenditure and revenue, to six 
principal components. These six components, along with selected variables 
in their original form, are used as independent variables in a final 
regression equation. A quasi-financial area of the application of 
factorial analysis is in the study of organisational behaviour. See the 
summary in Administrative Science Quarterly Index, Vol. 1-12, Graduate 
School of Business and Public Administration, Cornell University, 
New York~ 1969, p.82. 
The Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XLIX, No.3, August 1967, 
p,,304.. In personal correspondence (May 1969) Meyer has indicated that he 
is pursuing the application of factorial analysis in the study of investment 
functions .. 
Ibid., p"305,, 
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(a measure o~ age), capacity use, liquidity, change in sales, and 

depreciation expense. (39) Application o~ principal components analysis 

to two "slots II o~ industry-year data (1946-50, 15 industries and 1950-54, 

20 industries) in most instances produced ~our ~actors or principal 

components" The "general expansion" and "senility" ~actors almost 

invariably appeared amongst these ~our and led Meyer to conclude that 

these two ~actors "should ~airly well exhaust the possibilities ~or 

perf'orming use~ul behavioral class:i.i'ications"""",, 
(40) As a result 

Meyer then adopted the classii'ication o~ ~irms being either "agressive" 

or Itpassive" and proceeded to score the individual ~irms in the ~actors 

re~lecting these traits" The ~inal step was to compare the classii'ication 

achieved by the above procedure with the view to ~uture prospects o~ ~irms 

as established by the ~inancial community (measured mainly by the price -

(39) Ibid", p.,310 .. 

SIGN PATTERNS AND RANK ORDERS FOR HYPOTHESIZED FACTORS 

Factor De~inition b 

I General Factors 
1 Expansionism (E) 

II Passiveness Factors 
2 Contentment (C) 

3 Assimilation (A) 

4 Senility (S) 

5 Decadence (D) 

III Aggressiveness Factors 
6 Regeneration (B) 

7 Market Share, 
Determination (M) 

IV Financial Constraint 
Factors 

8 Financial Constraint 
(F) 

9 Recuperation (R) 

I 

+* 
1 

o 
7 

5 .. 5 

7 

+* 
2 

+* 
1 

o 
5 

5 

S 

+ 
2 

+ 
3 

+. 
1 .. 5 
o 
3 .. 5 

o 
5 .. 5 

o 
4 

Variables a 
A C st 

7 

+ 
1,,5 
-* 
7 
+* 
1 
+* 

+* 
1 

-* 
6 

+ 
1,,5 
-* 
7 

+ 
4 .. 5 

o 
4 

+ 
3 

o 
5 
o 
3 .. 5 
o 
5 

-* 
7 

+ 0 
1.,5 3 .. 5 
o +0 
4 2,,5 

L D 

o + 
6 4 .. 5 

+ 0 
1 .. 5 5 
+ 0 

1 .. 5 3 .. 5 
+ 
2 6 

o 0 
4 2 

-* 
7 
-* 
6 

6 
+ 
1 

a The variable code is~ I, investment, S, sales; A, depreciation reserves as 
a measure o~ age o~ capital stock; C, capacity utilization; 3 1 , change in 
sales; L, liquidity stock; and D, depreciation expense" 
b The letters in parentheses a~ter each ~actor are codes ~or ident:i.i'ying 
the ~actors and are used in later discussions and tables. 
* Designates variables that should be o~ particular importance .. 

(40) Ibid .. , p,,315 .. 
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earnings ratio) at the commencement o~ the period studiedw 

The attempt by Meyer to associate the results o~ the ~actorial 

analysis with certain market criteria o~ corporate performance is in 

some respects more venturesome than the present study. Because o~ the 

"thinness li of' the New Zealand share market it was considered more 

appropriate to concentrate attention on measurement and class~ication, 

centred on actual company performance, rather than the market~s reaction 

(41 ) 
to such perf'ormancee Subsequent research should be able to draw 

on more adequate data to enable the link between company and market to be 

studied more adequatelyo 

The research of' Meyer is encouraging. However, because o~ the 

exploratory nature of' the present application of' ~actorial a~alysis, 

considerable caution has still been exercised in this present study 

perhaps even to the extent o~ st~ling some of' the potential o~ this 

particular tecralique o~ analysis., (42) Attention has already been 

drawn to the manner in which a range. o~ over thirty variables (ratio) 

has been reduced to a I1short list" o~ eleven variables in the "def'lated II 

series .. This process largely re~lects the high degree of' collinearity, 

among the ratio measures within particular areas of' f'inancial policy-

making .. Only af'ter ~ull advantage had been taken of' this situation o~ 

high collinearity, to make "a care~ul and parsimonious selection ll (43) o~ 
variables was the next stage, undertakeno The contribution of' ~actor 

analysis appeared to be appropriate at three levels of' development of' the 

present study~ 

(i) to assist in the examination of' the covariation of' the variables in 

a situation where controlled experiment is dif'f'icult ~ not 

impossible and the variables have to be examined in their i7natural" 

situation; 

(ii) to quote LoL. Thurstone, one o~ the pioneers in the development of' 

f'actor analysis~ "to discover whether the variables can be 

"Thinness" re~ers to both the small range of' shares being traded (in 
comparison with the sample of' 145 companies) and the relatively low volume 
o~ activity in those shares traded .. 
The conf'lict is between submitting an adequate range of' variables to 
~actorial analysis and yet not leaving oneself' open to the charge "that 
f'actorial analysis is a godsend f'or those with Ii ttle imagination"" 
R", Ferber andP.J. Verdoorn, "Research Methods in Economics and Business", 
New York, Macmillan, 1962, p.107 .. 
J.P. Horrigan, op.citG, The Accounting Review, p.561. 
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made to exhibit some underlying order that may throw on 

ses that produce the individual shown in 

variables "; (4Ll-) 

to assist both directly and indirectly (by preparation 

discriminatory analysis) in the establishment of an 

prediction" 

Before delving further into the above features and the 

methodology~ a brief introductory comment on the nature of 

appears warrantedo 

of factor analysis is generally ascribed to 

for 

turn of the century Spearman formulated a theory of 

The hypothesis was that intelligent behaviour be 

accounted for in terms of a general factor of intelligence and a number 

of factors, presumably independent of one another~ It was in the 

course of this work by Spearman and others on the psychological 

and behaviour that the branch of statistical 

called was developed$ Because of this background of 

and subsequent extensive use in psychology the technique 

itself considered as exclusively part of 

psychological " H. Harman in a comprehensive review of the 

founda tions of analysis has this general observation to make on 

the nature and role of analysis. 

of a set 
small numb er 
can be 

inhere~<in factor analysis 
to psychological applications, 

of factor analysis is the resolution 
in terms of (usually) a 

oi' 'factors II " This resolution 
analysis of the correlations 

satisfactory solution will yield 
~~n~r~~T all the essential information of the 

., Thus the chief aim is to (45) 
parsimony or economy of description .. fl 

or what is such a in the field of financial analysis? 

Harman gives some the context of a warnL~g to fellow 

psychologists, when a statement of the above objective of a parsimonious 

(44) Op"cit$, p.,61. 
(45) Opocit .. , p .. 4. 
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description is ~ollowed by the observation that "this aim should not be 

construed to mean that ~actor analysis necessarily attempts to discover the 

I~undamental' or 'basic' categories in a given ~ield o~ investigation such 

as psychology"" (46) Harman continued by pointing out that the achievement 

o~ this objective was probably only possible when a set o~ variables was 

available flwhich measured all possible mental aspects o~ a given 

population u .. " (47) and even then there remained the question of important 

measures not yet devised., Harman concludes that "while the goal o~ 

complete description cannot be reached theoretically, it may be approached 

practically in a limited ~ield o~ investigation where a relatively small 

number o~ variables is considered exhaustive" .. (48) The author would 

not have the temerity to suggest that accounting has achieved the "goal o~ 

complete description" or ~inancial perf'ormance., However, there are 

clearly important di~~erences from the field o~ psychology which perhaps 

render the aim o~ establishing Il~undamentall! or "basic" categories in the 

~ield o~ ~inancial analysis as not completely unrealistic., Accounting as 

a man=ordered process o~ accumulating ~ormation in monetary terms 

relating to the economic resources available to, and employed~ by, de~ined 

accounting entities provides a more de~initive and exhaustible area f'or 

observation than human behaviour with all its moods and contradictions.. It 

is the intention in this study to examine ~ully the prospects of' developing 

such "fundamental" or nbasic u categories f'rom the f'inancial data of' various 

groupings o~ companies with the knowledge that if' nothing else it should 

provide an alternative interpretation o~ such data and perhaps ~~ord a 

more fundamental description o~ the set o~ variables analysed$ 

One particularly attractive f'eature o~ such a descriptive analysis is 

its contribution towards an understanding o~ the complex interdependencies 

Ibid", p .. 5 .. 
Ibid" 
Ibid" Emphasis added& 
In the context of the establishment o~ a share price index Feeney and 
Hester, opocit .. , p.,130. comment that "to think that investors really do 
think in terms o~ 30 dimensional vector spaces (there are 30 Dow Jones 
industrial shares) seems a trif'le unreasonable.. We suggest that a 
compression o~ belief's about covariance matrices into a much smaller 
number o~ dimensions is more likely to approximate their evaluation o~ a 
portf'olio I s risk"" See also footnote No" 35, Ch" 50 
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which usually work in the social sciences @ Cattell, 

a somewhat supporter of factor analysis, observes, time 

as many partial correlations have been worked out as are to 

eliminate or influence and, further, is common to this 

or that influence, the result amounts to a patchworked factor analysis.ee 

The in approach lies in that factor whole factors 

constant instead of just variables. Consequently specification 

equation po (177) a measure of association is of a particular 

dependent separately with each of a number of " By 

changing holding v.ariables constant to holding constant 

means that a need not be held out "in " when is 

intrinsically of the same functional unity as the variable. 

It can still be reflected in the particular factor 
) 

As of these observations on the general nature of factor 

analysis it to note that one of the main features of its 

application is not associated with the technique the 

degree of objectivity its application can engender. arises from 

the fact often t'in social phenomena, the variables 

have been known to mankind so long that mos t which 

(52) 
men could perceive have long been Thus there 

is a to depreciate the value of the for a new 

order of or a new conception of the among such 

variables .. if of limited value in such developments 

may supplement, and perhaps statistical 

", New York, Harper Bros", 1951, p .. 360.. note 
previous comments pe 152, supra, on the research of M.J e Gordon, and 
J .R. and E. Kuh .. 
G.B. in the research on local government fiscal , op.cit .. , 
pp .. 179-180 on this aspect of or multicollinearity. 

not merely an unkind world which us with a 
in which the variables we want to test are closely 

Many of our variables are in fact describing 
dimensions of the same phenomena.. Ideally we 

be able to specify a full set of describing 
a structural model ... "II" 

some of the independent variables were 
we could discard them in the regressions and 
interpretation that the remaining ones were 

COincident, 
remember in the 

part 
as s. In practice, the intercorrelations are exceedingly 

to complex and varied" eo".. e ... it would 
attribute an observed difference in the~'J~LlUOH variable solely 

the latter is part to that a single independent variable 
of a complex of f'actors working together" <> 

p.,1 
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techniques computations .. (53) In the case of ratio data 

would that there are prospects both as establishment 

of certain "fundamental" or IIbasic" categories of 

referred to as functional Q~ities) and also as regards 

of these to simplify possible predictive 

regarding and other characteristics of groups of 

is not considered examination of the nature of the 

variables (such factors or categories being regarded as 

financial 

the ability to 

varying 

areas) will provide any new startling 

their strength and direction of 

should be of value e (54) 

One of the more likely areas of operations for 

value is that in which the least-squares multiBle 
" _. ,'~' _:..1_ -4 

analysis has been into the general framework of 

(sometimes 

.. It 

of 

such 

of 

with the objective of establishing a predictive function or T"'n~"r~ 

careful 

has been 

of the methods available to establish 

Horst.. (55) Particular concern is 

A 

Horst over the of lack of degrees of freedom results 

under alas sical regression analysiso A solution is seen in 

use of factor with its capacity to represent a number of 

(predictor instance) by a lesser number of factors. 

Horst examines two methods of handling this integration of factor 

and multiple regress analysis which are releva.~t for this study.. First 

there is the method "increasing the degrees of freedom" which 

involves a factor score matrix (factor scores for every 

observation) from the measures (independent variables) and 

factor scores are to establish a regression function with 

the relevant dependent Horst comments to the effect 

regression from the factor score matrix may be as 

to be free of random error in the predictor part of the matrix, and 

Harman, op.cit o , 

See Cattell, op .. 
in describing 
Op .. cit .. , Chap .. 23 .. 

for a discussion of the use of factor loadings 
characteristics .. 
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should be more e~~icient when applied (56) 
" 

is the method under the heading "predictor 

whereby establishment o~ a simple structure matrix 

based on predictor variables enables the identification o~ e 

variables ~or each ~actor) which are the best measures o~ 

structure ~actors. It is assumed that this reduced 

are ones will be most usefUl in the prediction o~ 

As the description indicates, it is a process o~ 

only and not directly involve the use o~ scores or 

loadings ~ctiono 

The to make increasing use of terms common 

analysis ( as "scorest! and "loadings") indicates that it time for 

a closer at the basic rationale o~ factor analysis~ 
) 

As far as 

possible the comments will be restricted to those neoessary to an 

outline of the structure o~ ~actor a~alysis and "k~&"~~6." any 

features of process that appear to be relevant to its in 

3 Factor has become the generic term ~or a of 

for the purpose of analysing the 

within a e The historical development of the 

chronicle of a series of pioneers each 

proc edure was method or ~actor analysis. Wiser counsels now 

as can be seen dif~erent procedures are suitable ~or dif~erent 

purposes 0 In ent study the principal components to 

the analysis ( by the varimax form of rotation) was adopted o 

~ollowed the reoognition of the use~ulness of this method 

the task is to the minimum number of independent 

(56) Ibid0~ p,,552o problem of course does arise of the number of factors 
necessary to account for the predictor data matrices in 
They may be more less than in the original sample" There 
problem of whether the factor scores of the new samples represent 
same factors as original sample. The importance or the reliance 
of the "predictor method on observations of the 
variables is 

(57) On the aspect of H. Horst has this comment to make, 
p "Unfortunately, much of' the literature of f'actor analysis 
with a sort of and mystical terminology which obscures 
significance value of factor analytic activities$" 
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account for most of the variance in an of 

(58) 

the quickest and most convenient method of s 

some of the significant features of the underlying structure factor 

analysis is initally to use graphical representation and 

concepts~ Fundamental to this approach is the recognition of 

geometrical representation of the correlation coefficient. B 

points 

or variable being correlated is represented 
(V), the correlation between two tests can be 
equal to the product of the length of the 
the cosine of the angle (¢) between as 

is in the following formula: 

r i2 Vi V2 COS ¢i2 (59) 

Applied by to the intercorrelations among four variables shown in 

Table the geometrical interpretation of the correlation 

W. W" Cooley and Ro Lohnes "MUltivariate Procedures for 
Sciences", New York, Wiley & Son., 1962, p .. 152. Harman, op.cit., Chap.9. 
Of course the availability of a computer program-- IBM System/360 

Package (360 A-GM-03X) Version III - to carry 
calculations was only convenient, not significa~t!! 
tI of Factor Analysis", New York, Van Nostrand, 1954, p.31 " 
should also be noted that 

II or variable is represented by a vector of 
correlation coefficient is equal to the cosine 
between ".0" Since the cosine of an angle 

0.0, an r equal to zero can be represented by two 
vectors frOID a common origin at right angles 

(orthogonal) each other as in Figure 3.3a. The cosine 
of 450 is to .707 (approximately), so an r of $707 can be 

by two unit-length vectors with an an§le of 450 

as in 3,,3b. The cosine of 0 is 1 0 0, and an r 

2 2 2 

'----"---'J 1 0 1 0 1 

(b) r = .. 707 (0) r = 1 .. 00 (d) r = -,,50 
3~3 Vectorial representation of correlation coefficients. 
can be represented by two unit vectors with an angle of 0° 

in other words, by one unit vector collinear with 
3 .. 3c.. Any r between zero and +1.0 can be 
b~ separating two unit vectors with the 

between and 90 whose cosine is equal to r. Negative 
can be represented similarly, but the angle between 

is (between 900 and 1800
)" An r of -.50 can 

by two unit vectors separated by 1200
, since the 

cos is -.50 as in Figure 3.3d. Any r between zero and 
-1.0 can be represented by two unit vectors separated by the angle 
between 900 and 1800 whose cosine is equal to r." 

See also Thurstone, op~ , Chap~ 3 and Harman, op~cit., Chap~4 for 
~urther detailed examination of this aspecto 
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permits the graphical representation 

TABLE 5-3 

1 2 3 4 
1 (1.00) .80 .96 .. 60 

2 .80 (1 ,,00) e60 .00 

3 .. 96 e60 (1 .00) .. 80 

4 .60 .00 .80 (1,,00) 

In this ins tance it has been possi-ble 

o~ the 4 variables in two dimensions .. 
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o~ the material as in Figure 5_1.(60) 
11 

1 .. 0 

0 6 

<>4 

.,2 

3 

.,2 

FIGURE 5-1 

2 
1 .. 1 

to represent the intercorrelations 

All ~our vectors could have been 

expressed in terms o~ any two o~ the vectors. The rank o~ the 4 x 4 

matrix is thus 2" (61) Vectors 2 and 4 have been chosen because o~ the 

convenient d~gree o~ independence o~ each other that they display (being 

at right angles or orthogonal to each other). In terms of vectors 2 and 

4 the ~our vectors can be expressed in equation ~orm and as a ~actor 

matrix~ 

Vi ::: .. 8V2 + .,6V
4 

V
2 

:::: 1 0 0V
2 

+ "OV4 

V3 ::: ,,6V
2 

+ o8V
4 

V4 
:::: .,OV2 -5- 1 "OV4 

Variable 1 

1 .. 8 

2 1..0 

3 ,,6 

4 ,,0 

FACTOR :MATRIX 

Factors 

11 

.. 6 

00 

,,8 

1 ,,0 

Communality 

h
2 

1 

1,,0 

1,,0 

1 .. 0 

This simple example was developed by Fruchter to illustrate how four 
, 

variables could be accounted ~or in terms o~ two inference variables 

or ~actors - (1 and 11)" (62) In the parlance of factor analysis the 

amounts in the columns headed 1 and 11 in the factor matrix are re~erred 

to as ~actor "loadings" and can be used to interpret the nature of' the 

f'actors" The task o~ interpretation in ~actor analysis arises because 

from a series o~ observations on certain variables a number o~ common 

~actors are extracted, not particular reference variables as in the above 

simplified example" 

Op"cit", p .. 33 .. As Fruchter observes, flit will be recalled ~rom plane 
geometry that two intersecting lines determine a plane., Any other line 
in the same plane can be expressed in terms o~ the ~irst two lines and is 
said to be linearly dependent on them"" 
The realisation of the ~act that the rank of the correlation matrix 
indica tes the number o~ re~erence variables needed to account for the 
intercorrelations is o~ historical interest. It was at this point o~ 
realisation that L.L. Thurstone established the link between his multiple 
~actor analysis and the earlier pioneering work of' Spearman" 
See Fruchter, op"cit .. , pp. 6~7 and p .. 22" 
Ibid .. , p"34,, 
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For instance, the application o~ the principal-components method 

achieves this extraction o~ ~actors in the ~ollowing manner. First, 

assume a conventional correlation plot o~ a bivariate population as points 

against two variables on rectangular co-ordinates, the swarm o~ points 

taking an elliptical ~ormo Now this two dimension correlation scattergram 

can be built up to three dimen~ions by adding a third variable along an 

axis at right angles to the other two. With some degree o~ correlation 

between the variables the elliptical swarm o~ points will then become an 

ellipsoid (an egg shape) in three dimensional space e A continuation o~ 

this process of adding axes at right angles to the ~irst thre~~or all 

variables, will produce a set o~ axes in an imaginary multidimensional space

a hyperellipsoido (63) In geometrical terms, the principal-components 

method ~inds what are called the principal axes o~ this ellipsoid and 

projects the scores o~ all individuals or entities thereone It begins 

with the longest axis (extracting the maximum variance) and then takes the 

next longest at right angles (orthogonal) to it, and so on until lIall the 

variance is accounted ~or in the variables.(64) At some point in the 

sequence o~ locating new axes in the ellipsoid an insigni~icant amount o~ 

variance is ~ound. The ~irst ~ew ~actors taken out have accounted ~or 

most o~ the variance and in practice the rest can be neglected thus 

resulting in a reduction in the dimensions required to account ~or the 

inter-relationships o~ the set o~ variables. 

In the simpli~ied example given previously the data permitted the 

As Po Ho Dubois in I1Introduction o~ Psychological Statisticsl!, New York, 
Harper & Row, 1965, po 458, comments, 

11 AI though space as we know it has only three orthognal 
dime:qsions ~ :mathematical space has any number of dimensions.9 
with all axes at right angles, one to another,,'? 

Fruchter comments ~urther that 
"each ~actor extracts the maximum amount o~ variance (i.e. 
the sum o~ squares o~ ~actor loadings is maximised on each 
~actor) and gives the smallest possible residuals. The 
correlation matrix is condensed into the smallest number o~ 
orthogonal tactors by this method. The method also has the 
advantage o~ giving a mathematically unique (least squares) 
solution ~or a given table o~ correlations I! 0 Ibid., p.99. 

The emphasis on the use o~ uncorrelated ~actors (set orthogonally in 
the analysis) should be noted. In the early development o~ ~actor 
analysis·ther.e was a tacit assumption that this was the only approach 
permissible 0 Since the 1940's, however, the use o~ correlated ~actors 
.(giving oblique solutions) has not only become acceptable, but frequently 
pre~erableo (See Harman, opocit., po261)o As Cattell observes in his 
usual rather ~lamboyant style, uOrthogonalityand positiveness are merely 
tidiness compulsions in the mathematical, but not scienti~ic mindn

, 

op_cit", p,,210. 
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factors to extract the variance in full, hence h 
2 

(the communality) 

equaJ.led 100. The communality is obtained by summing the squared factor 

loadings in each row and can be interpreted as that portion of the 

variance of each variable explained by the common factors extracted in 

the analysis. In practice the communality rarely attains the value of 

1.0 due to unreliability of measurement and the specific (uneorrelated) 

content of the variables. (65) 

Using the :maximum variamce criterion the principal-components 

analysis defines a unique set of reference axes for a given combination 

of variables. However, as Cooley and Lohnes point out the "procedure 

does not usually result, 0 •• , in a satisfactory set of reference axes 

for &0. interpretation. A new set of axes is formed by rotating the 

derived principal-components axesu~ 
(66) 

Harman describes the principal-

factor (component) solution as "only .. eo a stepping stone to a 'more 

desirable w multiple-factor solution"e (67) The rotational procedure 

adopted for this study was the Varimax solution which involves the 

simplification of the columns, rather than the rows of the factor 

t · (68) l Q th ma rxx. liThe emphasis 000 is on cleaning up factors rather an 

variables .. For each factor Varimax rotation tends to yield high loadings 

for a few variables. The rest of the loadings in the factor will be 

zero or near zero!!" (69) In addition to the fact that the Varimax 

The extent to which the common factors fail to account for the total 
variance is sometimes designated the "uniqueness", or the contribution 
of the unique factor.. Sometimes this aspect of uniqueness is separated 
into two portions: the "specified ty" which arises from the particular 
selection of variables, and the "errorll variance or Dunreliabili ty" 
arising from the imperfections of measurement. See Harman, OPecit .. , p.14. 
Op .. cito , p"154,, 
Op"cit", po111" 
The first analytical schemes for rotation tended to focus on the problem 
of simplif'ying the rows of the factor matrix. 
Cooley and Lohnes, opocito, Pc162 c It is of interest to note that, as 
distinct from this present study, in Doth the work by Meyer op.cit., pe308, 
and by Pidot,opocite, po180, factor rotation was not undertakeno Pidot 
comments that I1IThese transformations are arbitrary and sacrifice either 
or both the orthogonality and maximum variance conditions eee In this 
present study maximum variance only was sacrificed and this was more than 
compensated for by the increased clarity obtained in identifying the 
factorse Pidot was not so concerned with the identification problem and 
Meyer while wanting to retain maximum variance, also was more concerned 
with the overall "profile" of the variables under each factor rather than 
speoific identificatione The loss of maximum variance refers to the fact 
that in the process of rotation the variance explained is associated 
approximately equally with each of the factors extracted and does not 
range from maximum downwards in the order of the factors extracted& 
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rotation tidies up the columns more in accord with the conception o~ a 

"simple structurefl it also produces a solution which tends to fI~actorial 

invariance"e (70) This, as Hannan points out, does not ascribe greater 

meaning to th e Varimax ~actors than to ~actors obtained on some other 

basis, but it does mean that Varimax ~actors obtained in a sample will 

have a greater likelihood o~ portraying the universe Varimax ~actorse (71
) 

In common with many other writings on ~aetor analysis this present 

summary has ~ollowed the trend, noted by Horst, o~ devoting most o~ the 

attention to solutions ~or ~actor lQadings rather than ~actor scores .. 

Horst observes that "this is especially curious in as much as the 

scient~ic, logical, and philosophical status o~ the ~actor score matrix 

would appear to be at least as respectable as that o~ the ~actor loading 

matrixll .. (72) The place ~ t..'he factor seore within the framework o~ 
factorial analysis can perhaps most easily be seen by brie~ly reviewing 

the basic model ~or such analysis (cfe with the simple model for reference 

variables, po Following the assumption ~ linearity, which 

supports all present-day ~aeter analysis, the model to present a variable 
u 

Z. in terms o~ several underlying factors could appear as follows~ 
J 

t 

Z. ::: a.1'1 -I- a. 2F2 -I- "oe -I- a. F -I- a.U'. 
J J J Jm m J J 

(1 .. 0) 

This model employs the notation F
1

, F
2

, "..., Fm ~or m common factors, 

u1 ' U2 ' .,. .. Un for the unique factors, and Zj (j ::: 1,2, .,"" 

variables.. The coefficients ~ the cammon factors, a
j1

, a
j2

, ajm' 

are the "loadings" referred to previously .. (73) Equation can be 

for the n 

written explicitly ~or the value of variable Z j ~or a particular 

individual or entity i (i ::: 1,2, .. e .. N) i.e .. 

) 

The search ~or the "simple structure il o~ the ~actor matrix is one of the 
significant ~eatures o~ the development o~ ~actorial analysis.. Lists 
of "principles" have even been established to guide in this search for 
the ultimate "orthogonal uni-factor solution in which each variable would 
be o~ complexity one"" Harman, op .. cit .. , J?o113. 
Ibid." p .. 308" 
Op"cit", p .. 469" 
All factors are assumed to be in ~tandard ~orm, i .. e e each ~actor has a 
mean of zero and unit variance" Zj - the prime is used to indicate that 
this is the If theoretical" ~orm 0f' the "observedf' variable.. The nature 
o~ the unique ~actors has been discussed previously and is signified in 
the mOdel in that the coe~ieient attached has only ~e subscript (two 
on coe~~icient to the common factors) denoting both the variable number 
and the unique :factor corresponding to the variable., 
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In this expression it is assumed that there is a value o~ each ~actor 

~or each o~ the N individuals o~ the sample. For instance, F1i is 

the factor score ~or an individual or entity i on the ~irst ~actor$ 

Following the calculation o~ the coe~icients, a j1 , a j2 , 

such a ~actor score can be derived ~rom the ~ ollowing: 

Each o~ the m column vectors is multiplied by the standardised score 

vector o~ i to obtain the m ~actor scores ~or io(74) It is these ~actor 

scores, calculated ~or every individual or entity, that have been re~erred 

to previously (see p" 1 71 ) as possible material ~or establishing a 

predictive ~unction" In this regard Horst is particularly impressed 

with the scope ~or eliminating random and irrelevant variance by the 

use o~ lower rank approximation matrices (in this instance the ~actor 

score matrix) to data matrioes o (75) 

It is not proposed to examine the mathematics o~ principal-component 

analysis implemented by the computer pro gram 0 In Appendix 6-7-1/5, 

however ll there is an outline Gl~ the computer operations and some comments 

on the output both as regards its signi~icance ~or ~actorial analysis 

and its mathematical background" 

4,,0 Disoriminant Analysis - the group ident~ication process" 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

4.1 While still very mucp o~ a stranger in the ~ield o~ ~inancial 

analysis and interpretatiGln, discriminant analysis is o~ten regarded in 

other ~ields as a logical "~ollow-up" to ~actorial analysis,,(76) 

Cooley and Lohnes, opocit&, pe164e The essence of the calculation is 
perhaps more evident i~ it is seen as a summation o~ values vertically up 
each of the common ~actor columns with the loadings being association with 
particular individual values o~ the variables" 
Opocite, po469o Horst draws attention to the comment by some investigators 
that lI~actor scores give no more information than do the measures ~rom 
which they are derived"" He suggests they should have asked the question 
"whether the original data scores give more information than the ~actor 
scorestl in the light o~ the ~aet that such data not only yield relevant or 
systematic inf 0 nna tion but also random or unreliable i~ormation" 
"Multiple Canonical Discriminant Analysis: A Technique ~or Taxonomic 
Problems If , paper published as part o~ doctoral dissertation, No Cherukupalle, 
University o~ British Columbia" This publication provides the basis ~or 
many o~ the following comments and grateful thanks are extended to 
DoC"C" Kissling o~ the Department of Geography, University o~ Canterbury 
for making it available" As Cherukupalle observes.\! liThe main handicaps 
o~ the technique are 000 the lack o~ a ~airly simple but detailed 
integrated exposition (l)~ the various aspects of the technique in a single 
book: or article" .. p .. 1. 



(78) 

ed by features which could be variously described 

, '$direction", "distance" and "assignmentn 

is a multivariate technique that analyses ..:..:.-&.-..:;.;..;....:..:.-

and both their validity and their dimensions. 

main areas of application have been in biological and 

stress on a priori classification is important .. 

present context is concerned with 

a number of pre-determined groups are 

each other on the basis of the observation of 

To ................ ,.1.."' ..... between the creation. of classificatory and 

may seem somewhat artificial but it can seme 

factor analysis is perhaps a better 

a classification or at least identifying features 

analysis is used for the a 

For instance:1 if the group 

discriminatory procedures enable the dimensions 

to be establishede The concept of a refers to a 

of variables in the form of a linear U~~~.L~w .... "au 

(or "'''''''''..., ...... ''',''''.... variate) developed :in much the same way that 

factorial analysis. A formal 

function is a function that is 

ratio of the between-group variance to the 

words an attempt to measure not only 

but also their degree of disparity from other 

concern with variation not absolutes Ne 

canonical variates called linear 

in factor analysis, do not necessarily 

dimensions" The canonical variates are 

fi (78) 
",,'" However, this does not 

useful devices for classifying ~~ observation 

,ppo5-11. Using simple 
the basic nature of 

Appendix 6-7-6/7, infra" 
, p .. 22 .. 

one 

are 

Because 

unlike 

very 

a 



1 

upon the observations individual 

the process o~ Hassignment"o 

a context it is this establishment o~ a 

in a ~orm sui table for prediction which has proved of 

significance assisting in evaluating states o~ credit WC>r1;nl~€~SS and 

study 

The 

for bankruptcyo (79) or a slightly dif~erent nature was 

out by J .. Eo Walter (or the "Walter' dividend oW"', .... "" ..... ) 

Function for Earnings - Price Ratios for 

(80) 
In Wal tert s own words, 

of this study is to ascertain 
of ~inancial characteristics 

large industrial corporations 
earnings per share to common 

from with high ratios. 'The 
o~ several variables into a single 
the categorisation of firms on the 
Z are greater or less than a 

(81 ) 

characteristics chosen by Walter to reflect 

elements of risk and other factors influencing ratios 

were dividend payout ratio, the ratio o~ current to current 

, the rate of return on additional , the relative 

in sales, and the comparative o~ ordinary share prices c 

discriminant index incorporating was then 

used check for under-and Over valued If the index suggested 

f'ixm clearly belonged to one while its earnings -

ratio indicated otherwise" the was noted of an under 

or over 

In majority of the foregoing discriminant analysis 

used achieved a two-stage analyst's space 

i .. e .. , from the number of variables not to G but 

dimension(s), where G equals the number of a priori groups... As 

(79) For a pioneering work see DeD .. Durand, Elements in Consumer Instalment 

(80) 
(81 ) 

Financing" " Studies in consumer Instalment National Bureau o~ 
Economic Research, New York, 1~1, p.105. Also H. Meyers and E.W. Forgy~ 

of Numerical Credit Evaluation Systems ti
" Journal of American 

Association, Vol .. XLI, 1959, p.44, and E .. I. 

o~ Economics and Statistics, February 1959, p"44,, 
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a when considering two original groups as and non-

bankrupt firms or high and low earnings-price ratio firms, 

discriminant function appears in its simplest form: one 

,,+ V V 
n n 

where Vi' V2 " ~ "Vn :: discriminant coefficients~ 

, "." Xn = independent variables~ 

and Z 

for each a 

:: the discriminant index .. 

study the technique adopted was of 

function, or score as C.R. Rao would 

group .. (82) Such functions could 

as "boundary" measures of groups or "mean-dispersion 

latter indicating the statistical elements implicit 

Assignment in this instance is achieved by 

of a particular individual or entity and 

linear score for each possible groupo 

to the group for which the score is the highest; a high score 

natural of matching a pattern of significant 

measurements. (83) 

The of groupings on the basis of criteria 

2 
is measured by extracting the Mahalanobis 1 n as a measure of 

distance between groups as reflected in the difference in mean 

a 

the 

the 

Fortunately the generalised form of Mahalanobis ' n2 
use of 

distribution to test the hypothesis that the mean 

are same in all the group populations for the selected 

Rejection of 

discrimination" 

and the 

This was 
System/360 
Advanced 
& Sons, 1952 
treatment 
See also 
J. Wiley & 
Rao, , P 
Ibid", p"257,, 

hypothesis is an indication of some degree of 

information is available in the a priori groupings 

discriminant functions and consequent scores 

adopted for the computer program available 
Subroutine Package" (Version C 

Methods in Biometric Research", New 
286-387 gives perhaps the most comprehensive 

analysis. See example, Appendix 6-7-8, 
, "Introduction to Multivariate Analysis", 

New York, 1958, p,,147. 
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~or each observation (individual, entity, etc.) the probability associated 

with its score on each ~unction. (85) The computer output available 

only gives the probability associated with the largest ~unction (highest 

score) but this is s~ficient to give a ~urther indication o~ the strength 

o~ the discrimination achieved in the a priori groupings. 

5.0 Regression Analysis. 

(87) 

(88) 

5.1 Re~erence has already been made to the use o~ regression analysis 

when considering the suitability o~ trans~ormed or de~lated measures o~ 

~inancial pe~ormanceo Further brie~ re~erence is now made to this 

technique to bring to a conclusion this discussion on methodology. This 

re~lects the intention to use a series o~ single equation least-squares 

regression models as the primary vehicle ~or drawing together the threads 

o~ this research studYe 

As an analytical technique regression analysis has been described 

asbeing "like an old ~riend ••• , tried and true". (86) Certainly its 

properties and limitations have been extensively studied and documented.(87) 

Yet as Farrar and Glauber observe, 

"As with most old ~riends e ... the longer one knows least 
squares, the more one learns about it. An admiration ~or 
its robustness under departures ~rom many assumptions 
is sure to grow. The admiration must be tempered, however, 
by an appreciation o~ the model's sensitivity to certain ••• 
conditions"" (88) 

The model t s "classical" problems are usually listed under such headings 

as non-normality, heteroscedasticity, serial correlation and multi-

collinearity. Some consideration has already been given to the ~irst 

two aspects and with serial correlation being o~ less sign~icance, 

because o~ the cross sectional nature o~ the analysis, only the problem 

See Cherukupalle, opocit., pp. 23-24 ~or ~rther detailSe 
DoE. Farrar and R.R. Glauber, "Multicollinearity in Regression Analysis: 
The Problem Revisited", The Review o~ Economics and Statistics, Vol~IX, 
No" 1, p,,92. 
For the purpose of this study, in addition to reference to such well-known 
texts as J. Johnston's, "Econometric Methods", New York, McGraw-Hill, 1960, 
considerable use has been made o~ an excellent summary on the application 
o~ such techniques by G.N e Von Tunzelman, "An Essay on the New Economic 
History", M.A. Thesis, University o~ Canterbury, 1966. 
With adequate background material and well tested library computer programs 
available (IBM System 360 Scientific Subroutine Package (36 OM-GM-03X), it 
is not ~elt necessary to develop the mathematical proo~s o~ least-squares 
analysis" 
Op.ei t", p.92. 
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o~ multicollinearity remains ~or comment at this juncture. (89) 

5.2 Multicollinearity re~ers to the condition where two or more o~ 

the independent variables are highly correlated undergoing recognizably 

un~orm movements through time or across space. These movements may 

occur because one o~ the independent variables regulates to some degree 

the movement o~ others or two or more variables have a common relationship 

with another ~actor not explicitly included. In the application o~ 

discriminant analysis J.E. Walter shows an appreciation o~ this problem 

when commenting that "the discriminating variables are thus designed 

to measure the more important aspects o~ ~inancial policy and position. 

Overlapping is avoided so ~ar as possible." (90) 

It is o~ interest to note that the problem o~ multicollinearity 

provides another example o~ the impact o~ computers on research methodology. 

In this instance it has been noted that the computer programmer's handling 

o~ singularity in regression analysis has begun to ~luence the research 

analystgs approach to mUlticOllinearity&(9
2

) Faced with the ~act that 

as interdependence among explanatory (independent) variables grows and the 

correlation matrix approaches singularity (the determinant o~ a singular 

matrix is zero), and the ~act that the elements o~ the inverse matrix 

are likely to "explode", the programmer is required to build in a check 

~or non-singularity" The print out o~ the check in the ~orm o~ the 

determinant "yields at least heuristic insight into the degree o~ inter

dependence within an independent variable set" .. (93) 

As to the solution.. Two possibilities, at least, present themselves. 

Perhaps it may have been better to have encountered serial correlation 
rather than multicollinearity. At least with the ~ormer both detection 
and correction can be implemented.. The Durbin-Watson test ~or detection 
and assuming all signi~icant variables are included, the trans~orming o~ 
variables to their ~irst dir~erences ~or a degree o~ correction. 
Op .. cit .. , po46 .. See also ~ootnote No .. 51, Ch. 5, ~or comments by G.B. Pidot. 
See p.. 163, supra .. 
DeE. Farrar and R.R. Glauber, op .. cit .. , p .. 99 .. 
Ibid .. , Farrar and Glauber also comment that, 

"In many ways, a person whose independent variable set is 
completely interdependent may be more ~ortunate than one 
whose data are almost so. The ~ormeris ~~iculty in 
basing his model on data that cannot support its ~ormational 
requirements will be discovered - by a purely mechanical 
inability to invent the singular matrix .... while the latterWs 
problem in mos t cases will never ~ully be appreciated" VI Ibid .. , p.93. 



the more ~ormal approach with the imposing 

and second, (clearly evident ~rom 

m"()nrla.L approach o~ applying "rules-o~-thumb \I q (94) 

o~ the ~ormer method ~or this study was in 

a person with an accounting background, to the fact 

data evolved from within the structure of the 

was assumed it would have a persistent bias towards 

The question posed by using factorial analysis to 

orthogonalis at ion " is whether the 

which the artifioial variates statistical 

not gained at the los s o~ too much significant 

1 

o~ 

more 

On 

a by 

o~ the 

oonfidence with 

can be tested is 

data.. As 

Farrar and Glauber point out, there is the that component 

(factor) turns out to be simply an artificial, linear combination of the 

95' 
variables, 000 that is completely devoid of economic oontent1t q J 

to the answer of this and numerous other , that arise 

the application o~ the ~oregoing methodologies to corporate 

data, that attention is now 

( Ibid., ppo 96=98 0 

( Ibid .. , p .. 97" 
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Chapter 6 

THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

of science are not immutable. are 

towards parsimony in the comprehension of 

L " 

1.0 Correlation Matrices - a preliminary surveyo 

) 

1 .. 1 of some 900 accounting-years of meant for the 

purposes study parsimony was a very desirable This 

was so in the early stages .. the data has been 

from its original form in published reports j} to 

statements in a standard format, to s in ratio form, 

and now a selection of' ratio measures to be 

correlation matrices. that the 

of these matrices, which is a 

for forms of' statistical analysis, also a recognised 

of analysis for measuring the of or 

Particularly is this so in present instance 

there are so many preconceptions direction of causation 

of 

1 

See 
on 

relationships" . The availab of the correlation 

provides the opportunity for making a study of 

, attempting (rather at times) to hold 

number or a priori assumptions the direction 

will be considered in order in they appear 

of simple correlations '" 
) 

At first sight may 

a rather labourious process to there being a 

of similar research projects with was desired to make 

at this preliminary level, was also the obligation 

make avallable a full range of statistics for subsequent research 

field" For each measure an 

No" 2-1-1/14,infra, for 
size l' and growth groupings. 

reference Will also 

matrices based 



be made to 

The 'fv s 

as a 

I 

relevant coefficient of variation -

of' variatian 

_ 1959-63 (4-) 

of' variation of' ~, based 011 a 

, ref'lected considerable stability over the 

0036-004-0 range and only moved to 

drop in r and a slight 
u 
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,sample of' 

year periods 

1962-63 

These 

latter appear to ref'lect 'the increasing of' uncertainty 

which was evident in the New Zealand economy 

, and Growth Rate Groupings 

f'or most industry-years in 

range Group 1 (Beverages and other 

Industry I"'r'r,nn 4- (Drugs and Chemicals, and 1~Oln-211e Vt .............. " 

diverging 1962-63 pericd tc 0 .. 82 and 0 .. 62 

Group 2 vV~~""'''''U and Clothing Manuf'acturing) shcwed the 

year Further consideration of' 

that possibly size of' companies as well as industry 

relevant., 

prcportionate 

•• v exa.m:mmg r 

the of' 

medium 

whereas f'or 

range was more 

11.0 1300 

Group 1 contains signif'icantly more 

of' small companies and the 

groupings .of' companies was 

increased., For Size Groups 

the rv f'ell mainly in 
s 

3 and 4- (medium to ,u."", ......... .J"U-... <2."I. 

20=Oe35.. Overall the r u 

and the decrease in the rV come 
s 

and 

(-) period .. ?j 

year by 

1 indicated 

may be 

its 

as 

to small-

the 

A measure used 
in two or more 
In this study 

it is desired to ccmpare 
distributions are dispersed 

of' variation:: Vs ( ~~~~~~~~~ 

For an eXI:mn>J.e 
Horne, 
Finance 11 , New 
appZ"Opriateness 
For full 

v 
For rV -
For br~ef' 
For rV -s 
See p .. 248, 
this 

of' application in a busines s f'inance 
pp .. 18-1 9" Also see ;r <oF e Weston 

Holt-Rinehart, 1969, p0219 f'or comments 
where percentages are concerned& 
r see p .. 157, supra,. 

see Appendix No .. 2-1, 
these conditions see 
and Growth Rate Data 

for more detailed comment on the of' 
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'" Similar conditions, of' a reduction in the rV , s 

applied as the c anpanies examined were grouped in classes ranging f'rom 

Slow-Growth Rate to Fast-Growth Rate .. 

Correlation Coef'f'icients (r) (9) 

(r-u) Rate of' Return and Earnings Stability .. 

It is appropriate that the f'irst relationship examined is one which 

attempts to capture a f'undamental aspect of' business operations - the 

relationship between prof'it (rate of' return) and risk .. On the assumption 

that the measure of' earnings instability used is an acceptable indicator 

of' business risk, an examination can be made as to whether the rate of' 

return companies produce increases with the amount of' business risk .. (1 

In other words, to what extent does a study of' accounting prof'it indicate 

the presence of' "true" prof'it in the sense envisage~ by economists such 

o (11 ) 
as F ,.He Knl.ght" A survey of' two indus try groups by M.J. Gordon 

"" v supplied evidence of' strong positive correlation of' rand u" 
2) 

A 

similar result was f'ound with the present study with the positive 

correlations persisting over all groupings of' companies, yearly, industry, 

size and growth rate.. A tendency to develop negative correlations 

appeared in 1963 this ref'lecting greater earnings instability with no 

immediate compensating increase in the rate of' return" 

(r-b) Rate of' Return and Retention Rate 

Consideration of' the retention rate, and its obverse the dividend 

decision, introduces one of' the more controversial areas in the f'ield 

of' corporate f'inance and valuation" In recent times two related aspects 

of' the dividend decision have received particular attention. First, the 

search f'or the variables determining dividend policy and second, the role 

of' the dividend decision in the valuation of' a f'irmo The relevance of' 

Except f'or Small Companies (Size Group 1) 1962-63 when r also f'ell 
markedly" . . u 
For r f'or all groupings related to ~ see Appendix No. 2-2/14, inf'ra .. 
As already def'ined (supra, p.,157) the measures of' rand ti used in this 
present study attempt to get as close as possible to a V!cleanlll 'though 
still approximate measure of' operating earnings" 
See PeA" Samuelson, IlEconomics lf

, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1958, pp .. 600-601 
f'or a brief' outline of' FoHo Knight's thesis that "all true prof'it is 
linked with uncertainty"" 
Op .. cit .. , p"230,, Note slightly different measures of' rand uo 
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the latter aspect and the nature of the controversy surrounding the 

question of whether to capitalise dividends or earnings to obtain the 

valuation of a firm have been referred to already. (13) The search for 

the determinants of dividend policy is of greater current relevance@ 

With a restricted concern for capitalisation rates and other market 

factors dividend policy research has many features similar to the 

present etudyo Many of the variables drawn from the accounting records 

are the same and are subject to similar methods of processing. The 

feature arising from much of this research, which is of particular 

relevance at this stage, is the suggestion that the "sluggish adjustment 

of dividends to income changes acts as a built-in stabilizer". 5) At 

different points in time the dividend decision has been variously 

Supra, p" 89. 
See J.A .. Brittain, IICorporate Dividend Policy", Washington, D.C .. , The 
Brookings Institution, 1966 .. Brittain1 s contribution is important for at 
least two reasons" First, in Chapter II entitled "Antecedents and 
Methodology" there is a comprehensive survey of the work in the field of 
dividend policy" Reference is made to the pioneering work of 
S .. P .. Dobrovolsky, "Corporate Income Retention, 1914--53", New York, National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1951 - see application in Tew and Henderson 
op .. cit .. , po38, and ,Jo Lintner, liThe Determinants of Corporate Savingi1, 
in Savings in the Modern Economy edited by We Heller, Minneapolis, Universit:y 
of Minnesota Press, 1953, and numerous other significant contributions .. 
For a survey similar to Brittaints but With a slightly more English bias 
see "Studies in Profit, Business Saving and Investment in the United 
Kingdom, 1960-62, Vol .. 2, editor PoE .. Hart, University of Glasgow, Social 
and Economic Studies, London, Allen and Unwin Ltd", po 77" Second,Bri ttain 
provides perhaps the most ambitious attempt to extend the dividend 
decision model" Starting from Lintneris basic model postulating that 
dividends depend directly on current net L~come but are also influenced 
by past dividends CD = a + b1P + bzn-1 + u) Brittain progressively 

introduces such factors as depreciation, taxation, change in sales, and 
interest rates so that the model appears at one stage as follows: 
D-D1 = a + b P + b2 Ajp + b Y + b,. sis -2 Y + b iY + b6 D-"i 
(DiVe (Prbfit) (Depr nn)3(Tax ~ (Sales (Interes~ (Div. 
Payout Shelter) change) Lagged) 
In t.he course of developing this model Brittain gives consideration to 
such estimation problems as heteroscedasticity, auto-correlation and 
multicollinearity" Autocorrelation (error terms not serially independent) 
provided most of the concern with the lagged value of the dependent 
variable (D=1) included as an explanatory variable in a number of models" 
Multicollinearity among the independent variables and the consequent 
examination of the simple correlation coefficients of such variables is, 
as in the present study, adopted as a Ifsearch" procedure" 
See pp .. 172-173" 
Brittain, ibid", p,,212. See also PoE. Hart, Vol. 1, op"cit., p.120; 
Bo Tew and R.F. Henderson, op.cit .. , po4-0 .. ; E. Solomon, op.cit .. , po144; 
A"S. Mackintosh, "The Development of Firms", London, Cambridge University 
Press, 1963, p .. 109; JoR. Meyer and Eo Kuh, op.cit., pe138; and P.J. 
Dhrymes and Mo Kurz, opecit e , p~447 for further comments on dividend 
stability .. 
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described., By Lintner as lithe primary and active decision variable 

with retained earnings as predominantly a passively determined residual", 

and conversly by Dobrovolsky as the "passive residual if after the savings

investment decisions have been made.(16) Also it will be remembered 

that amongst the mild confusion of Marris's contribution two propositions 

came t.hrough., First, the situation o~ an increase in company growth 

rate which was large relative to the growth in pro~it rate with a 

consequent pressure ~or retained earnings ~inance (positive correlation 

o~ pro~it and retention)e Second,. sign~icant growth and pro~it rates 

with a tendency to distribute ~airly liberally and thus rely to a 

greater extent on new issue finance (tpe possibility o~ negative 

correlation o~ pro~it and retention)$ While the latter suggestion has 

the classical appeal o~ submission to the iimarket test" and has been 

strongly supported by some recent company law re~ormers (compulsory 

dividend distribution) the overall indication at the present moment is 

to expect that some degree o~ positive correlation should exist between 

rate o~ return and retention rate .. (17) No wonder the result of 

significant negative correlation in the Gordon survey brought ~orth the 

comment, ~ireally surprising"., (18) 

J" Lintner, "Distribution o~ incomes o~ corporations among dividends, 
retained earnings and taxes ", American Economic Review, No .. 46, 1956, 
PPe 97-113. See also the survey by PeE. Hart, opocite, Vol., 2, p,,76, 
of the dif~ering points of view as to what is the dependent variable, 
corporate savings or dividend" For the United Kingdom companies Hart 
sets forth ~our reasons why savings could be the primary decision 
variable: 
(i) the separation o~ ownership from control and the wide dispersion 

of shareholders could encourage a board o~ directors to plough 
back pro~its to ~inance the growth o~ the company; 

(ii) the retention o~ pro~its could result in higher share prices 
and thus provide tax-free capital gains to shareholders; 

(iii) the pro~its tax di~~erential (until 1958) in ~avour o~ business 
saving (Hart considers the impact o~ this ~actor could have been 
offset by the threat o~ take-over a~ter 1955); and 

(iv) the majority o~ companies being small companies, rely heavily 
on ploughed back pro~its to finance expansion" p,,176 .. 

On New Zealand conditions, The Monetary and Economic Council's Report No" 10 
on "The New Zealand Financial System", oPecit", p.,12, observes that "The 
retained pro~its o~ companies "ee are an unstable source o~ internal 
finance,," 
See Ao Rubner, opocito, ~or the contribution o~ a reformer with particularly 
strong views on compulsory distribution., 
Op"cit", po231 0 These results persisted even with partial correlation 
holding constant the "size" and lfearnings instability" ~actors.. It is 
of interest to note Gordonts misgivings regarding the measure of rate o~ 
return used (earnings/net worth).. The denominator "net worth ll would 
appear to be more sensitive to retention rate movements than the 11total 
assets" measure used in the present study" 
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ii, 

(19) 

(20) 
(21 ) 

(22) 
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Significant positive correlations were dominant in all groupings 

in the present studyo The only evidence of negative correlation was 

very slight and occurred in certain industry and growth groupings for the 

year 1960" (19) Perhaps this inverse association reflected to some 

extent the impact of the excess retention tax (introduced in June 1958 

and applicable to public companies until 1961) in that a closer linking 

of profits and distribution could give rise to a weakening of the 

anticipated positive relationship between rate of return and retention .. 

This is considered unlikely though more attention would have to be 

given to this suggestion if the negative correlations had shown up more 

consistently in the smaller size groupings o£ companies were the 

discipline of the market on dividend distributions may not have been so 

evident" 

With the rate or return being calculated, as far as possible, in 

terms of tloperating" earnings, that is earnings before interest, 

depreciation and taxation, regard should be had to movements in the 

relative status o£ these latter items" This would be some test or the 

robustness of the rate o£ return - retention relationship over time" 

From the Summary of Appropriation or Income Tables it is apparent that 

the depreciation item is the most vOlatile,,(20) Even then it is 

relatively mild in its behaviour,with some fluctuations in provisions 

probably reflecting the lagged e£fect of tax legislation (the withdrawal 

of the initial depreciation allowance) rather than any fundamental 

investment-depreciation decisione(21) Rarely were the correlations of 

current depreciation (d U), and interest (i) to retention rate at all 

o o.p0 t (22) 
s~gn~.L~can " 

(r-h) Rate of Return and Leverage 

In contrast to the r-b relationship, relatively little has been 

Indus try Group 2 = 1 960 
Medium-Fast Growth Rate Group - 1960 
(Small-Medium Size Group - 1960 also showed very weak + ve correlation) 
Infra, Appendix No" 1-1/1'30 
Inci1il!ltry Group 3 - 1961 and Large Size Group - 1961 both showed a distinct 
decline in the proportion of earnings allocated to cover depreciation" 
Particularly in 1961, the earnings "thrown-off" found their way in the 
main into retained earningso 
Infra, Appendix No" 2 - 1/14-.. 



about the r-h relationship" Most attention 

to examining the relationship or corporate leverage 

capital and its significance in the context of the wider of 

or the firm,,(23) M"J. Gordon is one of the few to examine 

relationship directly, wishing to test the hypothesis 

companies undertake leverage in order to take advantage of 

investment opportunities" .. (24) The result of the Gordon 

unexpected.. Significant negative correlation emerged from 

or two industry samples.. .As Gordon observes "it seems 

unprofitable corporations turn to leverage in order to show 

, to obtain otherwise unavailable funds, or for some 

reason .. II (2.5) 
A more recent study by Me Hall and L" Weiss 

and Profitability'l incorporates a study of 

return " Again the relevant hypothesis 

is that of a positive relationship between rate of return 

the greater risks associated with greater 

were contrary to expectations being 

" Hall and Weiss observe that a "possible 

that relatively profitable firms take some of the 

the form of reduced risks .. " (27) 

was 

study gives some confirmation to the above findings 

with negative correlations dominating most groupings& Some 

of positive correlation was found .. First, there was 

the Group - 19.59 with some overlap with L?1dustry Group 1 - 1959., 

indicated that in a period of some stringencY' on 
? ~ 

was, for a time, of particular moment for small 

p .. 
Opo iI 
Ibid .. 
Op" 
Ibid.. could be compared to ~~at of the monopolist firm 

works out advantage reduced risks, rather than i~creased 
, as the former policy may not be open to as much criticism~ 
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oompanies with a significant amOQDt o~ leverageo there was 

a weiak~:mj.ng in the signifioanoe o~ the correlations in 

the case o~ Medium-Fast and Fast Growth Groups with some 

(29) appearing0 This does not appear ~or 

companies seeking growth and was similar a trend noted 

certain United Kingdom oompanies$ 

the overall situation o~ negative , the 

comment by and Weiss on the pe~ormance of profitable 

~inns has For the less pro~itable 

be a case of under-utilisation o~ resources. 

available to provide the basis ~or significant leverage, 

o~ interest able to be met, yet limits, managerial and 

restricting the of the rate of return" 

(28) It is of int 
Appendix No .. 1-1 

note from the Summary o~ Balance 
the increasing proportion of 

as the size o~ companies 

(29) 

(30) 

up of ..... VJ,=--.... 

Size of Long-Term Liabilities as 
Net ASsets (Approx) 

of 

Small 
Small-Medium 
Medium-Large 
Large 

% 
8-10 

10-15 
15 
30-40 

J.Ro Meyer and op.cit .. , p~179, give some support to the 
proposition ~inn access to outside funds is much more 
dependent on good profit performance fl

., 

Classification by Growth Rate as with Size again reveals 
proportions o~ "Net of companies made up of Long-Term ..., .... ,"'''''"'_..1.. ... 

Growth Rate of Long-Penn Liabilities as .,....,.,"'.,....,,,'>""/,., 
Net Assets (Approx) 

Slow 
SlOW-Medium 
Medium-Fast 
Fast 

% 
10 
20 

35-45 
15-25 

R"F 0 Henderson op.eii1 .. ., p" 75 when considering 
capital issues, long-term d~pt an4 equity, noted 
in ~ast-growing and fast-growing companies in all 
relied heavily on issues, ""''' Note, however, Mackintosh 
referring to on this wider basis, op~cit .. , p .. 74 eormne,n 
that tiThe firms rates of prOfit made use of outside finance 
while those high rates did not"" Perhaps the examination o~ 
v 
r - q relationship may throw some light on these resultE .. 
See also T. Barna, OPe p .. 19. Barna, when re~erring to the 
ship between growth a firm and the method of financing, observes 
that "methods of outside finance also vary greatly and there 
appears to be a certain reluctance to incur long-tenn debt"., Also 
JoRe Meyer and E. op , p.142. 



) 

(33) 

(r'--gJ Rate of Return and Outside Equity Financing 

With the essentially "lumpy" nature of new equity 

relationship was a strong candidate for generating a series of 

patterns. (32) In addition to the lumpiness there is the 

for a lag effect to show up in attempts to link 

and equity issues. Waether the issue is ~rect for cash or 

of an acquisition of another company, the likelihood in 

rate of return being maintained on the new 

ment base is open to some question .. 

correlations produced did not disappoint as to 

~~b~'~o rapidly from practically non-existence to 

and negative results. Wi th the significant waS 

a suggestion of the lag effect referred to above in in 

growth Rate Groupings (particularly the "Medium-Fast" and 

correlations were always negative& However, 

correlations started to appear with the Large-Size of' 

1 

suggesting perhaps that the larger companies had more 

readily absorb the proceeds of new equity issues. 

should be noted that the Large-Size Group, V~WVAL with other groups 

of' companies, made extensive use of equity acquisitions ~ In 

the case of the Large-Size Group of this were not 

particularly numerous but were usually significant with 

sometimes a merger overtone to them .. was the distinct 

prospect of more rapid absorption of resources and maintenance of rate of 

(33) 
Also of interest is the fact that 

M"J .. GOI"don comments to the effect that 
is that there is no strong correlation 
of return and outside equity financing"" 

an issue is associated 

say, however, 
between rate 

While principle, growth by is little 
diffeI'ent from growth by acquiring a asset, there should be 
the potential for quicker utilisation resources.. the question 
of the rate of' absorption, an American survey has indicated 
that the approximate matching of size (and of procedures, 
patterns of management thinking, etc feature particularly favourable 
to the success of growth by wayof' and acquisition" American 
Management Association, Management Report ,New York, 1963, p .. 112 .. 
For further comment see W .. W" Alberts and J. op .. cit", Ch .. 11, and 
J"F" Weston a..l1d E.F .. Brigb.am, op .. cit., p,,63 



(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
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with an acquisition, it is one o~ the ~ew instances when source and use 

o~ ~unds can be directly linked.(34) The signi~icance o~ this feature, 

already evident in the Survey o~ Financing and Investment Tables, will 

become more apparent when the resul ts o~ the ~actorial analysis are 

considered" 
(35 ) 

(r'-z) Rate o~ Return and Investment Ra 'he 

Though a simple correlation measure o~ this complex relationship 

can just~iably be described as crude it may nonetheless throw some 

light on an aspect o~ the all-important investment theory. 

From the original and attractively simple acceleration principle 

three basically di~~erent theories of investment have emerged® There 

is the original theory based on change in sales, then there is capacity 

oriented theory involving the ratio o~ absolute sales to capital stock, 

and ~inally the pro~it theorye (36) While it is but an aspect o~ the 

latter that is portrayed in the above (r-z) relationship the profit theory 

is considered by some to be tla very consistent and use~ul way of looking 

at the empirical behaviour o~ investment"" (37) 

MoJo Gordongs two-industry study resulted in relatively weak 

positive and negative, simple and partial correlations on this relationship 

and prompted the comment that lithe absence o~ positive correlation 

suggests that other co~licting objectives also i~luence managements 

. v (38) 
or our measurement of r is poor,," In this present study positive 

correlations generally dominated the various groupings o~ companies the 

correla tions becoming more signi~icant in 1962-63" In the context of' 

the extensive study on nThe Investment Decision" carried out by Meyer 

See R.Fe Henderson, "Capital Issues", in B. Tew and RoF. Henderson, 
opocit.; pp" 64-5 ~or an examination o~ the need ~or clar~ication on the 
matching o~ sources and uses o~ ~inance" 
I~ra, Appendix No.,1-27/1-39 for relevant Tables" 
regarding ~actorial analysis., 

See po 231 , iMra, 

See J.R. Meyer and Eo Kuh, op.cit", Gh" 2 for a summary o~ modern invest
ment theories" 
P"J. Dhrymes and Mo Kurz, op.,cit", po460. Dhrymes and Kurz continue 
by pointing out that lithe rate o~ prof'it variable is a very consistent 
ahd very sign~icant determinant of dividend behavior o~ ~irms, while 
the dividend variable appears also as a very use~ul and consistent 
determinant o~ investment. Thus, pro~its seem to operate on investment 
in a rather complex way, both directly and indirectly through the 
impact they exert on the dividend and external ~inance behavior of' 
~irms"., 
Op"cit .. , p,,234. 
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and KUh this pattern o~ behaviour or r-z does not appear unreasonable. 

One o~ Meyer and Kuh1s ~indings was that "when economic conditions 

stabilized or declined in several lines o~ activity, the two liquidity 

~low variables, profits and depreciation expense, provided the best 

explanation o~ investment outlay"" (39) In the New Zealand economy 

the period 1962-63 did re~lect some levelling out o~ activity and 

incr~ased uncertainty after the relative boom conditions in 1960-61. 

The signi~icant exception to the above pattern was with the Fast-Growth 

Rate Group o~ companies (which Group overlapped quite sign~icantly 

into Industry Group 3 and to a lesser extent with the Large-Size Group) 

where quite persistent negative correlations existed. This situation 

could perhaps be rather tenuously linked with Meyer and Kuhts other 

principal ~inding on acceleration variables G This was to the ~~ect 

that "when demand was expanding rapidly and liquidity was plentliul, a 

capacity ~or.mulation o~ the accelerator had by ~ar the closest 

relationship with investment ll ,,(40) The ~act that Industry - Group 3 

included "Forestry and Wood Products" is also probably not irrelevant as 

capacity considerations have nearly always been a particularly sensitive 

. (41 ) 
issue in the ~orestry Lndustry. 

Rate o~ Return and Liquidity 

There appears to be only moderate interest in the examination o~ 

relationships with measures o~ liquidityo The examinations that are 

made are usually centred on either some test o~ the Keynesian 

interpretation o~ the motives ~or holding money, or on the significance 

o~ the level o~ liquidity as an indicator o~ the level o~ ~uture capital 

investment. (42) It is o~ interest to note how-there is some do~irmation 
o~ the justification o~ this relative lack o~ attention to the liquidity 

Op"cit .. , p,,134 .. 
Ibid .. 
~ra, Appendix No .. 1-29/2 Note in Industry Group 3 - 1963 that 
investment in n~ixed assets" made up 96 .. 5% o~ total investment in that 
year" 
Inf'ra, Appendix No .. 6-5-1/3 ~or a selection o~ journal articles 
indicating these two lines o~ research. 



o~ corporate performance in the subsequent 

Tibor Barna in a limited study o~ British ~irms does 

make some attempt to examine the pro~itability-liquidity 

Using a rather neat three-dimensional tabular analysis 

growth, and liquidity the ~inding was that 

hypothesis that high liquidity induces ~irms to grow cannot be 

anything, the calculations would suggest the opposite" 

a now somewhat dated survey directed simply at liquidity and 

W.A. Chudson ~ound that "a high degree o~ liquidity in the ~orm 

and security reserves is clearly associated with a high of 

pro~itabilityll .. (45) Such clarityof' association was not ~ound in 

present study though positive correlations did tend to came 

a more strongly. Particularly was this so in the 

o~ 1961-62 as increased co~idence in the New Zealand 

probably allowed the pressure on liquid resources to build in 

with increased rates o~ return .. (46) o~ 

correlations appeared in the slower Growth Groups 

sluggishness - an inability to ease the pressure on __ '~_'_ 

resources the inoreasing rates o~ returno 

o~ Return and Interest 

The measure was introduced to supplement the examination 

by way o~ the measure based on the structure o~ the balance 

~ra, p. 236. Something of the consistency surrounding this aspect 
o~ corporate financial structure is evident ~rom the Summary of Balance 
Sheets , Appendix No,,1-14/1-26 .. Within all groupings, the 'Wet 
Current ets" item maintains a remarkably consistent proportion of 

over time. Between the size groupings it is o~ 
that even on the basis of "Net Current Assets" there 

to be some support for the hypothesis that If a decrease 
o~ the precautionary motive for holding money relative 

other assets is one of the primary financial characteristics of firms 

50 

.. Frazer, "The Financial Structure ~ 
and The Demand ~or Money - Some Empirical 
Political Economy, Vole LXXII, No.2, 

of Financial Structure", New York, National 
Bureau of Economic 1 945, p.40 .. 

O.u'Ju, ... u. be noted that the measure of liquidity ( 1T) should rather 
be described as a measure of illiquidity and consequently positive 
correlatisms o~ items with 1T implies increasing pressure On 'liquid 
resources as item increases in magnitude and vice versaG 

) 



.. this instance this proved to be the case as 

relationship was predominantly negative and gave support to 

d h t "" VI h .e:>" d" (47) AI' "th an somew a surprJ.smg r- J. m J.ng.. so J.n common WJ. 

relationship, the only significant positive correlations 

on Small-Size Group-1959 .. It is particularly difficult 

introduce some implication of causation into any aSSessment of 

situation" Nevertheless it appears as though be 

some evidence to the effect that the small c ompanie:s f to raise 

finance is more closely related to profitab <.; ULL.!-lL be 

sensitivity of small companies' earnings 

finance .. The latter remark could also apply to some to 

moderately significant positive correlations in the 

1962-63 .. 

A final cautionary note .. While it was encouraging a 

considerable proportion of the companies disclosing the 

erest payments, there was still a significant number not 

such inf'ormationo In this instance the limitations of 

of analysis adopted have been especially compounded~ 

(~d~) Rate of Return and Current 

CUrrent depreciation or depreciation waS a relatively late 

addition to the list of variables for this s inclusion was 

prompted by the evident concern for the factor (current 

allowance) in studies such as those by Meyer Ku.h$1 Dhrymes and Kurz 

and J' oA" Brittain" In t..'1e consideration of decision 

Meyer and Kuh see profits and depreciation expense as flow 

variables .. (48) The liquidity aspect also to Brittain t s 

work on the dividend decision (a of the It trade-off II of the 

tax saving from depreciation against reduction resulting 

from a write-off) e Dhrymes and Kurz see it as an independent 

variable, distinct from profits, 

earnings being taken in this study gross of 

that separate examination of the depreoiation 

Supra, pe 191" 
Op"cito, :p,,117 and ppe 178-90 
Op"cito, pe72 and opooit&~ pe461. 

it was considered 

tha t Ii amalgam of' 
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liquidi ty, market, and technical f'actors", was deemed advisable .. (50) 

Positive correlations proved dominant over all groupings of' 

companies and became quite signif'icant in the Medium-Large and Large-Size 

Groups of' Compqnies .. A f'eature already noted f'rom the Summary of' 

Appropriation of' Income Tables was the relative stability of' the 

proportion of' income set aside f'or depreciation purposes" Whatever the 

groupings of' companies, with minor exceptions, some 25-3~ of' the income 

available f'or appropriation was set aside f'or this purpose throughout the 

1 959-63 period.. (51) 

(~d) Rate of' Return and Total Depreciation (Age) 

Total depreciation (total written-of'f' to date) f'ollows depreciation 

exp~nse as a variable relevent both to the study of' investment and 

f'inancial behaviour. To some total depreciation is a proxy measure 

f'or corporate age.. That is to the extent that accumulated depreciation 

can be assumed to measure the relative age of' plant and equipment, motor 

vehicles, buildings, and other depreciable f'ixed as sets" 

Meyer and Kuh f'ound strong negative correlations in existence 

between prof'i ts and the age variable" This was ref'erred to as the 

"senility ef'f'ect" the suggestion being that f'irms tend to behave in a 

continuous manner related to their previous history .. 

"Firms tha t are on the downgrade as indica ted by an aged 
capital stock typically do not reverse the trend, while 
the more dynamic f'irms continue to irejuvenate~ their 
capi tal stock by investing at higher rates.," (52) 

The present study ref'lected no distinct patterns. Correlations 

ranged f'rom signif'icantly positive to signif'icantly negative with a 

considerable number of' insignif'icant results as well .. This result is 

not considered too disturbing in a preliminary survey and may in f'act be 

a realistic portrayal" It is f'elt that Meyer and Kuhts measure of' 

Op .. cit .. , p.,114¢ 
Inf'ra, Appendix No .. 1-1/1-13 .. See ref'erence in Monetary and Economic 
Council Report NO e 10, opocit .. , p.,12 to the role of' depreciation allowances 
as a stabilising f'actor" 
Op.cit .. , p .. 99" 
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profit used (net of depreciation) was biased to throw up, or at least 

accentuate, a negative result .. On the other hand some conf'irmation, 

in the form of possible correlations, of the conclusion of W .. L .. Crum 

that younger companies are more likely to suffer losses was not really 

feasible because of the relative absence of' young companies in the present 

sample.. (.53) 

Coeff'icients of' Variation 

- Yearly Data 19.59-63 (.5.5) 

As with ~ the overwhelming impression is that of' very consistent 

UVa in the 19.59-62 period, with a slight increase in 1963 .. 

uV in the range of' .. 95 to 1 .. 00 indicated parity of' u and s u 

Industry, Size and Growth Rate Groupings (56) 

Values of 

.. 

Industry=year~oupings showed considerable f'luctuation in 

Inter-industry the range was from .. 62 (Industry Group. 2 - 1959) to 1 .. 32 

(Industry Group 1 - 1963)., The time span of' these extremes ref'lected 

in part the intra-industry pattern of generally increasing uV over time, 
s 

particularly in 1 961-62., Reference to inter and intra-industry 

patterns of variability in the instability of' earnings is an indication 

that an opportunity may exist to test the concept of' the liequivalent 

This concept is of' central importance 

to the Modigliani and Miller propositions regarding the cost of capital .. 

Of particular signif'icance is the manner in which industry classif'ications 

are used in an attempt to establish homogeneous groups of' companies in 

given risk-classes .. The limitations of' both the rather crude measure 

of' variability and the conventional analysis of' variance technique 

must be recognisedo The latter f'or instance gives no indication of' 

whether the measure f'or each industry differs signif'icantly from. each 

other or whether a~ rejection of the hypothesis of' equality of 

liThe Age structure of' the Corporate System", Berkley, University of' 
Calif'ornia Press 1950 .. 
For a def'inition of' "Ea~ings Instabilityli see pe 157, supra .. As all 
the variables have been introduced in the course of' the preceding 
discussion cent'!"ed on "Rate of' Returnli relationships, explanatory comment 
in this and subsequent sections will be of' a more restricted nature .. 
Infra, Appendix No .. 2-1 .. 
Infra, Appendix No" 2-1/2-14-" 
Supra, p .. 89" 
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variability is attributable to only one or two groupings o However, 

the earnings were recorded bef'ore interest and taxation, the measure 

was of' the instability of' such earnings (same indication of' business 

risk), and the components f'or analysis of' variance were available o Hence 

a pre1imina~ examination appeared justified" Established in the f'orm 

of' F-values the test rejected, at the f'ive per cent level, the null 

hypothesis of the equality of' the variability measures among the 

indust~ groups in all years except 1962e The respective F values were, 

The low 1962 value accords with the earlier observation on the 

significant intra=industry U:v increase in 1961-62 .. 
s 

It appears f'rom 

this test that some initial support can be given to the proposition 

that there are significant diff'erences between industries with respect 

to business risk as measured by the particular surrogate used in this 

Stress must be laid on the word "initial" as research projects 

carried out by RoE. Wippern and N~Jo Gonedes with more sophisticated 

f'orms of' statistical analysis have revealed contrary results. (58) .. 

Wippern~s application of' conventional variance analysis produced results 

similar to this present study but when more extended analysis was 

developed the observation was to the effect "that industry classifications 

do not discriminate among groups of' firms with approximately equivalent 

degrees of' business risk"" (59) Gonedes f'ound that the industry groups 

in his sample were heterogeneous with respect to business risk the only 

problem being that the f'irms within the majority of' industry groups also 

displayed this characteristic" The intra-industry f'indings were not 

consistent with those that would support the equivalent-risk class 

hypothesis .. 

The size groupings of' companies showed an interesting movement f'rom 

consistency to inconsistency as the size rating increased" With the 

Small-Size Group the uV f'ellin the range ,,90 to 1,,00 incorporating, 
s 

(58) IiA Note on the Equivalent Risk Class Assumption" in J.F. Weston and 
DoH" Woods, opocit", po277 .. 
"A Test of' the Equivatent Risk Class Hypothesis", Journal of' Financial 
and Quantitative Analysis$ June 1969, p,,159o 

(59) Ibid., po 281 0 
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as expected, a relatively high mean value o~ the earnings instability 

measure and a significant amount of standard deviationo This consistency 

of performance did not persist& With the Large-Size Group the 

signi~icantly lower, but ~luctuating, mean values o~ the earnings 

instability measure were associated with varying amounts o~ standard 

deviation to produce the ~ollowing uV over the 1959~63 period: 1026, 
s 

.. 77, 1 .. 01, ,,66, 1 <> 1 2 .. There is not quite the consistent reduction in 

uV which could perhaps be expected with the increase in size" s However, 

even large-sized companies cannot expect to remain immune ~rom the 

fluctuations of the general economio environment" 

More in accordance with expectations was the performance o~ the 

growth groupings .. Greater relative dispersion was experienced with 

movement ~m the Fast to Slow-Growth Group" 

Correlation Coe~ficients (60) 

(u-b) Earnings Instability and Retention Rate 

A degree of positive correlation could have been expected as 

retention policies were adjusted to cover ~luctuations in earnings.. In 

the limited survey carried out by MoJo Gordon this in ~act proved to be 

the case though the results were not conclusive. (61) I~ the present 

study positive correlations dominated with a reasonable degree of 

significance for most o~ the 1959-63 period. 1963 was the exception 

with a significant negative correlation appearing from the yearly data. 

Subsidiary groupings indicated that this inverse relationship emanated 

mainly ~rom the Small-Size, Slow-Growth Rate Groupings" The drop in 

retention rate for these two groups was particularly marked and reflects 

something of the general uncertainty of the 1 962=63 period already 

associated with the positive correlation of r-b" 

(u-h) Earnings Instability and Leverage 

The above relationship reflects something of the fundamental 

association of business and financial risk referred to in such propositions 

(60) Infra", Appendix Noo 2-1/2-14., 
(61) Op"ci to, p,,231 .. 



as asset structure inf'luences the liability 

finance equation displays OGe no evidence s 

behavior in this aspect is affected by the type of ac 

in"" The "traditional li expectation is that will be 

some Ii of these tvvo types of risk (an inverse in 

an to increase the value of the firmo The 

muu~o~.~a~~~ and Miller emphasising the centrality of net 

before interest) to the valuation process 

been notedc (64) 

pursuing a tentative enquiry M.Jc Gordon found 
(65) 

I' on leverage increases with the of s " " . 
finding was confirmed by the present study "'J.J.~'U.E.J.J. there were some 

exceptions particularly in the of 

These exceptions tended in the extremes 

in groupings of companies - the Large and and the 

and Slow-Growth Groupsc The Small-Size and 

to some extent., The positive is seen in this 

to reflect the performance of a group of some low 

instability and unwilling or unable to use to 

and others with greater earnings this 

with a significant degree of leverage.. Th~s 

occurs in only one year with the Large-8ize Group but is more perSistent 

Fast-Growth Groupe Possibly this latter g 

(managerial?) to cope with the 

be implicit in the positive correlation of 

amounts of both factors are 

Earnings Instability and 

The i!puristff in corporate :rinance may 

to dominate in this instance 

weston, IIToward Theories of Financial 
Dhrymes, and Mo Kurz~ op.cite , p.448e 

Supra, p" 89" 
Op"cit .. , p .. 232 .. 

appear to 

when 

being 
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to provide a flbuf'f'er" against earnings With a 

made up largely o~ well-established (in a sense at 

companies this situation was not so likely" ~act, as Gordon also 

~ound, position proved to be indeterminate with and 

correlations abounding" (66) 

Earnings Instability and Investment Rate 

At tentative level this relationship not 

an Investment could decline as the 

instability but it could also be undertaken in order to reduce 

The influence ~ 

in o~ the economic environment, could be o~ 

importance to elements o~ the tl-z relationship" last 

analysis effect o~ uncertainty should mean that a 

correlation be the most likelyo Gordon f'ound some weak 

~or t (67) However" if' anything., the present 

f'avoured correlation .. In the case of' the yearly data 

fact came strongly in 1 961-62 and appears to be in accord with 

conf'idence in the New Zealand economy at that 
( 

Other correlations came to the ~ore with and 

Fast-Growth o~ companies probably re~ecting a 

some degree o~ uncertainty$ 

Instability and Liquidity 

the two elements in this 

tend to a content .. This could mean some expectation ~ 

a pos correlation as increased earnings instability resulted 

increased on liquid resourceso The reverse, however, 

if' the instability or same other related ~L~ncial state was 

to encourage the o~ liquid resources" 

In the the only reasonably clear pattern ~ 

correlations with the yearly datae Positive correlations o~ 

Ibid .. " p .. 233" 
Ibid", p .. 
See Appendix No,,~->/_.~ f'or survey of' economic events" 



or moderate significance held for all years exe 963 

subsidiary, industry, size and growth groupings provided 

enlightenment except that the significantly negative of 

Fast-Growth Group - 1963 possibly supplied some explanation of 

deviation encountered in the yearly data for 1 963 e The 

Fast-Growth Group to ease the pressure on liquid resources, 

increasing earnings instability, is of course worthy of own 

Earnings Instability and Interest 

charge as an "income orientedll measure of leverage was 

f'ound to associate with earnings instability so as to conf'irm 

f'indings of u-h .. Negative correlations persisted quite strongly 

over all groupings with the exceptions, as noted previously, centring 

on extreme groups; Large and Small-Size, and Fast and Slow-Growth~ 

('u-d t) Earnings Instability and Current Depreciation 

A moderately signific~~t degree of positive correlation emerged 

from practically all groupings of' the companies .. Meyer and 

a in their survey and observed that "the depreoiation 

combines both technical and liquidity inf'luences and the 

encompasses both expectations and liquidity; the that the 

two very similarly suggests that it is the common liquidity 

observed behaviour patterns ll ,,(70) The underlying 

liquidity element could be rerlected in part in that 

of' negative correlations was ~~ Industry - Years 1960-62. 

This was a in New Zealand when initial depreciation allow~~ces were 

cut and liquidity was tight .. These factors may have been 

to upset a tendency to positive correlationc 

Earnings Instability and Total Depreciation (Age) 

depreciation as a proxy measure ror age may have been 

to thrown up an inverse relationship with earnings instability -

Supra" 
Op .. 

p .. 202. 
25. 



the more mature the business the less instability@ did not prove 

to be case in this study with the groupings producing a o:f 

and widely varying correlations" 

1 Retention Rate (b) 

Coe:f:ficients o:f Variation (V ) 
s 

- Yearly Data g 1959-63~(71) 

Perhaps :ful:filling the role o:f a ·passively 

retention rate showed some degree o:f :fluctuation" was 

not 1963 that this became signi:ficant as the mean rate 

decline :from a peak in 1961 and became associated a 

the amount o:f the standard deviation in 1963 .. 

Size, and Growth Rate Groupings 

o:f industry groupings revealed much the same 

as :found wi th yearly data .. The source o:f the increased 

in 1963 was :from an industry point o:f view" 

Group 1 - 1963 where a group of' companies associated 

:food and allied products experienced particularly savage 

:fluctuations in the rate o:f retention .. 
(72) 

o:f 

For 

o:f companies by size provided :further conrirmation 

stability o:f :financial relationships as size increases" 

Group the bV ranged :fran 1 ,,25 to 1 .. 86 while :for the s 

the range was ~1 to .69. The Small-Size Group :range 

mentioned does not include the bV :for 1963 as this soared to 99,.3" s 

size, more industry classi:fication, was the criteria :for 

out companies with widely :fluctuating retention rates" 

were re:flected by growth-rate groupings with 

consistency in rates o:f retention increasing as rates o:f growth increased" 

The Slow-Growth 

considerably 

In:fra, 

Group - 1963 produced a bV o:f 14.,6 this moderating 
s 

experienced under the size classi:fication@ 

H"J. Kearns Ltd .. 
Opotiki Bacon Co" Ltd" 
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Correlation Coe~~icients (73) 

(b-h) Retention Rate and Leverage 

The preliminary ~indings on this relationship may throw some 

light on the extent to which different ~orms o~ ~inancing substitute or 

complement each othero When consideration is given to the potential ~or 

lagged e~~ects as companies progressively move between establishing an 

equity base ~or debt ~inance and increasing or re-instating the degree 

of leverage, the tentativeness o~ these present ~indings should be all 

(74) 
too apparentc U~ortunately, there appears to have been only 

limited analysis carried out by others on the b-h relationship. With 

the exception o~ the work o~ M"J" Gordon most o~ the research has 

concentrated on the obverse o~ the rate o~ retention - the dividend 

d 
•. (75) 

ec~sJ.on .. Gordon came to the conclusion that "leverage and 

retention rates are practically independent o~ each other apart ~rom 

the association create.d by investment rate and rate o~ return"" 
(76) 

At this stage o~ the present study the investment and rate o~ 

return ~actors were not held constant. The result was quite sign~icant 

negative correlations over the majority o~ the groupings o~ companies e 

With positive correlations also quite conceivable the degree o~ 

signi~icance in the above ~indings is somewhat disturbing. Some 

encouragement, however, can be taken ~rom the ~act tba t even in this 

crude ~orm the analysis did separate out the Fast-Growth Group as the 

only group characterised by reasonably sign~icant positive correlation" 

(b-q) Retention Rate and Outside Equity Financing 

If, as in the case o~ (b-h), there is any predisposition to 

inconolusiveness, then this requirement was certainly met by the 

correlations emanating ~rom the internal/external equity relationshipe 

Generally weak to insign~icant positive and negative correlations 

pers~sted, the only reasonable degree o~ stability appearing in the 

I~ra, Appendix No. 2-1/2-14-.. 
For a brie~ discussion on the implications o~ introducing a lag e~~ect 
see PeE. Hart, op.cit., Col .. 2., p,,126. 
See ~ootnote No o 14, Ch. 6, supra, regarding the study o~ dividend policy 
and investment., 

(76) Op.,cit., po235o 



(77) 
(78) 
(79) 

groupings where negative correlations (of some 

with fastereowth groups) tended to dominate o The independence in 

the use of various methods of financing noted by M.J. Gordon appears 

also to to equity-type finance. (77) However, by 

positive b-h and ~he negative b-q relationships for 

Group perhaps some insight can be gained into the 

rapid rate of growthe As a group the companies 

Q~TQnT a form of compensating action so as to continually push 

of 

In 

For instance high retention rate assooiated 

rate (a negative r~lationship) compensated 

leverage rate (a positive relationship) 

Retention Rate and Investment Rate 

versa" 

relationship is one which has deservedly ree its 

from research workers in the field of 

on investment Meyer and Kuh introduced the 

results of a large number of empirical 

behaviour and concluded that !~y far the most 

direct inquiries is their virtual unanimity 

liquidity considerations and a 

financing are prime factors in determining volume of 

(78) 
Of interest, however, was the that their 

of the dividend payout-investment 

the number of strong negative correlations WHJ"'L would have given 

to the above proposition on 

consideration of the positive correlation result on dividend 

indicated that the greatest number and most 

values occurred in rapidly 

assessment was "that firms in 

~L~vUvU outside funds and consequently good relations with 

more. than did stagnant industries but also stood best 

of deriving appropriate (long-term?) 

dividend policy"~ (79) 

, po17 .. 
, p.158 o Comment in braCkets inserted& 

from a more 

of the 

IVI"""rt>Y' and s 

money market 
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Tew and Henderson did not encounter the extreme heterogeneity or 

results that raced Meyer and Kuh but were troubled by the low correlation 

between their savings and investment variablese They described it such a 

low correlation eGO as remarkable because it provides virtually no 

evidence or any connection between intentions to save and intentions to 

investil" (80) 
Arter a lengthy examination or a number or IDcely 

relationships between savings and investment Tew and Henderson rinally 

faced up to lithe need ror suggesting possible explanations or why 

businessmen's intentions to save apparently had little relation to their 

intentions to investli" (81) In brier the explanations were: firsts 

that the relationship was indeed tenuous at the time of the survey 

(possibly due to easy financial conditions), second, again supporting 

tenuitys that the period of the survey (five years) was too short to 

properly relate savings and investment, and third, that ex post statistics 

are a very imperfect guide to expectations., Tew and Henderson concluded 

that "there is no shortage of possible explanations for the low 

correlation &0 <> the only difficulty.,. .. is to choose between themn" (82) 

In a more recent study Dhrymes and Kurz, in establishing a 

regression equation model of investment, commented that lithe astonishing 

result eo" is the (positive) sign and nearly consistent significance 

of' the coefficient or the dividend variable"., (83) Arter further, 

more sophisticated, statistical analysis to control more adequately the 

problem of' interdependency, a consistently negative and significant 

coefficient was established in most instances for the dividend variable,,(84) 

In this situation same danger was seen in a rigid dividend policy 

tending to hamper the investment activity of rirms .. 

Op .. cit", p,,49,, 
Ibid .. , poSO.. The three relationships put rorward were~ 
(a) nBusinessmen, on deciding to save more, would also decide to 

invest more, ".,., II 
(b) "Businessmen, on deciding to invest more, would also decide to 

save more, ".,,, Ii 
(0) fiBusinessmen, on deciding to invest more, would also decide to save 

less, ror a higher dividend paid on outstanding ordinary shares 
would encourage potential shareholders to take up new issueso li 

Ibid .. , p"S1" 
Op"cite , p,,448 .. IiPositive" in brackets inserted" 
The limited information method of two-stage least squares was applied" 



Finally, in the limited survey by M.J. Gordon 

~.~vyvy~ up positive and in most instances significant in and 

I t ' (85) corre a :Lons .. 

Against this background the present study presented a 

in that there were a number or positive, negative, and 

correlations. Over all, the positive correlations tended to 

cularly in the 1962-63 period. Perhaps this rerlected a 

among companies to consolidate in the race or same increase in economic 

Certainly weak positive, and some negative correlations in 

woyant 1959-6'1 period appeared to be in accord 

'U,O,<"O.,." and Kuh' s interpretation or the performance or growth rirms.. Two 

or the subsidiary groupings warrant comment Q 

groupings clusters or signiricant positive correlations showed up 

both the Small-Size and Large-Size Groups. This accords with 

conclusion or James Bates~ based on United Kingdom companies 

largest and the smallest companies tend rinance a 

expenditure rrom their own savings"" 

confirmation of the proposition by Meyer and 

could be associated with growth companies" 

Group was the only group or companies to produce some 

correlations" 

1f ) Rate and Liquidity .. 

Consideration or this relationship and the expectation of some 

serves as a reminder of the observation made in most 

basic texts, "That prorits do not automatically give e 

increased cash resources"" (87) . Confirmation of' this statement was 

in present study where a significant degree or heterogeneity 

the results" A slight overall tendency ror positive 

to dominate strengthened significantly in the Fast-Growth 

Group" confirmed the initial expectation or a rapid absorption 

resources in the case or f'ast growth companies" 

"cit .. , Vol .. 1, p .. 211 " 
and G.BQ Battersby, op.citc, po258 .. 
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(b-i) Retention Rate and Interest 

Examina tion of' this relationship gave some coni'irmation to the 

rather tentative f'indings of' negative correlation in the b-h relationshipe 

(b-d' ) Retention Rate and Current Depreciation 

The pref'erence of' manuf'acturing companies f'or internal f'unds has 

been described as /ian economic regularity of' some stability and 

importance"" (88) Two signif'icant elements of' internal f'inancing are 

involved in this present relationship. The results of' the present 

survey were suf'f'iciently heterogeneous to deny any worthwhile analysis 
I 

even of' a very tentative naturee The only instance when the correlations 

showed any signif'icance was a cluster of positive correlations in the 

Large-3ize Group of' companies" The Small-Size Group also showed up in 

a slightly positive vein thus giving some f'urther coni'irmation to the 

earlier observation by Bates that large and small companies particularly 

~ . t 1 ~. (89) iavour 2n erna i~nance" 

(b-d) Retention Rate and Total Depreciation (Age) 

As with earnings instability an inverse relationship is perhaps 

predictable on the assumption of' age bringing greater stability and 

therefore a reduced need f'or such a high proportion of' retained earnings" 

Some slight evidence was f'ound to support this proposition. The negative 

correlations in the survey, though reasonably persistent, were generally 

weak and only came through signif'icantly in the Fast-Growth Group. The 

Meyer andKuh proposition regarding the high distribution-low retention 

policies of' some f'ast growth rate (well-established?) companies may yet 

prove appropriate to New Zealand eonditionso The association of' high 

retention and "youth" appears to be reasonable f'or a f'ast growth group,,(90) 

Coef'f'ieients of' Variation (V ) 
s 

- Yearly Data 1959-63 (91) 

The leverage variable presented a picture of remarkable stability 

over the period (in the range &62 to .68) with a slight decrease in the 

JoR" Meyer and E. Kuh, op.cit .. ~ p e 142. 
Supra, p., 209 <P 

Supra, P.,209d' 
Inrra, Appendix No" 2-10 



(93) 

mean rate being associated with a similar movement the 

deviation" The degree of stability was indeed 

relative permanence for public companies of the 

external capital. 

Size, and Growth Rate Groupings~(92) 
Reference to the leverage variable and the 

introduces certain aspects of the much debated 

is an "opt:imal lf corporate financial 

words, is there an optimal financing mix of debt and equity 

the cost of capital and maximise the value of a 

Presumably if there is not, there should no 

patterns and financial structures of 

of firms should vary at ',randOill .. Ezra Solomon c 

analysis of this situation by pointing out that 

Ifone kind of evidence in favour of the traditional 
(that an optimum structure do'es exist) is that 
in various industry groups appear to use 
if there is some optimum range appropriate to 

significant intev-eom~ differences 
exist within each industry, the average usage 
by broad industry groups tends to follow a 
pattern over time,," (93) 

Reference to the hV of this study does provide 
s 

Solomon refers to in that while were 

and 

on the 

differences the intra-industry over pos was one of 

considerable stability" 

Range of Values 1959-63 

hv h 
Industry s s 

Groups 
1 " .. 50 - .. 57 17,,91 - 10 - 1 

2" .. 54 - .,68 18 .. 56 - 20" 1 1 - 1 9 

3" ,,72 - ,,87 16 - 1 1 .80 -

4. .66 - ,,95 - 15.01 9,,88 - 9 
5,. .. 53 - .,61 21 .. 18 - 2 .. 03 - 14.59 

Application of the F-value test based on means 

and within-group means for each of five years 1959 1963 gave 

Appendix No" 2-1/2~14., 
, p.,98" 
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the F-values 18 .. 53, 11 0 24, 12.44, 13.16, and 6.400 These values are all 

significant at the ~ive and one per cent levels giving some ~urther 

support to the existence o~ distinctive inter-industry, as against 

intra-industry, leverage rates. (94) The overall tendency was ~or the 

mean and standard deviation values to decline gradually during the 1959-63 

period" 'Phis was particularly evident in Industry Group 1, with 

Industry Group 4 - 1963 providing the only real exception as the mean 

value rose and was associated with a si~icant drop in the standard 

deviation to provide an out-o~-character, industry hV o~ .66. s 

On the basis o~ size groupings it was only the Small-Size Group 

which appeared to separate out with distinctively higher hV , the three 
s 

remaining size groups holding a ~airly stable position" 

The growth groupings, on the other hand, portrayed a much more 

distinctive pattern. As the rate o~ growth increased the hV dropped 
s 

significantly. First, largely as a result o~ the increased mean values 

o~ leverage and second, the combination o~ higher mean values and lower 

standard deviations. The movements are signi~icant enough to warrant 

separate presentation" 

Range o~ Values 1959-63 

hv h u 
Growth Rate Groups~ 

s 

Slow .64 - .78 15.63 - 17070 

Slow-Medium .68 - ,,73 17,,32 - 20.30 

Medium-Fast .45 - .. 59 18.,96 - 24 .. 77 

Fast 024 - .50 26 .. 87 - 30,,69 

Correlation Goe~~icients (95) 

(h-q) Leverage and Outside Equity Financing 

10.41 - 13.87 

11.92 - .47 

10.18 - 13669 

6.84 - 13.94 

As with previous relationships incorporating outside equity, a 

certain air o~ inconclusiveness surrounded h-q. M.J. Gordon ~ound that 

by holding rate o~ return and investment constant that a reasonably 

signi~icant positive correlation o~ leverage and outside equity could be 

obtained. (96) With the exception ~ Industry Groups 2 and 3 the present 

(94) Relevant F. Values (.05) - 2.39, (.01) - 3.36. 
(95) l~ra, Appendix No. 2-1/2-14" 
(96) Opocit", p.236. 
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study did not produce anything particularly conclusive from any groupings 

of companies" These industry groups were the only two instances where 

reasonably significant correlations (Industry Group 2 - negative, Industry 

Group 3 - positive) held consistently over the 1959-63 period~ The form 

of the relationships accorded with the general opinion of more sluggish 

development in Industry Group 2 (Woollen and Clothing Manufacturing) as 

against more growth in certain sections of Industry Group 3 (Forestry and 

Wood Products and Printing and Publishing) '" 

(h-z) Leverage and Investment 

Wi th this relationship the warning of Dhrymes and Kurz" that "the 

connection between investment and leverage is not a simple and direct one 

and (that) conclusions based on so crude a measure as strople correlations 

are bound to be tenuous II II shOUld be carefully noted., (97) For example 

Dhrymes and Kurz examine the relationship in two stages. First, by 

incorporating a leverage measure as a measure of risk in a regression 

model with external finance as the de~ndent variable, and second,l by 

examining the impact of such external finance on the investment decisione 

In the more simple vein of viewing the leverage-investment relationship 

direct M.J o Gordon found significant positive correlatione 
(98) 

In the present study positive correlations also tended to dominate., 

Particularly was this so with the yearly data of 1959-60 apparently 

reflecting the relative economic buoyancy of that period. The affinity of 

the positive relationship with growth conditions was also evident in the 

growth rate groupings with significant positive relationships coming 

through quite strongly in the Fast-Growth GrouPe 

(h-1T ) Leverage and Liquidity 

Previous relationships with the liquidity element have net been 

particularly conclusive" In this instance the association with leverage 

proved an exception as significant negative correlations persisted for the 

majority of the groupings .. The negative correlations could reflect some 

easing of pressure on liquid resources (in the short term at least) possibly 

(97) Opocit&, Po461~ 
(98) Op&cito , po234. 



asa o~ the increasing degrees of leverage. 

Leverage and Interest 

Not unexpectedly this relationship produced s and most 

positive correlations to date., As already rererrerr 

charges are regarded as an approximate "income measure 

o~ The presentation o~ this item is not 

nor manner o~ its expression (being d~lated by 

to establish it as a measure o~ the rate o~ 

had in fact been the case then a negative 

been a possibility. Dhrymes and Kurz 

incorporate such a rate o~ interest measure in 

of external ~inance. (99) 

o~ the subsidiary groupL~s of companies 

, is that the highest correlation came with 

Size of companies and is assumed to reflect the 

charges by this groupo Second, and a 

more that the only cluster o~ negative 

~rom Group .. Financial reporting practice 

to be Fast-Growth Group of companies 

Small-Medium Size Groupo As 

they .. ULLLLL to have fairly high leverage but as small medium-sized 

would not be regarded as leaders in 

as though a negative bias been 

of ~actors~ 

and Cu.rrent Depreciation 

Meyer and Kuh context, as a liquidi ty 

current have possibly been expected (see h- ~ to 

a of negative correlation with leverage o fact 

does appear to be case though, while negative correlations did 

up, the remained confusedo 



( 100) 
(101) 

(102) 

(103) 
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Leverage and Total Depreciation (Age) 

f'rom the present study is that of' 

corporate does tend to move inversely to the age of' a company as 

measured by total depreciation. The negative correlations were 

strongly dominant but did persist throughout the groupings of' 

and came through strongly in the f'aster g'owth groups - a f'or 

higher younger growth companies. 

is 

Equi ty Financing (q) 

Coeff'icients of' Variation (V ) 
s 

Date 1959-63 (100) 

equity f'inancing is an aspect of' 

of' an enigma when it comes to the 

the production of' "on average" 

of' companies onto the "open market"; 

of' the market", is a sigIl..if'icant rather 
(102) 

While general economic conditions 

statistical 

the 

f'or 

inevitably 

companies as a group in the timing of' of' capital 

remains an event where the individual s position can be 

of' relevance and consequently on aggregation could 

b . if" t (103) e S:lg:n :loan" 

The yearly data f'or the 1958-63 :ref'lects this aggregation 

so that the 'general economic appear to have set the 

and the qVs steadily decreased in amount during 

time.. Up to 1962 this trend was occasioned a ris:LTlg mean value 

of' outside equity f'inancing not b of'f'set by an increase 

in v=L~'~~ deviation" Not unexpectedly, in view of' the increased 

economic uncertainty prevailing, 1963 a sudden reduction in 

both the mean value and the standard of' the amount of' outside 

Infra, Appendix No .. 2-1. 
For a brief' comment on the relevance of' average" results of' 
statistical analysis see PcE~ Hart, op .. cit .. , Vol. 2, p.144. 

a comprehensive assessment of' the role of' the share market see 
W .. J. Baumol, "The Stock Market and Economic Eff'iciency", New York, 
Fordham University Press, 1965. Also Tew and Henderson, op.cit .. , p.6ge 
For a discussion on the problems of' of' data see J~. Brittain, 

, p.127, and PoE. Hart, op.cit .. , 2, p.144. 
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equi ty f'inanc ing .. ( 1 04. 

Industry, Size, and Growth Rate Groupings 05) 

P.E. Hart has observed that "the whole of' the 

indus try, or even one manuf'acturing industry, is hardly a 

making unit and it is obviously necessary to disaggregate and 

It (106) 
" .... The indetenninancy of' the results f'rom 

classif'ications probably stems in part f'rom this of' 

affairs. However, something does appear more clearly f'rom 

and is the dominanoe of' 1962 as a year f'or equity 

Ref'erence to the Summary Fi~cing and Investment Tables f'or 

period indicates that a high level of' investment in SUbsidiaries 

was one of' the main reasons f'or this peak.(i 07) 

The groupings proved a little more determinate., While 

f'e11 in much the same range over the f'our groupings was the mean 

of' the outside equity f'inancing which provided some further 

As the degree of' leverage there was a distinct separating of' 

Group" Outside new equity issues were of' considerably 

(and even non-existent in some years) to this 

sues af'ter the initial f'ormation issue were very much 

The perf'ormance of' the companies in the l"ejIlaining 

incorporating the raising of' nfOre -signif'icant amounts 

of equi ty f'inance, showed little variation between groups .. 

growth rate groupings there were wide ranges of 

!:n"."lllT"!'! but particularly in the Slow-Growth Group which had 

a of' 0",7 to 7 ~4" Against this background of' wide variability 

groups there was a pattern of' inereas:il1..g signif'icance of' 

to note f'rom the Summary Tables of' Financing and 
No o 1-.4.2/2, the swing in 1963 to debenture and 

" A recognijion of' the need to appeal to the "secured 
of' investor at that time, combined with the utilisation of an 
established by accumulation of' prof'its and external equity 

fJ""~Jlu...I..A. No .. 2-1/2-14 .. 
, p .. 1 
Appendix No. 1-42/2 .. 

Tables of' Financing and Investment by size grouping for the 
of' internal f'inancing in the case of the Small-Size Group .. 

NO.,1-32/1 ,inf'ra~ See also Tew and Henderson, opecit." p.69, 
f'or similar observations on United Kingdom companies '" 
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(110) 

(111 ) 
( 112) 
( 113) 

equity issues as the rate of growth increased. and 

found with United Kingdom companies, were a 

most form of finance to the companies growing 

Correlation Coefficients (110) 

(q-z) Outside Equity Financing and Investment 

Earlier comments on establishing "sources of finance 

(incorporating rate of retention, and 

the possible degree of tenuity in such links and 

been surprising to have found some inconclusiveness 

of outside equity and investment" .A:n.y attempt one 

source of funds with the overall investment of a firm is a 

As Tew and Henderson warn, "what a 

much and more comprehensive approach in order 

sources and uses of into perspective"o(111) 

course of further research on United Kingdom 

Tew and ..... ,,' ... .&U.v that reliance on the new issue market emerged 

much more as a function of the rate of growth of the net assets 

of an a function of anyone particular use of funds@ 
1 

M.J. Gordon found a strong positive correlation of outside equity 

financing and while on the other hand Meyer and Kuh f01.l..'Ild 

nothing to fact that "manuf'acturing firms have shown, 

above all else, a markedly greater aversion to outside financing of either 

debt or 

applied to 

and accords 

and that "this aversion to outside money particularly 

( 113) 

background the present study presented a 

of significant positive correlations over all 

correlations occurred in the Fast-Growth Group 

f that it was this same group tb-at produced 

Ibid .. , 
Infra, No..2-1/2-14. As the original matrix of correlations was 
designed to take up most of the significant relationships in the early 
stages, some of the comments on the analysis in these later stages 
will occur .. 
Op"cit", p.,65 .. 
Ibid", p .. 68 .. 
Ibid .. , p .. 68 .. 
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negative correlations of b - Z. It was noted at that 

Meyer Kuh saw in this latter relationship evidence of: companies 

going more readily to the market for f:inancee(114) 

(q) Outside Equity Financing and Liquidity (1T ), 

Current Depreciation Cd w), and Total ( 

These relationships are grouped for comment, as are 

to be of: lesser moment and in addition, 

of: the preliminary analysis by way of: simple are 

inconclusive .. 

The suggestion of: any pattern emerged q-1T 

where negative correlations tended to dominate .. f:ollows 

the found with h -1T and ref:lects some easing of: on 

resources, at least in the short term possibly as a of 

issues .. 

1 Investment Rate (z) 

of Variation (V ) 
s 

Data 1959-63 (115) 

It encouraging to note that the yearly investment rate of: 

companies, as measured f:or the pre-sent study, moved in e 

sympathy the general economic conditions persisting New 

did 

The zV f:ell in the range i .37 
s 

being recorded in respect of 1961 

2$3 with the 

when not 

rates increase but the degree of: dispersion was 

reduced for the earlier part of: the period o This 

the rate was a reasonable ref:lection of: 

in "''''"' .. o .. u, ...... economy at that time" 

Size and Growth Rate Groupings (116) 

groupings analysis disclosed two instances Of 

s ignif:i cant ions in zV " s 

have been elsewhere .. (117) 

Supra, p. 209 e 

Infra, Appendix No" 2-1" 
Infra, Appendix No., 2-1/2-14 .. 
SUpra, p .. 

Related aspects of these 

First, f:or Industry Group 1 -



18) 
19) 

extreme retention rate has been noted 

a group companies" Second, 2 -

1960 the rate of return for 

Meyer and 

problem is "''-'A'''''' .... ''' .... and requires treatment each 

a variety of 
18) 

With e groupings the overall trend was in 

as the inoreased" Initially was 

ot: a higher mean rate but when 

encountered 

standard 

rate and 

reoognisable 

Growth l.:rZ'Cm'O 

dispersion 

zlf then s 

range, 

were 

resources 

mean rate was supported 

as Size was clearly 

of investment., 

the growth rate 

performanoe on 

a range of zlf :from 3 $1 to 
s 

as expected in 1959 

down over the remaining 

the case of the 

per:formance as maJr"kl'!d1. 

significant levels of 

Coe:f:ficients 1 

correlations, 

all groupings of companies" In 

to be relevant to 

occurred with the liare:IOi-i::i:l.Z 

accords 

somewha t more 

as a result 

was 

the 

as regards 

greatest 

a 3 

covered an 

investment 

The only positive 

the suggestion 

is that 

requirements 
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and less re~erence to internal availability o~ while small 

~iIms liquidity restraint ...... important"" 20) 

(z) Investment Rate and Interest (i), Current Depreoiation (d l ), 

and Total Depreciation - Age (d) 

the correlations arising ~rom these relationships 

were d~fuse pattern and o~ten insignificant~ was disappointing 

in respect o~ and z-d.. Researoh had indicated that as regards 

current depreciation that a significant relationship with 

investment rather by way o~ liquidity oonsiderations ooncern 

with the range of' assets '" The only o~ a 

sign~icant was ~rom the yearly data 1962 when a reasonably strong 

positive occurred in conditions approaching those envisaged 

by Meyer and that is "economic conditions o~ 

deceleration" " 
) 

With .L "a<C'J..LLL to the total depreciation-age 

significant correlations were negative and occurred 

and Slow-Growth groupings.. This appears to be a 

"senility" effect already re~erred to in that lI~irms 

dow:nward as indicated by an aged capital stock 

reverse the trend (122) 

1 .. 2 .. 7 ( 1T ) 

o~ Variation (V ) 
s 

- Yearly Data 1959-63 (123) 

For a variable which by its nature could have 

have shown some ~luctuation, the picture presented by 

o~ marked The range of' the 1fV was only It) s 

this accurately re~lected stability in the two 

condition o~ 

application o~ 

Op .. ci t", 
Ibid", p .. i 
Ibid .. , p.1 00 .. 

data is o~ particular relevance 

<..U.L . .l."'.... analys is.. (1 24) 

~ra, Appendix No .. 
Supra, p .. 195 and 

or 

of the 

are on t..he 

do not 

to 

1TV was one s 

to 1 .. 1 and 

This 
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Indus try ~ S iz e, and Growth Rate Groupings (1 25) 

The industry groupings did little to upset the picture or stability 

portrayed by the yearly data. However, there were clearly signiricant 

industry dirferences in the underlying elements as both Industry Group 2 

and Industry Group 5 consistently recorded significantly greater pressure 

( 126) 
on liquid resources o Approximately similar increases in dispersion 

held the 1TV relatively stable" 
s 

With the size groupings, while there was a steady overall decline 

in the 1TV as size increased there was also quite a distinct break s 

between the Small-Size Group and the remainder of the companies" (Small= 

Size Group range or 1TV 109 to 3®1; the remainder 059 to 101)~ This 
s 

break was occasioned mainly by the signiricant increase in liquidity 

pressure outside the Small-Size Group. Only with the Large-Size Group 

was there also a marked reduction in dispersion. Clearly and, perhaps 

rather surprisingly~ increasing size appeared to be accompa~ied by 

greater and more consistent pressure on liquid resources" 

Much the same pattern was repeated with the growth-rate groupings 

the difference being that the break came between the Slow-Medium and 

Medium-Fast Growth Rate groupings. The two slower growth-rate groups 

produced nv in the range or ,,86 to 1 09 while the two rast growth-rate 
s 

groups produced a range or ,,30 to .56. Significant and consistent pressure 

on liquid resources was certainly a concomitant or raster growthe 

Correlation Coerricients (128) 

( 1T -i) Liquidity and Interest Charges (a proxy for leverage) 

As with the earlier h-1T relationship, negative correlations 

were to the rore but at no stage were they as significant or persistent 

Inrra, Appendix No" 2 -1/2-14 .. 
The significance or "Net Current Assets" in the Total Assets structure 
of' Industry-Group 2 (Woollen and Clothing Manufacturing) and Industry -
Group 5 (Metals , Machinery) can be readily seen in the Summary· or 
Balance Sheets - Industry Grouping, Appendix 1 -14/18 infra .. 
It is dirficult to make a direct comparison with other research work 
in this area" The work that has been done appears to indicate that as 
companies increase in size there are economies of scale in the use or 
cash.. This tendency or large companies to run down cash resources may 
partially explain what appears to be a fairly consistent trend towards 
illiquidi ty by the Large-Size Group in this present study" For an 
excellent summary or overseas research in this area R.C. Vogel and 
G.S" Maddala, op"cit", po557~ 
Inrra, Appendix No" 2 -1/2-14. 
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in their appearance .. In converse mode, however, was the 

appearance over the whole 1959-63 period o£ positive 

e Group" With the h- 11' relationship occurred 

1959& It would appear £rom these two instances that the to 

increase the degree of' leverage and a t the same time i..'I1.crease 

(probably by way o£ increased overdraft), was a 

o£ large companies$ 

Liquidity and Current Depreciation (d 9 ) and Total 

Depreciation Cd) 

The pattern o£ correlations £or both these relationships was 

inconclusive though a slight dominance by positive 

be noted at one or two points. In the yearly data o£ 1960=61, 

a period o£ relatively signi£icant growth, the positive 

showed up quite strongly probably re£lecting the increased 

charges and accumulation thereo£ associated with an 

pressure on liquid resources e The rate o£ absorption 

the process o£ growth o£ liquid resources "thrown O££H by 

was immediate in this periodo Similar 

not applied to the Medium-Fast Growth Rate Group of' 

The presence of' the negative correlations is worthy o£ note" In 

the case o£ current depreciation it may be no more than a temporary 

on the 

to 

R.C. 
In£ra, 

in liquidity because of a lag e££ect but in the case o£ the 

iation-age measure it has been suggested that "the more 

motivation £avouring larger liquid balances could be the 

1.. 8 

o£ some o£ the older, and presumably less e££icient, £irms 

contingency balances "" (1 29) 

Interest Charges ( 

Coe££icients o£ Variation (V ) 
s 

Data 1959-63 (130) 

has already been drawn to the de£iciencies in £inancial 

G.B. Maddala, op.cit .. , p .. 98o 
No o 



,,~~.~u render any analysis o~ the 

(131 ) 
On the information available 

remarkably stable as were the underlying me&"'l and 

more 

was 

Industry!, Size, and Growth Rate Groupings 

With industry groupings the iV were stable as were 
s 

Similar conditions applied with the 

was a slight tendency ~or the ~V to decrease as 
s 

were encountered o Growth Rate groupings 

decrease in iV as the rate s 

result o~ the increase in 

~or the Fast-Growth Groupe 

Correlation Coe~~icients 33 

Interest Charges and Current 

Depreciation (d) 

mean 

( 

patterns or the correlations ~or 

were d~ruse in the extremeo 

1$209 Depreciation = Current (d') and Total 

Coe~ricients o~ Variation (V ) 
s 

- Yearly Data 1959-63 (134-) 

item o~ 

were 

measures" 

though 

This 

the interest 

and Total 

these 

For both these measures the . were stable both in 

own right and as to the 

standard deviation~ 

Industry, Size, and Growth Rate 

A similar pattern o~ 

With the size 

the Larger-Size Groups were 

measures, the mean 8...l1d the 

35) 

the industry 

the v was apparent as 
s 

This was occasioned largely 

by reduced dispersion in the case or current depreoiation and increased 

mean values in the case o~ total 

Supra, 
~ra, 

pe 1970 
Appendix No", 2-1/2-14-.. 
Appendix No o 2~1/2-1lh 
Appendix No" 2-1 e 

Appendix No o 2-1/2-14-.. 

A slight decline in 
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also characterised the growth rate groupings as increased rates of 

growth were encountered., 

Correlation Coefficients (136) 

Current Depreciation and Total 

The conSistently significant and positive 

groupings of ccmpanies" while encouraging in a statistical 

presented a somewhat arid picture in an economic sense o 

current &precia tion as something of a hybrid combining 

and financial factors, and seeing in total depreciation a 

measure of in a slightly wider sense than techrdcal 

some more subtle and enlightening variations had been 

the sample of companies, as a continuing group of 

well-established (even if not always well~performed) concerns" 

the basic ingredients. For instance a greater 

newly established firms would have probably brought the 

depreciation-liquidity aspect to the fore (see 'iT-d)" 

.Any summary of findings at this juncture may appear a 

but it is considered justified as much of the work 

area placed considerable (perhaps undue) emphasis on the 

results of analysis at the correlation coefficient stageo 

is this so the theoretical ~dillework established by Robin Marris 

extensive Use made of the earlier analysis out 

Gordon, and Meyer and Kuh., .38) It is wi thin the context of 

Marris s work on and related financial policies that this 

commence 0 Later comments will centre on, what appear 

be, some of the more significant fLndings relevant to various 

of companies and their associated investment f'inancial 

.. 

1 Up to stage no examination has been made of correlations 

with a measure~ The intention has been to concentrate on what 

Appendix No" 2~1/2-14e 
See J Meyer and E. Kuh, op.cito, ppQ 98.9 for comment on 
current depreciation relationship~ 

!'J po 69 .. 

age-
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could be regarded as the independent variables in the determination 

o~ the growth process.. For the purposes o~ comparison with the 

Marris exposition the "rate o~ return - growth" (r-g) and 

"retention":" growth" (b-g) relationships are now introduced* 

TABLE 6-1 

THE "MARRIS" TYPE GROWTH CORRELA.TIONS 

Relationship Yearl;y: Data 
1959 19bO 19b1 1962 1963 

"" -,,03 ,,35 .. 21 020 ,,44-r-g 
b-g .. 09 .. 26 021 .,28 044-

Industry Grou;es 
v 1 2 r-g 3 4 5 

1959 ,,05 &27 ,,10 =035 .. 05 
1960 - .. 03 ,,66 038 065 .. 37 
1961 .. 33 .. 26 ,,05 .,30 .,24 
1962 .. 46 .. 10 ,,00 022 .,25 
1963 ,,82 .. 39 =020 ,,45 .35 

b-g 
1959 - .. 15 ,,28 .. 28 -,,30 ,,43 
1960 .. 15 -,,59 .,53 .,82 ,,66 
1961 ,,01 ,,14 .17 ,,32 ,,34 
1962 ,,25 ,,67 ,,06 035 ,,28 
1963 ,,74 .. 43 -",04 ,,06 043 

Size Groups 

Small Small-Medium Medium-Large Large 
.." 

r-g 
1959 -002 .,18 =038 .. 41 
1960 .,23 .. 54 032 - .. 02 
1961 052 ,,96 ,,21 ",28 
1962 .. 52 ,,03 " 19 .. 28 
1963 080 - .. 02 025 -,,25 

b-g 
1959 038 .. 21 =045 .. 50 
1960 .,61 -,,03 048 - .. 18 
1961 042 .. 01 ,,29 ,,70 
1962 060 .. 21 026 041 
1963 070 .. 02 014 7 

Growth-Rate Groups 

Slow Small-Medium Medium-Fast Fast ..., 
r-g 

1959 .. 19 -,,36 .,23 - .. 18 
1960 ,,30 ,,21 ,,59 .,08 
1961 051 .,24 =025 -,,59 
1962 036 - .. 04 =,,04 .,50 
1963 084 ,,00 =,,16 ..... 36 

b-g 
1959 ,,20 - .. 38 029 ,,36 
1960 .,52 .. 38 -,,55 ,,63 
1961 .. 40 034 =034 - .. 28 
1962 .. 52 "DO ,,48 .. 19 
1963 075 ,,06 =009 -,,47 
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From the results in Table 6-1 and previous f'indings it is apparent that, 

with some exceptions, until a growth-rate classif'ication was applied there 

was a f'airly stable pattern of' corporate f'inancial behavioure With the 

separation out of' growth-rate groupings the Fast and Medium-Fast Growth 

Rate Groups started to show up a distinctive pattern of' behavioure 

Summary of' Corporate Behaviour Patterns 

Sign of' Correlation Coef'f'icients 

General-nAIl 
Relationshipsg Companies" Grouping 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Medium=Fast and Fast 
Growth Rate 

Group 

= (Fast Medium) 
+ (Fast) 

It is dif'f'icult to set these prof'iles within the somewhat confused 

f'ramework established by Marris& The f'eatures of' the "General Groupingli 

appear to accord with the Marris Ai type of' corporate performance 

disturbance) with positive correlations dominant 0 This is f'urther 

conf'irmed if' Marris U s second def'ini tion of' an Ai type disturbance is 

accepted as def'initivee It will be remembered that this ref'ers to an 

Ai disturbance typically representing "the position of' a f'irm whose 

organisational slack takes the f'orm of' f'ailing to grow as f'ast as the 

(139) 
observed rat e of' return would permit .. VI This def'ini tion 

predictably separates the "General Grouping Vl f'rom the f'aster growth-rate 

groups" The addition of' the b-h relationship to the origL~al group 

of' relationships established by Marris throws some f'urther light on the 

limitation of' growths This is to the ef'f'ect that with a negative 

relationship established the indication is that if' the retention rate 

was high leverage was low and vice versa o Debt f'inance appears to 

have been complementary to internal f'inance, not supplementarye The 

resultant slower growth-rate is a reminder of' TGHo Penrose 1s observation 

on United Kingdom f'irms that "in a f'air number of' cases, the f'irm's 

voluntarily limited their access to capital~ either ref'using to borrow 

Op .. cit", p.,280o 



or borrowing only f' or limited purposes '" In ,. ,. cases 

amen that managerial capacities set the 

the f'aster growth-rate groupings, the 

sets the companies within the Marris B type 

These oompanies are described by Marris as 

behaviour in respect of' the relation between 

~'trade-off;1 of' prof'its for may at f'irst 

of' a paradox: and the interpretation of' the 

is not made any easier by the b-g relation-ship showing 

However, when 

b-h relationship which showed in both positive 

f'orm it appears as though a tentative statement on the 

of' the f'aster-growth groups may be possible,. 

as a whole, at least two patterns of' behaviour appear 

could be the companie s which in pushing after 

to sacrieice prof'its (rate of return) to a marked 

is associated with the negative b~g 

for a low retention rate on a low profits base 

be compensated for by some debt 

but only a sufficient amount to 

fast-medium rate grouping (lack of' equity 

could the which take a more moderate approach 

holding more to the utility-maximising 

of' the peak of' the demand curve" From the 

this more moderate growth could hold with a reasonable 

Taking up the possibility of' a positive b~h 

Rate Group) a reasonable amount of' leverage 

While of' a very tenta ti ve nature these prof'ile of' 

New Zealand do accord to some degree with 

of' Marris and the f'indings of' Meyer and Kuh,. 

of' the analysis in the context of industry 
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classifications it is of interest to note that the two areas of 

investigation which stood out both centred on aspects of the cost of 

capital questionG The findings were very tentative but they did 

indicate first, that companies in particular industry groups did tend 

to have financial structures distinct from other industry groups, and 

second, that the concept of an equivalent-risk class did have same 

superficial affinity with industry groupings. Also relevant to the 

cost of capital = capital structure question was the fact that while 

the performance of medium companies (in both size and growth-rate) 

reflected a "trade-off" of business and financial risk, companies at 

the extremes either by circumstances or design established a positive 

relationship between these two facets of riske This is same empirical 

support for the inclusion of measures of size and growth-rate in the 

consideration of the cost of capital-valuation questionc(142) 

On the question of size, the most clear cut feature is the 

increase in stability of performance which accompanies larger size. 

Whether it be rate of return, rate of retention, degree of leverage, 

or rate of investment, these all reflected greater stability in the case 

of the larger-sized companies c It should be noted that the stability 

is in what M.J 0 Gordon would term the 11decision!l variables" This is 

perhaps not quite an accurate description of the rate of return which 

inevitably tends to be a hybrid, a result of both "state" and "decision" 

si tuations. Once the corporate decision area is left it is noticeable 

how the size-stability relationship weakens. The earnings instability 

measure reflected this quite clearly. There is some evidence~ therefore, 

that with the larger-sized companies the process of what the organisation 

theorists term "uncertainty absorption" has been operative.. This 

would appear to be relevant to the whole question of the scale of 

corporate operations which should be permitted, or encouraged, in certain 

areas of activity in New Zealand. If it is assumed that this stability 

is desirable (by no means a self-evident choice) then certain social, 

legal and institutional adjustments may be necessary to provide a 

Supra, ppc 94-5. 
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suitable environment to encourage such stability. J.B. Condlifre's 

caption description or New Zealand!s economic state as "the instability 

or a dependent economy" still has much relevance" With the dismantling 

or some or the more artificial forms or protection ror the New Zealand 

economy it behoves that an appropriate institutional rramework ror 

business operations be encouraged. 

Reference to the instability or the economy provides a suitable 

introduction to a concluding summary comment on the rate or investment .. 

While based on a rather cursory level or examination it nonetheless 

appeared as though the rate or corporate investment moved in reasonable 

harmony with the general state or the New Zealand economy" At a more 

rundamental level some light appeared to be thrown on the complex question 

or the possible determinants or investment" The relationships r-z~ 

b-z, and 1T -z all, to a greater or lesser degree, gave support in the 

predicted manner to the liquidity or capacity determinants" Liquidity to 

the rorerront both when economic conditions were stable or on the decline, 

or when extremes or size or companies were involved, particularly small 

companies" Capacity to the rorefront when economic conditions were 

bouyant or the concern was with fast growth-rate companies" 

2,,0 Factorial Analysis 

2.1 Introduction 

The preliminary survey based on the correlation matrices has 

provided the opportunity to draw together three separate streams of' 

inrormation established in earlier chapterso The streams are; the 

lIenvironmental" stream, the rlow or financial data, and finally the 

flpostulation" stream - the "theoreticaIt' probings and similar 

manifestations or the rield of rinance" Inevitably with such a wide 

range of coverage the survey has up until this stagerully justified 

the description or "preliminary"" 

In an attempt to introduce a greater degree or cohesion into the 

study the results or the application or ractorial (principal-components) 

analysis to the rinancial data will now be examined" It is hoped that 

at least three or the immediate limitations or the preliminary a..l1alysis 

will be removedo 
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, the problem of' the .,."U,.u.~ of 

data it is ertended to cover 

The prel:im:i.na:t:r stage still 

a selection o£ ten financial over various 

company based on industry, size, and 
(1 

" 

Second, re is the inevitable problem of 

various variables and the fact that no been made 

up to to stabilise these influences., 

been an awareness of the problem and 

on 

reasons far the application of 

and a corollary of the first 

being able to handle the 

unable to carry the analysis over 

decision-making units. The facility 

company performance (a factor 

has 

one of the 

the dif'f'icul ty of 11 

on other 

.......... Q..I" oompanies -

a measure 

basic dimensions 

by factorial analysis is considered to utmost 

" 

of these circumstances it is not that the 

of the technique of' factorial commended itself as 

an area. further research.. .At:. a ability 

several measures of a"" ................ to produce 

among ::lndi viduals 

reduce dimensionability of' a taking advantage 

intercorrelations" and to "f'ind fundamental 

dimensions of a multivariate are claims that can 

no _"""'1"'>, .... be virtually ignored by analysts of finance" 

1J ........ 'u. ......... No2-1/2-14 .. as thoug."h the 
selection of variables was 

implicit in. factorial analysis. 
leverage and depreciation appearing twice 

a "strawman" effect.. This comment mst 

" for reduction in 

not the intention., In. the case of 
payments (not a stron~ measure 

item in financial reports) it was 
measure of' leverage in its own right because 

be a valuable support measure 
basic dimension. .AB 

as pr~ for a measure of age 
Cooley and P.R. Lohnes, op.. , .. 1 

measures related to both 
perhaps some suggestion 

accepted though this was 
leverage measure based 
of lack of disclosure 

to be an importa.nt 
income orientation. 

" 

out the performance 
total depreciation 
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At least their appropriateness should be tested o However, let there be 

no misconceptions .. The present conditions ~or the application o~ the 

technique are no.t ideal., The matrices o~ correlations did not re~lect 

the d egree ~ interdependence expected and as Harman points out "there 

would be little gained in p3.rsimony of' thought if' the correlations in 

the study were indeed independent" .. (145) Also~ there is the everpresent 

limitation of' the technique that "it cannot disclose a causal nexus; we 

must judge its usef'ulness as a means of' unmasking unsuspected 

regularities of' nature Qoo",,(146) This f'act is recognised and while 

the "regularities i1 in accounting-f'inancial data may not be so unsuspected, 

even a slight reduction in the number of' variables ~or study is desirable 

and the independence (orthogonality) of' the resultant measures 

particularly sOG Hypothetical though such basic dimensions (f'actors) 

extracted may be, in that they are not directly observable but are 

known rather by their correlations and variances, it is contended that 

they provide a means whereby conventional ratio analysis, based on a 

large number of' companies, can retain some ef'~ectiveness" The danger 

as L" Hogben points out is that having listened lito glib parables about 

the rotation of' axes in hyperspace!! research may be conducted in an 

environment lias likely to encourage a rational scepticism as did the 

f'orced repetition of' the' lesser catechism to Scotti~ children of' an 

earlier generation"o (147) 

2 .. 2 Choice ~ the number of' f'actors. 

The analyst employing the ~actorial analysis technique to reduce 

the ~f'ective dimensions of' a set of' variables is f'aced with a crucial 

question in deciding how many f'actors to extract" Wi thin the total 

variance to be analysed, addition of' further f'actors will usually add 

slightly to the amount o~ variance explained but naturally 

at the expense ~ the desired parsimony of description" 

Ref'erence has already been made to the adoption of unitary 

communality estimates and the manner in which the eigenvalues associated 

Op"cit' .. , po 73. 
L. Hogden "statistical Theory", London, .Allen & Unwin, 1957, p,,275o 
Ibid", p .. 258, 
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wi th the f'actors extracted are used as a tlcut-offll indica tor .. (148) In 

the present study the "Johnston" computer program used f'or the majority of' 

the f'actor analysis required the direct specif'ication of' the number of' 

f'actors to be extracted, with the significance of the choice only being 

indicated at a later stage of' the output by way of' the amount of' 

variance explained" At the initial stages, theref'ore, the alternative 

I.B.M. program, which incorporated the unity eigenvalue "cut-of'f''', was 

used f'or several test runs" These tests indicated quite conclusively, 

that, over the 1959-63 data, the extraction of' only four f'actors was 

f'easible within the unity eigenvalue test of signif'icance" The 

justif'iability of this decision is supported to some extent by the f'act 

that the fourth f'actor extracted accounted for approximately 10 per cent 

of' the total variance. (149) This suggests that these f'ourth ranking 

f'actors have about the same inf'ormational content as one of' the original 

ten variables could have been expected to contain~ 

2 .. 3 Extent of communality explained by COmmon f'actors" 

TABLE 6-2 

Anal;ysis of' Communality (Common Variancel - Yearly Data 

Eigenvalues and Cumulative Percentage of Trace 

Fi F2 F3 F4 
Eigen= Eigen- Eigen- Eigen-
value Trace value Trace value Trace value Trace 

1959 2,,349 .. 235 1,,990 .. 434 1,,393 .573 1,,083 .. 681 

1960 2 .. 196 .. 219 1.,84-0 ,,403 1 .. 544- ,,558 1 !j070 .. 665 

1961 2,,538 ,,254 1,785 .. 432 1,484- .. 581 1 !j255 .. 706 

1962 2,,44-6 0245 2 .. 015 ,,44-6 1,,527 0598 1,145 .. 713 

1963 2~176 ,,218 2,,059 ,,423 1,,422 0565 ,,962 ,,662 

The extraction of' f'our f'actors over the 1959-63 period fairly 

consistently accounted for approximately 70 per cent of' the total variance 

Supra, p .. 175" 
See JeR. Meyer, op"cit", p .. 307, with reference t~ more sophisticated 
tests o:f signif'icance based on the work o:f M.S. Bartlett, IlTests of' 
Significance in Factor Analysis" ,Bri tish Journal o:f Psychology, 
Statistical Section 3 (1950) pp" 77-85., . 
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Individual ~actors successively accounted ~or variance in the ~ollowing 

ranges: Factor 1 - 20 to 25 per cent, Factor 2 - 17 to 20 per cent, 

Factor 3 - 13 to 15 per cent, and Factor 4 - 10 to 12 per cent. 

Comparison with other surveys in the ~ield o~ corporate ~inance in 

order to assess the effectiveness o~ the explanation o~ variance is 

di~~icult because o~ the lack o~ similar stUdies" The ~ollowing ~igures 

~rom the quasi-~inance ~ield and other disciplines give some indication 

of the relative position o~ the present study.(1 50) 

Author 

Meyer, J oR. 

Pidot, G.B. 

King, L.J. 

Berry, B.J .L. 

Cooley, W.W. 
& Lohnes, P.R. 

Seashore, S.E. 
& Yuchtman, Eo 

TABLE 6-3 

Number 
o~ 

Field o~ Study Variables 

Quasi-~inance; 7 
Study o~ business 
motivation" 

Quasi-~inance; 26 
Study o~ local govern-
ment expenditure. 

Geography; , 
Study o~ urban ( 1951) 52 
dimensions (1961) 54 

Geography; 
Study o~ economic 43 
regions" 

Psychology; 48 
Personali~ assessment 

Administrative 
behaviour; 76 
Study o~ organisational 
pe~ormance" 

Number 
o~ 

Factors 

6 

12 
11 

5 

16 

10 

Percent of' 
Total 
Variance 

8<h90 

75 

83 
83 

94 

69 

90 

The indication ~rom the above is that the present analysis has achieved 

an adequate, but not outstanding, level o~ "penetration" o~ the data" 

The details o~ the amount ~ communality accounted ~or on a Ifper variable!? 

basis over the 1959-63 period sheds some ~urther light on this matter" 

J.R. Meyer, op.cit .. , pp. 313-3156 
G.B. Pidot, op.cit .. , p.183" 
L.J. King, "Cross-Sectional Analysis o~ Canadian Urban Dimensions: 
1951 and 1961 n" The Canadian Geographer, No. 10, 1966, pp" 205-224. 
B.JeL. Berry, opocit", pp. 82-83. 
W.W. Cooley and P.R. Lohnes, op.cit., p"166,, 
S. Seashore and E. Yuchtman, '~actorial Analysis o~ Organisational 
Perlormance", Administrative Science Quarterly, VoL 12, No.3, 
December 1967, p.,377" 
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TABLE 6-4 

Anal;!sis of' Communalit;! {Co111IJlon Variancel - Yearl;! Data 
. . .. . . - . 

Percentage per Variable f'rom Four Factors 

Variable 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 

Xi .$83 .64.2 ,,816 ,,879 .. 787 

X2 0378 .. 592 0343 ,,520 .. 587 

X3 ,,877 .. 651 .. 828 084-5 .,828 

X
4 .787 .. 669 .,823 0748 .. 569 

X5 .,777 ,,588 0644- 0736 0746 

X6 .. 737 .. 788 0803 0807 .. 721 

~ 0427 .,602 .. 627 465 .. 773 

X8 0776 .. 703 ,,814 0596 .. 463 

X9 ,,64.0 .. 765 ,,702 .760 .467 

X10 0531 .. 646 0669 0775 .. 676 

The three variables which have clearly not proved compatible with the 

process of' extraction of' the common f'actors are: X2 - Earnings Instability, 

x=r - Liquidity II and Xi 0 - Total Depreciation" As regards X10 , which is a 

proxy f'or an age variable, it is of' interest to note that JeR. Meyer in 
\, '. 

his study of' business motivation (the closest parallel to this present 

analysis) also had trouble in introducing an age variable (depreciation 

expense). In that case the variable was eventually deleted being 

considered of' questionable value because of' the widespread use of' 

accelerated depreciation.. A growth variable as an indirect and inverse 

measure of' age was substituted in its place. 
(151 ) 

2 .. 4 Identif'ication of' cammon f'actors. 

While there would be no pretentions that the f'inal result of' the 

factorial analysis approach the criteria set down by Thurstone f'or a 

"simple structure", the process of' identif'ication was greatly facilitated 

by the use of' the "rotated factor matrix"" (152) The extent of' the 

"cleaning up" of' the f'actors by the application of' the Varimax orthogonal 

rotation method is readily apparent f'rom a comparison of' the 1959 ractor 

Op .. cit", p0310. 
For an outline of' the rigorous requirements ror a ilsimple structure li see 
H.H. Harman, opocit .. , p,,113 .. 



1963 

,,866 -.475 0908 -0389 
F2 .,591 -0464- - .. 658 5'"" " :74- .. 368 

.859 
-",374 0835 ~682 

1959 Matrix before rotation 
F1 F2 F3 F4 

,,828 
,,317 .. 464-

.735 - .. 508 
.742 ,,407 
,,631 .. 328 -,,509 

X6 .. 644-

~ -.521 .. 384-

Xg .. 665 ,,552 

0477 .. 597 

0 
,,654 
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of significance f'or the f'actor coef'f'icients f'or the yearly data are .. 507 

f'or 1959-61, 1963, and .. 474 f'or 1962 .. (154) For the purpose of' the 

Factor Coef'f'icients in Table 6-5 significance tlcut-of'f''' was set at ,,300 

to allow for a little more depth in the identif'ication process& 

From the signif'ican t coefficients underlaying the f'our common 

factors over the 1959-63 period there appear to be f'our types of' clusters 

of' coef'f'ieients e These clusters could be described as ~ IJEqui ty IssueR = 

"Investment" (EII), URate of Return - Retention" (RRR), IIDepreciation = 

Current and TotaP (DEP) and "Leverage - Interest" (LEV)" Applying 

these mnemonics to Table 6-5 produces the f'ollowing identification 

summary .. 

TABLE 6-6 

Factor Identification 

Year F1 F2 F3 F4 

1959 EII RRR DEP LEV 

1960 EII (-) RRR (-) DEP LEV 

1961 RRR EII DEP LEV 

1962 EII LEV RRR DEP 

1963 RRR LEV (-) (=) EII DEP (?) 

It is encouraging to see a reasonable degree of' stability in the pattern 

of' common f'actors which emerged f'rom the cross-sectional analysis.. As 

mentioned previously this was not unexpectedQ The value of' the analysis 

lies rather more in the nature of' the f'actors extracted and the 

associated measurements - the f'actor scores" Bef'ore turning to these 

to complete the identif'ication process two points in the above summary 

warrant comment.. First, in one or two instances the identif'ications 

are shown in negative terms.. Those with an accounting background may 

not f'eel so comf'ortable with this procedure (pref'erring to speak of a 

Hloss " rather than a "negative prof'i til) which is a characteristic of 

factorial analysis, viz", associations such as "courage l1 equivalent to 

Based on the number of' observations (145) and the average correlation the 
standard errors are: 

1959, 60, 61, 63 ,,169 
1962 0158 

Coeff'icients at three times the standard error to be signif'icant should 
therefore be approximately 0507 (3x o169) and 0474 (3xo158) .. 
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"nega ti ve fear ", or II timidi tyli equi val en t to Ilnega ti ve anger",. Second, 

is the weakening in the stability of the 1963 factors reflecting the 

trend towards a greater degree of economic uncertaintyo This was 

noted in the preliminary analysis& 

A final, confirmatory stage in the identification of the fuctors 

is to examine the factor scores achieved by individual companies on the 

dimensions extractedo (155) It is this attribute of factorial analysis -

the ability to search out fundamental dimensions of a multivariate 

domain and then return and score the individual entities on these 

dimensions - which make it a form of analysis worth persevering with 

in corporate finance e The method of' calculation of the scores, by the 

application of common factor coeff'icients for variables to the individual 

companies t values of' those particular variables, has been referred to 

already .. It remains but to verify the nature of the dimensions extracted 

by the observation of the performance of selected companies (significant 

performers on a particular common factor) on more conventional lines of' 

financial analysise (156) This verification is often done in visual form 

See L.J .. King, op .. cit o , po212, and JeR .. Meyer~ opocito, ppo 316-316 
for examples of this procedure& 
This procedure inevitably raises the question of the degree of tautology 
implicit in the procedures adopted. Why not use the original measures 
throughout the study? The answer is: that this would deny the 
opportunity to search f'or the fundamental dimensions of' corporate 
financial performance and the establishment of' independent measures of' 
those dimenSions. The contention underlying the whole application of' 
statistical techniques to f'inancial ratio data is that it is considered 
unlikely that the pleas of leading thinkers in the world of accounting 
(such as Chambers, Mattessich, and Moonitz) for a greater status f'or 
ratio analysis and taxonomy will receive scant regard until much 
greater familiarity is achieved -with these techniques c 
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by taking the common £actors in pairs and preparing two-dimensional 

plots®(157) (See Figures 6-1, 6-2). This is also a suitable 

method o£ presentation to £acilitate the search £or "unsuspected 

regularities II in corporate £inancial performance especially when 

viewed by way o£ industry~ size, and growth-rate groupings o£ companies. 

At the moment this technique o£ presentation appears to be largely the 
preserve o£ other disciplinese For instance,in the £ield o£ geographical 
studies see L.J. Kings opocit", p,,212, and G.BoL. Berry, op.cit." pp .. 90-91. 
As with the application o£ the statistical techniques mentioned in 
£ootnote Noo 156, much depends on the availability o£ computer £acilities 
to handle the necessary volume o£ data" In this instance a program 
had to be written to trans£er the £actor scores output £rom the I.B.M. 
360/44 to the LB.M. 1 (>27 Plotter., In£ra, Appendix No" 4-2-12. 
The only restriction in the £ormat o£ the plots, which £ollow the 
conventional co-ordinates layout, is that in order to achieve a sU£ficient 
spread o£ the scores the scaling was such as to result in certain 
observations being o£f-limits (the scale £or the scores was -2.,5 to +2$5 .. 
Consequently some extreme scores have been scaled down to the limit 
values i205 so that they lie on the edges o£ the plots. 
Taking 1959 as an example, the process of the verification of the 
comnon £actors resulted in certain companies being identified as flhigh" 
per£ormers on the various factors. General examination o£ their 
£inancial performance £rom material in this present studl and outside 
sources (various £inancial journals, surveys and reviews) indicated that 
the process o£ £actorial analysis was not distorting the basic input 
materiaL 

F - RIm 2 

Companies 

UoEoBo Industries Ltd .. 

Tekau Knitwear Ltd .. 

Henderson & Pollard Ltd. 

Scott Bros. Ltd .. 

Wilson (NeZ.) Portland 
Cement Ltd .. 

Amberley Lime Co" Ltd" 

Opotiki Bacon CO e Ltd" 

Comment 

Issue o£ shares to Empire Group o£ 
companies - start of U.E.B" 

£50,000 share issue and construction 
o£ new factory" 

Regarded as a particularly buoyant 
period o£ trading" Company at peak. 

Highly pro£itable and conservatively 
£inanced, unlisted companYe 

The highest accumulated depreciation 
wri te-o£f in sample" 

Old, stagnating company with 
proportionately high depreciation 
reserves" 

Small company with heavy overdraf't 
£inance. 

Andrews & Beaven COe Ltd" A period o£ significant increase in 
current liabilities £inancing. 

Similar surveys were carried out £or the remaining £actor-years, 1960-63. 
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FIGURE 6-2 

Two-Dimensional Plots 
Factors comparues 1959 - 1 

1959- 1960- (LEV) 

," 

1961- 1962-
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5 A two-dimensional ~ramework ~or ~actorial 

The ~irst task with this stage o~ the was the selection o~ 

suitable pairs of common ~actors so that the 

the co-ordinates would ~acilitate use~ul analysis~ 

were established ~or the six pairings possible common 

(158) 
Then a selection of two pairs, Ell and and LEV and " 

RRR, was made ~or further analysis .. The was on 

basis o~ relevance but was also influenced by a little more in 

o~ the scores on the plots concerned o As is 

~rom and the labelling o~ t.."1e quadrants was some over-

lap ooverage but with only a limited amount of detailed 

poss it was considered that a more intensive analysis was to be 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( 

59) 

EII/DEP, rum/LEV, RRR/DEP, EII/DEP. 
on ~urther analysis were both in time and cost 
objective of illustrating the methodology and some 

~~~ •• ~.~~ policYe The procedure adopted was! 
the two-dimensional plots showing the scores ~or 

year - a numerical label (1-145) identified 
the plots without labels to have a "clean" 

marking .. 
17 copies o~ each "clean II plot to allow the 

scores by way o~ industry (5), size 
rate and loeational (4) groupingso A total of 1 
now vizo, 2 dimension groups (EII/RRR and 
years x 17 copies" 
to calculate the "per£'ormanceu o~ certain types o~ 
the number o~ companies in each quadrant was determined and then 
on the is o~ the proportions o~ the total number of 
it was ascertained whether there were similar proportions 

For instance, it was known that small-sized vU~UUCl'Ll. 

made up approximately 20% of the total sample of' 
As a indicator o~ trends, the test was to see whether this 
proportion was exceeded (+), maintained (0), or not 

quadrant .. 
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FIGURE ~3 

Two-Dimensional Gommon Factor Plots (160) 

Quadrant Descriptions 

(2) LEV/RRR 

II RRR + I II RRR + 

I' "Real Growth fl "C ens erva ti ve n 

+ 

Ell 

"Prospectivef! 

IV III 

To maintain the above format it was necessary 

were encountered,to either "rotate" or 

of the four quadrants of the 
ing exercise in the merging of' objective 

rather arbitrary choice of terms to describe 
use could have f'ar-reaching eff'ects 

a "good" or "badll perf'ormanceo 
this problem see R.J o Johnstone, IIChoice in 
Subjectivityof' Objective Methods fl

, Annals of' the As 
American Geographers, VoL 58" No .. 3, September 1968, pp .. 
The choice of' terms followed this pattern: 
(1) EII/RRR Plot - a primary concern with internal 
Quadran t I "Real Growth 11 = companies that score 
Quadrant II liS table II - companies which tend to 

I 

+ 

common 

61 

on f'actors .. 

sometimes put f'orward as being ideal victims f'or a take-over 
classif'ication 
bid 

prof'itability reasonable, conservative dividend policy~ 
investment (with perhaps some build-up in liquidity)¢ 

on 

Quadrant III nStagna:q.t" - companies that are the converse "Real Growthll 
self-explanatorY$ The term was used earlier 
but discarded because of' some overlap the next quadranto 

Quadrant IV "PI'ospective" = companies that score on Ell 
(investment activity and some equity issues made, 
the market) yet are not at the time on 
case this instance is where prof'itability is 
and it is th~ low retention (high distribution) 

- a more extroverted type of' growth Which a 
caption indicating "prospects 
(2) LEV /RRR Plot 
In this instance the titles were altered to convey the greater 
degree of' risk implicit in the LEV f'actor., 
Perhaps the most dif'f'icult f'eature to grasp with such 
the composite nature of' the f'actors ~ they are not 
sense~ This is all the more dif'f'icult when scores f'or 
are calculated as this sets the composite measure 
composite" situation by relating it to an 

a technique to standardise the visual 
scores always lie in the north~west 

Rotate 



Yearly Survey 

EII/RRR Plot 

The pattern which emerged from of the 

14-5 

be 

on these two factors over the 1 

effect. (See Appendix 

is what could 

with a 

oluster of scores favouring the RRR axis, the trend 

over was for a "spiralling-out ll or effect as the 

economy out of the 1958-59 downturn. Towards the end or the 

1959-63 was a I1spiralling-inl1 or efrect with a 

tendency to settle more on the Ell axis o It could be that over a longer 

time-span a seCd.uence of the IIRRR-Spiral-EII-Spiral-RRR 

could with sufficient stability to be of value. 

Plot 

results with these two ractors were not as The only 

trend that be discerned was a movement rrom a very wide 

Scores in 1959 toward some consolidation around the zero 

1960-62 

general 

(Dynamic) or 

In 1963 there appeared to be some 

or 

over the 

this 

as companies tended to settle in I 

III (Stagnant)~ After a period or consolidation 

and with some increase in economic uncertainty a testing of the 

of corporate performance appeared to be taking placee 

2.5.2 Industry-Group Results 

The or some industry results was one or the 

signiricant r of application of factorial analysis. In the 

main the analysis on industry groupings, based on i:>.J..U1.jJ.l..C 

correlations, produced heterogenous results o These were 

eliminated at level of two-dimensional factor analysis, but at least 

some underlying trends started to come through more clearly. 

(See Tables , 6-8)0 

Indus 1 - Beverages and Other Foods 

After the above introduotory remarks to the effect that trends 

were starting to 

of an anti-climax. 

heterogeneity 

, the performance of Industry-Group 1 was 

At least this was so on EII/RRR where the 

findings appeared to persist. 



TABLE 6-1 244-

INDUSTRY GROupmG-S 1959-1963 

Common Factors: Quadrants: Performance: 

I - Ell I - Real Growth More Than Proportionate + 
II - RRR II - Stable 0 

III - Stagnant Less Than Proportionate -
Dl - Prospective 

Industry 1 2 
I T-r . 1 ~ I 

959 0 1 959 
60 + 60 60 0 
61 0 0 0 61 
62 0 0 62 0 
63 0 0 6-:;; 

-' + 

Ell EII 

1959 0 + 1 1959 + 
60 60 0 60 + 
61 0 0 0 + 
62 + 0 62 -~ 

63 + 63 63 + 

III TV 

3 4 

II RRR I I 

1959 0 19 1 1959 + 
60 + 60 60 
61 0 + 61 
62 + 62 62 62 
63 + 63 63 + 

En ElI 

1959 + 1959 1959 
60 + 60 60 

0 61 
62 + 62 + 
63 + 63 0 + 

III TV· TV 

Industry 5 

1 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

o 
+ 

62 + 

1959 
60 + 
61 0 
62 

TiT 
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TABLE 

INDUSTRY G-ROUPTI1"G-S 1959-196~L 

Cormnon Factors: Quadrants: Performance: 

I - LEV I - Dynamic More Than Proportionate + 
II - RRR II - Conservative Proportionate 0 

III - Stagnant Less Than Proportionate -
Inc1ustry I 

nr - Ris};;,/Potential 
Industry 2 

-~.--~----- --, 
i 11 RRR I II iRRR T 

.I.. 
I 
" 

1959 1959 -+ 1959 0 959 
60 60 -+ 60 0 
61 61 0 61 
62 62 62 0 62 0 
63 0 63 0 63 63 

urI! I LEV 

1959 0 1959 -+ 1959 0 959 
60 60 0 60 + 
61 61 -+ -+ 0 
62 -I- 62 .... 
63 63 -+ 63 -+ 63 

I 

III IV I III 
1- ~""'~ --_._._' I 

Industry 3 Industry 4 

II RRR I II [RRR --11 
1959 0 1959 1 1 

60 -+ 60 -+ 60 
+ 61 + 

62 + 62 62 -+ 62 
63 + 63 0 0 63 

LEV 
-----t------.-----------

1959 + 1959 + 1959 
60 0 60 0 60 
61 + 61 0 
62 -+ 62 62 + 
63 + 63 63 63 

I 
III IV IV I 

Industry 5 

II RRR II 

1959 1959 + 
60 60 + 
61 -+ 
62 0 62 + 
63 + 63 0 

LEV 

1959 1959 -+ 
60 -+ 60 + 
61 61 + 
62 -+ 62 + 
63 + 63 

TTT TIl" 
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LEV/RBR, however, more than proportionate groupings of' 

in th~ "Risk/Potential" quadrant f'or most of' the 

the less than proportionate gfbupfugs f'ell in the 

quadrant .. A scrutiny of' general background inf'ormation, of' 

a non-f'inaneial nature, on the companies of' this ed 

a number of' signif'icant f'eatures which c~~ld shed some on 

classif'ications established .. The f'eatures of' the were~ 

A somewhat tentative recognition of' the export in the 

f'ood processing and hotel (tourist) sectors .. 

(ii) A signif'icant impact -from technological develo~ent 

f'ood preservation but also in the packaging and transportation of' 

products" 

As a corollary of' ( and (ii) a f'airly vigorous programme of' 

f'or, and implementation of', diversif'ication .. 

( iritlibi ting concern in some areas of' liquor trading the 

of' control~ 

A note unnatural concern with the vagaries of' nature 

in f'luctuating prices, stocks and rates of' investment~ 

From f'oregoing it would appear that this was not an 

to more than its proportionate share of' small companies. 

was in f'act the case f'or the 1958-63 period. 
62) 

No 

wonder of' performance persisted! Fortunately, subsequent 

have done much to remedy this situation but as has been 

previously there may have to be some f'undamental institutional 

allow f'ull development, in terms of' rationalisation of' size 

to (163 ) 
" 

Group 2 - Woollen Mills and Clothing Manui'acturing" 

A more than proportionate number of' these companies cons 

located in Quadrant IV - the "Prospective" quadrant on EII/RRR.. A 

less consistent, trend also applied with Quadrant IV - the 

quadrant on LEV/RRR" The clarity and consistency of' 
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classiEication established was encouraging", The features of the 

industry were ~ 

(i) A clear cut pattern of managerial caducitYe Practically every 

company suffered the loss, through death or retirement, of a 

significant proportion of their senior managemento This may have been 

for the good in the long-term but in the short-term it implied disruptiono 

The woollen mi1ls in particular appeared to have reached a management 

. plateau after approximately a "life-spann of operations - some 50 to 60 

years 0 

(ii) An acute shortage of skilled labour often associated with excess 

capacity. 

(iii) A persistence with programmes of investment (with mostly well= 

established companies a low score on RRR, while probably a deterrent, 

did not preclude such developments)$ The programmes appeared to centre 

around~ 

- attempts to solve the labour shortage by investment in new plant 

or by actually moving operations to the labour source, 

- attempts to diversify either directly or by way of merger and 

take-over, 

- attempts to develop direct distribution channels to the public, 

attempts to improve products by the purchase of overseas 

franchises., 

(iv) A fairly direct association with the vagaries of the wool market., 

Developments subsequent to the period analysed have indicated that 

the titles of' the fourth quadrants, ilProspective l1 and IlRisk/Potential" 

were not misplaced in regard to sections of Industry Group 2$ From a 

share investment point of view it would have been most desirable to have 

had this classification in 1964, not 19700 To have to rely on the 

managerial acumen of a small group of people to sense these 

"Prospects" may in the long-run prove to be a little too fortuitous for 

d d t -P th t th t . t "'n New Zealand", (164) a epen en economy o~ e ype a ex~s s ~ 

In this regard it is of interest to note that one of the few senior 
executives to show interest in this present study (at an interview in the 
early stages), and set aside staff to follow up particular questions 
raised, was Sir Jas., N.C o Doig of UeE.Bo Industries Ltd"" the Chairman of 
the Board of the company that eventually moved into the woollen industry., 
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Industry Group 3 - Forestry and Wood Products!l and Printing and 

Publishing,. 

Prediction was not to the ~ore~ront with this industry group 

class~icatione In the light o~ the share market "growth" image 

developed subsequent to the 1959-63 period the consistent, less than 

proportionate, locating o~ Industry Group 3 companies in quadrant I 

(~or both EII/RRR and LEV/RRR) was somewhat surprising. Without the 

supporting analysis, in size groupings in particular, this class~ication 

could re~lect a distinct weakness in the present analysis based simply 

on the number o~ companies located in each quadrant. 

From the preliminary analysis it was evident that there was some 

overlap o~ Industry Group 3 with the Large-Size Group and the Fast-Growth 

( 165) 
Rate Group. What was not so evident at that stage was the impact 

o~ the number o~ struggling small to medium-sized companies. In the 

period 1 959-63 the large companies were starting to emerge to eventually 

dominate the industry (See Quadrant Dr - EII/RRR) but they were still 

surrounded by numerous companies all by and large struggling to hold 

their position (See Quadrant III - "Stagnant" ~or both EII/RRR and 

LEV/RRR). (166) The comments published in the reports o~ this latter 

group or companies re~lect such ~actors as the tenuousness ~ their 

management (deaths and retirements), the inability to combat st~~ 

shortages (investment in plant and housing), and the severe problems 

encountered in attempting to cope with quasi-technical matters on a 

large scale (~or instance in ~orestry, the inability o~ the smaller 

company to handle ~ire control, quality o~ II own-grown I! stands o~ timber, 

and problems o~ milling natural bush). The above is not meant to imply 

that these companies will or should disappear but simply to indicate 

Supra, p.149 .. 
Some or the large companies emerging were~ 
United Empire Box Ltd. (Now U.E.B. Industries Ltd.) - starting on a 

programme o~ take-overs in the packaging industry. 
New Zealand Forest Products Ltdo - consummating a long establishment 

period (in 1958-59 N.Z.F.P. were still paying ordinary dividends by 
the issue o~ pre~erence shares) by a merger with Whakatane Board 
Mills Ltd .. 

Tasman Pulp and Paper Coo Ltd .. - starting the second major stage o~ a 
programme of establishment - b~dgeted at that stage at $12,500,000 .. 

New Zealand Newspapers Ltd .. - completion of new Christchurch buildings 
and instigation o~ property development in Auckland. 



the range of performance that an industry can contain., 

On the question of the scale of operations, it the often 

social and political significance of a number of 

firms in the field of publishing" so 

recognised is that nmch the same be 

a ttached to the manufacture of paper supplies for news JJ.J.Q'U. ...... =. 
Group 4- - Drugs and Chemicals, and 

The "Stable/Stagnant" (EII/RRR) and 

(LEV/BRR) consistently contained more than share of the 

from Industry Group 4-~ In general terms appeared 

in the 1 958-63 period to be made up predominantly of 

Some were even liguidatinge Of the few 

undertaking any investment, a number were in the cement and 

suffered from excess capacity! Some of the other characterising 

the were: 

- a number of company managements made 

that finance had never been a 

- a company had the temerity to sell a 

in Mt c Wellington, Auckland., 

- a number of the products were particularly sensitive 

"" fertilisers, paint, bricks, roof and 

" 
consultants were activee 

Men tion of the characteristic provides the opportunity draw 

attention to the factor of managerial caducityo Clearly ~~y 

sample of CQlnu<tLU.~~ will over a five year period produce of 

deaths and retirements at senior management level (both and 

members of the board of directors), but the regularity with 

occurred in this (involving approximately 7Q% of 

indicates that it was a factor of more than passing 

67) This situation sometimes th$ gues~1on of the introduction of age-
limits for executives and board memberS Q The counter-argument is 
that age is not necessarily a~ indication of 
abilitYe it does indicate, however, is an increasing 
of disruption to corporate management through death or retirement o 
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Industry Group 5 - Metals and Machinery, Electrical Machinery 

and Appliances, Footwear and Other Manui'acturers. 

In the case of' this industry group it was the pattern which emerged 

with the LEV/RRR f'actors which warrants comment as the "Dynamic" and 

"Risk/Potential" quadrants consistently show more than proportionate 

levels. A striking f'eature of' those companies that consistently scored 

positively on the leverage (LEV) cammon f'actor was the general 

constraining inf'luence of' import controls" Whether it was f'or capital 

equipment, raw materials or competitive consumer products the concern 

regarding import controls was practically a ll=pervading • Wi thin this 

f'ramework, with rare exceptions, the reported picture was of' expansion 

(particularly to the Auckland area) with the f'ull commitment of' productive 

resources. It is of' interest to note, however, that there was evidence 

that the f'actor of' managerial caducity was still present and though there 

were indications of' more strenuous attempts to meet the problem it is a 

matter of' conjecture as to whether the structure of' import controls did 

not in some way cover up f'or this def'iciency" 

2.5.3 Size-Group Results 

With the degree of' diversification developing in the operations of' 

many companies, and thus weakening the "industry" concept, it was with 

anticipation of' encountering a greater degree of' group homogeneity that 

attention was directed to the size groupings" (See Tables 6-9, 6-10). 

Generally the results were not a disappointment. The Small-Size Group 

produced f'airly consistent, below proportion, locations in the "Real 

Growtl:;" and "Prospective" (EII/RRR) quadrants, and the "Dynamic II and 

"Risk/Potential" (LEV/RRR) quadrants" As stressed previously, this does 

not mean that none of' the small-sized companies were of' the UReal-Growth II 

or "Dynamic" classif'ication, but that of' the companies in those quadrants 

small companies did not hold their porportionate place" Compare this 

situation with the perf'ormance of' the Small-Medium Group which, L~ the 

case of' the EII/RRR f'actors, consistently more than held their proportion

ate place in the !!Real Growth" and "Prospective!! quadrants" This degree 

of' consistency is not encountered again with the EII/RRR f'actors, though 

the Large-Size Group did tend to move in the same direction particularly 



Common Factors 

I 
II 

959 
60 

62 
63 

1959 

62 
63 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
0 

++ 

Medium 

o 

+ 

o 

III 

Groll1rth 
Stable 

I 

III 

II 

Performa.'1.ce: 

o 

Medium 

.'l , 

+ 
0 

+ 

62 + 
0 
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TABLE 6-10 

SIZE GROUPINGS 1959-1963 

Common Factors: Performance: 

I - LEV I - Dynamic 
II - RRR - Conservative 

- stagnant 
- Ris~Potential 

Small - :Medium 

II IRRR II I 

1959 1959 + 1 1959 
60 + 60 0 
61 + 61 + 
62 62 62 62 + 
63 63 + i 

LEV -'ti'IJ 

1959 1959 1959 1959 + 

~ifl 

60 + 60 60 60 + 

I 61 + 61 61 + 61 
62 + 62 62 62 0 I 
63 . 63 ++ + 63 

III IV 

Medium - Large 

II :IiItR. 

1959 0 1959 + 1959 
60 + 60 + 
61 + 61 
62 + 0 62 + 
63 + + 63 

1959 1959 0 1959 1 
60 ... 60 60 0 
61 0 61 + 61 
62 62 + 62 0 
63 63 + 0 

IV 



in of the 959-63 period0 

of the Small-Medium S iz e some 

there is a ~'barrierSi an i.."lS tabili ty " for firms 

overcome .. In the case of the EII/~~ factors this one would 

around the Medium/Large Size G-roup 

of penormance)o The Large-Size 

that at this size level this may be 

case of the LEV/RRR factors it would appear as 

one" has moved up the size scale with the 

the greatest consistency with !!more proportioIl..ate" 

quadrant and the Large-Siz e G-roup 

some Some support would be given to ~~is move the 

size contention that with increased size a wider 

ceteris parabus~ becomes available and 

degree of leveragee 

size groupings the basis of 

of could fairly be said to be exogenously 

in the case of growth-ra te groupiIl..gs and the conmon 

the degree of tautology is at the danger 

growth rate measured in terms Of 

rate of e of net assets (including long-term 

it was not that the Fast-G-rowth Rate Group 

proportions of companies on factors 

and I$Dynamic Ii quadrants" In fact what was achieved 

was no more tha."r1 a desirable confirmation of both Jehe 

of The cluster of more 

moved in circular fashion, lying in 

"stable!!, "Conservative!! 

forward Sir Fisher, nOwnership and Control of 
", Industrial Development Conference 
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TABLE 6-11 

GRO WTH-R.A..TE GROUPJNGS 1959-1963 

Comnon Quadrants: 

I - EEl I - Real Growth + 
II - RRR II - Stable 0 

III - Stagnant 
IV - Prospective 

Medium 

II I .RRR. 

1 1959 1959 + 
60 60 + 0 

+ 61 61 0 
62 62 62 + 0 

63 63 + 
Ell Ell --_. __ .. _._--

1959 + 1959 + 1959 
+ 60 60 
+ 61 61 + 

62 + 62 62 
++ 63 63 + 

IV 

Medium - Fast 

I 

1959 0 
60 
61 

+ 62 + 62 
63 ++ 63 

Ell 

1959 1959 1 
60 + 60 
61 + 61 

62 62 62 
63 + 63 



Common 

I LEV 
II - RRR 

1 

60 

1 
60 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
++ 
+ 

0 

+ 

TABLE 6-12 

GROWTH-RATE GROOpn~GS 1929-1963 

Quadra..'lts: 

I - Dynamics 
II - Conservative 
III - Stagnant 
IV - Ris~Potential 

Slow 

I 

1959 1959 
&J &J 
61 61 
62 62 
63 63 

1959 + 1959 
60 + &J 
61 + 61 
62 0 62 
63 + 63 

III 

Medium - Fast 

I II 

1959 ++ 1959 
60 + &J 

++ 61 
62 ++ 62 
63 0 63 

IEl 

1959 1959 
60 60 

61 
62 62 

63 

III 

255 

+ 
o 

+ 1 
+ 
+ 
+ 

LEV 

nr 

Fast 
I 

II lRRR 
I 1, 

1959 , 
f 

60 "' ... + 
+dr 

62 
+ 63 

1959 + 
0 

+ 



f'or the Medium-Fast Group.. This position was strengthened for the 

Fast-Growth Group with a f'urther movement <town into the "Prospective fl 

and "Risk/Potential" quadrants. The oniy slight deviation between the 

patterns f'or the EII/RRR f'actors and f'or the LEV/RRR f'actors was that 

in the case of' the latter the "Risk/Potential" quadrant was signif'icant 

f'or both Slow and Fast-Growth Groups" The description ilrisk/potential il 

appears to be a reasonable indication that there is nothing necessarily 

incompatible in this situation. 

205 .. 5 Locational Group Results (See Tables 6-13, 6=14) 

TABLE 6-13 

LOCATIONAL GROUPINGS 1959-1963 

Common Factors: Quadrants~ Perf' or:ma.:no e ~ 

I - EEl 
II - RRR 

I - Real Growth 
II - Stable 
III - Stagnant 

More Than Proportionate + 
Proportionate 0 
Less Than Proportionate -

IV - Prospective 

Location I - Auckland Location 2 - Wellington 

II RRR I II RRR I 

1959 + 1959 - 1959 + 1959 -
60 + 60 + 60 - 60 -
61 0 61 + 61 - 61 -
62 - 62 + 62 + 62 -
63 - 63 + 63 0 63 + 

Ell Ell 

1959 - 1959 + 
60 - 60 + 

1959 + 1959 -
60 60 

I 

+ + 
61 - 61 0 61 + 61 0 
62 - 62 + 62 + 62 -
63 0 63 + 63 0 63 -

"-

III IV III IV 

Location 4 - Dunedin 

II RRR II RRR I 

1959 - 1959 + 1959 + 1959 -
60 - 60 + 60 + 60 -
61 + 61 + 61 0 61 -
62 0 , 62 + 62 - 62 -
63 + 63 - 63 + 63 -

'" ~ 

Ell Ell 

1959 + 1959 0 1959 - 1959 + 
60 - 60 - 60 + 60 -
61 - 61 - 61 - 61 + 
62 - 62 0 62 0 62 + 
63 + 63 0 63 - 63 + 

III IV III IV 
-



LOCATIONAL GROUPINGS 1959=1963 

Common Factors: Perform~~ce 

I ~ LEV' 
IT - RRR 

Location I 

1959 
60 + 
61 + 
62 + 

1959 + 
60 

62 
63 

III 

1 

62 

1959 + 
60 

62 

I Dynamics 
II - Conservative 

StagT'.ant 
IV - Ris~Potential 

Auckland 

1959 + 
60 0 
61 0 
62 
63 + 

LEV! ----- -I 
1 

I 60 0 
I 

62 + I 

63 + 
I 

IVI 

1959 + 
60 + 

+ 
62 + 
63 + 

LEV 

1959 + 
60 + 
61 
62 
63 + 

Location 2 

1 9):;0 
.-'/ 

+ 60 

62 

+ 
+ 

1 + 
+ .,. 
+ 
+ 

2 

+ 



In response to a plea from associates in the of a 

loeational grouping was included in the analysis" (See 

This was done with some reservatians e First, there was doubt 

that the New Zealand economy was large enough to allow 

of financial policy-making to emerge.. Second, was the doubt that the 

location of the registered office of a company chosen of 

location) was really the location, in the sense of it 

decision-making and financial centre. This was not checked and so very 

much of an institutional approach was applied to the of 

companies .. 

The results were quite surprising as there was not 

dominance by Auckland loea ted companies in the "Real Growth il and 

quadrants 0 In part this probably reflects the fact that much the 

"drift to north 11 '''las, in the 1958-63 period, just gaining momentum" 

Overall, Auckland did come through quite strongly on the 

(EII/RRR) quadrant; Wellington proved to be rather inconclusive a 

tendency to the "Stagnant" quadrant; Christchurch turned 

real exception coming through quite strongly and consistently on 

"Real Growth" and "Dynamic" quadrants; while Dunedin tended to a 

conservative bent particularly on the LEV/P..RR factors., An 

result in an area of stud:y which could have important 

and social implications" 

2.6 Conclusion. 

is probably not surprising that after an exploratory 

of analysis there is a certain sense of disillusionment o Has 

the gain in parsimony of description been at too high a 

of the relevance of the results? The misgivings tend to be stronger 

of course when the material is from an applied socio-economic field 

as financial accounting. So stro~~ are the traditional 

misplaced) regarding the adequacy and exactitude of most of the 

reporting data that an attitude of sceptiscism is not 

Not that this is necessarily a bad thing so long as it does not 

and development.. One of the dangers noted with the 

of factorial analysis to much less ordered fields of 



(169) 
(170) 

and research, such as the study of the vagaries of the human behaviour, 

has sometimes been a lack of sceptiscism - a much too ready acceptance 

of the technique as a panacea fer all ills .. 

What is required in the present circumstances in the field ef 

corperate financial ana~sis is the applicatien ef techniques which will 

draw en financial ratio data as prime input (thereby helping te ensure its 

rightfUl status) and will produce a limited number ef fundamental measures 

ef perf'ormance .. If the examination ef a quantity of data is going to be 

at all feasible then the discipline accompanying conventional statistical 

analysis must be more readily accepted. This applies both in the case 

ef the study of the individual company over time and with cross-sectional 

data covering a number of companies. If this discipline is submitted 

te, then the scope should be extended for the 'development ef more non-

quantitative information.. A better understanding of the quality of 

financial data, not only in the fundamental sense of its theeretical 

underpinnings but also its statistical characteristics, is considered 

te be a necessary concomitant of, and encouragement to, greater 

experimentation with the reporting of non-quantitative corporate information, 

viz,., details of organisational strengths and weaknesses and the state of 

investment in human assets .. (169) 

In the case of this present study the achievements in the application 

of factorial analysis could probably be best termed modest though, as 

already'indicated, comparisons are diffioult because of the lack of 

similar research .. The reduction in the number of dimensions (variables) 

to be studied from ten to four was considered satisfactory as the test 

was not too demanding (in view of the . inter-related measures drawn from 

the acceunting mOdel)" The explanatory plOwer of the independent 

dimensiens at around 70 per cent was perhaps a little low but nenetheless 

censidered satisfactory in the light of' the quality of the ~put" (1 

In comparisen with applications in ether fields the identification of the 

commen facters preved to be fairly straightferward, undoubtedly being 

Supra, p.2. 
Supra, , .. 169 .. 
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facilitated by the calculation of factor scores on each dimension for 

each individual company. The latter facility is considered to be a 

most significant aspect of the process of communication of financial 

inr ormat ion., For instance, with the reduced number of fundamental 

dimensions i,t is possible to utilise a visual presentation of information 

(two-dimensional plots) without too much loss of coverage$ 

Accepting the methodological framework, the most significant 

finding from the analysis was the dominance of the size classif'ication in 

assessing corporate financial performance e For instance the performance 

of companies within certain industry classifications (Industry Group 3) 

had little relevance unless examined within the context of the size 

groupings of the companies involved" Then there was the finding from 

the point of view of policies of economic growth that there was the 

possibili ty that a size "barrier" or flzoneli of instability existed" .A 

stage in the growth of companies when, according to the financial 

criteria used, a period of marked inconsistency in performance ensued~ 

It is quite likely that this Ilbarrier" or "zone II would move as economic 

circumstances change~ However, :if' in fact it does exist and can be 

reasonably identified then possibly from a national point of view certain 

economic policies should be developed to move companies as quickly as 

possible through this period of growth" Clearly in this circumstance 

a much more definite identification of such a group of companies would be 

necessary and it is possible that the technique of discriminant analysis 

may have a contribution to make in this regard" 

3.0 Discriminant Analysis 

301 Introduction 

While the process of factorial analysis enabled four basic 

dimensions (factors) of corporate financial performance to be extracted, 

the subsequent analysis was predominantly on a two-dimensional basis" The 

introduction of the technique of discriminant analysis provides the 

the facility for the simultaneous consideration of all four factors as 

characteristics of various groupings of companies G 

(171 ) 
Incorporated in 

(171 ) Supra, po 179 .. 



(172) 

(173) 
(174) 
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the form of a linear discriminant function the four factors can be 

assessed as to their ability to discriminate the groupings. Factorial 

analysis is considered by some to be a desirable preliminary to 

discriminant analysis as one of the main problems with the latter 

technique is the selection of suitable variables to characterise a 

priori groupso (172) One reservation with the use of common factors 

is that, as mentioned previously, they are a derived or a composite 

measure. The process of analysis is now carried one stage further by 

associating them in an "artificial" function o (173) In some circumstances 

it may be more appropriate to use directly observable variables and only 

allow the element of artificiality to come in at the point of the 

calculation of the discriminant index - the "artificial" produCt of the 

discriminant function. As the main purpose of the present analysis is 

to ascertain the significance of the various a priori groupings (in 
2 

terms of the four factors) by way of Mahalanobis 9 D , rather than make 

extensive direct use of the discriminant function index, the problem is 

not considered to be of such great concern. 
(174) 

3.2 A test of the significance of the factorial analysis" 

One of the disappointing features of the factorial analysis was 

the absence of any signific~~t clustering of companies on the two-

dimensional factor plotso Certainly by the establishment of the quadrants 

it was possible to extract some evidence of ordered movements over time. 

However, more distinctive results would have been preferred.. Consequently 

the possibility of discrimination on four factors revealing a more 

distinct separation of groups merited examination" 

See A.I. Altman, opocit$, p.6oo and his very relevant comment on search 
bias to the effect that "this bias is inherent in the process of 
reducing the original set of variables (twenty-two) to the best variable 
profile (five). The possibility 01 bias due to searching is i~herent 
in any empirical study"" . 
Supra, p .. 179. 
The nearest the present study comes to the direct use of the linear 
discriminant functions is in the evaluation section of the I.B.M. library 
computer program. For each a priori group a linear discriminant 
function is establishedo The scores on the four factors for each 
individual company are then substituted into each of the functions so 
that the largest index (and the probability thereof) can be determined. 
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3 1 TABLE 6-15 

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF GROUPINGS - MAHALANOBIS t D2 (1 

INDUSTRY GROUPINGS 

Pairs of Groups 

Years 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 2-3 2-4 2-5 3-4 

1959 7 .. 85 5 .. 75 12,,86 7.51 7 .. 56 9.04 7,,14- 2 .. 35 1 .. 26 

1960 4-,,86 8 .. 28 5.62 10 .. 05 5 .. 49 7,,64- 1,,54 3 .. 28 1 20,,18 

1961 4,,04 3,,47 7.,61 9 .. 67 3,,66 12 .. 25 4,,04 4 1 

1962 3.,48 4.43 8 .. 63 5.33 2 .. 95 5041 1 .16 1 ,. 99 
1963 6 .. 42 2,,39 4 .. 26 10 .. 96 6,,13 8,,51 7 0 89 2,,53 

Group Measure 
Years 1-2-3-4 

1959 20 .. 71 
1960 16.,29 
1961 16 .. 77 
1962 12 .. 20 
1963 15,,07 

(1 ) Critical values of D2 for rejecting the 

mean values of the groups are the same, at the 5 and 1 per 

repectively, are approximately: (.05) ( ) 
- for pairs of groups 0.,49 and 13 

- for all groups 21 .. 00 and 26 .. 2 

was pos obtain By takL'I'lg the groups in pairs 

values of Mahalanobis ~ D2 for all the and test for 

significance at the five and one per cent (175) 
For 

industry groupings (five in number) full ten ass were 

considered and the only group to separate a tall signif'ica.:.!'J.tly 

both .. 05 and .. 01) was Industry Group 5 - and Machinery, 

Electrical Machinery and Appliances, Footwear Manufacturing" 

Even then the separation of Industry Group 5 was not complete as the 

of significance of separation 

and fell away sharply with Industry Group 2" 

the findings based on the factorial plots ml-l,'''''''''' 

than proportionate", locations in the 

quadrants distinguished Industry Group 

(weak Mahalanobis I D2) was evident 

Supra, p" 181 f'or ref'erence to the use of' the 

Group 1 

confirm 

"more 

Industry Group 2 

of: that 

distribution. 
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Industryts "Prospective" quadrant. The lack o~ discrimination already 

observed between Industry Groups 1-4 inclusive was ~urther tested by 

calculating the Mahalanobis t D2 ~or the gr011.Ps as a whole. The 

results indicated insigni~icant discrimination on the ~our ~actorsG 

In searching ~or explanations ~or the above results, particularly 

the separation o~ Industry Groups 3 and 4 ~rom Industry Group 5, consider-

ation was given to such ~eatures as; the actual industry characteristics, 

the "agel! o~ various ~irms, and the business environment" In the case 

o~ the latter the prevalent involvement with import control in Industry 

Group 5 was again noted. However, emerging ~rom it all, and appearing 

to crystallise many o~ the other ~actors, was again the ~eature o~ size" 

In Industry Groups 3 and 4 there was evident a considerable disparity 

in the size o~ ~irms, more o~ten than not, associated with disparity 

in levels o~ activity. In Industry Group 5 the medium-sized ~irms 

tended to dominate.. In addition, many o~ the reports o~ the companies 

in that industry group re~lected a considerable level o~ activity and 

. (176) 
expansJ.on" These ~eatures link in with the ~actorial analysis 

on size-groupingso From that analysis it was noted that the Small/ 

Medium- Size Group, (EII/RRR) and the Medium/Large = Size Groups (LEV/RRR) 

both showed "more than proportionate" locations in ~avourable quadrants" 

The medium size element to the ~ore once again. The point o~ interest 

now is whether the size groupings on the ~our ~actors are s~~iciently 

discriminate to support the re~erences to them as distinct groupingse 

TABLE 6-16 

3 .. 2 .. 2 TEST OB' SIGNIFICANCE OF GROUPINGS _ MAHALANOBIS t D2 (2) 

SIZE GROUPINGS (1 ) -' 

Pairs o~ Groups Group Measure 

Years 1-2 2",,3 3-4 1-3 1-4 2-4 1-2-3-4 

1959 7031 4 .. 19 6,,91 4 .. 53 3,,48 5,,53 14,,03 
1960 8 010 1" 73 6 .. 15 3 .. 37 4,,85 12,,88 19 .. 84 
1961 1 0.,96 2,,52 10.,43 8 .. 47 8013 20,,63 29,,07 
1962 17 .. 08 1 0091 5 .. 98 15 .. 74 10 .. 74 26,,01 41,,86 
1963 27,,64 10094 3 .. 48 29,,86 13,,50 11 ,,95 53,,89 

(1 ) Re~erence to size o~ companies: 

1" Small 2" Small-Medium 3.. Medium-Large 4" Large 

(2) For Critical Values o~ D2 see note to Table 6=15, supra, p .. 262. 

(176) Supra, po 251" 



Taking the si~e groupings in paired sequence (1-2, 2-3, 

most signif'icant discrimination occurred between the f'irst 

Small-Medium Size Groupso For the remainder of' the sequenced 

the of' separation was rarely signif'icant even',at the 

Examining the non-sequenced groupings (1-3, 1~, 2~), it is or 

to the relative lack or discrimination at anyone point in time 

between Small and Large Size Groupso This 

in f'inancial policy making noted earliero A 

'degree of' discrimination is round in most 

Medium and the Large Size Group" Overall the on rour 

ractors gives some conf'irmation to the earlier or 

distinctiveness or the Small~edium Group though the dif'f'useness or 

upper limit to the grouping is considerable" 

probably reflect's some movement in the suggested 

ror growth as the basis of' the two-dimensional 

EII/RRR to LEV/RRR o 

latter reature 

zone 

was rrom 

to 

Another interesting reature or the size was manner i.YJ. 

which the signif'icance of' the discrimination orten increased over timee 

This applied not only to the sequenced 

groupings when taken togethero With the a 

established, and maintained throughout the 1 

but also to the size 

is 

1-2 in 

groupings being 

period, on an opening 

scope ror the 

or decreasing 

size measure (opening "net assets 

observation or either increasing ( 

(groups 3~) discrimination over ~natever the reasons may be (in 

the case or small companies a desire to retain a lack of' 

motivation, an appropriateness or to scale or operations) there 

would appear to be an increasing of' Small :from Small-Medium 

companies - the important "lif't-of'r" ror 



TABLE 6-17 

3 TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF GROUPINGS - MAHALANOBIS (2) 

GRONTH-RATE GROUPINGS (1 ) 

Pairs o~ Groups (3) Group Measure 

1-2 2-3 3-4 1-4 
22 .. 97 8 .. 93 2",27 22,,43 

9,,66 3,,56 10 0 40 63,,04 
37,,08 9,.67 1 ,,21 54-.. 73 
36,,82 12,,50 14 .. 28 84 .. 38 
38077 10,,82 9 .. 31 74,,42 

(1 ) to the growth rate of companies ~ 

1" Slow 2" Slow-Medium 3.. Medium-Fast 

(2) Critical Values o~ D2 see note to Table 5 
(3) Unf'urtunately as a result of loss o~ data, not all 

were available" 

A pattern to the size groupings developed 

rate In this instance~ it was the Slow-Growth Rate 

small companies) that separated out. Apart from the 

strong distinctiveness of this group there was 

of grouping in the sequenced pairs ~ This confirms the 

as they from the two-dimensional, factorial 

in toto 1 inclusi va) the growth-rate 

over all the years" This could 

bu t for the preliminary analysis on 

of groups" (1 

Supra, p. It is evident with both size and 
that when a o~ distinctiveness of such groupings is 
f'ull sample of companies overtime (four constant groups) 
generally a steadily increasing degree o~ separation" Two 
a~pear • First, and more specifically, the pos 
.of' Gibrat t s law of proportionate efiect (see p.. , 

of groupings would appear to be in accord with 

a 

been 

law" Second, and in more general terms, there would appear to be some 
the ef~ectiveness o~ variance analysis data over 

ific area of concern is the use o~ variance as a measure 
diversi~icatione A general note o~ for 

other analysts however, underlies these comments by J.M. 
R.C .. Vogel on the instability of' the ranking of f'irms on 
variance measure.. Namely, that lithe possible 
ambiguous o~ simply addLDg more observations over a 
~ time would appear to be ruled out" II Also that ambiguity of 
could occur even though lithe same interval o~ time is be used in all 
cases, and the size of the sub-~~terval ~or observation is 
changed, 
"The Is Variance Unambiguous?", 

No" 1, March 1970, pp. 129-1310 
of 
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3$3 Discriminant Analysis - a predictive role? 

Underlying the foregoing tests of significamce there is established 

in respect of each a priori grouping a linear discriminant function.. As 

explained previously, the insertion of the values of the relevant 

variables for a particular company into such a function means that the 

derived discriminant index can be used as a guide to its potential 

grouping - creditworthy or not creditworthy, bankrupt or not bankrupt" 

The facility to develop this form of predictive function is strengthened 

considerably by the use, as in the work of E.L Altman and J eEo Walter, 

of time-series data .. 
( 178) 

In this present study the data is cross-

sectional and t hough observations over a number of years (1959-63) would 

support the search for a predictive relationship, the functions emanating 

direct from the discriminant analysis are not strong candidates because 

of the lack of stability in the ordering and signs of the common factorse 

Consequently in the next section an attempt is made to establish the 

predictive relationships independently of the discriminant functions" 

4.0 Regression Analysis 

(178) 

4.1 Introduction 

As pointed out in Chapter Five, an essential attribute of 

correlation analysis (and associated techniques) is the measuring of a 

degree of association or interdependence without necessitating assumptions 

regarding causation. This particular stance has accorded with the 

primary objective of this study up until this point - the minimisation of 

the number of a priori assumptions about the direction of causation in 

corporate financial behaviour. The stage has now been reached when an 

attempt must be made to t~st various hypotheses. These originate 

partially from the present preliminary analysi~partially from 

institutional experience and partially from other research" At this 

stage causal dependence is assumed with attention being centred on a 

growth factor as the dependent variable. Growth-rate groupings of 

companies have of course been used already and the results have been of 

limited value because the "net assets'! concept of growth is inevitably, 

by definition, closely associated with patterns of financial behaviour" 

Supra, p. 1 79. 
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It is this aspect of interdependence on which it is hoped to shed a 

little more light as a result o~ the growth ~actor being treated as the 

dependent variable o 

Studies o~ growth, whether on a macro or micro level, seem destined 

to highlight problems o~ measurement. In addition, what may be termed 

Ittechnical" problems o~ measurement ~ten become accentuated by social 

and political implications. Evidence ~ the "window-dressing" o~ 

corporate ~inancial results is an indication o~ these pressures at 

the micro level., (179) UsuallY,however, it is the macro scene which, 

probably just~iably, receives more comprehensive attention e For 

instance E.J. Mishan, a pungent commentator on this topic, had this 

observation to make about the compulsive urge ~or growth as re~leoted 

in the economic and social costs ~ transport .. 

liThe sacr~ice o~ a life or two by primi tiive communities in the 
belie~ that it encouraged a good harvest seems humane in 
comparison with the implicit decision to kill some tens o~ 
thousands yearly that the pleasures o~ private motoring 
be upheld,," (180) 

While it is di~~icult, perhaps ~ortunately so, to generate such emotion 

about the corporate ~inancial sector o~ the economy it is nonetheless 

important that attention be directed at the pe~ormance o~ the public 

company, this corporate institution which has become such an accepted 

part o~ the Western environment .. It is this level o~ concern which 

is crystallised at this stage o~ the present study in the ~orm o~ a 

growth measure" It is considered that any evidence which can assist in 

a better assessment o~ nthe strong conviction o~ the indispensability o~ 

growth ll as a national economic and social policy, will be worthwhile .. (181) 

As an indication o~ the persistency of the problem of the choice o~ a 
measure o~ growth and also o~ the "windOW-dressing" o~ ~inancial results 
see; 
A.C. Rayner and I.M.D. Little, op.cit., p.26. 
WeHe Beaver, op.cit., p.79 and p.100. 
J.G. Cragg and BeG. Malkiel, op .. cit .. , p.,69 and p.83" 
E. Schwartz and JeRe Aronson, op.cit .. , p.11 and po17 .. 
R.C. Vogel and G.S. Maddala, op.cit., po558 and p.5~o 
P. Brown and R. Ball, op.cit .. , p,,57 and p.,62o 
J.O" Horrigan, op.cit .. , The Accounting Review, July 1965, p.,558, and 
op.cit., Journal o~ Accounting Research, Vol. 4, 1966, p.45. 
tiThe Costs o~ Economic Growth", Staples Press, London, 1967, p.94 .. 
S. Kuznets, "Economic Growth and Structure", Heinemann Books Ltd .. , London, 
1965, p.2. 



Ac,: second level of' concern is that already noted of' certain 

aspects of' the theory of' f'inance .. (182) is a concern 

relative neglect of' the growth f'actor in some theory 

Finally, there is the attempt to give support to some of' more 

integrated approaches to the theory of' f'inance¢ As f'ar as 

data will allow, to study, in the words of' 

nthe f'im's d.ecision nexus as concerned with a trilogy of' 

problems; the production problem, the investment problem, and the 

f'inancing problem "Q 0 G The mutually deteminate s to 

problems (being) ref'lected in the structure of' the 

statements II (183) This is the third and ultimate 

concern of' this study" To use the Hnet assets!! growth measure as an 

integrative device to attempt to draw together and in one 

the interdependencies of' various production, 

decisions. This attempt at an integrated "''r\'nT'(~'" can be 

~1l~~CU with the more segmented approach adopted in of' 

2 A 

In 

Data 

behaviour by Dhrymes and Kurz e In 

relationships were established, with inves 

and external f'inance being the respective dependent variables Q 

was then submitted to cross-sectional regression 

approach" 

f'orm the three stages 
Stage 1 

Company nProf' ileII : 

Industry 
Size 
Growth 
Location 

actors 
(1-4) 

appear as f'ollows -
Stage 2 

1 

I 

Stage 3 / 

Original J 
Variables 

(1=-4-) 

Growth 
\ liNet Ass eta f! 

concept) 

82) p. 930 
83j Op. , 
AI. Y'+ Op.ci t .. , the light of' the f'indings of' this study ~ Dhrymes and 

Kurz t a comment on their cross-sectional analysis is of' interest.. Namely, 
that coef'f'icients indicate that economically the 
explanatory powers of' such equations is not very greate The latter, 
however, is common in cross-section investment studies!!, p .. 443~ 
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Stage 1 - This is the regression portion of the analysis of 

corporate financial performance by way of groupings of companies based on 

industry, s growth-rate and locational objective 

is to test the validity of a number of conflicting regarding 

the of the influence of such groupings on 

as r in the c ommonfactors extracted .. 

Stage 2 - A testing of the hypothesis that a causal exists 

between certain aspects of corporate finanoial policy by 

the common ) and the growth-rate of companies., 

Stage 3 - A development of Stage 2 in that the factorial is 

extended to identify those variables which are considered 

measures the factors extracted.. The "Horst" 

these variables will be the most useful L~ the prediction of 

(growth-rate) variable~ (185) 

criterion 

1 - the corporate "profile ll g How 

the four segments of the "profile II in of 

the pnopositions or hypotheses sometimes put forward a conflicting 

picture .. 

Size Group 
Impact: 

Significan t: 

Insignificant: 

Sample Proposition 

liThe size of a firm influences its 

structure and liability struoture." 
(1 

"Averages (of profits) for groups of 

classified according to size do not 

significant differences and it not appear 

that size is a factor which influence 

between individual firms .. " 
87) ! 

The description 
appears to be one 
J of,, Weston, op 
p..47" See also; 

used as the work of Paul Horst, op , 
of the few adequate coverages of this technique" 

, "Readings in Finance", E.A. Wolf and 

8.J. Prais, , Growth and Concentration", in 
B. Tew and R.F. Henderson, op.cit., p&120 .. 
M. Hall and L. Weiss, opocit., po329Q 
M.C. Gupta, op.cit., p.525. 
T. Barna, op.cit .. II p.11" See also; 
A.C. Rayner and I.M.D. Little, op.cit .. , po57o 
W .. T. Frazer, liThe Financial structure of Nfanufactur:Lng Companies 
demand for Money", The Journal of Political Economy, Vol" 
April 1964-, p.1 83.: 
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(189) 

(190) 
(191 ) 

( 192) 

Industry Group 
Impaot: 

S ignif'i cant : 

Insignif'ican t : 

Growth-Rate Group 
Impact: 

Signif'icant: 

liThe industry in which a corporation a 

signif'icant f'actor in determining 

of' the corporation's balance sheet .. " 

"Our industrial classif'ication has same 

nature~ but considerably less than 

hoped f' or .. !I ( 189) 

"In sum~ the picture one of' f'inancial 

conservatism departed f'rom reluctance 

and then, primarily 

(190) 

are growing 

rapidly .. ,," ,," 

Insignif'icant: "There is little association between p"r-C"IIf'C of' 

f'irms and particularly of' f'inancing" n 
91) 

Location: This f'actor attempts to Edwards 

and Townsend would call the of' the 

situation"~ the atmosphere f'or operations 

which may be ref'lected social and 

cultural amenities of' an area& 

The regression model developed in an attempt to incorporate the 

above elements waS! 

= bo + b1 Y1 + b2 Y2 + e •• + b j Yj (i = 1,2 3 4, 

For variables see Table 6-18& 

4 S" Hymer, and P. Pashigian, "Firm Size and Rate of' 
of' Political Economy, Vol., LXX, No .. 6, December 1962. 

Ghudson, tiThe Pattern of' Corporate 
Bureau of' Economic Research, New York, 1945, 
E. Schwartz, and J.R. Aronson, op.cit. p,,17. 
G"H" Schmidt "Analyzing the Ef'f'ects of' 
Uses of' Funds , National Bureau of' Economic 
Conf'erence on Research in Business Finance, pp" 
S Prais, "Variations between Industries", B. 
op .. cit .. , p,,126. See also; 
T. Barna, op.cit", p"10,, 
A.S. Mackintosh, liThe Development of' Firms", 
London, 1963, p .. 94 .. 
P.J. Dhrymes, and Me Kurz, op .. cit .. , p~8 .. 
J.R. Meyer~ and E. Kuh, op.cit .. , p.,158. 
T. Barna, op.cit., p,,19. See also; 
M.G" Gupta, op.cit., p.5~o 

The Journal 

, National 

and 
952, 

R.F" Henderson, 

University Press, 

A.C" Rayner, and I..M.D. Little, op .. cit., 
R.S. Edwards and H. Townsend, "BUsiness: 
1958, p .. 148 .. 

, Macmillan, London, 
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TABLE 6-18 

Factor score ~or companies 
on ~actor one; 

F2 Factor score ~or companies 
on ~actor two; 

score ~or companies 
on ~actor three; 

F4 Factor score ~or companies 
on ~actor ~our; 

1 company in Small-Size 

Y10 

Y
11 

Y
12 

1 if company 
and 0 if 

1 if company in 
Group, and 0 if 

1 if company 
Rate Group, and 0 

1 i~ company in 
Rate Group, and 0 

1 i~ company 

Growth-
if not; 

Group, and 0 if not; 
Y13 grouPI"I and o if not; 

company in Small/Medium
Group, and 0 if' not; 

Y
1 

I. 1 if company 
'+ and surrounds, and 0 if not; 

Y4 

Y.5 

Y8 

1 if company Medium!Large-
Group, and 0 i~ not; 

1 oompany in Large-Size 
Group, and 0 if not; 

1 if company in Industry 
Group 1, and 0 if not; 

1 if company in Industry 
Group 2, and 0 if not; 

1 if company in Industry 
Group 3'1 and 0 if' not; 

1 if company in Industry 
Group 4, and 0 if not; 

1 if company 
and surrounds 

Y1 6 1 if company 
Christohurch 
and 0 if 

b o 

b. 
J 

1 if company 
and 

the . , 
amount to be 
Fi i~ company 
the independent 

above is an example of' the use o~ dummy 

.. While still somewhat o~ a Ilblunt 

analysis it is ~ortunate that much o~ the 

in 
, and 0 

surro1l.l'lding 

o~ 

on 

technique has been justifiably removed e 
(1 ) 

It is a method 

of introducing information into regression analysis in variables 

are not conventionally measured on a numerical scale; in this 

instance the industry and loeational groupings" The 

be applied to quantitative variables where it is 

o~ correlation may be irregular and that 

are relevant" (1 94) As this was the pos i tion 1111 th the 

D .. Suits, "Use o~ Dummy Variables in Regression 
the American Statistical Association, Vol" 52, 1 
observation that "Perhaps part of the trouble s 
tdummy'variable"" See also G.N. Von Tunzelmann, 
recent appraisale 

Johnston, "Econometric Methodtl
, McGraw-Hill, New 

E "Nemmers,' and J.He Meyers, HBusiness Research li
, 

1966, p,,174, and D.B. Suits, opecite, p.548o 

can 

the 

of' 
the 

term 
~or a 

See also 
New York, 



at this stage err 

" It may seem rather 

variables in a regres appear 

to be ~=~~L~~~ as an acceptable technique in 

has been developed on the 

characteristics of less developed countries on 

d:iJ!lll9l18 jLOr.LS " In that instance the dummy variables 

11 form of' government, ty'pe of economy, and pos in 

( 196) 

technique of analysis used in this and of' 

stepwise linear regression~ 

used had the desirable feature that as 

was introduced into the regression 

a "tolerance 

variables 

into the equation were 

of rejecting one . variable: 

.. , size, industry, and 

nonnal processing, an adjustment 

iI"'mm",,, variable from each "profile!! 

reduce the likelihood of singularity in 

technique is that 
has 

characteristics are 
established see 

dependent 
Package Program. 

nT',,,s:nr.,..m developed by Dr" C.C" Kissling 
of Canterbury was also 

op.cit"jl p"222,, 



Size 

Ind. 

Gtb. 

Loc. 

Size 

Ind. 

Gth. 

Loc. 

Note: 

Table 

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

CORPORATE "PROFILE" lu'lD FIl'1.ANCIAL POLICY 

Fi - EII 

b
j 

In Regressions 

1959 1960 (-) 1961 1963 

-.125 -.027 

(-) (Y4-) (-) (Y3) 
-.24-3· -.001 

.001 -.561'" 

-.280 
.067 
.007 

(-) (Y
7
) 

-.292 

(-) (1
9

) 

.498 

.653 '" 

.310 

.163 

-.251 (-)(Y11) 

(-) (Y12) -.233 

.192 -.589 '" 

.968 '" -1.695" 

-.053 (-)(Y16) 

(-)(Y16) -.106 

.036 -.014-
-.131 .089 

.124. 

.558 

-.192 

-.072 
-.2J) 

(-) (Y2) 

.021 

(-) (Y
7
) 

-.025 

-.243 

.206 

-.063 

.202 

.005 
(-)(Y

3
) 

.297 

.209 

-.020 

(-)(Y
7
) 

.061 

-.280 '" 

(-) (Y
4
) 

.203 

-.019 

(-)(Y
7

) 

.24.1 

.008 

.250 

-.286 '" 

-1.029 .. (-)(Y11 ) -1.039 ~ 

-.452 .180 -.54-7 '" 
(-)(Y13) .656 '" (-)(Y13) 

.050 1.508 '" .609 

.2,:J 

.109 

-.035 

(-)(Y16) 

.161 

-.1J) 

.019 

(-)(Y16) 

-.521 

.537 

.045 

(-) (Y17) 
-.023 

.022 

.523 

.622 

F3 - tEV 
b

j 
In Regressions 

1959 1960 (-) 

-.141 

-.251 

.034 
(-) (-) 

.388 .399 
(-) .264-

.031 (-) 

-.2ff7 '" .051 

.4.97 .339 

H 
.010 

.442 

.038 
-.092 

(-) 

-.188 

-.112 

.391 

-.191 
-.070 

.013 

.077 

.284-
(-) 

-.192 

.267 

1962 

(-) 

1963 

.576 

.323 
-.061 

H 

.470 .4.24 .269 

-.021 .094 .267 

(-) (-) .129 

.033 -.054. .011 

.479 '" .523 '" (-) 

(-) 

.166 

.54.5 II< 

.878 III 

H 
.217 

-.192 

-.646 

.4-J) 

-,536 III 

-.288 '" 
(-) 

S14. 

.136 
(-) 

.353 

-.055 

-,206 

.193 

.574 
(-) 

.036 

H 
-.017 

-.737 

"(_)" indioates the variable reje9t&d beCAuse "Tolera:noe Cheek" 
indicates high Qollinearity with another independent variate. 
For Fi the col.linear va.."'ia.bll!O is show. (-)(Y4)' etc. 

'" :!.niU.oe.te" signU'icance at five per cent F. 1"",,1. 

F2 - RRR 

b j !n RegressioruJ 

1959 1960 (-) 1961 1962 H 

.035 
-.018 

(-) 

-.175 

-.126 

-.220 

-.027 

(-) 

.124. 

-.721 '" 
(-) 

.010 

-.195 

.263 

-.096 
-.037 

(-) 

.260 

(-) 
.084-

-.010 

.127 

.664- '" 

.136 

H 
-.030 

.192 

.3.56 
-.038 

(-) 

-.141 

-.227 

-.026 

-.04-1 
-.320 

(-) 

.224-

.031 

-.782 " 
-.04-6 

(-) 

.028 

.253 

.082 

-.060 

H 

.015 

-.04.2 

-.279 
(-) 

-.203 

.815 

(-) 

-.059 

.434 

-.063 .038 

-.341 (-) 

369 '" -.280 

(-) .077 

F4. - DEP 
b

j 
!n Regressions 

1959 1960 (-) 

.269 .198 

(-) -.132 

.074 H 

.476 .711 

H .099 

-.546 -.454. 
.084- H 
.301 .294-

-.436 '" -.513 '" 

H 
-.194 
-.154. 

.067 

-.108 

(-) 

-.064-

.007 

-.103 

H 

.Oli3 

.24.7 

H 

.099 -.048 

.385 .4.75 

1961 

.432 ,253 

H -.260" 

.130 H 
1.04.9'" .774 ~ 

.116 .048 

-.314 -,213 

(-) H 
.4135 .284-

-.392" -.220 

H 
.013 

-.021,. 

0226 

-.120 

.4137 

-.356 
(-) 

-.273 

.. 186 

(-) 

.039 

-.131 

-.080 

.190 

.4.22 

-.555 x 

-.029 

(-) 
-.077 

-.307 

-.086 
.179 

-.200 

-.555 

H 
.04-3 

-.436 

-.223 

(-) 

,0413 

,>021 

.253 

.082 

-.060 

H 

.015 

-.04.2 

-.279 
(-) 

-.203 

.815 
(-) 

,039 

H 
-.280 

.077 

-.254-

.456 
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Perhaps not unexpectedly, in the light o~ preceding results, 

~indings were not particularly signi~icant® Insigni~icance, is 

not necessarily synonymous with invalidity@ The greater o~ 

proposi tiona and hypotheses referred to previ were on the side o~ the 

insignificance o~ the impact of size, industry, and growth-rate, so this 

present study gives cOMirmation There were 

some interesting results underlying this overall impression: 

Ell - Common Factor 1 

The inversion o~ the 1960 result should be noted as the signs o~ 

regression coe~~icients are the opposite to what could be expected" (1 

The only distinct clustering o~ si~icant coe~icients over the 

1959-63 period occurred in ~he growth-rate section 0-13) with something 

o~ a "sri tchback" ef~ect developing between the coe~~icients o~ the 

slower and faster g rowth-ra tes" The signs o~ the coef~icients o~ these 

two growth sub-groupings moved as expeoted from minus the slower 

growth-ra te plus with the faster growth-rate group as the positive 

impact of these latter companies' relationship to Ell became dominant" 

Another section where the signs of the regression coe~~icients 

possibly have been predicted was the size groupings" Here slightly 

heavier weighting o~ the minus signs of the smaller size group 

ooe~icients was perhaps predictable" Apart ~rom two significant 

coe~ficients in the industry section remainder o~ the results were 

spasmodic and insignificant" 

RRR Common Factor 2 

Regression on this basic dimension provided the real degree of 

consistency in the present analysis" Significant coe~icients, with the 

minus sign expected ~rom earlier results inversion of 1960 and 1962) 

appeared over the whole period of the Slow Growth-Rate The 

slight car:r:yover o~ significance the Small-Size s eo tion also 

aocords with previous findings. 

The plus and minus signs and the use of the· 0 t sand 1 t S o~ the dummy 
variables simply means that if a company possesses a particular 
characteristic then its ~actor score will be either increased or decreased 
by the amount o~ the regression coef~icient" 
Supra, pe 189" 
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LEV - Common Factor 3 

It would have been encouraging to have achieved some significant 

results ~or a basic dimension surrounded by so much controversy" 

Instead the results were particularly weak with no significant coe~~icients 

at all being ~ound in 1960 and 1963 .. (201) The nearest to a consistent 

level o~ sigpificance was Industry Group 5, already recognised from 

previous findings as the most dynamic of the industry groups over the 

1959-63 period. Similar conditions applied for the coefficients of the 

Fast-Growth section with the most significant coefficient appearing in 

1961 to offset the weakest performance by this section on the Ell factore 

This is again a confirmation of the capacity of this Group to push forward 

(202) 
~or growth on both the Ell and LEV ~ronts® 

DEP - Common Factor 4 

Because of a more diffuse relevance to the financial behaviour of 

companies this basic dimension has received limited attention in the 

~oregoing analysis. The close association with the asset structure of 

companies was confirmed by the analysis where, for the first time, the 

coe~~icients on some of the industry group section were consistently 

sign~icant for at least the earlier part o~ the period. Industry 

characteristics, as reflected in asset structures, (operating leverage), 

were not unnaturally influencing depreciation policies. The interesting 

~eature is that the significant coefficients o~ Industry Group 2 and 

Group 5 were consistently minus quantitiese Previous 

descriptions of conditions pertaining in these two industry groups during 

the period 1959-63 have indicated quite a disparity in performance® 

Industry Group 2 evidencing a certain sluggishness (excess capacity), 

yet persisting with a ~airly significant level of investment. Industry 

Group 5 ~unctioning with a full commitment of productive resources and a 

general air o~ expansion. (203) The answer to the minus coefficients 

appears lie in the pattern o~ investment. Both the industry groups 

concerned invested a much greater proportion ~ their funds in current 

Additional tests on the aspect of multicollinearity were applied to 
this data without any increase in significance. 
Supra, p® 253 .. 
Supra, po 250@ 
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(204) 
assets than the remainder of' the industry groups. The only remaining 

distinctive f'eature is the signif'icant positive coeff'icients f'or the 

Large-Size Group of' companies as the sheer bulk of' f'ixed asset investment 

generally implicit in the structure of manufacturing companies, made its 

presence f'elt .. 

While the results of' this stage of' the analysis have not been the 

most encouraging it. is considered that such analysis should be persisted 

with by extending the coverage to companies in the service industries 

and by pooling cross-sectional and time series data", The prospect of' 

being able to work f'rom a f'airly straightf'orward "prof'ile" of' a company 

to establish a picture of' its probable f'inancial policy, as ref'lected in 

certain basic dimensions, warrants some f'urther ef'f'ort .. Assume, f'or 

instance, the case of' a manufacturing company, small in size, engaged in 

Industry Group 3, with a f'ast growth-rate, and locai;ed in Wellington" 

Its "prof'ile il on the previous dummy variable basis would appear as 

f'ollows: 

1000 

(size) 

00100 

(indUStry) 

0001 

(growth-rate) 

00 

(location) 

Substituting into one of' the regression models established, the derived 

sum of' the regression coef'f'icients f'or the attributes of' the company plus 

the constant will give the score on a particular f'actor dimension® If' 

this is repeated f'or each dimension an indication is gained, even if' on 

average ll basis, of' a possible overall pattern of' the company~s 

• financial policy" As is of'ten the case the procedure represents a 

compromise" Acceptance of' a degree of' artif'iciality (the !lnature~1 of' 

the common factors) and generality (the lion average" results of' the 

regression analysis) with the prospect of achieving some degree of' 

prediction" Unf'ortunately at the moment the prospects are not too 

encouraging with a lack of' consistent signif'icance in the relationships 

established", However one thing is certain '" Not enough inf'ormation is 

available on the operating or trading results (through restricted f'inancial 

reporting) allow a comprehensive picture of' company operations to be 

Inf'ra, Summary of' Investment and Financing Ta,bles, Appendix No,,1-27/31 • 
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prepared .. Until this is achieved too much of the 

could be used to establish indices of corporate is 

analysis. Nevertheless, within the framework 

, it may still be possible to establish a 

" of those companies most suited to New Zealand conditions~ 

the 

(205) 

This achievement could have important economic and social 

Stage 2 - the determinants of corporate growth. 

The need to have lllore knowledge of the process of in 

and corporate growth in particular~ has already been 

of factorial analysis in this search process now to 

some point of conclusion by attempting to establish a causal 

such factors as are extracted and a form of integrative measure 

in instance the growth-rate of corporate net 

accords the observation b.v Simon Kuznets "that the o:i' research 

on growth is to establish and measure the c ammon and variant 

of the proces s; to I explain! the of the 

common and charac teris tic s , that is, to integrate them a 

theory of growth"" 
(206) 

The three key words at this stage of the 

present are "commonrl ,'~ariantn, and "integrate". While (as 

will be seen in 3 of this section) factorial analysis can be of 

considerable assistance in preserving certain statistical strengths 

(preservation of of freedom) the primary concern at this 

juncture is whether an effective control relationship can be better 

established by this method of handling the determini..l1g variables" 

the "common" and "variant" elements lie at the very heart of 

factorial is. When integration on the growth factor was attempted 

doubtful whether industry classifications will have any great 
"profile" because of the increasing diversification 

companyV s interests.. However, size, growth-rate, location 
and perhaps some tlskill" index, should remain valid" 
An project for future research would be the application of 
factorial 
detailed 
application 
before any 
revealing 
Op .. cit .. ~ 

to the full range of items normally appearing in a 
and loss account and balance sheet@ Perhaps 
data at the point of the original transactions, 
is undertaken at all, may be of merit in 

interdependencies. 
and Structure" ~ p",192. 
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the regression model, in general functional notation, appeared as 

follows: 

Gi = bo + b1 F1 + b2 F2 + Goe b j F j (i = 1 ,2~3,4, - 1959 to 1963; 

j = 1,2,3,4) 

where G. = the percentage growth-rate of net assets, 
J. 

F. = the common factors extracted" 
J 

The results of this regression analysis over the 1959-63 period were as 

set forth in Table 6-200 For the purposes of this present analysis the 

signs of the coefficients can be ignored~ The concern is with the 

significance of the particular common factor. The fact that it may 

have been the negative form of the factor that accounted for the 

maximum variance is not considered relevant at this stage" (207) 

Years 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

* 
** 

TABLE 6-20 

INDEPENDENT VARIATES - b. in REGRESSIONS on "GROWTH" 
J~--

Constant 

* 
4 .. 04- 5,,06 

>1C: 

3,,17 -2058 
::r~ 

4,,65 3,,91 
* 

5 .. 48 5 0 87 
::r~ 

3047 3,,80 
;:;~!~ 

F-Values· 

43 .. 0 

38,,4 

47 .. 5 

6500 

8100 

.05. 
'1<: 

-1,,47* 

1 .. 53 .. 
~ 

-1,,30 
* 

2057 

F
4

-LEV 

-,,33 

.. 12 

,,41 

,,42 
~!~ 

,to 

'" 099 
,,12 

,,43* 
,,95 

-,,06 -1,,06 

Range of **l~ 
Residuals 

8,,66 

7047 

7,,13 

7 .. 34 
6 .. 83 

indicates significance at five per cent F-Ievel 

Coefficients 
of Multiple 
Correlation 

,.74 

,,72 

076 

,,81 

.. 83 

all significant at both one per cent and five per cent levels 

A value of approximately six is some indication of the 

normality of the distribution of residuals" 

The regression coefficients of the factors on a "net assets II 

concept of growth were much as expected" In fact it could be said that 

What of course eventuates is that with a negative common factor extracted 
(negative Ell for instance), the companies performing well on Ell (in the 
positive sense of investing and raising capital) score significant 
negative values on the negative EII factor. The negative Score times 
the negative coefficient results in a plus to the growth rate dependent 
variable which is what would be presumed in the circumstances outlined" 
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what was being established by the present analysis was more 

nature o~ a ~ormat ~or ~uture methodology than the o~ new 

~ndamental relationshipse The greater degree o~ 

reporting re~erred to in the previous section should 

the increased number o~ ~inancial relationships which the 

type r~inement a~~orded by ~actorial CL~alysis~ , ~rom 

analysis possible, several ~eatures 

First, the consistent and sign~icant coe~£icients £or 

In addition to the more obvious " element this 

inclUdes a distinctive "investment" is the 

most sig~icant expenditure item among the 

its association within the Ell £actor is o£ the 

complex interdependency o~ relationships which the 

decision" This is an example o~ the type o£ which would have 

come wi thin the scope o£ GoB G Pidot t s conclusion "tha tit 

misleading to attribute an observed ~£erence in 

solely to that in a single independent when the 

(208) 
o~ a complex o~ ~actors working to ge the rtl .. The 

sacr~ice o~ the relevant but complex to the less relevant& 

be 

variable 

part 

of' the 

This could 

oocur ~ the practice o~ directly regressing the ~ull range o~ 

variables is pursued instead o~ ~or clusters 

o~ interdependencies which may exist. 

The second f'eature is the pattern o~ the BRR over 

time. with a slight lag effect they appear to ref'lect ~ai thf'ully 

1959-63 the eoonomio tenor of' the New Zealand 

period. Similarly with the LEV ooe££ioients 

aJ.ready noted" o~ the impact of' the 1959 

some consolidation with an even stronger 

innuence growth in the 1962-63 period" 

Thirdly, there is the sign~icance of' the 

ships established" These proved generally sat 

a pattern, 

~ter 

to 

relation~ 

in explanatory 

power" In addition the saving of degrees of' ~eedom by using £actors 

Op .. cit", poi80" 
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the analysis gave it an advantage (in terms of' 

over the direct regressing of the original variables on 

measure .. (209) 
This was not of' great moment in this 

because the number of observations gave adequate degrees of' f're 

W~th more detailed analysis and smaller groupings use of' 

ten original variables could have seriously weakened the 

4.2 .. 3. stage 3 - the selection of' predictor variables e 

The mention of degrees of f'reedom serves to 

of' this present analysis. This is ref'erred as the 

method of predictor selection and has the favourable feature of 

the analysis "not only to have the advantages 

error or random variance in a potential set of' 

, but also to select only a limited number of' these 

f'or administrative purposesf!" (210) This means 

certain extent analysts may have the best of both worlds o 

to a 

The 

of' variables in any analysis may be of assistanoe in. 

at some of' the benef'its of' f'actorial analys to be 

accepted even there is resistance to a complete acceptance of the 

Hf'actor" concept. Such resistance is not unnatural", In fact it is 

probably with the introduction of a technique which, while 

well established in other fields, has yet to prove its wortl~ in the area 

of' financial An important f'eature in this regard has been 

noted by one of' "pioneers /I in this new development 8..'ld is the f'act 

that, the O~~.~~.V most important diff'iculty with f'actor apAlysis 

is the vagueness or with which the factors are identified .. '" • 

the often seem very personalized and individualistic to 

the outside assessor who, may therefore be somewhat skeptical "e 0 II" 
(211 ) 

Meyer faced 

probable 

preliminary 

this present 

Infra, Appendix 
regressing 
P. Horst, OPe 

J .R. Meyer, op .. 

problem by J.ll""''"~''5 some a priori specifications of 

on the basis of previous research and some 

This problem does not weigh quite so heavily 

as the range of original variables was (Qnf'ortunately) 

0, provides a summary of the results of 
variables on the growth=rate measure e 

, p .. 555" 
, p~308. 
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not so comprehensive as to put excessive pressure on the process of 

identif'ication of' f' actors" 

The use of' f'actorial analysis, not to establish but to select the 

most signif'icant of' the original variables,enables some of' the above 

problems to be minimised .. Unf'ortunately Horst, while setting f'orth 

in detail the procedure necessary to achieve the selection process, did 

not provide any computer program to im!Jlcmer_t the same" (212) 

Preparation of' such a program and processing on the basis of' the results 

of' the previous f'actorial analysis produced the f'ollowing set of' 

selected variables and relevant regression coef'f'icients on the growth 

measure" 
TABLE 6-21 

INDEPENDENT VARIATES - b . in REGRESS I ONS on "GROiIVTHil 

. J 

Years 
Equity Investment Retention Depreciation Leverage Liquidity 
Issues Rate Rate Current 

1959 .. 858 .. 026 ,,065 - .. 402 

1960 ,,621 .. 361 .. 100 .. 178 

1961 .. 014 ,,2f8 - ,,004- ' .045 

1962 .. 725 ,,067 - ,,137 - ,,003 

1963 .. 619 .. 445 - .008 @021 

It is of' interest to note that the procedure suggested by Horst, 

the selection of' one variable f'or each f'actor (the variable with the 

highest loading and thus regarded as the purest measure of' the f'actor), 

highlights the danger of' oversimplif'ication mentioned previously" On 

the Ell f'actor both equity issues and investment rate carried high 

loadings and any choice of' one variable was clearly going to do an 

injustice to the other" Of' c aurae, both variables could be in traduced 

but then there is the loss of' a degree of' f'reedom and if' that is not 

signif'icant then the problem of' multicollinearity (correlation between 

,equity issued and investment rate) is always lurking in the baCkground~213) 

(21 Infra, Appendix No. 4 ... 2-12, f'or details of' the relevant computer program. 
(213 Ini'ra, Appendix No .. 2-2-12, f'or details of'matrices of' correlation 

coefi'icients which indicate that on small groupings multicollinearity 
would be a problem" 
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The switch in 1963 from current depreciatiorfto liquidity is also 

of interest" This confirms the preliminary findings which supported 

to some degree the conclusion on depreciation expense by Meyer and Kuh 

that lithe observed relationships are due primarily <> .. " to liquidity 

considerations and are not at all dependent on equipment durabilityl!~214) 
Finally the consistently positive coefficients for the retention rate 

appear to give this variable its rightful status as the stable under-

pinning of the growth process. 

op .. cit .. , p .. 115" 
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The 

Chapter 7 

THE CONCLUSION 

"The activity of' classif'ication and 
increasing importance ••• in all 
masses of' f'igures create an urgent need f'or orientation 
and data reduction. The criterion f'or 
categorising as scientif'ically 
will, in the long run at least, be the 
synthetical usefulness of' this operation and not its 
purely 'mathematical simplicity'." 

Objective - some problems mcountered o 

The avowed objective of' this study was to 

information on corporate f'inancial perf'ormance in New 
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the 

assumptions of' model builders, planners, and ref'ormers in area 
'. 

would more olosely ref'lect actual corporate behaviour. It soon 

became evident that because of' the pioneering nature of' the work it was 

not to be possible to undertake the analysis in and with 

the rigour originally intended. The necessity to a 

role apparent at three levels~ 

, there was the data f'or the empirical surveyo It had 

been intended to use the public company 

by the Bank of' New Zealand. Unfortunately, data 

in f'orm of' punched cards was only available f'or the two 

to of' statisticso In addi ti on, the 

statistics with similar overseas surveys 

such- in the content and control of' the New Zealand 

that they could not have been used with any degree of' conf'idence& 

was a severe setback in that it necessitated more than a year~s 

work to set up the computer programs and process the data f'rom annual 

reports of' companies through to a standardised presentation 

At oertain in the preparation of' this data care was to ensure 

that could be made with the Reserve Bank lllCl.."0 r..L,t1,. 

results the ef'f'ort was worthwhile though 

cast on those researchers who have access to records such as 

Poorls compustat.(1) Richard Mattessich is one of' the f'ew 

standard and Poor list the data of' some 900 companies on a 
(Compustat) classif'ied by industry and within each industry by 
year~ data includes balance sheet and income statement 
well as capital details, and high~ low and closing 
prices. 

eyes are 

and 



theorists to see the magnitude o~ this classi~ication task. Mattessich 

observes that o~ten, 

"neither the complexity nor the importance o~ the taxonometric 
approach is perceived. In accounting, the activity o~ 
classi~ication arises out o~ the need ~or a tight net o~ a 
large number o~ concepts. The ~act that these concepts are 
related among themselves, ~requently by de~initional instead 
o~ behavioral ~unctions, hardly alleviates the intricacy (2) 
which is characteristic o~ every vast conceptual apparatus." 

The second level at which the precursory role became dominant was 

that o~ methodology. Faced with some 900 accounting-years o~ data it 

became readily apparent that to proceed exclusively with a I!traditionaP 

type o~ analysis o~ the data by way o~ trend and percentage statements 

would have been unduly cumbersome. Consequently the material in this 

Iltraditional" ~ormat was relegated in importance and greater emphasis was 

placed on techniques o~ statistical analysis, namely, correlation, 

multiple regression, ~actorial, and discriminant analysis. Once more the 

mantle o~ precursor was assumed as the application o~ such techniques to 

corporate ~inancial data in ratio ~orm, while past the exploratory stage, 

still needed to be approached with some caution. Particularly is this so 

when the material is being handled by one not steeped in the ~oibles o~ 

statistical analysis. Nevertheless, the circumstances are increasingly 

demanding the use o~ techniques which can handle a large volume o~ data 

and still, i~ necessary, relate back to the individual decision-making 

entities. One o~ the points at which there has been some concern in the 

application o~ the above techniques in this present study is the 

assumption o~ linearity o~ relationships which underlies many o~ the 

applications. Care~ul regard has, however, been had ~or the ~act that 

this is an exploratory study and that simplicity o~ approach should be a 

keynote. Respect is also held ~or the opinion o~ Oscar Morgenstern who 

observes on this question that, linon-linearity is a great complication 

and is, there~ore" best avoided as much as possible", that llmany 

apparently non-linear phenomena upon closer investigation, can well be 

treated as linear", and that flit is astonishing, that economists seem to 

hesitate ~ar less to introduce non-linearity than physical scientists, 

where the tradition o~ mathematical exploration is so much older 
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and the experience with observation and measurement so much f'irmer". (3) 

On the other hand it must be recognised that the development of' the 

electronic high-speed computer is to the social sciences what some of' the 

earlier developments in instrumentation were to f'ields such as physics. 

When a new research tool is developed almost "anything goes fl f'or period 

and a wide variety of' measurements may be initiated without much regard 

f'or any f'ormal theory, if in f'act such a theory does exist. 

Ref'erence to the presence or otherwise of' a theoretical structure 

serves to introduce the third level at which, though on a much minor key, 

some precursory work was necessary. In 1964, when this study was 

f'ormally started, there was very little evidence of' any overall structure 

developing in the theory of' corporate f'inance. Admittedly considerable 

progress had been made in the work centred on the question of' the cost of' 

capital and the valuation of' the f'irm but much of' this had been done in 

isolation and had tended to neglect the concept of' the f'L~ as a f'ully 

integrated system of' activities. (4) Much of' the material available was 

still made up largely of' a loosely knit group of' quasi-traditional 

propositions. Fortunately there were some signs of' a possible change of' 

emphasis in the work of' M. Jo Gordon and of' R. Marris as a gradually 

increasing breadth of' approach was adopted. At the present time this 

process is seen in its culminative f'orm in the work of' Lerner and 

Carleton and Douglas Vickers. (5) Much remains to be done but at least 

some advance has been made in the establishment of' an analytical f'ramework 

f'or developing an integrated theory of' the f'irm. This concern f'or an 

integrated approach is not peculiar to the f'ield of' corporate f'inance. 

In a dii'f'erent but related context Richard Mattessich ref'ers to the 

dangers of' an atomised approach in the search f'or a theory of' accounting. 

Ref'erring to the construction of' specific purpose-oriented models 

Mattessich observes that, 

Opoci t., p.94 
Supra, p.57o 
Supra, p.58" 



"this curse of' model building can be overcome by 
a group of' similar models into a cammon super-model 
recombining similar super-models into a pattern of' 
higher order c... if' we cannot succeed in 
denominator to the broad gamut of' 
models, accounting as an academic f'ield may 
raison d'etre". (6) 

If the value of' theory is seen, not so much in its promise to 

yield precise predictions, but rather in its capacity to 

growing body of' empirical data into analytical relationships 

together various processes, then clearly a continuous 

to achieve this synthesis in the light of' the present diverging 

an ever-

of' analytical studies. Particular~y is this so with any study related 

to economic growth. Such a theory shOUld not just be a mechanical 

assembly of' unrelated parts but should imply some closely woven 

among the partso It should of'f'er an ef'f'ective goal as the acceptance of' 

a central f'ocus 

"f'orces attention to all its parts, stimulates the 
organization of' an increasing body of empirical evidence, 
and inhibits the easy retreat to over simplif'ied schemes 
within the confines of' a single discipline". (7) 

were two areas of this present study where this discipline of 

approach was of particular relevance. 

there was the attempt to retain an overall perspective. 

To see the whole not just the parts with the consequent need to 

some form of theoretical f'ramework for the empirical analysis. This 

was not particularly successful if' measured in terms of' the establishment 

ora , reasoned f'ramework .. Nevertheless, there was some remedying 

of almost complete neglect to summarise those developments in the 

became 

or corporate f'inance which have particular regard to financial 

, investment, and growth. (8) In the course of' this survey 

apparent that one of' the main dif'f'iculties being 

encountered was that of' the choice and introduction of a suitable growth 

measure .. While this lends credence to the emphasis given to the study 

of' determinants of growth in this present research, it is recognised 

that this is the type of' f'actor which may eventually be more appropriately 

(6) "Some Thoughts on Epistemology of' Accountingl/" a paper presented to the 
Second International Conference of Accounting Education, London, 1967¢ 

(7) S. Kuznets, "Economic Growth and Structure", London, Heinemann, 1965~ po78. 
(8) Infra, No. 6-5-2/3 



handled in the context of a fully integrated model of the s 

The latter approach envisages the introduction of a rate, 

particular an equity capitalisation rate, established as a Tnn~l~' 

coefficient of variation of the total earnings ability of the and 

degree of financial leverage in the capital structure. 

this situation is approached from the change in the total 

With a concern more for classification and as 

behaviour than valuation~ the growth measure for this 

followed Tew and Henderson and Robin Marris pattern 

"structural-cum-accounting" measure of the change in net 

in 

of the 

a 

comparability with these studies was established and the same time a 

degree of independence was achieved from the sometimes 

fluctuations of the market& The latter was considered in this 

type of exploratory study. One of the dangers, however, in 

accounting oriented measure of growth is the of 

introduced into some of the relationships studied. 

noted in this present study and it is considered 

given more emphasis in the work of Tew and Henderson. 

feature was 

it should been 

The second area where the discipline of approach was was 

in regard to the enjoinder not to stay the 

discipline"" In the present instance agreement with 

the form of a fairly extensive examination of some of 

of a single 

enjoinder took 

social 

implications of corporate performancee As it was these social 

implications, just as much as the economic , that provided 

the continuing stimulus for this study foregoing problems 

with data, methodology, and lack of theory), it behoves that a final 

assessment be made of this justification before 

objective findings of the study. 

2.0 The Socio-Economic Stimulus. 

As most, if not all~ of the 

this section is from' overseas sources there is a a.aIlJ2:er 

may not be considered relevant to New 

the difficulties being experienced 

the more 

comments in 

the issues 

Reference to 

national resources, particularly in the field of industrial relations, 
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(10) 
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should be sufficient evidence to remove any doubts as to the need to be 

continually re-examining from all sources, the forms of ownership and 

control of such resources. 

Adam Smith's gloomy prognostications regarding the future of that 

strange animal lithe corporationl1 have not been fulfilled" The limited 

liability, joint-stock company has proved to be uniquely appropriate for 

the economic development associated with the process of industrialisation. 

However, in the light of current developments, it is wise to remember that 

by no means an irrelevent factor in this success story was the whole 

cultural-cum-religious environment which gave such support to hard work, 

thrift, and the accumulation of wealth as a means of achieving fleternal 

salvation"" (9) A particularly vigorous form of this approval was lithe 

protestant ethic" developed in the United States" One commentator sees 

the result in these terms" UEconomic activity has been looked om not as 

a problem in housekeeping but almost as a theological proposition". 0) 

Referring to subsequent developments and the partial eclipse of this 

religious motivational force the substitutes are described in terms such 

as; "Russia (fear of communism) is a surrogate for national purpose".(11) 

A later comment would probably have made reference to such surrogates as 

the Chinese threat or the space programme. Whatever the choice, the 

successful partnership of the tlprotestant ethic!) and the limited liability 

company appears to have weakened considerably. 

Turning to a United Kingdom commentary, which :makes reference to 

situations with considerably more affinity with New Zealand conditions, it 

is noticeable that significant emphasis is placed on the need for a high 

degree of planning, economic co-ordination, and the premeditated and 

rational use of material resources. In this situation some observers 

such as Ralph Miliband see an inherent paradox. 

For a full discussion of this issue see R. H. Tawney, "Religion and the 
Rise of Capitalism", London, Pelican, 1937. 
w. H. Ferry, "The economy under Law", California, Centre for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions, 1960, pe8. 
Ibid. 



IlThese societies require a spirit of' sociality and 
co-operation f'rom their members, a sense of' genuine 
involvement and participation, which are equally 
unattainable in a system whose dominant impulse is 
private appropriation ••••• The 'two sides of' industryl 
remain two conf'licting sides, in permanent and inevitable 
opposition". (12) 
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These may seem strong words but, if' not on an industry basis then on a 

National basis, they are unf'ortunately a reasonably accurate description 

of' recent industrial relations in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. 

There appears to be a practically inevitable discrepancy between promise 

and peri'ormance in many developed and developing Western countries. It 

is considered that this could be due in part to the use of' a corporate 

institution which, while peculiarly appropriate f'or the 19th and early 

20th century industrial break-through, is now in need of' ref'orm or 

replacement. Admittedly some of' the signs which have been noted 

overseas (particularly the rise of' pension trust investment and 

signif'icant separation of' ownership and control), as reasons f'or corporate 

re-examination and possible ref'orm, are not so evident in New Zealand. 

Nevertheless, when on the one hand continued emphasis is given to the need 

f'or indicative national planning and yet on the other hand there appears 

to be a sad lack of' real national purpose, there would seem to be some 

justif'ication f'or examining the institutional f'ramework of' commerce (and 

the role of' the public company in particular) to assess its strengths and 

weaknesses in this current situation. In addition it has been suggested 

that, even with a relatively inef'f'icient use of' educational resources, a 

process of' "education f'or revolution i1 is underway. As a result 

particular pressure will f'all on those institutions that are unable to 

accommodate a better educated and more perceptive work f'orce. With the 

potential f'or social cohesiveness which should be the attribute of' a 

small nation perhaps New Zealand has a particular contribution to make in 

this sphere. 

The suggestion was made earlier in this study that consideration 

be given to extending the role of' the public corporation in New Zealand. 

It is of' interest to note that similar proposals have even been put 

(12) liThe state in Capitalist Society", London, Weidenf'eld and Nicolson, 1969, 
p .. 268. 



~orward by some American commentators. For instance there is the 

proposition that 

ilgovernment could describe and mark o~~ industries or 
corporations whose indispensability to the general we~are 
is beyond dispute. The aim would be accountability, but 
the pattern would not necessarily be that o~ utility 
regulation or regulation by government.1! (13) 

The process has been described as one o~ "turning the most powertul 
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corporations into qUasi-utilities"e(1 4) This is clearly a provocative 

proposal. It may be that the impetus ~or its implementation, i~ it 

developes at all, will come not only ~rom a desire ~or the more e~fective 

utilisation o~ internal resources but the ~act that existence in a world 

community means living with many state controlled economies. Even the 

slightest indication o~ the existence in a country o~!bapitalist-cum-

colonial" type institutions may prove a costly embarrassment e The 

question arises, there~ore, whether any insights can be gained ~rom the 

present study to assist in determining the ~uture prospects o~ limited 

liability type corporate institutions in general, and the public company 

in particular. 

3.0 A Summary o~ the Findings. 

3.1 Most o~ these observations have been made be~ore at various 

stages o~ the study. This is simply a consolidation o~ the ~indings in 

order to provide some overall perspective. Re~erence will also be made 

to particular areas in which it is considered research will be desirable 

in the ~uture. The sections to be commented on and the order o~ 

re~erence are as ~ollows: 

- the limited liability company - the public company in 

manu~acturing. 

the date ~or the study. 

the methodology adopted. 

- the theoretical ~ramework. 

- the classi~ication o~ the companies and their pertormance. 

- the pe~ormance o~ corporate management - some tentative 

propositions. 

(13) W. H .. Ferry, op.cit., p.13o 
(14) Ibid. 



3.2 The limited liability company - the public company in 

manuf'acturing: 
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(i) it was noted that company income was a consistent 

approximately 11.0 percent) rather than increasing proportion of' gross 

national product and national income. 

(ii) it was f'ound that the public company was a dominant f'orm of' 

organisation in the manufacturing sector of' the economy. 

(iii) it was noted that the manufacturing sector was a significant 

growth sector in the economy and an important f'actor in achieving this 

growth was the attention paid to technical progress - the application of' 

the results of' education and research, and the development of' managerial 

skills" 

(iv) it was f'ound that there were significant, and apparently 

irreconcilable diff'erences, between the number of' new companies 

registered, the change in the number of' companies on the company register, 

and the change in the number of' companies f'iling taxation returns. By no 

means was perfect reconciliation expected, but the discrepancies are so 

large as to warrant f'urther research. 

3.3 The data f'or the study: 

(i) it was f'ound, not unexpectedly, that the main def'iciency in 

the data available was the virtually complete absence of' f'ull revenue 

account f'igures. 

(ii) it was f'ound that, having regard to the desire to maintain 

a constant sample of' companies over the six year period 1 958-63, a 

reasonable coverage had been obtained at 25 0 0 percent of' all public 

companies f'iling taxation returns and approximately 91 00 percent of' the 

Reserve Bank sample. 

(iii) it was f'ound that, largely as a result of' a f'ailure to 

reconcile certain key f'igures, the public company statistics published by 

the Reserve Bank of' New Zealand could be quite misleading, particularly 

in the "sources and used of' f'unds" statement. The complete redrafting 

of' these f'igures, f'ollowing the f'ormat established by the Board of' Trade 

in the United Kingdom, is an area f'or f'uture research. 
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(iv) it was ~ound, as a corollary o~ (iii), that a sig~icant 

proportion o~ corporate investment took the ~orm o~ "acquisition ~ 

subsidiaries". Because o~ its political, social and economic 

signi~icance, the non-identi~ication o~ this item o~ expenditure in the 

Reserve Bank o~ New Zealand statistics is considered a serious omissiono 

(v) it was ~ound that there was a complete absence o~ any 

overall survey o~ what types o~ company ~inanc'e statistics were kept by 

other Western countries particularly the United Kingdom, the United 

States, and Australia. This background has now been ~illed inc 

3.4 The methodology adopted: 

(i) it was noted that considerable work had been done on 

testing the ~easibility o~ applying statistical analysis techniques to 

data in the ~orm o~ ratios and that while this was considered an 

acceptable procedure, caution was necessary. 

(ii) it was ~ound, on applying tests to assess the normality 

o~ the ratio data, that a reasonable degree o~ normality existed in 

respect o~ the main measures without resort to trans~ormation. The 

degree o~ distortion was, however, s~~icient to indicate that 

considerable research is necessary in this area be~ore widespread 

practical application is possible. 

(iii) it was found that a high degree o~ collinearity existed 

between certain ratio measures and this greatly assisted the selection 

o~ a reduced number o~ sign~icant measures. 

(iv) it was noted that there was some, but not widespread, 

evidence o~ the application ~ ~actorial and discriminant analysis in 

what could be termed quasi-~inancial areas o~ research. It was 

consequently considered appropriate to test the application o~ these 

techniques to conventional ~inancial analysis and classi~ication. In 

particular it was noted that an interesting area ~or ~uture research 

could be the application o~ these techniques (more particularly ~actorial 

analysis) to "original" or unclass~ied accounting data. The, 

acknowledged limitation~ o~ the present methods o~ income determination 

make this a task o~ some urgency. 
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3.5 The theoretical ~ramework: 

(i) it was ~oundthat, apart ~rom the work on the cost o~ 

capital and the valuation o~ the ~ir.m which itself was ~airly loosely 

structured, there was no established theoretical ~ramework to support 

the ~inancial analysis but only a series o~ ad hoc propositions. 

(ii) it was ~ound, however, that by drawing ~rom a range o~ 

theoretical writings, that something o~ the preliminary insight and 

discipline o~ a theoretical ~ramework could be established. The 

particular contributions ~ound most use~ul were by: 

E. Schwartz - the ~inancial structure and industry characteristics 

and an introduction to the consideration o~ growth. 

O. Eo Williamson - the association o~ managerial motives and ~inancial 

policies .. 

Re Marris - the approach to the consideration o~ the ~eatures o~ 

~inancial policy and growth. 

Eo M. Lerner and 

We T .. Carleton - the relevance o~ a ~inancial statement ~ramework ~or 

the study o~ ~inancial policy. 

D. Vickers - the search ~or a ~orm o~ integration o~ corporate 

production, ~inancing, and investment decisions. 

3~6 The classi~ication o~ the companies and their performance: 

(i) it was ~ound that, based on the measures selected, an lion 

average" pro~ile o~ a New Zealand public company appeared as ~ollows: 

AN " ON AVERAGE" PROF ILE 

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE - BASED ON 145 COMPANIES 

FOR THE FIVE YEAR PERIOD 1959-63 

Measure 

Rate o~ Return 

Earnings Instability 

Retention Rate 

Leverage Rate 

New Equity Financing 

Investment Rate 

(II) Liquidity 

Interest Charge 

Depreciation Current 

Depreciation Total 

J 

Mean 
Range 1 959 - 63 

11,,24 -

2 .. 52 -

1 .. 53 -

18 .. 17 - 20,,94-

,,57 - 2,,53 

3 .. 31 - 6 .. 75 

(-) 12 .. 05 -(=)10 0 26 

,,55 - .67 

2 .. 76 - 3.32 

12,,09-17.52 

Std., Dev" 
Range 1 959 - 63 

4 .. 45 - 5.87 

2,.45 - 3_~ 10 

1.,62 - 3:04. 

11.44 - 14~23 

2,,12 - 5 .. 57 

7.,39 - 9028 

9 .. 62 - 12 .. 06 

.. 59 - 1 .. 03 

1,,23 - 1 .. 69 

8,,55 9",06 



More particularly it was found that, with some signi:ricant 

exceptions: 

rates of return and degrees of earnings instability did move in 

association 

rates of return and rates or retention did move in association. 

rates of return and degrees or leverage, rather surprisingly, did 

not move in association@ 

- rates of return and rates of investment did move in associatione 

rates or return moved both in association with and against the 

measure of age" 

- rates or return and the degree of pressure on liquid resources 

did move in association. 

rates of retention did move to cover degrees of earnings 

instability" 

rates of retention did not move in association with degrees of 

leverage 0 

rates or retention and rates of investment did move in association 

but not to a convincing degreso 

of leverage did not move in association with earnings 

instability" 

of leverage and rates of investment did move in 

association" 

of leverage and the degree of pressure on liquid resources 

did not move in association e 

of leverage and the age measure did not move in 

financing and rates of investment did move in 

outside equity financing and the degree of pressure on liquid 

resources did not move in associatione 

on'liquid 

resources did not move in associatione 

- rates of investment and the measure of age did not move in 

measure of age did not move in association with the degree of 

pressure on liquid resourcese 

(ii) it was found on the basis of industry groupings that: 

some support could be given to the "tradi tional l1 

interpretation of the cost of capital proposition, in that the 

industry groups did tend to have distinctive financial structures. 



- the ~ the 

... the 

for extraoting different 

on an industry basiss 

some of this facte 

of 

as 

was found on the basis 

in size of oompanies 

the stability ~ various financ 

decision variables: 

of investment, and 

some evidence the 

absorption" with 

~ results of 

of the existence of a size 

of inconsistency in the 

increase in This is an area 

this apparently 

of 

case ) does not remove 

do 

on ~ 

... the debt and equity 

is a 

in both 

market measures of 
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and equity finano9 Q 

analysis indicated the 

of using internal 

is significant 

have some 

a suitable 

of 
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the process 

or instabili 

of 

the 

measure this 

COlllPl!m:J.es while 
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the pattern o~ growth in the various 

1963 did not appear to indicate the 

concentration o~ economic powere 

law of proportionate e:f'~ect (G-ibrat t sLaw 

small companies should have the same 

growth) appeared to operate in all industry 

- G-roup 5 .. 

(v) it was found on the basis o~ related and 

measures o~ size and growth-rate could be 

up until 

o~ serious 

and 

rates of 

except 

the 

consideration o~ the cost o~ eapitalo The and growth-rate 

a 

o~ business and financial a 

did not in the extreme groupings~ 

appeared to be some prospect of 

bas on industry, size, and 

~eatures .. 

o~ explaining rates o~ growth proved as as 

ever, though the use of ~actorial analysis to 

for this process appeared to have 

methodological prospects~ 

Aspect~ 

(i) was ~ound that many 0~ the companies' statements on 

managerial position indicated that a plateau had 

the life ~irms. As a result of death and 

breaks were managerial structures and it as 

though a ~orm of "Penrose theorem" e:f'fect was operative - a 

on growth through the lag in organisational readjustment. 
I 

was noted that a possible ~actor underlying b 

than average performance of the medium-sized companies could be the 

presence o~ what Tew and Henderson would describe as "o~-~~,~~.o~ 

intensity» - close identi~ication of the manager-owner with 

company .. 



was mentioned at the commencement or this 

on more or a pioneering role was 

of the effort being taken up it is 

progress been made areas: 

of knowledge as 

of the corporate entity and an examination of data 

assess its performance~ 

to and appraisal of some 

financial data" 

( an the current state of the 

financial and a or some which 

overtones", 

of various methods or 

a better 

endeavours under these will 

T'~R~'Aw'n~'~ for some more research in the future~ 

as are made out research on 

This !if it is 

of the power in 

Some commentators see in the 

or a to a 

5 

sources of 

eTen more on the need the of that 

~ New York, MoGraw-Hill 
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YEARLY" 1959-6h...:4ND FIVE~YEARLY AVERAGE DATA 

. 1-1 APPROPRIATION OF INCOME - INDUSTRY No .. 1 . 

1-2 APPROPRIATION OF INCOME - INDUSTRY No,. :2 

1-3 APPROP1ITATION OF INCOME - UIDUSTRY No.3 

1-4 APPROPRIATION OF INCOME - IlmUS~'RY NOe 4 

1-5 APPROPRTATION OF INCmm - INDUSTRY No,. 5 

1-6 APPROPRIXrrOI'J OF INCOlvlE - SIZE GROUP - SMALL 

1-7 APPROPRIATION OF INCOME - SIZE GBOUP - SIM.LI/lVIEDIm; 

1-8 APPROPRIATION OF INCOME - SIZE GROUP - MEDIUM/LARGE 

1-9 APPROPRIATION OJ!' IHCOIviE - SIZE GROUP - LAEGE 

1-10 APPROPHIATION OF INCOME - GROWTH-RATE GROUP - SLOW 

1-11 APPROpmA'l'ION OF HJCOME - GRO'NTH-RATE GROUP - SLOW/IviliDTUH 

1-12 sPPROPRIATION OF IIJCOME - GROWTI{-RA'rE GROUP - 1:lwTUJ,/F1~srr 

1-13 APPROPRIATION OF UJCOME - GROVfrH-RATE GROUP - FAST 

1-1.4/2 

1-15/2 

1-16/2 

1-17/2 

1-18/2 

1-19/2 

1-20/2 

1-21/2 

1-22/2 

1-23/2 

1-?4/2 

1-25/2 

1-26/2 

1-27/2 

1-28/2 

1-29/2 

1-30/2 

1-31/2 

1-32/2 

1-33/2 

1-W2 

1-35/2 

1-36/2 

1-37/2 

1-38/2 

1-39/2 

1-40 

BALJlNCE SHEETS - INDUSTRY Nn., 1 

BALANCE SHEETS - INDUSTRY No" 2 

BALANCE SHEETS - INDUS'L'RY No" 3 
BALANCE SHEETS - INDUSTRY No., 4 

BALANCE SHEETS - INDUS1'RY No" 5 

BALANCE SHEETS - SIZE GROUP - SMALL 

BALANCE SHEETS - SIZE GROUP - SNlALI/MEDIUM 

BALANCE SHEETS - SIZE (~ROUP - MEDIUlvVI.A.1{GE . 

BALANCE SHEETS - SIZE GROUP - LARGE 

BALANCE SHEETS - GROVVTH-RATE GROUP - SLOW 

BALANCE SHEETS - G-ROVlTH-RArrn GROUP - SLOW/MEDIUM 

BALANCE SHEETS - GROWTlI-RATE GROUP - MEDlmVFAST 

BALANCE SHEETS - GROYflli-RATE GROUP - FAST 

FINANCING- AND INVES'T'MEN'T - INDUSTRY GROUP No.1 

FINANCING AND INVES'1'lVlENT - INDUSTRY GROUP No" 2 

FINANCING- AND INVESTlVlElTT - INDUSTRY GROUP Nn" 3 

FUJANCING AND INVESTMENT - INDUSTRY GROUP No.4 

FINANCING AND TIWESTIvlEN1' - INDUSTRY GROUP No., 5 

FINANCING AND INVESTMENT - SIZE GROUP - SMALL 

}1'TNANCING AND INVESTMENT - SIZE GROUP - SlVIALL/l.lEDIUM 

FINANCnJe, AND ll'WESTlVIENT - SIZE GROUP - MJ1JDImVLARGE 

FINANCING- A,.l\JD INVESTMEN'i' - SIZE GROUP - LARGE 

FINANCING AND TIJVESTlvrENl' - GROv'lTlI-RATE GR.OTJP - SLOW 

FINANCING- AND llWES'l'MEliTT - GROWTH-RATE GROUP - SLOW/MEDIllvr 

FINANCING AND INVESTlviEr'TT - GROvVTH-RATE GROUP - lVlImIUM/FAST 

FINAi'iTCING AND INVESTMEl'Jl' - GROWTH-RATE GROUP - FAST 

APPROPRIATION OF mCOlvlE - TOTAL - ill5 COMPANIES 

1-41/? BALANCE SHEETS - TOTAL - 1q5 COMPANIES 

1-1,?!? FINANCING- AND ThllESTMENT- TO'l'j\j, - 11:5 co:r,;;PllNIES 
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APPROPRIATION OF INCOME 19 59_-=-~(£ OOql 

INDUSTRY NO.1: BEVERAGES - NmJ3ER OF C O!.lP.Al'IIES: 8 
OTHER FOOD - mJ1llBER OF C OiIIPANIES: 12. 

TOTAL 27 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AveraGe 1959-63 

£ £ % £ £ % £ £ % --£----£ ----%"--- ----------;r--
£ £ )0 

--£ _._----£ -~--~-~ 

Openin,~ Balance from 
Operations 4,043.5 4,812.9 5,532.0 6,378.9 7,1+46.1 5,61,2.7 

Plus Income from 
Inve stments 164.2 185.5 206.7 277.8 397.0 246.2 

Other Income 86.9 177.1 129.0 96.7 100.2 118.0 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 2W. ~4 .2hl ~ ~ -R3.8 _.J~ ~ ~ .2~8.2_lt -]Q..Q -.2.Jit.·_2.. 

4,332.7 5,228.8 5,905.8 6,762.7 7,954.5 6,036.9 

~ Directors Fees 40.5 43.0 42.3 45.8 51.2 M·.5 
Prior Year 

Adjustments - ~ - ~ - ~ - -1t2.8 --2:!.d. _N±.·2. -- -- --- ---
Income Available for 
Appropriation 4,292.2 5,185.8 5,863.5 6,716.9 7,903.3 5,992 0 [1+ 

-=== --- -- ---- --- L _______ 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 1,403.4 ( 32.5) 1,471.3 ( 28.5) 1,441.9 ( 25.0~ 1,590.5 ( 24.0) 1,852.5 ( 23.5) 1,551.9 ( 26.0) 
TBY..ation 1,495.8 ( 35.0) 1,838.5 ( 35.5) 2,123.1 ( 36.0 2,We7.5 ( 36.5) 2,870.7 ( 36.0) 2,15').1 ( 36.0) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 159.8 ( 4.0) 206.6 ( 4.0) 249.4 ( 4.0) 307.0 ( 4.5) >'e9.9 ( 4.5) ?5h.5 ( 1".0) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 707.8 884.7 1135.1 1,386.1 1,563.9 1,135.5 
Preference ~ 750.4 ( 17.5) 44.8 929.5 ( 18.0) ...Jihl. 1,178.8 ( 20.0) -Y-.:J.. 1,428.8 ( 21.0) _..¥l.4 1,604.3 20.5) _42.i!. 1,178.3 ( 19.5) 

Minority Interest 14.8 ~ 11:0~ 16.6 ~ 14:0~ 22.7 ~ 14:~~ 23.4 ~ .5) 48.5 ( .5) 25.2 ( .5) 
Retained in Reserves 468.0 723.3 847.6 919.7 13.5) 1,177.4- ( 15.0) 827.4- ( 14.0) 

~ 

4,292.2 (100.0) 5,185.8 (100.0) 5,863.5 (100.0) 6,716.9 (100.0) 7,903.3 (100.0) 5,992.4- ( 100.0) 
'U 
'U 
(1) 

= = = --- -- -- ==='= ---- ~---- ------ =-=:::.:::.--::. i:i p, 
1-'-
>< 
-" \.N 
I -' 
-' 0 



INDUSTRY NO.2: YlOOLLEN lULLS - llVJ:BER OF CGLIPAIJIES: 8 
C LOTlUNG- ;,IANllFACTURERS - NUUBER OF C OJ:P.Ai:IES: 8 

'EOTAL 16 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AveraGe 1959-63 
.£ £ % £ £ r:l 

I" 

Opening Balance from 
Operations 2,4.16.5 2,834..9 3,154..0 3,74.1.0 4.,302.5 3,209 0 8 

Income from 
Investments 12.3 28.2 22.7 18.7 23.1 .0 

Other Income 8.0 10.8 9.2 9.0 12.0 9.8 
Prior Year 

Adjustments -1W!:. ~ ~ ~ ~ _......]5.4 

2,445.2 2,880.2 3,191.2 3,771.8 4,337.6 3,325.2 
Direotors Fees 27.5 30.7 31.1 32.6 41+.7 33.3 
Prior Year 
Adjustments ----~ ~ ~ _l.J.~ 

Income Available for 
ApPl'opriation 2,11-17.7 2,849.5 3,160.1 3,739.2 4,292.9 3,291.9 

= ~ ---- ~-=-:.= 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 588.3 ~ 24. 5~ 629.6 ~ 22.0~ 751.0 24.0~ 933.8 25.0) 781 eO ( 23. 5 ~ 
Taxation 885.9 36.5 1,095.0 38.5 1,146.2 36.0 1,327.8 35.5) 1 ':'02. 1+ ( 36.5 
Inberos't on 

Lin,bilitics 92.0 ( 4.0) 118.6 ( 4.0) 110.6 ( 3.5) 13LI-o O ( 3.S) 204.1 131.9 ( 4,0) 

Dhridends 

Ordinary 471.5 618.7 690~3 829.5 642.9 
Pl'eference ~ 527.1 ( 22.0) 661h 1 ( 23.5) 674.8 21.5) .22..& 7il,1.1 ( 20.0) 881.5 20.5) .....'24.2. 697.8 ( 21.0) 

lJinority Interest 34.7 ( 1.0) 33.5 ( 1.5) 4.5.2 1.5) 57.1 ( 1.5) 61 u3 ( 1.5) 46.3 ( 1. '») 
Retained in Reserves 289.7 ( 12.0) 308.7 ( 10.5) 432.3 13.5) 51+5.)+ ( 14.5) 586.5 ( 13.5) LI-32.5 ( 13.5) 

2,1+17.7 (100.0) 2,849.5 (100.0) 3,160.1 (100.0) .3,739.2 (100.0 ) 4,292.9 (100.0) 3,291.9 (100.0) 

~ = ~ = =~..::.~=-~ ===-::.= :t> 
'TI 
'TI 
(f) 
::::s 
p., 
~. 

-' 
I 

[\J -' 



Opening £alance f'rom 
Operations 

~ Income f'rom 
Investments 

Other Inoome 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 

Less Directors Fees 
-- Prior Year 

Adjustments 

Income Available f'or 
Appropriati on 

Appropriation of' Income: 

Depreciation 
Taxation 
Interest on 

Liabilities 

Dividends 

Ordinary 
Pref'erence 

],linori ty Interest 
Retained in Reserves 

118.5 
61.0 

52.0 

8,t30.8 

---- --2h.Q 

3,607.6 (45.0) 
1,502.2 (18.5) 

966.4 (12.0) 

879.9 ( 10.5) 

26.1 
? 13:~~ 1,096.6 

8,078.8 (100.0) 

= ---

INDUSTRY NO~ 3: FORESTRY AIID VIOOD PRODUerS ... NUl,IBER OF CO]JPAt'lIES: 16 

8,109.5 

193.9 
54.9 

-±J.. ~ 

8,363.0 

58.5 

~ 

8,304.5 

---

3,330.2 
1.798.0 

981.2 

941.0 
145.1 1,086.1 

42.7 
1,066.3 

8,304.5 

---

PRWTWG AND HJBLISHING ... NUJ.!BER OF C OUPANIES: 14 

9,662.2 

241.6 
47.2 

.2hl. ~ 

9,976.7 

55.1+ 

~ 

9,921.3 

= 

( 40.0) 3,086.0 
( 21.5) 2,218.1 

( 12.0) 1,054.0 

( 13.0) 
1,104.6 
~ 1,254.4 

? 13:g~ 38.9 
2,269.9 

(100.0) 9,921.3 

--- ---

60.0 

31.0~ 
22.0 

( 10.5) 

1,665.7 
( 13.0) -12l!.§. 

~ 23:6~ 

(100.0) 

---

TO'CA.L 30 

11,791.6 

11 ,731.6 

3,500.6 (30.0) 
2,860.8 (24.5) 

1,166.6 10.0) 

18203 
65.'+ 

6J,..i+ 

63.9 

1,526.3 
1,859.5 ( 15.5t_12 .. ~1 

52.2 
? 19:§~ 2,291.9 

11,731.6 (100.0) 

-.----- ---

AVGraco 1959-63 
-- --~~------~-.---.-.----~-.. -

.£ .£ 1..l 

11,551.1+ 9,71,0.2 

1.')8.1 
5709 

_.l.1b..1. 2E3.9 ~B2t.!2 

11,863.5 10,025.1 

58.0 

_ . .§)~7. 58.0 

11,799.8 9,967.1 

==-~=:= -----

3,860.7 ( 32.5) 3,!+77.0 ( 35.0 ~ 
2,806.7 ( 24.0) 2,237.1 ( 22.5 

1,071.4 9.0) 1,047.9 ( 10.5) 

1,199.7 
1 ,722.4 (14.5 L.:1.§.C2!.§. 

28.9 ( .5) 
2,309.7 (19.5) 

11,799.8 (100.0) 

37.7 
1,806.9 

.5) 
18.0) 

9,967.1 (100.0) 



APPROPRIATION _OF INC.:9ME_'12.22" 63 (£.99.2) 

INDUSTRY NO.4: DRUGS AND CHEJ.[ICALS - NmmER OF COI,lPAllIES: 15 
NON-METALLIC MIN&1ALS - NUMBER OF CO],jPANIES : 12. 

TOTAL 28 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Averag8 1959-G3 
--or-- ~& ~i £ £ 

--:.,-- -----~--.------~~- -~i-- -£--_._ .... - ---:r: ~~ -- ---~-.£ £ /0 £ £ £ £ /" ~o £ £ ;. 

Opening Balanc8 from 
Op8rations 4,106.9 4,565.3 5,125.7 5,':fl4.4 5,937.0 5,011-7.9 

~ Income from 
47.6 Investments 48.3 60.0 64.5 92.6 62.6 

other Income 38.3 47.2 47.6 52.8 49.9 47.1 
Prior Year 
Adjustments ~~ ~ --1Q.~ ~ ~ ...2!.± 120.7 ..Jl!l. 155.8 -.J ... J.. _11..9.4 . 

4,214.2 4,666.2 5,238.5 5,625.1 6,092.8 5,167.3 

~ Directors Fe8s 38.8 42.6 45.5 52.1 60.0 47.8 
Prior Year 

Adjustments ----~ ~ ,~.2. ~ ~ _47.8 

Income Available for 
Appropriation 4,175.4 4,623.6 5,193.0 5,573.0 6,032.8 5,119.5 

= --- --- --- -- ,-----
Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 1,217.0 ( 29.0) 1,244.4 ~ 27.0~ 1,365.4 26.5~ 1,603.5 ( 29.0) 1,695.7 ( 28.0j 1,i!25.·2 28.0~ 
Taxation 1,466.8 ( 35.0) 1,656.7 36.0 1,830.0 35.0 1 ,891 .i+ ( 34.0) 2,027.4 ( 34.0 1, nl~.5 35.0 
Int8rest on 

Liabilities 100.4 ( 2.5) 184.7 ( 4.0) 194.7 3.5) 191.7 ( 3.5) 208.0 ( 3.5) 175.9 3.5) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 713.8 815.7 878.0 1,025.4 1,180.6 922.7 
Preference ..l2ll 747.5 ( 18.0) ....2!±!2. 8':fl.O ( 18.5) ..l2.!!t 908.4 ( 17.5)~ 1,055.8 19.0 )--2.:1.& 1,211.6 ( 20.0) .21.-2- 954.6 ( 18.5) 

1tinority Interest 59~4 ( 1.5) 66.8 ( 1.0) 60.6 ( 1.5) 65.4 ( 1.0) 74.7 ( 1.0~ 65.1~ ( 1.0) 
Retained in Reserves 584.3 ( 1~0) 621.0 ( 13.5) 833.9 ( 16.0) 765.2 ( 13.5) 815.4 ( 13.5 723.9 ( 14.0) 

4,175.4 (100.0) 4,623.6 (100.0) 5,193.0 (100.0) 5,573.0 (100,0) 6,032.8 (100.0) 5,119.5 (100.0) ::.> 
'd 
'd 

-=== --- --- --- -::::::=.---= = --- --- --- = =--= --- (J) 

:::s 
p.. 
1-" 
X 
~ \.).J 
I ~ 

+:- \.).J 



APPROPRIATJ:orr OF mCOl.!E 1959 - 63 (£ ooq) 

INDUS'l'RY NO.5: METALS AND 1IACHll::ERY - HtnlBER OF COJ.!PAlIIES 21 
ELECTRICAL llACHlllERY AND APPLIANCES - HUMBER OF COMPANIES 8 
OTHER !.!ANUFACTURING- - NUMBER m' COMPANIES 1'i 

TOTAL 44 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Ave:rage 1959 - 63 
.£ .£ %-

,Opening Balance from 
Operations 1;-,663.9 4,960.3 5,600.4 6,635.2 7,612.5 5,-3%.5 

~ Income :Crom 
Investments 21;-.1 26.6 36.1 it2.5 30.1" 

other Income 53.6 55.6 lt2.6 45.1 1;-9.3 
Prior Year 

Adjustments ~~ ~ ~ -19i!.& ~ --12.hl 29.JL _1.98-.2 

4,797.8 5,055.0 5,708.4 6,728.1 7.725.8 6,003.0 

~ Directors ,Fees 55.4 61.2 65.2 71.8 78.9 66.5 
Prior Year 

Adjustments ~1. ...........§§.. 

Income Available for 
Appropriation 4,7lt2.4 /;.,993.8 5,61;.3. 2 6,656.3 7,6h6.9 5,936.5 

-=:.. ,--- --"--""'------

Appl'opriation of Income: 

Depreciation 1,101;-.4 ? 23.0 ~ 1,112.4 ? 22.0) 1,184.6 ( 21.0 ~ 1,533.0 ( 20.0) 
Taxation 1,773~3 37.5 1,891.3 38.0) 2,186.C ( 39.0 2,951.0 ( 38.5) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 1lt2.2 ( 3.0) 143.8 ( 3.0) 169.2 ( 3.0) 230.0 251.2 ( 3.0) 187.3 3.0) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 760.1 1,O03./;. 999.7 
Preference 135.0 895.1 ( 19.0) 997.4 ( 20.0)~ 1,152.7 ( 1,295.1 1,1;.06.4 18.5) 1/;.9.6 1,11"9.3 ( 19.5) 

Minority Interest 57.7 ( 1.0) 57.9 ( 1.0) 43.9 ( .5) 48.8 59.5 ( 1.0) 53.6 ( 1.0) 
Retailled in Reserves 769.7 ( 16.5) 791.0 ( 16.0) 906.8 ( 16.0) 1,155.6 1.445.8 ( 19.0) 1,013.3 ( 17.0) 

4,7lt2.4 (100.0) 4,993.8 (100.0) 5,643.2 (100.0) 6,656.3 (100.0) 7,646.9 (100.0) 5,936.5 (100.0 ) 

=- = --~ --- = --- -- --- --- ._--
-' 
I 

\J1 .j::-



APPROPRIATION OF JNcom:: 1959 - 63 (moo) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPAIIJIES: NET ASSETS £100.0 - (ii) lIU1I1BER OF COMPAIiIES: 30 

1960 1962 ..}.ver,J.[',8 ____ 1959-62, 
£ £ % £ £ % £ £ l' 

opening Balance from Operations 259.2 278.9 301.0 311.5 248.5 279.8 

~ Income from Investments 4.2 5.3 6.0 7.6 8.2 
Other Income 8.9 7.6 8.5 1'J.3 
Prior Year Adjustments 6.6 20.2 2. 6 22.1 

273.2 293.7 321.2 328.0 270.6 297.5 
~ Directors Fees 12.2 13.6 13.7 13.8 14.0 13.5 

Prior Year Adjustments 1;2·Z 14.0 
Income Available for 
Appropriation 261.0 280.1 30745 314.2 256.6 234.0 

.......... = = -- = --
Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 78.3 ( 30.0) 69.4 ( 25.0) 72.3 ( 23.5) 81.0 ( 26.0) 90.3 ( 35.0) 78.} ( 27.5) 
:i.'a::m.tion 78.8 ( 3O.0~ 91.0 ( 32.5~ 101.2 .. 33.0~ 105.7 ( 34.0 ~ 89.1 ? }5.0~ 93.1 ? 33.0~ 
Interest on Liabilities 10.5 ( 4.0 12.9 ( 4.5 12.2 ( 4.0 13.2 ( 4.0 15.5 6.0 12.8 4.5 
Dividends 

47.9 59.0 68.1 67. 68.6 62.2 
..2d 53.1 ( 20.5) 63.7 ( 23.0) 4.8 72.9 ( 23.5) 71.3 ( 22.5) ~ 72.1 ( 28.0) 66.6 ( 23.5) :r> 

'd 
Minority Interest .2 ( - ) .6 ( -) .7 ( - ) 1.0 ( - ) 1.0 ( ) .7 'd 

<Il 
Retained in Reserves 40.1 ( 15.5) 42.5 ( 15.0) 48.2 ( 16.0) 42.0 ( 13.5) - 11.4 (- 4.0) 32.5 ( 11.5) i:S p.. 

1-'-

(100.0) ( 100.0) (100.0) 
I>< 

261.0 (100.0) 280.1 (100.0) 307.5 (100.0) 314.2 256.6 284.0 
-' '-.N - ==- -- I -' 

~-- ~-- 0'\ \J1 



(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS £100.0 - £.500.0 - (li) NUUBER OF COMPANIES: 61 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 
£ £ % £ i-------;;-

Opening Balance from 
Operations 3.374.9 3,893.7 4,322.3 4,941.5 5.536.5 4,413.8 

Income from 
Investments 23.7 25.3 43.9 44.2 39.3 

Other Income 51.8 48.5 49.5 63.4- 54.7 
Prior Yeal'_ Adjustments 25.0 119.0 

3,472.6 3,980.8 4,423.9 5,086.6 5.700.0 4,532.8 
Directors Fees 69.3 70.7 74.2 82.7 87.5 76.9 
Prior Year Adjustments 62·,2 

Income AVailable for 
Appropriation 3.403.3 3,910.1 4,349.7 5,003.9 5,612.5 4,455.9 

= = = =~ 

Approp:t:lation of Income: 

Depreoiation 858.8 ( 25.0) 861.4 f 22.0) 887.2 ( 20.5) 1,088.7 1,303.8 ( 23.0) 1,000.0 
Taxation 1.179.9 ( 35.0) 1,474.4- 38•O? 1,646.8 ( 3800j 1,845.0 2,024.2 ( 36.0~ 1,634.0 
Interest on Liabilities 98.9 ( 3.0) 122.0 3.0 134.0 ( 3.0 157.7 219.7 ( 4.0 146.4 
Dividends 

Ordinary 653.0 866.0 1,050.3 891.6 
Preference ~ 721.9 ( 21.0~ 841.8 f 21.5 ~ 943.7 ~ 22.0 ~ ~ 1,130.6 ~ 22.5 j 1,206.0 ( 21.5) _77. 2 968.8 ~ 2~ Interest 23.0 ( 1.0 1.0 32.8 0.5 50.2 1.0 47.6 ( 1.0) 

in Reserves 520.8 ( 15.0) 14.5 705.2 ( 16.0 731.7 ( 14.5) 811.2 ( 14.5) ( 1 

---
3.403.3 (100.0) 3,910.1 (100.0) 4,349.7 (100.0 ) 5,003.9 (100.0) 5,612.5 (100.0) 4,455.9 (100.0 ) 

==- -=- = = ==== = --- =::.-;::::: 



(i) SIZE Oli' COJ.!PANIES: l'TET ASSETS £500.0 - £2,000.0 - (ii) NUl.!BER OF COMPANIES: 41 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959 - 63 

£ £ -;;r-
I· 

Opening Balance from 
Operations 8, Hl4.5 8,909.6 9.785.2 11,487.2 13.496.7 10,372.6 

Plus Inoome from 
Investments 82.8 113.4 122.4 174.5 212.1 141.0 
Other Income 90.6 99.3 103.6 87.7 94.8 95.2 
Prior 

52.9 226.3 28.7 290.9 39.4 27.2!.§ 

8.410.8 9,184.7 10,039.8 11,778.1 13,828.1 10,648.2 
Directors Fees 77.0 89.5 89.3 97.5 109.3 92.5 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 77.0 92.5 
Income Available for 
Appropriation 8,333.8 9,095.2 9.950.5 11,680.6 13.718.8 10,555.7 

-== ==== --= 
Appropriation of Inoome: 

Depreciation 2,147.7 ~ 26.0 ~ 2,159.6 ~ 24.0~ 2,173.0 f 22.0~ 2.705.9 ~ 23.0 ~ 3,122.6 ( 23.0 ~ 2,)461.8 ~ 23.0~ Taxation 3,058.2 37.0 3,347.8 36.5 3.764.4 38.0 4,251.7 36.5 4,998.4 ( 36.0 3,884.1 37.0 
Interest on Liabilities 242.5 ( 3.0 355.0 ( 4.0 403.6 ( 4.0) 477.0 4.0 553.0 ( 4.0) 406.2 ( 4.0) 
Divid.ends 

Ordinary 1,363.5 1.767.2 2,067.7 2.337.9 1,8~!5\T1;1 

Preference 155.8 1,519.3 ( 18.0) 1,699.7 (18.5~ 167.6 1.934.8 ~ 19.0~ 172.7 2,240.4 ( 19.5} 2,513.2 ( 18.5) --1§.2.~ 1,981.5 ( 19.0) 
Interest 89.0 ~ 1.0? 93.0 ~ 1.0 73.6 1.0 69.9 f 0.5 98~2 ~ 1.0 ~ 84.7 

? 16:§~ in Reserves 1,277.1 15.0 1,440.1 16.0 1,601.1 16.0 1,935.7 16.;: 2,433.4- 17.5 1,7Y/.4 
--- --~-

8,333.8 (100.0) 9.095.2 (100.0) 9.950.5 (100.0) 11,680.6 (100.0) 13.718~8 (100.0) 10,555.7 (100.0) 

= -- = --- = 

~ 
'"d 
'"d 
(!) 

~ p., 

e' 
" 
-" ""I I -' 
00 -.J 



APPROPRIATION OF WCOl.!E 1252 - 6:2 (rooo l 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS £2,000,0 - (ii) J\l1JJ,!BER OF COMPANIES: 13 

1959 19GJ 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

£ £ d 
/" 

- £ ---~"£-- .... ~- ..... ~ 

Opening Balance from 
OperD>tions 11,412.9 12,200.6 14,665.8 16,956.2 14-,560.6 

Income from 
Investments 334-.2 385.2 425.1 371.8 

Other Income 184.0 128.0 102.7 123.6 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 2222 4P1·0 1 ~Q 3 !m'!i 26.2 21°·1 

11,819.9 12,7?A.1 15,235.9 17,490.3 18,170.8 15,090.1 
Less DiroctOI'S Fees 55.8 62.3 62.4 68.3 83.2 66.1~ 

Prior Year 

Inoome Ava.ilable for 
Appropriation 11,764.1 12,671.8 15,173.5 17,422.0 18,087.6 15,023.7 

~~ 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation ~ 41.0~ 4,697.5 ( 37.0j 4,696.5 ( 31.0~ 5,105.1 ( 29.0) ? 33.0? 
Ta7.ation 24.0 3,366.4 ( 27.0 3.991.0 ( 26.0 4,899.6 ( 28.0) 27.0 
Interest on 

Liabilities 1,108.8 ( 10.0) 1,145.1 ( 9.0) 1,228.0 8.0) 1,381.5 ( 8.0) 1,296.4- 1,231.9 ( 8.0) 

Dividends 

2,038.6 2,715.8 2,130.8 

~ 13:~~ 1,921.8 (15.0~ 179.1 2,217.7 14.5~ 222.2 2,938.0 ( 17.0 ~ 17.0~ 2,323.6 15.5~ 
L!inority 91.0 ( .5-- 104.2 1.0 125.6 ( 1.0 .5 105.5 .5 
Retained in 

Reserves 1.370.4 ( 11.5) 1,450.0 ( 11.5) 2,936.1 ( 19.5) 2,972.2 ( 17.0) 3,101..7 ( 17.0) 2 ( 16.0) 

--,-~--

11.764.1 (100.0) 12,671.8 (100.0) 15.173.5 (100.0) 17,422.0 (100.0) 15,023.7 (100.0 ) 
7> 

~ ------- --.- --- 'U 
'U 
(!) 
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,APPROPRIATION OF llICOME 1959 - 63 (.£ 0090) 

(.i) GROVITH RATE OF C OAIPANIES : NEl'ASSETS 2,9% - (ii) NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 54 

1959 1900 1961 1962 1963 Avcrl2ge 1959-63 

.£ £. % £. £. % --£ £. 
r--

7" 
Opening Balance from 

Operations 3,695.6 3,874.3 4,293.8 4.738.6 4,799.5 4,280.3 

Income from 
Investments 32.9 50.8 48.6 49.3 61.4 48.6 

Other Inoome 81.5 81.7 7703 57.3 52.9 70.1 
Prior Year 

Adjustments ~ 134.9 ......hl 1}1.3 ~ 127.5 

3,830.5 4,034.4- 4.425.1 4,857.3 4.927.0 4,414.8 
Directors Fees 50.9 53.1 53.'3 58.9 62.4- 55.7 
Prior year 

Adjustments - 50.2. - - 53.3 -- - -- --
Inoome Available for 

3,779.6 3,981.3 4.371.8 4.798.4 4.864.6 4.359.1 

=--== 
Appropriation of Inoome: 

Depreciation 1,093.0 ( 29.0) 1,054-.6 ? 26.0) 1,056.9 ( 24.0) 1,069.6 ( 22.0) 1,129.9 ( 23.0) 1,080.8 
Taxation 1,253.9 ( 33.0) 1,347.7 34.0) 1 .54-5.4 ( 35.5) 1,729.2 ( 36.0) 1,734.1 ( 36.0) 1,522.1 
Interest on 

Liabilities 117.9 ( 3.0) 129.5 3.5) 133.8 ( 3.0) 144.7 ( 3.0) 159.4 ( 3.0) 137.0 3.0) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 791.4 896.2 933.3 1,0;;0.5 1,125.1 955.3 
Preference 875.2 ( 23.0) ~ 975.6 ( 24.5) 80.2 1.013.5 ( 23.0) 74.4 1,104.9 ( 23.0) 1,200.0 ( 25.0) ~ 1,033.8 ( 24.0) 

Minority Interest 45.7 ( 1.5) 48.9 ( 1 &5) 52.5 ( 1.5) 58.1 ( 1.5) 68.1 ( 1.0) 54.7 ( 1.0) 
Retained in Reserves 393.9 ( 10.5) 425.0 ( 10.5) 569.7 ( 13.0) 691.9 ( 14.5) 573.1 ( 1~.0) 530.7 ( 12.0) 

~ 
'U 

3,779.6 (100.0) (100.0) (100.0 ) 4,798.4 (100.0) 4,864.6 (100.0) (100.0 ) 
'U 

3,981.3 4,371.8 4,359.1 (0 

~ -- r" 
~ 

.-' 
I \N 
-\ --' 
0 \.0 



(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 26- 60% - (ii) JlIUMBER OF COMPANIES: 55 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Avorage 1959-63 

Opening Balance from 
Operations 10,204-.7 11,366.4- 12.776.5 15,317.6 16.771.4 13,287.3 

Inoome from 
Investments 178.6 248.4- 261.0 314-.7 300.9 260.7 

Other Income 64.2 64.3 64.5 81.3 87.7 72.4-
Prior Year 

Adjustments 286.4- 16.5 42.6 '275.7 

10,4-91.1 11,732.3 13.134-.0 15.730.1 17,226.0 13.663.0 
Direotors Fees 86.3 98.1 103.7 111.4 126.5 105.2 
Prior Year 
Adjustments - 86.3 103.7 --

Income Available for 
Appropriation 10,404.8 11,634-.2 13,030.3 15,618.7 17.099.5 13.557.8 

~ 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 3.017.6 ( 29.0) 2.972.3 ( 26.0) 3.2{'2.1 ( 25.0) 4,135.5 ( 26.5) 4-,519.7 ( 26.5) 3,583.4 ( 26,5) 
Taxation 3,447.3 ( 33.0 ) 4,018.4 ( 34.5) 4-.504.2 ( 35.0) 5.309.9 ( 34.0) 5.737.6 ( 33.5) 4,603.5 ( 3/;..0) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 432.2 ( 4.0) 598.1 ( 5.0) 616.2 ( 5.0) 723.3 ( 4-.5) 770.1 ( 5.0) 628.0 ( 4.5) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 1,573.4 1,910.7 2,795.3 2 2,247.9 
Preference 217.5 1,790.9 ( 17.5) 250.0 2,160.7 ( 18.5) 2,360.0 ( 18.0) 288.9 3.°84.2 ( 20.0) 3,115.3 ( 18.0) 258.3 2,506.2 ( 18.5) 

Minority Interest 50.4 .5) 78.2 ( .S) 73.3 - ) 81.4 .S) 76.1 - ) 71.9 .5) 
Retained in 

Reserves 1,666.4 ( 16.0) 1,806.5 ( is. S) 2.184-.S ( 17.0) 2,284-.4 ( 14.5) 2,880.7 ( 17.0) 2.161~.8 ( 16.0) 

-----
-' 

10,404.8 (100.0) 11 (100.0) 13,030.3 (100.0) 1S,618.7 (100.0 ) 17.099.5 (100.0) 13,557.8 (100.0) I \.N 
-" f\) 

=- _\ 0 -= = -- = 



(i) GROWTH RA'l'E OF COMPANIES: NET ASSE'fS 61-100% - (ii) NUlmER OF COMPAllIIES: 20 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AVerage 1959-63 
£ £ % 

7.513.1 7,921.9 9,407.4 10,174.9 10,762.1 9,155.9 

Income from 
Investments 152.4 169.4 239.3 270.4 350.9 236.5 

Other Income 84.0 178.3 130.2 86.2 95.6 11q·.9 
Prior Year 

Adjustm\'lnts ....2fu.§. 292.2 64.4 4,"2,"2·2 459.6 

7,808.3 8,280.9 9,841.3 10,543.1 11,221.7 9.539.1 

Directors Fees 50.8 54.0 53.4 56.1 64.9 55.8 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 50.8 - 53.4 --
Income Available for 
Appropriation 7.757.5 8,226.9 9.787.9 10,487.0 11,156.8 9,483.3 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreciation 3,290.9 ( 42.5) 3,250.5 ( 39.5~ 2,891.1 ( 29.5) 2,880.3 ( 27 • .5 ~ 3,063.1 ( 27.5) 3,075.2 ( 33.0) 
Taxation 1,855.9 ( 24.0) 2,150.0 ( 26.0 2,507.5 ( 25.5) 2,825.5 ( 27.0 3,137.2 ( 28.0) 2,L1-95.2 ( 26.0) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 859.2 ( 11.0) 822.6 ( 10.0) 921.9 ( 9.5) 1,013 • .5 ( 9.5) 930.8 ( 8.5) 903.6 ( 9.5) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 740.7 . 894.4 1.372.4 1,146.2 
Preference ~ 791.9 ( 10.0) 944.5 11 1,202.9 (12.5) 25·2 .1,427.9 ( 13.5) 1,633.8 ( 14.5) 22.8 1,200.0 12.5) 

Interest 95.8 ( 1.5~ 89.5 ~ 1.0) 84.9 ~ 1.0) 96.5 ( 1.0~ ( 1.0) 98.1 1.0~ 
in Reserves 8630 8 ( 11.0 969.8 12.0 2,179.6 22.0) 2,243.3 ( 21.5 2 ( 20.5) -1,705.2 18.0 

--- --- ->. 

7,757.5 (100.0) 8 (100.0) 9.787.9 (100.0) 10,487.0 (100.0) 11,156.8 (100.0) 9,483.3 (100.0) I \.N 
-' I'\J 
I'\J -' 

--~ 



(i) GROII'TH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 10C1}& (ii) NUtlBER OF C O!.lPANIES : 16 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Averap;8 1959-63 

1,818.0 2,120.2 2,596.6 3,465.3 4,516.4 2,903.3 

Incerne from 
Investments 3.6 9.6 8.6 17.1 24.3 12.6 

Other Income 18.0 15.4 16.6 37.5 36.4 21;,.8 
Prior Year 

Adjustments ~ - 25.2 ...1.h2 --
1,846.5 2,145.6 2,621.8 4,594.8 2,952.2 

Directors Fees 26.3 30.8 29.2 35.8 40.2 32.4 
Prior Year 

Adjustments - 30.8 --- --
Income Available for 
Appropriation 1,820.2 2.114.8 2,591.1 3,516.8 2,919.8 

Appropriation of Income: 

Depreoiation 519.2 ( 28.5~ 510.5 ( 24.0~ 608.9 ( 23. 5~ 895,3 ( 25.0) 1,231.3 ( 27.0) 753.0 ( 26.0) 
Taxation 622.6 ( 34.0 763.4 ( 36.0 946.2 ( 36.5 1,237.4 ( 35.0) 1,604.1 ( 35.5) 1,034.7 ( 35.5) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 51.3 ( 3.0) 84.7 ( 4.0) 105.9 ( 4.0) 147.8 ( 4.0) 224.3 ( 5.0) 122.8 ( 4.0) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 308.5 405.2 813.8 550.8 
Preference ~ 342.1 ( 19.0) 446.3 ( 21.0) 572.7 ( 22.0) ( 22.0) ..§g 877.0 ( 19.0) 49.4 600.2 

~ 
'0 

Minori ty Interest .7 .9 'lI' ) .7 - ) 10.9 .5) 5.2 3.7 - ) ''d 
(!) 

Retained in I::l 
Reserves 284.3 ( 15.5) 309.0 ( 15.0) 356.7 ( 14.0) 462.1 ( 13.5) 612.7 ( 13.5) 405.11- ( 14.0) p., 

k' ---'" ---
~ 

(100.0) (100.0 ) (100.0) (100.0) 1,820.2 2,114.8 2,591.-1 Lh554.6 (100.0) 2,919. 8 (100.0) I \.N 
-' N 

=-=.=::::: \.N N 



INDUSTRY NO.1: BEVERAGES - NUMBER OF Ca.!PANIES: 8 
OTHER FOOD - NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 12-

TOTAL 27 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 
.£ .£ % 

Inventment - Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 97.1 65.1 293.9 62.0 62.5 116.1 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. & Local Body 1,085.5 1,239.0 2,056.3 1,705.1 1,692.0 1,555.6 
other 2,370.7 2,479.7 3 • .30G;3 5,167.1 5,846.9 3,834.1 

Land and 11,921.1 16,222.9 17,340.1 20,064.1 23,255.6 17,760.7 
Plant and 6,286.3 7,163.5 8,213.8 9,658.6 11,068.6 8,478.1 
/Jotor Vehicles 228.1 334.5 377.5 685.7 859.7 497.1 
Other FL~ed Assets 578.6 1,086.2 1,218.4 1.346.6 1,651.0 1,176.1 
Intangible Assets 

Goodwill etc. 324.5 1,043.2 1,058.8 976.9 1,095.2 899.7 

----
22,891.9 33,865.1 39,666.1 45,531.5 

Depreciation Provision .2a~2·8 6 2802.4 8~:234.4 iQ"..369.6 

19,092.1 ( 90.0) 27,062.7 ( 91.£) 35,161.9 

Cash and Bank 267.5 526.8 310.2 428.4 423.9 
Debtors - Trade 3,659.7 3,734.7 4,173.5 5,281.1 4.,251++9 
Debtors - Other 
Inventary 22111 •4 61735. 1 71838.0 

9,038.6 ( 42.5) 9,949.8 ( 37.5) 11,218.8 ( 38.0) 12,108.6 ( 36.0) 13,547.5 ( 35.0) 11,172.6 ( 37.5) 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 1,688.2 1,786.6 1,870.4 2,263.1 

Creditors - Trade 2,520.1 2,761.5 2,949.2 3.316.1 
Creditors other 13.2 
Dividends Preference 14.7 15.4 15.5 10.3 14.1 
Dividends Ordinary 482.0 592.2 766.1 1,053.8 768.0 !J> 
Taxation Current 1,606.5 1,868.3 2,152.2 2,912.9 2,209.2 'U 

'U Current Liabilities - Other 295.3 259.7 235.0 24.9.8 259.2 (I) 

Loans - Subsidiary & ::; 
Assoc. Co. 228•6 25:2.4 ----2Q.?0 

p.. 
1-" 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES: ~ 

-' 
NET CURRENT ASSETS! I 

-' 
TOTAL NET ASSETS: 21,215.3 (100.0) 26,617.3 (100.0) 29,737.7 (100.0) 33.399.5 (100.0) 29,913(>0 (100,0) +- \.H 

I IV 
--- == =--= ~--

-' \.N 
~--



,BALANCE SHE.:TS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

INDUSTRY NO.1: BEVERAGES - NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 8 
OTHER FOOD - NUMBE.ll. OF COMPANIES: 12 

TOTAL 27 

1959 1960 t961 1962 1963 Averaee 1959-6} 

Re12resented b.\::: 

Long-Tern Liabilities 

Debentures 295.8 295.6 537.2 713.1 735.8 515.5 
Mortgages 3,355.0 4,467.1 4.682.5 4,904.8 5,668.3 4,615.5 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 229•4 444.8 
3,928.4 ( 18.5) 5.208.7 ( 19.5) 5,749.1 ( 19.5) 6,116.5 ( 18.5) 6,876.4 ( 17.5) 5,572 ... 8 ( 19.0) 

Minority Interest 215.3 ( 1.0) 325.9 ( 1.0) 311.4 ( 1.0) 355.9 ( 1.0) 461.0 ( 1.0) 333.9 ( 1.0) 

Shal'eholders I Interest 

Revenue Reserve -

General 4,017.8 4,773.9 4,798.7 5,754.7 4,854.5 
Revenue Resel've -

Appropriation 1,659.7 1.581.8 2,020.8 2,355.1 2,233.4 1,970.1 
Capital Reserve 1,909.2 3,615.8 2,467.1 3,512.5 4,924.6 3,285.8 
Issued Capital -

Ord:ina.:F,t 8,654.0 10,289.1 13,593.4 15,346.2 17,633.9 1},103.) 
Issued Capital -

Preference 8}O.9 822.1 797.2 786.5 711.4 739.6 
Adjustment 

~) 23 2671.2 ( 80.5) ~~O)~ UO.O) 

21,215.3 (100.0) 26,617.3 (100.0) 29,737.7 (100.0) 33,399.5 (100.0) 38,595.1~ (100.0) 29,913.0 (100.0) 

--- = --- = -,- = 



BALANCE SHEErS 1959 - 63 (& 000) 

INDUSTRY NO.2: VIOOLLE..JI! lULLS - NlJIIlBER OF CClIPAllIES: 8 
CLOTHING MANUFACTURER - l\1UMBER OF COl.!PANIES: 

TOTAL 16 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

FIXED ASSETS 

investment - Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 33.5 6.7 

Fi~d Investment -

Govt. & Local Body 76.0 67.9 ,38.5 43.3 43.4 53.8 
Other 366.8 445.2 359.5 351.6 444.5 393.5 

Land and Buildings 3.903.0 4,305.2 4,921.1 6,417.6 7,345.1 5,378.4-
Plant and Machinery 4.960.6 5.919.4 7,209.5 8,418.5 9,459.3 7,193.4-
Motor Vehicles 15.3 16.4 19.3 27.9 27.9 21.3 
Other Fixed Assets 76.0 96.7 117.4- 133.9 161.0 117.0 
Intangibles Assets -

Goodwill etc. 406.6 410·2 1 2°32.1 496.7 

11,257.1;- 13,076.2 18,;;46.8 13,660.8 
Depreciation Provision ~1659.0 4 142,2.1 6!015.1;- 4 21.28,0 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS: ( 47.0) 7,598.1;. ( SO.o) 8,653.1 ( 54.0) 10,806.2 ( 57.0) 12,531.4- 9,232.8 ( 54.0) 
----

CURRENT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 398.0 236.4- 115.0 357.8 286.5 
Debtors - Trade 3,579.7 4,011.8 4,373.1 4.798.0 4,025.0 
Debtors - Other .3 2.1 20.9 4.2 8.8 
inventory 9 1407.3 9 1801.4 11 2764.5 

TO~ CURRENT ASSETS~ 12,717.1 ( 91.0) 13,,385.3 ( 89.0) 11;.,051.7 ( 87.5) 15,331;.. 2 ( 81.0) 16,924.5 ( n.5) 14,-4.82.5 ( 81;..0) 

Less CUIUlENT LIABJLITIES 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 2,290.4 2,266.4 2,568.6 2,358.1 2,558.5 2,408.4 

Creditors - Trade 1,562.7 1,764.1 2,103.1 2,526.9 2,449.4· 2,081,2 
Creditors - Other 7.4 1.5 
Dividends - Preferenoe 28.9 26.8 27.3 21.9 21.9 25.3 
Dividends - Ordinary 308.6 383.2 428.6 481;..3 590.1; 439.0 ~ Taxation - Current 898.5 1,096.8 1,155.0 1.343.6 1,580.9 'u 
Current Liabilities - Other 252.1 203.8 174.2 219.1;· 251.3 '"d 
Loans - Subsidiary & 

(f) 

:::s 
Assoc. Co. 146·2 178. ~ p., 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES: Llth2.) 6,638.2 ~) ( 38.0) ..L..~ 6.5~ ( 3[\.0) 
~. 

...I. 
NET CUllRENT ASSETS: ( 53.02 7.413.5 ( 46.0) _ 9,293.8 __ W)l.·'l:.. ll6.0) I 

-> 
TOTAl, NET ASSETS: 13.941; .• 2 (100.0 ) 15,096.1 (100.0) 16,066.6 (100.0) 18,897.9 (100.0) 21,825.2 17,166.0 (",CO.O) \.N 

I\) 

-- = ~= ---- \J1 



BALANCE SlillETS 1959 - 63 

INDUSTRY No.2: WOOLLEN !.IILlS 
CLO'l'HING MANUFACTURER 

1959 1960 1961 

£ £ % £ £ % £ £ 

~esented by: 

Long-Term Liabilities 

DebentureB 40.9 40.9 40.9 
Mortgages 1,611.7 1,652.8 1,767.6 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other ~ 700.7 ~ 
1,712.1 12.0) --- 2,394.4- ( 16.0) 2,460.2 

Minority Interest 193.3 ( 1.5) 218.5 ( 1.5) 243.6 

Shareholders I Interest 

Revcrme Reserve -
General 2,687.5 2,837.3 3,022.3 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 1,167.0 1,326.2 1 ,555.1 

Capi tal Reserve 781.9 829.1 977.2 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 6,390.7 6,478.9 6,796.5 
Issued Capital -

Preference 1,011.7 1,011.7 1,011.7 
Adjustment 

12!038.8 ~) 12 !48,2.2 L§b2) 13 1362.8 

13.944-.2 (100.0) 15,096.1 (100.0) 16,066.6 

= ---

(£ 000) 

- NUl!IBER OF Cm;PAl'JIES: 8 
- NUUBER OF COJJPANIES : 8 

TOTAL 16 

1962 

% --r---£----%·-

23.8 
2,338.5 

491.1 
( 15.5) 2,853.4 15.0) 

( 1.5) 395.2 ( 2.0) 

3 ,0lt2.0 

1,837.1 
2,307.8 

7.527.4· 

935.0 

~) 15 1642.3 .L§2&) 

(100.0) 18,89N? (100.0) 

=== = 

1963 Av 01'2,[,; 0 1959-63 
--£---.-£.----.~;-- --"£-----"---:s-----.-W-

1,;'73.8 301 ... 0 
1,960. :; 1,866.2 

-2.8l,..7 45(.5 
3,719.0 ( 17.0)---- 2,627.7 1505) 

423.3 ( 2.0) 294.2 1.5) 

3,478.6 3,01 3.7 

2,046.1 1,586.3 
3,319.2 1,61. .. 3.0 

7,904.0 7,019.5 

935.0 981.0 

171682 .S' _U.1.!Q) .:l.!±.L243.5 i..§).0) 

21,825.2 (100.0) 17 ,166.0 (100.0) 

- ---= = 

--' 
I 
--' 
\J1 \.N 
I (\) 
(\) 0'1 



§ALANCE SHEETS 1959 - 63..lf..22.q) 

INDUSTRY NO, 3: FORESTRY Aim V{OOD - NUJ,IBml OF COLIPANIES: 16 
PRllfTINCi AND FUBLISHUm- - HUMBErt OF COJ.lPk'lIE3: 11,-

TOS:;;,L 30 

1959 19ffi 1961 1962 Avere{;e 

£ £ ~ 
-- --.~,- ----..------,--

£ £ J.) 
FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiary 
& AaBOC. Co. 125.9 125.9 211.3 367.7 

Fixed Inyostment -

Govt. &: Local Body 3.308.6 3,375.4 2,808.3 2,435.0 
Othol' 1 1,743.5 2,581.0 1,468.B 

Lend and Buildixl{1;s 23.545.3 26,543.4 32,048.0 
Plant and Machinery 28,136.3 29,993.7 36,953.3 
!Jotor Vehicles 2,011,2 2,178•0 2,925.6 
Other Fixed Assets 845.0 2,54l1-.4 6,252,2 
Intangible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 697.~ -229.7 

60 ,3311-.6 67,557.7 
Depreciation Provision 17.936.1 2°2718•8 

41,269.4, ( 9',.5) 42,398.5 ( 91,0) 46,838.9 ( 90,0) 57,212.2 ( 91 51,320,1, (91 
---- ---

408.1 635.6 723.2 1,074.1 
4,163.6 4,554.4 5,895.1 7,023.3 5, 

Other 38.4 30.5 45.0 42.1 42.1; 
Inventory 92°17. 8 

11 ( 26.0) 12,733.5 ( 27.0) 15,681.1 ( 30.0) 19,794.9 ( 31 20,545.0 ( 27.5) 16 ,C8S: e3 ( r'\ ,)} 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short 'l'erm Loans 2,149.7 2,708.8 4,505.3 4,782.0 

Creditors Trade 3.371.6 4,190.5 4,852.6 5,505.3 
Creditors - other 5.8 5.4 6.0 1.h 54>C 
Dividends - P.reference 131.1 129.8 173.8 '11;.3,0 
Dividends - 789.4 912.6 971 
Taxation - 1,802.8 2,230.1 2 ~ 
Current Liabilities Other 86.4 196.9 55.8 '-0 

'-0 
Loens Subsidiary & (J) 

Assoc. Co. 19.1 111.3 _.JJ.Q.~1 f:j 
p., 

TOTAL CUPJlEJIT LIABILITIES: 10,485.4 ~ f-'. 
>l 

NET CURRElT'l' ASSETS: 5.195.~ U.9 __ 21 -' 
TOTAL Iflit:P ASSETS: 46,776.1 (100.0) 52,03/1-.6 (',00,0) 63,160.2 (100.0) I 

-' 
0\ v.J 

F4O"'''~~ ~-:::::::..:::. I N 
-' -...J 



Represented by: 

Lon~Term Liabilities 

_ Debentures 
Mortgages 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenua Reserve -
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 
Issued Capital -

Preference 
Adjustment 

1959 

18,617.5 
2,078.5 

20.705.7 

110.9 

BALANCE SHEETS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

INDUSTRY NO.}! FORESTRY AND ':IOOD - NUMBER OF CQI,:PANms: 16 

( 46.0) 

( - ) 

PR.mTING- AND PUBLISHING- - NID,lBK'l, or COI,lPANIES: 

1960 

18.567.9 
2,093.1 

20.821.6 

1.373.7 
4,44·7.2 

17.005~4 

137.0 

( 44.5) 

- ) 

~) 

46.776.1 (100.0) 

TOTAL 30 

1961 1962 

18,240.7 20,097.1 
2.526.7 3,332.9 

213.5 

20.980.9 ( 40.0) 24,141.7 

132.4 - ) 1.36.2 

19.122.1 

52,034.6 (100.0) 

- ) 

23,285.2 
3,826.0 

25,090.4 

3.374.5 

1963 

30,655.9 ( 1+1.0) 

289.0 .5) 

(100.0) 

15.761.7 
2, T/1.4 

---223 •0 

3,283.8 

271.1 
5,944.3 

20,,386.4 

1955-63 

23,461.1 ( 42.0) 

16-1.1 - ) 



FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiary 
8, Assoc. Co. 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. <'1 Local Body 
Other 

Land and Buildings 
Plant aIld Machinery 
tlotor Vep..icles 
Other Fixed Assets 
IntaJ:l6ible Assets -

Goodwill eto. 

Depreciation Provision 

CUR..lffiNT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 
Debtors - l'rade 
Debtors ~ other 
Inventory 

Less CURRENT LIABILITIES 

owj, Ovcrdraft and 
Short Term LOans 

Creditors - Trade 
Creditors - Other 
Dividends - Preference 
Dividends - Ordinary 
Taxation - Cuu'rent 
Current Liabilities Other 
Loans - Subsidiary & 

Assoc. Co, 

TOTAL CUPJlENT LIABILI:J'IES l 

NET CUlillEnr ,ASSETS: 

'l'OTAL HET ASSETS 1 

224.8 
733.3 

9.°39.3 
10,790.8 

346.5 
220.6 

1,153.7 
3,763.6 

130,3 

10,797.1 

2S.4-
22.0 

511-1.5 
1,h41.8 

173.4 

22.1 

20,759.6 

13ALAl~CE SHEETS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

INDUSTRY NO.4: DRUG-S.a:W CflE1JICALS - NUMBER OJ!' COiJPAlHES: 15 

( 52.0) 

L?2&) 
{ 21·°2 
(100.0) 

---~ 

300.6 
847.9 

9,099;7 
11,927.1, 

421 .• 2 
2h4.8 

1,211.7 
3,903.2 

8.8 
6t136·2 

837.0 
1,934. 9 

79.1 
1S.2 

60S. 5 
1,643.0 

193.5 

NOH-l.!ETALLIC NHlERALS - nm.mER OF C a,:PAllIl~S : .u 

11,260.6 ( 53.0) 

21,331.4 (100.0) 

262.2 
988.9 

11,176.5 
14,658.4 

496.8 
273.0 

122.1 

27,979.7 
9.799.3 

1,537.9 
4,777.6 

1,133.9 
2,552.3 

68.4-
18.7 

12,536.2 

67h.6 
1,848.2 

321.5 

~8.1 

5 l 868 •1 

24-,04.8.5 

~=-~ 

( 52,S) 

~) 

U4.5) 
(100.0) 
~~ 

TOTAL 28 

511-3.5 
1 ,212.0 

12,145.7 
15,994·.3 

.0 

1,083.4 
5,204.5 

13,639.5 

25,592.1 

639.2 
1,658.5 

13.932.5 
17,697.6 

702.4 
351,.8 

102& 1 

35,111-7.2 
~ 

.c 78.2.) 22,054-.1 

917.0 
5,376.2 

33.3 

( 14-,108.0 

1,41;.1.3 
2,808.5 

61;..5 
19.2 

755.9 
2,088.7 

173.6 

.Jill:?.:.2 

..3 .612.!.l. 
28:1 72~;e2 

~~:=:-~ 

3 ( 52 

1S'.3 

.1 

> 
'U 
'U 
ro 
::J p., 
...,-
?: 
-' 
I 
-' 
"'.J \.N 
I N 
-'> '-.0 



~es~~: 

1ong-Tel~ Liabilities 

Debentures 
],]ortgages 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Resel,'Ve -
G-cneral 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 
Is sued Capital 

Preference 
Adjustment 

1959 

960.4 
2,151" 6 

.224.0 

3,509.0 

79.4 

3,757.1 

980.2 
1,212.1 

10,552.7 

669.1 

----
.11J}1.2 

20,759.6 

=~ 

BALANCE SHEErS 1959 - 63 (£ 00£) 

DlDUSTRY NO. 4: DllUG-S AIm CI;E1.lICJJ,S - llUliBEll OF COJ:PJJIIES: 15 
NON-METALLIC J.[INERALS - HUEBER OF C Ol,IPAI!ll,S: .12 

TO'l:A.L 28 

1960 1961 1962 

£ £ 5& £ £ ll"' IV 

972.1, 950.9 932.7 
2,126.0 2 ,293.9 2,217.8 

.282.2 566.6 _4.97. 8 

( 17.0) 3,48803 ( 16.5) 3,811.4 ( 16.0) 3,550.3 

- ) 85.1 - ) 193.4 1.0) 154.5 

4,224.6 4,458.1 4,1,03.1+-

1,049.7 1,220.4 1,450.1 
1,257.0 1,83303 1,907.7 

10,652.6 11,957.8 13 ,51~,.0 

574.1 574.1 574.1 

---- -~-- ----
lli&) lLJ;58.0 Ul!2.) ~li3.7 .l§l!_'2.) 2I,87.9_!1 

(100.0) 21,331.4· (100.0) 24,01,B.5 (100.0) 25,592.1 

=== - == --~-~- -.- =:::-=. ----

14.0) 

.5) 

LG.? __ 2.) 

(100.0) 

---

1%3 ".(l-V01~2.cO 1959-63 
--£-----£---T- --,£------y--- ---f':-

946.3 952.5 
2 ,~)!.7.0 2,247.9 

_]55.2- __ 502 •8 

1,,149.1 11,·.5) 3,703.2 15.,:» 

142.0 .5) 130.9 ,I; ) 

5,036.2 1,·,376.2 

1,697.1 1,27S)Q5 
3,140.3 1 ,i370. I 

13,990.1, 12,139.5 

57~.1 593.1 
-~~------

_' ___ 4M ~~_ 

~l0.G_~ .L92.0 _D) ?"'2.,?.5.0 ... 1t L~I~~.O) 

28,729.2 ( 100 0 0) ~L;-,0920S (HU.O) 

=.= ~-~-~ - "'-~-g,~-- ==::::::!.--::',~ 

-' 
I 
-' 
'.J 'vi 
I 'vi 
N 0 



BP..LAHCE SHEHl'S 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

HmUsrRY NO. 5: lUETALS AlID lJACHHll':RY - lJUl,]3ER OF COlJPAiTIES: 21 
ELECTRICilli llAClilllERY 1I1ID APPLIANCES - llUi.IBER OF COluPJIlEES: 8 
OTHER llAIllJl"ACTURING - Jl1JLBER OI~ C aJP1J<lIES : 12 

TOTAL 41+ 

1959 19W 1961 1962 1963 ii.vcr[-:.fS,c 1959-63 

£ £ % £ £ d c>i £ £ % -----------~r_' ----------~ -.~-------,....--

£ £ o 0 r .r: :: ' I' " "" JJ I" 

FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidia:r:v 
8, Assoc. Co. 29.6 15.5 16.4 8.4 4-6.0 23.2 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. ~, Local Body 110.3 14-0.6 177.8 14-6.6 174.5 149.9 
Oth8r 4-67.5 482.6 586.1 595.2 584-.2 54-3.1 

Ie,nd and Buildings 7,504-.3 8,198.3 9,275.3 10,995.0 12,4-511-.1 9,685.4 
Plant and lJacl1illery 7,559.2 8,24-7.1 9,217.7 10,996.7 12,311.8 9,666.5 
l.!otor Vehicles 1,175.8 1,522.6 1,691.6 1,941.7 2,201.1 -1,706.5 
Other Fixed Assets 270.5 297.0 320.5 365.7 4-11 0 0 332.9 
Intangible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 166.6 171.0 316.8 _391.7 ~.§ _32~.!1. 

17,283.8 19,074-.7 21,W2.2 25,41+1.0 20,743.3 22,112G e 8 
Depreciation Provision 21104-09 6 1669.2 7 1729.3 .J3~21.6 10 1222.3 7,[383·2 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS: 11.5"78.9 ( 52.0) 12,405.4- ( 53.0) 13,872.9 ( 52.5) 16,519.4- ( 54-.0) 18,351.0 ( 55.5) 1~-,51;-5.3 ( 511-.0) 
,--- -------

CUllllEIIT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 511.3 481.9 344.3 504-.4 663.0 500.9 
Debtors - Trade 6,046.5 6.767.0 8,001.6 8,W7.2 9,'-1-07.7 7,766.0 
Debtors - Other 95.1 69.5 192.8 213.4 168.9 147.9 
Inventory 141701.2 122433• 3 17/552.5 18J75~2 .:!2.;).?7.0 1.:0..122.22. 
TOTAL GUPJillNT ASSETS: 21.3W.1 ( 97.0) 22,751.7 ( 98.0) 26,091.2 ( 99.5) 28,084.5 ( 93.0) 29,566.6 90.0) 25,570.7 ( %.5) 

Less CUTL'llilIT LIABILTI'IES 

R'U'j{ Overdrat't and 
Short Term Loans 4,162.6 4,64-7.9 5,048.6 5,038.6 4,813.6 i l_, 74-2 03 

~ 
Creditors - Trade 3,734-.1 4.092.9 5,033.2 4.988.2 5,600.3 4,6GS.7 I-d 
Creditors - Other 136.1 105.0 116.7 176.1 145.1 135 0 8 I-d 
Dividends - Pre£erenee 63.9 65.1 76.2 85.2 87.1 75.5 CD 

:::s 
Dividends - Ordinary 588.5 651.3 789.5 865.8 945.3 76G.1 p.. 
T~~ation - Current 1.811.6 1,925.9 2,214.2 2,615.6 2,971.5 2,307.7 1-" 

Current Liabilities - Other 162.1 169.5 290.8 260.3 321.2 24-0.8 ~ 

Loep~ - Subsidiary & -' 

Assoce Co. 129.1 110.4 123.8 _98.!1 ___ 13 1d . __ :L2_0.§. I 
--' 

TOTAL CUlL"'Si'TT LLIillILITIES: 10 2818.6 ( 49.0) 11 1826.0 ~) 13 1693.0 0 2•0 ) 141127.9 .U-7.s:J .12.1015!l .L!:,-2.!2) ~)-,.92§.!2 .UI.G.S) 
00 \.N 
I \.N 

.L~0.!~) 
-' -' 

nET cumlEIlT ASSETS: 10 1 541.5 ( 48.0) 10~223.7 ( 11--7.0) .:GU96•2 ( 47.5) 12-1256.6 ~.9l l.lt.551.!2 ~"L2~~.li:7;:'.:~~;1. _L.~~~~Q) 
TOTAL If£'1' l,sSETS: 22,120.4 (100.0) 23,329.1 (100.0) 26,271.1 (100.0) 30 ,476.0 (100.0) 32,902 0 3 (lOC.J) ~7 ,0"1 S:'9~ 

--- = --- --- =-~ --~-; =-==-..::-...;: =.,-;:.:= ~~~-. 



Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 

.... orll1:-HH'" Liabilities 
- Other 

Minority Intorest 

Shareholders· Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenue Reserve -
Approprie,tion 

Capi tal Reserve 
Issued Capltal -

Preference 
Adjustment 

180.9 
1,670.3 

2 
1 

nIDUSTRY HO. 5: W;;TALS AIID lJAClIINERY rru],::JEll O? C CliPAl:IES 21 

1959 

10.0) 

( 2.0) 

22.120.4 (100.0) 

ELl1XJTIUCAL ];;ACnll'ERY Mll APPLIAI:CES - llU::BB!t OF CGl.lPiJ';IES e 
OTHER IJANU'i'ACTURIlic;. - El.E,:l]~::R OF COI!PAi:mS 

£ 

178.8 
1 ,781.1 

~ 

1960 ------ot--
£ 1° 

2,300.1 ( 10.0) 

488.2 ( 2.0) 

( 88.0) 

23,329.1 (100.0) 

183.1 
2,049.9 

465.2 

3,152.9 
1,924.4-

10,802.7 

2.775.1 

,961 

2,698.2 ( 10.0) 

346.5 ( 1.5) 

23,226.4 ~88.5) 

26,271.1 (100.0) 

191.2 
2,653.0 

3.797.9 
2,875.1 

12,098.1 

TOTAL ljlj. 

1962 

3,}63.0 (11.0) 11 

1959-65 
__ --=-- _~ ..... _ ~ ,H .• '· _.~ .. ~ __ ~ __ • __ ~ 

.... ,-. 
,;l:.r "-1 

20}.6 
,230.1 

,828.7 



BALAllCE SHESTS 1959 - 6} <-£DOO) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: l'J"ET ASSmS £100.0 - (ii) NUl.!BER OF C01,:PAJIY:mS: 30 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959 - 63 
,4 

/0 

- Subsidiaxy 
& Assoc. Co. 12.5 ') t; 

~.~ 

Fixed Investment -
Govt. & Local Boily 46.1 73.3 74.6 72.7 60.9 
Other 56.6 65.5 59.5 61.2 
Land and Buildir18s 678.8 781.8 840.4 .2 769.3 
Plant and Machinery 527.7 614.0 677.9 725.3 60}.9 
Motor Vehicles 75.6 74.2 90.3 79.7 
Other Fixed Assets 35.8 33.0 26.6 31.5 

Intar18ible Assets -
Goodwill etc. 14.5 ~ _t2_~ 

'1,655.2 
Depreciation Provision 371.2 

1,111.0 ( 73.0) 1,122.6 ( 69.5) 1,284.0 ( 72.0) 1,336.8 ( 71 1,401.2 1,251. 'J 

119.4 135.3 84.1 108.(; 109.1 
Debtors - Trade 368.3 376.5 369.2 
Debtors - Other 7.2 8.2 
Inventory 612.7 ~..:l 

967.2 ( 6}.0) 1,011.4 ( 62.0) 1,12}.5 ( 62.5) 1,217.9 ( 64.5) 1,168.4 ( 61 '1,097.6 ( 

Short Term Loans 160.6 140.1 175.7 168.8 185.4 166.1 
Creditors - Trade 243.2 205.2 256.1 }18.1 307.7 266.1 
Creditors - Other 12.0 2.4 
Dividends - Preference 3.8 3.4 }.5 2.8 2.5 3.2 
Dividends - Ordinary 42.2 52.1 59.4 57.8 60.4 511-.!1 

Taxation - Current 91.4- 101.9 106.4 93.9 ~ 

Current Liabilities - Other 10.8 12.9 11.1 10.4 'd 
'd 

Loans - Subsidiary & (]) 

Assoc. Co. ~~ I::l 
P-

( 31 • .2) _~A 0·5) _670-1 \-'-
u 

'"' 
NET CUruillNT ASSETS --211.6 ( 28.0) 2 47.0 -' 

TOTAL NET ASSETS: (100.0 ) 1,620.8 (100.0) 1,791.6 (100.0) 1,883.8 (100,0) 1,906.:; (100.0) 1,745.8 (100.C) I 
-' 

'-0 \1'1 
= -......,.,:;""'" --- --- I \.J.l 

-' \.J.l 



(i) SIZE OF C Ol,1PANIE3: NET A3SETS £100.0 - (ii) Im:rBE:l OF COllPANIBS: 30 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AverajJ 1955'-63 
---;c------£'--' -

~ese!lted.....kL: 

Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 28.8 28.8 36.4 36.4- 31.1 
1!ortgf'.ses 99.3 102.0 100.9 95.5 94.1 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 125.1 8.0) 148.9 9.0) ~ 156.1 9.0) 159.1 8.5) _20.1. 152.1 2-l r'\ __ .J:~ 14C,,2 S(5) 

t!inority Intorest 1.6 - ) 2.0 - ) 2.2 - ) 2.7 - ) 2.7 2.2 - ) 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 311.3 346.7 356.6 ?;A7.7 336.5 339.7 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 200.3 214.8 227.7 209 .. 4 219.1 

Capital Reserve 51.5 57.4 126.9 1'14e2 91 &2 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 75!+.7 778.0 &t-9.1 962.2 .. , ,02)& 7 
Issued Capital -

Preference 81.8 73.0 73.0 62.4 62.3 
Adjustn:ent 1,399.6 ( 92.0) 1 ( 91 ___ 1,633.3 ( 91 1,722.0 ( 91.5) 1,752.1 1,59594 ( 91.5) 

1,526.3 (100.0) (100.0 ) 1,791.6 (100.0) 1,883.8 (100.0) 1,906.9 1,745.8 (lCO.O) 

= = === ==--= -.~- == = 



BALAl'lCE SHEETS 1929 - 63 ~roOO) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS £100.0 - £500.0 - (ii) Nill JlER 0 F COMPANIES: 61 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959 - 63 
£ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ 7~ £ £ ,,-r-

;' £ £ lb 
FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 55.0 20.4 104.8 208.0 250.5 127.7 

Fixed Investment -
Govt. & Local Boqy 154.7 162.0 149.2 203.1 151.3 164.1 
Other 426.8 557.7 672.2 905.4 914.9 695.4 

Land and Buildings 6,811.5 7,360.8 9,043.3 10,497.6 12,395.7 9,221.8 
Plant and l,!achinery 6,305.1 6,950.7 8,266.9 10,406.1 12,609.7 8,907.7 
!.Iotor Vehicles 401.4 528.1 552.3 661.1 748.7 578.3 
Other Fixed Assets 206.9 247.7 269.9 309.0 350.4 276.8 
Intangible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 3°;2.8 325.2 488.2 637.1 769.0 --2.?~ .• 7 

14,665.2 16,152.6 19,546 0 8 23,827.4 28,190.2 20,476.5 
Depreciation Provision ;21242.6 4 1684.0 51402.2 ZI°1;2.6 8 1221.1 2,859.1 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS: 10,722•6 ( 65.0) 11,468.6 ( 65.0) 14,141.6 ( 67.0) 16,784.8 ( 69.0) 19,969.1 ( 71.5) 14,617.4 ( 68.0) 

CURRENT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 326.4 636.5 566.2 571.0 631.5 5h6.3 
Debtors - Trade 3,886.5 4,413.7 5,221.6 5,809.2 6,700.5 5,206.3 
Debtors - Other 54.0 19.1 17.9 131.0 63.6 57.1 
Inventory 21°8,2.1 ~.6 1°1663•6 11 1506.8 lS,40Lc.4 ~ 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS: 13,352.0 ( 80.0) 14,402.9 ( 81.5) 16,46903 ( 78.0) 18,018.0 ( 74.0) 19,800.0 70.S) 16,408.4 ( 76.0) 

Less CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 2,578.7 2,981.1 3,303.4 3,551.6 3,832.6 3,249.5 

Creditors - Trade 2,758.9 2,760.4 3,410•8 3,693.5 4,324.8 3,389.7 
Creditors - Other 113.5 98.2 110.3 110.5 50.6 96.6 
Dividends - Preference 38.4 40.8 39.3 40.4 40.4 39.9 
Dividends - Ordinary 509.2 571.5 652.5 798.5 874.4 681.2 
Taxation - Current 1,221.7 1,509.1 1,658.1 1,877.4 2,028.3 1,658.9 !J> 
Current Liabilities - Other 140.1 123.1 207.0 253.4 276.0 199.9 to 

to 
Loans - Subsidiary & (\) 

Assoc. Co. 1,22·2 138.5 18;2.2 _299.7 184.1 l::1 
p., 

TOTAL CURRE}IT LIABILITIES: Z.,211.4 ~) 81222·Z ~) 9 ,,264.6 (.45.0) 101473.8 ( 43.0) .:!.hE§..Ji ( 42. ° ) 91499.8 ( 44,0 k' 
NET CURRENI' ASSETS: ..2.840.6 .L2.2,&) 61180.~ .L2.2,&) 6,904.ti .ll2&) 71544.~ ~) jh973.2 l23·2) 6,908.6 L2b.Q) --" 

TOTAL NET ASSETS: 16,563.2 (100.0) 17,648.8 (100.0) 21,046.3 (100.0) 24,329.0 (100.0) 28,01;2.3 (100.0) 21,526.0 (100.0) I 
[\) 
0 \.N 

= ~ --- =---~=-= =~= I \.N 
--" \Jl 



Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Lor,_'rel"" Liabilities 

Minority Interest 

Shereholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenue Reserve -

Issued Capital -

Capital 
Preference 

Adjustment 

214.8 
1.396.8 

~ 

2,736.6 

1,530.9 
1,306.5 

8,029. 8 

(i) SIZE OF CO!'!PANIES: rET ASSETS £100.0 - £500.0 - (ii) ];m:BSR OF COMPPJ!IES: 61 

1959 

1,664.2 

27.0 

217.5 
1,419.5 

( 10.0) ~ 

- ) 

1,812.3 
1 ~453.0 

8,2{2.1 

1960 

39.7 - ) 

231.6 
2,053.8 

~ 

2,125.6 
2,033.3 

9,931.8 

1961 

2,457.9 ( 12.0) 

110.1 .5) 

255.8 
2,359.2 

148.1 

3,287.1 

2,306.3 
2,730.7 

11,686.9 

2,763.1 11 

127.2 

4,420.2 

220.2 

Average 1959-63 

365.4 
2,024.3 

16.0) _~ 2,608.4 12.0) 

2,068 0 5 
2,115.2 

1 01i~Q 3 

1,268.2 1,367.4 1,427.8 1,427.7 1,422.7 1,382.8 
__ -_ 14,872.0 ( 90.0) ___ 15,8{2.8 (90.0) __ -_ 18,478.3 (87.5) __ -_ 21,438.7 ( 88.0) .~9 ( 83.5) ___ -_18,812,8 

16,563.2 (100.0) 17,648.8 (100.0) 21,046.3 (100.0) 24,329.0 (100.0) 28,042.3 (100.0) 21,526.0 (100.0) 

--------------



FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 

Fixed Investment -
G-ovt. & Local. Body 
Other 

Land and Buildings 
Plant =d Llachinery 
l.lotor Vehicles 
Other Fixed Assets 
Intangible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 

Depreciation Provision 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS: 

CURREKT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 
Debtors - Trade 
Debtors - Other 
Inventory 

TOTl!.L CUlllillHT ASSETS: 

Bank Ovordraft and 
Short Tern Loans 

Creditors - Trade 
Creditors - Other 
Dividends - Preference 
Dividends - ,ordinary 
Taxation - Current 
Current Liabilities - Other 
Loans - Subsidiary I], 

Assoc. Co. 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES: 

lJET CUPJ'tEIIT ASSE':CS: 

TOTAL HET .ASS3TS: 

(i) SIZE OF COJ.:PANIES: £500.0 - £2 ,000.0 - (ii) NlJl'BER OF C Ol.!P.ANIES: li-1 

1959 

123.6 

521.2 
1,003.4 

19,158.7 
15,230.1 

942.5 
396.9 

123.6 

662.7 
1,395.9 

20,}82.1 
16,417.7 
1,178.1 

452.3 

40,985.6 
11,8.3iI-oO 

19&1 

27,736.0 ( 68.0) 29,151.6 ( 67.0) 

-------
1,970.8 
8,409.5 

53.7 
18 ,538~2. 

( 67.0) 28,972.3 

1,018.9 
3,046.1 

427.5 

~ ..... ,...:.;"",U5.0) 

~"="''''''' D..?·o) 
40,976.5 (100.0) 

4,305.}+ 
5,116.2 

35.6 
65.4-

1,134.5 
3,283.3 

387.8 

123.6 

773.1 
2,208.1 

22,950.2 
19,300 .3 

1,392.9 
490.4 

l1-77.5 

47,716.1 
14,262.8 

1961 

33,453.3 ( 69.0) 

1,438.7 
10,200.3 

199.0 

4,969.4-
6,136.5 

34.8 
77.5 

1,346.0 
3,761.9 

429.3 

.1l,,290. 0 Ui~~Q) 

,ih.972 .7 L1J.?o.) 
48,1;26.0 (100.0) 

168.1 

514.1 

6,470.7 
7,211.1-.9 

157.3 
81.0 

1,560.0 
4,276.9 

370.7 

1962 

38,782.8 ( 71 

36,562.9 ( 66.5) 

255.1 

649.1 
3,338.5 

31,067.2 
25,689.1 
2,306.0 

659.4 

158.8 

624.0 
2,137.3 

24,015.6 
19,939.0 
1,543.7 

51'5.0 

49,393.9 
14,696.0 

44,366.4 ( 72.0) .3i,.,697.9 ( 69.5) 

1,437.1 
1:2,530.2 

143.1 
~272 • .f?. 

5,944.1 
7 ,269.0 

92.3 
79.8 

1 ,686.3 
1,-,998.3 

476.3 

38,390.0 

74 .• 6 
7},·.O 



(i) SIZE OF COJ,lPAl'UES: £500.0 - £2,000.0 - (il) N1EJl.lJ:R C Ol.lPAHIES : 41 

19':;9-63 
-"--~,.-

.' 

Lon&-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 1,0h.{J.7 1,053.0 1,274.7 1,536•0 1,26/;..0 
4,372.5 4,506.8 4,804.5 6,418.4 5,126.1 

LUlhilities 
221 .:2 12297.1 

( 15.0) 6,481.1 ( 15.0) 7.281.4 ( 15.0) 8,165.8 ( 15.0) 9.351.5 1 7,480.4 ( 15.0) 
Minority Interest .525.8 ( 1.0) 615.5 ( 1.5 403.5 ( 1,0) 460.2 ( 1.0) 658.8 ( 1.0) 532.8 ( 1.0) 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue ReserVe -
iknere,l 8,484.8 9,172.9 9,951.3 10,456.1c 11,098.7 9,832.8 

Revenue Reserve -
3,164.6 3,394.7 3,766.2 4,053.7 

Reserve 2,372.3 2,989.3 3,890.7 lc,106.0 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 17,178.9 17,448.2 20,041.5 23,101.1 25,520 0 0 2°,(;:;'7 .. 9 
Issued Capital -

Preference 3,127.3 3,007.3 3,091.4 3,190.2 3,136,2 
Adjustment 312.2 

--------.-~ 

34,327.9 ( 84.0) 36,331.6 40.741.1 ( 84.0) (84.0) ------. 51,781.0 .4<1 ,3:15.8 

---- ------ ~---~-.. 

( 100.0) 43,428.2 (100.0) 48,426.0 (100.0) 54,722.7 (100.0) 61,791.3 (100,0) 49,86;:1.0 

-= - = =:;:=-==: =='.~-'; 

~ 
'd 
'd 
(j) 

::s 
P-
I-'-
~ 

-" 
I 
I\) 
-' 'vJ 
I 'vJ 
I\) 00 



FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiary 
& Asnoc. Co. 

Fixed Investment = 

Govt. & Local Bo~ 
Other 

Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 
Motor Vehicles 
Other Fixed Assets 
Intangible Assets -

G-oodl7ill etc. 

Depx'eciation Provision 

TOTAL FIXED .~~: 

~A§ETS 

Cash and Bank 
Debtors - Trade 
Debtol'S - Other 
Inventol"J 

TOTAL CWlRENT ASSETS: 

Less CUR..WNT LIABILITIES 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 

Creditors - Trade 
Creditors - Other 
Dividends - Preference 
Dividends - Ordinary 
Taxation - Current 
CUrrent Liabilities - Other 
Loans - SUbsidiary & 

As:Joc o Coo 

TOTAL CUEIillNT LIABILI'rIES: 

NET CU::WElf1: ASSETS: 

TOTAL N3T ASSETS: 

BALA})CE SHEETS 1959 - 6,2 (£DOQ.L 

(i) SIZE OF C OI,IPAlITES: NET ASSETS 

4,091.5 
3,484.8 

28,091.9 
33,806.3 
2,179.8 
1,0.51r.8 

755.6 
8,818.2 

155.9 
14,010.9 

1959 

23,740.6 ( 37.0) 

4,163.9 
5,294.5 

126.8 
973.0 

2,908.4-
373.7 

63,859.1 (100.0) 

1960 

65.9 

59,694.3 ( 85.5) 

9 6 
29.6 

25,137.6 ( 36.0) 

1961 

£ --~---ar-
;;;... /0 

295_0 

4,347.2 
4,875.0 

36,398.7 
41,073.3 
2,739.1 
3,676.5 

1 l 607.9 

95.012.7 
29/377.9 

65,631;-.8 ( 85.5) 

1 ,011 .1 
11,035.5 

15.8 
~..!.2. 

29,511.6 ( 38.5) 

4,868.7 
7,018.8 

45.5 
147.1 

1,509.7 
4,072.7 

569.2 

.1§.,27_2.,,1. 
11, 1.l8. 7 
76,773.5 (100.0) 

1962 

463.0 

4,081.8 
5,089.0 

43.731.7 
47,837.2 

3,498.6 
7,490.9 

.-J..&72.J! 
113,865.0 

3:?,..?_GJ •• Jt 

78,603.6 

1,079.9 
12,198.1 

54.6 
12J9J1~ 

33,040.9 

6,283.5 
7,125.8 

9.0 
190.2 

1 ,815,4 
4,965.1 

560.3 

( 87.0) 

===--

1963 

63.9 

91,11l-0.0 ( 87.0) 

35,215.2 ( 

190.2 

="'==""=== 

1;.verage 1959-63 

£ 
·-----i~--",.__ 

~ I' 

190.5 

3 ,981.1~-
1;-,656.8 

37,808.0 
42 ,566.9 
2,943.8 
5,512.'+ 

~_'G.5~] .. "± 
99,183.2 
29,)16•0 

69,307.2 ( 36.0) 

889.8 
10,729.6 

61.3 
17.648.4 

29,329.1 

5,057.5 
6,570.5 

35.7 
160.3 

1,509.5 
4,107.7 

4114.7 

_U1.!l, 

( 36.0) 

.C_:U-~) 

.:L1.,)..!:1.,Z U!c_o.9) 
81 ,11 S.I (-100,0) 



Long-Term Liabilities 
Debentures 
Mortgages 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 
Revenue Reserve -

General 
Revenue Reserve -

Issued Capital -
Ordinary 

Issued 

Adjustment 

18,814. 6 
4.993.6 

338.1 

25,461.8 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: 

24.146.3 ( 38.0) 

.5) 

39,207.4 (61 

-

18-.756.2 
5,849.0 

22:2·2-

6,681.9 

- 170.9 
6.917.2 

25.601.1 

597.6 

ASSETS 

( 37.0) 

( 

18,417.7 
6,329.6 

7,088.9 

1,918.t.: 
6.745.3 

31.375.1 

3,160.3 

£2,000.0 - (it) Nlli.lB:s:a OF COMPAEIES: 13 

1963 

24,145.2 
7.469.6 

25,773.7 ( 33.5) 5.9 ( 32.0) 35,171.3 

711.6 ( 1,0) 873.1 ( 1.0) 839.8 

3,910.3 3,910.3 

( 67.0) ---- 68,754.7 

---
76,773.5 (100.0) 90,469.1 (100.0) 104,765.8 

--- = ----= 

1959-63 

20,076.7 
6,414.2 

-h4JO.7 
33.5) ;: 7,921.6 35.5) 

( 1.0) 

( 65.5) 

(100.0 ) 

-----

6,Gl~o.O 

2,039.7 
8,433.9 

31,766.2 

3,408.2 

705.5 

52,492.0 ( 64.5) 

81,119.1 (100.0) 
_._---
~--- ---

-' 
I 
f\) 
f\) "-N 
I ..j::"' 
f\) 0 



(i) GROWTH RATE OF CWPANIES: NET ASSETS 25% - (ii) NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 54 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidia.::ry 
& Assoc. Co. 161.3 115.7 114.0 168.4 227.2 157.3 

Fixed Investment 

Govt. & Local Body 178.9 199.1 224.1 211.0 206.7 203.9 
Other 648.6 680.1 ]81.3 908.B 1,350.3 873.8 

Land and Buildings 7.657.9 8,29B.2 9,667.5 10,133.9 11~394.5 
Plant and Machinery 5,500.5 5.907.8 6,593.9 7,177.0 7,939.1 
Motor Vehicles 1,130.5 1,453.4 1.593.0 1,78J.4 1.987.6 
Other Fixed Assets 263.1 286.8 306.8 316.7 346.2 303.9 
Intangible Assets 

Goodwill etc. 137.3 
17.059.0 23,588.9 

Depreoiation Provision 4.458.6 7.273.1 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS: 12,224.5 ( 52.5) 12 13.911.3 ( 53.0) 16~315.8 ( 56.5) ( 54..0) 

Cu'RRENT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 711.0 596.2 707.9 541.3 489.3 609.1 
Debtors - Trade 6.175.0 6.242.9 7,099.0 7.413.8 7.749.7 
Debtors - Other 110.0 62.1 36.9 105.4 66.6 
Inventory 1,2,,°81.0 15.982.1 

20.655.2 ( 88.5) 20.953.7 ( 86(5) 22~930.8 ( 87.0) 24,042.6 ( 88.0) 24-.551• 8 ( 85.0) ( 86.0) 

Short Term Loans 3,714.5 3.34.7,,4- 3.22B.7 3.50B.0 4,058.6 3,571.4 
Creditors - Trade 3.551.8 3,587.5 4.48B.3 4.497.5 4,804.1 4,185.8 ~ 

Creditors - Other 26.7 21,,4 19.2 18.3 74.5 32.0 'd 
'd 

Dividends - P,r'eference 49.6 44.5 45.6 39.9 40.3 44.0 (j) 

Dividends - 584..6 686.B 701;...2 766.4 866.9 721.8 \:l p, 
Taxation 1.370.8 1.724.1 1,811.4 1 ,5112.1 ...,-
Current Liabilities other 240.4- 374.1 167.4- 292.0 ~ 

Loans - Subsidiary & -' 
I Assoo. Go. I\.) 

L 40.0) 
\jj \jJ 

TOTAL CURRENT I +:-
-' -' 

NET CURRENT ASSETS 

'rOTAIJ NET JU:lSETS: ( 100.0) 



Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 

.l.JOflg-'.!.'er'IJj Liabili ti 03 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital -

BALANCE SHEETS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 29}& - (ii) NUl.U3ER OF COMPANIES: 54 

1959 1961 

276.7 281.8 289.6 
1,907.4 2,058.2 2,224.0 

283.7 226•0 
2,467.8 ( 10.5) 2,515.3 ( 10.5) 2,636.0 ( 10.0) 2,719.4 ( 10.0) 

77.8 .5) 71.4 .5) 74.3 .5) 82.2 ( .5) 

5.406.1 6,020.2 5.682.0 

'1,682.6 1,791.0 1,964.3 2,123.1 
1,750.4 2,106.3 2,913.3 2,972.8 

10,424.4 10.754.6 11,247.7 12,503.6 

1,492.5 1.388.7 1,388.7 1.301.4 

20,756.0 ( 89.0) 23.534.2 ( 89.5) 

23,301.6 (100.0) 24,1 ( 100.0) 26,244.5 (100.0) 27,384.5 (100.0) 

= 

AVGrage 1959-63 

300.6 285.7 
2,359.6 2,107.4-

2,880.4- ( 10.0) 2,643.4- ( 10.0) 

90.8 ( 1.0) 79.3 -) 

5,778.1 

12 6 

1 ,251.3 1.364.5 

3 ( 89.0) ---'~23,277.0 ( 90.0) 

-'--~ --~~""'" 

28,906.5 (100.0) 25,999.7 (100.0) 

~ ~~ 



Subsidiary 
Co. 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. & Local Bod;y 
Other 

Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 
Motor Vehicles 
Other Fixed Assets 
Intangible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 

Depreciation Provision 

Cash end Bank 
Debtors - Trade 
Debtors Other 
Inventory 

BanJc Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 

Creditors - Trade 
Creditors - Other 
Dividends - Preference 
Dividends Ordinary 
Taxation Current 
Current Liabilities - Other 
Loans Subsidiary & 

Assoc. Go. 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABHITIES: 

NET GtiRHENT ASSETS: 

~.'OTAL llE'r ASSETS, 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 26-60% - (ii) NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 55 

£ 

3,787.7 
1,727.2 

26,956.6 
25.950.6 
1,7670 2 

495.9 

343.5 
61,058.0 
17.8]9.8 

1959 
£ % 

43.178.2 ( 80.0) 

1,674.4 
7,759.7 

129.9 
15.355.4 

24,919.4 ( 46.0) 

3,S1t-6.9 
4.924.1 

121.2 
138.3 

1,2}o.5 
3,467.2 

423.7 

33.1 

3.959.0 
2,407.8 

28,442.1 
29,163.8 
1,953.0 

564.7 

2,494-.6 
8,308.8 

1960 

26~528.3 

3,259.2 
2,661.9 

32,098.3 
33.S1t-5.3 
2,081.5 

609.5 

672.6 

1961 

3,034.6 
2,999.6 

39.036.2 
40.474.5 
2,806.6 

698.4 

1962 

74,962.6 90,215.2 
24.592.0 

( 80.5) 50.370.6 (81.5) 

( 46.0) 

2,241.2 
10,474.2 

107.3 
:17J216.6 

4,890.5 
6,063.2 

158.9 
160,5 

1,707.0 
4,S1t-3.6 

S1t-901 

30,339.3 ( 49.0) 

2,126.1 
11,425.8 

118.6 
20,405.4 

5,645.9 
6,814.9 

186.7 
210.4-

2,013.3 
5,}OO.5 

534.1" 

34,075.9 ( 47.0) 

( 100.0) 

96.1 

2.312.3 

1,961.0 
12,072.3 

133.8 

4,819.1 
6,714.3 

135.2 
209.2 

2,1-15.6 
7 

1963 

64, 8)}. 5 ( 81.5) 

35;567.0 ( 44.5) 

Average - .... ---....--
£ £ 

124.2 

3,270.6 
2,662.2 

33,832.2 
34,928.6 
2,333.0 

6}0.4 

76503 
78,511-6.5 
25.542.4 

2,099.4 
10 ,008.1 

104.9 
18,073.5 

30,285.9 

4,477.5 
5,913.7 

150.9 
175.5 

1,706.3 
4,603.5 

509.9 

1959-63 
c1 
1° 

( 46.5) 



Represented by: 

Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
GBneral 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 
Issued Capital -

Preference 
Adjustment 

E.ALA.NCE SHEETS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: riEl' ASSETS 26-60% - (ii) NU,MBE..'l. OF COMPANIES: 55 

1959 1960 1961 1962 

£ £ % 

6,678.4 6,868.9 6,743.1 
4,262.3 4.337.3 4.497.0 

1.492.7 ( 21.0) ( 22.0) 
12546.5 

12,786.6 ( 21.0) ( 20.0) 

151.8 ( .5) 228.5 ( .5) 397.6 .5) 452.0 .5) 

7,205.2 8,382.6 8,533.8 9,353.9 

2,904.0 3,186.3 3.730.8 4,128.1 
4.770.0 5.566.0 5.940.2 7,821.3 

23,132.4 23,241.3 25.990.6 31,254.2 

4,274.1 4,534.3 4,534.3 5.331 ... 3 

,285.7 ( 78.5) ( 77.5) 48.729.7 ( 78.5) .8 ( 79.5) 
--- ---
61,913.9 (100.0) ----

7,273.9 
6,007.2 

5,148.7 
10.398.5 

5,239.3 

1963 

5,040.9 ( 19.0) 

494.1 .5) 

79,471.2 (100.0) 

Average 1959-63 
£ £ -----~ I" 

6,971.3 
4,927.5 

11389.2 
13.288.0 ( 20.0) 

8.737.1 

3,819.6 
6,899.2 

344.8 

== 

.s) 



(i) GROWTH RATE 0]<' COJ.lPANIES: NET ASSETS 61-10cfo - (ii) llU;.:mm OF COfJPA.IIJIES: 20 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AVere.r:,e 1959-63 
-~--'-}6~-" 

Investment - Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 60.2 61.1 289.9 62.1 62.6 107.2 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. & Local Body 837.5 964..3 1,858.7 1,624.4 1,1185.1 1.354.0 
Other 2,406.9 2.64.1.9 4,128.1 4,508.2 4,911-5.1 3.726.0 

Land and Buildings 16,832.8 20,608.2 22,1~2.5 25.213.7 29,319.6 22,819.3 
Plant and Machinery 20,~OO.9 22,261.2 23,988.4 26,706.6 28,817.8 2l",534.9 
Motor Vehicles 196.9 236.9 295.9 353.5 406.8 298.2 
Other Fixed Assets 813.6 1,569.5 3,392.8 7,175.6 13,165.0 5,223.3 
Inte~ible Assets -

Goodwill etc. 254•0 ~t?U 
42,602.8 66.980.q 79.505.5 

Depreciation Provision 10 1421·Z 18,841.6 

32,111.1 40,981.9 ( 85.5) 48,138.8 ~6.0) 

Cash and Bank 248.0 153.8 139.6 685.5 668.8 379.1 
Debtors - Trade 5,166.7 5.563.2 6,302.0 7,039.1 7.751.1+ 6,364.5 
Debtors - Other 2.2 1.7 76.7 79.0 15.3 35.0 
Inventol''Y 8 2812.1 12,54'L!Q 

14,229.0 ( 37.5) 15,459.6 ( 36.5) 17,459.0 ( 36.5) 20,344.6 ( 37.0) 21 6 ( 32,0) 17,1J9 1 .1 ( 36.0) 

~ 
"d 

Bank Overdraft and "d 
Short Term Loans 2 ,481.3 2,41.9.7 2,949.3 4.993.9 3 •. %7.3 

(l) 
f,j 

Creditors Trade 3$113.6 3,505.8 3,911.4 4,410.6 3.9Go.6 p.. 

Creditors Other 11.9 6.0 3.0 l!-o2 ~. 

Dividends - Preference 27.8 26.8 32.7 32.0 2').7 
-" Divi(tends Ordinary 500.1 921;·,7 762. t I 

Taxation Current 1,899.2 2 2,901, .• 1 ),211.11 l' :Xf.~j~ ~ I\.l 
\J1 \..N 

CU1'rent Liabilities Other 251.5 267.8 257.2 279.1 26909 I G;-Loan:) Subsidiary & -" 

Assoc. Co. 

TOTAL CU1UlFJIT LIABILITIES; 

NET Cur.REIIT ASSE:J.'S: 

TOTAL NET ASSETS: 37,997.7 (100.0) 50~~~jC~2 

~~~ ~;:;...:;---:-:.--::---: ~--::::::.:.:...-:::;-=:: 



Represel:!.te~ : 

Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenue Reserve -
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital

Ordimry 
Issued Capital 

Pref'erence 
Adjustment 

(i) GRo\'frH RATE OF COliPAI1IES: Nl,;:r ASSETS 61-1 ClO'% - (ii) NUJ:BIm OF COHPAiTES: 20 

12,911.0 12,692.3 12,473.2 
3,820.5 4,657.1 5,090.4 

6,975.6 ( 44.5) 7.641.6 7,933.8 

817.2 ( 2.5) 923.2 2.0) 731.7 

3,894.2 4,560.3 4,889.6 

- 994.5 - 679.8 1,084.2 
2,136.6 3,170.0 2,538.6 

14,226.3 15,702.6 19.758.5 

942.3 942.3 1,026.7 

20.204.9 ~) ( 56.0) 29.297.6 

37,997.7 (100.0) 42 (100.0) 47,963.1 

--

13.728.7 
5,539.8 

519.2 
37.5) 

( 1.5) 

4,692.1 

2,855.3 
4,071.1 

21,601.4 

1,027.0 

~) 

(100.0) 

---

19.787.7 

893.0 1.5) 

1f-,506.4 
6,01f1', .• 1 

1,027,0 

( 39.0) 

1,029.7 ( 2.0) 

~~~, ------40.382~~ 

(100,0) 65,042.0 (100.0) 

------

Av~;rC'Le 

13,915.8 
1,-,987.3 

993,2 

2.0) 

-' 
I 
[\) 
\Jl \.N 
I + 
[\) 0\ 



BALANCE SHEETS 1222 - 62 (£ 000) 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COl,IP1I.NIES: NET ABSETS 100;6 - (ii) NUI.IBER OF COMPANIES: 16 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Averaf,e 1959-63 

FIXED ASSETS 

Investment - Subsidiar,y 
& Assoc. Co. 5.4 85.2 180.3 1830 6 90.9 

Fixed Investment -

Govt. & :jjocal Body 1.0 1.0 100 3.7 1.9 
Other 184.4 268.0 249.3 378.1 309.2 

Land and 3,269.0 3,940.6 5,285.8 7.205.5 9,307.9 5.801.7 
Plaut and 3,465.8 4,027.3 5,127.0 7,621.2 9.746.9 5,997.6 
Motor Vehicles 488.5 657.9 788.2 1,228.5 1,1J.83.9 929.4 
Other Fixed Assets 120.0 145.2 160.7 211.9 252.7 178.1 
Intangible Assets 

Goodwill etc. 3;23.8 6°9.5 ...--!t.68 • .Q 

7,838.0 9.373.8 17 .438. 7 13,776.8 
Depreciation Provision 11818.:2 21209.6 4,686.4 32513.:2 

62019.5 i 78.0) 2z250 •0 ( 78.0) ~) 

CURRENT ASSETS 

Ca.sh and Bank 31.9 8.1 62.7 10.2 134.5 49.5 
Debtors - Trade 1,866.9 2,401.9 2,950.5 3,716.8 4,438.2 3.074.9 
Debtors - Other 37&8 10.4 18.9 48.5 46.8 32.5 
Inventory ;h748.9 6,601.1 ..2J05.5 

5,685.5 ( 74.0) 7.021.2 ( 79.0) 8,738.0 ( 73.0) 10,376.6 ( 64.0) 12,491.3 ( 62.5) 8,862.1; ( 68.5) 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 1~604.0 2,3}8.5 2,248.8 2.327.0 3.013.7 2,306.4 

Creditors Trade 1,485.9 1.755.3 2,359.2 2,629.3 3,291.6 2,304.3 ?> Creditors Other 18.2 9.9 9.5 71.9 1.4 22.2 "d 
Dividends Preference 19.8 26.4 28.6 32.1 28.'1 "d 

(1) 
Dividends - Ordinary 227.9 304.0 399.4 527.2 lr08.8 l:::l 
Taxa.tion Current 631.5 766.7 958.9 1,297.2 1,047.7 p.. 

1-" 
Current Liabilities Other 5.9 1.6 ~ 
Loans - Subsidiary & -'> 

Assoc. Co. D 
f\) 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES: It.009.4 ( 52.0 \ .L2:hQl 0\ \JJ 
I .;.::-

NET CURltENT ASSETS: 1 !6:z6.1 ( 22.0) ( 22.0 1 J ~ 

TOTAl, HE'r ASSE'l'S: 7,695.6 (100.0) 8,874.9 (100.0) 11,915.9 (100.0) 20,086.6 (100.0) 

~~ =-:;;:=:;:: 



l,W'.ANCE SHEETS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

.(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 100% - (ii) NUMBER OF COM PANIES : 16 

1.959 1900 1961 1962 1963 AveraGe 1959-63 

- £ £ 
;;:; 

£ £ "" £ £ 
.> 

.£ £ 
.4 

£ .t 
, 

i'o 70 ,J 7' I" 

Re;eresented b;z:: 

Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 229.4 214.8 454-.6 647.0 1,276.9 56l.t·.5 
Mortgae;es 84.5.7 1,105.4 1,644.4 2,120.5 2,680.0 1,679.2 
Long-Term Liabilities 

- Other 41·2 112·2 21 2. 8 200.4 _587.4 2,22.,2 
1,122.4 ( 14. 5) 1,433.1 ( 16.0) 2,312.8 ( 19.5) 2,967.9 ( 18.5) 4,544.3 22.5) 2,476.0 ( 19.0) 

Minority Interest 12.9 - ) 31.7 .5) 23.7 - ) 36.0 106.9 .5) l,2.2 - ) 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve 
General tl72.9 tl16.2 912.9 9b5.1 1,230.0 963.5 

Revenue Reserve 
Appropriation 839.6 1,043.4 1,258.7 1,528.3 1,862.5 1,30G.5 

Capi tal Reserve 537.2 628.9 1,404.2 2,510.5 2,fr15.8 1,591.3 
Issued Capital -

Ordinary 3,642.3 4,154-00 5,200.8 7,189.1 8,398.5 5,716.9 
Issued Capital -

Preference 668.3 767.6 802.8 1,002.8 1,067.8 861.9 
Adjustment 6,500.3 ( 85.5) 7,410.1 ( 83.5) 9,579.4 ( 80.5) 13,21 5.8 ( 81.5) 15,435.4 ( 77.0) 10 ,4lt.G.-1 ( 81.0) 

---
7,695.6 (100.0) 8,874.9 (100.0) 11,915.9 (100.0) 16;219.7 (100.0) 20,086.6 (100.0) 12,958.3 (100.0) 

.= = ---- > --- -- --- ---- 'd 

16 
::J p.. 
1-'-
~ 

..Jo 

I 
I\.l 
(j\ 'vi 
I ..j::" 
I\.l CP 



SOURCES OF FIN1\l')CE 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Long-Term: 

Proceeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 
Ordinary Shares 
Preference Shares 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 

Increases in -

Minority Interest 
],jiscellaneous Sources 

Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft 
Trade Creditors 
Other Creditors 
Other Current 

Liabilities 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc o Coo 

Total External Finance: 

IN'L'.mNAL SOOaCES 

Retained Income: 

Depreciation 
Retained in Reserves 

Increase in: 

"Income Distribution" 
Liabilities - Dividend 

- Ta.:'ilition 

Toto} Internal Finance: 

Total Sources of Finance: 

£ 

211.0 
217.7 
100.7 

1.3 

1959 

£ 

751.5 

__ -_~2 

251.5 
417.2 

82.2 

750.2 

~ 852.7 

1,602.9 

1,h03.lj· 
468.0 

1,871.4 

121.9 
~ 

~ 

3,728.5 

% 

( 20.0) 

FINANCING AND TIlVESTlIENT 1959 - 63 _if_ 00.2.2. 

nmUSTRY NO.1: BEVERAGES - NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 8 
OTIP.m FOOD - NUl\!Bl':,.'l OF C Ci,:Fj'llIIES: .12 

TOTAL 27 

1960 1961 

£ 

1962 1963 Average 195')-63 

£ £ ----%--- £ ~- --£--£----~ --£---£--------yr- -:£------:c--------yr-

168.3 
2,358.2 

3,020.1 

241.7 
215.4 

83.5 
1,502.3 

11.3 11.0 

35.5 

_--,-11:,.:0-".3 ___ ~.Q. 

3 p031.4 (52.5) 2,031.9 (38.0) 

83.8 
187.7 

175.9 
200.8 

2,791.6 

22.7 
71!-6.8 

- 56.5 
2,535.0 
-12.0 

3,173.0 

43.7 90.3 

21.3 

_-",43<.:.-\.7 __ -=- __ ~ 
2,835.3 (45.0) 3,263.3 (50.0) 

55.3 
99.3 
62.7 

71.7 
1,815.1 
_3·.:1. 

26.6 

209.9 
158.4 

.6 

2,355.7 

__ le-'h..s 
2,382.3 (43.0) 

.. L~.2!2) - 35.6 304.1 

( 43.0) 3,335.5 

24.7 

~ 282.5 

( 58.0) 

,529~3 ~ =.JJJ.5 _568.7 0.0 ) ~7.9 - 270.4 

2,561.2 (48.0) 3,404.0 (54.0) 2,992.9 

(- 4 • .2.2. -3003 _)2_6.f!. 
( 46.0) 2,779.1 

L7.·2) 
( 50.0) 

Ul&2. 
(100.0) 

-

1,471.3 
~ 
2,194.6 

67.1 
~ 

~ Llt2~ 

5,755.0 (100.0) 

--- .---

1,436.5 
~ 
2,284.2 

173.9 
...2§M 

2,742.0 

5,303.2 

D.?_~ . .c~) 
(100.0) 

-----.,. 

1 ,590.5 
.212....2. 
2,510.1 

113.2 
247.9 

~L1d 1....46.0) 

6,275.2 (100.0) 

== ---

1,852.5 
h1l?4 
3,029.9 

88.1 
375_ • .Q. 

Ut9.l~ 

6 ,,'IllS. 9 

~---

D!>_·_C2.) 

(100.0 

==::::= 

1,550.8 
_Q.2..l"--~ 
L,378.0 

112,8 
.. Jc.J9. 1, 

~j(J0~ D_O--,,_Q) 

5,5,:::90 (1JC,f)) 



fINANCING AND IJINESTMENT 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

INDUSTRY NO, 1 : BEVERAG-ES - Nu'1;BBR OF COUP.Al\TIES: 8 
OTHER FOOD - rlmBER OF C!l!PAlHES: .12 

TOTAL 27 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AV0rD.:::;c 1959-63 
£ £ % -~---- - ~.---- ---:-r~ 

INVES1'1llET £ £ jo 

.EXPENDITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETS, etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 989.2 1,965.7 1,833.1 
Plant & Machinery 1,120.7 1,153.4- 1 1,198 0 5 
!.lotor Vehicles 50.1 1 42.1 119.4 138,2 3-".7 
Other 113.6 507.4· 133.7 126.2 301, .• 4 237.1 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 3,045.1 ___ "_4 2,891.2 - 2993 2,256.4 - 74.7 3,290.0 4,930.4 - 24.i!. 3,282 0 6 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 4.5 32.1 228.9 - 227.9 .5 
Govt. & Local Body 103.2 805.2 - 352.3 
Other 107.8 - 646.1 848.7 1,882.8 1.779.1 1,198,9 552.2 619,'1 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 375.3 3,408.3 224.1 1,1,51.0 695.1 1,230.7 
Other ExpenditUre on 
C6.pital Account - 49.6 - 33.4 - 64.7 - 149.9 605.1 - '180.5 

Miscellaneous -
Adjustment rue to 

Consolidation - 367.7 - 335.4- - 263.9 - 117.9 - 391.L, - 295.3 
Residue.l and other 

Adjustments ___ ,_4 - 264.3 ~ -
Total Expenditure on 

Fixed Assets, etc. 3,109.1 ( 83.5) 5,276.5 ( 91.5) 4,034.3 ( 76.0) 5,741.5 ( 91.5) 5,164.6 4,665.1 ( 85.0) 

INCREASE IN CUP.RENT 
70-ASSETS I etc. 'd 

Cash and Bank - 149.1 - 216.6 261.9 - 156.2 .1 'd 
(j) 

Trade Debtors 517.4 438.7 77.0 790.9 I::l 
Other Debtors 3.1 Po 

Inventory 1,046.8 194.8 ~. 

Total Increase ill Current -' 

Assets, etc. 1,268.2 ( 24.0) ~ 
I 
N 
--() \N 

TOTAL LWESTMENT 3.728.5 5,755.0 5,303.2 (100.0) 6,27,).2 6,~1)').9 (; OJ ,,0) I \J1 
N 0 

= --- --- -----~ "~--.--"'" ----. 



FINM,cING AND n!VESTlilENT 1959 - 6.Llf...QQ.Q) 

,INDUSTRY No, 2: WOOLLEI': IHLLS - ,wIlBER OF C (l,IPANIES: 8 
CLOTEING IW1ID'ACTURERS - IlUEBEH. OF COJ!P,pJllIES: 

TOTAL 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AverG.{;e 19:)9-63 

INVE~ 
£ £ % -£------£.----~~ 

EXPEIIDITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETS I etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

LB11cl 8: Buil d:ing 122.iJ 224.5 419.3 348.8 
Plant & Machinery ]08.9 1,241.1 1,173.7 1,0)4..5 
Motor Vehicles 1.4 1.1 2.9 6.1 5.9 1.1 
Other 7.7 20.3 20,3 7.8 15.3 14.3 

G<Jodwill and other 
Intangibles 840.lt· 1,1;.01,8 14.1 1,502.9 -12& 1,616,9 1,658.9 __ ~~!L 1,1,011 •• 1 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 33.5 6.7 
Govt. & Local Body 10.0 8.0 - 29.5 4.8 .2 4.5 
Other ~ 134.7 ~ 70.3 ~ - 129.3 ~ - 29.1;· __ Il..!2 111.6 _£2...~ 31.5 

Acquisition o~ Subsidiaries 1.7 751.1; 124.9 538.1 503.8 383.3 
Other Expenditure on 
Capital Account 2.1;. - 32.8 - 62.1 - 44.1 25.4 - 33 • .3 

Miscellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation - 583.3 7.9 - 136.4 34.1 -149.2 
Residual and other 

Adjustments ___ ,_1 -1hQ ~ - =-149.2 

Total Expenditure on 
Fixed Assets, etc. 971.0 ( 51.0) 1,611.6 ( 71.0) 1,41,1\ .• 4 ( 75.0) 1,940.8 ( 68.0) 2,214.8 1,636.4 66.5) 

Cash and Bank - 43.9 72.0 - 161.0 - 126.1 12.6 
Trade Debtors 366.3 222.5 360.4· 193.7 282.4 
Other Debtors -1,072.1 - 16.1 1.9 18.5 - 216.8 
Inventory ~ 821.2 :;t:> 

"d 
Total Increase in CUrrent "d 

(() 
Assets. etc. 929.1 il2.&) W·o) -.29M ~) .LJ3~..5) I::l 

p., 

1,900.1 ( 100.0) 2,277.7 (100.0) 1,919.7 (100.0) 2,848.1 (100.0) 3,~07.4 (100.0) ,470.;; (100.0) 1-" 
~ 

--- --~ == --- --- ~ .... - ..... ~- ...... ---- -' 
i rv 

CO VJ 
I VI 
-' -' 



SOURCES OF Fll1ANCE 

EXTEIUlAL SOURCES 

Long-Term: 

Proceeds rrom Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 
T.iortgages 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 
Ordinar-JT Shares 
Preference Shares 

Total Receipts rrom 
Loan and Share Capital: 

Increases in -

j,linority Interest 
Miscellaneous Sources 

Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Banlc Overarart 
Trade Creditors 
Other Creditors 
Other CUrrent 

Liabilities 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. 

Total External Finanoe: 

INTERNAL S (uRCES 

Retained Income: 

Depreoiation 
Retained in Reserves 

Increase in: 

£ 

202.5 

7.4 
345.7 

369.5 
- 25.1 

7.4 

- 42.0 

"Income Distribution" 
Liabilities - Dividend - 19.5 

- Taxation ~~ 

Tot'll Int~rnal Finance: 

Total Sources of Finance: 

ll1DUSTRY NO.2: I'IOOLLEN lULLS - Nill,IBfu'1. OF COMPANIES: 8 

1959 

£ % 

540.8 

~ 
593.9 (31.0) 

£ 

- 43.6 
206.3 

7.4 

CLOTHING 1,IANUFACTURERS - NUl.IBER OF COl,IPANIES: 8 

1960 

£ 

~ 
807.3 (35.5) 

- 129.0 
139.5 

326.4 
277.7 

- 29.6 

71.0 

~ 
96.1 (5.0) 

TOTAL 16 

- 25.1 
506.9 

- 160.6 
619.4 

=-2-9.ti 

108.2 

- 254.8 
326.9 

108.2 

972~ 1 (34.0) 

1,350.0 
- 388.4 

- 96.4 
711.0 

264.9 
84.8 

49.6 
384.5 

=-_1.hl 

12.5 43.1 

31.9 

-.£...2. _ .. !+5'!..1. 
1,588.7 (46.5) 811.6 (33.0) 

111.9 
124.6 

8.6 

~ .LJ£.Ql ~ ~ ..l.1.1&2. - 22.2 ~ i22,.&). _9Jh2 ~ LI~) =-~ - 69.9 i::...b..2.)~~ 252.2 ~Q) 

1,063.3 (43.0) 903.7 (47.0) 1,060.8 (46.5) 648.4 (34.0) 1,187.7 (41.5) 1,518.8 (44.5) 

--22.6.!+ .03.0 ) 

1,900.1 (100.0) 

1,216.9 (53.5) 

2,277.7 (100.0) 

= 

750.7 
......2±:&2. 
1,183.0 

1,270 ~) 

1,919.7 (100.0) 

933.8 
545.4 

1,479.2 

h§.60'!-it .0..2.....2.) 
2,848.1 (100.0) 

1,002.3 
586.4 

1,588.7 

3,407.4 (100.0) 

780.6 
_I,)J.5 

1,213.1 

49.3 
__ 1..:'!.:!!:..1. 

-' 
I 
f\) 
OJ \..N 
I \5l 
f\) f\) 



~:g1JL._ AND JJW8S Tl,IEN'l' 195J-=--£LY: OO.Q) 

INDUSTRY NO. 3: FORESTRY AND ¥lOOD PRODOCTS - NULIBER OF C mPAHIES : 16 
PRllJTlllG- AHD RJBLISHllJG - NUUBER OF CO],[PlJTIES: 14 

TOTAL :JJ 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AvurE.[3e 1959-65 
SOURCES OF FINANCE £ £ ---;;r- --------------~ £ £ ----~ -£-----£------~r-

-------------_.;;::,-- -----.-.---~ ... -----.-.-.- --r-
/' £ £ /' /' £ £ /0 £ .£ ~o 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Long=TBrm: 

~oceeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 694.2 - 49.6 - 327.2 1,262.2 3,179.7 951.9 
],[ortgages - 21.5 140 6 372.4 759.5 1.51.1 315.3 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 4.5 150.9 52.8 498.8 2,825.2 704.6 
Ordinary Shares 367.7 148.9 2,186.7 4,668.5 1,177.3 1,709.8 
Preference Shares .-ill.~ 312.7 -.:&1 ~.2.. __ 3_C!.!.9. --.l1.2~1 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 1,447.9 577.5 2,356.8 7,939.0 7,663.5 3,996.9 

Increases in -

],linority Interest 12.3 26.8 6.2 4.4 - 45.3 2.2 
],Iiscellaneous Sources ~ ~ ~ __ It.~: :- 48.3 __ .?:..'1. 

1,460.2 ( 23.0) 604.3 ( 11.0) 2 ,350.6 ( 24.0) 7,943.4 ( 50.5) 7,615.0 52.5) 3 ,991,-. 7 ( 38.5) 
Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Bank OVerdraft - 390.4 - 250.5 487.6 1,785.7 160.6 360.2 
Trade Creditors 401.9 151.0 735.0 - 157.1 517.3 329.6 
Other Creditors .6 .4 .4· .6 4.7 1.1 
Other Current 

Liabilities - 89.2 21.3 110.6 - 11,.1.1 40.5 - 11.6 
Loans - Sub. & ;t> 

Assoc. Co. ~ - 81.8 .l:..1.&l~ - 83.6 1:..hl)~ 1,425.0 .L:!.2&) ~ ~ Lhl) _80.8 802'2 Lhl)-2.~ ~1)~ L.l..,Q) 'd 

~xte.rnal Finance: 1,378.4· ( 22.0) 520.7 ( 9.5) 3,775.6 { 39.0) 9,449.6 ( 60.0) 8,417.5 ( 55,0) 4,708.3 ( 45.5) 'd 
<1> 
~ 

llJTERNAL SOURCES p.. 
1-'-

Retained Incane: ~ 

Depreciation 3,607.6 3.330.2 3,086.0 3,500.6 ),860.6 ),4T1.0 -' 
Reta.ined in Reserves ~ ~ 2,270.0 ~..h2. ~9~ l.J'_C2..6.8 I 

-' 

4.704.1 4,396.5 5.356.0 5,792.5 6,170.2 5,283.2 '-0 \.N 
I \Jl 

IncrGa~l.!:!.: -' \.N 

"Income Distribution" 
Liabilities - Dividend 5703 188.1 118.6 345.5 29.6 147.[: 

- Taxation ~ 300.7 400.0 _139.0 ::J~1l:_'2 1G5Q~ 

Tota} Internal Finance: ~ ~) 4..2..88503 0° . ..2,) 5,874.6 L6J,;>,Q) fill-J7. 0_ L4.9.!.9.) ~_9~C~2 LJ:?_,Q) ;;~,_~1_0_Q ~~ L,;:!.,_,,j) 

Totalll2.~!,ces of !ina.nce: 6,338.2 (100,0) 5,406.0 (100.0) 9,650.2 (100.0) 15,726.6 (100,0) 14,50').0 (100,0) ~iO ,./~~lG '1 ( 

--- -- = --- -- = m. AliiWI ==== =-;-.::.:.:::'-=~~ 



Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 7 
Plant & 1!!ichinery 
Motor Vehicles 101.1 
Other 47.0 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles .:.........1.!. 3,099.8 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 2.2 
Govt. & Local Body 
other 1,436.9 

of' Subsidiaries 430.8 
011 

- 12.8 

Miscellaneous -
AdjufJtment due to 

Consolidation 4.7 
Residual and other 

Adju stments ';2 =--.2.&. 
Total Expenditul~ on 

Fixed Assets, etc. 4,949.7 

Cash and Bank - 32.5 
Trade Debtors 778.6 
Other Debtors 12.3 
Inventory ~ 

'rotal Incrcase in Current 
Assets, etc. 

6,338.2 

IIlDlSTRY NO.3: FOl:L:STRY AND WOOD PRODUCTS -
Plll.j'l'lln AND FUBLISHING 

1 ~070.5 2,355.9 
2,107.9 2,027.6 

188.2 143.4 
294.8 1,694.3 

---1.ti 3,659.7 1.6 6,219.6 

58.4-
66.8 - 567.1 

713.6 780.4- _ 839.5 357.8 

771.0 

- 79.7 - 105.3 

- 168.6 

4.5~ ___ 0_1 - 168.,5 

( 78.0) 4,364.9 ( 81.0) 7,074.6 

227.5 87.6 
390.8 1,231.5 

7.8 12.5 
430.6 

1 ,041.1 2,575.6 

(100.0) 5,406.0 (100.0) 9,650•2 

- =---=z= 

( 730O) 

8.0) 

(100.0) 

=~ 

OF COl,IPNTi":S: 16 
COllPl:J:!IES: 14 

TOTAL ?fJ 

1962 

£ £ 

3,350.3 

10,668.2 

-2,369.5 

4,858.2 

- 85.7 

13.2 

-2.hl. 

13,137.6 

155.1 
780.5 

15,726,6 

1963 

% 

5,677.0 

14,225'.2 

.3 
- 977.9 

268.8 - 709.4 

635.9 

- 129.9 

- 37.9 

- 10.7-

( 83.5) 13,977.2 

- 187.1 
58.3 
14.1 

642 <; 
-~ 

.LJ 6.5) 

(100.0) 14,505.0 

1,907.8 
3,239.5 

217.2 
2,212.7 

__ 1~. 7,57503 

i e7.9 
- 3211-~9 

.E§,2]. - 100.7 

1,339.2 

- 82.7 

- 39.6 

:::.....19~ 

8,700.8 

5C.1 ;t> 
647.9 'd 

5.6 'd 
(I) 

920.7 1:3 
~ 
1-" 

.1..t§1!t-a 3 >< 
-" 

-10,325.1 I 
I\.) 

~=.:::-:.:.:::. 
\.D \N 
I \Jl 

I\.) ~ 



FllIANCJNG AND INVESTMENT 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

INDUSTRY NO. 4-: DRUGS AND CHEMICALS - NUMBER OF Ca,IPANIES: 15 
NON-METALLIC MINERALS - NU1!BER OF COMPANIES: .1.2 

TOTAL 28 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Aver[;gc 1959-63 
SOURCES OF FJNANCE £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ ~s 

---- %- ------------r-£ £ £ £ r-o 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Lo~-Term: 

Proceeds from Loan and 
Share Capital -

Debentures .5 12.0 - 21.5 - 18.2 - 26.4- - 10.7 
Mortgages 821.9 - 28.6 - 48.1 - 97.2 214-.1 172.4-
Other Long-Term 

Loens 330.8 4-.1 57.4- - 158.8 334-.4- 111.9 
Ordinary Shares 720.3 25.B 646.3 988.6 529.1 581.4 
Preference Shares - 99.7 ~2 

Total Reoeipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 1,873.5 - 94-.6 634-.1 714-.4- 1,051.2 835.5 

Increases in -

Minori ty Interest 5.8 5.7 5.2 15.1 31.5 1003 
Miscellaneous Sources ~ --2d -...2d --1.2!.1 ~ ~ 

1,867.7 ( 49.0) - 88.9 (- 4.5) 639.3 ( 16.5) 729.5 ( 17.0) 1,082.7 ( 37.5) 845.13 ( 25.0) 
Short-Term 

Inorease in -

Banl( Overdraft - 52.0 - 15.4 283.8 1,115.9 - 840.6 91303 
Trade Creditors 104.0 - 130.2 4-71.9 65.2 96.0 121.4-
Other Creditors - 34.7 50.7 - 58.1 - 39.5 32.1 9.9 
Other Current 

Liabilities 33.1 20.1 128.0 82.1~ - 230.3 6.7 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. ~ ~ .L.1&L~ ~ ~~ ~ .L~:!~) ~ 1,238.8 (28.0) ~ ~ (-32.0) ~ 222.6 ~ 
Total External Finanoe: 1,889.6 ( 50.0) - 121.9 (- 6.0) 1,4-51.5 ( 38.0) 1,968.3 ( 4-5.0) 155.8 ( 5.5) 1,068.4 ( 31.5) 

llITERNAL SOURCES 

Retained Inoome: ~ 
'D 

Depreciation 1,217.1 1,24404 1,365.5 1,603.5 1,695.7 1,425.5 'D 
(1) 

Retained in Reserves ~ ~ ~ ~1. 815.5 -.l23~:2. 1:3 

1,801.3 1,865.3 2,199.3 2,368.7 2,511.2 2,149.11-
p., 
1-'-

Inorease in: ~ 

"Income Di stribution" -" 
I 

Liabilities - Dividend 68.5 63.1 66.6 15.3 55.1 53.7 \.N 
- Taxation ~ ~ ~ _...122·5 _:U.:!~ 0 \.N 

I \J1 

Total Internal Finance: 1,887.1 ( 50.0) ~129.7 (106.0) 2,382.,2 .L62 •O) ~].!.l ( 55.0) .2,756,8 ( 94.5) ~~t-08 ( 68.5) -' \J1 

Total Sources of Finanoe: 3,776.7 (100.0) 2,007,8 (100.0) 3,834.0 (1 00.0) 11-,385.4· (100.0) 2,9 12 .6 (100.0) j,3rJ?)0;~ (100,0) 



INDUSTRY NO. 4: DRUGS AND CHEMIClILS - NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 15 
NON-1JETiILIC MINERAIS - NUMBER OF CCfJP.AllJES: .1.2 

TOTAL 28 

19.59 1960 1961 1982 1963 Average 1959-63 
£ £ 7'~ £ .c 

mvESTMENT 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETS I etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 955.1 6'.9 1;.84..6 802.4 566.3 
Plant & Machinery 1,896.9 1,2,JO.4 1,609.8 1,407.1 1,488.4 
1!otor Vehicles 92.6 74.7 67.9 66.7 79.2 
Other 18.8 24.2 28.3 35.1 29.2 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 2,969.5 1.39lt..2 --.l!£ 2,197.6 13.3 2,324.6 11.1 1.968~4 2.170.8 

Investments -

Subsidiar:y Companies 1.7 399.1 58.3 91.1 
Govt. & Local Body - 512.6 75.9 - 38.5 281.lt. - 19.6 
Other - 272.4 ~ 191.2 3Blt..O 343.8 222.4 902.9 610.4 ~ 355.2 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 741.1 192.6 511.9 289.1 
Other Expenditure on 
Capi tal Accouu"t - 77.8 - 36.8 - 113.7 - 36.1 2}8.3 - 100.5 

Misoellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation 48.1 8.9 - 81.7 8.5 
ResidUal and other 

Adju stments ~ ___ 0_4 ~ :::........h.!t ~. -
Total Expenditure on Fixed 

Assets, etc. 2,618.a ( 70.0) 1 .5lt.4. 3 ( 77.0) 3,217,,3 ( Blt..O) 3.374.8 ( 77.0) 2,769.3 ( 95.0) 2. 701~.9 ( 80.0) 

INCREASE lN CURRENT 
ASSETS I etc. 

Cash and Bank ,J09.5 .58.0 102.4 - 454.5 - 249.7 - 46.9 
Trade Debtors 112.5 139.7 644.8 414.0 277.7 ~ 

'd 
Other Debtors - 121 .. 5 8.8 75.5 1.4 'd 
Inventory - 121.7 ....... 275.6 (l) 

::s 
Total Increase in Current p., 

Assets, etc. ( 23.0) 616.7 .1.....16.0) 1,01M _....§78.!l. ( 20.0) k' 
TOTAL INVEST1>!ENT (100.0 ) 2,007.8 (100.0) 3,834.0 (100.0) 4,385.4 (100.0) 2,912.6 (100.0) ),38.3.2 (100.0) -> 

i 
\N --- --- -===- -:-- = = 0 \N 
I \.n 
ru 0"\ 



1959 

Prooeeds from Loan and 
Share Capital -

Debentures 19.3 
- 15.1 

Other 
Loans - 51.0 

Ordinary Shares 198.0 
Preference Shares ----

Total from 
Capital: 151.2 

Inol:'eases in -

- 71.9 
Sourees ~ 

79.3 

Inoresse in -

Barile Overdraft; 77.0 
Trade Creditors - 113.4 
Other Creditors 22.6 
Other Current 

Liabilities - 25.7 
Loans Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. =--..:h2 -
38.3 

1,104.5 
~ 
1,874.2 

Increase in: 

"Income Distribution" 
Liabilities Dividend 24.0 

Taxation ~ 

2,008.2 

llmuS'l'RY NO.5: METALS MACH UlERY - mJ1.mE.'t OF COlJPANIES: 21 

2.2 
108.0 

- 46.2 
63.3 
~ 

56.5 

---
4.0) 

475.2 
356.3 

- 21.6 

7.4-

---1.2d 
( 2.0) 

1 112.4 

1,903.3 

64.0 
~ 

(100.0) 

ELIDJTRICAL lJACHINERY AND APPLIANCES - NUMBER OF COMPA,";1:ES: 8 
OTHER MANUFACTURD\1Q. - NU1JBER OF CO);!PANmS: 12. 

TOTAL 44 

1960 1962 

£ £ 

- 52.4 8.1 
247.)+ 367.1 

116.7 51.7 
1,181.4 2 

54.2 

172.2 1 ,511-7.3 2,698.0 

50.1 17.6 
~ 

228.7 ( 7.0) 1,597.1+ ( 30.0) 2,715.6 ( 55,0) 

249.1 - 215.4-
846.6 
10.6 

121.3 - 30.1+ 

828~ 1.J. 181 •O 12.2.5) (-12.0) 

1,056.7 ( 33.0) 2,778.4 ( 52.5) 2,128.3 ( 43.0) 

1,352.3 
1.159.1+ 

2,0910)+ 2,511.7 

62 •. 2 

2208~.§. 0222) 

3,137.3 (100.0) 5,305.9 ( 100.0) 4,932.6 (100,0) 

--~- ---.,.-~ .~ --~ 

Average 1959 - 63 

92.8 13.1 
329.2 207.3 

- 84.5 .7 
225.'2 737.7 

- 15.0 _.61.·2 

547.7 "1,0'2}."i 

16.7 1.3.8 

5611-,1+ ( 1 1,036.9 ( 

- 261.8 6h.8 
596.1 270.2 - 17.9 2.1 

60.9 26.7 

__ 2...2 
974.7 

~ 
'-0 

1,256.7 I-d 
1,0-14:.;: 

(l) 

i:l 
2,978.7 2,271.2 

p.. 
\-'-
>4 
-' 

78. 1+ 7)s5 I 
\N 

.~.?..1~ -" \N 
I \51 

li,)O·2 -' --J 

1, 

--- -,- .. ------



INDUSTRY NO. 5: l.IETALS AND l.\ACIlINJsRY - l'WH3ER OF COl,!PANIE'l : 21 
ELEC'rRICAL l.iACm:;lERY AND APPLIANCES - I!U1IBER OF Cat:PAlITES: 8 
OTHER MANUFACTURING- - l1U1.IBER OF COl!PANIES: 12. 

TOTAL 44 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AVOJ'GgG 19~9-63 
-_._-----

£ £ /.; 
-,~ -"--'-"...--

,J 

INVESTMENT 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 483.3 553.0 567.7 919.!+ 705.3 
Plant & Machinery 900.8 847.0 1,021.1 1,366.0 
Motor Vehicles 125.0 346.1 157.0 256.8 
OthCll' 12.6 26.6 11.0 41.2 42.5 26.8 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 1,529.5 1,777.1 1,763.1 2,650.5 __ 2~~ 2,581.5 ,0GO.} 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 2.}+ - 14.1 1.0 8.0 37.5 3.7 
Govt. & Looal Body - 11 30.2 37.2 - 31.1 27.9 10.5 
Other 33.1 --'h2. 21.6 ~ 160.7 __ 2_02 - 36.2 50.9 _~_21.~]. 46.0 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 42.7 61.8 552.3 1,821.2 592.2 614.0 
Other Expenditure on 
Capi tal Acoount - 161.0 - 74.4 - 16.5 - 70.7 - 39.8 - 72.5 
Misoellaneous -

Adjustment due to 
Consolidation 4IJ.7 - 24.6 - 17.4 - 366.8 - 289.9 - 131.6 

Residual and other 
Adjustments ~ - __ ---!2. - __ M - 288.0 __ 1.5 -

Total Expenditure on Fixed 
Assets, eto. 1,480.9 ( 74.0) 1,763.4 ( 56.0) 2.442.5 ( 46.0) 3.994.1 ( 81.0) 2,896.8 66.0) 2 .51l~. 7 

Cash and Bank 62.4- - 29.4- - 183.5 158.6 158.6 33.3 
Trade Debtors - 221.4 705.3 1,104.0 138.6 779.1 5°1.1 ;J> 
Other Debtors - 187.9 16.0 20.6 27,0 6.6 I'd 
Inventory ~ 62O!.l -..JJO:e'+ I'd 

(j) 

Total Inorease in Current ~ 
0.-

Assets, etce ~ ( 26.0) 1,373·2 2,863.4 L54.0) 1,,428 .i!. .L;4.0 ) 1-'-
~ 

TOTAL nmS'l1,J;Eli'T 2,008.2 (100.0) 3,137.3 (100,0) 5,305.9 (100.0) 4,932.6 (100.0) 11~,385.0 (100.0) 3,95:~09 -' 
I 

~~~ 

--~ = ~-~---.-... -_ ... - --",. \.N 
-' \.N 
i \J1 
N (X) 



(i) SIZE OF C 01.lPANIES : NST ASSETS £100.0 - (ii) NU1~ER OF COl.lPP1HES: 30 

1959 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 
£ £ 

Proceeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 7.6 2.2 
5.8 2.7 - 1 1 - 5.4- 5.6 

26.8 - 5.9 4-.5 - 3.5 - 1.5 4.1 
9.9 14.4 26.7 18.2 35.1 20.9 

---:.2 .1 

Total from 
Capital: 43.2 38.2 33.9 21.2 28.2 32.9 

Increases in -

.5 .2 .5 .2 
Sources - ..........:2 --.d. ~ ~ ---

43.2 ( 21.4) 38.7 ( 34.6 ) 34.1 ( 13.5) 21.7 ( 11.0) 28.2 ( 28.8) 33.1 ( 1 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft - 4.6 - 20.5 35.6 - 6.9 16.5 4.0 
Trade Creditors 26.0 - 37.9 50.9 62.0 - 10.4 18.1 
Other Creditors 12.0 - 11.9 
Other Current 

Liabilities - 2.3 4.0 2.1 - 1.8 .3 .4 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. 34.1 .l!Z.&) 84.8 LlliQ) - ~) --hl 
77.3 ( 38.4) - 20.8 (-18.0) 118.9 ( 46.5) 74.5 ( 37.0) 34.3 ( 35.0) 56.7 

~ 
'd 
'd 
(1) 

Depreciation 78.3 69.4 81.1 7803 
::::s 

90.3 p.. 
Retained in Reserves 1-'-

i>{ 

118.3 111.9 120.5 123.1 78.8 110.5 -\ 

I 
\...N 

Liabilities - Dividend - .9 9.4 7.4 - 2.3 2.2 3.2 I\) Iv-l 
Taxation ~ 11.3 ...llh2 I \J1 

_.!$ \.0 

.L§b§.) 125.2 ( 63.&) .ti]..!'.R. .l_~2a5) 

201.7 (100.0) 111.8 (100.0) 257.3 (100.0) 199.7 (1000.0) 98.7 173.7 (180.0) 

~ ~ ~ 



FINANClllG AND IN'VESTMl!NT_ 1952 - 63 (.£000) 

(i) SIZE OF CmJPA1'1ES: NNE ASSETS 

1959 19~ 1961 1962 Avera:;e 1959-63 

£ £ % 



FINAHCING AND INVEST1!ENT 12:29 - 6,:2 (moo) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS £100.0 - £500.0 - (ii) NUJ.IBER OF COMPANIES: 61 

1959 1960 19<>1 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

£ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ c' £ £ -;;;-- ~---£ ----~ 
SOURCES OF FINANCE I' I' 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Lon~Term: 

Proceeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 40.7 2.7 14.1 16.2 610.6 136.8 
Mortgages 100.0 19.9 583.9 239.7 492.1 287.1 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 3.3 46.6 73.2 - 26.3 466.4 111.3 
Ordinary Shares 467.2 242.9 1,290.4 2,314.0 1,056.7 1,074.2 
Preference Shares ~ _ 101.8 ~ - _12& _~!.i ----

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 756.2 413.9 2,033.7 2,543.6 2,640.8 1,677.5 

Increases in -

J.iinority Interest .9 2.5 1.7 14.1 24.1~ 6.7 
IIiscellaneous Sources ---=-~ ----~ __ -_=---hI __ -=- ---1h1 --------

755.3 ( 27.0) 411.4 ( 16.5) 2,032.0 ( 42.0) 2,557.7 ( 52.0) 2,665.2 ( 47.0) 1,684.2 ( 40.5) 
Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft 97.3 392.2 250.6 237.3 140.3 223.5 
Trade Creditors 401.1 1.1 583.4 145.5 442.9 314.3 
Other Creditors 18.0 - 15.3 - 36.5 3.0 - 49.9 - 17.3 
Other Current 

Liabilities 18.6 - 17.0 83.9 46.4 22.6 30.9 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. ~~ LjofuQ) - 12.4 346.4 .lJ..b2) ~~hl ( 20.0) - 34~~ ~) __ !.2.hl_707.0 .lJ..hQ.) _2M --.2.72.·2 .( 14.0) 

Total External Finance: 1,250.9 ( 45.0) 757.8 ( 30.0) 2,958.1 ( 62.0) 2,949.3 ( 60.0) 3,372.2 ( 60.0) 2,257.5 ( 54.5) 

INTERNAL SOURCES 

Retained Income: 

Depreciation 858.9 861.4 887.3 1,088.7 1,303.9 1,000.0 ~ 

Retained in Reserves ~ ~ 705.2 ~ -1l1.:L'!.1. 669.2 'd 
'd 

1,379.6 1,438.9 1,592.5 1,820.3 2,115.0 1,669.2 (j) 

Increase in: l:::l 
p, 

"Income Distribution" 1-" 
Liabilities - nividend 66.0 64.7 77.7 107.6 70.9 77.4 N 

- Taxation 90.6 ~ ~ ~& 114.1 _142.'2. -' 
Total Internal Finance: ~ ~.Q) .lz12Q..J. .L:z2.&l 1 ,794.5 i.2fu.C2l 2,026.7 UtQ.· 9) - ---- ~199_· Q L4:9_·Q) }Lq~8Lo2_ ~l)_.?l. I 

\..N 

(100.0 ) (100.0 ) 4,752.6 (100.0) 4,976.0 (100.0) 5,672.2 (100.0) 1.,147.0 (180.l') 
\..N \..N 

TotaJ,.. Source s of Finance: 2,787.1 2,547.9 I 0'\ 
-" -' 

-- = -- = --- --- --- ---- ~--~ ~-- - ~- ---



FINANCING AND INVESTMENT 12:29 - 62 (moo) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NST ASSETS £100.0 - £500.0 - (ii) NUUBER OF COJ.lPANIES: 61 

1959 1960 1961 19.62 1963 Average 1959-63 
£ £ % £ £ d £ £ % --£-- £ d ---.------~. ---.- ---..----- ~ .. -----

I' ,., £ £ 50 £ £ ~'~ 

INVEST1JENT 

EXPEimITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETS I etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land (;: Buildings 480.6 496.8 1,015.5 1,035.8 1,509.3 907.6 
Plant & Machinery 851.3 768.9 1,323.1 1,523.5 2,146.5 1,322.6 
!Jotor Vehicles 2]09 125.9 - 11.3 63.3 35.3 48.2 
Other 7.9 40.7 19.1 4.6 15.0 17.5 

Goodwill and other 
Intengibles -!!l. 1,368.1;. -.2..'!.!t 1,437.7 ~ 2,352.7 __ ._1 2.627.3 _1J.a 3,717.8 __ 4~.§. 2,300.7 
Investments -

Subsidiary Companies - 2.2 - 34.6 84.5 107.1 42 • .5 39.1; 
Govt. and Local Body - 3.5 7.3 - 12.6 49.9 - 52.3 2.2 
Other ~ 2.9 ~ 103.6 107.0 178.9 ~!2. 389.5 ---~~ 9.6 95.8 133.0 

Acquisition of Subsidies 464.7 33.8 503.0 1,325.8 961.2 657.7 
Other Expenditure on 
Capital Account - 111.1 - 28.7 - 37.2 - 172.1 - 114.0 - 92.6 
l!iscellaneous -

Adjustment due to 
Consolic1ation 36.0 - 24.6 - 21.8 - 214.8 - 234.3 - 91.9 

Residual and other 
Adjustments -~........2!±.& .2!2 :..2hl __ 0_2 ~ ~ - 225.7 =---E.d. - 246.5 _-hl ~ 

Total Expenditure on 
( 63.0) Fixed Assets, etc. 1,759.7 1,524.3 ( 60.0) 2 ,975.~· ( 62.5) 3,94408 ( 79.0) 4,308.9 ( 76.0) 2,902.5 ( 70.0) 

INCREASE IN CURRENT 
ASSETS i etc. 

Cash and Bank 23.5 310.1 - 115.3 - 23.9 48.9 4fJ.7 
Trade Debtors 193.3 512.0 706.1 381.0 676.0 493.7 
Other Debtors 16.9 - 34.9 1.2 113.1 4.2 19.6 
Inventory l22!l ~ ~ --2£:L,Q ~i -& ... .5. ~ 

'd 
Total Increase in Current 'd 

Assets, etc. 1,027.4 ~) 1 ,023~ 6 ( 4O • .Q) iLll1d:. .L&2) ~i2..hQ) 1.2.63. 2 ~.O) 1,21¥+·Z ( 30.0) 
(!) 

I::l 
Po 

TOTAL INVESTI.LENT 2,787.1 (100.0) 2,547.9 (100.0 ) 4.752.6 (100.0) 4,976.0 (100.0) 5,672.1 (100.0 ) 4.,111.7.0 (100.0) 1-'-
~ 

--~--- ------ ------ -' -- --- -- ------ -----~ --~-.--- ---.- ----
i 

'vi 
'vi 'vi 
I (J'\ 
I\) I\) 



(i) SIZE OF COJ:.PANIES I NET ASSETS £500.0 - £2,000.0 - (ii) NUl.IllER OF COlfiPANIES; 4-1 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Averaee 1959-63 

SOURCES OF FIIWICE 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Long--Term: 

Proceeds fro~ Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 9.7 12.3 165.0 141.1 120.2 
J.!ortgaees 1,118.5 332.3 46.7 452.1 840.9 
other Long-Term 

Loans 275.0 211.8 272.5 2.6 143.5 181.1 
Ordinar,y ShareS 291.2 2 1,830.4-
Preference Shares ~ =-...1.2& 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Shere Capital: 1,937.2 747.9 1,891.6 3,673.4 2,860.0 ,222 0 0 

Increases in -

I.linori ty Interest 69.8 67.0 55.8 .5 84.4 27.6 
l.liscellaneous Sources --..!..2 ~ 

1,867.4 ( 30.5) 814.9 ( 1 1,947.11- ( 25.0 ) 3,673.9 2,944.4- ( 34.0) 2,249.6 ( 2';).5) 
Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft 221.3 - 23.7 385.2 1,262.1 - 577.7 253.4 
Trade Creditors 178.7 503.1 729.9 711.3 - 20.4 420.5 
Other Creditors 11.3 7.5 .7 83.0 - 65.6 1!-.1 
Other Current 

Liabilities 48.3 - 39.7 41.5 - 58.5 105.5 19.3 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. ~~ L:Uh2l - 141.5 - 630.~ l:::..L.9l _3b.1. 
Total External Finance: 2,432.2 ( 40.0) ( 43.5) 2,313. 8 ( 27.0) 2,981.0 ( 39.0) 

INTERNAL SOURCES :» 
Retained Income: "d 

"d 

2,159.6 2,461.7 
(j) 

Depreciation 2,705.9 !::$ 
Retained in Reserves 1,440.1 ~ .L737.4 p, 

1-'-
3.424.9 3,599.7 3.773.7 4,641.6 5.555.9 4,199.1 X 

Increase in: -' 
"Income Distribution" I 

Liabilities - Dividend 139.8 148.6 107.5 \N 
..r::- \N 

- Taxation ~ ~6 I 0\ 
~ - U}~ -' \N 

6,110.2 (100.0) 5,299.7 (100.0) ( 100.0) 10,610.1 3,630.9 (100.0) 

--- --- ---. 



TINA-NelllG AND Il'WESTl,IENT 1952 - 62 (rooo) 

(i) SIZE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS £500.0 - £2,000.0 - (ii) llU],\BEll OF COMPANIES: 41 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

£ £ % -------------,;r-
£ £ I" 

INVEST],;EI!T 

EXPENDITUEE ON FIXED 
ASSETS 2 eto. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 1,838.6 1,101.3 1 ,321.4- 2,327.7 1,882.7 
Plant & Machinery 1,998.4- 1,624.7 2,4-68.2 2,897.2 2,312.9 
lfotor Vehicles 223.4- 234-.7 205.2 305.7 267.7 
Other 22.8 55.4- 23.9 78.9 52.5 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 4,089.2 3,016.5 ~ 4,033.5 5,588.7 ----M 5,854.4 ---..--!!l 4,516.5 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 2.1 41h5 87.0 25.9 
Govt. and local Body 14-1.5 110.4 - 259.1 1 19,0 
Other 61.7 390.4- ~ 778.2 _~2 282.3 686.4 ~ 439.8 

AcqUisition of Subsidiaries 23.5 295.8 846.7 2,299.7 1,304.1 953.9 
Other Expenditure on 
Capital Aocount 101.9 ... 83.1 - 166.9 - 178.5 485.1, - 203.1 

Miscellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation - 10.5 235.1 - 229.0 ... 262.6 ... 168.0 ... 181.0 
Residual and other 

Adjustments ~ =--...M __ ,_1 ~ - 226.2 ~ -l& =_..1]9.0 
Total Expenditure on 

Fixed Assets, etc. 4-.065.1 ( 67.0) 3.384..6 ( 6i.J..O) 5,265.3 ( 68.0) 7,733.8 ( 73.0) 7.191.5 ( 83.5) 5,526.1 ( 72.0) 

INCREASE IN CURRENT 
ASSETS! etc. 

Cash and Bank 19303 435.7 - 532.9 188.0 21.9 
Trade Debtors 239.0 557.7 1,4-49.0 4-17.9 765.0 ;J> 
Other Debtors .1 1.2 14-5.3 - 41.2 17.6 'ti 
Inventory 2,31hl 'ti 

(l) 

Total Increase in Current t:S 
Assets, etc. .L.2lli.Q L.!±85.4 ( 32.0) ~51~ ( 28.0) 

p., 
~. 

TOTAL Il'WESTMENT 6,110.2 (100.0) 5,299.6 (100.0) 7,750.7 (100.0) 10,610.1 (100.0) 8,630.9 7,680.0 (100.0) -' 
I ----~- ~--~ --- ----- \.),j 
-F- \.),j 
I 0\ 
f\.l +-



FJJWTCIHG AND lllVEST],;ENT 1959 - 63 (.'XJOO) 

(i) SIZE OF CmIPAHIES: NET ASSETS £2,000.0 - (ii) llU;,C,]<;R OF CO!\;P.lIl'UES: 13 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 AveraEe 1959-63 
£ £ (;I 

SOURCES OF FINANCE /0 

""' 
EXTERl'lAL SOURCES 

Lo~-Term: 

Proceeds from Loan 
and Sh~re Capital: 

Debentures 686.3 - 661.7 - 338.5 1,238.0 3,888.0 962.4 
Mortgages - 17.4 214.4- 1,046.3 25.2 424.8 
Other Long-Term Loans 180.} - 168.9 21O.} 638.7 
Ordinary Shares 2 2,985.9 5,523.5 2,767.7 
Prei'erence Shares 750.0 254.1. 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and ShF,xc Capital: 2,028.3 3.266.4 2,692.9 8,768.1 8,482.4 5,047.7 
Increases in -

Minority Interest 57.3 51.7 8.9 171!-.5 6.0 57.3 
Miscellaneous Sources ~ ~ ._...2.G1. 

2,085.6 ( 3,}18.1 ( 31.0) 2,701.8 ( 20.0) 8,942.6 ( 49.0) ( 49.0) r5,105.0 ( 36.5) 
Short-Tcm: 

Increase in: 

Bank Overdraft - 99.5 177.8 786.4- 1,}61.3 - 406.4 363.9 
Trade Creditors 158.2 144.3 1,127.6 - 759.5 568.0 247.7 
Other Creditors 46.7 56.1 - 10.7 - 36.5 59.1 4.3 
Other Current 

Liabilities - 106.2 17.6 178.0 8.9 231.2 - 30.1 
Loans - Sub & 

Assoc. Co. 2,065.9 .L1§&) ~ 641.2 L.!tQ) 

Total External Finance: 1,990.9 ( 23.0) 3,865.4 ( 36.5) 4,767.7 ( 36.0) 9,583.8 5,715.2 ( 41,0) 

INTERNAL SOURCES 

Retained Income: 7> 
'"d 

Depreciation 4,835.9 4,696.5 5,105.1 '"d 
(!) 

Retained in Reserves ~ ~ 2.972.1 i:::i 
p.. 

Increase in: 6,206.2 7,632•6 8,On.2 8,529.1 7,318.3 1-'-
>4 

"Income Distribution" 
-' Liabilities - Dividend 103.6 244. 7 269.2 324.8 193.7 I 

- Taxation ~ ~ _233. 2 \.N 
\J1 \.N 

Total Internal Finance: !h490•0 I 0\ 
-' \J1 

Total Sources of Finance: 8,592.8 (100.0) ( 100.0) 13,257.7 18,302$1 ( 100.0) 17 ,523. 7 (100.0) 

-== ==~ 



INVESTI,IElfr 

EXPEl'IDITU,l], ON FIXED 
~-Gtc~--~--

Tangible Fixed Assets 

LaIld C, Buildings 
PlaIlt to ],]achinery 
J.iotor Vehicles 
Other 

Goody/ill and other 
Intan&ibles 

Investments -

Subsidiary CompaIlies 
Govt. and Local Body 
Other 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 

Other K''Pendi ture on 
Capital Account 

Miscellaneous -

Adjustment due to 
Consolidation 

Residual and other 
Adjustments 

Total Expenditure on 
Fixed Assets, etc. 

INCREASE IN CURRENT 
ASSETS, etc. 

Cash aIld Bank 
Trade Debtors 
Othel' Debtors 
Inventory 

Total Increase in Current 
Assets, etc. 

-r 

1 ,915.0 
3,727.1 

106.5 
176.5 

1959 

£ 

~ 5,923.7 

4.4 
464.9 
906.7 1,376.0 

360.7 

- 86.8 

FINANCING AND INVESTMENT 1959 - 63 (.rooo) 

(i) SIZE OF C01WANIES: NET ASSETS £2,000.0 - (ii) NU';BER OF C011PAllIES: 13 

£ 

2,093.3 
3,641.3 

80.6 
775.7 

.9 
110.9 

1960 

£ 

- 188.7 - 76.9 

3,891.8 

- 135.9 

1961 
-r---£--

2,303.0 
3,136.3 

219.7 
1,845.9 

- 25.2 7,479.7 

229.2 
94.5 

1,259.2 1,582.9 

1,069.0 

- 153.7 

£ 

3,953.8 
4,330.2 

493.3 
3,488. 

1962 

£ 

- 45.2 12,221.0 

160.0 
-1,166.1 
__ 2.4 -1,000.5 

5,225.6 

- 33.7 

2,4570:) 
6,978.0 

270.1 
5,983.9 

- 948.1 
_876.1 - 72.8 

661.8 

Averace 
------~- . ~ """---_._--.-......,..... n n 

;;;... ,,:... 

2,544.5 
4,362.6 

231c.O 
2,1.54.2 

- 20.+ 9,574 .• 9 

80.5 
- 288.8 
~IO.2 361.9 

- 357.2 - 683.7 - 143.2 - 128.5 - 1+25.6 - 347.6 

~ ~02 - 684.1 ~ ::..J..!!.5.4 ~ =----B .::........14.~ ~..!l ~d -:::~:?.7.!2. 

- 78.8 
1,088.7 

-1,160.2 
.h2)1.~ 

7,211.4 ( 84.0) 9,584.2 (90.0) 9,332.5 (74.0) 16,404.7 (89.0) 15,374.2 (89.0) 11,681.4 (85.5) 

1 ,381.1+ .li§.&) 

8,592.8 (100.0) 

- 229.6 
178.6 

- 126.3 
1.227.6 

1,050.3 ~) 

10,634.5 (100.0) 

== 

261.0 
1,571.6 
- 13.8 
1,606.5 

~~ 

13,257.8 (100.0) 

- 118.0 
796.7 
33.8 

.1.>259.9 

1i?77.4 .L.~_hQ) 

1 3,382.1 ( 100.0 ) 

- 86.9 
172.5 

3.9 
1,867.8 

.:G3_49.5 ~2.) 

17,3;'3.7 (100.0) 

- 50.6 
761.6 

- 253.1 
1,493.7 

13,SYJ.O (100.0) 



FlNANCING AND rnvESTMENT 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

(i) GROWTH RATEl OF COMPANIES: NEl' ASSETS 25% - (ii) NUMBER OF CCMPANIES: 54 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 
SOURCES OF FINANCE £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % 
EXTElRNAL SOURCES 

Lo~Term: 

FTooeeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 6.3 2.8 2.2 7.8 11.0 6.0 
Mortgages 
Other Long"':Term 

82.4 80.2 14.2 165.7 135.7 95.6 

Loans - 36;4 - 35.7 - 31.9 - 90.2 14.4 - 35.9 
Ordinary Shares 186.1 6.0 325.0 185.3 .9 11rD.7 
Preferenoe Shares ·1 - 22.8 =-lbl. ::..~ ::.. 45.1 

Total Reoeipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 239.1 - 46.5 309.5 191.9 112.0 161.3 
Inoreases in -

Minority Interest .8 6.3 3.2 9.5 15.3 4.5 
Misoellaneous Souroes .8 - ~ ,2.2 9.:2 15.3 - _-hl 

239.9 ( 13.5) - 52.8 (-4.0) 312.7 ( 10.5) 201.4 ( 8.5) 127.3 ( 4.5) 165.8 ( 7.0) 
Short-Term: 

Inorease in -

Bank Overdraft 42.5 - 367.1 - 121.1 258.2 550.6 72.6 
Trade Creditors - 54.6 35.7 794.1 - 26.8 306.6 211.0 
Other Creditors 13.5 4.3 2.2 .9 71.7 17.3 
Other Current 

Liabilities 43.3 - 32.4 164.9 - 31.2 - 206.6 - 12.4 
LoBl1S - Sub. & 

Assoo. Co. - 1Zi J 27.4 1~2l - 21.4 - 286.2 .!:ii&) 68.0 222·1 , 22.0 l 2·2 202.2 ~)- 22.4 62 6.9 ~) .2 -1§§.7 .L 13.0) 
Total External Finanoe: 267.3 ( 15.0) - 439.7 (-35.0) 1 .216.4 ( 40.5) 403.6 ( 17.0) 824.2 ( 30.0) 454.5 ( 20.0) 

INTERNAL SOURCES ;I> 

Retained Inoome: 'd 
'd 

1,054.6 1.056.7 1,069.6 
<1> 

Depreoiation 1.093.0 1,130.0 1,080.8 l:::! 
Retained in Reserves 222.8 424·2 ,262.8 _ 691.9 ,27,2.0 -2)0·1 

p., 
1-'-

1.486.8 1 .~·79.5 1,626.5 1.761.5 1,703.0 1.611.5 ~ 

Inorease in: -" 

"Inoome Distribution" I 
\N 

Liabilities - Dividend - 15.4 97.2 18.4 41.2 101.0 48.5 ()\ \N 
I ()\ 

- Taxation 21.2 112.4 168.0 159.7 ..... J..1:1.,!2 --' -...] 

Total Internal Finance: 1 a222.2 . ~) 1 g682.1 ~) 1 2812.2 ( 52.52 11962.4 ( 83.02 11891.,2 .l19.0) .L1l..:!.!2. i 80.0) 

Total Sources of Finance: 1.770.6 (100.0) 1,249.4 (100.0) 3,029.3 (100.0) 2,366.0 (100.0 ) 2,715.5 (100.0) ;::,226 0 4 (100.0) 
---~ == --~ 
- ...................... ~ 



FINANCING AND INVESTMENT 1959 - 64 (£ 000) 

(;1.) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET .ASSETS 2!J% - (ii) NU],IBER OF COMPANIEE: 54 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 
£ £ % 

INVESTMENT 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETB a etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 34J).4 219.3 324.5 426.3 578.9 377.9 
Plant & Machinery 723.3 472.3 724.6 762.6 1,023.2 741.2 
Motor Vehicles 1}4.5 318.5 144.2 167.4 227.2 198.3 
Other 14.7 23.4 20.0 9.9 29.5 19.5 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 1.213.1 1,037.8 1.6 1,214.9 1,365.2 1.859.8 1.2 1,338.1 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 2.7 45.5 1 .. 6 54.4 58.8 13.7 
Govt. and Local BodiY' - 77.4 20.2 12.8 - ·13.2 - 12.3 
other j38l~ 63.5 "112 - 2.4 8ZI~ 98.8 -~ 191.4 510.6 110.2- 172.3 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 29.5 2.7 128.0 296.5 16.0 94.5 
Other Expenditure on 
Capital Account - 128.6 - 90.2 - 187.1 - 202.0 - 225.5 - 166.7 
!,!iscellaneous -

Adjustment due to 
Consolidation 43.1 2.5 3.4 - 233.2 - 11.0 41.1. 

Residual and other 
Adjustments 2.8 - 232.0 

Total Expenditure on 
( 69.0) ( 75.0) ( 41.5) ( 59.5) ( 62.5) Fixed Assets, etc. 1.219.9 941.3 1.249.6 1.412.1 2.134.8 1,391.3 

INCREASE IN CURRENT 
ASSETS I etc. ~ 

'U 
Cash and Bank ,52.9 - 114.8 111.5 - 166.7 - 52.0 - 33.8 'U 
Trade Debtors 76.4 67.9 796.1 290.2 336.0 313.3 

(I') 

~ 
Other Debtors - 186.8 - 38.3 - 25.2 68.5 7 - 29.8 0-

J-'-
Inventory 608.2 Z61·2 ~ 

Total Increase in Current --' 

Assets, etc. 1 &172.1 L2h21 I 
\.N 
0\ \.N 

1,770.6 (100.0) 1,249.4 (100.0) 3,029.3 (100.0) 2.366.0 (100.0) 2,715.5 (100.0) (100.0) I 0\ 
f\.) CO 

----- --~~ --~"'"~~ --- --"""--- ----



Prooeods from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentuxes 
Mortgages 
other Long-Term 

Loans 
Ordinary Shares 
Preferenoe Shares 

Total Reoeipts and 
Loan and Share Capital: 

Inoreases in -

J.linority Interest 
Misoellaneous Souroes 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft 
TraCle Creditors 
Othor Creditors 
Other Cuxl'ent 

Liabilities 
Loans - Sub & 

Assoo. Co. 

Depreoiation 
Retained in Reserves 

atribution" 
Liabilities Dividend 

Taxation 

923.5 
1,008.4 

283.3 
710.7 
2&).2 

1.8 

516.0 
500.3 

- 38.7 

- 98.3 

3,017.6 
.1.666~3 

4.,683.9 

FINANCmG AND INVESTlJENl' 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 26-60% - (ii) NUIIBER OF COMPANIES: 55 

1959 

3,186.1 

1.8 

3,184..3 ( 35.0) 

221 .2 , 1O.0l 

4..105.8 ( 45.0) 

~=' ( 55.0) 
9,122.4 (100.0) 

eo 

19&) 

190.5 
75.0 

832.7 

1 ~1~5.1+ 

28.0 

1,493.4 ( 20.0) 

- 61e6 
130.0 
31.3 

- 25.0 

1 • 770.8 ( 24.0) 

2,972.3 
~ 
4,778.7 

(100.0 ) 

- 125.8 
- 50.2 

42.5 
863.5 

8.1 

1,405.1 
862.8 

6.3 

150.4 

5,456.6 

730.0 

721., ( 7.0) 

22636.6 ( 28.0) 

3,358.5 ( 35.0) 

( 65.0) 

9,4.94..9 (100.0) 

4J+.7 
936.6 

9.5 

639.0 
- 172.1 
- 12.2 

- 14.7 

-

11-,135.5 
~81r.2 

6,419.7 

1962 

6,369.0 ( 46.0) 

6,768.3 ( 1~9.0) 

13.792.3 (100.0) 

- 26,1 
439.0 

4,9.1 
1.197.7 
=-1.'2.~ 

- 14..3 

- 965.6 
- 259.5 

51.5 

109.0 

1.51'4.7 

=-J ... 4.~ 
1,510.4 ( 19.0) 

l.:::12.-2.) 
306.2 ( 4.0) 

l2_6.C~) 

8,175.2 (100.0) 

183.5 
481.7 

2.7 
---'-

306.6 
213.7 

- 12.9 

24.3 

__ 6? • ..!l 

3,583.1+ 

,~L1.f:t"· ~; 
';i, '/47.3 

207.1 
-.2J.;L·l 

Averago 1959-63 

2 

2,667.8 ( 28.0) 



Ci) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET ASSETS 26-60% - (ii) NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 55 

1962 1963 

ON FIXED 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 2,246.5 1,415.9 2,272.3 3,734.9 1,769.1 2,287.7 
Plant & Machinery 3,423.2 3.420.4 3,545.7 4.047.3 4,650.9 3,817.5 
Uotor Vehicles 143.1 185.8 128.5 q·55.3 225.9 227.7 
Other 37.7 68.8 44.7 - 240.4- 69.0 4.0 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles 6 - 5,090.9 19.2 6,010.4 8,011.4- 6,725.2 ~.Q 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies .3 3.8 1.2 66.9 94.0 
Govt. and Local Body 171.4- -699.8 -1 3 - 3i¥l.7 
Other 1,192.0 446.4- 621.6 442~ - 255.7 - 567.0 139.0 ~J. 170.4 

Aoquisition of Subsidiaries 865.7 746.3 4, 534./j· 1 ,04lf..1 
Other Expenditure on 
Capi tal Aocount - 88.3 - 136.3 - 77.6 156.0 - 183.7 - 128.4 
Misoellaneous -

Adjustment due to 
Consolidation - 698.9 55./.c. - 98.5 - 187.2 - 185.8 

Residual and other 
Adjustments 4.4 694'2 22. 6 

Total Expenditure on 
Fixed Assets, etc. 6,959.5 ( 76.0) 5.747.4 ( 78.0) 6.479.0 ( 68.0) 11,777.3 ( 85.5) 7,249.4 ( 89.0) ( 80.0) 

;t> 
'U 
'U 
(I) 

- 281.7 
f:l 

Cash 8.l1d Bank 264.7 820.2 - 522.2 - 335.5 - 10.9 p., 

Trade Debtol'S 443.9 549&1 1,947.3 476.4 483.6 780.0 1-'-
N 

other Debtors 106.8 95.2 1 22.1 
~ 

Inventory 334.7 ~ ,15!t·2 I 

Total Increase in Current 
VI 
-.J VI 

Assets, eta. 1 ,608.8 3.015.:2 ~) I -.J 
I\J 0 

9,122.4 (100.0) 7.356.2 (100.0) 9.494.9 (100.0) 13,792.3 (100.0) 8,175.2 9 ( 100.0) 

---- ",--...,--= ---"--
--~ -~~-"""""'" ----- --~-



.(i) GROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: NET MISErS 61-10~ - (ii) l'nTh!BER OF COMPANIES: 20 

1959 1960 1961 1962 

£ £ ---r 

Long-=Term : 

Proceeds from Loan and 
Share Capital -

Debentures - 197.6 - 822.0 - 275.8 1,247.5 4.005.0 791.!~ 
Mortgages - 45.5 821.7 389.2 341.1;- 271.8 355.7 
other Long-Term 

Loans 239.7 47.7 70.1 148.9 2,50iJ .• B 602.2 
Ordinary Shares 531.7 2,182.2 2,893.1 2,741.5 2,376.6 2,145.0 
Pre~erence Shares .4 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 528.3 3,130.8 4,479.7 9,158.2 3,905.2 

Increases in -

!.!inority Interest 81.1 95.0 72.4 165.9 98.9 102.7 
Miscellaneous Sources 72.4 - -19hl ---

609.1+ ( 12.5) 2,324.6 ( 32.0) 3,203.2 ( 34.0) 4,645.6 9,257.1 ( 64.0) 4,007.9 ( 41.5) 

Increase in -

Bank Overdraft - 420.1 230.2 322.1 1,998•8 219.2 
Trade Creditors 15.7 176.0 286.5 375.6 255.6 
other Creditors 8.5 5.9 - 50.4 3.0 3.5 - 10.9 
Other Current 

Liabilities 13.3 16~3 3.8 23.1 8.0 8.2 
LoC';ns - Sub. & 

Assoc. Go. 26~8 Lbg)- hlt!l2 !210 i 1 ~ i:....it&2. =--.J.J'Q ~!t.62-,,_1_ U.J'QL 
Total External Finance: 263.6 ( 5.0) 2,742.6 ( 38.0) 3.71303 ( 40.0) 7,029.3 ( 56.0) 8,638.0 ( 60.0) 4,'+77.0 ( 46.5) 

7> 
I.NTERN:AL SOURCES I'd 

I'd 
Retained Income: (J) 

1::1 
Depreciation 2,89101 3,075.4 

p.. 

Retained in Reserves 2 1172.6 ..G204.9 
~. 

4,154.7 4.220.1 5,070.7 5.123.6 5,331.1;. 4,7ilO.3 --' , 
Increase in: \.N 
--nynOOiiieDistribution" 00 \.N 

I .~ 

Liabilities - Dividend 23.3 151.9 135.2 127.2 --' ".~ 
- Taxation _-.?2~·J.. 

5.625.2 L4D·O) 

7.163.5 (100.0 ) 9,338.5 (100.0) 12.587.9 (100.0) 14,391.7 (100.0) [\ 
,/ 



(i) G-ROWTH RATE OF COMPANIES: WEI: ASSETS 61-100";0 - (ii) NU1JBER OF COMPANIES: 20 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

INVESTMENT 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXlID 
ASSETS! etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Lam &: Buildings 1,373.3 1,1;.17.2 1.01;.9.1 2,266.3 2,592.6 1,739.7 
Plant &: Maohine;r:y 1 ,81;.3.1 1,555.0 1.711;..7 2,801.1 4,041.9 2,391.1 
Motor Vehicles 37.9 - 219.0 37.2 43.6 33.5 - 13.3 
Other 152.1 755.9 1,809.0 3.776.5 5,956.7 2,490.0 

G-oodwill and other 
Intangibles 3.404-.9 3.508.8 - 2Z·0 4,583.0 8,850.9 ~ 12,600.6 6,589.6 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 1;..2 .9 228.9 - 227.9 .6 1.3 
Govt. and Local Bod,y 135.0 894-.3 - 139.3 
Other 282.2 - 280.0 1 1226.2 2,6ro.1 156.5 407·2 269.2 555.0 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 369.5 3,258.4- 872.6 1,314.7 1,021.6 1,367.3 

Other Expenditure on 
Capital Aooount - 65.9 - 20.8 - 59.0 8.7 - 455.1 118.4 

lJiscellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation 357.2 - 101.9 223.7 22.6 - 432.4 227.6 
Residual and other 

Adjustments -~ 224-.0 

Total Expenditure on 
Fixed Assets, etc. 3.629.9 ( 77~O) 7,832.7 10,060.0 ( 80.0) 13.000.1 ( 90.0) 8,175.5 ( 85.0) 

:» 
'"0 
'"d 

Cash and Bank - 191.0 - 94-.2 15.1 - 28.6 (j) 

l:l 
Tra.de Debtors 139.7 579.9 611.1 p.. 
Other Debtors .5 2.3 - 63.7 1-" 

OJ 

Inventory 872.8 n 

-' 
Total Increa.se in Current I 

Assets, etc. \..N 
OJ \..N 
I ~ 

1",7"16.7 (100.0) 7»1 (-100.0) 9.338 0 5 (100.0) 12,587/.1 (100.0) 14,391.7 9 [\) [\) 

-~ 
=~ ~~ 



SOURCES OF FINANCE 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Long-Term: 

Prooeeds rrom Loan and 
Share Capital -

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 
OrdinarJ Shares 
Prererenoe Shares 

Total Reoeipts ~om 
Loan and Share Capital: 

Inoreases in -

l!inority Interest 
Misoellaneous Souroes 

Short Term: 

Inoreas e in -

Bank Overdraft 
Trade Creditors 
Other Creditors 
Other Current Liabilities 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. 

Total External Finance: 

INTERNAL SOURCES 

Retained Income: 

Depreciation 
Retained in Reserves 

Increase in: 
--.;rncome Di stri bution" 

Liabilities - Dividend 
- Taxation 

Total Internal Finance: 

Total Sources of Finanoe: 

FlNAN::ING AND INVESTMENT 1959 - 63 ~qQQl 

(i) GROWTH RATE OF COJ.IPANIES: NET ASSETS 1001~ - (ii) NUJ.!BER OF COl.!PANIES: 16 

1959 
-,-£--'£'~"% 

- 15.0 
161.7 

7.7 
420.8 
~ 

- 93.6 

811.4 

---~ 

76.1 
302.6 
11.4 

717.8 (34.5) 

£ 

- 14.6 
257.0 

65.5 
408.1 
~ 

724.3 
266.9 

8.4 
5.9 

1960 

£ 

817.7 

817.7 (29.0) 

£ 

239.9 
494.5 

100.8 
1,574.5 
~ 

- 4.5 

- 148.3 
541.2 

1.5 
5.9 

£ % 

2,481.8 

£ 

192.3 
293.3 

- 31.9 
3,321.4 

200.0 

1962 

£ 

3,975.1 

£ 

628.9 
506.3 

353.9 
1,602.3 
,~ 

2.8 

622.6 
508.7 

- 73.0 
2.2 

Average 1959-63 

£ 5r- --£ ---- £ --:;;Tg-

---2& 
3,159.2 (49.0) 

206.3 
342.6 

96.1 
1,465.4-
_'!20.1 

-18.1 
=-..:!Jl'!.!. 
2,230.4~ (53.0) 

~ ~ ~ ~ 970.5 ~ ~ _It!+9.4 ~ =--43. 2 - 43.2 ~ ~ h 160.4 ~ ~E!. 2~6.8 ~~ 

519.2 
~ 

80305 

50.7 
~ 

1,114.6 (53.5) 1,788.2 (63.5) 2,926.7 (70.0) 3,936.6 ( 72.5) 4,319.6 (67.0) 2,817.2 (67.0) 

~~) 
2,082.1 (100.0) 

= 

510.5 
309.0 

819.5 

~0.2. ~) 
2,824.7 (100.0) 

UQ.~) 
(100.0 ) 

895.3 
462.0 

1,357.3 

l.rl?2~ .In.o.2.) 
5,1;.21.6 (100.0) 

---~---------

1,231.3 
...,i.12.8 

1,844.1 

~, 123 <& .l').l.~) 
6,443.2 (100.0) 

753.0 
---.!t.Q.5 • 0 

1,153.0 

1...1).€~.l. 
4,1 85.5 

t.)]..Q) 
( 100.0) 



FDW1CING Aim INVESTME1\"T 1222 - 602 (£ 000) 

li) GROWTl! RATE OF COlJP.M'IES: NET ASSETS lcq& - (ii) NUMBER OF COMPANIES: 16 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 .Aver~e 19,9-63 

£ ;; "" £. £. '" 
INVESTMENT (0 I" 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXED 
~S. etc. 

Tangible Fixed Assets 

Land & Buildings 308.1 665.2 1,028.4 922.1 1,909.0 966.5 
Plant & Machinery 644.0 627.4 1,035.7 2,046.2 ,112.1 
Motor Vehicles 54.8 168.7 104.5 197.1 147.4 
Other 4..8 25.2 12.3 20.1 27.0 15.9 

Goodwill and other 
Intangibles -M 1,009.7 1,436.5 --1.:1 2,183.6 2,322.8 4,103.1 -.2-.Q 2,236.9 

Investments -. 

Suhsidiary Companies 2.5 5.4 85.2 95.1 3.3 35. ~ 
Govt. and Local Body .3 
Other =--2!h1 - 97.6 82.6 78.2 ~ 60.5 198.6 - 25.1 --2-.Q h2.o 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 449.9 94..7 671.8 ,715.3 857.1 ::;:07.7 

Other Expenditure on 
Capital Account - 20.9 9.5 - 38.5 - 37.3 - 174.3 - 56.1 

Miscellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation - 17.6 - 140.1 - 222.4. - 262.4 - 204.4 - 16).3 
Residual and other 

Adjustments =---..h.2 =--.J.2.!.l ~ -1.!.1 - 220.3 _1d - 202.2 --hl - 167.0 

Total Expenditure on 
Fixed Assets, eta. 1,322.0 ( 63.5) 1,516.3 ( 53.5) 2.657.1 ( 64.0) 4,939.1 ( 91.0) 4,638.6 ( 72.0) 3,014.3 ( 7.l.0) 

DICREASE IN CURRErtr 
» 
'"d 

ASSETS. eta. '"d 
(l) 

Cash and Bank 26.7 - 23.8 54.6 - 52.9 124.2 25.8 ~ 
ll-

Trade Debtors 283.1 519.8 456.2 276.8 573.2 421.f.l 1-'-
Other Debtors 23.8 - 27.4. 8.S 29.6 1.7 6.t, >4 
Imantory 426.5 ~ ~ 229.0 ~ ~ ..JI, 

Tote.l Increase in Current I 
VI 

Assets, etc. ~) ~ ( 46.5) 1.q.98.4 ~ .!.t.804 • .i ( 28.0) \.0 VI 
I ....:I 

TOTAL TIlVESTMlllt\'T 2,082.1 (100.0) 2,824.7 (100.0) 4,155.5 ( 100.0) 5.421.6 6,41>3.2 (100.0) I\., 1D5.:- (KO.O) 
f\) .J:'" 

-= --- = --- =~ = . ~,.;:..,:: --



APPROPRIATION OF INCOME 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

YEARLY DA~: 145 COMPANIES 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

.£ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % 
Opening Balance from 

Operations 23,231.5 25,282.8 29,074.3 33,696.4 36,849.4 29,626.9 

~ Income from 
367.5 Investments 478.2 557.5 651.4 737.4- 558.4-

Other Income 247.6 339.7 288.7 262.3 272.8 282.2 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 122.2 7.4'2.0 22•6 210 .:2 100.:2 946.5 72.9 286•6 102.9 12120.1 101.1 941·1 
23,976.5 26,193.3 30,020.8 34,683.0 37.969.5 30,568.6 

~ Directors Fees 214.3 236.1 239.6 262.3 294.0 24-9.3 
Prior Year 

Adjustments 214.:2 2:26•1 2:29.6 2629:2 224.0 --- 24-9.2-
Income Available for 
Appropriation 23,762.2 25,957.2 29,781.2 34,420.7 37,675.5 30,31903 

Appropriation of IncOl!le: 

Depre@iation 7,920.7 f 33.0~ 7,787.9 ( 30.0) 7.829.0 ( 26.0~ 8,980.7 ( 26.0) 9,944.0 ( 26.0~ 8,492.5 ( 28.0) 
Taxation 7,179.7 30.0 8,279.6 ( 32.0) 9,503.4 ( 32.0 11,102.0 ( 32.0) 12,212.9 ( 33.0 9,655.5 ( 32.0) 
Interest on 

Liabilities 1,460.7 6.0) 1,635.0 6.5) 1,777.8 ( 6.0) 2,029.4- ( 6.0) 2,084.6 5.5) 1,797.5 ( 6.0) 

Dividends 

Ordinary 3.414.0 4,106.4 4,739.9 5.901.3 6,340.8 4-,900.5 
Preference :286 •1 3,800.1 ( 16.0) 420.6 4,527.0 (17.5) 429.2 5,169.1 (17.5) ~ 6,380.3 ( 18.5) 432 • .:2 6,826.1 (18.0) 440.0 5.340.5 ( 17.5) 

Minority Interest 192.6 ( 1.0) 217.5 ( 1.0~ 211.3 ( .5~ 24-6.7 ( .5) 273.0 ( .5) 228.2 ( .5) 
Retained in Reserves 3,208.4 ( 14-.0) 3.510.2 ( 13.0 5,290.6 ( 18.0 5,681.6 ( 17.0) 6,334.9 ( 17.0) 4-,805.1 ( 16.0) 

---
23,762.2 (100.0) 25,957.2 (100.0) 29,781.2 (100.0) 34.420.7 ( 100.0) 37,675.5 (100.0) 30,319.3 (100.0) 

"" -= =;:g:::;; "'" = ~ 

~ 
'"0 
'lj 
(I) 
i:j 
p., 
1-'-
>4 
-' 
I \N 
+ ----J 
0 \J1 



AALANCE SHEErS 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

YEARLY DATA: 145 COMOOfIES 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

FIXED ASSETS 

Investment-Subsidiary 
& Assoc. Co. 256.0 209.9 523.4 839.1 569.5 481.4-

Fixed Investment -

Govt. & Local Body 4,805.1 5.123.5 5.342.8 4,873.6 4,006.8 1i-,830.3 
other 4.967.2 5.894.7 7,820.8 8,794.6 10,276.2 7.550.7 

Land and Buildings 54,716.3 60,944.3 69,174-.0 81,589.4 92,650.2 71,814.8 
Plant and Machinery 55,817.9 61,023.4 69,254.5 81,979.3 92,012.6 72,017.5 
Motor Vehioles 3,.583.1 4,301.1 4.758.5 6,149.1 6.935.2 5,145.0 
Other Fixed Assets 1,692.6 2,566.3 4,469.8 8,402.6 14,547.5 6,335.7 
Intangible Assets-

Goodwill eto. 2 2581.0 225020 1 
127,1:53.1 142.355.5 163,930.8 195,449.5 224,503.7 170,679.7 

Depreaiation 
Provision !!:2a!!:11.1 611621.0 

93.533.4 ( 76.0) 101,437.1 ( 76.0) 114.513.7 ( 77.5) 135.508.0 ( 79.0) 156,876.7 ( 80.0) 120,373.8 ( 78.0) 

CURRENT ASSETS 

Cash and Bank 2,665.4- 3.252.8 3,151.3 3,363.0 3,253.5 
Debtors - Trade 20,968.3 22,323.2 26,825.7 29,595.4- 32,011.7 
Debtors - Other 280.0 109.0 239.9 351.6 262.5 
Inventory !!:2IB.22·2 42 E22Q.2 221°4-20 2 

65.489.1 ( 53.0) 69,524-.2 ( 53.0) 79 ,467.1 ( 53.5) 88,8;e.7 ( 52.0) 94,573.6 ( 48.0) 79.578.8 ( 51.5) 

Bank Overdraft and 
Short Term Loans 11,346.7 11,506.5 13.317.2 15,853.6 

Creditors Trade 13,075.3 13$725.1 16,822.2 19,G71.8 ;J> 
'1j 

Creditors Other 178.1 189.9 190.6 211.0 209.3 '1j 

Dividends - Preferenoe 256.7 267.4 312.9 277.4 (I) 
i:::I Dividends - Ordinar,v 2.998.6 3.567.6 4,630.6 p, 

Taxation Current 8,272.6 9,594.6 12,319.7 f-l. 

Current Liabilities >< 
Other 948.0 912.9 1.218.4 1,195.5 1,092•2 1,073.4 -' 

Loans - Subsidiary & 
Assoc. Co. 852.2 \.N 

i ---.J 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIEB: 1.29.5) -' 0'\ 

NET CURRENT ASSETS: ~) 

TOTAL ]\TET ASSETS: 122.925.1 171.404.7 (100.0) 196,506.3 (100,0) ( 100.0) 



Represented by: 
Long-Term Liabilities 

Debentures 
Mortgages 
Long-Term 
Liabilities 
- Other 

Minority Interest 

Shareholders' Interest 

Revenue Reserve -
General 

Revenue Reserve 
Appropriation 

Capital Reserve 
Issued Capital 

Ordinary 
Issued Capital -

Preference 
Adjustment 

20,095.4-
10,835.9 

1959 

32,058.4 ( 26.0) 

1,059.8 ( 1.0) 

20,055.5 
11,871;..6 

19.169.5 

5,250.9 
11,416.9 

53,4-39.5 

1960 

33,967.4 ( 26.0) 

1.254.8 ( 1.0) 

97.204.0 ( 73.0) 

19.952.8 
13,289.9 

62,197.5 

7.752.5 

1962 

35,669.1 ( 21;..0) 40,003.9 ( 23.5) 

1,227.4 ( 1.0) 1.463.2 ( 1,0) 

111,140.9 ( 75.0) 

148,037.4 (100.0) 

20,713.0 

10,634.9 
17.375.8 

72,548.3 

6 

171,401;.. 7 (100.0) 

-====~ 

23,151.0 

13,674.4 
22.948.6 

77.3?fJ.2 

8,585.5 

49.095.1 ( 25.0) 

1,721.5 ( 1,0) 

(100.0) 

Avorage 

20,154.1 

8,406.0 
14,746.3 

1959-63 

38,158.8 ( 25.0) 

( 75.0) 

(100,0 ) 

I 
f\J 



,FINANClNG .AND INVESTMENT 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

YEARLY DATA: 145 COMPANIES 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Average 1959-63 

SOURCES OF FlNANCE ,£ £ % £ ,£ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ % £ £ lr 
EXTERNAL SOURCES 

Long-Term: 

Proceeds from Loan 
and Share Capital -

Debentures 717.3 - 643.2 - 159.4 1,402.9 4,618.8 1,187.3 
Mortgages 1,206.9 1,233.8 847.7 1,737.0 1,352.8 1,275.6 
Other Long-Term 

Loans 478.8 910.2 181.3 183.1 2,922.3 935.1 
Ordinary Shares 1.849.4 2,703.3 5.656.2 10,759.6 5,177.5 5,229.2 
Pre:f'erence Shares 212.2 262 • .2 126 • .2 92.2·1 - 60.0 ---2&.2 

Total Receipts from 
Loan and Share Capital: 4.764.9 4,466.4 6,652.1 15,006.3 14,011.4 8,980.1 

Increases in -

Minority Interest - 13.4 116.7 63.2 189.6 102.8 91.8 
Miscellaneous Sources 1,2.4 116·Z 6.2. 2 1§2.6 --- 102.8 ---- -_.2.hQ 

4,751.5 ( 27.0) 4,583.1 ( 24.5) 6,715.3 ( 26.0) 15,195.9 ( 44.5) 14,114.2 ( 44.5) 9,071.9 ( 35.0) 
Short-Term: 

Increase in -

Bank Overdra:ft 214.5 525.8 1,457.8 2,853.8 - 827.3 844.9 
Trade Creditors 764.0 608.4 2.491.8 159.3 980.1 1,000.7 
Other Creditors 5.4 21.4 - 47.9 43.5 - 56.4 8.9 
Other Current 

Liabilities - 41.6 - 35.1 305.5 - 22.8 - 103.4 20.5 
Loans - Sub. & 

Assoc. Co. 689 2 22298 ( 222l 128.4 1.278.2 , 1.0) 222'24.422·1 .liz&) - 21;8 2~942.0 .L1h2) - 19.2 - 26.2 L-::..) 81.6...L22.8•8 L.(hQ) 

Total External Finance: 5.751.3 ( 32.5) 5.862.0 ( 31.5) 11.215.0 ( 43.0) 18,137.9 ( 53.0) 14,088.0 ( 44.5) 11,010.7 ( 43.0) 

INTERNAL SOURCES 

Retained Inoome: 

Depreciation 7,920.9 7.787.9 7,828~8 8.980.8 9 .941to 1 8,492.5 
Retained in Reserves .2m208•1 ~ !h220.!2 ~ ~ ~M tJ> 

11.129.0 11,297.9 13,119.3 14.662.2 16,278.8 13,297.h. 
'U 
'U 

Incre1l3e In: (!) 
:::s 

"Inoome Distribution" 
p.. 
1-'-

Liabilities-Dividend 252.2 458.6 550.6 578.7 374.3 442.9 ~ 
-Taxation ~ 91:2·4 1..1:23.4 ~ ~4: 888.3 -' 

Total Internal Finance: i1",9q.o.:2 Li:hl) L68.:Y) 14,803t2 .L2I&) 16 l °d,Q.0 ( 47.0) 11'.637~ D;0) .:1l±J 62 9_ ~2. ( 57 • .0) I 
+:-

17.691.8 (100.0) ( 100.0) 26,018.3 (100.0) 34,167.9 (100.0) 31.725.5 (100.0) 25,639.3 ( 100,Oj 
I\) \j.J 

Total Sources of Finance: 18$593@9 I ---J 
-' ('j) 

~~~ = ~~ ~~ ~= -~ 



FINANCING AND INVESTMENl' 1959 - 63 (£ 000) 

YEARLY DATA: 145 COMPANIES 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Aver[t{!;e 1959-63 

INVESTMENT £ £ % £ £ ,& £ £ % £ £ % £ £ ~ £ £ 0;£ 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXED 
ASSETS! etc. 

Tangible Fiy.sd Assets 

Land & Buildings 4,268.3 3,717.6 4,674.3 7,349.6 6,849.6 5,371.9 
Plant & Machinery 6,633.5 6,075.1 7,020.7 8,818.5 11,762.2 8,062.0 
Motor Vehicles 370.2 453.9 414.2 878.3 683.8 560.1 
Other 199.8 873.3 1,886.2 3,566.0 6,082.1 2,521.5 

GOOdVlill and other 
Intangibles 12·2 11,484.3 4.2 11,124.1 3.713,991.7 - 62.1 20,55).3 9.1 25,368.6 ~ 16,503.9 

Investments -

Subsidiary Companies 4.7 - 46.2 313.7 319.6 129.5 1411-.2 
Govt. and Local Body 421.5 268.1 207.4 -1,374.1 - 867.2 - 268.9 
Other 1z014.1 1,l¥lO.3 195.5 417.4 2~042.9 2.564.0 721.0 - 333.5 1,353..!!!:. 615.7 1 ,065.~ 94D.7 

Acquisition of Subsidiaries 848.9 4,221.4 2,418.7 8,860.9 2,938.8 3,857.7 

Other Expenditure on 
Capital Account - 303.7 - 257.1 - 362.3 - 386.6 -1.038.7 - iJ-69.7 

Miscellaneous -
Adjustment due to 

Consolidation - 331.7 - 943.4 - 394.0 - 616.6 - 835.0 - 621J-,1 
Residual and other 

Adjustments 6e Z -328•4 1.7 - 942. 1 - 392. 6 -1:1h1 - 502.2 - 26·Z - 861.7 ~.2 =-_«>8.2 
Total Expenditure on 

Fixed Assets etc. 13,131.4 ( 74.0) 14,560.7 ( 78.5) 18,218.5 ( 70.0) 28,188.6 ( 82.5) 27,022.7 ( 85.0) 20,224.4 ( 79.0) 

INCREASE IN CURRENT 
ASSETS I etc. 

Cash and Bank 153.2 587.3 - 371.3 5.0 - 238.1 - 25.2 
Trade Debtors 1,543.3 1,276.5 3,779.6 1,603.8 2,003.8 2,0iJ-1.1+ !I> 
Other Debtors -1,143.4 - 161.4 130.8 11~. 7 - 17.5 - 215.9 'd 
Inventory 4,007.3 2.3.39.8 4,260.7 .!i!268.8 2.1991-.6 3,56'1-.2 'd 

<1> 

Total Increase in ~ p., 
Current Assets etc. ~,560.4 ~ 4,°23.2 .L1J~~ L 79,9.8 ~) 2.979.3 ~) 4,702.8 ~) ~10.b-... 2. U1~ ~. 

l~S!J'~ 17,691.8 (100.0) 18,593.9 (100.0) 26,018.3 (100.0) 34,167.9 (100.0) 31,725.5 (100,0 25,639.3 (100.0) ->. 
I 

~ ~, ---- ::=:-.....;,;:.;-;:~.:;;: ::: +-==-=~ --- =='-"""'-' --~ ---- ---~ ~-~-

I\) '-.N 
I --..J 
I\) \.0 



380 

.APffiNPIX No", 2 

:::'-1 YEARLY D.A.'rA - 1959-6:, 

2-:-> nWsrrRY GROUP No., 1 19 

llIDUSTRY GROUP No., 2 1 

INDlTS'ffiY GROUP No" 3 1 

INDUSTRY GROnp No" 4 1 

INDUSTRY GROUP Nos 5 1 

SIZE GROUP - SMAl,L 1 

SIZE GROUP - SLlALI/MEDIUM 1 

SIZE GROUP - :riiEDIU1~1AJ?'GE 1 -z 

2-10 SIZE GROUP - LARGE 19 

GROWTH-M'rE GROUP - SLOVI 1 

2 GROWTH-RATE GROUP - SLOVVMEDIUM 1 

2-13 GROVv'TH-RA'I'E GROUP - Iv1EDTUllv'FAST 1 

2-14 GROV~-RATE GROUP - FAST J{ 
I 



Std. DC'I. (D) 

J 
r 

h 

d t 

d 

q 

d' 

Std. D~". (.) 

Co:.rrelati!lns (1") 
:;, 

b 

h 

11' 

i 

d' 

d 

!,Icon eu) 

Std. Dev. (0) 

Variation 

CorreIa tions (r) 

b 

h 

d' 

Std. Dev. (0) 

Correlations (r) 

;, 

II 

b 

h 

d' 

d 

.36 

~.OO 

11.99 

4..71 

039 

1.CO 

: .. 00 

.. 22 

1.00 

.26 

1.00 

.97 

3.10 

1.10 

-.22 

1.<)0 

1.87 

.86 

.75 

1.00 

.48 

.17 

1.m 

.68 

-.32 

.07 

-.16 

1.00 

.69 

- .27 

- .08 

- .24-

1.00 

Rctenti.on Leverage 
retQ rate 

.89 

.73 

.23 

1.00 

1.89 

1.69 

.89 

.76 

.03 

1.00 

2.00 

.72 
-.38 
1.00 

19 • .34-
12.66 

.65 

- .36 
- .11 

- .18 

1.00 

19.27 

11.87 

.62 

.30 
- .26 

.12 

1.00 

1.00 

3 .. 80 

-.00 

.29 
-.02 

.. 13 

1.00 

.14-

.04 

.01;-

1.00 

2.54-

-.04-

.13 

-.07 

.03 

1.00 

2.20 

.03 

.25 

.06 

- .• 02 

1.00 

2.26 

.04-

-.OB 

-.01 

,,1D 

1.00 

8.79 

2.20 

.. 02 

.18 

.09 

.30 

.55 
1",00 

-.07 

.19 

.03 

.10 

.55 

1.00 

.25 

019 

~31 

.06 

.60 
1.00 

2.23 

.27 

-.14 

.23 

.13 

.49 
1.00 

.08 

-.25 
1.00 

- 1.10 

.16 

.12 

.04-

- .4-0 

- .09 

.44 
1.00 

.22 

.15 

.26 

- .4-0 

- .17 

- 037 
1.00 

- .. 06 

- .13 

- ~32 

- .10 

- .38 

1.00 

9.62 

- .93 

.05 

.00 

.. 10 

- .33 

- .13 
- .21 

1.00 

Critical vn1.uos. of r for rejecting the hypothesis of' zero correln:t.ion F.:.t the 5 and 
1 pcr cent levels, respectively, nre approximately .1946 am .2540 

,,;8 

.64. 

-.08 

.17 

.57 

.26 

.15 
-.18 

1.00 

.. 02 

-.09 

-.05 
1.00 

-.25 

- .. 12 

-.14-

.60 

.01 

-.06 

-.13 

1.00 

.55 

.59 

1.07 

.13 

.06 

-.09 

1.00 

1.00 

-.03 

-.09 

.27 

.07 

.04-
-.08 

1.00 

.26 
\ 
.23 

.45 

.. 06 

-.15 
.01 

.17 

-.15 
.27 

1.00 

Depreciation 
Current 

.12 

.12 

.08 

-.08 

.07 

.02 

.25 

.06 

1.00 

2 .. 8C 

.45 

.30 

.29 

.15 

-.10 

.14-

.22 

-.01 

-.06 

1.00 

1.29 

.16 

.19 

.08 

-,16 

.05 

-.01 

.09 

-.14 

1.00 

.08 

.03 
-.01 

-,17 

.03 

-,09 

.17 

-.04 

.29 

- .08 

.57 

.01 

.08 

-.02 

-.15 
.02 

.09 

.19 

- ... 04 

.43 

1.00 

.52 

"C2 

.. 11 

- .08 

.23 

.10 

- .06 

.20 

- .08 

.50 
1.00 

8.67 

.50 

.08 

.18 

- .15 

- .21 

.03 

- .09 

.29 

- .. 21 

.31 
1.00 



Simple Correlation Matrices Industry Group No 1 
Appendix 2. 2 

1959 

l.loan (u) 

Std. Dov. (8) 

Coei'f'icient of 
Variation (Va) 

Corrclr'.tions (r) 

r 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

l' \l' b h 
Rate or Ea.rnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

12.11 2.4-1 1.39 25.30 

4-.23 2.93 1.52 12.74-

.35 1.22 1.10 .50 

1.00 .50 

1.00 

.77 

.40 

1.00 

.14-

.32 

.09 

1.00 

q z 
New Equity Investment 
f'inancinG ra te 

.42 3.29 

1.02 8.05 

2.40 2.50 

-.09 

-.11 

-.37 

.18 

1.00 

.23 

- .. Olr 

-.00 

.19 

.. 16 

1.00 

-9.79 

12.67 

-1.30 

.02 

.i4-

- .12 

- .33 
.03 

- .04 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

.62 

.82 

1.30 

.48 

.1;2 

.29 

.58 

.11 

-.02 

-.14-

1.00 

d' d 
Depreciation Depreciation 
current total 

3.80 11.26 

1.77 5.92 

.4-7 .53 

.32 

035 

.06 

.24-

.39 

.04-

-.02 

.56 
1.00 

.09 

.05 

- .04 

- .13 

.05 

.08 

.25 

.07 

.21 

1.00 

-----------:r"·· t1 b h q 'T(' 

Liquidit-,f 
i 

Interest 
d' 

Depreciation 
current 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

1960 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dov. (s) 

Coefficient of' 
Variation (VB) 

Correlations (r) 

r 
u 
b 

h 

i 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Vs) 

Correla tiona 

1962 

b 

h 

q 

"If 

i 

d' 

d 

Meen (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Vs) 

Correla.tiona 

1963 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

/,lean (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient ot' 
Variation (Vs) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Rnta of' Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

11.97 3.41 1.80 22.81 

4-.26 3.48 1.94- 12.38 

.36 1.02 1.08 .54 

1.00 0.1,0 0.58 -0.23 

l' 
Rate ot' 
return 

11033 

4-.34-

.38 

1.00 

1.00 0.40· -0.28 

1.00 -0.34-

u b 
Earnings Retention 
instability rate 

2.87 1.81 

3.12 2.16 

1.09 1.20 

0.30 

1.00 

0.66 

0.01 

1.00 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

22.11 

11.17 

.50 

-0.28 

-0.09 

-0.33 

1.00 

New Equity 
financing 

1.39 

3.68 

2.60 

-0.05 

-0.18 

-0.16 

-0.01 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
finanoing 

1.36 

2.54 

-0.05 

0.56 

-0.34-

0031 

1.00 

Investment 
rate 

4-.39 

8.11 

1.90 

0.20 

-0.10 

-0.14-

0.29 

0.4-9 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

5.04-

6.4-6 

0.05 

0.31 

-0.14 

0.34-

0.61 

1.00 

i' Ii b h q z 
Rate of Ear.n:mgs 
return ins tabili ty 

10.55 

3.72 

.35 

1.00 

2.41 

2.25 

.93 

0.34-

1.00 

Retention Leverae;e New Equity Investment 
rate rate financing rate 

1.66 

1.29 

0.63 

0.29 

1.00 

20.95 

10.91 

.53 

-0.07 

-0.32 

-0.02 

1.00 

3.86 

7.65 

2.00 

0041 

0.61 

0.19 

-0.23 

1.00 

6.85 

11.28 

0.36 

0.70 

0039 

0.04-

0.72 
1.00 

'f' ti b h q z 
Rate of Earnings Retention Lever8.be New Equity IllV'estment 
roturn instability rate rate financing rate 

9.80 4.11 0.59 17.91 1.71 0.73 

8.05 5.4-2 5.79 10.28 3035 8.59 

.82 1.32 9.80 .57 1.90 11.70 

1.00 -0.65 0.87 -0.38 0.25 0.63 

1.00 -0.57 

1.00 

0.18 

-0.4-6 

1.00 

-0.06 

0.11 

0.32 

1.00 

-0.25 

0.4-6 

-0.08 

0.4-3 

1.00 

11.80 

-1.20 

0.11 

0.29 

0.25 

-0.4-4 

-0.03 

-0.4-9 

1.00 

.,. 
Liquiclity 

-9.63 

10.85 

-1.10 

0.26 

-0.33 

0.36 

-0.30 

-0.4-1 

-0.54 

1.00 

0.67 

0.71 

1.10 

-0.30 

-0.05 

-0.20 

0.51 

0.02 

-0.15 

0.10 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.64 

0.67 

1.00 

-0.27 

-0.22 

-0.17 

0.23 

-0021 

-0 0 21 

0.05 

1.00 

3039 

1.31 

.39 

0.14 

0.17 

0.12 

-0.06 

0.4-6 

0.03 

0.19 

0.25 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
cUlTerrt 

.4-6 

0.01 

-0.27 

0.11 

-0.17 

-0.13 

-0.09 

0.4-1 

0.22 

1.00 

14-.24-

7.4-1 

.52 

0.23 

-0.19 

-0.11 

-0.00 

0.24-

0.06 

-0.10 

0.07 

0.36 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

14-.71 

7.33 

.50 

-0.13 

-0.11 

-0.25 

0.14-

0.06 

0.03 

-0.09 

0.37 

0.28 

1.00· 

'iI' "- d' d 
Liquidity Interest Depreciation Depreciation 

- .94-

0.08 

0.12 

-0.06 

-0.28 

0.03 

-0.08 

1.00 

.". 
Liquidity 

-8.34-

8.17 

0.14-

-0.15 

0.22 

-0.26 

-0.09 

-0.14-

1.00 

0.53 

0.53 

1.00 

-0.10 

-0.28 

0.05 

0039 

-0.02 

-0.09 

0.13 

1.00 

current totaJ. 

2.94-

1.20 

.4-1 

0.25 

0.35 

0.39 

0.05 

0.32 

0.4-3 

0.06 

0.21 

1.00 

16.53 

7.06 

.4-3 

-0.06 

0.16 

-0.36 

-0.09 

0.34-

0.03 

-0.02 

0.13 

0.4-2 

1.00 

i dd d 
Interest Depreciation Depreciation 

current total 

0.53 3.03 17.67 

0.53 1.35 7.39 

1.00 .4-5 .42 

-0.32 0.11 -0.39 

0.07 

-0.38 

0.59 

0.20 

-0.03 

0.02 

1.00 

0.37 

0.16 

0.11 

0031 

0.13 

0.16 

0.06 

1.00 

0.4-6 

-0.57 

0.20 

0.13 

-0.29 

0.02 

0.20 

0.33 

1.00 
Critical values of r for rejectin6 the hypothesis of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels, respectively, are a.pprCDd.matal.y 03809 and 04869 
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Simple Correlation Matrices Industry Group No 2 
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Correlations 

1962 
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i 
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Mean (u) 

Std. Dav. (s) 

Coe:rt'icient of 
Variation (Va) 

Correlationa 

1963 

r 
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b 

h 

q 

1f 

i 

d' 

d 

llean (u) 

Std. Dov. (.) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (V.) 

Correlations 

r 
it 
b 

h 

i 

d' 

d 

¥ 
Rate of' 
return 

11.99 

6.15 

.51 

1.00 

R 
Earninga 
instability 

2.06 

1.27 

.62 

.32 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

1.53 19.76 

1.29 11.18 

.75 .57 

.90 - .61 

.43 .14 

1.00 - .45 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
finanoing 

2.70 

.09 

.33 

.01 

- .09 

1.00 

l' II b h q 
Rate of Earnings Retention Leverage New Equity 
return instability rate rate fi.nancing 

z 
Imsstment 
rate 

1.30 

.01 

.02 

- .06 

.05 

.55 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

1l' 
Liquidity 

- .80 

.47 

.16 

.55 

- .46 
- .04 

- .15 

1.00 

..... 
Liquidity 

i 
Interest 

.53 

.59 

1.10 

-.08 

.31 

-.24 

.23 

.64 

.38 

-.13 

1.00 

1 

Interest 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

.53 

.63 

.31 

.45 

- .32 

.03 

.01 

- .18 

- .00 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

9.71 

8.84 

.91 

.31 

.19 

.32 

-.14 

.13 

-.07 

.22 

.05 

.41 

1.00 

d 
Deprociat ion 
total 

--------------------------------------------------------

.65 

1.00 

l' 
Rate of 
return 

11.87 

4.44 

.37 

1.00 

l' 
Rate of 
return 

12.18 

4.21 

.35 

1.00 

2.90 

2.75 

.95 

0.18 

1.00 

2.36 20.11 

2.91 13.19 

1.23 .65 

-0.45 -0.02 

-0.08 -0.30 

1.00 -0.49 

1.00 

U b h 
Earnings Retention Leverage 
instability rate rate 

1.67 1.66 18.44 

1.93 1.27 12.58 

1.15 .78 .68 

0.20 

1.00 

if 
Earnings 
instability 

0.41 

1.00 

0.60 

-0.15 

1.00 

-0.51 

-0.42 

-0.19 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

1.86 19A 83 

1.38 10.38 

0.64 

0.80 

1.00 

-0.59 

-0.47 

-0.55 

1.00 

i' il b h 
Rate of Earnblgs Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

12.12 2.65 1.86 18.56 

5.64 1.97 1.64 10.23 

.46 .75 .88 .55 

1.00 0.63 

1.00 

0.87 

0.54 

1.00 

-0.60 

-0.29 

-0.69 

1.00 

1.00 

2.59 

2.60 

0.22 

0.25 

0.01 

-0.23 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

1.80 

0.04 

-0.10 

-0.15 

-0.22 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

-0.01 

0.78 
0.58 

-0.28 

1.00 

-0.11 

11.94 

109.00 

0.48 
0.19 

-0.63 

0.51 

0.25 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rata 

6.00 

8.36 

0.27 

0.80 

-0.14 

-0.47 

-0.08 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

7.52 

12.60 

0.13 

0.40 

0.36 

-0.13 

0.55 

1.00 

q z 
New Equity Investment 
financing rate 

2.53 5.96 

4.35 7.61 

0.19 

-0.01 

0.13 

-0.33 

1.00 

0.26 

-0.16 

0036 

-0.27 
0.28 

1.00 

-13.15 

14.29 

- 1.10 

0.29 

0.00 

0.09 

-0.28 

-0.24 

-0.31 

1.00 

'If" 
LiqUidity 

-14.64 

8.72 

.60 

0.40 

0.43 

0.14 

-0.62 

0.02 

0.06 

1.00 

,.. 
ldquidity 

-15.51 

10.09 

- .65 

- 0.01 

- 0.03 

-0.09 

-0.31 

0.01 

-0.53 

1 0 00 

0.61 

0.79 

0.16 

0.06 

-0.21 

0.05 

0.13 

Od3 
-0.29 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.49 

0.55 

1.10 

0.03 

-0.16 

-0.19 

0.30 

-0.24 

-0.46 

0.20 

1.00 

:i 
Interest 

0.45 

0.52 

1.10 

-0.17 

-0.30 

-0.34 

0.62 

-0.21 

0.06 

-0.03 

1.00 

2.49 

0.96 

.38 

0.33 

0.52 

0.06 

-0.39 

0.39 

0.11 

-0.13 

-0.02 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

2.64 

1.01 

.38 

0.58 
-0.32 

0.49 

-0.23 

-0.09 

-0.06 

-0.04 

0.02 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

2.92 

1.32 

.45 

0.83 

0.34 

0.46 
-0.37 

-0.15 

.0.13 

-0.13 

-0.03 

1.00 

11.50 

8.01 

.70 

0.32 

0.35 

-0.15 

0.04 

-0.05 

0.29 

0.23 

-0.09 

0.57 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

12.84 

6.80 

0.45 

0.10 

0.20 

-0.06 

-0.26 

0.28 

0.02 

-0.13 

0.66 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

14.11 

7.34 

0.62 

0.29 

0.46 
-0.24 

-0.19 

-0.24 

0.10 

-0.12 

0.76 

1.00 

'it' i d i d 
Liquidity Interest Depreciation Depretiation 

current total 

-13.42 0.62 2.75 15.25 

9.02 0.70 1.12 6.77 

- .67 1.10 .41 .44 

0.06 

0.21 

0.02 

-0.23 

-0.21 

-0.17 

1.00 

0.09 

0.15 

-0.17 

0.60 

-0.24 

-0.07 

-0.27 

1.00 

0.84 
0.50 

0.59 

-0033 

0.05 

0.11 

-0.13 

0.34 

1.00 

0.66 

0.31 

0.63 

-0.41 

0.03 

0.04 

0.13 

Critical values of r for rejecting the hypotheSiS of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels, respectively, are approJdma.tely .4683 and .5897 

-0.17 

0.68 

1.00 
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Coefficient of 
Vari&tion (Ve) 
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Std. Dev. (.) 

COef':fioient of 
Variation (Ve) 

Correlations 

r 
u 
b 

b. 

q 

i 

d' 
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.}O 

1.00 

r 
Rate of 
return 

1.00 

12·39 

1;-.06 

.33 

1.00 

1.00 

-.15 

1.00 

.91 

.67 

0.31;-

1.00 

0.27 

1.00 

Matrices Industry 
b h q 

Reten.tion Leverage New Equity Investment 
rate rata .f'ina:nc.ing rate 

.86 

.61 
-.11;-

1.00 

.81 

-.11 

.1;0 

.09 
1.00 

... 20 

-.00 

.72 
.08 

.33 
1 .. 00 

.09 

.58 

.28 

b h q z 
Retention Leverage New Equi.ty Investment 
rate rate finanoing rate 

2.08 

1.90 

.91 

0.86 

0.11 

1.00 

1.97 

0.81 

0.35 

1.00 

RetenHon 
rate 

.80 

0.80 

0.03 

1.00 

.75 

-0.25 

-0.23 

-0.17 

1.00 

.81 

-0.21 

0.05 

0.13 

1.00 

-0.23 

-0.23 

0.01 

1.00 

0.22 

1.08 

-0.09 

-0.21 

-0.07 

0.31 

1.00 

2.80 

-0.09 

-0.07 

-0.08 

0.21;-

1.00 

1.20 

-0.21 

0.15 

-0.21 

0.35 
1.00 

1.46 
6.20 

-0.23 

-0.12 

-0.08 

0.34-

0.37 

1.00 

-0.01 

-0.07 

-O.OJ;. 

0.39 

0.7 .. 

1.00 

-0.18 

-o.OJ;. 
-0.09 

0.38 
0.78 
1.00 

j< il: b h q • 
Investment llate of Earni.ngS lletantion 

return inetability rate 

11.42 2.09 1.66 

... 91 2.41 1.83 

1.00 0.84. 

0.07 

1.00 

Leverage Now Equity 
rate financing 

16.77 0.94 

13.03 2.38 

-0.33 

-0.1;-5 

-0.05 

1.00 

-0.28 

-0.26 

-o.:JI,. 
0.27 

1.00 

rat. 

1.80 

-0.26 

0.03 

-0.15 

0.60 

0.51 

1.00 

... 
LiquicJ.ity 

- 1.10 

.16 

- .05 
- .15 

•• 28 

- .38 

- .1;-1 

1.00 

Appendix 2. 4 
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Interest Depreciation 
cur.t"'ent 

-.14 

.44. 

.OJ;. 

.75 

.46 

.1;0 

-.03 
1.00 

3.77 

1.66 

.19 

.35 

- .05 

.5.3 

.31;

.28 

.1;-7 

1.00 

d 
Depre ciat:Lon 
total 

.03 

.28 

.02 

.50 

.07 

.10 

.03 

.19 

.26 

1.00 

w i ~ d 
Liquidity Inte:rest Depreciation Depreciation 

-7.~7 

12.79 

-1.70 

-0.25 

0.02 

-0.26 

-0.22 

-0.16 

-0.55 

1.00 

-8.00 

12.43 

0.05 

0.37 

00'11 

-0.21 

-0.36 

-0.51 

1.00 

0.02 

-0.04-

0.19 

-0.07 

-0.28 

-0.42 

1.00 

"((' 

LiquicJ.ity 

0.16 

0.03 

0.08 

-0.23 

-0.10 

-0.26 

1.00 

0.52 

0.62 

1.20 

-0.29 

-0.37 

-0.18 

0.79 

0.15 

0.08 

-0.07 

1.00 

0.50 

0.63 

1.20 

-0.13 

-0.10 

0.16 

0.79 

0.1~ 

0.16 

-0.08 

1.00 

1.20 

-0.17 

-0.2 .. 

0.07 

0.79 

0.1;-1 

0.50 

0.19 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.52 

0.52 

1.00 

-0.00 

-0.16 

0.11;-

0.65 

0.03 

0.27 

-0.16 

1.00 

current total 

.1;-3 

0.12 

-0.12 

-0.15 

0.37 
0.02 

-0.21 

0.13 

0.20 

1.00 

2.78 
1.02 

0.26 

0.29 

0.10 

-0.00 

0.22 

0.17 

0.07 

0.11 

1.00 

Depreciation 
current 

2.82 

0.36 
0 ... 3 

0.15 

0.10 

-0.20 

0.03 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

0.27 

0.17 

0.19 

-0.19 

-0.01 

-0.01 

-0.09 

-0.25 

1.00 

15.02 

7.51 

.50 

-0.08 

-0.01 

-0.20 

0.44-

-0.09 

-0.07 

-0.02 

0.25 

0.49 

1.00 

0.07 

-0.10 

-0.06 

0.18 

-0.07 

0.03 

-0.03 

0.26 

0.58 
1.00 

17.87 
8.22 

... 5 

-0.08 

o.n 
-0.19 

0.18 

0.23 

0.24 

-0.23 

a 

18.52 

7.20 

-0.12 

-0.09 

0.06 

Critical values of r :for r.ejecting the .hypothesis of zero OOllTelai'io'n at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels, respectively,. are approximately • .34%- and 

0.18 

-0.03 

0.08 

-0.17 

0.01 

1.00 



Simple Correlation Matrices Industry Group 
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h 
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Coefficient of 
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COXTelations (r) 

r 
u 
b 

h 

\r 

i 

d' 

d 

t il b h 
Rate of Earn:Lngs Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

.4-3 

1.00 

2.52 

2.06 

.82 

.00 

1.00 

2.02 

2.09 

1.03 

.83 

.08 

1.00 

.95 

-.53 

-.19 

-.39 

1.00 

rub h 
Rate of Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

13.39 3.06 1.75 14-.94 

5.83 2.44- 2.10 14-.19 

.43 .80 1.20 .95 

1.00 0.19 0.85 -0.31 

r 
Rate of 
return 

13.62 

4-.58 

1.00 

1.00 0.04- 0.07 

II 
Earninga 
instability 

2.93 

2.81 

.99 

0.13 

1.00 

1.00 -0.40 

b 
Retention 
rate 

2.67 

2.17 

.81 

0.76 

0.50 

1.00 

1.00 

h 
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rate 

14-.79 

11.70 

-0.4-7 

-0.21 

-0.55 

1.00 

!' Ii b h 
Bate of Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

12.04- 2.17 1.61 14-.58 

5.37 2.16 1.4-1 11.59 

.4-5 1.00 .87 .79 

1.00 -0.28 0.84- -0.25 

Rate of 
return 

.62 

1.00 

1.00 

Earninga 
inatebility 

2.74-

2.4-0 

.88 

-0.22 

1.00 

-0.37 

1.00 

b 
Retention 
rate 

1.46 
2.62 

1.80 

0.33 
-0.28 

1.00 

-0.20 

-0.27 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

15.01 

9.88 

.66 

-0.08 

-0.04-

-0.24-
1.00 

q z 
New Equity Inveatment 
financ:ing rats 

1.23 

2.82 

-.24 

-.23 

-.15 

.24-

1.00 

2.60 

-.01 

-.23 

-.18 

.56 

.24-

1.00 

q z 
New Equity Investment 
financing rate 

0.18 3.65 

0.66 6.69 

3.60 1.80 

0.03 0.00 

0.22 0.18 

0.12 0.10 

0.18 0.20 

1.00 0.63 

q 
New Equity 
f'inanoing 

1.21 

3.59 

-0.03 

0.57 

0.16 

-0.08 

1.00 

q 
New EqUity 
financing 

1.80 

0.11 

-0.30 

0.15 

-0.07 

1.00 

q 
New Equ:i.ty 
financing 

2.00 

0.06 

-0.17 

-0.02 

0.12 

1.00 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

3.60 

8.4-7 

2.30 

0.19 

0.15 

0.08 

-0.27 

0.62 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

1.30 

0.4-1 

-0.29 

0.45 

-0.12 

0.4-8 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.00 

0.37 

0.08 

0.13 

0.05 

0.71 

1.00 

-,r . 
Liquidity 

-1.30 

- .19 

.06 

- .29 

.19 

- .• 4-3 

- .15 

1.00 

"If' 
Liquidity 

-7.02 

9.43 

-1.30 

0.15 

0.07 

-0.11 

-0.44-

-0.71 

1.00 

". 

Liquidity 

-5.84-

10.05 

-1.70 

0.12 

0037 

0.4-5 

-0.04-

0.09 

-0.34-

1.00 

'" Liquidity 

-1.20 

-0.13 

0.28 

-C.24 

-0.04-

-0.23 

-0.64-

1.00 

-,r 
Liquidity 

-7.66 

9.07 

-1.20 

-0.34-
-0.34-

0.12 

-0.01 

-0.15 

-0.26 

1.00 

Critical vallloa of r for rejecting the hypothesis of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels, respectively, are appro:xima.tely 03809 and 04869 

Appendix 2.5 

4 
i 

Interest 

.39 

.4-3 

1.10 

-.32 
-.26 

-.05 

.54-

.16 

.33 

-.20 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.4-5 

0.66 

1.50 

-0.39 

0.06 

-0.50 
0.80 

-0.06 

-0.11 

-0.04-

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.46 

0.66 

1.4-0 

-0.4-8 

-0.05 

0.79 

0.13 

-o.OS 
-0.13 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

.4-9 

.13 

.05 

-.08 

-.33 

-.32 

-.27 

.19 

-.28 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

3.4-9 

1.39 

-0.14-

0.27 

-0.33 

0.25 

-0.23 

-0.36 

0.41 

0.18 

1.00 

d' 
Depreci.ation 
current 

-0.14-

0.32 

-0.04-

0.19 

0.16 

0.03 

0.13 

0.18 

1.00 

i d1 

Interes t Depreciation 
current 

0.42 - 3.11 

0.60 1.34-

1.4-0 .4-3 

-0.09 -0.03 

0.20 

-0.04-

0.13 

0.09 

-0.16 

-0.18 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.4-8 

0.66 

0.05 

-0.23 

0.02 

0.12 

0.14-

-0.00 

-0.03 

1.00 

-0.09 

0.05 

0 0 11 

0.10 

0.02 

0.00 

-0.07 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

3.29 

1.52 

.4-6 

-0.08 

0 0 01 

-0.09 

0.08 

-0.06 

-0.27 

-0.08 

-0.37 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

14-.77 

11.18 

.75 

.11 

-.10 

.10 

-.33 

-.09 

-.25 

-.01 

-.30 

.24-
1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
totaJ. 

16.93 

10.55 

.62 

0.05 

0.00 

0.15, 

-0.30 

-0.01 

-0.19 

0.31 

-0035 

0.16 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
totaJ. 

19.56 

11.06 

.56 

-0.06 

0.4-1 

0.16 

-0.26 

0.31 

0.33 

0.32 

-0.29 

0.35 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

.4-9 

-0.06 

-0.05 

-0.05 

-0.28 

-0.03 

-0.16 

0.36 

-0.22 

0.52 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

21.75 

11.27 

.52 

-0.20 

0.06 

0.07 

-0032 

-0.10 

-0.17 
0.23 

-0.39 

0.69 

1.00 



Appendix 2. 6 

Simple Correlation Matrices Industry Group No 5 
1959 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (a) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (ve) 

Correlations (r) 

1960 

v 
r 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

!Jean (u) 

Std. Dev. (e) 

Coefficient or 
Variation (Ve) 

CorrelatioIW (r) 

1961 

v 
r 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (a) 

Coefficient of' 
Variation (Ve) 

Correlations (r) 

1962 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (e) 

Coef'f'icicnt of 
Variation (ve) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

q 

'If 

:l. 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (5) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Ve) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

:l. 

d' 

d 

i' 
Rate of 
return 

12.11 

4.12 

.31.-

1.00 

li b 
Earnings Retention 
instab:i.li ty rate 

2.85 2.21 

2.54- 1.42 

.139 .64 

.05 .77 

1.00 .24 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

-.4C 

- .24 

- .24 

1.00 

r !l b h 
Rate of Earnings Retention Leverage 
return inn tabill ty rate rate 

12.28 2.35 2.32 23.75 

4.46 2.19 1.85 14.52 

.80 .61 

1.00 0.20 0.74 -0.38 

1.00 0.37 0.15 

1.00 -0.10 

1.00 

r ti b h 
Rate of Earnings Ret antion Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

12.38 2.79 2.30 22.99 

4. 70 2.61 1.85 12.86 

.38 .94 .80 .56 

1.00 0.32 0.76 -0.34 

1.00 0.19 -0.10 

1.00 -0.05 

1.00 

i' i! b h 
Rate of' Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

12.4C 2.64 2.09 22.99 

4. 73 2.65 2.14 12.17 

.38 1.00 1.02 .53 

1.00 

i' 
Rate of 
return 

.36 

1.00 

0.11 

1.00 

fi 
Earninge 
instab:i.lity 

2.62 

2.01 

0.25 

1.00 

0.81 

-0.11 

1.00 

b 
Retention 
rate 

.79 

0.82 

-0.01 

1.00 

-0.45 

-0.28 

-0.14 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

21.18 

12.03 

.57 

-0.44 
-0.41 

-0.17 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

.21 

-.05 

.02 

-.00 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

0.41 

1.65 

4.00 

0.06 

0.33 

0.41 

0.27 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

1.80 

4.28 

2.4C 

-0.03 

-0.08 

-0.08 

-0.09 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
finanoing 

2.01 

4.17 

2.10 

0.01 

-0.04 

-0.01 

-0.01 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
fi.nanc1ng 

2.60 

-0.16 

-0.13 

-0.18 

0.27 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.10 

- .06 

.11 

032 

.37 

-.00 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

1.40 

0.07 

0.12 

0.31.-

0.35 

0.65 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

1.10 

0.24 

0.19 

0.24 

0.17 

0.54-

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

1.40 

0.40 

0.10 

0.41 

0.07 

0.49 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.64 

4.70 

1.80 

0.01 

-0.19 

-0.04 

0.20 

0.50 

1.00 

... 
Liquidity 

- .59 

.24 

- .00 

.14 

- .62 

- .12 

- .31.-

1.00 

... 
Liquidity 

- .70 

o. 38 
o. 05 

o. 20 

-0. 61 

-0. 01 

-0.32 

1. 00 

1f' 
Liquidity 

- .57 

0.34 

0.23 

0.21 

-0.65 

-0.07 

-0.27 

1.00 

".. 
Liquidity 

-14.71 

11.14 

- .76 

- 0.16 

0.32 

- 0.30 

- 0.53 

- 0.12 

- 0.41 

1.00 

... 
Liquidity 

- .70 

0.40 

0.29 

0.24 

- 0.54 

- 0.35 

- 0.29 

1.00 

Critical values of r for rejecting the hypothesis of zero oorrelation at tl'e 5 and 
1 per cent l.evels, respectively, are approJdmatel,y .2875 and .3721 

i 
Interest 

.74 

.59 

.80 

-.31 

-.20 

-.38 

.51 

.14 

-.17 
-.29 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.94 

1.53 

1.60 

-0.22 

0.21 

-0.26 

0.06 

-0.02 

-0.31 

0.09 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.70 

0.62 

.89 

-0.22 

-0.14 

-0.01 

0.62 

-0.17 

-0.09 

-0.26 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.74 

0.64 

.86 

-0.21,-

-0.27 

0.01 

0.52 

0.33 

0.08 

-0.19 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.72 

0.62 

.86 

-0.26 

-0.25 

-0.07 

0.69 

0.05 

0.23 

-0.31 

1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

.17 

.25 

.08 

-.03 

.28 

.13 

-.13 

.13 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

2.41 

1.16 

-0.05 

0.28 

-0.19 

-0.07 

-0.02 

-0.25 

0.23 

0.64 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

2.28 

0.99 

.43 

0.21 

0.36 

0.05 

-0.08 

0.14 

0.15 

0.12 

-0.08 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

10.76 

9.80 

.91 

- .11 

- .11 

- .26 

- •• 33 

- .04 
- .23 

.26 

- .07 

.28 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

12.00 

9.09 

.75 

-0.15 

-0.05 

-0.25 

-0.32 

-0.16 

-0.27 

0.27 

0.16 

0.42 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

12.84 

8.51 

.66 

-0.11 

-0.06 

-0.20 

-0.27 

0.00 

-0.00 

0.19 

-0.10 

0.37 

1.00 

d' d 
Depreciation Depreoiation 
current total 

2.46 13.92 

1.34 8.50 

0.42 

0.42 

0.11 

-0.22 

0.18 

0.29 

-0.02 

-0.10 

1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
ourrent 

2.40 

1.05 

0.30 

0.47 

0.06 

-0.27 

-0.00 

-0.03 

0.44 

-0;14 

1.00 

0.06 

0.19 

-0.02 

-0.35 

0.09 

-0.10 

0.36 

-0.05 

0.42 

1.00 

d 
Depreoiation 
total 

14.87 

8.16 

.55 

0.07 

0.23 

-0.02 

-0.32 

-0.13 

-0.04 
0.48 

-0.15 

0.53 

1.00 



Simple Correlation Matrices Size Group - small 
1959 

!.lean (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Va) 

Correlations (r) 

1960 

r 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (5) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Va) 

CorrelaUons (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

1961 

!.lean (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coe:N'icient of 
Variation (Vs) 

Correlations (r) 

r 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

1962 

Mean (u) 

Std.. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Va) 

Correlations (r) 

1963 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dov. (a) 

Coefficient of' 
Variation (Vs) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

r 
Rate of 
return 

11.06 

4.75 

.43 

1.00 

'f' 
Rate of 
return 

11.23 

5.16 

1.00 

'f' 
Rate of' 
return 

11.39 

5.75 

.50 

1.00 

r 
Rate of 
return 

9.82 

6.25 

.63 

1.00 

l' 
Rate of 
return 

1.22 

1.00 

if 
Earn:il1gs 
instability 

ti' 

.12 

1.00 

Earnings 
instability 

0.26 

1.00 

if 
Earn:il1gs 
:instability 

3.00 

2.86 

0.52 

1;00 

b. h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

1.67 17.23 

2.09 15.09 

1.25 .87 

.66 .13 

.07 .18 

1.00 .35 

b 
Retention 
rate 

2.02 

2.78 

1.38 

0.70 

0.38 

1.00 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

13.58 

12.11 

.89 

-0.14 

0.03 

0.12 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

2.33 14.00 

2.96 8.76 

1.27 .63 

0.68 -0.31 

0.37 -0.11 

1.00 -0.10 

1;00 

1:i b h 
Earnings Ret antion Leverage 
instabUi ty rate rate 

3.02 1.45 14.18 

2.72 2.70 9.95 

.90 1.86 .70 

-0.15 0.79 -0.17 

1.00 0.35 -0.15 

tr 
Earnings 
instability 

1.09 

-0.53 

1.00 

1.00 0.02 

b 
Retention 
rate 

0.06 

5.96 

99.30 

0.71 

-0.59 

1.00 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

13.52 

10.77 

.80 

-0.46 

0.24-

-0.51 

1.00 

q 
New Ecpity 
:t'inancing 

0.00 

0.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

0.67 

2.20 

-0.03 

-0.03 

0.19 

0.35 

1.00 

q 
New Ecpity 
financing 

0.67 

1.85 

2.80 

0.08 

-0.15 

-0.08 

0.10 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
finanoing 

1;.,00 

-0.17 

-0.10 

-0.16 

0.09 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

0.50 

2.00 

4.00 

0.15 

-0.08 

0.07 

0.16 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.15 

9.14 

4.20 

.03 

.04 

.34-

.40 

.00 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.40 

8.14 

-0.06 

-0.03 

0.14 

0.37 

0.41 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

2.30 

0.15 

-0.09 

-0.12 

0.08 

0.60 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

3.12 

7.06 

2.30 

0.52 

-0.18 

0.65 

-0.03 

-0.21 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

-4.10 

0.".6 

-0.34-

0.38 
-0.06 

0.55 
1.00 

'l1' 
Liquidity 

-6.74 

13.07 

.03 

.19 

- .29 

- .44-
.00 

- .39 

1.00 

\r' 
Liquidity 

-5.18 

11.75 

0.07 

0.17 

0.00 

-0.27 

0.01 

-0.48 

1000 

'If' 
Licpidity 

-5.76 

12.81 

-2.20 

0.29 

0.09 

0.34-

-0.32 

-0.31 

-0.45 

1.00 

11" 
Liquidity 

-3.88 

12.00 

-3.10 

-0.43 

0.20 

-0.49 

.:.0.08 

-0.17 

-0.45 

1.00 

.".. 
Liquidity 

-2.00 

0.30 

-0.29 

0035 

-0.41 

-0.22 

-0.13 

1.00 

CriticaJ. values of' r f'or rejecting the hypothesis of' zero oorrelation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels!! respectively II are apIn'oximately 034-94 and .,4487 

i 
Interest 

.62 

.84 

.43 

.23 

.25 

.56 

.00 

.04 

-.25 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

2.10 

-0.16 

0.09 

-0.19 

0.18 

-0.05 

-0.38 

0.03 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

-0.26 

-0.21 

-0.06 

0.64. 

-0.00 

-0.14-

-0.12 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.44-

0.64. 

-0.02 

-0.38 

0.15 

0.54 

0.20 

-0.14 

-0.08 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

-0.13 

-0.00 

-0.23 

0.69 

0.02 

0.13 

-0.32 

1.00 

Appendix 2. 7 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

.20 

.41 

-.05 

.11 

.00 

-.04 

.07 

.37 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
cu:t:Tent 

3.22 

1.59 

.49 

-0.04 

0.48 

-0.16 

-0.07 

0.13 

-0.35 

0.24-

0.47 
1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

0.09 

0.40 

0.07 

-0.07 

0.12 

0.16 

0;22 

-0.08 

1;00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

3.00 

1.75 

.58 

0.33 

0.24-

0 0 13 

0.00 

-0.08 

0.17 

-0.25 

-0.15 

1.00 

d.' 
Depreciation 
current 

.53 

0.23 

0.29 

-0.23 

0.02 

-0.13 

0.29 

-0.31 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

.00 

.19 

- .15 

- .08 

.00 

- .16 

.37 

.02 

.39 

1.00 

d 
Depreoia tion 
total 

13.73 

8.64. 

.63 

-0.03 

-0.03 

-0.23 

0.02 

-0.02 

-0.27 

0.06 

0.20 

0.56 

1.00 

d 
Depreoiation 
total 

-0.11 

0.23 

-0.21 

0.05 

0.02 

0.27 

-0.03 

0.00 

0.51 

1.00 

d 
Depreciat ion 
total 

16.24 

8.39 

-0.10 

0.25 

-0.22 

-0.02 

0.52 

-0.32 

-0.14-

-0.10 

0.56 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

-0,,30 

0.07 

-0.06 

-0.4-9 

0.19 

-0.17 

0.53 

1.00 



Simple 
1959 

Mean (u) 

Std. nov. (al 
Coefficient of' 
Variation (VB) 
Correlations (r) 

1960 

>r 
v 
u 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

llea."l (u) 

std. nev, Ca) 

Coa:f':"'icient of' 
Variation (Vs) 

Correlations (r) 

r 

b 

h 

q 

lr 

i 

d' 

d 

1961 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (.) 

Coefficient of 
Va.rie.tion (va) 

Correlations (r) 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

z 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

std. Dov. (a) 

Coei':N.cient of' 
Variation (V.) 

Correlations (r) 

", 
b 

h 

q 

lr 

i 

d' 

0. 

>lean (u) 

Std. Dov. (al 

CoetTici.ent or 
Va.rie.tion (Vs) 

Correlations (r) 

r 

b 

h 

q 

.. 
i 

,1' 

d 

12.59 

4.47 

1.00 

1.00 

¥ 
Rate of 
return 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

.92 

0.13 

1.00 

.85 

0.29 

1~OO 

.87 

0.12 

1.00 

1.00 

0.29 

1.00 

.B5 

0.36 

1.00 

Matrices 
b h 

Rot""tion Leverage 
rata rate 

.78 

0.75 

0.27 

1.00 

0.20 

0;09 

1000 

.62 

-0.3-0 

1.00 

.60 

-0.29 

-0.12 

-0.43 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

.75 

0.8z 

-0.02 

1.00 

.6B 

.85 

20.45 

13.19 

.64 

1.00 

.58 

.58 

Size 
q 

New Equity 
financing 

0.04-

0.55 

0.02 

0.20 

1.00 

0.06 

0.07 

0.02 

0.16 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
:financing 

1.60 

-0.12 

0.04-

-o.2l;. 

0.09 

1.00 

1.00 

-0.04 

0.32 

0.13 

-0.07 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

2.20 

-0.20 

-0.21 

-0.24 

0.16 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
:rate 

l;..40 

10.28 

0.42 

O.li 

0.27 

0.75 

1.00 

0.24 

0.09 

-0.27 

0.37 

0.l;.9 

1~OO 

z 
Invssi::ment 
rate 

5.91;. 

8.89 

0.02 

0.25 

-0.09 

0.27 

0.51 

1.00 

0.12 

1.80 

0.03 

-0.02 

-0.01 

0.14 

0.1;.6 

1.00 

'of 
Liquidity 

- .80 

0.31 

- 0.09 

0.21 

- 0.44 

- 0.27 

- 0.27 

1.00 

0.21;. 

0.09 

D.O,5 

- 0.1;.9 

- 0.19 

- 0.42 
1.00 

0.19 

-OS, 
-0.20 

-0.33 

1.00 

-14.06 

10.90 

- .78 

0.27 

0.18 

0.11 

- 0.50 

0.01 

- 0.32 

1.00 

- .66 

0.06 

0.15 

-0.01 

-0.39 

-0.25 

-0.21 

1.00 

Critical va.lJJ.os of r for rojeet1ng the hypothesia of' zero oorrelZl:tion at the 5 and 
1 per cant ~oveJ.a. "'.pacti .... l;y. are approximatel;y .2500 and .321;.8 

Appendix 2.8 

I medium 
Interest 

0.51 

0.57 

1.00 

-0.27 

0.19 

-0.13 

0.56 

0.52 
0.35 

-0.29 

1-00 

1.20 

-0.03 

-0.18 

0,l;.1 

0.32 

0.23 

-0.28 

1.00 

0.50 

0.51;. 

1.10 

-0.19 

-0.03 

-0.17 

0.48 

0.11 

o.oa 
-0.23 

1.00 

0.48 

0.53 

-0.19 

-0.23 

-0.12 

0.49 

0.16 

0.07 

-0.13 

1.00 

-0.13 

-0.08 

-0.12 

0.62 

-0.07 

0.05 

-0.22 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

.46 

O~i.3 

0.08 

-0.13 

-0.07 

0.39 

0.21 

-0.12 

0.10 

1.00 

.1;.1 

0.07 

0.02 

-0.20 

-o.ll;. 

-0.01;. 

-0.16 

0.29 

0.01 

1.00 

0.' 
Depreeia.t.ion 
ourrent 

2.45 

0.97 

0.16 

-0.11 

0.08 

-0.15 

0.0,5 

-0.02 

0.28 

0.13 

1.00 

0;31 

0.38 

0.26 

-0.19 

0.27 

0.42 

0.02 

1,00 

.38 

0.11;. 

0.11 

0.16 

-0.10 

0.02 

0.04 

-0.05 

0.02 

1.00 

d 
Deprao1at:ton 
total 

11.98 

8.33 

.70 

0.00 

0.04 

-0.05 

-0.21 

0.04-

-0.00 

0.23 

-0.06 

0.14 

1.00 

0.11 

0.16 

-0.14, 

-0.25 

-oe1,3 

-0.08 

0.29 

-0.09 
0.28 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
totaJ. 

.50 

-0.00 

-0.05 

-0.06 

-0.15 

-0.16 

-0.10 

0.29 

0.05 

0.22 

1.00 

.45 

0.01 

0.12 

-0.07 

-0.40 

0.10 

-0.05 

0.38 

-0.05 

0.21;. 

1.00 

Depreciation 
total 

.40 

-0.01 

-0.06 

-0.11;. 

-0.27 

-0.02 

0.02 

0 .. 33 

-0.06 

0.01 

1.00 



Simple 
1959 

1!e"'1 (u) 

Std. Dev. (a) 

Correlations (X") 

1960 

r 
u 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

;':ean (u; 

Std. Dev. (5) 

Correlations (r) 

r 

b 

q 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dov. (0) 

Dorrola t10M (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Uean (u) 

Std. Dev. (0) 

Correlations (1') 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

1.00 

1.00 

Rate of 
:return 

.30 

1.00 

.28 

.86 

1.10 

0.19 

1.00 

.81 

2.08 

2.06 

0.42 

1.00 

0.84. 

0.04 
1.00 

.62 

-0.54 

-0 .. 03 

-0.47 

1.00 

22.13 

15.22 

-0.47 

0.01 

-0.31 

1.00 

Retention LeveraGe 
rate rate 

2.10 

1.66 

0.80 

0.29 

1.00 

.66 

0.80 

1.00 

.62 

-0.50 

0.04 

-0.25 

1.00 

22.01 

12.60 

-0.39 

-0.03 

-0.36 

0.16 

1.CO 

0.47 

1.75 

0.03 
0.12 

-0.02 

0.00 

1.00 

-0.04 

0.29 

-0.04 

-0.02 

1.00 

-0.04 

0.31 

-0.04 

-0.03 

1.00 

1.60 

-0.26 

0.03 

-0.30 

0.47 

0.16 

1.00 

2.89 

6.50 

2.20 

-0,00 

-0.00 

0*12 

0.34 

0.32 

1.00 

1.00 

0.27 

0.29 

0.36 

-0.21 

0.55 
1.00 

0.11 

0.47 

0.19 

0.00 

0.68 

i.OO 

.81 

-0.01 

-0.29 

-0.07 

-0.26 

0.13 

0.07 

1.00 

-10.24 

11.00 

- 1.10 

0.20 

0.13 

0.08 

-0.36 
-0.25 

-0.46 

1.00 

0.17 
0,,11 

0.12 

-0.20 

-0.24 

-0,49 

1.00 

0.22 

0.02 

0.18 

-C.21 

0.26 

-a.47 
1.00 

-0.34 

-O.OB 

-0.26 

0.53 
0.03 

0.03 

-0.26 

1.00 

0.69 

0.63 

-0.51 

-0.00 

-0.45 

0.76 

-0.19 

-0.00 

-0.40 

0,02 

-0.32 

0.77 

-0(113 

-0.32 

-0.14 

1.00 

0.68 

0.62 

0 .. 13 

0.08 

-0,20 

1.00 

0.22 

-0 .. 02 

0.17 

-a.o6 
0.19 

O~07 

1.00 

0",07 

-<l.Cl 

-C.10 

0.04 

0.04 

-0.06 

0 .. 10 

04>10 

1.00 

2 .. 86 

1.28 

0.30 

0.02 

-0.09 

0.27 

0.18 

0.02 

-0.21 

i~OO 

1.,00 

1.00 

,,67 

0.01 

-C"i2 

-0.04 

-0 .. 33 

-0.03 

0.11 

0.18 

-0.29 

0,,58 

1.CO 

16.39 

10 .. 25 

.63 

0",06 

0.08 

-0.10 

-0.32 

0.13 

-0.02 

0.29 

0.54 

1.00 

--------------------r~------u~o----------~b~------~h---------q~------~Z~------~~~--------i---------;d"----------~d-----
1963 Ra.to of Earnings Retention Lwerage Nmv Equ~ty Investment Liquidity Interest Deprecie.tion Depre-ciaticn 

Mean 

sta. Dov. (0) 

Correlations (1') 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

d' 

d 

return instabll1.ty rate rate fil'lEll'lcing rate current total 

.24 

1.00 

.81 

D.be 
1.00 

2.25 

1.38 

.61 

0.81 

0.49 

1.00 

20.18 

11.36 

-0.4L. 

-0.24 

-0.30 

1.00 

0.13 

0.24 

-0 .. 13 

-0.05 

1.00 

1.20 

0.20 

0.42 

0.10 

-0.19 

0.59 
1.00 

Critical values of r for rejecting the hypothesio of zero correlation 
1 pcr cent l.oval.s, t'O.speotivel.y .. are npprcocima.telJr .3044 and .3932 

.93 

0.08 

0.01. 

-0.00 

-0.17 

-0.11 

1.00 

tho 5 and 

.84. 

-0",07 

-0.18 

-0.08 

0.09 

0.09 

-0.08 

-0.01 

1.00 

-0.17 

0.26 

0.16 

0 .. 13 

-0.32 

1.00 

10.30 

.Go 

0.20 

0.23 

0.03 

-0.37 

0.05 

0.31 

-0,31 

0.68 

1.00 



Simple Correlation 
1959 

lJean (u) 

Std. DEW. (a) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (Va) 

Correlations (r) 

1960 

b 

h 

q 

".. 

i 

d' 

d 

!Joan (u) 

Std.. Dev. (D) 

Correlations (r) 

r. 
11 
b 

h 

q 

i 

a' 
d 

1iaan (u) 

Std. Dev. (5) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

1962 

bCean (u) 

Std. Jov. (0) 

Correlatiorul (r) 

1963 

b 

h 

q 

ii' 

d 

1[0"" (u) 

Std. Dov. (e) 

Correlation.e (r) 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

z 

i 

d' 

d 

.29 

1.00 

.24 

1.00 

.29 

12.79 

3.25 

.25 

1.00 

3.15 

.26 

1.00 

0.39 

1.00 

.77 

1.01 

0.45 

1.00 

1.92. 

1.26 

.66 

0.38 

1.00 

0.97 

1.09 

1.12 

-0.20 

1.00 

.69 

0.80 

0.52 
1.00 

.62 

0.87 

0.04 

1.00 

.65 

0.69 

0.80 

1.00 

.49 

0.64 

0.25 

0.51 

-0.33 
1.00 

-0.43 

0.24 

-0.41 

1.00 

.65 

-0.54 
-0.02 

-0.56 

1.00 

.63 

-0.49 

-0.56 

-0.38 

1000 

20.24 

13.21 

.65 

-0.58 

-0.07 

-0.00 

1.00 

19.55 

14.08 

~.73 

-0.19 

0.06 

1.00 

0.42 

0.04 

0.35 

~.24 

1.00 

-0.02 

0.05 

-0.12 

0.00 

1.00 

2.00 

-O,O} 

0.76 

0.43 

-0.31 

1.00 

0.42 

0.52 

0.32 

-0.16 

1.00 

~.05 

-0.07 

-0.19 

0.01 

1.00 

0.07 

-0.29 

0.05 

~.23 

0.11 

1.00 

0.09 

0.32 

~.07 

0.18 

0.58 

1.00 

6.47 

6.44 

1.00 

0.11 

0.84-
C.53 

""O~21 

0.88 

1.00 

8.02 

6.94 

.87 

0.43 

0.38 
0.48 

-0.02 

0.71 

1.00 

1.50 

-0.72 
0.10 

-0.11 

0.75 
-0,,21 

1000 

-13.31 

10.00 

- .75 

- 0.06 

0.45 

- 0.10 

0.37 

- 0.57 

- 0.18 

1.00 

- .70 

0.14 

- 0.22 

0.16 

0.01 

- 0.01 

- 0.43 

1.00 

-11.08 

8.34 

- .,75 

0.23 

0.63 

0.68 

-0.25 

0.62 

0,49 

1.00 

- .67 

- 0.32 

- 0.25 

- 0.03 

0.10 

0.19 

0.21 

1.00 

-9.08 

5.33 

- .59 

0.18 

-0.18 

0.20 

-0.06 

0.21 

0.15 

1.00 

Critical values of r for rejeoting the hypothesis of zero correlation at -the 5 and 
1 per cent J.eve~a, respectivelylJ are approxir:la.tely .5139 a.nd .,64.11 

1.00 

-0.16 

0.50 

-0.23 

0.88 

-0.C9 

-0.31 

0 .. 49 

1.00 

.88 

-0.24 

-0.45 

0.87 

0.05 

-0.06 

0;45 

1.00 

0.68 

0.66 

.97 

-0.24 

-0,'16 

0,10 

0.77 

0.01 

0,02 

0.39 

1.00 

0.$ 

0.60 

.87 

0.61 

0.44 

-0.59 
-0.21 

~.06 

0.83 

0.24 

0.61 

0.30 

1.00 

390 

.DD~~ndIX 2. 10 

0.29 

0.35 

~.04· 

0.57 

-0.07 

~.29 

0.22 

0.65 

1.00 

0.01 

0.00 

-0.24 

0.45 

0.40 

0.06 

0.22 

0.51 

1,00 

0.43 

0.29 

0.39 

-0.10 

0,29 

0.14 

0.35 
0.12 

1.00 

3.64-
0.97 

.26 

0.62 

.0.35 
0.47 

-0(>11 

0.12 

0.15 

~.16 

0.01 

1.00 

3.::8 
0.81 

0.43 

0.05 

0,32 

-0.40 

-0.25 

-0.20 

0.33 

-0.31 

1,00 

9 .. 63 

~55 

0.05 

0.15 

0.29 

0.29 

-0.05 

-0,,18 

0.3G 

0.21 

1000 

-0,01 

-0.23 

-0.17, 

0 .. 55-

0.06 

0.41 

O~03 

22.74 

10,25 

.45 

0.57 

0.60 

-0.10 

0.60 

0.47 

0.64 

0.23 

0.66 

1.00 

.36 

0.34 

0.30 

0.43 

0 .. 13 

-0.00 

0.25 

0.80 

1.00 

23.18 

8.54 

.37 

0,15 

0.39 

0.29 

-0.20 

0 .. 21 

-0,,18 

0.85 

i",CO 



Simple 
1959 

lIean (u) 

Std. Dov. (a) 

CoeN'J.ci.ent of' 
Variation (V.) 

Co=elationH (r) 

b 

h 

i 

d' 

d 

Gean (u) 

Std. DEW. (0) 

Coefficient of' 
VariaUon (Va) 

Correlationa (rl 

1961 

r 
tr 
b 

h 

q 

d 

l!ean (u) 

Std. Dov. (0) 

Coei'i'i.cient of' 
Variation (Va) 

Correilltior.s (r) 

1962 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

llean (u) 

Std. Dov. (0) 

Coefi'icient of 
Voristion (Vo) 

Correlations (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Std. Dev. (3) 

Coei'f'icient of' 
Voriaticn (Vo) 

Correlations (r) 

r 
u 
b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

10.66 

4.71 

Ra.te 0:1' 
return 

1.00 

? 
Rate of 
return 

1.00 

.48 

1.00 

6.30 

.83 

1.00 

0.20 

1.00 

1.05 

0.19 

1.00 

0.17 
1.00 

.99 

..0.02 

1.00 

1.25 

-0.63 
1.00 

0.78 
0.20 

1.00 

..0.16 

0.07 

-0.06 

1.00 

Rotention ~eraga 
rate rate 

1.45 

0.67 

0.16 

1.00 

1016 

1.82 

0.79 
-0.1/j. 

1.00 

Retention 
rate 

0 •. 69 
-0.58 

1.00 

16.30 

12.62 

.77 

h 
Leverage 
rata 

16.08 

11.4-9 

.71 

-0.11-1 

..0.11 

..o.zO 
1.00 

..0.22 

-0.20 

-0.10 

.68 

-0.31 

0.05 

-0.35 " 

1.00 

0.12 

0.59 

5.00 

-0.10 

..0.20 

-0.20 

0.29 

1.00 

..o.GS 

-0.09 

-0.10 

-0.02 

1.00 

q 

29.00 

0.10 

-0.01 

0.23 

0,03 

..o.C1 

1.00 

..0.02 

0.01 

..0.14 

..0.04 

0.06 

1.00 

New Equity Investment 
financing roe. toe 

-0.11 

-0.05 

-0.26 

0.28 

1.00 

3.80 

-0.08 

-0.09 

-0.12 

1.00 

.07 

-0,16 

0.04 

-0.16 

-0.06 

1.00 

1.71 

6.12 

0.05 

0.07 

..0.19 

-0.07 

0.15 

1.00 

0.24-

-0.08 

0.38 

0.05 

0.02 

1.00 

92.00 

-0.03 

-0.26 

1.00 

-1.50 

0.27 

0.20 

0.00 

-0.42 

..0.07 

-0.18 

1.00 

-1.80 

0.30 
0.18 

0.14-

..0.32 

0.06 

-0.37 

1.00 

0.)8 

0.21 

OS5 
-0.42 

-0.10 

-0.26 

1.00 

-6.82 

12.57 

-0.'6 

-C.21 

..o.3S 

..0.27 

-0.04 

..0. SO 

1.00 

0.14 

-0.06 

0.19 

-0.39 

-0.05 

-0.06 

1.00 

Critical values of r for rejecting the hypothesis of: zero oorrelation a.t the 5 and 

1 per cent levels, reapectiwly, are appro:d.mately .2732 and .354-1 

0.02 

0.12 

0.06 

0.74 

0.08 

0.02 

Interest 

1.20 

-0.33 

-0.08 

-0.23 

0.71 

0.06 

-0.15 
-O..,21{. 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.52 

0.67 

-0.34-

-o.i/j. 

-0.15 

0.58 

-0.02 

-0.12 

-0.26 

0.4iJ. 

0 • .59 

0,.26 

0.07 

0.56 

0.13 

-0.12 

..0.16 

1.00 

-0.16 

-0.04-
-0.20 

0.'(,2 

0.05 

-0.23 

1.00 

0.12 

0.19 

-0.19 

0.04 

0.26 

-0.22 

C.oa 

"1.00 

current 

0.05 

0.39 

-0.13 

-0.02 

0.20 

-0.10 

0.20 

-0.03 

"1.00 

d' 
Deprec:iatiol! 
cu"''I''reIlt 

..0.00 

0.06 

0.03 

-0.08 

0.30 

-0.06 

O~33 

0.01 

1,00 

..0.00 

0.37 

0.02 

-0.07 

Depreciation 
CUl."'l."Ont 

.48 

-0.08 

0.38 

-0.03 

..0.14 

0.13 

-0,29 

0.17 

..0.09 

1.00 

0.22 

0.10 

-0.09 

-0.13 

0.04-

-0.15 

0.19 

-0.12 

0,,26 

DepraciatiDn 
total 

0.12 

0.1/j. 

-0.10, 

-0.03 

0.01 

-0.05 

0.02 

-o~ 11 

0,,38 

-I.CO 

d 
Deprocl.ation 
total 

14.13 

-0.07 

0.02 

-0.09 

-0.00 

-0.07 

0.12 

0,,05 

0.30 

1.00 

-0.12 

-0.20 

..0.17 

0.35 

-0.30 
0.06 

-0.07 

16.91 

8.12 

-0.37 

0.33 
-0.31 

..0.07 

O.n 
-0 .. 36 
0.12 

-0 .. 1.3 

1.00 



Simple Correlation Matrices Growth Rate 
1959 

!Jean (u) 

Std. Dov. (0) 

Coefficient of 
Var:ietion (VB) 

Correlations (r) 
v 
r 

if 
b 

h 

q 

:i 

d' 

d 

1960 

!.lean (u) 

Std. Dev. (B) 

Coefficient of 
Variation (VB) 

Correlations (r) 

1961 

b 

h 
q 

i 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dov. (B) 

Coefficient of 
Va.r:iet:ion (Va) 

Correlations (r) 

1962 

r 

b 

h 

q 

:i 
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Mean (u) 
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Coef'ficient of' 
Variat:ion (Va) 

Correlations (r) 
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r 

b 

h 

d' 

d 

Mean (u) 

Std. Dov. (B) 

Coef't'icient of' 
Variation (V.) 

CorreIa tiona (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

r 
Rate of 
return 

13.67 

4-.83 

.35 

1.00 

1" 
Rate of' 
return 

13.80 

4-.80 

1.00 

If 
Earnings 
instability 

.93 

0.16 

1.00 

'if 
Earnings 
instability 

.89 

0.18 

1.00 

r If 
Rate of Earnings 
return instability 

13.79 3.13 

4.67 3.12 

.34- 1.00 

1.00 0.36 

1.00 

b 
Retention 
rate 

.66 

b 
Retention 
rate 

2.28 

1.80 

0.82 

0.04-

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

-0.66 

-0.13 

-0.55 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

19.68 

14-.4-3 

.73 

-0.56 

-0.12 

-0.4-6 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

2.51 19.02 

1.90 13.11,-

0.85 -0.59 

0.38 -0.20 

1.00 -0.4-2 

1.00 

l' 11 b h 
Rate of' Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

13.91 2.31 2.29 19.15 

4.68 2.10 1.1,.4- 13.05 

.34- .91 .63 .68 

1.00 0.4-2 0.76 -0.66 

1.00 0.17 -0.29 

1.00 -0.4-6 

1.00 

i' if b h 
Rat e of' Earnings Ret ention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

13.74- 2.1,-9 2.37 17.32 

1,-.40 2.27 1.31 11.92 

.32 .91 .55 .70 

1.00 0.l,.6 0.80 -0.62 

1.00 0.31 -0.31 

1.00 -0.1,-1 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

0.60 

2.08 

3.50 

-0.22 

-0.12 

-0.27 

0.02 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

0.32 

1.4-2 

-0.02 

0.05 

-0.02 

-0.05 

1.00 

z 
Imreatment 
rate 

-0.27 

0.09 

-0.38 

0.39 

0.15 

1.00 

Investment 
rate 

3.00 

-0.11 

0.04-

0.07 

0.37 

0.14-

1.00 

q z 
New Equity Investment 
financing rate 

-0.08 0.07 

0.4-2 0.32 

-0.05 0.11 

-0.21 -0.21 

1.00 0.4-2 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

1.77 
1,-.81 

2.70 

-0.09 

0.29 

-0.15 

-0.13 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
f'innncing 

1.12 

3.02 

-0.20 

-0.16 

-0.21,-

-0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

6.23 

7.51 

1.20 

0.22 

0.33 

0.17 

-0.12 

0.55 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

3.1,-7 

6.95 

2.00 

0.08 

0.11,-

0.11 

-0.14 

0.1,-3 

1.00 

'!r 
L:!.quidity 

-11.75 

11.12 

- .95 

0.03 

- 0.05 

- 0.01 

- 0.18 

- 0.16 

0.05 

1.00 

'" L:iquidity 

-9.93 

11.60 

-1.20 

0.30 

0.08 

0.19 

-0.4-3 

-0.17 

-0.56 

1.00 

11"' 
L:!.quidity 

-11.88 

11.19 

- .91,-

0.39 

0.13 

0.38 

-0.35 

0.07 

-0.26 

1.00 

:i 
Interest 

0.4-8 

0.50 

1.00 

-0.37 

0.01 

-0.14-

0.4-7 

-0.01 

0.01 

-0.18 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.69 

1.4-3 

-0.32 

00'11 

-0.31 

0.16 

-0.08 

-0.26 

0.08 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.4-9 

0.61 

1.20 

-O.l,.O 

-0.16 

-0.33 

0.67 

-0.13 

-0.31 

-0.03 

1.00 

r i 
Liquidity Interest 

-12.19 0.1,-9 

10.4-7 0.59 

- .86 1.20 

0.31 -0037 

0.13 -0.01,-

0.26 -0.21 

~O.36 0.39 

0.14- 0.16 

-0.08 -0.00 

1.00 -0.05 

'If 
L:!.quidity 

-10.17 

9.81 

- .96 

0.17 

0.11,-

0.11 

-0.27 

-0.07 

-0.21,-

1.00 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

1.10 

-0.l,.6 

-0.21,-

-0.31 

0.70 

-0.17 

-0.10 

-0.02 

1.00 

Critical values of' r :ror rejecting the hypotheSis of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levels, respectively, are approxi.ma.tely .. 2732 and .,354-1 
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Depreciation 
current 

0.4-5 

0.26 

0.26 

-0.26 

-0.10 

-0.00 

-0.01 

-0.10 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
om'rent 

.4-7 

0.03 

-0.21 

-0.12 

0.09 

-0.4-1 

0.39 

0.43 

1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

.1,-7 

0.15 

0.20 

0.12 

-0.21 

0.04-

-0 .. 04 
0.31 

-0.07 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
cu+rent 

0.36 

0.33 

0.19 

-0.21 

0.03 

0.18 

0,13 

-0.25 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
current 

-0.10 

-0.11 

0 .. 10 

-0.23 

1.00 

d 
Depreciati.on 
total. 

-0.,32 

-0.10 

-0,,22 

0.-17 

-0.'10 

0,,26 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

0.00 

-0.00 

-0.07 

-0.33 

-0.01 

-0.09 

0.31 

0.01 

1.CO 

d 
DGlJrecia tion 
toW 

0.0-1 

0.10 

0.03 

-0.35 

0 .. 2-1 

0.23 

0.29 

-0.21 

0.1,-9 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

.58 

0.08 

0.07 

-0.02 

-0.29 

0.08 

-0.00 

0.54-

1.00 

d 
Depreoiation 
total 

0.09 

O.W 

-0,03 

-0.38 

0.04 

-0.06 

0.43 

-0.25 

0.24 

1.00 



Simple Correlation Matrices 
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Mean (u) 
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VariaUon (VB) 

Correlations (r) 

1962 

r 
if 

b 

h 

q 
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i 

d' 
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Mean (u) 

Std. Dev. (s) 

Coefficient of 
Var:l.ation (Va) 

Correlations (r) 

1963 

If 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d 

Moan (u) 

Std. Dav. (s) 

Coefficient of' 
Var:l.ation (Va) 

Co=elatians (r) 

b 

h 

q 

i 

d' 

d. 

'j< 

Rate of 
return 

13.90 

3.26 

1.00 

¥ 
Rate of 
return 

13.45 

6.66 

.50 

1.00 

i" 
Rate of' 
return 

.25 

1.00 

'ci' 
Earni.nge 
instabil:ity 

2.80 

2.57 

0.16 

1.00 

\i 
Earn:ings 
instablli ty 

2.41 

2.15 

.89 

0.4.3 

1.00 

b 
Retent:ion 
rate 

2.25 

1.29 

0.72 

0.26 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rat. 

24.77 
13.14 

..(J.03 

0.13 

-0.02 

1.00 

b h 
Retention Leverage 
rate rate 

3.27 23.03 

2.51 13.69 

.66 .59 

-0.41 0.10 

0.39 ..(J.34 

1.00 ..(J.51 

1.00 

'ci' b h 
Earnings Retention Lev-erage 
instability rate rata 

1.73 2.95 22.37 

1.35 1.31 10.18 

.78 .44 .45 

0.03 0.62 ..(J.36 

1.00 ..(J.10 0.19 

1.00 ..(J.21 

1.00 

'l' If b h 
Rate of Earnings Retention Leverage 
return instability rate rate 

13.44 2.16 2.69 21.67 

3.01 2.34 1.16 10.88 

.22 1.08 ,4.3 .50 

1.00 0.35 0.48 -0.4.5 

1.00 0.63 -0.5l,. 

1.00 -0.21 

1.00 

'l' Ii b h 
Leverage 
rate 

Rate of Earnings Retention 
return jnstability rate 

13.60 2.4.3 2.55 

4..14. 1.97 1.44 

.30 .81 .56 

1.00 0.78 0.76 

1.00 0.65 

1.00 

..(J.45 

..(J.35 

..(J.22 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
:f'inanc:ing 

0.96 

1.10 

1.10 

..(J.07 

0.09 

..(J.11 

..(J.14 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

..(J.01 

0.07 

..(J.18 

..(J.02 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

3.95 

5.66 

-0.44 

0.17 

-0.37 

..(J.03 

1.00 

q 
New Equity 
financing 

1.50 

0.05 

0.64 

0.4.9 

-0.46 
1.00 

q 
New Equity 
:f1nanc:ing 

..(J.23 

..(J.11 

..(J.58 

0.08 

1.00 

Investment 
rate 

1.00 

0.15 

..(J.35 

0.09 

0.07 

0.09 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

3.81 

10.19 

2.80 

0.60 

-0.12 

..(J.A 

0.37 

0.41 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

10.10 

7.75 

-0.02 

0.33 

-0.27 

..(J.OO 

0.67 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
rate 

10.92 

8.76 

.80 

..(J.16 

0.4.6 

0.33 

..(J.18 

0.68 

1.00 

• 
Investment 
rate 

1.20 

0.01 

..(J.12 

0.14. 

0.28 

0.14. 

1.00 

'I\" 
liquidity 

-17.22 

8.46 

0.32 
0.10 

0.12 

-0.09 

0.26 

..(J.19 

1.00 

1!' 
Liquidity 

-16.65 

8.62 

- .52 

0.09 

0.13 

0.05 

-0.19 

0.16 

..(J.17 

1.00 

..
Liquidity 

-16.93 

7.02 

- .41 

0.25 

0.10 

0.42 

..(J.OO 

..(J.34 

..(J.28 

1.00 

'" Liquidity 

- .53 

0.12 

0.08 

0.33 
-0.05 

0.17 

..(J.11 

1.00 

.".. 
Liquidity 

-11.94. 

5.53 

- .46 

- 0.04-

-.0.27 

0.03 

0 0 01 

..(J.27 

0.15 

1.00 

Critical values of r for rejeoting the hypothesis of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per oent 16"11918, respectivel3',1 are approxtmateliY 04227 and .5368 

:l. 
Interest 

0.77 

0.64 

.83 

0.22 

0.22 

-0.06 

0.68 

0.15 

..(J.'11 

0.48 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

.85 

Oe11 

-0.26 

..(J.44 

0.74 

0.06 

0.26 

0.33 
1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.74 

0.65 

.88 

0.03 

0.32 

0.00 

0.76 

..(J.18 

0.07 

0.27 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.70 

0.54 

.77 

0.02 

-0.37 

0.05 

0.65 

..(J.34 

..(J;42 

0.55 

1.00 

i 
Interest 

0.79 

0.53 

.67 

-0.03 

..(J.23 

..(J.08 

..(J.05 

0.09 

0.01 

0.04-

1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

.45 

0.08 

0.15 

-0.32 

0.48 

0.06 
..(J.OO 

0.50 

0.84 
1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

.43 

0.03 

0.00 

..(J.29 

0.43 

0.43 

0.10 

0.54 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

3.10 

0.92 

0.05 

0.14 

..(J.11 

0.45 

..(J.23 

0.14 

0.43 

0.68 

1.00 

d' 
Depreciation 
currant 

2.93 

0.81 

0.36 

..(J.05 

0.16 

0.01 

, ..(J.02 

..(J.28 

0.63 

0.55 

1.00 

d' 
Depreoiation 
current 

3.23 

1.4.7 

.4.5 

0.25 

0.19 

0.01 

0.17 

0.11 

0.28 

0.17 

..(J.4.7 

1.00 

2. 

d 
Depreciation 
total. 

11.84 

.66 

-0.08 

-0.03 

..(J.n 

0.18 

0.57 

..(J.OO 

0.59 

0.54 

0.59 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

.57 

0.09 

-0.05 

-0.35 

0.30 

0.25 

0.13 

0.58 

0.58 

0.76 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

.46 

-0.07 

0.09 

..(J.10 

0.4.3 

..(J.16 

0.12 

0.4.7 

0.58 

0.83 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
totel 

15.29 

6.06 

-0.01 

-0.21 

0.05 

0.12 

-0.06 

..(J.25 

0.80 

0.59 

0.52 

1.00 

d 
Depreciation 
total 

-0.11 

-0.13 
..(J.15 

0.36 
..(J.06 

0.17 

0.30 

..(J.4.5 

0.85 

1.00 
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Variation (Va) 
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r 
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h 
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.29 

1.00 

l' 
Jl.ato of 
return 

13036 

2.63 

.20 

1.00 

.20 

1.00 

11.94 

3.04 

.25 

1.00 

.37 

1.00 

-0.05 

1.00 

0.42 

1.00 

0.16 

1.00 

3.15 

3.06 

.97 

2.64-
2.26 

.86 

0.61 

1.00 

0.22 

0.12 

1.00 

.82. 

0.311-
0.;;8 

1.00 

.75 

.88 

0.61 

0.09 

1.00 

1.51 

1.51 

1.00 

0.89 

0.311-
1.00 

29.26 

12.66 

.43 

-0.69 

0.30 
0.20 

1.00 

h 
Leverage 
rate 

.50 

26.87 
10,27 

0.28 

-0.31 

0.28 

1.00 

-0.40 

-0.52 
-0.13 

1.00 

2.10 

0.09 
0.80 

0.06 

0.11 

1.00 

q 
Netv Equity 
financing 

0.21 

0.39 

0.29 

1.00 

1.30 

-0.36 

-0.00 

-0.46 

-0.15 

1.00 

-0.11 

0,24 

-0.24-

-0.26 

1.00 

1.10 

-0,14 

0.15 

-0.15 

1.00 

10.38 

16.60 

-0.24-

0.73 
0.11 

-0.46 

0.83 

1.00 

z 
Investment 
ra.te 

.72 

-0.14 

0.23 

0.28 

0.43 

0.71 

1.00 

1.20 

-0.59 

0.39 

-0.30 

0.55 

0.60 

1.00 

18.01 

10.11 

0.08 

-0.36 

0.46 

1.00 

10.24-

8.22 

.82 

-o.3B 
-0.07 
-0.41 

0.21 

0.72 

1.00 

0.30 

-0.37 
0.21 

-0.26 

-0.57 

-0.65 

1.00 

-,(' 
Liquidity 

- .30 

0.04 

0.03 

0.49 

0.16 

0.08 

-0.16 

1.00 

- .54 

0.28 

-0.29 

0.'37 

-0.$2 

-0.22 

-0.'36 

1.00 

-16.52 

5.67 

- .311-

- 0.03 

0,05 

0.53 

0.07 
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- 0.33 
1.00 

-14.26 

7.99 

- .56 

0.03 

-0.16 

0.09 

-0.26 

0.04 

-0.39 

1.00 

Critical "o.llle. of r for the hypothesi. of zero correlation at the 5 and 
1 per cent levela~ re"pectlLvc:ly, are approximataJ.y ,,4683 and .5897 
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total 
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0.87 
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0.07 

0.12 

0.05 
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0.17 
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Interest 

0.31 

-0.16 
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0.27 
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0.57 
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0.18 

0.03 
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-0.09 

1.00 
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1.00 
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.30 
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APPENDIX No" 3 

FACTORS Ell lI.ND RRR: 

3-8 

1 

2 

INDUSrrn.y C-ROTlP No" 1 

INDUSTRY GROUP No" 2 

INDUSTRY GROUP No., 3 

nmU3'1'RY GROUP 1\"0 .. it. 

INDUS'l"'RY GROUP lJo., 5 

S JZE GROUP - miA1L 

SIZE GROUP = SMALI/Mh1HUM 

SIZE GROUP' - IvlEDIUll'l/LAEGE 

SIZE GROUP - LARGE 

GROVifTH-RATE GROUP - SLOW 

G"ROWTH-R.A.TE GROUP - SLOVVMEDIUM 

GROVfl'H-RATE GROUP - MEDImVFA.ST 

3 GR01,'J'I'H-RATE GROUP - FJI.BT 

LOCA1'IONAL GROUP - AUCKLAlIJD 

5 
6 

LOCA'rIONAL GROUP - ViELLINGTON 

LOCATIONAL GROUP - Clm.IS'l'CHURCH 

3-17 LOCATIONilL GROUP - DUNEDIN 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON RlJiUES'T': 

1 

1 

-l9 

1 

PLOT AND llIDUSTRY, SIZE, MID GR01NTH-RATE GROUPINGS 

PLOT AND nmUSTRY, SIZE, AND GROWTH-RATE GROUPINGS 

PLOTS ONLY 

PLOTS ONLY 

RRR/DEP ONLY 

395 
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slow 54 companies 
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Locational Group - Christchurch 33 companies 
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APPENDIX No o 4 

c 0 l\1EY_'l1'~R X!.J_O'y! C J¥l.R.'1' S .,_1'0 RTF-AN PRO G RJJI: S , 
AND SAMPLE PRUIT oUrES 

4-1 PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 

4-1-1 

4-1-4 

4·-1-5 

EDJ'"l'ING DATA - EDIT 1 

EDITING DATA - ED r:r 11 

PRINT OUT OF APPRO FRI ATI eN OF !NCOI,IE STATEr,;illTr.e 
AND CALCULA'l'IONS 

PRJlff OUT OF BALANCE SHEEr MID CAJ£UI.J;,'i'IOHS 

PRJ1'JT OUT OF FINJmC!NG MID INVESTMENT S~"ATEJvW;IIT 

Pl.JD CALCULl',_TI ONS 

It--2 COMPUTER PROGRAl.IS IN FOP,TRAN 

4-2-3/4 
4-2-5/7 

4-2-8/11 

4-2-12 

ED 11' ., 

EDJ'"l' 11 

APPROPRIATION OF n~COME STAT2MENT AND CALCULATIONS 

BALANCE SI-IE8T AND CALCULATIONS 

FINANCING AND INVESTlVlENT S TATElvlENT AND CALCULATIONS 

PREPARATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL FACTOR PLOTS 

IDENTIFICATION OF PREDICTOR VARIA.i3LES 

4-3 S.Al'v1PLE COMRJTER PRINT OUT 

4-3-2 

APPROPRIATION OF INCOME (REVENUE ACCOUNTS) 
STATEMENT ADD CALCULATIONS 

FINANC IfirG AND llmSTMENT (SOURCE AND DISPOSITIONS) 
STATEMENT AND CALCULATIOl'lS 

BAJ..J:J.'JCE SHEEIT' Al-ID CALCULATIONS 

413 



PRINT ERROR 
MESSAGE 

PAUSE 

OFF SW ON 

Appendix 1-1 

PROGRAM flOWCHART FOR EDITING DATA - EDIT 1 

NO 

YES 

PRINT 
"OK" 

PRINT CARD TYPE ERROR J 

CARD 
IN >-,N-,O~_--l 

SEQUENCE 

PAUSE 



YES 
NEW 
COY. 

ALREADY 
ECORDED 

PROGRAM FLOWCHART FOR EDITING DATA - EDIT Ii 

YES 
NEW 
COY. 

PRINT HEADINGS 
COMPANY 
YEAR 

NO NEW 
L-______ -. ________ ~< YEAR 

YES 

. 
TEST FOR FOLLOWING CONSIDERING EACH YEARS DATA SEPARATELY: 

- IS A CODE NUMBER USED TWICE IN SAME YEAR? 

- IS THERE AN APPARENT WRONG SIGN FOR CODE? 

- DOES BALANCE SHEET DATA BALANCE? 

- IS REVENUE ACCOUNT ADDED CORRECTLY? 

PRINT HEADING FOR TWO YEARS 

TEST FOR FOLLOWING - COMPARISON OF TWO SUCCESSIVE YEARS/DATA 

- DOES REVENUE ACCOUNT BALANCE RECONCILE CHANGE IN 
AWN ACCOUNT? 

- DOES DEPRECIATION WRITE OFF RECONCILE CHANGE IN 
PROVISIONS? 

- DO TRANSFERS TO RESERVES RECONCILE YEARLY BALANCE SHEET 
CHANGES? 

.- ARE THE SAME CODE NUMBERS USED IN SUCCESSIVE YEARS? 

L 
I 

REMOVE FIRST YEARS 
DATA FROM STORAGE 

I 
I 

'-"'-'''' .... J1< .. 4 -1-2 



Appendix 

PROGRAM FLOWCHART FOR PRINT OUT OF APPROPRIATION OF INCOME STATEMENT 

AND CALCULATION OF RATIOS AND PERCENTAGES 

STORE DATA 
- CODE 
- AM01JNT 

NO 

Ip;~T COMPANY HE,tl,DINIG 

CLEAR MAIN STORAGE 

ON 

PAUSE 

READ A CARD 

NO 

ON SW ...-----.:.--..-< 2 

ON 

CALCULATE AND PRINT 
(PUNCH) RATIOS etc. BASED 

ON YEARLY REVENUE 
ACCOUNT DATA 

CALCULATE AND PRINT 
(PUNCH) RATIOS etc. BASED 
ON AGGREGATE REVENUE 

DATA 



I--
I 

I 

STORE DATA 
- CODE 
- AMOUNT 

NO 

CLEAR STORAGE 

7 

Appendix 4-1-4 

PROGRAM flOWCHART FOR PRINT OUT OF BALANCE SHEET 

AND CALCULATION OF-RATIOS AND PERCENTAGES 

NEW 
COY. 

NO 

READ A CARD 

YES 

A YEAR 
RECORDED YES 

SW ON 
2 ~--------------------~ 

OFF 

ARRANGE DATA FOR BALANCE SHEET PRINT OUT 

PRINT (PUNCH) BALANCE SHEET -
YEARLY AND AGGREGATE DATA 

G:ALCULATE AND PRINT (PUNCH) RATIOS BASED ON 
BALANCE SHEET DATA - YEARLY AND AGGREGATE 

OFF SW 
1 

ON 
PREPARE AND TOTAL 

BALANCE SHEET DATA FOR 
AGGREGATE PRINT OUT 

ON 

CALCULATE AVERAGE DATA 



Appendix 

PROGRAM flOWCHART FOR PRINT OUT OF FINANCING AND INVESTMENT STATEMENT 

AND CALCULATION OF RATIOS AND PERCENTAGES 

YES 

o 

YES NEW 
YEAR 

0 

STORE DATA 
CODE 
AMOUNT 

PRINT COMPANY HEADING 

SW 
3 

OFF 

TOTAL DATA FOR 
AGGREGATE PRINT OUT 

READ A CARD 

? 

PAUSE 

READ JOURNAL ADJUSTMENT CARDS 
- ADJUST STOR. PRINT ADJUST. 

PAUSE 

PREPARATION OF DATA FOR 
PRINT OUT OF SOURCE AND 

USES OF FUNDS 

SW 

OFF 

PRINT OF SOURCES 
AND USES STATEMENT 
CALCULATE & PRINT 
RATIOS etc. - YEARLY 

DATA 

PRINT OF SOURCES 
AN D USES STATEMENT 
CALCULATE & PRINT 

RATIOS, etc. 
AGGREGATE DATA 



Computer 
C PROGRAM TO EDIT COMPANY AICS FOR COOING AND ARlTHMET Ie ERRORS. 

NN=56 
KSUM = 0 
ZSUM = O. 
OIMENSIONIYEAR(7 ) 
D05I=1,7 
NN=NN+l 
IYEARII )=NN 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 3) 3.1 
PRINT 2 
GO TO 9 
PRINT 4 

9 CONTINUE 
READ CARDS ONE AT A 

10 REAOIOZO?lCT.ICO,IYR, .Al,K2,A2tK3,A3~K4,A4,NC?NY 

IF (NY )14, 14, 15 
15 KTR=O 

IFCNCH4,14,13 
13 lSTYR=O 

KTR=O 
14 KTR=KTR+l 

IF (ICT-2! 110, 120, 110 
110 NERR=1 

KSUM=ICT 
2SUM=O. 
PRINTlllO ,NERR fK$U~1tISUM 
K$UM=D 
PAUSE 
GO TO 10 

120 J F (NC) 130 ,130 ,160 
130 IF(NY)1400140,150 
140 LSTYR=!VR 

IF ( ICDS-KTR) 220,200,220 
220 NERR=4 

KSUM=K TR 
PR INT 111 0 ,NERR l' KSUM"lSUM 
K5UM=0 
PAUSE 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)200,221 

221 PAUSE 
GO TO 10 

150 KTR=1 
1,2 IF(i1YR-l)-LSTYR)21O.l80.210 
210 NERR=S 

KSUM=IYEAR (IYR) 
PRINTl110 ,NERR ,KSUM,ZSUM 
KSUM=O 
PAUSE 
IF I SENSE SW iTCH 1)180,211 

211 PAUSE 
GO TO 10 

160 CONTINUE 
161 PRINTl160,ICO 

IF (IYR-I) 170.180.170 
170 NERR=2 

KSUM=IYEAR( IYR I 
PRINTIIIO,NERR,KSUM.ZSUM 
KSUM=O 
PAUSE 
IFf SENSE SWITCH llI60.171 

171 PAUSE 
GO TO 10 

180 PRINTI1Bl,IYEARfIYR) 
!F(ICDS-1119Q,200.190 

190 NERR=3 
KSUM=ICOS 
PRINTlllO.NERR.KSUM?ZSUM 
KSUM=O 
PAUSE 
IFISENSE SWITCH [)200,191 

191 PAUSE 
GO TO 10 

200 PRINTl200 
GO TO 10 

2 FORMAT I 30HHULLO HOPPY ••• PLEA Sf LOA 0 OA TA) 
4 FORMAT (9HLOAO DATAl 

1020 FORMAT i 12, 14, 12,-13, I 4,F9 .. 2, I 4, F9 .. 2, 14,F9 .. 2114,F9 ... 2., 12, I 2) 
1110 FORMAT (6HERROR ,14,4XI4,4XF9. 2) 
1160 FORMATU,8HCOMPANY ,14,11 
11BI FORMATU"HYEAR ,14,/1 
1200 FORMATl2HOKI 

END 

Program 
PROGRAM TWO - OF TWO EDITING PROGRAMS 

LSTYR=O 
NN=56 
KOKTR=O 
KTYRS=O 
KSUM = 0 
ZSUM = O. 
OIMENSIONAIZ.70),KONTIIOO),IVEARI71 
0051=1.7 
NN=NN+l 
IYEAR I I) =NN 
00 6 1= 1,100 
KONT 111=0 
0071.;;l;1~2 
D07J m 1 1 70 
AII,JI=O. 

C READ CARDS ONE AT A TIME 

Fortran-Edit 

10 REAOI020 d CT, leo, JAR 'I' leDS f K 1 ,A 1 t K2 t A2,)(3 ,A3, K4 ,At., NC ,NY 
IFfNC )14,14,12 

12 KOKTR=KOKTR+l 
RTYRS=KTYRS+l 
IF tROK TR-I I 17 5.175,1001 

175 PR!NTl160olCO 
PR INT lIS1, HEAR (JAR I 

9 



Program - 2 

200 

NK""NK .,. 1 
KONTINKi Kl 
NK;NK + 1 
KONTINK I K2 

K3 

14 15 
15 

1001 
305 DO 

lK Ie + 1 
IF{KONTllCI1306 

306 00 320 N 
IFIKONTINII 

307IFIIKONTIICI-KONTrNili320,310,320 
310 N~RR=6 

KSUM=KONTIICI 
PRINTIII0,NERR,K$UM,ZSUM 
KSlJM·O 

320 CONTINUE 
330 CONT INUF 

DO IC= 1.100 
335 IICI.O 

11350,350.340 
340 

,KSIlM,ZSUM 
350 

360 KSUM=J 

,KSUM,2:SUM 
370 

00390-1=13,15 
IF (A{NYR,J) )380,390,3'10 

3BO KSUM=J 

390 CONTINUE 

400 

410 

420 
,J 1 

P R I NT 111 0 ,NERR., K$UM, ZSUM 
430 CONTlNU E 

TA=O. 
D0450J=30.70 

450 TA=TA+A{NYRtJ) 
IFITAI460,470,460 

460 NERR=8 
ZSUM=TA 
KSUM·O 
PRINTIIIO,NERR,KSUM,ZSUM 

470 
00480J=l,20 

480 

482 

495 tKTYRS-2} 3000,3000 ... 2000 
2000 IY2=!YR 

IYl·IYR-I 

610 

PR INT zoo I,! YEAR (IYl I, IYEAR !lY21 
, IF! ,0.( 1 ,.631-Ai 2. 5) i 610't620 ,61 0 

ZSUM·O. 
PRINTIIIO,NERR,KSUM,lSUM 

620 i 2,68 }.A( 2, b)-Ai l't 68}; 630 ,640 ,630 
630 

Z5UM=AfZ v 66l+A(2 1 6)-A(1,68) 
PRINTIIIO,NERR,KSUM,ZSUM 

( I+AI2,16)-A[I,64))650,660,650 

+Af2,16}-Afl~64) 

PR 1 NT! 110 ,NERR, KSUM, Z SIJM 
IF A HA(2d7)-A{1,62. )670.,680,670 

ZSUM:;A(2 ,62.+A (2, 17 )-A! 1,62) 
PRINTII10,NERR,KSUM.ISUM 

680 ZSUM=O. 
D0149IC=1,70 
IF (A I 1,1 C 1 1710,730.710 

710 IEIAI2,]CI1749,748,749 
730 IF(A(2,IC)}748 t 749,748 
748 NERR'14 

740 

K$ UM = IC 
PRINTIIIO,NERR,KSUM.ZSUM 

3000 00700K=1 
AI 
At K)~A{2~KI 

70D AI2,KI=O. 
lEINCI704,704,703 

703 PRINT 1160,ICO 

END 

1 It .. , 4X 14~4XF9.2) 
12,13; 14,F9 .. 2 f 141'f9. 2., I4, F9 .. 2 f 14,F9.2, 12, J 2) 

.81;CIJMP'HiY ,14,/ 1 
,14,1) 

114~5H AND ,I4,9H COMPARED} 



102 

103 

2000 

104 

in Fortran 
Income Statement 

DIMENSI DNA 120 )'ST! 12) ,P 1 20), peST (121, IYEAR (7), TSA 14) ,K1S (4) 
OIMENSIONTOT(20),STOTI20) 
E=O. 
F=O. 
ANIT=O. 
YNSr=O. 
FINT=O. 

B=O. 

200 REA01020,ICT,ICO,JAR,ICOS,Kl,Al,K2,A2,K3,A3,K4,A4,NC,NY 
IF (Ny 1400,400 ,303 

403 
404 

500 

502 

700 
BOO 

900 
901 

902 

903 

805 

1 
ST131=A161 
5114)=$112)+$TI3) 
ST(5)=AI2J+AI3) 

)+A(7) 
14)+$116) 

H-AnO 1 
51 1l1+AIIZJ+A(41+A1131+AI141+AI151 
51110)=S1181+51191 
STlll)=S11101+AI51 
511 161+A1 1 
ANi.1lO (A(1)+A~2 3)+A(4))+tAt6j+A(8)+AI9H'AnO}+A(1l)+Al12})~ 

YNS=ANI +IA 171+AI13I+A(l41+AI151 1 
e=(ANl+AI711 

PAUSE 
21806,805 

K-l 
1910 PRINT930 1 ,K, A' K'.,P I 1'0 

1012 

36 
1013 

18 

19 

GO TO tl,2,3,.4,5,6,5,8,5,5,ll,12,13,14,5,16l,K 
K·a 
GO 10 1010 
K·9 
KT=1 

TO 
K=3 
GO TO 

KT"6 
K~7 

1010 

1013 

1013 

1010 

1010 

K, i 

GO TO 1012 
7 KT.7 
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of Statement 

GO TO 1013 
27 K=lO 

1014 

63 
1013 

28 
1010 

11 K=12 
GO TO 1010 

12 K=4 
GO TO 1010 

4 K=13 
GO TO 1010 

13 K=14 
GO TO 1010 

14 K=15 
KT=9 
GO TO 1012 

39 
GO 1013 

40 K=5 
GO TO lO14 

45 KT=ll 
GO TO 1013 

41 K=16 
GO TO 1010 

16 K=17 
KT=12 
GO TO 1012 

32 C=ISTIlll+STrI211 
0=IC*100.1/STl21 
PRINT9303,C,D 
PRINTl071 
IF I SENSE SW ITCH 3) 709,708 

708 C=.I7I+AI131 
G=le/ANn·IOO. 
PRINTIOOQ,G,C,ANI 
THRF=(YNS/ANII*IOO. 
PRINTIOOI,THRF,YNS,ANI 
THRFI=IYNS/E)*IOO. 
PRINTIOOI,THRFl,YNS,E 
E.O. 
G=O. 
ANI=O. 
YNS=O. 
THRF=O. 
THRF 1=0. 
GO TO B06 

709 GR=IFINT/ANITI*IOO. 
PRINT9306 ,GR ,FINT ,ANIT 
THRFT=IYNST/ANIT)*IOO. 
PRINT9307.THRFT,YNST,ANIT 
THRFJ= IYNST/OT )*100. 
PRINT930T, THRFJ, YNST ,DT 
F=O. 
AN IT=O. 
F INT =0, 
YNST=O. 
THRFT=O. 
GR=O. 
07=0. 
THRFJ=O. 

806 PAUSE 

701 
1100 

1101 

IF(SENSE SWITCH 11701,702 

705 D0706K=I.20 
AIK)=TOTIK) 

706 TOTfK)=-O .. 
Dor07KT= 1 ,12 
ST(KJ)=STOTIKTl 

707 STOT{KIl=O. 
GO TO 900 

702 00703K=I, 20 
AIKI=O. 

703 PIKI=O. 
007 04K= 1, 12 
STIK 1=0. 

704 PCSTlKI=O. 
B=O. 
ps=o. 
GO TO 304 

5 PRINT 95 
95 FORMAT 

1020 FORMAT I 
1000 FORMAT 
1001 
1700 

GO TO. I 
14v F9 .. 2, 14 vf9 .. 2, 12 

PC 12X4HF INT,f 12 .0., 2X3HANI 
PC, ;?X3HYNS, f 12.0, 2X3HANI, F 12,.0 j 
ADO BY ,F12.0~/} 

9100 112HREVENUE A/CSI 
9110 
9301 
9302 FORMAT (14 .,3XF 12.0. 3XF12 .. 0., 3XF9 .. 2., n 
9303 FORMAT(22XFIZ.0,3XF9.21 
9304 FORMAT!7Xfi2.0,18XF9.21 
9305 FORMAT 114,18XF12.0,3XF9.21 
9306 FORMAT !1HGEAR J NG. 5X F9. 2. 3M PC, :!X4HF IN; .F12.0,2 X4HANlT, F 12.0 ) 
9307 FOR.MAT 16HTHRI FT t 6XF9 .. 2, 3H PC ,2)(.4HYNST I' F12.0 .. 2X4HAN IT, Fl;;~ .. O ) 

END 
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Computer Program in Fortran 
Balance Sheet and Calculations 

PROGRAM FOUR - TO PRINT OUT BALANCE SHEETS. 

NN=56 
MU=O 
ANC=O. 
o IMENSIONIYEAR 17), TSAI 41 ,K TS141, APO), STl7I ,TOT 170 I 
OOllOIY=I,7 
NN=NN+l 

no IYEARIIYI=NN 
001lIK=I,70 
TOTlK)=O. 

III AIKI=O. 
00H2K=I,7 

112 STIKI=O. 
KTR=O 

200 READ 1020., leT, I CO, JAR., I COS, Kl, AI, K;~, A2., K3 ,A3 ,K4 ,A4, NC ,NY 
KTR=KTR+I 
IFINYI400,4Q0,20 

20 IFIKTR-11400,400,901 
901 PAUSE 

IFISENSE SWITCH 31803.B02 
803 READ8814,Nl,Bl,N2,B2,L 

KNT=N1 
AIKNTI=B1+AIKNTI 
KNT=N2 
AIKNT)=B2+AIKNTI 
IF IU803,803,B04 

804 NI=O 
BI=O. 
N2=0 
82=0. 

802 IFISENSE SWITCH 21902,900 
400 lVR=JAR 

IFINYI382,3a2,370 
370 PRINTaSIO,ICO 

PRINTa8H, IYEAR IIYR I 
382 TSAllI=AI 

T5A121=A2 
15A131=A3 
T5A141=A4 
KTSIII=KI 
KT5121=K2 
KTSI31=K3 
KT5(4)=K4 
D0404J=1,4 
IF (K T S (J ) ) 40 1., 404, 401 

401 KNT=KTSIJI 
AIKNTI=TSAIJ) 

404 CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 

C HERE 8EGINS LIFT-OUT CALCULATION BLOCK. 
900 D02900K= 1,70 

2900 AIKI=AIKI*IOO. 
805 DOIKNT=34,41 

KT=I 
N=I 
GO TO 8001 
CONTINUE 
KNT=70 
N=2 
GO TO 8001 
KNT=68 
M=I 
GO TO 8002 

21 PRINTBS06 
D03K NT=30 ,32 
KT=2 
N=3 
GO TO 8001 
CONTINUE 
KNT=33 
l=1 
GO TO 8003 

31 PRINT8806 
004KNT=50,56 
KT=3 
N=4 
GO TO 8001 

4 CONTINUE 
KNT=57 
LM=I 
GO TO 8004 

41 PRINT8806 
KT=4 
STIKTI=ST! II+ANC 
Ml=1 
IFISENSE SWITCH 218151.8150 

8150 GO TO 8005 
51 PRINT8806 

8151 KT=5 
D05KNT=58,60 
N=S 
GO TO 8001 
CONTINUE 
KNT=61 
M=2 
GO TO 8002 

22 PRINT8806 
KT=6 
ST IK T 1=51 151 +ST141 
Ml=2 
IFISENSE SWITCH 218141,8140 

6140 GO TO BOOS 
61 PRINT8807 

PRINT8806 
8141 D06KNT=62,67 

KT=7 
N=6 
GO TO BOOI 

6 CONT INUE 
KNT=69 
M=3 
GO TO 8002 

23 IFI5ENSE SWITCH 2125,24 
24 PRINT8807 
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Program - Balance (Cont~ 

PRINTB80b 
25 CONTINUE 

PRINT880b 
PRINT8806 

C HERE INSERT CALCNS. FOR INDICATORS. {iF ROOM! 

720 

721 
703 

704 

705 
106 

1001 

1002 

2=0. 

GO TO 103 
PRINT9002,PC 

53)~A[54)~A[551~'{56IJ/CNA*100. 

PRINT9004,K,1 
GO TO 706 
PRINT9003,K,1 
K~2 

CA~O. 

CL=O. 
OOl002KN T=50, 56 

J 

K=4 
Z=ICA/ISTIl\+SrIZ!!)*lOO. 

Z=IAI 30)+A I 50 I J /I SH 1 J+STl21-A(68) )*100. 
IF II )107,708,706 

707 PRINT9004,K,Z 
GO TO 709 

708 PRINT9003.K,Z 
709 K=1 

HI 

Z=-t ST I 3i+S T( 5) II (-{ SH 31-eNA) )*100. 
PR INT9008 .K.Z 
K-2 
E={GNA+A(58)+AI59)+A!60J+A!61J) 
I=- H STr 31 +ST( 5)) IE)'" 100. 
PRINT900a ,K,Z 

1ST( 3)+ST (5)+' 166) J II E+AI 66) ) )"'100. 
PRINT9008,K,2 
K=4 

3)+5T(5)+'166)+AI30)+1(311+'(3211 
(66) )*100. 

PRlNT900e ,K.2 
K=5 
2=-( ST (5) I (STll) +$ T( 2)-AI68) 1*100. 
PRINT9008,K,Z 
K=6 
Z~DI 

N=I 
K=l 

N=2 

) 

10H-AI11 )+1112) I 

11+$T(2)1)*100. 

Z = (I AN I +A 110 ) I II ST I 1l + S T I 2 1 I I" 1 00. 
GO TO 710 

82 K~3 

ANI+AIIO)+AI6)) II ST! 1 )+ST! 2)-AI681 1*100. 
GO TO 710 

83 K~4 
N=4 

IANr+A(lO))/CNA)~lOO. 
TO 710 

84 K=5 
N;5 
Z=IANI+ACIOI+Alb»)/ICNA-AI68JI*100. 
GO TO 710 

85 

Z=IE/F*lOOo 
GO TO 710 

86 K=7 
N=7 

61)1 

z· I I E-A( 131) II F+A(66) ) )*100. 
GO TO 710 

87 K=8 
N=8 
Z= tIANI .... (6) +AII0 III I sri 21+S1(3) ) 1*100. 
GO TO 710 

88 K=! 

1004 

1005 

1006 
715 K=2 

Z=tA(14))/( 
IF 11I7l6 

716 PRINT9015.K,Z 

1005 

131+1(14)+1115)1)/AI141 
1006 

)1*100. 
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Program - Balance Sheet (Cont~d) 

C 

717 
718 

725 

726 
727 

9000 
9001 
9002 
9003 
9004 
9005 
9008 
9010 
9011 
9012 
9014 
9013 
9015 
9018 
9019 
9020 

601 

600 
TO 

905 
907 

908 
906 
902 

903 
904 
927 
939 
950 

951 

953 

954 

960 
962 

961 

8001 

8100 
700 

701 
8101 
8002 

8110 
8111 
8003 

8120 
8121 
8004 

8130 
8131 
8005 

710 
711 

712 
713 

1020 
8801 
8802 
8803 
880£> 
8805 
8806 
8807 
8810 
B811 
8812 
8813 
8814 

GO TO 7lB 
PRINT9013,K,Z 
CONT INUE 
OMA=! AI 301 +AI 31) +AI 321+AI 3511 
OMl=-! ST 131+ST 151+A16611 
ONMA= IOMA-OMll 
IF IONMAI725. 726.726 
PRINT9019.0NMA 
GO TO 727 
PRINT9020 ,QNMA 
CONT INUE 
FORMATI7HCNA C/S,2X,F12.01 
FORMAT 17HO/O SZ ,2X.F9.2.2HPC) 
FORMAT(7HT C O/S,2X.F9.2.5HOR PC) 
FORMAT!4HUQ ,3X.12,F9.2,5HDR PC) 
FORMAT(4HLIQ tl3}(,!2~F902115HCR PC) 
FORMAT (7HT C O/S~2X,F9.295HCR PC} 
FORMAT{5HPROP ,2X,12,F902,5HDR PC) 
FORMAT (4HR R ,3X~I2vF9~2,5HCR PC) 
FORMAT(4HR R ~3X,12,F9~2,5HOR PC) 
FORMAT(5HDIST ,2X,I2,F9D2,2HDR) 
FORMAT(5HDIST ,2X,I2,F9.2,2HCR) 
FORMAT{5HDIST ,2X,I2,F902,5HDR PC) 
FORMAT(5HDI$T ,2X,I2,F902,5HCR PCI 
FORMAT(49X,27X,lHl) 
FORMATI5HNM DR,4X p F12oZ) 
FORMAT 15HNM CR ,4X ,F 12.2) 
HERE END CALCNS. FOR INDICATORS. 
IFCMU)600,600,601 
PRINT901B 
MU=O 
CONTINUE 
PRODUCE GROUP ACCOUNTS FOR AN INDUSTRY. 
IFISENSE SWITCH3)905,906 
D0907KNT=1,70 
AIKNTI=O. 
D0908KNT= 1. 7 
S7 ("Nil =0. 
CONTINUE 
00950KNT=I,70 
IFISENSE SWITCH 21903,904 
AIKNT)=AIKNTI*100. 
IFISENSE SWITCH1l927,939 
TOTIKNT)=TOTIKNTI+AIKNT) 
CONT INUE 
AIKNTI=O. 
D0951K=1.7 
S7(KI=O. 
PAUSE 
IFISENSE swnCH 31 953,400 
D0954KNT= 1,70 
AIKNTI=TOTIKNTI/I00. 
TOTIKNTI=O. 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 41960,961 
00962 KNT=1,70 
AIKNT I=AIKNTI 15. 
PRINT8813 
MU=I 
GO TO 900 
K=KNT 
ST IK T )=S T IKT 1 +AIKNTi 
IFISENSE SWITCH 2)8101,8100 
IFIAIKNT»701,701,700 
PRINT8S12'1' K ~A (i<NT) 
GO TO 8101 
PRINTB801,K,A(KNT) 
GO TO (1~2,3,415,6)1N 
K=KNT 
ST IK T I=S TIKT 1 +A IKNTl 
IFISENSE SWITCH 2)8111,8110 
PRINT8802,K,A(KNT)~ST(KT) 

GO TO (21'l'22~23)vM 
K=KNT 
ST (KT I=SI1 K T) +A( KNT! 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 218121,8120 
PRINT8803, K ,A (KNT) ,ST f KT) 
GO TO 31 
K=KNT 
ST (I( T I=ST IKT l+A I KNII 
ANC=ST! 2)+ST( 3) 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 2}8131,8130 
PRINT8804,K,ACKNT) ,S1(I<T) ,ANC 
GO TO 41 
PRINT8805,STIKTI 
GO TO (Sl",6U,Ml 
IF!ZI71I,712.712 
PRINT9010,K,Z 
GO TO 713 
PRINT9011,K,Z 
GO TO (81~82,83~B4,B5,86,87,88)?N 

FORMAT I I 2 ,14, I 2, 13, 14, F9 .. 2, 14vF9 .. 2 9 14, F9 .• 2 ~ I4~ F9 .. 2 ~ 12 \> 12) 
FORMATI14,3XFI2.01 
FORMATtI4,3XF1200,18XF12o0) 
FORMAT 114, 3XF 12.0 ,3XFI2.0} 
FORMATII4'1'3XF12~Ov3XF12 .. 0v3XF12 .. 0} 
FORMAT I 37XF 12.0 I 
FORMAT II /I 
FORMA T ( 37X 12H ------------ 1 
FORMAT nOX25HBAlANCE SHEET OF COMPANY vlJ~vn 

FORMAT(16X6HYEAR ,14,/) 
FORMAT (I4,3X ,F 12 .. 0, 2HOR) 
FORMATIIOX,12HAVERAGE DATA) 
FORMAT 19X,I4,F9 .. 2, I4,F9 .. 2, 12) 
ENO 
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Financing 
in Fortran 

Investment < ' 't''l'tpn''llpn 

PROGRAM fIVE SOURCE AND DISPOSITION 
DI~.ENSION !YEAR (7) 2,70), TSAI 4) ,K TS 141 ,AJNL I 70 I, YR r 21 
OIMENSIONB{Z), "TOTW(70) 
KOKTR.::t;O 

YNST=O. 

TCRT=O. 
8001=0. 
CNAT=O. 
ON41=0. 
X=O. 
x 1=0 .. 
X2=0. 
T5=0. 
16=0 .. 
BCRT=O. 
TCRCT=O. 
GRT=O. 
SFT=O. 
YIlT=O. 
IYR=O. 
DOI00KN1=l,70 

100 TOTWIKNTI=O. 

110 

111 
200 

300 

NN=56 
DOnGIY=l,1 

11=2 
IFIKOKTR-11400,400.901 

400 !YR=JAR 
TSAllI=Al 
TSAI21=A2 
TSAI31=A3 
TSAI41=A4 
"T SI 1 
KTSI 
K1S(3)=K3 
KT5141=K4 
D0404J~b,4 

iF I~ TS IJ 11403,404.403 
403 KN1=KTSIJ) 

AI 2, KNII = TSA I J 1 
404 CONTiNUE 

GO TO 200 
500 IF(NY}400?400,600 
600 KIYRS=KTYR5+1 

M=l 
1 F IK TYRS-21605. 606.900 

605 00608KN1=1.70 
A( l-wKNT}'!:A(2,KNT) 

60B A(2"KNT):::Q .. 
GO TO 400 

606 S:::A(l,58)+A( 1,59)+A( l,60)+Af 1,6l)+All~62) 
ONAAT=-{ 1?641+A(1,65)+All~66)+S) 

900 PRINT8810, 
901 IY2= IYR-l 

PRINT 8B 11, IYEAR IIYR I, IYEARI1V21 
00903K=1.70 

903 AJNl(KJ=O. 
TADJ=O .. 
PRINT8827 
PAUSE 

907 READssaO,i Jl,lJ2 f I(T$ t 1)" 811 KTS \ 2)" 82 '!'K tl 
IF IK )906.906,913 

906 IQ=!YEARiIYR)-IJ2 
IL=IYEARiIY2J-IJl 
IF 1 

923 IF 1 
908 
909 

IF(lJ912,912?910 
910 IF{TADJ)911,912 1 911 
911 PRINT8828,TAOJ 

PAUSE 
912 KNT=KTSIU 

AJNlIKNT) =BIHJNU KNTJ 
KNT=KT51 
AJNLI KNT KNT) 
IFIlJ907,907,913 

913 Tl=O. 
T 2=0. 
T3=0. 
T4=C. 
R~A(2,5St+A(2159)+AI2,60)+Ai2t61)+4i2,62) 
CNA=- (A i 2,63) +A (2.,64) +A{ 2,,65 )+Af 2, 66} +R} 
IF{NC1917,917,91B 

918 CNAT=CNAT+CNA 
917 

D0915KNT=1,70 
915 A{21KNT)=A!2,KNT)+AJNL(KNT) 
916 DOIKNT=34 

N=l 
IFISENSE SWITCH 2180BO.8001 

1 CONTINUE 
KNT::::42 
N=2 
IFISENSE SWI1CH 2)8080,8001 
KNT=68 
N=3 
IFISENS" SWlTCH ZfSOBO,SOO! 

J 

)+Ai 1,62) 
1,661+T) 

lOI+A{ 2 dU"'Af 2 ,12 i ; 



Fina.Ylce and 

PRINT8806 
004KNT=30, 33 
N=4 
IF/SENSE SWITCH 18080.8001 

4 CONT INUE 
PRINT6806 
005K NT=50 ,57 
N=5 
IF($ENSE SWITCH 218080,8001 
CONTINUE 
PRINTS806 
D06KNT =58 f 61 
N=6 
IF (SENSE SI< ITCH 218080,8001 

6 CONT INUE 
0077IK=I,2 

77 PRINTBB06 
D07KNT=62.61 
N=7 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 2JB080.8001 
CONT INUE 
KNT=b9 
N=9 
IFISENSE SWITCH 218080,8001 
CaNT INUE 
KNT=70 
N=8 
IF/SENSE SWITCH 218080,8001 

8 IF(SENSESWITCH31 
26 iF I SENSESW lTCHZI 
10 PR INTBB06 

PRINTS053. TS t 16 
15=0, 
T6=0. 
GO TO 90 

11 PRINT6806 
IFITl+T2)75~79,75 

75 PRINT8B07 
79 PRINT8S20 t Tl,T2,T3,T4 

PRlNT8806 
12 BOO=A{2,501-All,501 

800T=BOOT+BOD 
IFISENSE SWITCH 3)14,13 

13 BCR=BOD/CNA*100. 
PRINT8950 
X=BCR 
<=BOD 
l=CN. 
N=1 
GO TO 103 

14 TCR=AI;', 311 +AI2, 51) -All, 311-A n, SU 
TCRT~TCRT+TCR 

IFISENSE SWITCH 16,15 
15 TCRC=TCR/CNA*100. 

PRINT6951 
X=TCRC 
v=TCR 
l=CNA 
N=2 
GO TO 103 

16 CONTINUE 
00935K = 1,2 
B i K~::A(K, 37) +A (K, 38 ~+A{K,39l+A( K r 40)+A( I<. ,42 J+A fK,41 )+11 fK f 34} 
C{K)~AjK,35)+AjK,36)+ACKt6S)+A(K,331+A(K,32} 

935 YR iK );Ai K,.52 )+A U(" 57 )+&1 K,,, 7) +Ai K, 69) +A t K, 70 HB i K I +C (I<.} 

YN!=YRI21-VRlll+TCR 
YN!T;YNIT+VNI 
IFISENSE SWITCH 3)18,17 

17 PRINT8960 
X=YNI 
N=! 
GO TO 106 

IB CONT lI\lUE 
00936K=1,2 

936 VR(KJ=ACK,301+A{K,53J+AIK,541+A(Ky551+A(K,56'+A(K,50J 
GNA=VN I +YR 121-VR III 
GNAT=GNAT+GNA 
IFISENSE SWITCH 3120.19 

19 PRINT8961 
X=GNA 
N"2 
GO TO 106 

20 ONA=CNA-GN' 
IF I SENSE SW ITCH 3122,21 

2l PRINT8962 

GO TO 106 
32 PRINT8965 

X=GNU 
N=4 
GO TO 106 

33 GR'{GNA/ONAI*lOO. 
PR I NT 8 966 
X=GR 
N=5 
GO TO 106 

34 YlJ;(VNJlANlJ.100. 

22 

PRINT100Z 
X=V II 
Y=YNI 
Z=ANl 
1'1;3 

TO 
I+Ai 2, 13)+A( 2, 141+A(2~ 15) 

23 SF"YNS/YNI*100. 
PRINTl003 
X=.5F 
Y;YNS 
l"YNI 
N=4 
GO TO 103 

"ppenClIX 4-2-9 



- Finance Statement 

25 F=A (2, 30) +A( 2" 31 H-AI 32 ) ... .1\ (2,33) +A (2., 34) +A (2 .351 +A (2, 36) 
TA=A( 2,37} +Ai 2, 38 }+A{ HAf 2 9 40) +A (2,41) +A (2.,68) +F 
PA=ANl+AI2,lOl 
PROFA=-PA/TA*100. 
PRINTI004 
X;PROFA 
Y;PA 
Z;TA 
N;5 
GO TO 103 

41 PROFB;ANIICNA*lOO. 
PRINTl005 
X;PROF8 
Y:ANI 
Z=CNA 
N=6 
GO TO 103 

27 PRINT8B06 
24 CONT INUE 

GO TO (IlOO.1l501.M 
1100 DOll05KNT=!, 70 

A(l,KNTl=O .. 
A[I,KNTI;A(2,KNTI-(AJNL(KNTI/100.1 
AJNL(KNTI;O. 

1105 A(2,KNTI=0. 
GO TO 400 

1150 OOl151KNT;I, 70 
AIl,KNT)=O. 
AJNL (KNT 1;0. 

1151 A(Z,KNTl=O. 
KTYRS=O. 
PAUSE 
!F(SENSE SWITCH 21916.1152 

1152 GO TO 400 
8001 K=KNT 

101= (AC 2. KNT I-AC 1,KNTlI*100. 
AJNLCKNTI=AJNLCKNTI*IOO. 
O;W-AJNLC KNT 1 
I F CO I BOlO .8010 ,BOll 

BO 10 D2;0 
Dl;O. 
GO TOB019 

Ball OI;D 
02=0. 

8019 IF (101 18020,B020,a021 
S020 1012=101 

1011=0. 
GOTO 8030 

8021 1011=101 
1012;0. 

8030 Tl=Tl+Dl 
T2=T2+D2 
T3=T3+Wl 
T4;14+W2 
IFCSENSE SWITCH 31S071,8070 

8070 IF CW118073 .8072.6073 
B072 IFCW218073,B074,B073 
8074IF(AJNLCKNT1IS073,B075,B073 
8075 PRINT8B02,K 

GO TO 8071 
a 073 PRINT8ao 1 "K,.Ol f 02, AJNl( KNT} ,Vl1 1 W2 
8011 IF I SENSE SW ITCH 118060,B050 
6060 TOTWIKNTI;TOTWIKNT)+WI+W2 
8050 GO TO (1,.2,3,4,5,6,1,8,9l,N 
8080 X=TOTWIKNTI 

IF I X) 80S6, 8 08b, 8081 
8086 X2~X 

TO 8090 
6087 
8090 T5~T5+Xl 

T6"T6+X2 
PRINT8952,KNT,Xl,X2 

8952 FORMAT CI4,3XF12.0,3XF12.01 
Xl~O. 

X2=0. 
x;o. 
TOTW C KNT 1 ;0. 
GO TO !lt21"3,4,5t6,7,S,9),N 

90 PRINTB806 
8CKT~aOOT/CNAT;100. 

PRINT8953 
X~BCRT 
y;aOOT 
l=CNAT 
N=7 
GO TO 103 

28 TCRCT~TCRT/CN'T'100. 
PR INT8954 
X=TCBCT 
Y~TCRT 

Z=CNAT 
N~8 

GO TO 103 
29 PRINT8G60 

X=YN IT 
N;6 
GO TO 106 

35 PRINT8961 
';GNAT 
N;1 
GO TO 106 

36 ONAT;CNAT-GNAT 
GRhGNAT 10NAT" 100. 
PRINT8966 
X=GRT 
N;8 
GO TO 106 

37 PRINT8962 
X=ONAT 
N=9 
GO TO 106 

38 PRINT8965 
X=ONAAT 
N~10 



Program - Finance and Investment Statement (Cont 

GO TO 106 
,39 YIIT=YNIT/ANIT*100. 

PR INTl006 
X=Yi IT 
Y=YN IT 
Z=ANlT 
N=9 
GO TO 103 

30 SFT=YNST/YNIT*lOO. 
PRINTl007 
X=SFT 
Y=YNST 
Z =YN IT 
N=10 
GO TO 103 

31 BODT=O. 
TCRT=O. 
YN IT=O. 
GNAT =0. 
YN ST=O. 
ANIT=O. 
ONAT=O. 
CNAT=O. 
GO TO 400 

103 I F I X ) 201 ,101,1 0 1 
101 IFIY)401,30l,301 
201 IFIY)601,501,501 
301 IF(l)801,701,701 
401 IFIZ)1001,902,902 
501 IF(Z)1201,1101,1101 
601 IF(Z)1401,1301,1301 
701 PRINT702,X,Y,Z 
702 FORMAT (FlO.2,5HDR PC,FI0.2 .. 2HOR,FlO.2,2HDR) 

GO TO 102 
801 PRINT802,X,Y,Z 
802 FORMAT I FlO .2, SHDR PC, FIO.2,2HDR, FlO. 2,2HCR) 

GO TO 102 
902 PRINT904,X,Y,Z 
904 FORMAT (F10.2,5HDR PC,F10.2,2HCR,FIO.2,2HDR) 

GO TO 102 
1001 PRINTI008,X,Y,Z 
1008 FORMAT(FI0.2,SHDR PC,F10.2,2HCR,F10.2,2HCR) 

GO TO 102 
1101 PRINTIl02,X,Y,Z 
1102 FORMAT(FI0.2,5HCR PC,F10.2,2HDR,F10.2,2HDR) 

GO TO 102 
1201 PRINTI202,X,Y,Z 
1202 FORMAT(FI0.2, SHCR PC,F10.2,2HDR,FlO.2,2HCR) 

GO TO 102 
1301 PRINT1302,X,Y,Z 
1302 FORMAT(F10.2,5HCR PC,F10.2,2HCR,FI0.2,2HOR) 

GO TO 102 
1401 PRINT1402,X,Y,Z 
1402 FORMAT(FI0.2, SHCR PC,FlO.2,2HCR,FIO.2,2HCR) 

GO TO 102 
102 GO TO (14,16,22,25,41,27,28,29,30,31),N 
106 IF(X)107,l07,l08 
107 PRINTl09,X 
109 FORMAT (FIO.2,2HCR) 

GO TO 112 
108 PRINTl13, X 
113 FORMAT(FlO.2,2HDR) 

GO TO 112 
112 GO TO (18,20,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39),N 

l020 FORMAT 112,14, I 2, 13, 14, F9.2, 14,F9. 2,14, F9.2, 14,F9.2, 12, 12) 
8053 FORMAT(7XF12.0,3XFl2.0) 
8801 FORMAT(14,3XF9.0,3XF9.0,3XF9.0,3XF9.0,3XF9.0) 
8802 FORMAT(14) 
8806 FORMAT (I I) 

8807 FORMAT ( THE ) 
8810 FORMAT(2X31H SOURCE AND DISPOSITIONS OF CoY,14,/) 
8811 FORMAT 1l0X6HYEAR ,J 4,lOH AND YEAR ,14,/) 
8820 FORMAT 14XF12.0,F12.0,12XF12.0,F12.0) 
8827 FORMAT (lH.) 
8828 FORMAT(IHA,5XF9.2) 
8829 FORMAT( 1HY,2XI4,2X14) 
8880 FoRMAT(6XI3,I3,14XI4,F9.2,14XI4,F9.2,2XI2,I2) 
1002 FORMAT(15HINVEST INCOME ,6X3HYNI,6X3HANI) 
1003 FORMAT (15HSELF FINANCING ,6X3HYNS,6X3HYNI) 
1004 FORMAT(15HPROFITABILITY A,6X5HANITX,4X5HTDTAS) 
1005 FORMAT(15HPRoFITABILITY B,6X3HANI,6X3HCNA) 
1006 FoRMAT(15HINVEST INCOME ,6X4HYNIT,5X4HANITI 
1007 FORMAT(15HSELF FINANCING ,6X4HYNST,5X4HYNIT) 
8950 FORMAT(15HBANK CR CHANGE ,6X3HBoo,6X3HCNA) 
8951 FORMAT(15HTRADE CR CHANGE,6X3HTCR,6X3HCNA) 
8953 FORMAT(15HBANK CR CHANGE ,6X4HBODT,5X4HCNAT) 
8954 FORMAT!l5HTRAOE CR CHANGE,6X4HTCRT,5X4HCN,ITl 
8960 FoRMAT(14HNET INVESTMENT) 
8961 FORMAT (l7HGROWTH NET ASSETS) 
8962 FORMAT(20HOPENING NET ASSETS A) 
8965 FORMAT (20HoPENING NET ASSETS B) 

8966 FORMAT( 14HGROWTH RATE PC) 
END 
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Computer i Program in Fortran 
Prepilaration Two-Din1ensional Factor Plots 

nII·if'\ISI[lhl x (10) ,Y (10) ,FMT{ 10) ,f\IO( 1) 

I Rr:-!J.O(S,l002)ro11\I,NK,(FMffJ),J=1,lOJ 
laO? FflP.IIAT(ZI3,lOA4) 

kF\! IIJD 1 
O{lZ"7 I::: 1 ,HN 
R~AU(~,FI'IT)(X(J),J=l,NK) 

HP,ITtll)(X{Jl,J=l,NKJ 
27IiHITE.(6,lOOO)(X(J),J=1,I\IK) 

1000 FCIR.I"1AT(lH ,IOFlO.51 
2. RI:AD{5,lUUI1II'J,1r\1 

1001 r(If{I·1AT (212) 
f-',HJIIIJO 1 
CALL PSIlc{ 1100,1100) 
CALL PGRIU(050,050,1050,1050,2,Q,Z,1,ll 
DlJ Zei I =l,f"lilJ 
READ (1) (Y (J) ,J=l,I\JKl 
XII I =Y lIN I 
X IZ I =Y I I ,'I I 
IFIXI1I.LT.-Z.45IXI11=-Z.45 
I F IX Ill. G T.Z.45 IX 11 1=2.45 
x 11 I =X Ill" Z 00. 
x III =5'oO+X III 
IXI"I=If Ix IX (1) ) 
If-- IX (2). L T .-2645)X (2)-::-? .. 45 
IFIXI21.G1.2.4"IXI21=2.45 
x 12 I =X IZ I ':'ZOO. 
X(2 1=550+X (2) 
IYI'I=IFIX (X{Z) ) 
r-wl=17 
CALL PCHAk(IXM,IY~I,M~I,3,O) 

K=4 
IF-(IaGT.9'7JIXI'1=IXI'I-8 
IF ( I. L T .IUO. AIIJLl .. I .G T • 9) I XM= 1 XI"1-16 
I F ( I • LT. 1 U ) 1 X 1"1 = I x I'~- 24 
REId INO 8 
IrIKITt: (8, 222) I 

222 FORMAT I 141 
REHIINO 8 
REAOfcs,223)IIlO 

223 FnRI'IAT I A4) 
28 CALL PLAbELIIX~l,IYMJNUvK,l,O) 

CALL PENO 
ReAD (5,99) I f:i'iD 

'79 FOKI'lAT-III) 
r;f) TU(I,2,31dENI) 

EXIT 

Computer Program in Fortran 

C 

Identification of Predictor 

10 
11 
lZ 
13 
14 
15 
16 

o IMENS ION AII00 I ,B 1100 I ,C(lOO 1,01100 I, EII00·1 
DIMENSION FII001,GII001,XII001,YIIOOI 

FORMAT IIHI ,1ZHMATRIX MANIP I 
FORMAT IHO,44HOIMENSIONEO AREA TOO SMALL FOR INPUT MATRIX ,14 
fORMAT IHO,20HEXECUTION TERMINATED 
fORMAT IHO,32HMATRIX DIMENSIONS NOT CONSISTENT 
FORMAT IHO,4ZHINCORRECT NUMBER OF DATA CARDS FOR MATRIX ,14 
FORMAT IHO,18HGO ON TO NEXT CASE 
FORMAT IHO,llHENO OF CASE 

AOSAMOZB 

AOSAM030 
AOSAM031 
AOSAM03Z 
AOSAM033 
AOSAM034 
AOSAM035 
AOSAM036 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• AOSAM037 
C 

20 

Z5 
30 

35 
37 

40 
45 

50 

55 

80 
100 

110 

lZ0 

130 
70 
77 
78 
75 

79 

WRITE 6,10 
CALL MATIN (ICODA,A, 100,NA ,MA ,MSA, I ER) 
IF NA 25,95,25 
IF IER-l 40,30,35 
WRITE 6;JI leODA 
GO TO 45 
WRITE 6,14 ICDDA 
WRITE 6,12 
GO TO 45 
CALL MXOUT ICOOA,A,NA,MA,MSA,60,120,2 
CALL MAT IN (I COOB, B, 100 ,NS, MB, MSB, IERI 
IF IIER-li BO, 50, 55 
WRITE 6,11 ICODS 
GO TO 100 
WRITE 6,14 ICODB 
GO TO 100 
CALL MXOUT ICOOB,B,NB,MB,MSB,60,120,2 
CAll MATIN (ICODC,C, 100,NC ,MC ,MSC, I ER) 
IF I IER-l) 130,lZO,110 
WRIT E (6,14 I I C DDC 
GO TO 37 
WRITEI6,llJ ICOOC 
GO TO 37 
IF(NA-MB) 75,70,75 
IF(NB-MA) 75,71,75 
IF (NA-NC) 75,78,75 
IFINB-NC) 75,79,75 
WRITE 6,13 
WRITE 6,15 
GO TO 95 
CALL MXDUT f I COOC,. C t NC, Me, MSC, 60,. 120,2) 
CAll TPROIB,A,D,NA,MA,MSB,MSA,4) 
ICOOD=104 
CAll Mxour I ICOOO,O,. 4, 4,0,60,. 120,2) 
CALL GMTRAfA,E,NA,MA) 
ICOOE=105 
CAll MXDUTCICOOE,E,4,4,O,60,120,Z) 
CAll GMPRO(E,Q,F,NA,MA,4) 
ICOOF=106 
CALL MXDUTIICOOF,F,4,4,0,6Q,120,Z) 
CALL MINV(F,NA,DET,L,MA) 
ICODf=107 
CALL MXOUT( ICOOF,F~4,4,0,60,120,2) 
CALL GMPRD(E,C,G,NA,MA,ll 

ICDDG=108 
CAll MXDUTIICODG,G,4,1,Q,60,120,Z) 
CAll GMPRDfF,G,X,NA,MA,l) 
ICDDX=109 
CALL MXOUTIICOOX,X,4,1,Q,60,120,Z) 
CAll MXOUT (ICODE,E,4,4,Q,60, 120,2) 
CALL TPRO(E,X,Y,4,4,Q,O,IJ 
ICODY=lll 
CAll MXOUTIICODY,Y,4,1,Q,60,120,Z) 
WRITE 6,16 
GO TO 20 

95 RETURN 
END 

AOSAM03B 
AOSAM039 

AOSAM041 
ADSAM04Z 
AOSAM043 
AOSAM044 
AOSAM045 
ADSAM046 

AOSAM048 

AOSAMQ51 

ADSAM054 

AOSAMQ61 

AOSAM058 
AOSAM059 

AD$AMQ68 

ADSAM070 
ADSAM071 
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Statement and 
CQI'-1PANV 11 
REVENUE CS 

AND L DOESNT ADO Rv 

8 

" 
6 

" " 

10 

11 

1 " 

'" 
1 " 
14 
1<; 

15 
17 

E A IN 
T .... H::{ 1 F T 

THPJFT 

y AR 60 

19919 H 
440H 

H 

362tH 

1400H 
H 

140QH 

019H 

1 1 H 

H 

7 H 
DOH 
'5 H 

H 
6000H 

18H8 ..... C 
SOH?2 PC 

H 33 jJ C 

2H 

440H 

19479H 

3- 6 21 H 

lSS58H 

152:;:l9H 

80-48 H 

71. 9 1 H 

760H 

5431...{ 

7240H 
1'367 1 >-i 

6000H 

7671H 

FIN T 

YNS 
'('IS 

102 H 2 5 

2 H 2 5 
HOO 

100HOO 
lBHS8 
18H58 
81 H 41 

7H18 
HOD 

7 H 1 8 
10H36 

78H23 
<41 H'3 1 

36H91 

H57 
17H22 

HOD 
1 H92 

18H48 
1H29 

33HOl 
"37H16 
70HI6 

HQO 
30 rl eo 

39H38 

2394H ANI 
6431H ANI 

6431H ANi 

Statement 
SOURC A ::l1 POSITIONS OF COY 1 1 

3" 
3 
36 
37 
:3 8 

39 
40 

" 1 
42 
68 

30 
::; 1 

32 
33 

50 
:5 1 
52 
53 

4 

57 

6 

o 

2 
6 

(5 

56 
57 
59 
7 

3- 7 10 9 rl 

19 4:><-1 
H 

'3920 H 

H 

H 

o H 

111 ... 9 

1 1 

'1'38 

H 

H 

BAN CR CHANGe: 
H9 0 PC 

TRAO CR CHAN GE 
9CR Pc 

N T 

GROWT N T ETS 
368H97DR 

OF' NIN NT ASSETS 
1499H450 

C AND yEAR 

H 

H 
201 2 ~ 

H 

H 

2720 H 

H 
'l 

H 

H 
4982""1 

18001-' 

10466H 
20000H 

4054H 

6000 H 

4321-< 
2:3'3 OH 

H 

75556h 

El 00 
111H490R 

T c.~ 
25H98:CR 

OP NING N I ASSETs 8 
2 HO COR 

GRowTH RAT t-'lC 
.4 H 0 K 

5r INCO""£: 
207H440 P 

s r A f\; C IN G 
24.!-(~5 R PC 

PRO lTABILITy A 
10H80DR ::; 

PROFl A8tL..ITY 8 
f-J78 

y N 1 

62H98DR 
YN 5 

is 4.""'I31.:J R 
A NIT x 

207rl25DR 

ANI 

59 

eN A 

23~ 90)-' 

H 

901"'" 

:s 9 20 H 

1 1 4 28.., 

90lH 

H 

H 

H 

rl 

rl 

H 
405L..H 

H 

H 

23390rl 

11562 H 

186oHL.20R 
o NA 

186oHL.20R 

A N I 

!26H7/0R 
Y N I 

262 H98 OR 
TOT AS 
191oH75DR 
CNA 
lB66H420R 

1 :3 7 1 9 
19243 

1 ). .4 2 e 

800 

1 1 1 4 9 

1 19'3 

59973 

12677800 
12677800 
10658800 

1 1 1 1 

621 

1000 

l0456 
2 000 

OQO 
4;32 

1 1:; :;;: 

10 
104 
10 
10 
107 
10 
1 
110 
111 
11 
11 

11"
II 

11 " 
11 7 

1 
1 1 

o 

127 

12 
1 0 
1 
1 :l 

134 
1 :l 

1 7 
1 :l 

140 

1 
14 
14 

14 
14 

:. 4 7 
1.4 
14 
150 
15 1 
1 2 
15 :l 
1'5 '-
1 5 
150 
1 7 
15 e 

9 
a 

161 
1 2 
16 :l 
16'-

'" " 1 ,,7 

1 (5 

1 6 9 
1 7 0 

1 7 1 
1 '7 
I? 



Appendix 

Sample Computer Printout-Balance sheet Calculations 

BALANCE SHEET OF" COMPANY 1 1 

YEAR 60 

:14 H 
:15 H 
:16 501 67HOR 
37 ll4508HOR 
:;8 20404HOR 
:19 H 
40 H 
41 3920HOR 
70 H 
68 9368H 1796:11H 

30 312HOR 
31 16?42HDR 
32 H 
:33 225001-f :39554H 

50 37.48H 
51 13804H 
52 H 
53 167H 
54 2250H 
55 6046H 
56 4307H 
57 H 32344H 721 0 H 

1868.41H 

56 H 
9 4897"3H 

60 20000H 
61 8092 H 77065H 

lO9776H 

62 8500H 
63 7673H 
64 41104H 
65 45.000 H 
66 7500H 
157 H 
69 H 109777H 

CNA CCRS 186642H 
OOlO 52 2HOQPC 
T C OOlS IH57DR PC 
L J Q 9H75CR PC 
L J Q 2 122H290R pC 
L 1 Q :; 52H720R pC 

1 Q 4 181-104DR pC 
L I Q '3 1 H50CR pC 
PROP 1 49H91DR PC 
PR OP 2 99H61'5DR PC 
PROP :; 114H30DR pC 
PROP 4 97H63DR pC 
PROP 5 33H710R pC 
PROP 6 43H69DR pC 
R R 1 5H780R PC 
R R 2 9>-j45D~ pC 
R R 3 10H65DR ;oC 
R R <. I1H09DR pC 

R R 5 12H400R pC 
R R /5 9rl47DR pC 
R R 9H80DR PC 
R R e 337H66DR pC 
01 ST 1 IH780R 
01 ST 2 33H77DR pC 
NM 99855HOO 



APPENDIX No., 5 

THE NEW ZEALA.:r-l1) ECONOMIC ENVIRONlvlENT 

THE NE'N ZEALAND ECONOMIC 
A GRAPHIC APPROACH 

A CALENDAR OF ECONOMIC 

THE YEAR APRIL 1 TO MA..ltGR 1 958 

THE YEAR APRIL 19 TO IvlARCH 1 959 

T"rlE YEAR APRIL 1 TO MARCH 1960 

THE YEAR APRIL 19 TO MARCH 1961 

THE YEAR ~"LL.u 1 TO MARCH 1 962 

THE YEAR APRIL 1 TO MARCH 1963 

433 



TURNOVER 
OF 
BANK DEBITS 

$ MILLION 

1400 
General Election - change of 
Government 
Comprehensive import controls. 
E.E.C. Treatyoperative . 

Ind. Oev. Conf. 
T. V. in Auck; 

Import conhols maintained. 
Budget - restraint 

T, V. in CH.CH. and Wgtn. 

Reserve Bank 
controls tightened Reserve Bank 

H,P. Regulations eased 
Easinlt.0! imporl contwls 

- stricter selective 
controls 

1200 

1000 

800 

PAY,E, taxation 
introduced 

"Black" Budget 

ling export prices 

195i1 

General wage order· 5% 

Major easing of 
impolt controls 

Capita! issues conlrol 
more selective 

Stable-rising export pfices 

1959 

Reduttion in 
commodity taxes 

Il<Jdget 
Interest on 

Rising e'port prices 

H.P. Regulations 
tightened 

General Etection - thange 
of Government 

issues controls eased. 
order. 

Falling e'port prices 

1960 1961 

Price controls 
eased 

i· 

General 
T.V. in 

ReselVe Bank 
selective advance controls 

relaxed 
far B!itish enlry 

E.E.C. broke down 

Term loans for 
industrial and export 
finance 

Tighter H.P. Regatati(}fls 
introduced 

Further easing of 
taxation 

Geneml wage order 

Moderat, tightening 01 
bank credit 

Budget 
- capital issues controls 

abolished 
- Short· Term Mooey Market 

established. 
!lBne,,1 relaxation 

Rising export prices 

1961 1963 1964 

VI 
I -



CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

1.!-35 

Appendix 5-2-1 

Year - April 1957 to March 1958 

General Review 

1957 
July 

Reatures of the year were: 

(1) the coming into force of the Rome Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community~ 

(2) a severe drop in export prices particularly in the 
March 1958 quartero 

(3) a substantial increase in payments for imports in the 
second half of 1957 ~ an indulgence in stock piling. 

(4) an increased overall deficit in Government transactions, 
influenced to a significant extent by the £100 income tax 
concessions" 

(5) a general rise in bank advances in spite of attempts at 
restraint. 

Budget - minor taxation concessions 
= P.A.Y.E. to be introduced on 1/4/1958 
- Hire-purchase regulations relaxed - application 

only to motor vehicles. 
- Remaining war-time building controls finally 

removed" 

Capital Issues C~ntrol: 

- increase of up to ~ in interest rates - maximum 
permitted - 5~ on mortgages 9 5~ on 
debentures and preference shares. 

October Reserve Bank Ratios at peak for year - 28% Demand~ 15% Time. 

December 

1958 
January 

II II Discount Rate: 7;6 

General Election - Change of Government - Labour Party in 
office. 

- Income tax rebate 
of up to £100 
on all personal 
assessments" 

Cnmprehensive import controls and exchange 
allocation introduced" Net overseas assets of banking 
system down to £45 milliono 

European Economic Community treaty operative 1/1/19580 

February Reserve Bank Ratio - low at 10% Demand g 5% Time. 

State Advances Corporation introduced housing loans 
with interest rebated to 3% in certain circumstances~ 
viz", limits on income g property ownership etc G 
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Appendix 5-2-2 

Year - April 1958 to March 1959 

General Review 

Features of the year were: 

(1) an period of some bouyancy being a carryover 
of income levels, accentuated by income tax 
ooncessions and widespread expectation of of 
imported goods., 

(2) a continuing deterioration in the terms of trade 
resulting mainly from the fall in export 
- falls in overseas reserves and farm incomes ensued., 

(3) a reduction in the spending of farmers became apparent 
as the year progressed the overseas conditions in the 
United Kingdom and the United States 
prospect of an early rise in export (There was 

1958 

April 

June 

in fact a upturn in prices toward the end of the year)o 

(4) policy of tight bank credit with 
in advances to wholesalers and 

achieved 0 

(5) a depressive effect on incomes, 
business activity followed 9 the December 1 
quarters retail turnover showing a 
particularly in consumer durableso 

and 
1959 

P.A.Y • method of taxation payment 
resultant reduction in spending power in year 
than 0 

Terms of trade at low point of 800 (1957 = 100)0 

- income tax rates increased. 
- taxation of company dividends and excess 

retention tax introduced. 

- increased duties on cars, , cigarettes, 
tobacco, and beer and 

- Hire Purchase Regulations extended to all 
articles purchased hire 0 

(10% deposit required - maximum credit period 
18 months). 

- some increase in social benefits to maintain 
expenditure g viz., family increased 
from 10/- to 15/-0 
Initial depreciation allowance withdrawno 

July Reserve Bank Ratio - peak - 28~~ Demand, 10% Time. 
U U Discount Rate - 7%0 

October Trade Practices Act, 1958, operative. 
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December Exchange now available to meet "excess import licenses" 
deferred from January 19580 

March 

- Hire Purchase Regulations relaxed - deposits reduced 
to 7~~, and maximum credit period 2 years o 

- E.E.C. emerges as a separate discriminatory economic 
bloc as a result of the failure to establish a wider 
free trade area in Western Europeo 

Capital Issues Control = control extended to consolidate 
the adoption of a more selective policy of control 
earlier in 19580 Consent to an issue necessary if the 
total raised exceeded £10 9 000 in any period of 12 months o 
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Year - April 1959 to March 1960 

General Review 

Features of the year were: 

1959 

April 

May 

June 

July 

(1) a subdued level of internal activity persisted in the 
earlier months as the restraining effects of conditions 
and policies of the previous year brought the economy 
close to balance with relatively stable prices and a high 
level of employmento 

(2) an entry on a period of more buoyant conditions from the 
June quarter onward as export prices rose and together 
with lower import prices, brought the terms of trade index 
for the December quarter up to 1060 (1957 - 100),31 per 
cent above the low of 19580 

(3) a consequent expansion of farm incomes strengthened 
business confidence and the associated rise in exchange 
earnings not only permitted progressive relaxations to 
be made in the import licensing schedule 9 but also gave 
a worthwhile accretion to overseas reserves, even after 
provision had been made for the repayment of some official 
overseas debto 

(4) a rise in retail trade so that a recovery had been made 
to the 1957 volume by the end of 1959 and record levels 
had been reached in the first three months of 1960 0 

(5) a period of high Reserve Bank Ratios which did not prove 
an embarrassment to the trading banks as they were 
generally able to maintain satisfactory cash margins 
this reflecting the increased liquidity attributable 
partly to the effects of the surplus in overseas trans
actions and partly to the increase in new indebtedness of 
the Government to the Reserve Banko 

Major relaxation in import controlo 
Family Benefits (Home Ownership) Act 1958 became operative 
- allowed for capitalisation of benefit to assist in 

house purchase 
By 1963 over £27 million of benefits capitalised" 
Reserve Bank Ratio - 10/4/59 25% Demand, 10% Time. 

- 24/4/59 28~ 11 10% Time o 

Reserve Bank Discount Rate - 7%0 

Reserve Bank Ratio policy altered - considered that the 
need for reductions in advances no longer applicable. 
Decision made to establish oil refinery at Marsden Point" 

Further major relaxation of import control. 

Budget - provision for two reductions in tax rates, 
effective in October 1959 and April 19600 . 
- Hire purchase control on all goods other than motor 

cars and motor cycles was abolishedo 
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September 1960 Import Licensing Schedule announced - much higher 
value of imports allowed for, and greater flexibility in 
operations e.g. no currency discrimination. 
Court of Arbitration - general wage order of 
approximately 5%. 

October Reserve Bank Discount Rate - minimum reduced from 
7 to 6 per cent. 

November Reduction in indirect taxes on petrol~ beer, cigarettes 
and tobacco. 

December Further reduction in petrol tax. 

1960 

January 

Reserve Bank Ratio - peak - 34% Demand, 10% Time. 

Modification of Reserve Bank selective advance control 
policy - a more definite list of priorities with banks 
being given greater freedom in the granting of working 
capital and short-term accomodation for productive 
purposes. Emphasis was placed on the need of small 
business. 
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Year - April 1960 to March 1961 

General Review 

June 

July 

Features of the year wereg 

(1) the establishment on a firm basis of the European 
Economic Community and the indication of the Willingness 
of the United Kingdom to negotiate some form of close 
association with the E~EoCo9 

(2) a strong boom in expenditure in New Zealand, particularly 
from September onward9 as a high demand for goods and 
services stimulated by government budgetary operations 
was superimposed on an already high and rising level of 
private capital and consumer expenditureo 

(3) a deterioration in the terms of trade as the export 
prices started to decline from the record level of 
mid 1960 - this associated with the strong internal 
inflationary conditions spilled over into a greater 
demand for imports inevitably resulted in balance of 
payment problemso 

(4) a marked expansion in bank advances by both the Reserve 
Bank and the trading banks = strong pressure from importers 
and tax payers o 

Industrial Development Conference 
Television transmission commenced in Aucklando 
First New Zealand Unit Trust established o 

Budget - Capital Issues Control relaxed = automatic consent 
to all applications with the exception of the following~ 

(i) where interest rates exceed maximum allowed by 
committee 0 (5~ for mortgages 9 5i% for debentures 9 

unsecured convertible notes 9 and preference shares)o 

(ii) where overseas company desires to commence 
business in New Zealand o 

(iii) where any capital is to be raised overseas by a 
New Zealand company, or for any capital to be 
raised in New Zealand by an overseas companYe 

(iv) "Issues of capital" by hire=purchase companieso 

Companies excluded from general consent were still free 
to operate under the £10,000 exemption limite 
- Special depreciation allowances re-introduced o 

August Reserve Bank Ratio - peak = 38% Demand, 10% Timeo 
Ii II Discount Rate - 6%0 

September Import Licensing Schedule for 1961 further liberalised 
import allocations e 
Convertible Notes - interest on notes not allowable 
as a deduction - notes considered as share capital o 
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October Reserve Bank of New Zealand Amd o Act 1960 introduced 
broad permisSive powers for the Bank in terms of the 
recommendations of the 1955 Royal Commission" 

November Consolidated Zinc Coo Pty~ Ltd" announced decision to 
proceed with aluminium smelting works at Manapourio 

December General Election - change of Government 

1961 

March 

- National Party in office. 

Reserve Bank controls tightened~ 

(i) Reserve ratios to be adjusted to increase trading 
bank borrowing from Reserve Banko 

(ii) Discount rate raised from 6 to 7 per cento 

(iii) Selective controls to be more restrictive" 

eiv) Banks urged to make greater use of interest 
rates within agreed maximum average rate of 5~ 
per cento 

Government decided to proceed with the Cook Strait 
cable transmission of power" (World Bank Loan of 
£11 0 6 million)" 
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Year - April 1961 to March 1962 

General Review 

Features of the year were~ 

1961 

April 

July 

(1) the decision of the United Kingdom to negotiate for 
entry into the European Economic Community and its 
implication for New Zealand 9 s overseas markets o 

(2) higher level of production by the farmers but generally 
an unsatisfactory year as a result of lower export 
prices and drought conditions which seriously affected 
some areas o 

(3) an overall continuation of the inflationary conditions 
of 1960-61 particularly in the non-farm sector in the 
first half of the year required persistent application 
of measures to curb internal demand and improve the 
balance of paymentsQ The second half of the year saw 
some abatement of the pressure on resources and a 
moderate recovery in the balance of payments o 

(4) substantial pressure bei~g maintained on the banks by 
the reserve ratio procedureo Ratios were changed 
27 times, reaching a peak of 4~~ of demand liabilities 
in February 19620 For example from September 1961 
to February 1962 the average borrowing from the Reserve 
Bank ranged from ~16o to ~20 milliono The large 
balance-of~payments deficit in 1960-61 brought about a 
substantial reduction in the total holdings of the 
banks of overseas assets 9 notes and coins and balances 
at the Reserve Banko For the first time in many 
years the banks had to have regard to their cash 
position~ quite apart from the reserve ratio require
ments, when considering making advances o 

Monetary and Economic Council established o 

Hire-purchase regulations tightened - increased deposit 
and reduced term on motor vehicleso 
Import Licenses - an administrative tightening of issue o 

Import Licenses for 1961 extended six months to cover 
the 18 months period until June 19620 
Television transmission commenced in Christchurcho 

Visit of Mr. Duncan Sandys -
Consultations with United Kingdom Government regarding 
UoKo negotiations for entry to EoE.Co 
Pre-budget increases in postal and telephone charges, 
suburban rail fares and charges for bulk electric powero 

Budget - restraint on Government expenditureo 
- limited tax concessions o 

= excess retention tax restricted to private 
companies 0 

- initial depreciation allowance re-introduced o 

Television transmission in Wellington. 

August International Finance Agreements Act 1961 provided for 
membership of International Monetary Fund, 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
and International Finance Corporation. 



October 

- membership of Fund provides New Zealand with a 
useful source of short-term fundse (up to 
£56 million) 0 Fund quota £4409 milliono 
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Reserve Bank selective advance control = notification 
of stricter line on funds to meet imports and tax 
liabilitiese 

Amendment to Trade Practices Act - registration 
of agreements no longer requiredo 

November Reserve Bank Ratio - 28% Demand, 10% Timet forced 
trading banks to borrow a daily average of over 
£20 million for November o 

December Price control removed from meat, hotel accomodation 
and liquoro 

1962 

February Reserve Bank Ratio - peak - 40% Demand, 10% Time, 
n II Discount Rate - 7%0 

March Import Licensing Schedule - issued for year, 
June 62 to June 63 - considerable relaxation o 

Commercial No - remittance Imports scheme established o 
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Year - April 1962 to March 1963 

General Review 

April 

May 

Features of the year were~ 

(1) a cautious attitude towards expansion as a degree 
of slackness existed in trading, particularly 
up to September 1962, and there was also a fairly 
widespread feeling of uncertainty in the business 
community caused by the implications of the United 
Kingdom's application to join the European Common 
Market" 

(2) constant restraining pressure from the Reserve 
Bank in early 1962" With the consequent levelling 
out in the amount of the advances the pressure was 
eased so as to allow the banks a sufficient margin 
of cash over the reserve ratio requirements to 
finance a moderate expansion of credito The 
reductions in advances that had taken place were 
mainly in the farming and commercial sectors" The 
main exceptions to the general pattern were rises in 
advances to local authorities and the services sector" 
Unexercised overdraft authorities showed an increase 
over 1962 (March 1962, 65% utilisation, March 1963 
61%)" This situation provided difficulties in 
attempting to control, especially in the short run 
an expansionary phase" 

(3) a swing to more buoyant conditions at the end of 
1962 as business expectations became more optimistic, 
based on the rise in export prices, the somewhat 
delayed effect of the tax concessions in the Budget, 
the wage order in July 1962, and the removal of 
some of the uncertainty regarding the United Kingdom 
entry into EoEoC" 

Interest on Deposits Order - maximum rates of 
interest payable by trading companies, building and 
investment societiesQ 

Short call-up to 3 mths "3'fo ,. 5 yrso < 6 yrs. 
) 3 mthso < 1 yr" :> 6 yrSo < 7 yrs. 

5% 
5*% 3~ 

) 1 yr" <3 yrso 4% } 7 yrso (10 yrso 5~ ) 3 yrSo <5 yrSo 4~ )10 yrso 5 0 

Local Authorities - maximum 5~foo 

Hire-purchase regulations relaxed - deposit reduced 
and terms extended for some consumer durables o 

June Budget - moderate reduction in tax rates" 
- official recognition of the Short-term 

Money Market 



March 

- Capital Issues Control abolished except for 
New Zealand companies wishing to obtain 
capital overseas and overseas companies 
wanting to commence business in New Zealando 
Resultant freeing of interest rates on 
preference shares, debentures, notes and 
mortgages and allowing finance companies free 
access to the capital marketo 

- Revocation of the Interest on Deposits Order 
which controlled the maximum rates of interest 
payable by trading companies, building societies 
and investment societies o 

- Interest on convertible notes paid by companies 
listed on the Stock Exchange made deductible for 
tax purposes provided the notes were convertible 
into shares within five yearso 

E.EoCo recognised New Zealand's special position in 
United Kingdom negotiations for entry. 
Court of Arbitration - General Wage Order 
increasing minimum rates by 2~ per cento 
Television transmission in Dunedino 

Reserve Bank selective advance control - relaxation 
of control to eliminate detailed reference to the 
Reserve Bank in marginal cases. 
Negotiations for a basis of entry by the United 
Kingdom into the European Economic Community ended 
in 

Reserve Bank Ratio - peak - 39% Demand, 10% Time. 
" Ii Discount Rate - 7%. 

Term loans for Industrial and Export Finance 
million of funds released by Reserve Bank to 

trading banks for term loans, normally for periods 
up to five years, for farm, factory and export 
development. 

o 
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OUTLIl'J'E OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF RELEVAliJT 
CONTRlJ3UTIONS: 

O .. Ee VfILLI.A1,lSON (1963), Re MARl{[S (1964) 
Eo SCHWARTZ (1959) 

LERNER AN)) VI"T .. CARLETON (19h6), 

DETAILS RELA'l."""ED TO RESERVE }WITK OF NEW ZEA1.AJITD 

VICKERS (q ) 

Q{JTLINE OF COVERAGE OF RESERVE BANI\:: SURVEYS 

COMPARISON OF THE HSTUDY" ANn RESERVE BANK FIGURES 

DETAILS OF COMPjllUES ENGAGED TI-J ACQUISITIONS AND MERGERS 
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DETAILS OF ACQUISITION" OF SUBSIDIA.1i.IES (JIlID MERGERS) 
- YE./I..RLY 1 

DETAIlS OF ACQUISITION OF SUBSIDIARIES (J1.ND MIGRGEP.s) 
- INDUS'I'RY 

DETAILS OF ACQUISITIOn OF SUBSIDIARIES MERGERS 
- SIZE GROUPllTGS 

DETAILS OF ACQUISITION OF SUBSIDIAF..IES f;IERGE':1S) 
-,,u-'Au:>..'.u GRG UP]JJ(~S 
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o 

GROWT'rl AND REL,A'l'ED TOPICS 
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FINANCIAL STRUCTURE AND RELATED TOPICS 

PROPERTIES OF RATIO DAT.A 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

FACrrORIAL ANALYSIS 

DISCRIlvIDJANT ANALYSIS 

- ORIGINAL VARIABLES jlj'il) GROWTH IvIEASURE 
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LIST OF COMPANIES INCLUDED IN STUDY 

Bevereg;es: 

Ballins Industries 

Dominion Breweries 

Innes Industries Co" 

New Zealand 

Taranaki Ltd~ 

Tui Brewery Ltd" 

Peerless Products 

Westland Breweries 

Other Food: 

Asparagus Ltd" 

Canterbury Roller 

Central Otago Fruit 

Evans AtJas Roller 
Milling Co .. 

Frozen Products Ltd" 

General Foods 

Hugh J e Kearns Lt d" 

Irvine & Stevensons 

J" Wattie Cfu~neries 

Kents Bakeries 

Ma.ckintosh Caley 

N"Z., Co-op Rennet 

Mills Co" Ltd., 

& Oatmeal 

(N.Z,,) Ltd" 

Co~ Ltd" 

Northern Roller Co" 

Opotiki Bacon 

& We Hellaby Ltd" 

Whittome Stevenson & 

Wilsons Malt Extract Co., 

Zealandia Hulling Co" 

Timaru Milling 

Felt & Textiles of' N"Z. 

Kaiapoi Woollen 

, Walker, Rudkin & Co" 
Manawatu Knitting Mills 

Masgiel Woollen Factor,y 

Ross & Glendinning 

Knitwear 

Woollen 

Co" Ltd" 

Ltd" 

Ltd" 

Ltd" 

Co .. Ltd .. 

COMPAHY ]\lUlIIBER POF. ---
Ar.8J.ysis. Factor 

1 

12 

3 

5 
16 

7 
18 

23 

6 

7 
8 

9 

o 

28 

29 
30 
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------------------------,-

Domi~~on Fertiliser Ltd .. 

Giant Industries Ltd .. 

Inclustrial Chemicals (N.. ) Ltd" 

Ivon Watldns Ltd. 

rne Prosser & CO.fS N.Z. 
Ltd .. 

MoLeod Bros~ Ltd .. 

N .. Z Industrial Gases Lt 

& Impey Ltd. 

SharJand & Co" Ltd,. 

Smi th & Smith Lt d" 

South] and Go-on 

Products 

Co .. Ltd" 

Co" Ltd" 

d Holdir>..gs (N.. ) Ltd" 

Amberley Lime Co" 

Amuri 

Ltd .. 

Golden Gement 

Industries 

Milburn Lime & Cement Go .. 

Industries CO<!l 

Co" Ltd. 

Blocks Ltd", 

Lime Co .. 

Wilsons ) Portland 

New Cement Co" 

Puke mira Collieries 

Alex & Sons Ltd" 

,,) 

Andrews and Beaven Lt~ 

ering Go .. Lt~ 

d Metal es 

& Salmon 

Indll s tries Ltd .. 

J. Mercer Industries Ltd .. 

121 

122 

12lJ. 

125 

126 

27 

128 

129 

130 

31 

132 

133 

134-
135 

137 

140 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

iOO 

1 

102 

1 

1 

,., 
,:: 



NJuYtE OF C OMPAl\TY 

March. 19(2) 
----------------------------~--------~----.--------------------

Bond s Hosiery Mills z.) Ltd .. 

Co., Ltd .. 

stries Ltd .. 

Ltd., 

Ltd" 

Carter Consolidated 

Box 

& Burnard 

Henderson & 

NevI "".~<::'""u. Forest Products Ltd ... 

Lt 

Co", Ltd .. 

Taupo 

Box Ltd., 

Factory 

Sash & Door Factory 

Christchurch Press Co. Ltd. 

c Banks 

Coulls 

N .. Z 

Northern 

Simpson & 
Stone 

Te .&<..l."HCL 

Weeks 

Whitcombe & Tombs 

Wilkie Ltd" 

& Publishing Co" Ltd .. 

Ltd .. 

& 

52 

101 

102 

1 

105 

106 

108 

109 

112 

113 

1 

1 5 
16 

18 
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NAME OF COMPANY 
;;";;';;;;=---';;;~~.--

(as at 31 March 1962) 
-----.--------
I,iet§-.1s_.§-nii ]viachiner;z:, Cant I d 

J .J @ Niven & Co" ,Ltd., 

Lines Bros (NeZ.) Ltd@ 

Mason Bros .. Engineering Cae Ltd .. 

Metters (NeZ.) Ltd" 

NeZ. Motor Bodies Ltd. 

Reid and Gray Ltd., 

Rabat-Avon Industries Ltd. 

Scott Bros .. Ltd., 

Wi] liam Cab 1e Holdings Ltd .. 

Wormald Bros" (N.Z.) Ltd .. 

Electrical Machinery and Applia.nce~: 

Amalgame,ted Batteries Ltd .. 

Claucle Neon Lights of NeZ •. Ltd" 

H.Ce Urlwin Ltd", 

Nationa~ ]1;] ectri(: and 
Engine ering Co.. Ltd .. 

Turnbull & J'ones Ltd" 

Ultimate-Ekeo (N.Z.) Ltd .. 

Wooff and Sa~vesen Ltd .. 

MacAlpine Refrigeration Co.. Ltd .. 

Other Manufacturing: 

Dunlop N.Z. Ltd., 

Reid N.Z. Rubber Mills Ltd .. 

Rubber Distributors Ltd" 

Skellerup Industries Ltd .. 

Duckworth Turner & Co". Ltd" 

Narvie Shoes (N.Z .. ) Ltd" 

Arthur Ellis & Co" Ltd" 

Buntin~ & Co~ Ltd .. 

Donaghy1s Rope & Twine Co" Ltd" 

Harm 3h & Jordan Lt d., 

J .J. McCaskey 

Marlborough Lucerne :Meal Co" Ltd .. 

Marsden & Co" Ltd .. 

Tattersfield Ltd .. 

Wilkins "Continuous" Wall Boards Ltd" 
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COMPANY HUI.:B2It FOR: 

Origim.l .A:tw.,lysis. j1'aetor Score. 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

175 

176 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204. 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

'113 

11 it 

115 

116 

117 

1 (3 

119 

1/0 

121 

1?? 

1';r .. ) 

121,. 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

31 

132 

133 

1.34-

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

'14D 

143 

1411-



Outline of Significant 

Contributor and Content 

R~ Ma:-ris (1964) ,. 

v - constrained min.. v 
- capital-output ratio 
- gross rate of 
- managerial. in<lHFerecce 

vv - valuation curve 

c. E. Williamson (1963) 

1T - actual profi 1: (revenue 
(production cost + admin .. and 
selling exps.) 

1r - min. (after t;ax) pro£l t 
a demanded 

t 
S or 

appl"OX. and 
selling expenses 

A.4. - feasibil:i."':;y 
opportunity set: combin-
ations of p):'ofits and "staff" 

utility 

E. Schwar'n (1959) 

A - asset amounts - constant 
RP.A - rate of return per u:ni t 

asset invest:ec 
}1?..E - rate of earnings 
SEF' -
MCEF -

of external .funds 
cost of external 

RRE - rate oJ? return on equi ty 
c3?i-:::al 

DC (optimum 

BB - transformation curve betveen 
RRE and .R 

MM: - market indifference pattern 
RRE and R 
rate of ell1."nings on 

eqUity 
['I 

D(d,ml 

of Relevant 

Relevent Features 

to reconstruct the "internal!! theory o£ 
to render it !!lore in accord .,..i th 

msu,u",.o",," and mOtivational realities. 

:mdi££erence cu.."'Ve .. 

An attempt 
f'in!ll1cial 
i1'lterpretation. 

Stages of development 

:2J 

A 

(1) e-q>lilibrium financial str~cture icrr firm 
fixed capital 

(2) equilibrium financial Si:ructure for £i::-m _ 
var-ial::Ie capi tal 

(:1) opti.'llUl capital structU'!"e of firm 

[2] 

S~'t'1'LY FUlfC1101<"5 01'" Qcnm£ FlL'"m; Win;;fl F~ct: -AI< II'IP!VlI>VAL ft~'f 
A!\ 1"n~ AMCI:m:" OF EQ1J1T1' eM'lr .... I~ YAluro 

MRE 

o c, 

f\ppen:OlX 6-2-1 

Research 

No material published by M<rrris as yet, 
but x-eference to the ",ork of 

M. J. Gordon and 
Heyer and Iu.h, op.eit., 

to examine correlation coe£ficients of 

c· ,p. C·.r. p,r. 

in 'the context 0.£ Stage 2. 

13; 

, " 
Growth Rate per cent 

Within emoluments !nodel (villia.'nson, 

(1) E£f'ect of discretion (Bi) on 

x. 
s' 
c~ '" concem:r&tion rat:io o£ 

induBt:ry 
H, barrier to entry to industry 

~~ : ~:~:i!;~r O~e~~Of i)irector~ 
i:1 i th firm in sample 

(
2

) ;!;:~~i~! :!~~~tlon (B i ) on 

Assumption 

'" retained earning£: ratio 
'" rate of return on 

available t:o 
V ik "" random errOr term 

k refers to industry of ..,hich firm 
is a part 

H~thod - Least £quares regression 

131 

F!l!"e~u, SDi,lHQ:> m- 'nIl O['"fI:,'I- ~f C)orn., 
STRl!CH'nr or ~ HU()1,'I:r!r.u. 'f(p,'<; 
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Contributor and Content Relevant Features Empirical JJ."-"""'<L "" 
E .. M~ Lerner and W. T. :arleton (1966) 

r"" average :rate of return on 
assets 

on 

A of financial and 
maximisation model 

Stages os development: 

analysis 'to establish a determinate share
to both £ina..'lcial and operating constraints. 

(3 ) (2) 

~ ratio of total liabilities 
E to total equi ty 

normal output 

PRODUCT AND .,ACTOR 
MARKET CONSTRAINT 

Lo(r,b,1 0 

9i1: growth rate--sa:'ez 

r t-1 '" lagged 

A"" constat:.': relationship of 
output to assets 

A= volume of 

k= shareh,ola,,"s' dividend 
discount rate 

0:'" interest ra1;:e on riskless 
hond 

1)Q 
It"thO"logic,' relation) 

2) 11' (p-o)Q 

3)r *~yo+y,A 

1) P = k~g (Gordon Model) 

2) k ~ ken, risk) 

3) k a: + sVer{g) 

return 

= growth ne:: 

1) L:;; f(ite) e, "" errOr term 
It 

2) =g{r:x(R)) Regression 

s= risk-aversion preference of 
shareholders 
riSk expOSUl"e of loan 

R:= resources of! firm 
4} r '( + '( M

A
' "('( <0) 

o i , 
4) P;------------~~--~~T 4) 

3, 
io + 6'b. final model. 

E Monte Carlo s'"uLatloo, 

M"" index of abili ty 
g= growth rate assets, 

pre.fi ts and dividends 
T= c:::orpora:e tax rate 
c= cons1:an"t o£ pr<'POlctionali t:v 

when as:,oc,a1:aO 
u= ra."ldom disturbance term 

~I 

! 

YO+¥l.S+U 

YO+Y1. rb _+ u 

6) Var(g) (?) (T)' 
i 

7) E(b) 

5) P 

",-__ 6) P 

LC 

(Objective Function) 

5) i 

Fe 

A 
"'----------';;/; 

D. Vickers (1968) 

v .. economic value of at' the firm 
'!'. residual equity 
p equi ty O'Jl1el' S fe,,,,,. C,""' za-"an 

shown as """C<'O'ta""y 
total amount of capi'tal, 

=: unit selling price Qf the firm's product, 
here shovn as a function of the quantity 
of produced and. sold1 -Q. 

X, Y "" input of production, to be 
described more precisely as the number of 
units of the respective £actor capacities 

y y :.; costs oE inputs X and Y 
:1 2 respectively 

;;; average ra;::e oE interest on the total 
debt or nonowne1'ship capi tal employed in 
the .firm . 

i' ~ amount of Or ownership capital 

capi tal requirement function 

a,j3 = ~:~~rs and ~e~:!;~~!e~;efficients 0= 
¢ = constrained Objective funct:ion for profit 

or ownership value 

The establishment of an ower ship valua'tion £unction '"lith value being 
maximised h'".f the optimum input values of the three variables, 
input .factors of' X and Y t and the use oJ: debt or non-ower ship 
capital, D.. The is that of constrained oDt:>mlS',U',n or 
the maximisation the function to the constraint or condi tion 
described in the second term on the side of the The basic: 
elements o£ the model are: 

The prof'it i'unction 

Stages of development 

The valuation 
i'unction 

The money capi tal 
availability constraint 

g(Q)+ cilC+f!Y,;; K+D 

( 1) INITIAL APPROXL\lATION - PROFIT MAXIMI ZATI ON, NO DEBT. 

if> = p(Q)f(X,Y) - y,X- '(aY + u(K-aX-f!Y). 

(2) SECO!ID APPROXIMATION - VALUE OPTIMIZATION (DEBT INCL.) 

¢ = ihn- [p(Q)f(X,Y)-Y,X,..y.Y-r(D)D] + U[K+D-g(Q)-cilC-f!YJ 

(3) OTHER CONSIDER)~IONS, . 
n~ODUCE: 

(a) OUTPUT CAPACITY CONSTRAINT 

¢ [p(Q)f(X,Y) - '(,X- Y.Y - r(D)D] 

+ A[Q- f(X,Y) 1 + u[K+ D g(Q) - aX- flY] 

(b) MULTIPLE-PRODUCT 

1> = ~ [p, (Q,)f(X"Y,) + p.(Q.)g(x.,Y.) - ¥,X, - Y.Y, Y,X. 

-'(4Y' -l'(D)D] + U[K+ D - "',X, - "'.X. - (:l,Y, - ti.Y ,] , 
(4) FINANClAL STRUCTURE ~ VALUATION RELATIONSHIPS 

Z B 
"D/K{Debt·equ!ty rntlo) 

Financial optimization 

None 



DETAILS OF RESERVE BANK OF NE~V ZEAL.AJ:.JD SURVEYS OF 
PUBLIC- COJ..IPPJIJY ACCOUIJTS 

Date of' 
Publication 
in Reserve 
Bank 
"Bulletinll 

Nov .. 1953 

Mar. 1955 

t!arch 1957 

1958 

Sept. 1958 

Oct. 1959 

Feb. 1960 

Nov. 1960 

May 1962 
(Special 
Stamped) 

lJarch 1 

June 19 

Nov. 1 

Dec" 19 

Nov. 1966 

Nov. 19 

Covored 
) 

1952 

1954-

1954-

1952/53 -
1955/56 

1952/53 -
195:156 

1957 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

1961-62 

1962-63 

1963-6l!-

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

Humber 
of 

Companies 

228 

203 

203 

199 

199 

215 

208 

307 

278 

281 

303 

279 

308 

308 

292 

Form of entation 
S/S :: Sheet 
S :): D = Sources it:tons 
Appr~n ;::; e 

Ag{:,Tegate B/s o.nQ dute" 
- Industry clas3ifi 

Aggrega te S 8: D. 

Indu.:;try clas;3ificatioll of 
1951+ s. &: 

Aggregate S. & D" (no in;~u:';'::"rJ 
detail.:;), and '.:'rel1ds of kat::'o::> 

Aegregate S & D indus 
details) , 

Aggregate B/s, Prol"it 
Trends of 

(Supplement with detailed 
industry comments) 

Aggrega te S & D wi th inrlu 
details, and 
Trends of 

A&;regate Bls, S & D Profit 
data, and of 
(I'~dustry breakQovvn for 
B/s and S & D) 

II 

plus size grouping of compa~es, 
and total In data 

Bls, S & D, Ap.?r n~ and 
of (Industry 

breakdown fur B/s, S 8: D, APIll,1 

II 

II 

II II 

II II 

" " 
" 



Goodvdll atc. written d"i' 

TB1JJIl'iG ffiOFl'X 

Plus Income from Invostments 
Other 

ll;los I:1'tcroat on Li"bl.l.1t~cs 

~ (before Tax::1':!;ion) 

TdXtlticn 

~(after 

'J:'axn:t:Lou 
Oth",r 
:F':ixDd Aa:oet!l 

DISPOSABIE INCOME 

L033 Div1dwiia 
Preference 

BALANCE RErAlJIED III ltllSEltVES 

Inventcr'.f 

TOTAL OvRllEN'I' ASS3TS 

It:.iT CURR!5!lT ASSETS 

TC'I'AL NET ASSETS 

~Al',:Al'ED 

Tonn 

I.e:::.!!. Lon:;; Term llabi2:iti0S etc. 
Decer:tal;re:s 

Other 

Cc.pi tal. Reserve 
lsnued - Ordinary 

- Preference 
Aajustment 

BALANCE SHEETS 

Beverar:es 

3;247.6 

1 a])0 .. 5 

.3 H 

.7(+) 

51.-0.1 

Reserve Ba.'11: --"£--

3,244.0 

1.699 .. 0 

537 .0 

ITcJ".-lictallic }~inerD.ls 

i1Stujylt Pata 

'" 

1 ,451.5 1 ;365.0 

66.0 

1 ,41.2 .. 1 1 ,4Cl1"O 

710.8 699 .. C 

701.3 7J2~O 

2.0 (+) 

703.3 7J2.8 

7.6 
395.} 

)00 .. 4 

1961-62 - CQ}lBLiUSO:J CE' It:;!l'UDylf AIID RESERVE E;.:n~ DA:rA (.£ 000) 

Beverages 

UStuSyll Duta Reserve !)a.n..'c 
£ .£ 
62 0 1 399.1 

1,11-74 .. 4- 1,500.00 309.5 
4,089.2 4,900.0 612.4. 

13,719.9 11 ~800 .. 0 5,589.2 
5,933.0 3,700.0 10,611 .. 8 

19.5 69.9 
1,324-.9 2.9 

911.1 83.4 

-21223 .. 2 -6:2!:\:?O 

21,900.9 21 Jl900~C 11,133 .. 2 9,000 .. 0 

356.6 4£;().O 

2,7.3L .. 6 2, 700~O 

;,823 .. 6 5,8-OC"O 3,642.2 3,200 .. 0 

1,542 .. 9 1 ,5CO~O 
1,461 .. -4- 1,600,,0 

1,700 .. 0 
800.0 

5,611 .. 1 5,600.0 

212.5 200.0 

22,193.4- 22,100 .. 0 

1.,:;00.0 
1,{'OO.O 

-IO,6GO.O 
200 .. 0 

17,080.5 17.,oOC .. O 5,865., 6,600 .. C 

"'V!J'<;;HYIA 6-3-2 

517.4-

511,,6 515.(J 

278.2.-

(-) 
.7 {- ) 1.0 (-) 

2.0 

742.2 ------
1,525 .. 4 1,500 .. 0 

4,£43 .. 3 4,600.0 

3 .. 26,.2- 3,200.,0 



Appendix 6-3-3 

SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS - 1261- 62 - CClIPARISON OF "STUDY" AND RESERVE BANK DAU (£ 000) 

Beverages Non-Metallic MineraJ.s Electrical MachineE;Y. & AEEliancea 

"study" Data Reserve Bank "stugy" Data Reserve Bank "StUd.y" Date. Renervs Bank 
SOURCES OF FUNDS :£ :£ :£ :£ :£ :£ 

Receipts fioom issues of: 

Long Term Laare 
Debentures - 18.2 - 8.0 1.0 
Mortgages 68.0 70.0 31.9 13.0 4-3.5 41+.0 
Other - 4-0.9 7.0 - 8.8 1.0 

Ordinary Shares 1,900.2 1,017.0 810.2 768.0 184-.7 106.0 
Preferonce Shares 

TOTAL LOAH AND SHARE CAPITAL ISSUED 1,927.3 1,094-.0 823.9 773.0 219."~ 152.0 

Increase in amounts owing to: 

~anks 4-35.2 4-73.0 587.8 658.0 61.8 66.0 
Trade Creditors - 61.0 14-5.0 - 25.4- - 4-7.0 -30.0 2.0 
Other Crem tors - 39.5 4-.3 

Addi tiona to accruals etc. 

Taxation 197.2 205.0 .1 2.0 55.8 57.0 
Dividends 105.2 - 31.0 8.5 
Other CUIT6nt Liabilities 8.7 7.0 7.0 7.0 
Loans - Sub. & Assoc. Coy .. - 10·Z - 11.0 - :26•0 

INCREASE IN CREDIT RECEIVED 657.2 805.0 4-98.8 573.0 100.4- 132.0 

Balance Retained in Reserves 54-0.0 1,027.0 300.5 357.0 105.1 194-.0 
Provisions .f or Deprecia tien 1,012.!i: 1,01:2.0 212'2 121•0 1~O 12:!t.0 

TCTAL ADDITIONS TO RESERVES AND PROVISIONS 1,552.4- 2,04-0.0 1,215.8 1,14-8.0 239.1 328.0 

Increase in Conunitment to 

Minority Shareholders 4-3.7 .5 
Surplus (loss) on Disposal of' Fixed Assets 5.7 7.7 29.2 
Other Receip ts 

TOTAL OF OTHER SOURCES 4-9.1.- 7.7 29.7 

TOTAL SCIJRCES OF FUNDS 4-,186.3 3,939.0 2,530.8 2,494.0 588.6 612.0 

Beverages Non-Metallic Minerals Electrical 1.lachinen:: & AEEliances . 
"StuSr" Data ReseIVB Bank: "Studt" Data Reserve Bank "Stugy" Data Reserve Bank 

USES OF FUNDS £ £ £ £ £ £ 

Expenliture on: 

Tangible Fixed ADsets: 

Land & Buildings 94-3.4- 2,263.0 368.0 1,373.0 122.5 278.0 Plant & Machinery 685.6 934-.3 117.9 Motor Vehicles 1.9 5.5 8.2 Other 124-.2 5.6 Goodwill and Other Intangibles - 35.0 10.1 
Investments: 

SubSidiary Companies - 227.9 - 228.0 399.2 399.0 2.0 Govt. Local Body - 129.3 187.9 
Other 1,612.1 1,22!t·O 121•8 280•0 - 2'2 - 2.0 

EXPENDITURE ON FIXED ASSETS 2,975.0 3,589.0 2,056.8 2,152.0 252.9 276.0 
Increase in amount of': 

Inventory - 53.9 - 20.0 288.6 265.0 275.2 313.0 Trade Debtors 59.7 75.0 - 19.5 - 12.0 - .1 29.0 Other Debtors 4-0.0 17.9 Cash & Bank 212.4 22:2.0 82.6 82.0 - 6.0 - 6.0 
INCREASE IN INVENTORY , DEBTORS & RANK 279.2 350.0 398.7 34-2.0 287.0 336.0 

Expenditure on Acquisition of' SubSidiaries 863.8 75.3 4-6.7 Adjustments due to Consolidation .8 2.0 Other Expenditure on Capital Account 
Residual and Other Adju ",,-tments 62. 1 
TOTAL OF OTHER USES 932.1 75.3 4-8.7 

TOTAL USES OF FUNDS 4-,186.3 3,939.0 2,530.8 2,4-94-.0 588.6 612.0 



COMPANIES ENG.AGED IN ACQUISITIONS (AND ~,JE..B.GERS) 

1958 - £2 

Comp8;Pl 
Number Company 

11 Ballins Industri es Limited 

12 Dorrinio 11 Limited 

13 Innes Industries Company Limited 

14 Nelli Zealand Breweries Limited 

27 Frozen Products Limited 

28 General Foods Corporation 
(N"Z.) 

Irvine & Stevensons Georse 
Company Limited 

Industry 

Beverages and 
Other Food 

Appendix 

51 Carter Consolidated Limited - \'food 

Henderson & Pollard Limited 

New Zealand Forest Products Limited 

P.T.Ye Industries Limited 

60 TasmcUl Pulp ('.: Paper Company Limited 

United Empire Box Company Limited 
(now U.E.B. Industries Limited) 

103 Coulls Somerville & Wilkie Limited 

106 N.Z. iNewspapers Company Limited 

118 Whitcombe 8; Tombs Company Limited 

74 Felt & Textiles of Z. Limited 

76 Lane, Walker, RuCfr.in Company Limited 

Ross ~ Glendinning 
(nov, a subsidiary of 

86 Berlie Industries Limited 

Ind" Ltd,,) 

87 Bonds Hosiery Mills (N"Z .. ) Limited 

91 Holeproof Industries Limited 

94 M"K. ManUfacturers Limited 
(now liquidated) 

Products and 

Publishing 

Textile sand 



122 Dominion Fertiliser CorJpany Limited 

124 Giant Industries Limited 

125 Industrial Chemi (N.Z.) Limited 

126 Ivon Watkins Limited 

129 

130 

(now Ivon Ylatkins-Dow Limited) 

IJ"Z. Farmers Company Limited 

l'T.Z. Industrial Limited 

131 Phillips Impey Limited 

143 Golden. Bay Cement Company Limited 

145 Milburn Lime and Cement Company Limited 

148 Vibrapac Blocks Limited 

156 Alex Harvey & Sons Limited 

160 Clyde Engineering Company Limit ed 

161 Consolidated Metal Industri es Limited 

162 Cory-Wright and Salmon Limited 

166 J.J. Niven & Company Limited 

175 iYilliam Cable Holdings Limited 
(now ,Cable, Price, Downer Limited) 

176 Wormald Bros .. Industries 
(N.Z,,) Limited 

181 Amalgamated Batteries Limited 

184 National Electric and Engineering 
Company Limited 

(now a subsidiary of Cable, Price, 
Downer Limited) 

187 Wooff and Salvesen Limited 

188 1,,icAlpine Refrigeration Company Limited 

196 Dunlop N.Z. Limited 

197 Reid N.Z.Rubber Mills Limited 

Drugs-Chemicals and 
lion-Metallic 

l;inerals 

Netals-Machinery , 
Electrical 

Ii;achinery and 
Appliances, 
and other .. 



Comp~ 
Number Company 

199 Skellerup Industries Limited 

205 Harnish and Jordan Limited 
(now a subsidiary of' Neill Cropper 

Holdings Ltd. which is itseJi' noy, a 
Subsidiary of' J. I'lattie C8l11leries L;;d.) 

206 3.3. McCaskey and Son Limited 

209 Tattersf'i eld Limited 
(now a subsidiary of' U.E.B .. 

Industries Limited) 

458 

Appendix 6-4-1 



r1L'U"JllUjA 6-4-2 

DE2AILS OF AC~UISITION OF SU3SIDIAllIES (ACW IIllR"ERSl 
YEARLY DATA 1929- 62 (£ 000) 

1959 1960 1961 1962 

( Z Ac~sitioM} (10 Acguieitions) (19 ACGui!!Ji t:ions) (28 Ac~sitions) 

DErAILS OF ADJUSTMENT ENTRY £ £. £. £ £ £. .I: .I: 

Acquisi. ticn of Sub:lidia:r:Y 8411.9 4,221.5 2,418.8 8,858.2 2,938.9 

:Sar.k Overdraft 67.9 - 251.6 2}8.6 303.6 
Creditors - Trade &: Other.o 58.3 218.7 478.2 1,411.6 
Dividendo Ordinary & lTeferenco 9.0 43.9 2.3 126.0 
':'s.xation }8.6 104.9 124.6 755.9 

:>ebentu:ros 603.3 56.6 
125.5 17.7 351,.8 

.1 207.6 - 7\1.9 66.1 - 162.3 

Reva'1ua Reserves 443.6 - 12 .. 3 
17.8 55.3 404.9 
87.9 297.5 1,377.6 

Cash & Barik 224.9 
Debtors - Trade Other 110.8 271.9 530.6 
Inventory 144.3 178.0 786.2 

Boil¥ 50.3 
107.) - 243.5 

273,2 2,362.3 1,1;.41 .. 1 
130.3 28.7 548.1 

Motor Vehicles 31.4 259.7 1,341 .1 
Fixed ,As.eet!!J - Other 11.9 17.4 
Goodwill 149.4 1,599.6 451.3 

Adjustment aue to CQr.ao11d:dicn 331.7 9l,.3.3 392.2 620.7 835.1 

1,183.0 1,183 .. 0 5,.801 .. 1 5,801.1 5,489.l,. 5,489." 15,218.5 

DErAILS OF ACgUISITION OF SUBSDlIA.'lIES (All']) MERGERS) 

INDUSTRY GROUPING '222-6"2 (£ (00) 

Industrl No. 1 Indus trz No.2 
DErAILS OF AllJ'USTlIllNT ENTRY (7 Companies) (7 Companies) 

Acquisition o'f: Su'beidiary 6,153.8 1,916.5 6,695.0 1,41+5.6 3,070.2 

Bank Overdraft; 72.3 103.9 290.5 ,,5.2 
& Others l,.20.6 273.5 1,096.8 

& P:roferGnce 125.0 9.0 39.9 
Taxation 240 .. 4 101.9 509.4 

6C3.3 8.0 58l,..7 
53.2 139.0 275.3 
1,.6.9 70.0 7.8 

115.4 13.4- 196.9 

.Revenue Resorves - 358.0 471.6 
Reserves 10l,..2 2.3 

Provis:l.on 731.9 277.7 

322.8 60.6 
ether 49".2 358.9 

Inventory 339.2 525.8 

I:n:vestmcnt 3.6 - 399.1 
51.5 

325.9 56.5 
3,161.6 368.4 

565.7 3,-J.5 
Motor Vehic16e 483.5 10.9 
F:txcd Assets - Other 2.0 15.5 
Goodwill. 1,089.6 915.5 

Adjustment aue to Consolidation 1';'76.6 144.2 200·1 l,.1.6 662.8 

8,,-J9.0 8,,-J9.0 },}86.8 },}86.8 12,143.1 12,1l,.3.1 4.,31,4.. .• 8 l,.,31l,..8 5,2:11.6 5,221.6 
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IlE'.W:LS OF ACot'lSITION OF SUBSIDIAllIES !,AND MERGERS) 

SIZB (;!lO=lGS 1222-62 (£ 000) 

~ Small-Medium Medium-Lar~e Large 

JETAILS OF .ADJUS'!:'1.IEl'lT llNTllY (~ (19 Companies) (18 Com~.5) (12 ComEcniee) 

Aoquiei tion of' Subaidie.ry 22.3 3,288.6 1;.,769.9 11,208.2 

289.9 1;.9+.7 
510.8 620.3 

Pre.ferenc:e 1;.9.1 88.9 
221.3 297.8 

Debentures 1;.8.0 56.7 
285.0 371;.,0 

8.3 57.1 
17.8 - 108.9 

llevenue Reaervea .9 1;..4- 70.1 
Capital 14-9.5 802.7 

1;.50.7 811;..5 

Cash & Bank 28.7 186.0 
Deb;;:oT"S - ~:['re.de Othera 650.2 816.3 
In7entory 84-1.3 1,19103 

Inve stment - 3.6 
... Govt. BOd;y 1;..5 
- Other 65.8 122.7 

Land 8: Buildingz 896.3 2,241.2 
Plant &: Machino:ry 84-6.5 1,1;.98.6 
Motor Vehicles 165.3 252.1 
Fixed Assets - Other 75.8 22.5 
Good\'dll 5.1;. 1,285.0 1,058.1 

AdjuBt&'lent due to Conaolidation 11.8 42§·2 2Zl·0 1 274.1.1 

23.2 23.2 5,311;..7 5,314.7 8,297.8 8,297.8 19,639.5 19,639.5 

D1I"'-ULS OF ACglJIll=ON OF SUllSIDL\l!IES (M'D 1l1!:RGERS) 

GllO\lTll-= GROUP::J;GS 1959-63 (£ coo) 

~ Slow ... ].{eaiul! Y.ed..i.ure-Fast ~ 
DE1'.AlLS OF .ADJClSTJXlT E,I:JllY: (70omuanies) (18 Companies, (12 Comoanies) (10 GomEanies) 

ACq'iliition of Subsidie.ty 472.8 7.211.5 6,815 .. 8 1;.,788.9 

3ank C'Verdra...""'t 255.~ 238.2 321.1 
Creditors - Trade & ethers 1,269.3 9+5.3 570.9 
Dividend3 - Ord:inary & Pre:feren.ce 69.1;. 60.2 130.9 
Taxation 486.5 203.2 353.5 

Debentu:res 584-.7 707.9 
!JcrtgageB 34-4-.6 1$1;..0 408.8 
Other Longterm Liabilities 127·2 11.8 51.8 
l.linority Interest 255.3 - 293.3 89.9 

Revenue Reserves 1,,51 .. 4 - 305.7 6.9 
Ce..pi tal Rese:rvea 813.6 307.9 31;.9.1 
Depreciation P.roviai.cn 3,1;.4-3.6 628.9 712.0 

Cash & Bank 561.1 281.7 150.7 
Debtors- - Trade & Others 84-9.1;. 686.3 705.9 
Inventol.J 1,443#3 719.2 1;1<110.3 

L'Tvezunent - SUb$:idiar.? - 403.1 
- Govt .. & Local Ecay 901.9 50.3 
- Other - 77·5 176.7 

Lomd & Buildings 1;.,133.1;. 3,603.0 
Plant e::. j,hcl:insl""J 3,759.5 680.8 
Motor Vehicles 1 ,586.2 316.1 
?i:<:ed Assets - Other 31;.8.8 23.7 
Goodwill 73.9 1,283.2 1,359.2 

Adjustment due to COMolidat:io.n 206.4 926.0 1 ,147.2 84].1 

930.3 930.3 15,312.2 15,)12.2 9,104-.2 9,104-.2 7,830.0 7,830.0 
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Growth and Related Topics 

Topic Source Relationships examined Obslv Country Period Technique 

Notes: 

J. of F. - The Journal of Finance. 

J.A.R. - The Journal of Accounting Research. 

J.F. & Q.A. 

A.£.R. 

M.S.E.S.S. 

N.LE.S.R. 

- The Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis. 

- The American Economic Revieioi. 

- Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies. 

- National Institute of Economic and Social Research. 

A.R. - The Accounting Review. 

M.Acc. - Management Accounting (U.S.A.). 

J .P.E. - The Journal of FeU tical Economy. 

Aust. E.P. - The Australian Economic Papers. 

Higgledly Piggledly A.C.Rayner & LM.D.Little .. (i) Earnings and dividend 
Grovth Again. growth. 

The Consensus and 
Accuracy of Some 
Predictions on the 
Grow-th of Corporate 
Earnings. 

Some Preliminary 
Findings on the 
Association between 
the Earnings of a 
Firm. its Industry 
and the Economy. 

Measuring Corporate 
Frofi t 
Opportuni ties. 

Some Estimates of 
the Cost of Capital 
to the Electric 
Utility Industry~ 

Frofi tabili ty and 
Growth of British 
Industrial Firms. 

Investment and 
Gro ..... th Policies of 
Industrial Firms. 

Corporate Dividend 
Policy. 

Studies in Profit, 
Business Saving and 
Investment in the 
U.K. 

J.G.Cragg & B.G.Malkiel. 

(J.of F., Vol-XXIII, 
NO.1, March 1968) 

P. Brown & R. Ball. 

(J .A.R. Vol. 5, Supp. 
1967) 

W.T.Carleton & 
E.M.Lerner. 
(J.F.& Q.A •• Vol.II, 
No.3, Sept. 1967) 

M.H.Hiller & 
F. Modigliani. 
(A.E.R., Vol. LVI, 
No.3, June 1966) 

J .E.S. Parker. 
(1\5.&&5. - Vol.XXXII 
No.2, May 1964) 

T. Barna. 
(N.I.E.S.R. - 1962) 

J .A.Bri ttain 
(Brookings Inst. 
1966) 

P. E. Hart (Ed.). 

(University of 
Glasgo .... : 
Vol. 1 1965 
Vol. 2 1968) 

(ii) Earnings grovth over time. 
(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Cd) 

(iii) Growth as a function of 
size and retained 
earnings. 

Grovth of earnings per share as 
prediction for future grovth in 
earnings. 

Degree of association between 
earnings of firm, its 
industry and the economy. 

Growth of profits (sales) as 
a function of previous 
corporate gro'W"th and level of 
national income. 

Relationship of earnings (tax
adj. earnings to total assets) 
to measures of size (total 
assets), debt, preferred stock 
and dividends (total assets as 
denominator to debt,. pref. and 
dive ). 

Relationship of grovth rate in 
total tangible fixed assets to 
gro'Jth in profit rates (both 
net assets and total assets 
bases) • 

Relationship of growth and 
financial behaviour such as 
level of liquidity, distrib
ution of dividends and long 
term finance. 

Dividend policy as a function 
of variables such as level of 
profi ts. depreciation allo\;l
ances, taxation payments, 
changes in sales, interest 
rates and lagged dividends~ 

Relationship of size of firm 
to changes in proli ts. 
Determinants of corporate 
saving and investment. 
Rate of return on investment. 

441 large 
81 small 

52~ 

33 

441 

388 

185 

316 

451 in 
"Economy" 
analysis 

207 

b] 

87 

74 

1520 

Sundry 

1951-59 Avg. Annual Geomhric GravIth 
Rate. 

Arithmetic Hean Grovth Rate -
deviation from mean 
- per industry 
- per grovth groups. 

1951-61 Analysis of Variance. 
- Building Industry only. 

1951-59 Correlation Coefficients, 
- industry groups 
- annual compound growth 

rates 
- 1 Yr.-l, 1-2, 1-3 ••• etc. 

1951-61 Regression Analysis, 
- avge. grovth 1951-56 1957-61 
- industry groups 
- correlation. reg.coef. 

Regression analysis, 
- industry groups. 
Variance analysis, 
- grovth - 1 yr. - 2 yrs. 

U.S.A. 1952-63 Correlation coefficients of 
growth rates. 

U.S.A. 1947-65 Simple correlation and 
Regression analysis, 
- time series. 

U.S.A. 1957-64 Regression analysis, 
- time series 
- analysis of variance. 

U.S.A. 1954-56 Regression analysis. 
-57 

U.K. 1954-55 Correlation coefficients. 
1960-61 Regression analysis. 

U.K. 1949-50 Percentage statements and 
-59 cross-classification. 

U.S.A. 1920-60 Regression analysis, 
- cross-sectional 

U.1(. 

- time series. 
Industry grouping. 

1920-62 Mean, Variance, 
Correlation and 
Regression analysis ~ 
- industry groupings 
- size groupings. 



Financial Ratios 

Topic Source 

financial Rados as W. H. Beaver. 
Fredi ::::to1' s of 
Failure. 

Risk and the 
Return on 

The Inves-rment, 
Financing, and 
Valuation of the 
Corporatioh. 

?he L"1vestme.."lt 
Decision. 

The Economic Theory 
of Manageri a1 
Capi tali sm. 

Some Empirical 
Bases for Financial 
Ratio Analysis. 

Classifying and 
Selecting 
Financial rtatios. 

Expected Sales, 
Actual Sales, and 
Inventory
Investment 
Reali sation. 

Firm Size and Rate 
oE Grovtn. 

Corporate 
Personali ty as 
reflected in 
Accounting 
Decisions. 

The Determination 
of Long-Term 
Credi t Standing 
vi th Financial 
Ratios. 

Siz.e and Gro';,ft1: 
of Pirms. 

Firm Size and Cost 
of Equity Capi1:al~ 

(J.A.R. - '101.4 SuPP., 
19b6) 

f_ D. Anditti. 

N. J. Gordon. 

(Irwin, 1962) 

J~.p,..Meyer &: E.!uh .. 

R. Marris 

(Macmillan, 1964) 

J. o. Horrigan. 

(A.a.July 1965) 

::::.D. Mecimore .. 

G. H. Sorter and 
S. W. Eecker ~ 

(J.A.R.VoL2, 
No.2, Autumn 1964) 

" .. O. Horrigan. 

Vol .. 4 Supp., 

S.H. Archer and 
L. G. Faerber. 

(J.o£ F. No.1, 
March 

Related Topics 

Relationships examined Obsv 

- Cash-£lo'J ratios. 
- Net-income :oatios. 

:'>ebt to tOtal-assets 
ratios~ 

rate or return on 
as a ftmction oE -

of' rate o£ retw·n. 
Skewess of rate of retul'n. 
Harket correlation of rate or 
return. 
Dehr •. ea'""v ratio. 
Di'Jidendl-e,=ing ratio. 

Relationship be1:\1{een certain 
state variables (size, 
earnings instability, r<:lte 
of return) and decision 
variables (retention, 
leverage. outside equity 
£inance,.o. in leverage, 
invest."JIent) • 

Investment as a function of 

Relation bebJeen grovth and 
retention, praii tabili ty and 
valuation. 

The statis1:ical nature and 
utili ty of .financial ratio 
analysis. 

'The classi£ication and 
selection o£ significam: 
Financial ratios re.flecting 

structure a..'1d 

The relat.ionship bet'Jeen 
sales (based on 

Mc(lraw-E:ill su.ryey of 
and investment in 

The l'elationship bet\o'een 
srowth rate and size. size _ 
in indusny. and inc.ust.ry 
gro'Jth ra ~e ~ 

The manner in ",hich certain 
accounting decisions (on 
depreciation methods) 
reflect corporate perscnali ty
measured in part by debt/asset 
and liqUid asset ratios. 

The ex-:ent to ..... hich the credi t 
standing of corporations ::an 
be pI"edicted by the 'Use ot 
£inancial ratios directed at 
liquidity and pro£i tabili ty. 

The relationship behreen 
I"ate and size - a test 
Gibra...:' slaw. 

117-158 

400 
(approx) 

48 

3750 

As with 
Gordon 
and 

56 

149 

lOGO 

150 

352 

Relationship o£ cost of r,;.ising 238 
equi'ty capital and cost: of 
equi ty capital to measures of 
risk - size of firm, size of 
issue, market position, 
leverage, age, variability of 
earnings and growth of ea'r'nings. 

Appendix 6-5-2 

Period Technique Applied 

U.S.A. 1954-64 For Non-failed and Failed 
.firms 

U.S.A. 1946-63 

(1) Comparison of meat", 
values .. 

(ii) Actual ratios ranged. to 
allow choice of optimal 
cut-off point -
Correlation coe£fi-c::'ents, 

(iii) Applicat::.on of Bayesia."l 
pronabili ty. 

Re,qress:lon analysis, 
grouping. 

U.S.A. 1954-58 Simr-le a'>ld partial 
correlation, 
- ir..dustry groupir:g. 

:l.S.A. 194':)-50 Sir.lple and part-ial 
cor~elation. 

Regression a.'>lalysis, 
- cross-sectlonal and time 

series 
- industry groupinss 
- size groupings. 

U.S.A. As .... ith As ... ith Gordo..'>l and Meyer 
Gordon & .kuh. 
and 

& 

U .. S.A. 1948-57 CoT'I"elation co"f£'ic:lents 
Mean and standard ri.,oi,H ,'no 
- ind:1stry grouping. 

U.S.A. 1945-64 Stepwise regression and 
F-rat:io. 

'],,$.A. 1957 .... 58 Regression a.'"l.alysis. 
- cross-sectional 
- industry grouping. 

U.S.A.. 1946 Correla-rion coefFicients. 
Regression analysis, 
- cross-sectionaL 

U~S .. A. 1961 Means and S~andard Deviations. 

U.S.A. 1959-64 Cor:!'elation coefficients, 
F..egression analysis. 

Mean~ Variance. 
Regression analysis. 

U.S .. A.. 196Q-62 Correladon <:md 
Regressio!'l analys::.s_ 



Topic 
Financial Ratios. 
Discriminant 
Analysis and the 
Prediction of 
Corporate 
Bankruptcy _ 

Some Empirical 
Distributions of 
Financial Ratios. 

Firm Size and 
Profitabili ty . 

The Effect of Size, 
Growth and Industry 
on the Financial 
Structure of 
ManU£acturing 
Companies. 

Studies in 
Company Finance. 

Source' 
E. Ie Altman. 

(Joof F. Vol. XXIII , 
No.4, Sept.1968) 

C.D. Mecimore. 

(M.Acc. Sept.1968) 

M. Hall and 1. Weiss. 

(The Review of Ee. & 
Stats. Vol-XLIX No.3, 
Aug., 1967) 

M. C. Gupta. 

(Joaf F. Vol-XXIV, 
No.3, June 1969) 

B. Tew and 
R. F. Henderson. 

(Cambridge University 
Press - 1958) 

Appendix 6-5-3 

Relationships examined Obsv Country Period Technique Applied 
Financial ratios as predictors 
of corporate bankruptcy. 
Ratios -

Working Capital/Total Assets 
Retained Earnings/ " n 
Earnings (EBJT)/ " 
Market Value of Equi ty/ " 
Sales / 

Examination of the distributions 
of selected financial ratios to 
determine degree of normali ty . 

33(1 ) 

66(R) 

44 

Relationship of profi tabili ty of 341 
firms to measures of size (total 
assets), growth in output, and 
leverage (equity to assets) • 

Examine the effect of industry, 173,000 
size, and growth on the 
financial structure of companies 
as reflected in measures of 
activity, leverage, liquidity 
and profi tabili ty • 

2549 
Study of 

U.S.A. 1962 Multiple Discriminant 
analysis. 

U.S.A. 1964 Measures of deviation, 
skewness and kurtosis. 

U.S .A. 195b-62 Regression analysis. 

U.S.A. 1971-62 Correlation and 
Regression analysis. 

U.K. 1949-53 Ratio analysis, 
Cross-classification, 
Correlation and 
Regression analysis, 
- industry groupings 
- size groupings 
- growth-rate groupings. 

Financial Structure and Related Topics 
Topic 

Some Surrogate 
Evidence in Support 
of the Concept of 
Optimal Financial 
Structure. 

Cross-Section 
Estimates of Liquid 
Asset Demand by 
Manufacturing 
Corporations. 

The Financial 
Structure of 
Manufacturing 
Corporations and 
the Demand for Money. 

The Effect of 
Financial Structure 
on the Market Value 
of Companies. 

The Demand for Money 
A Cross-Section 
Study of British 
Business Firms. 

A Cross-Section 
Study of Business 
Demand for Cash. 

Investment, Dividend 
and External Finance 
Behaviour of Firms. 

Source 

E. Sch.....-artz & 
J. R. Aronson. 

(J .of F. Vol-XXII 
No.1, March 1961) 

R.C.Vogel & 
G.S. Maddala. 

(J .of F. Vol-XXII 
No.4, Dec, 1967) 

w. J. Frazer. 
(.roP.E. Vol-LXXII 
No.2, April 1964) 

Wright, Young & 
Barton. 
(Aust. E.P., Vo1.5 
No.1, June 1966) 

L. De Alessi. 

(Economica - Vol. 
XXXIII No.131, 
Aug., 1966) 

E. L. Whalen. 
(J.of F., Vol.XX 
No.3, Sept ... 1965) 

P.J .Dhrymes and 
M. ICurz. 
(N.B.E.R.- New York, 

1967) 

Financial Structure R.F. Wippern. 
and the Value of (J .0£ F., Vol.XXI, 
the Firm. No.4. Dec. 1966) 

On the Measurement 
of Leverage .. 

J .K.S.Ghandi. 
(J .of F., VO!.XXI, 
No.4. Dec. 1966) 

Relationships examined Obsv Country Period] Technique Applied 

Equi ty capital as a percenta.ge 
of total financing 

Liquid asset demand (cash, 
Govt. securities, liquid assets) 
and some measure of transactions. 
\oreal th, risk (sales as proxy). 

Variations in the financial 
structure of firms by size. 

EFfect of financial structure 
on the market value of 
companies. 

Demand for money (cash 
balari.ces) as a function of 
'Wealth, general price level.!;, 
and rate of return on asset.=:. 

Relationship of cash balances 
of firms o£ difFerent sizes 
to volume of sales. 

Interaction of investment ",i th 
financial variables - dividends 
paid and exter.nal finance. 

Relationship of earnings-price 
ratio to leverage, growth of 
earnings. dividend payout. 
size of firm and industry 
effects. 

Examination oE sui tabili ty and 

complementari ty of various 
measures of leverage - "stod," 
or balance sheet measures and 
"flo"," or income measures. 

U.S.A. 19:~1-61 Mean proportions of total 
financing. F ratio test of 
significance. 

140 (1947-8 U.S.A. 1946-61 Regression analysis,cross-
1960-61 sectional and time series -

224 (1960-1 log transformations of 
variables. 

100 
(10x10) 

206 

109 

50 

60 

Industry and asset-size 
groupings (dummy variables). 
F-ratio test. 

U.S.A. 19:16-62 Regression analysis. 

Aust. 1954-03 

U.K. 1948-57 

U.S.A. 1958-59 

U.S.A. 1947-60 

- asset-size groupings 
- cross-sectional. 

Regression analysis, 
- time series and 

cross-sectional. 
Analysis of Variance. 

Regression analysis, 
- cross sectional 
- linear on logs. 
Industry grouping. 

Regression analysis, 
- cross-sectional 
- linear on logs. 
Industry and size groupings. 

Correlation and Regression 
analysis~ 

- Single equations. 
- Two stage L.S. 
- Three stage L.S. 

U.S.A. 1956,58 Multiple regression 
196"J,63 analysis. 

U.S.A. 1962 CoeFficients of rank 
correlation. 
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CORRELATION COEEFICIENTS - INDUSTRY GROUP NO. 1 - 1959 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Measures of Liquidity: 

( 1-2) .,428, ( 1-3) .,644, (1-4) -~201*, ( 1-5) .. 925 
(2-3) ,,583, (2-4) 0529, (2-5) .,421, (3-4) ,,529 

(3-5) ,,674, (4-5) -.142* 

Measures of Leverage: 

(1-2) ,,964, (1-3) 0793, (1-4) .776, ( 1-5) .,637 

(1-6) .,812, (2-3) .,862, (2-4) ,,855, (2-5) .,686 

(2-6) .. 833, 0-4) .,983, 0-5) 0704, (3-6) .. 836 

(4-5) .. 701, (4-6) .,894, (5-6) 0575 

Measures of Rate of Return: 
( 1-2) 0876, (1-3) .802, ( 1-4) 0799, ( 1-5) .,706 

( 1-6) 0949, (1-7) .932, ( 1-8) ,,198* , (2-3) .903, 

(2-4) 0933 9 (2-5) .,839, (2-6) .. 845, (2-7) 08299 
(2-8) .241 * 90-4) 0835, (3-5) 0905, 0-6) 0795, 

0-7) .815, 0-8) 0238*, (4-5) ,,927, (4-6) ,,811 

(4-7) 0788, (4-8) .218*, (5-6) .,744, (5-7) .750, 

(5-8) .,201 * , ( 6-7) .,989, (6-8) 0191 * , (7-8) .222 

Measures of Retention of Profits: 

(1-2) 0650, (1-3) 0594, ( 1-4) .690, ( 1-5) 0672 

(2-3) -.386, (2-4) =,,682, (2-5) -0924, (3-4) 0796 

0-5) .. 343* 9 (4-5) .745 

* indicates measures not significant at the ,,05 level" 
The majority of these were associated with one rather 
unstable measure of rate of return (Computer output -
nRR" No.8) .. 

~t, 
,1: 



6-6-2 

OlJ"TCOME OF NORMALITY TESTS: SKEWNESS - KURTOS IS ;:: 

VP..RIABLE: 

Rate of Return 

19.:8 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

No Transformation 
Required 

fl· Data 
Sat isfactory 

x (y) 

X 

X 

Earnings Instability 

1959 
198) 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Retention Rate 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Leverage 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Equi ty Issues 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Investment Rate 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Liquidity 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Growth Rate 

19.:8 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Interest 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Dep'n Current 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Dep'n Total 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

(y) 
;:; 

x 

x 

x 

(y) 

Transformations Applied: 

(1) -
(2) 
(3) -
(4) -
(5) -
(6) - Log - Log 

Kot all 
Transfo rma. tions 

Feasible 

Orig. Data Trans Data 
Best Best 

x 

x 

(y) 
x 

x 
x 

(y) (3) 

(1) ( )(1) 
X(1~ y 
~(1 

x 
x 

x (y) 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x (y) 
X 

x 
x 
x 

x 

All Transformations 
Feasible 

Orig. Date Trans Da't..1. 
~eDt Best 

xO) (y) 0) 
x(3j 
xg) 
xO) 
x 

x 
x 

x(2) 

(2) 
x

O
) (y) 

x 

(Sundry deflations) 
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Appendix: 6-7-1 

In the preparation of this Appendix considerable use has been made of 

the material in Cooley and Lohnes, "Multivariate Procedures for the 

Behavioral Sciences" New York, Wiley & Sons, 19620 

In outline the factor analysis computer program provided for the 

following sequence of operations (N::; number of observations, ill = 

number of $ a ::; number of common 

Data matrix -+ Correlation matrix -+ 
.....-..;...;,.-;;.--~-

-+Factor Score matrixo 

ill a a 

m .. m 

Originally a program from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package 

(360A - eM - 03X) Version III was used to cover the first three 

Subsequently a program developed by Dr" RoJ~ Johnston, Department of 

Geography, University of Canterbury was to incorporate the factor 

score matrix" With principal-components the task is the 

maximisation of the variance associated with each successive orthogonal 

axis developed in a m-dimensional variable space" Both Harman, and 

Cooley and Lohnes (the latter's notation is indicate in some 

detail the basis the establishment of a set of m homogenous 

to solve this problem.,(1) 



467 
Appencli..'C 6-7-2 

The equations in matrix form appear as follows: 

(1-A.) r:12 r :13 r V 
:1i 

0 
l :1.m 

r 2 :1 (1 - A. ) , r 23 r V 
2i 

0 
l 2m 

r r (1 - Ai) r V 3i 0 
3:1 32 3m 

r r m2 r (1 - A. ) V 
mi 

0 
m:1 m3 l 

In matrix notation (R - A .• I)V. = 0, i = 1 ,2,3, ••• , m; where I is an 
. l l 

identity matrix 9 Ai is the latent root, 0 is a null vector, R is the 

correlation matrix, and Vi the factor coefficientsc ( ~ Vr: = 
i=1 l . 

is assumed as the total variance factor analysed, cf. Harman 

Wanting the values of V., the trivial solution would be to set V = o. 
i 1. 

For the non-trivial solution, the determinant of the coefficient of V is 

zero: (R - AI) = O. The latter is what is referred to in mathematics 

as a "characteristic" equation,,(2) 

(1) 
ctd. 

This set of m homogeneous equations results from the partial differentiation 
of the function established to maximise the sum of the contributions of the 
factor extracted to the total eommunalityo It will be noted that under
lying the set of equations is a square symmetrical matrix = the correlation 
matrix. The off-diagonal elements are the covariances while the 
principal diagonal is made up of the common variance or communality for 
each variable. The presence of unities in the principal diagonal (as above) 
means that the total variance of the variables is to be factor analysed. 
The alternative is to place the estimates of the common variance or 
communality in the diagonal reflecting an attempt to eliminate the unique 
variance from the analysis. A continuing controversy exists over the 
choice between these alternatives. Following Cooley and Lohnes! 
analysis, unities have been inserted in this study having regard to the 
fact that this procedure not only enables the Kaiser test of significance 
to be implemented but also facilitates the calculation of factor scores. 
In simple terms, the choice of unities means that additional roots (A's) 
are extracted from the correlation matrix up to the point where such roots 
fall below unity, i.e. the factor contributes less to the total variance 
than does one of the original variables.. The process of extraction 
referred to is reflected in the expressions (1 - A) (or, if unities not 
used, (h2 

- A )) in the above equations and is part of the process of the 
determination o.f the rank of the correlation matrix. See Note 3 below" 

(2) 
In mathematical literature the roots (A's) of a character±stic equation are 
referred to as "eigenvalues li " The number of different nonzero A's 
(also called latent roots) that satisfy the characteristic equation of a 
square matrix will determine the rank of the matrix. The solution to the 
set of equations in footnote (1) corresponding to each eigenvalue leads to 
the establishment of a vector called an "eigenvector" and this provides the 
basis for the calculation of the coefficients of the factors. For 
further details see Harman, HoRo opocito9 Po 1570 ~ 



It has the attribute of greatly facilitating the calculation of the 

largest root (A) of (R - AI)" This equation provides the basis for 

calculating the coefficients of the first factor which will account for 

as much of the total communality as possible~ Once having determined 

the coefficients of the first factor on each variable the next is 

to find the second factor which will account for a maximum of the 

residual communalityo While from the point of view of grasping the 

underlying rationale of factor analysis it would be quite correct to 

say that such coefficients should come from the first-factor residual 

correlations, from a technical point of view they can fortunately be 

extracted from the original correlation matrix. As Harman observes 

"the theory of characteristic equations provides the basis for 

the coefficients of the second and subsequent factors. It is not 

necessary to carry through an analysis ceo to the residual communality!!. 

Other general features relevant in the context of the output of the 

computer programs are: 

(i) 
ill 

When the vectors are normalised (i,. e • b V~ 
i=1 l 

1 .00) 

the variance of each set of factor coefficients is the appropriate 

Ai - the eigenvalue 0 The IBM program, in listing the eigenvalues in 

order or decreasing value provides for a cut out of the 

This is in accordance with the previously mentioned test of 

introduced by Kaiser and now commonly recommended. Harman comments on 

Kaiserts work to the effect that 

Ita practical basis for finding the number of common factors that 
are necessary, reliable, and meaningful for the explanation of the 
correlations among variables ••• is that the number of common 
factors should be equal to the number of eigenvalues greater than 
one ••• of the correlation matrix (with unities in the diagonal) 

(4) Ibid., p.363. See Meyer J.R., nAn Experiment in the Measurement of 
Business MotivationU , op.cit., p.307 .. 

( 
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Variance is also sometimes described in terms of factor loadings"" 
ill ill 

(ii) The sum of the eigenvalues (~At' ,:'8 rJ'i) 
l= J=1 

is equal to the sum 

of the diagonal elements - the trace or total variance to be accounted for. 

Consequently the sum of the eigenvalues (to be associated with the 

preserved eigenvectors) divided by the total variance gives the proportio'n 

of variance accounted for by the resulting factors~ 

(5) Ibid., ppo 169-171 



Appendix 6--1~ 5 

Sample Computer Print out-Factorial 
CORRELATION MATRIX 

1.00000 0.50294 0.77397 0.14335 -0.09759 0.23320 0.02114 0.48295 0.32449 0.09316 

0.50294 1.00000 0.41)065 0.32710 -0.11494 -0.04645 0.14777 0.41725 1).34715 0.05569 

0.77397 0.40065 1.00000 8.08866 -0.37868 -0.00160 -0.12270 0.29576 0.05783 -0.04249 

0.14335 0.32710 0.088.6 1.00000 0.1830. 0.19250 -0.33221 0.58421 0.23918 -0.13033 

-0.09759 -0.11494 -0.3786B 0.18306 1.00000 0.16080 0.03344 0.11461 0.39321 0.05653 

0.23320 -0.04645 -O.oel.Q 0.19250 0.16080 1.00COO -0.04225 -0.01852 0.03891 0.08316 

0.02114 0.14777 -0.12270 -0.33221 0.03344 -0.04225 1.00000 -0.14417 -1J.01852 0.25679 

0.48295 D.41725 0.2957b D.58421 0.11461 -0.01852 -0.14417 1.00000 0.56751 c.06R08 

0.32449 0.34715 0.05783 0.23918 0.39321 0.03891 -0.01852 0.56751 1.00000 0.20952 

0.09316 0.05569 -0.04249 -0.13033 0.05653 0.08316 0.25.79 0.06808 0.20952 1.00:00 

EIGENVALUES 

2.935 

TRACE 

0.29351 

1.776 1 .. 498 

0.4710B 0.62091 

FACTO~ LOADING MATRIX 

VARIABLE 

0.79949 -0.34841 

VARIABLE 

Q.l H 70 

COMMUNALITY 

0.73152 

0.26738 

0.70482 -0.17615 J.17973 -0.23579 

COI~MUNAL lTV 
VARIABLE 

0.62688 -0.65645 -0.045Q9 

COMMUNAL ITY 
VARIABLE 4 

0.56312 0.37117 -0.49A81 

COMMUljAL I TY 
VARIABLE 

0.0 4 122 0.82158 

VARIA8LE 6 

0.15182 0.21128 

VARIABLE 7' 

0.1,]239 

COMMUf~AL lTV 

o .OOM3 

CClMMU'~U ITY 

0.12437 

0.010'>5 

0.07355 

0.92278 

-0.12691 -0.06787 0.78617 -0.09198 

COMMUNAL I TV 
VARIABLE 

0.81270 0.23876 -C.10802 -0.22195 

COMMUNALITY 
VARIABLE 9 

0.61501 0.50072 0.24015 -0.191ul 

CflMMUNAL !TY 
VARIABLE 10 

0.69900 

cnMM,UNAL !TY 

FACTOR SCORES FROM UNROTATED LOADINGS 

0.09745 0.15053 0.11082 

1 
-0.410 0.047 -1.666 0.553 

2 
-0.121 -0.020 0.346 0.342 

3 
0.795 -0.635 -0.269 1.016 

26 
-0.305 -0.619 1.794 -1.9J9 

27 
-0.470 -0.695 1.308 1.195 

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 
VARIA8LE 1 

0.86258 

0.61570 

0.70181 

0.69258 

0.91926 

0.64723 

0.77842 

0.72311 

0.53304 

0.82871 0.30594 0.11153 0.26415 
VARIABLE 2 

0.58258 0.47445 0.12893 -0.18592 
VARIABLE 3 

0.91105 0.01527 -0.10280 0.02619 
VARIABLE 4 

0.07189 0.62591 -0.52583 0.16845 
VARIA8LE 5 

-0.56270 0.52977 0.11043 0.28589 
VARI~ALE • 

0.04985 0.00589 -0.00363 0.95746 
VARIA8LE 7 

0.00339 -0.08424 0.79175 -0.11512 
VARIABLE 8 

0.33286 0.79997 -0.15665 -0.05593 
VARIABLE 9 

0.03346 0.82325 0.20944 0.01952 
VARIABLE 10 

0.00931 0.16196 0.69332 0.16132 

SUM OF SQUARED FACTOR LOADINGS 

2.29246 2.34242 1.50566 1.17464 

FACTOR SCORES ON ROTATED FACTORS 

1 
-0.354 -0.458 -1.640 0.498 

2 
-0.005 '-0.180 0.349 0.308 

3 
1.099 -0.083 -0.347 0.907 

26 
0.157 -0.066 1.829 -2.029 

27 
0.418 -1.049 1.313 G.911 



Extracts from "Multiple Canonical Discriminant Analysis: 

A Technique for Taxonomic Problemsli - N. Cherukupalle 

Let A represent a member of Group I and x A 1 and x A2 

measurements on variables 1 and 2 for this point A. A can be 

as shown below, the X-axis representing 1 and the 

Y axis ing Variable 2. 

A 

~----~~------------~-------------------x 
o Variable 1 

FIGURE 1 

Let the that OA the line joining the point a with the 

makes with the X axis be a (shown in figure 1). 

Now draw an arbitrary line OY inclined at an angle ,,/3 to the 

axis as shown in figure 1" We can "project lt the A on to the 

OY by drawing a perpendicular from A to OY (as shown). then 

the "projection" of point A onto the linear OY 

we qhose" 

We can evaluateOY
A 

'" 
OA 

= cos AOYA == cos (a-e) 

OY./!:;;, = OA cos ( ex - e) ."."........... ••• •••• 0 @ (1 ) 

but OA = 

.. " OYA = 

cos (a - e) can be wri tten as 

(cos e cos a ) + (sin e sa) 



o 0 OY A = J x 2 
Ai + x

2 
A2 (cos e cos ex + sin e sin ex ) 
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Jx
2 

Ai + x
2 

A2 (cos e cos ex ) + JX2 
Ai + x

2 
A2 

(sin e sin ex ) OG. 0 Q (4) 

But OA cos ex 

= JX2 
Ai + x

2 
A2 cos ex 

and x A2 OA sin ex 

= JX2 
Ai + x

2 
A2 sin ex 

Expression (4) ~or OA can now be written as 

cos e sin e 

We can, following exactly the same procedure~ "project" to the plane 

OY another point B with coordinates xBi and x B2 and derive an 

identical expression for OYB which is 

cos e sin e 

In other words ~ the expressions for OY A and OYB are independent of the 

particular angle exe 

Utilising the capacity to project observations onto the plane OY~ it is 

possible to depict means 9 and between-group and within-group sum=of= 

squares and cross-products in terms of OY e 

The plane OY is the linear discriminant plane provided that it is 

chosen so that the ratio of the between group sum-of-squares to the 

within group sum-of-squares is maximised. 
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Appendix 6-

Example of Calculation of Linear Discriminant Score 

(Extract from C.R. Rao g "Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric Research1l
9 

New York9 Wiley & Sons~ 1952~ P0316)0 

'IExampleo The scores in three tests 9 A9 B 9 and C 9 of 256 army re~ 

cruits classified by their neurotic condition have the mean values as 

given in Table 8b09ao 

Ta ble 8 bo 9ao Mean Scores of Neurotic Groups (Rao and Slater 9 1949) 

Mean Score 
Sample 

Group Size A B C 

Anxiety state 114 2.9298 101667 007281 
Hysteria 33 3.0303 1.2424 005455 
Psychopathy 32 308125 108438 008125 
Obsession 17 407059 105882 1.1176 
Personality change 5 1.4000 0.2000 000000 
Normal 55 0.6000 0 01455 002182 

The dispersion matrix within the groups and its reciprocal are given 

below. 

Within Dispersion Matrix (1'-.0 .) 
lJ 

Reciprocal (I'-. i j ) 

A B C A B C 

A 20300851 00251578 00474169 00543234 =00200195 -00420813 
B 00251578 00607466 0.035774 =00200195 10725807 00055767 
C 00474169 00035774 0.595094 -00420813 00055767 2.012357 

For any group the linear discriminant score is 

where 

ti == I'-.iim + l'-.i2m + l'-.i3 m i 2 3 

t2 = 1'-.2:1m +1'-.22 m +1'-.23 m :1 2 3 

t = 1'-.3:1m + 1'-.32 m + 1'-.33m 3 :1 2 3 

m:1' m2 , m 3 are the mean values of A, B ,C and the elements )\i j belong to 

the reciprocal of the dispersion matrix. For the anxiety state group 

ti = 005432(209298) 0.2002(1 01667) 004208(007281) = 100515 

t2 :: -0.2002(209298) + 1 0 7258(1 01667) + 000558(007281) ::: 10'4676 

t3 = =004208(209298) + 0.0558(1.1667) + 2.0124(007281) :: 002975 

tUim:1 + [2m 2 + [3 m 3) = tt 1 00515(209298) +000 ~ := 205047 

Hence the discriminant score for the anxiety state is 
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Sample Computer Print out Discriminant Analysis 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS ••••• SAHPLE 

NUMBER OF GROUPS 4 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES 6 
SAMPLE SIZES •• 

GROUP 
1 
2 
3 
4 

GROUP 1 MEANS 
7.87500 7.50000 4.62500 7.25000 1 B. ,0000 8.87500 

GROUP 2 MEANS 
7.14286 8.57143 9.57143 7.B5714 20.14285 12.57143 

GROUP 3 MEANS 
7.85714 7.B5714 8.85714 9.28571 17 .. 42tl56 10 .. 1421::16 

GROUP 4 MEANS 
7.75000 B.OOOOO 6.75000 7.37500 21.37500 9.25UOO 

POOLED DISPERSION MATRIX 

ROW 1 
19.61876 -11.16208 -5.21497 -6.09890 -22.74855 -9.54052 

ROW 2 
-11.16208 11.94505 5.61813 1.91758 

ROW 3 
-5.214'1 5.61813 39.45938 3 .. 0 3681 

ROW 4 
-6.09890 1.91758 3.93681 9.83310 

ROW 5 
-22.74855 22.60982 16.234B6 4.62156 

ROW 6 
-9.54052 10.66757 9.34546 3.83791 

COMMON MEANS 
7.66667 7.96667 7.33333 7.90000 

GENERALIZED MAHALAN081S O-SQUARE 12.78063 

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 1 
CONSTANT * COEFFICIENTS 

-28.49431 · 2.63870 2.12205 -0.17167 

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 2 
CONSTANT • COEFFICIENTS 

-29.21017 • 2.61930 2.25230 -0.04816 

DISCRIMINANT FUNCT/ON 3 
CONSTANT • COEFFICIENTS 

-31.86435 • 2.74450 2.39588 -0.06457 

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 4 
CONSTANT * COEFFICIENTS 

-30.82028 • 2.71860 2.03937 -0.13352 

EVALUATION OF CLASSIFICATION FUNCTIONS FOR EACH OBSERVATION 

GROUP 
PROBA~ILITY ASSOCIATED WITH LARGEST 

OBSERVATION LARGEST DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION FUNCTION NO. 
t 0.3R065 4 
2 0.37045 1 
3 0.36261 1 
4 0.44190 1 
5 0.34454 1 
6 0.44215 3 
7 0.31787 2 
8 0.29274 2 

GROUP 
PROBABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH LARGEST 

OBSERVA TION LARGEST OISCRIMINANT FUNCTION FUNCTION NO. 
1 0.51029 2 
2 0.50060 3 
3 0.34760 4 
4 0.43130 3 
5 0.442B2 4 
6 0.36407 2 
7 0.28515 2 

GROUP 
PROBA8ILITY ASSOCIATED wITH LARGEST 

08SERVATION LARGEST DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION FUNCTION NO. 
1 0.67611 3 
2 0.46629 2 
3 0.54636 2 
4 0.66688 3 
5 0.30600 2 
6 0.33043 4 
7 0.39005 3 

GROUP 4 
PROBABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH LARGEST 

OBSERVATiON LARGEST DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION FUNCTiON NO. 
1 0.33727 4 
2 0.37475 1 
3 0.62340 4 
4 0.45697 1 
5 0.52175 2 
6 0.34061 4 
7 0.43135 4 
B 0.27849 I 

OA2171 
It 

II STOP 
IA52A STOP 

22.60982 10.66757 

16.23486 9.34?46 

4.62156 3.B3791 

62.78633 30.18262 

30.18262 29.57480 

19.39998 10.13332 

1.9119B 0.58476 -O .. 4(J477 

1.88319 0.43732 -0.21784 

2.13260 0.42619 -0.32718 

1.94539 0.71677 -0.48760 
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INDEPENDENT VARIATES - b. in REGRESSIONS -J---

YEARS 

1959 198) 1961 1962 1963 --..--,--
CONSTANT 2.57 - 1.52 - 1.12 - 1.25 - 1.14-

VARIABLES: 

,X
1 - .30 .21 x .13 .06 .22 ;lC 

X2 - 027 l1'L 000 - .07 .37 - .18 

X3 1.22 x .42 x .54- 052 .39 

X4 
1.58 x .04 .05 .00 .08 

X5 1.07 x 087 x .92 x .70 ;lC .,91 x 

x .20 2: .18 x .26 .if! .21 
;lC 

X6 , .34-

X
7 

.14 x .05 .03 - .01 .01+ 

x .75 x .34 1.67 .61 X8 - 2031 -
X9 .65 - .34- .01 - .54 - .29 

X10 - .07 .01 - .01 .04- .00 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION 

COEFFICIENT .85 .80 086 .87 .83 

F - VALUES 36.22 25.02 40.68 43.19 31.29 

RANGE OF RESIDUAIS 7.28 7.13 7.63 8.19 6.46 

;;: SIGNIFICANT T-VALUE 
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